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Abstract

Background: Latinas report particularly low levels of physical activity and suffer from greater rates of lifestyle-related conditions
such as obesity and diabetes. Interventions are needed that can increase physical activity in this growing population in a large-scale,
cost-effective manner. Web-based interventions may have potential given the increase in Internet use among Latinas and the
scalability of Web-based programs.

Objective: To examine the costs and cost-effectiveness of a Web-based, Spanish-language physical activity intervention for
Latinas compared to a wellness contact control.

Methods: Healthy adult Latina women (N=205) were recruited from the community and randomly assigned to receive a
Spanish-language, Web-based, individually tailored physical activity intervention (intervention group) or were given access to
a website with content on wellness topics other than physical activity (control group). Physical activity was measured using the
7-Day Physical Activity Recall interview and ActiGraph accelerometers at baseline, 6 months (ie, postintervention), and 12
months (ie, maintenance phase). Costs were estimated from a payer perspective and included all features necessary to implement
the intervention in a community setting, including staff time (ie, wages, benefits, and overhead), materials, hardware, website
hosting, and routine website maintenance.

Results: At 6 months, the costs of running the intervention and control groups were US $17 and US $8 per person per month,
respectively. These costs fell to US $12 and US $6 per person per month at 12 months, respectively. Linear interpolation showed
that intervention participants increased their physical activity by 1362 total minutes at 6 months (523 minutes by accelerometer)
compared to 715 minutes for control participants (186 minutes by accelerometer). At 6 months, each minute increase in physical
activity for the intervention group cost US $0.08 (US $0.20 by accelerometer) compared to US $0.07 for control participants (US
$0.26 by accelerometer). Incremental cost-per-minute increases associated with the intervention were US $0.08 at 6 months and
US $0.04 at 12 months (US $0.16 and US $0.08 by accelerometer, respectively). Sensitivity analyses showed variations in staffing
costs or intervention effectiveness yielded only modest changes in incremental costs.

Conclusions: While the Web-based physical activity intervention was more expensive than the wellness control, both were
quite low cost compared to face-to-face or mail-delivered interventions. Cost-effectiveness ranged markedly based on physical
activity measure and was similar between the two conditions. Overall, the Web-based intervention was effective and low cost,
suggesting a promising channel for increasing physical activity on a large scale in this at-risk population.

ClinicalTrial: Clinicaltrials.gov NCT01834287; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01834287 (Archived by WebCite at
http://www.webcitation.org/6nyjX9Jrh)

(J Med Internet Res 2017;19(2):e43)   doi:10.2196/jmir.6257
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Introduction

Physical activity is associated with a lower risk of heart disease,
stroke, type 2 diabetes, depression, and some cancers [1];
however, only about 1 in 5 (21%) US adults meet the 2008
Federal Physical Activity Guidelines [2]. Recent analyses
estimate that US $131 billion (95% CI $91 billion-$172 billion)
of health care expenditures per year are associated with
inadequate levels of physical activity. Moreover, mean annual
health care expenditures are almost 30% higher among inactive
adults compared to active adults [3]. There is a critical need for
high-reach, cost-effective interventions to increase physical
activity given the substantial public health burden and expenses
related to such high levels of inactivity.

Internet-based interventions have great potential for widespread
dissemination, thus many recent studies have focused on using
this platform for physical activity promotion. In fact, a recent
comprehensive review of Web-based physical activity
interventions for adults identified 72 such programs, 44 of which
(61%) reported significant increases in physical activity [4].
However, the review noted that this work was conducted in
predominantly non-Latino, white samples and called for better
representation of underserved populations, specifically racial
and ethnic minorities, in future Internet-based physical activity
intervention studies.

Latinos are the largest ethnic minority in the United States [5]
and suffer marked health disparities. According to the US
Census Bureau, Latinos (53 million) made up 17% of the US
population growth between 2000 and 2010, accounting for more
than half of the nation’s population growth [6]. Latinos report
particularly low rates of physical activity and are
disproportionately affected by related health conditions,
especially Latina women. Only 38.2% of Latinas in the United
States report meeting the federal guidelines for performance of
aerobic physical activity (ie, >150 minutes/week of at least
moderate-intensity aerobic activity), which is markedly less
than non-Latina white women (50.9 %) and Latino men (47.0
%). Moreover, Latinas are more likely to be obese than
non-Latina white women and experience excess burden from
inactivity-related conditions, such as diabetes and stroke [7].

Evidence suggests that Internet-delivered interventions may be
cost-effective. Past research in Dutch adults over 50 years of
age indicated that Web-delivered interventions are a
cost-effective way to increase physical activity when compared
to no intervention [8]. Internet-delivered interventions may
represent a particularly appropriate low-cost approach to
physical activity promotion in Latinas due to the Internet’s
ability to reach large numbers of people in the convenience of
their own homes and address barriers to physical activity
participation commonly cited by Latinas (eg, childcare and
transportation) [9]. While in past years Internet use among
Latinos was lower than among non-Latino whites, Internet use
has grown markedly among Latinos in recent years, such that
81% of Latino adults report using the Internet compared to 85%

of non-Latino white adults. Internet-based interventions,
therefore, may be both low cost and have potential for broad
dissemination in this population.

Our research team has developed a theory-based, individually
tailored, Internet-delivered intervention [10,11] that was adapted
for use in Latinas through extensive formative research—focus
groups, cognitive interviews, and pilot studies—and tested in
a randomized controlled trial [12]. Increases in minutes per
week of at least moderate-intensity aerobic physical activity
were significantly greater in the Internet intervention arm
compared to the wellness contact control arm at 6 months [13]
and were largely sustained at 12 months. However, to date there
have been no cost or cost-effectiveness analyses conducted of
such Internet-based physical activity interventions in Latinas.
Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to assess the costs of this
linguistically and culturally adapted Internet-based physical
activity intervention for Latinas compared to the costs of a
Web-based contact-matched control group. The purpose is also
to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of this intervention for
increasing moderate- to vigorous-intensity physical activity
(MVPA) in Latinas.

Methods

Design
The Pasos Hacia La Salud study was a randomized controlled
trial of an individually tailored, Spanish-language, Web-based
physical activity intervention compared to a Web-based wellness
control. Participants in the intervention condition group were
given access to a website with individually tailored physical
activity information; they also received monthly, personalized
reports for 12 months. Participants in the control condition group
were given access to a website with information on wellness
topics other than physical activity (eg, diet and stress reduction);
they also received alerts to access new materials with the same
frequency as the intervention group. The primary outcome was
weekly minutes of MVPA at 6 months measured by the 7-Day
Physical Activity Recall (PAR) interview. Activity was also
measured by accelerometer. A secondary outcome was minutes
of MVPA at 12 months.

Setting and Sample
Participants included 205 adult Latinas recruited from the
community in San Diego County, California. Eligible
participants were between 18 and 65 years of age, underactive
(ie, engaging in less than 60 minutes per week of MVPA), and
self-identified as Latina and/or Hispanic women. The study
focused on women because our formative research showed that
common barriers, motivators, and activity preferences were
markedly different between Latino men and Latina women. In
addition, physical inactivity is much more common among
Latina women than among Latino men [14]. Exclusion criteria
included current or planned pregnancy, plans to move from the

area within 12 months, a body mass index of 45 kg/m2 or
greater, and any health condition that might make unsupervised
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physical activity unsafe as determined by the Physical Activity
Readiness Questionnaire [15], including history of heart disease,
stroke, diabetes, or orthopedic problems. Participants also had
to be willing to be randomized to either of the two conditions.
A detailed breakdown of participant eligibility and flow diagram
of participant allocation has been published elsewhere [12].

Human subjects research approval was granted by the University
of California, San Diego, Human Research Protections Program,
and all participants gave written informed consent.

Intervention
The intervention was based on the Transtheoretical Model and
Social Cognitive Theory. Participants filled out monthly online
surveys about physical activity, cognitive and behavioral
strategies to change behavior, self-efficacy, and other
psychosocial constructs. Responses to these surveys were used
to generate individually tailored reports for each participant,
with feedback on changes over time and information about how
their answers compared to those of other active women.
Participants also received online physical activity manuals,
which were matched to their readiness for changing physical
activity behavior. Other features of the website included a
calendar for goal setting and logging daily minutes of activity
and steps, a message board for interacting with other
participants, an ask the expert page, and a guide to local free
and low-cost physical activity resources. Participants received
regular emails with tip sheets on topics such as finding time to
exercise, staying motivated, and other topics highlighted in
formative research as being important to this population, such
as childcare and cultural norms. An initial on-site visit was held
to conduct a goal-setting session and orient participants to the
website. At this initial visit, participants also received a
pedometer for entering their daily steps on the website
activity-tracking calendar, a binder with physical activity
information sheets, a music CD, staff contact information, and
the option of taking home a Spanish-language exercise DVD.

The first 6 months comprised the intensive intervention stage.
Each month participants filled out questionnaires and received
a tailored report and stage-matched online manual. Participants
also received regular emails prompting them to access new
information sheets and other materials on the website—weekly
emails in month 1, biweekly emails in months 2 and 3, and
monthly emails in months 4-6. All participants received a phone
call after 1 week to help with pedometer and website use;
received another call at 1 month to check in, answer questions,
and help with goal setting; and participated in a repeat
goal-setting session at 6 months. The second 6 months
comprised a maintenance phase, during which participants
received a monthly email prompt to visit the website to fill out
the questionnaire to generate a personalized report. A final call
to check in was made at month 9. The website and all materials
were in Spanish.

Wellness Contact Control
The control group received access to a Spanish-language website
with a similar look and feel as the physical activity-based
intervention site. However, this site included information on
health topics other than physical activity, including diet, stress

reduction, and sleep. In order to control for contact time,
participants also engaged in an initial visit to be oriented to their
website, received emails on the same schedule as the
intervention group with new information sheets on various
wellness topics, and filled out monthly questionnaires on
wellness topics. Like those in the intervention condition group,
they also received a phone call to check in at months 1 and 9,
and had a short site visit at month 6.

Measures

Clinical Outcome Measures
The primary outcome, upon which the study was powered, was
change in MVPA from baseline to 6 months as measured by
the 7-Day PAR. The 7-Day PAR is a self-report measure
administered by trained, certified interviewers that asks
participants to report the amount of weekly minutes spent in
activities of different intensities—light, moderate, hard, very
hard, and sleep—across a range of settings and activity types
(eg, leisure, transport, and occupational). This measure has
shown acceptable reliability and congruent validity with more
objective physical activity measures and shows sensitivity to
changes over time [16,17]. Staff members performing the 7-Day
PAR were blinded to condition.

As an additional primary outcome, participants also wore
ActiGraph GT3X+ accelerometers for the week corresponding
to the self-report measure at the same three time
points—baseline, 6 months, and 12 months. A minimum count
of 1952 was set as a threshold for MVPA and a minimum bout
duration of 10 minutes was used. Valid wear time was
considered as at least 10 hours of wear on at least 5 days or at
least 3000 minutes of wear time on at least 4 days.

Costs
Costs were estimated from a payer perspective and included all
costs necessary to deliver the developed Web-based intervention
in a clinical or community setting. This included staff time for
training and delivering the intervention (ie, salary, benefits, and
overhead) and cost of website maintenance and materials based
on actual costs incurred during the trial. Costs associated
exclusively with research activities, such as baseline and
follow-up assessments, obtaining consent, and participant
compensation, were not included. We also did not include costs
of developing the website, as delivering the intervention would
utilize the existing website and would not require further
development. Costs associated with maintaining the website,
such as Web hosting and technical support, were included.

Personnel Time
Costs for personnel were calculated by multiplying the time
required for specific tasks—for the intervention and control
groups separately—by standard University of California salary
and fringe rates. Personnel time was determined by asking
research staff to log the amount of time spent on
nonresearch-related activities. This included training time for
both the trainer and trainee; conducting initial baseline
goal-setting visits and 6-month visits; scheduling and conducting
1-week, 1-month, and 9-month calls, including time for failed
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contact attempts; and time to compile study materials, such as
the binder and CD.

Staff time also included routine maintenance of the websites,
including checking the message board for appropriate comments
and responding to ask the expert questions. It also included time
needed to resend messages and materials, such as replacing lost
pedometers or sending emails to corrected email addresses.

Staff costs were based on standard published salaries at the
University of California, San Diego, for research staff qualified
for each task. A masters- or PhD-level trainer’s annual salary
was US $60,000 plus 44% benefits or US $86,520 annually (US
$43.26 per hour) and a research associate with a bachelor’s
degree received US $38,941 annual salary plus 44% benefits
or US $56,153 annually (US $28.08 per hour). These hourly
costs were increased by 10% to account for overhead costs of
shared space.

Website Costs
Costs associated with using the website to deliver the
intervention in a community or clinic setting included Web
hosting and regular IT support. Web hosting was priced at US
$75 per month for each website. Technical support was
estimated at 2 hours per month at a standard rate of US $95 per
hour. These costs were based on actual costs charged by the
Web developer (Illumina Interactive) during the trial once the
website was developed and being used by participants. Costs
were equal for the intervention and control group websites.

Materials
Material costs were based directly on what was actually spent
in the trial. Materials included the study binders, music CDs,
labels, business cards, and paper and ink for tip sheets in the
initial study binder. Costs for these came from standard
wholesale office supply prices. Those in the intervention arm
also received an Accusplit pedometer at a cost of US $12.50
each. A video library of approximately 15 DVDs was also
available for participants to borrow from; the DVDs cost
approximately US $10 each.

Hardware
Hardware costs included a standard desktop computer and a
printer for printing tip sheets for the study binders. Hardware
costs were estimated using market prices in June 2014; costs
were depreciated using a straight-line method assuming a 5-year
depreciation period and 3 years of use in the study. Hardware
costs were equal for the intervention and control groups.

Analysis
Costs were calculated as the total of all materials, hardware,
personnel time including overhead and fringe benefits, website

hosting, and website maintenance needed to run the study with
the given number of participants. Research and development
costs were not included. Change in total physical activity over
the course of the study was calculated using linear interpolation
of minutes from baseline to 6 months, then 6 months to 12
months, subtracting baseline physical activity. This was done
for both subjective (7-Day PAR) and objective (accelerometer)
measures of MVPA. Increase in physical activity was calculated
using unadjusted mean weekly minutes at each time point for
participants completing the trial (172/205, 83.9%). Dropout was
equal across arms and there were no significant differences in
any measures at baseline between those who did and did not
complete the trial. There was also no significant difference
between adjusted and unadjusted mean differences in MVPA.
Cost-effectiveness was defined as the cost-per-minute increase
in activity in each arm. This was determined by calculating the
total cost per person at each time point, over the first 6 months
and over the whole 12 months, and dividing this by the average
total increase in physical activity across each time period. This
was done separately for each condition in order to compare
cost-effectiveness between the intervention and control groups.
Finally, the incremental cost was defined as the additional
cost-per-minute increase in the intervention condition beyond
the change in MVPA in the control group; this was calculated
by dividing the difference in change in MVPA between the two
conditions by the difference in cost between the two conditions.

Sensitivity analyses were conducted by determining how
cost-effectiveness, specifically incremental costs, would be
impacted if personnel costs or intervention effectiveness
increased or decreased by 20%. Because the cost per person
could also vary depending on the number of participants
enrolled, we also modeled how costs would change with varying
participant numbers, multiplying the cost per person by the
number of participants, but keeping fixed costs the same. Fixed
costs included hardware (eg, computer and printer), technical
support and Web hosting, and training costs. Variable costs
included materials (eg, binders, paper, and pedometers) and the
time for staff to deliver the intervention.

Results

Costs
Costs associated with running the intervention and control
groups are presented in Table 1. Total cost of conducting the
intervention at 6 months was US $10,712, which corresponded
to a cost of US $17.17 per person per month. In contrast, the
cost of running the control condition at 6 months was US $4900,
or US $8.09 per person per month.
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Table 1. Costs of study components for the intervention and control groups for the first 6 months (intensive intervention) and across the whole 12-month
study period (N=205).

Costs for wellness control group

(n=101), US $

Costs for intervention group

(n=104), US $

Item

12 months (cumula-
tive)

6 months12 months (cumula-
tive)

6 months

Personnel

$157$157$471$471Training

$3119$1976$8083$5674Intervention delivery

Website

$10$8$490$270Maintenance

$900$450$900$450Hosting

$2280$1140$2280$1140Technical support

Hardware

$420$420$420$420Computer

$240$240$240$240Printer

Materials

N/AN/Aa$1300$1300Pedometers

$510$510$597$597Paper, ink, binders, etc

N/AN/A$150$150Videos

$7634$4900$14,781$10,712Total cost

$76$49$142$103Average cost per participant

$6$8$12$17Average cost per participant per month

aN/A: not applicable.

Cumulative total costs at 12 months were US $14,781 for the
intervention group and US $7634 for the control group.
Compared to costs at 6 months, this corresponded to a lower
monthly cost of US $11.84 per participant per month for the
intervention group and US $6.30 per participant per month for
the control group. The largest expense for both conditions was
personnel time, which was primarily devoted to conducting
initial baseline visits, followed by IT support. The cost of

providing pedometers in the intervention condition was also
relatively high.

Figure 1 shows the cost to deliver the intervention per person
over the entire 12 months modeled by number of people
enrolled. With only 50 people enrolled, the cost per person per
month was US $16; this dropped to US $12 with 100 people
and US $10 with 200 people. Costs dropped off more slowly
with 300 people or more, reaching an asymptote near US $8
per person per month.
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Figure 1. Cost per person per month over 12 months by number of participants enrolled.

Clinical Outcome Measures
As reported elsewhere [13], MVPA increased from baseline to
6 months in both conditions. This change was significantly
greater in intervention group participants, who increased from
an average of 8.0 (SD 15.0) minutes of self-reported MVPA
per week at baseline to an average of 112.8 (SD 97.1) minutes
at 6 months. Baseline minutes were similar in control group
participants, which were an average of 8.5 (SD 14.6) minutes
per week, but only increased to an average of 63.5 (SD 88.7)
minutes per week at 6 months. Assuming a linear increase in
MVPA across the first 6 months of the study, this corresponds
to a total increase of 1362 minutes of MVPA per person in the

intervention group versus 715 minutes of MVPA per person for
the control group.

Changes recorded by objective measures were smaller, but still
significantly greater in the intervention group than the control
group. Intervention group participants increased from an average
of 35.8 (SD 69.7) minutes per week at baseline to an average
of 75.8 (SD 91.0) minutes per week at 6 months. Control group
participants increased from an average of 28.7 (SD 48.2) minutes
per week at baseline to an average of 43.0 (SD 60.9) minutes
per week at 6 months. Using linear interpolation assuming a
linear increase in minutes, this corresponds to a total increase
of 523.0 minutes of MVPA per person in the intervention group
versus 186.3 minutes of MVPA per person for the control group.
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Increases in MVPA were largely sustained at 12 months. On
average, intervention group participants reported an average of
108.6 (SD 107.2) weekly minutes of self-reported MVPA at 12
months compared to an average of 75.9 (SD 89.8) minutes in
the control group. Assuming a linear change from baseline to
6 months and from 6 months to 12 months, this corresponds to
a total increase of 4032.6 minutes per person in the intervention
group over the course of the study and 2306.2 minutes per
person in the control group. Weekly minutes recorded by
accelerometers at 12 months were an average of 70.4 (SD 86.4)
for the intervention group participants versus an average of 55.5
(SD 74.6) for control group participants. This corresponds to
an increase of 1496 minutes per person over the course of the
study for the intervention group and 695 minutes per person for
the control group.

Cost-Effectiveness
Table 2 Table 2 provides the estimates of cost-per-minute
increases in MVPA in the intervention and control arms. Over
6 months, costs for the intervention arm were US $0.08 per
minute increase per person for self-reported minutes and US
$0.20 per minute per person for accelerometer-recorded minutes
of MVPA. For the control group, these costs were US $0.07
and US $0.26 per minute increase per person, respectively.
Costs per minute decreased for both arms over the whole 12
months: after 1 year, the intervention group costs were US $0.04
per minute increase per person for self-reported minutes and
US $0.10 per minute increase per person for
accelerometer-measured minutes of MVPA. For the control
group, these costs were US $0.03 and US $0.11 per minute
increase per person, respectively.

Table 2. Cost-per-minute increases in physical activity during the initial 6-month intervention and the full 12-month study (cumulative).

Wellness control groupIntervention group

ActiGraph ac-
celerometer

7-Day Physical
Activity Recall

ActiGraph ac-
celerometer

7-Day Physical
Activity Recall

Total MVPAa minutes per person, minutes

1867155231362Baseline to 6 months

696230614964033Total 12 months

MVPA minutes per person per month, minutes

3111987227Baseline to 6 months

58192125336Total 12 months

Cost-per-minute increase in MVPA, US $

$0.26$0.07$0.20$0.08Baseline to 6 months

$0.11$0.03$0.10$0.04Total 12 months

Incremental cost-per-minute increase in MVPA, US $

N/AN/Ab$0.16$0.08Baseline to 6 months

N/AN/A$0.08$0.04Total 12 months

aMVPA: moderate- to vigorous-intensity physical activity.
bN/A: not applicable.

Incremental costs for increases in MVPA (ie, cost-per-minute
increases in the intervention group beyond that seen in the
control group) varied by time point and measurement method.
At 6 months, incremental costs were US $0.08 per minute for
the 7-Day PAR and US $0.16 per minute for
accelerometer-measured MVPA. At 12 months, these were US
$0.04 per minute and US $0.08 per minute, respectively.

Sensitivity analyses (see Table 3) examined how changes in
staffing costs and intervention effectiveness would influence

cost-effectiveness, specifically incremental costs. A 20%
increase in staffing costs yielded an increased incremental cost
at 6 months from US $0.08 to US $0.10 per minute—US $0.16
to US $0.19 for accelerometers—while a 20% decrease in
staffing costs yielded a decrease to US $0.07 and US $0.014
per minute for subjective and accelerometer-measured minutes,
respectively. Variations in intervention effectiveness (ie, changes
in MVPA minutes) yielded nearly identical changes. For all
sensitivity analyses, changes in incremental costs were quite
small at 12 months.
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Table 3. Sensitivity analyses for incremental cost-per-minute increases in moderate- to vigorous-intensity physical activity in the intervention versus
control groups.

12-month incremental cost per minute, US $6-month incremental cost per minute, US $Cost and effectiveness measures

ActiGraph accelerometer7-Day Physical Activity
Recall

ActiGraph accelerometer7-Day Physical Activity
Recall

$0.08$0.04$0.16$0.08Standard calculation

Staffing costs

$0.10$0.04$0.19$0.10+20%

$0.07$0.03$0.14$0.07-20%

Intervention effectiveness

$0.07$0.03$0.13$0.07+20%

$0.12$0.05$0.20$0.11-20%

Discussion

Principal Findings
Our Internet-based physical activity intervention for
Spanish-speaking Latinas, which was previously shown to be
effective for increasing MVPA, was also low cost with a cost
of just US $12 per person per month over the whole 12-month
period. One of the key benefits of an Internet-based intervention
is the ability to scale the intervention for larger samples. Results
showed that the cost per participant in the intervention group
could be reduced from US $12 down to US $8 per month, with
only about 300 users in the intervention arm. The most
expensive cost by far was personnel time. Interventions that
utilize automated systems that require little to no staff time are
important for keeping the cost of physical activity programs
low. This study utilized an automated system while still
personalizing intervention materials. The greater cost of running
the intervention condition was primarily driven by the increased
staff time required to orient participants to the website, perform
an individual goal-setting tutorial, and make check-in calls.

Although the monthly cost of the intervention arm was more
expensive than the control arm, participants in the intervention
arm increased their physical activity significantly more than
those in the control arm. Consequently, the cost per minute
increase was similar between the two groups, with the control
arm being slightly more cost-effective for subjectively measured
minutes and the intervention arm being slightly more
cost-effective for objectively measured minutes. These results
suggest that this Web-based intervention could produce
significantly greater increases in MVPA at a similar price per
minute. Given the vast benefits of physical activity and the low
incremental cost of just US $0.04 per minute beyond that seen
in the control arm, this Web-based intervention is a
cost-effective approach to health promotion.

Comparison With Prior Work
TThe costs of this Web-based intervention are considerably
lower than a printed mail-delivered version of this program
completed with Latina women, which cost US $17 per person
per month [18]. The mail-delivered intervention was slightly
less effective and more costly, thus the cost per minute at 6
months was also significantly higher in the mail-delivered

program (US $0.18) than in the Web-based program (US $0.08).
These costs would likely diverge farther with wider
dissemination, as many of the costs of the Internet intervention
do not increase with increased users, while the print version
requires postage, printing materials, mailing materials, and staff
time to process tailored questionnaires for each person.

It is difficult to compare these costs to other Web-based
interventions, as few Internet-based physical activity
interventions have examined cost-effectiveness and none could
be found that examined it with underserved populations.
Additionally, across cost-effectiveness studies there is a lack
of homogeneity regarding which variables are included when
calculating costs, preventing direct comparisons between studies.
For example, one paper comparing two Web-based studies
reported much lower average costs for conducting their
interventions than this study; however, no staff time was
included [8]. In addition, while some analyses included
recruitment costs, we did not include them in this study as
recruitment costs incurred during the trial were for a research
study and were therefore not representative of recruitment costs
for delivering the intervention in a real-world setting. Some
recruitment costs would likely be necessary in a clinical or
community setting, though these would vary greatly depending
on whether they targeted an existing patient or membership
base or the community at large.

On that note, costs reported here should be seen as a guide to
potential delivery costs rather than an exact estimate, as costs
would likely vary widely depending on delivery site. The
intervention examined here could potentially be implemented
in a health system or community center, each of which would
have vastly different costs for staffing, recruitment (if any), and
overhead. Sensitivity analyses showed that cost-effectiveness,
measured by incremental costs, would remain relatively stable
despite ranges in staffing costs. Larger variations were seen in
cost-effectiveness when examining change in intervention
effectiveness, which would likely range greatly across
populations. Variations in cost-effectiveness were perhaps
modeled best in this study by comparing subjective and objective
measures of physical activity, which showed marked differences
in activity gains. These differences in reported minutes could
be due to subjective reporting bias or inaccurate recall of
duration or intensity of activities. Some discrepancy between
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them should be expected, however, as accelerometry and the
7-Day PAR measure different behaviors (ie, activity vs hip
acceleration). Accelerometry is also unable to accurately
measure some activities, such as biking and swimming, and
underestimates energy expenditure for some activities, such as
hiking and walking on an incline or activities using upper body
movement [19].

As the purpose of this study was to estimate the cost of
delivering the already-developed intervention, we did not take
into account the cost associated with developing the intervention.
A previous study with an Internet-delivered intervention for
adults did examine the development costs [20] and determined
that although developing the intervention cost about US
$100,000, only 352 participants would be needed to overcome
the start-up costs of the Internet intervention relative to
delivering the print-based version. Since start-up costs only
occur once and may be easily mitigated, our focus on cost of
dissemination is important as some costs, such as pedometers,
do not decrease with an increased number of participants.

Strengths and Limitations
One limitation is that we did not consider costs for updating the
website over time. As technology grows and changes it is
important to have a website that changes over time as well,
which may incur costs over that of regular maintenance and
technical support. Over the 3 years of running this intervention,
the main modifications to the website were updating resources,
which study staff were able to do; we were not able to estimate
changes that would be of significant cost to updating the website
in future years. The Web-based contact control group allowed
for an assessment of intervention effectiveness, but did not allow
for a comparison of costs across delivery modalities.
Additionally, this analysis estimated costs from the payer
perspective, but was unable to estimate costs from a societal
perspective. We also did not include recruitment costs, as those

associated with the trial would not be a good estimate of
recruitment costs in a nonresearch setting.

This study has a number of strengths, including using data from
a randomized controlled trial and relying on current market data
for materials, equipment, and personnel costs. This study also
targeted Spanish-speaking Latinas and demonstrated
cost-effectiveness at the end of the intervention (ie, 6 months)
and during the maintenance phase (ie, 12 months). Additionally,
cost-effectiveness was calculated using both self-reported and
objectively measured physical activity.

Given the disparities in chronic diseases among Latinas, next
steps should be to determine whether physical activity
interventions could reduce health care costs. This study focused
on relatively short-term physical activity outcomes and did not
collect information on health care costs. Future research that
includes health care costs could provide a more comprehensive
understanding of the potential costs and quality-adjusted life
years that could be gained from increasing physical activity in
Latinas [21]. As health habits in Latino families are more closely
related than in non-Latino white families, particularly among
mothers and children [22], future research should also
investigate how increasing physical activity in Latina women
could influence health and health care costs for their families
and communities.

Conclusions
Results from this study indicated that a tailored,
Internet-delivered intervention is a cost-effective approach to
increasing physical activity among Latinas that has the potential
for dissemination. Using the Internet allowed for the delivery
cost of the intervention to be cut in half as the number of
participants using the intervention increased. Large-scale
implementations of interventions that demonstrate
cost-effectiveness have the potential to reduce health disparities,
benefiting public health.
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Abstract

Background: Computerized cognitive behavioral therapy for insomnia (CCBT-I) has a growing evidence base as a stand-alone
intervention, but it is less clear what factors may limit its acceptability and feasibility when combined with clinical care.

Objective: The purpose of this study was to explore barriers and facilitators to use of an adjunctive CCBT-I program among
depressed patients in a psychiatric clinic by using both quantitative and qualitative approaches.

Methods: We conducted the qualitative component of the study using face-to-face or telephone interviews with participants
who had enrolled in a clinical trial of a CCBT-I program as an adjunctive treatment in a psychiatric clinical setting. In line with
the grounded theory approach, we used a semistructured interview guide with new thematic questions being formulated during
the transcription and data analysis, as well as being added to the interview schedule. A range of open and closed questions
addressing user experience were asked of all study participants who completed the 12-week trial in an online survey.

Results: Three themes emerged from the interviews and open questions, consistent with nonadjunctive CCBT-I implementation.
Identification with the adjunctive intervention’s target symptom of insomnia and the clinical setting were seen as key reasons to
engage initially. Persistence was related to factors to do with the program, its structure, and its content, rather than any nonclinical
factors. The survey results showed that only the key active behavioral intervention, sleep restriction, was rated as a major problem
by more than 15% of the sample. In this clinical setting, the support of the clinician in completing the unsupported program was
highlighted, as was the need for the program and clinical treatment to be coordinated.

Conclusions: The use of a normally unsupported CCBT-I program as an adjunctive treatment can be aided by the clinician’s
approach. A key behavioral component of the intervention, specific to insomnia treatment, was identified as a major problem for
persistence. As such, clinicians need to be aware of when such components are delivered in the program and coordinate their
care accordingly, if the use of the program is to be optimized.

ClinicalTrial: Australian and New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry ACTRN12612000985886;
https://www.anzctr.org.au/Trial/Registration/TrialReview.aspx?id=362875&isReview=true (Archived by WebCite at
http://www.webcitation.org/6njjhl42X)

(J Med Internet Res 2017;19(2):e37)   doi:10.2196/jmir.5639
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Introduction

Depression is one of the most common psychiatric disorders in
older adulthood and accounts for much of today’s health care
burden placed on medical professionals [1].

The recent development of eHealth technology has led to many
efficacious interventions for depression being provided
consistently to large numbers of people [2]. Computer-delivered
therapies (often based on cognitive behavioral therapy [CBT]
principles and thus termed computerized CBT [CCBT]) are
more readily accessed by individuals who may regard formal
mental health services as stigmatizing [3]. Typically, men are
among the non-help-seeking group who may benefit from
CCBT, as it is less costly and confrontational than face-to-face
therapy, while still easily accessible via the growing utility of
the Internet and smartphones [4]. When used correctly, CCBT
can produce treatment effects similar to those observed in
face-to-face treatment; however, those that have therapist
interaction are shown to be more effective [2]. In their study,
So et al [5] reported limited long-term gains from CCBT, along
with an increased rate of participant withdrawal. This effect
may be remedied by clinician program support [5]. A growing
body of evidence shows that clinician-assisted CCBT results in
significant improvements in patients with depressive [2,6] and
anxiety disorders [2,7], with results comparable with those
obtained from face-to-face treatment.

With rising health care costs, such CCBT programs have been
proposed in clinical guidelines to help reduce the cost burden
in primary and secondary health care. In 2006, the National
Institute for Clinical Excellence [8] (now the National Institute
for Health and Care Excellence), United Kingdom, included
CCBT as first-step intervention in stepped-care treatment
models. In these models, lower-cost interventions are tried first,
with more-intensive and -costly interventions reserved for those
insufficiently helped by the initial intervention [9]. Such models
have proved to be cost effective for depression [10].

In reality, many such CCBT programs are used as adjunctive
treatments to face-to-face or even telephone-delivered therapies,
rather than with clinicians acting as adjuncts to the program.
There is evidence that such adjunctive eHealth programs can
add to the effectiveness of existing therapy. For example,
Danaher et al [11] showed that combining a Web-based tobacco
cessation intervention with using nicotine lozenges encouraged
long-term tobacco and smokeless tobacco abstinence. There
have been similar observations in other medical conditions,
such as enhancing diabetes self-management as an adjunct to
regular clinical support, and enhanced results of Internet toilet
training for children with encopresis [12].

Given high levels of multimorbidity, and the heterogeneous
nature of many psychiatric disorders, a further avenue in
improving outcomes is the use of eHealth treatments for
comorbidities or symptomatology of depression as adjunctive
processes to face-to-face treatments. Insomnia is a frequently
reported sleep disturbance in older adults with depression [1],
and recent studies have shown that addressing insomnia by
using CBT for insomnia can improve depression outcomes [13].

There are now efficacious computerized CBT for insomnia
(CCBT-I) interventions [14], with evidence that they have some
additional benefit on mood symptoms [15]. A recent study by
Christensen et al [16] found that SHUTi significantly lowered
depression symptoms on the Patient Health Questionnaire at 6
weeks and 6 months compared with HealthWatch, a general
health psychoeducation program.

With the implementation of these adjunctive eHealth treatments
into routine clinical practice, emphasis must be placed on
process and other logistical concerns. It is less clear what factors
may limit acceptability and feasibility of the effects seen in the
Internet-only CCBT-I trials when used in clinical practice. Of
particular interest are the ways in which patients are able to
adhere to intervention techniques provided by the program with
respect to timing, dose, and frequency (adherence), and the
duration of time in which they are able to actively engage with
therapy from initiation until discontinuation (persistence) [17].
Qualitative studies have implicated personal, design, and
environmental factors associated with adherence and persistence
to CCBT for both depression [18] and insomnia [19]. Adherence
to Web-based programs [18] is related to outcome for
depression. Further to this, clinicians making a referral or
recommendation to a CCBT-I site enhance adherence to the
program, suggesting therapy outcomes may relate to clinician
interaction [20]. The purpose of this study was to explore the
barriers and facilitators to the use of an adjunctive CCBT-I
program among depressed patients alongside clinical care.

Methods

Study Sample
Participants in the study were primarily residents of New South
Wales, Australia, who had enrolled in the Sleep Or Mood Novel
Adjunctive therapy (SOMNA) trial, which included a CCBT-I
program used as an adjunctive treatment in a psychiatric clinical
setting [21]. All participants were English speaking, had an
active email address, and currently met the criteria for at least
minor depression, defined as screening positive on the Quick
Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology [22]. A diagnosis of
depression was then confirmed at a clinical interview by a
psychiatrist, using Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (DSM-5) criteria for either a major depressive
disorder or dysthymia, the Structured Clinical Interview for
DSM-IV [23], and clinically significant insomnia symptoms
reported on the Insomnia Severity Index [24]. Due to funding
conditions, participants were male and aged 50 years or over.
We excluded participants if they (1) had a history of psychosis
or hypo/manic episode, (2) had a current substance dependence,
or (3) had a score of <24 on the Mini-Mental State Examination,
all as determined by the psychiatrist clinical interview; (4) were
a rotating shift worker with overnight shifts, or with
transmeridian travel >2 hours in the past month, (5) had all the
criteria for restless legs syndrome as defined using the
Cambridge-Hopkins Restless Legs Syndrome Short Form
Questionnaire at screening, or (6) were at high risk for
obstructive sleep apnea as defined by the Berlin Questionnaire
or had been treated for obstructive sleep apnea. Participants
were randomly allocated to either the active intervention of
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CCBT-I program or to an active control of Internet-delivered
sleep health information.

Clinical Setting
The participants were treated at a university psychiatric clinic
staffed by consultant, final-year trainee psychiatrists, or both.
Standard clinical care for treatment of depressive symptoms
was delivered as considered clinically appropriate by the
psychiatrist in conjunction with the beyondblue clinical
guidelines [25]. This included watchful waiting, psychotherapy
referral, or medication use under standard collaborative care
with a general practitioner. As part of their standard treatment,
participants were required to undertake a semistructured clinical
assessment with a psychiatrist, whereupon a treatment plan was
developed. This assessment included administration of standard
clinical outcome measures, including the Hamilton Rating Scale
for Depression, as well as completion of a full medical history.
After 2 weeks, participants were required to undergo a clinical
review and management appointment with the psychiatrist, in
accordance with their treatment plan. This was reviewed at the
first follow-up appointment at week 3. Over the subsequent 10
weeks, participants had further clinical review and management
as clinically required. This management could also include the
psychiatrist undertaking time-limited or supported therapies
(although not focused on sleep problems), and referral to or
liaison with psychologists, exercise physiologists, other allied
health staff, and primary care. Standard clinical instruments
were administered to monitor depressive symptoms over this
period. If any changes to medication dosage were required, this
would be discussed between the patient and psychiatrist or
referring doctor.

CCBT-I Intervention: SHUTi
SHUTi (Sleep Health Using the Internet, BeHealth Solutions,
LLC, Charlottesville, VA, USA) is a 9-week CCBT-I
intervention. The program contains elements of
psychoeducation, activity scheduling, thought challenging,
problem solving, and interpersonal therapy. A major component
of the program is sleep restriction, a standard behavioral strategy
involving restricting the participant’s time-in-bed (sleep
window) to match their average self-reported total sleep
duration. The sleep window is then titrated weekly based on
sleep efficiency (the proportion of time-in-bed spent asleep), in
order to arrive at the participant’s core sleep requirement.
Decreasing the opportunity to sleep over successive nights is
postulated to build homeostatic sleep pressure, stabilize
circadian control of sleep and wakefulness, and dampen presleep
cognitive and physiological arousal.

The SHUTi program is fully automated with a new module
opening each week after the last has been completed. It is
organized into 6 weekly sessions, providing an overview in
week 1, and focusing on sleep behavior in weeks 2 and 3, sleep
thoughts in week 4, psychoeducation in week 5, and problem
prevention in week 6. The participants were able to use the
program over the 9 weeks to the end of the trial and then for a
further 6 months if required. During the trial, participants
received a reminder email 3-4 days after the module was opened
or sleep diaries were due. Figure 1 is a sample of the sleep diary.
The intervention was delivered alongside the clinical care, but
the participants were repeatedly made aware that they could not
communicate the components of their Internet program to the
clinician to prevent loss of blinding.

Figure 1. Sample of the Sleep Or Mood Novel Adjunctive therapy (SOMNA) trial sleep diary.
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Online Survey and Analysis
All participants who successfully completed the SOMNA trial
were invited to take part in an online program evaluation survey
immediately postintervention. The survey contained the Internet
Intervention Adherence Questionnaire [26], together with some
specific a priori questions relating to CCBT-I. This rates
people’s experiences and problems in adhering to the program
on a 3-point scale. We grouped these into “major problem,”
“minor problem,” and “no problem” and report results as n (%)
for each. Within the survey, participants were presented with 2
open-ended items regarding their satisfaction with the program
and their rating of the effectiveness of the SHUTi intervention
in meeting their personal needs, as well as things such as the
ability to offer constructive feedback about the overall user
experience and accessibility of the program.

Semistructured Interviews and Analysis
Participants were recruited from those who had completed the
final 6-month follow-up assessment (including the online survey
above) of the SOMNA trial active arm by a research assistant
independent of the SOMNA trial. We invited potential
participants to the study by email and selected all interested
respondents to participate. Following provision of a participant
information statement and an overview of the study conduct,
we asked potential participants to confirm participation as per
written consent form, which stipulated that interviews would
be audio recorded using an electronic recording device. We
conducted recruitment and interviews in an iterative fashion,
with transcripts being reviewed and responses collated, and
continued until we reached theoretical saturation (where no new
insights emerged from the data for 3 consecutive interviews).
Saturation was achieved at the point of preliminary thematic
analysis when participants did not report to the interviewer any
information that constituted a discrete theme. This occurred
after 7 interviews, and was confirmed by the interviewer at
interview 10. Given the method and population targeted for
recruitment, it was unlikely that subsequent interviews would
produce novel or significantly disparate themes on analysis. We
offered participants an interview time at their convenience, and
we conducted interviews either face-to-face in a clinical setting
or via telephone. Travel reimbursement was made available to
face-to-face interviewees, although no participants required
this.

Using a grounded theory approach, the chief investigator (NG)
of the SOMNA trial developed a semistructured interview guide,
allowing for new questions to be formulated and added to the
interview schedule throughout data collection. Consequently,
the interview schedule evolved over the course of the research
project. The final interview guide included 10 primary items of
interest: (1) overall experience of participation in the combined
Internet and clinical interventions, (2) motivation to participate
in SHUTi, (3) initial expectations about the Web-based
intervention, (4) how expectations were met, (5) how
expectations were not met, (6) motivation to continue with
Web-based modules and diaries, (7) challenges while doing the
modules, (8) experience of clinical treatment and Web-based
program adjunctive delivery, (9) suggested improvements to

SHUTi for general use, and (10) other reflections or comments
on program user experience. Interviews were between 26 and
42 minutes in duration, with all interviews revolving around 1
key question: “What motivated you to persist with the
[Web-based] SHUTi program?”

On completion of the interviews, an external agent transcribed
the audio files, and the interviewer cross-checked the transcripts
against the audio recordings. In conjunction with observational
field notes, the chief investigator (NG) and coinvestigator (CC)
then collaboratively coded the interview transcripts for recurrent
response features. This was followed by focused thematic
analysis, where we defined and pursued a central set of themes
based on the prevalence and frequency of codes identified by
the primary researcher. Conceptual memos were written from
the focused themes to help develop an understanding of the
themes and how these related to the data. We used no coding
or analysis software for this analysis. We used method
triangulation to check consistency.

Ethics Approval and Registration
We obtained written informed consent from all participants
engaged with the SOMNA trial. Ethics approval for the SOMNA
research trial and this qualitative substudy was obtained from
the University of Sydney Human Research Ethics Committee,
Sydney, Australia. The trial was registered on the Australian
and New Zealand Clinical Trial Registry
(ACTRN12612000985886).

Results

Sample
A total of 39 of the 40 (98%) eligible participants who
commenced the SHUTi program and remained in the trial
(regardless of their level of adherence to the modules) completed
the survey. Participants were male and had an average age of
59 years. Of the 39 completers, 29 (74%) were married, 36
(92%) had completed post high school qualifications, 33 (85%)
met DSM-5 criteria for a major depressive disorder, and 13
(33%) had self-reported cognitive complaints. Due to the
anonymous nature of the interview protocol, we did not ascertain
demographic data for the qualitative study participants.

Online Survey
Only one aspect of the program was reported as a major
problem, and thus potentially a barrier to adherence, by more
than 20% of the participants (Table 1). Difficulty with engaging
with the sleep restriction component of the program was reported
as a major problem by 12 of 39 respondents (31%).
Approximately 1 in 9 participants reported major problems with
external factors such as family issues (13%), work issues (10%),
and no time (15%), and 13% of participants reported their sleep
efficiency not improving. More than half (26/39, 67%) of
participants found that CCBT-I improved the problem for which
they sought help (“mostly,” 11/39, 28%; “very,” 15/39, 39%).
Additionally, some participants (15/39, 39%) reported the
program helped them feel prepared to handle this problem in
the future (“most,” 8/39, 21%; “very,” 7/39, 18%).
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Table 1. Self-report problems encountered during the Web-based SHUTi program (n=39).

Not applicable, n (%)A major problem, n (%)A little problem, n (%)Not a problem, n (%)Problems

03 (8)2 (5)34 (87)Daily requirements were too much for me
to do

01 (3)4 (10)34 (87)Diaries were too long to complete

9 (23)5 (13)5 (13)20 (51)I had family issues

5 (13)0034 (87)My family was on the computer

9 (23)4 (10)2 (5)24 (62)I had work issues

4 (10)3 (8)11 (28)21 (54)I forgot to enter data

5 (13)1 (3)2 (5)31 (80)I had a bad Internet connection

6 (15)1 (3)3 (8)29 (74)I had a slow Internet connection

2 (5)6 (15)8 (21)23 (59)I had no time

002 (5)37 (95)The screen was hard to read

5 (13)09 (23)25 (64)Homework amount was too much

5 (13)02 (5)32 (82)Homework was difficult

4 (10)5 (13)16 (41)14 (36)Sleep efficiency was not improving

3 (8)12 (31)14 (36)10 (26)Sleep restriction requirements were diffi-
cult

3 (8)2 (5)13 (33)21 (54)Too many sleep rules to follow

10 (26)01 (3)28 (72)My spouse did not like the program

01 (3)10 (26)28 (72)Too much text

4 (10)02 (5)33 (85)Website had a bad connection

004 (10)35 (90)Website was difficult to understand

01 (3)1 (3)37 (95)Website was hard to navigate

05 (13)2 (5)32 (82)Website did not seem useful

01 (3)9 (23)29 (74)Website was too long to do

Qualitative Study
We conducted a total of 4 telephone and 6 face-to-face
interviews between September 2014 and February 2015.

Three main themes emerged from the qualitative interviews:
(1) reasons to commence, and expectations prior to commencing
the program related to intrinsic motivators, (2) motivators and
barriers related to the program structure and content to continue
with the program, and (3) clinical support. The content extracted
from the face-to-face interviews regarding the motivators and
barriers to continue with the program was triangulated with that
collected from the self-report.

Reasons for Initial Engagement

Identification With the Adjunctive Component

Most participants reported they could identify themselves on
the advertisement, which displayed the study inclusion criteria
(men, age ≥50 years, with insomnia and stress). The
advertisement was presented in various media forms (eg,
magazines, online, poster) and was viewed by the participant
prior to any involvement or enrollment with the SOMNA clinic.
Participants reported being led by advertising material to
approach the clinic in the first place, despite many already being

in treatment for depression. Some stated they had ignored their
insomnia for some time and the advertisement acted as a prompt
to do something about it. Linked expectation included the hope
that the program would improve their sleep. Some added they
had hoped the program could also improve their mood and
energy level (interviews 3 and 5). Surprisingly, some
participants stated they had no real expectation of the program.
Participant 7 said he had tried a few different methods but had
not really found much success. He said he participated to “give
it a go.” Most participants reported an intrinsic motivation to
improve their health holistically. They understood that there
was no “quick fix” for their insomnia, and they wanted to
understand what the maintaining factors for chronic insomnia
were.

Clinic Setting in a University

A total of 2 participants stated that they were interested in being
involved in clinical research.

I try to be evidence based in my professional work,
so I thought, well I will probably get a higher
standard of care if I am on a trial than if I just go to
some clinic or private practice. [Interview 6]

This was echoed in perceptions that this setting might help
where previous approaches had failed—for example, reporting
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having tried various types of remedies with little benefit. In
some cases, this had led to some fears of entering the program,
that “nothing works,” and even “anticipating failure” (interview
6).

Motivators to Persist With the Program

Design and Structure of the Program

Most participants reported they found the program easy to use
and the contents easy to follow. Participant 1 said

I enjoy the visual representation…it feels good
looking at the graphs…I look forward to putting them
in to see how I went with getting my sleep efficiency
and then felt good when I achieved that efficiency.

Participant 2 agreed that the program fit well with the “visual
person.” Participant 5 said that it suited his goal-directed
personality and he found it rewarding to see the results.

Cognitive Component Through the Program Content

Most participants reported benefits from psychoeducation on
sleep patterns, including understanding different factors that
can influence sleep, developing good habits, and challenging
cognitive misconceptions about sleep behaviors. Participants
reported making “cognitive changes” and letting go of rigid
reinforcing beliefs.

I learned from the program that it is okay to have
minor setbacks…I was able to move on and try again
the following night.

Behavioral Component: Reinforcing Concepts Throughout
the Program and Forming Habits

Participants reported that reinforcement of concepts throughout
the modules made it easier to remember them when faced with
challenges and insomnia. Most participants found completing
a daily sleep diary helpful in making them aware of their
sleeping pattern, and also allowing them to go back and review
the patterns. This actual behavior and the feedback from the
program became self-reinforcing during the program.

It becomes a habit for you so it was easier and that
became the motivation, it was just something that you
got up and did. [Interview 5]

Some identified the behavioral focus early on in creating good
habits.

The only way that it is going to be of any benefit to
me is if I am regimented with, and do exactly, what
they have asked me to do and just have faith in what
was said, even though I am thinking how do I go to
bed at one o’clock? [Interview 1]

I think if in one area of your life you can become
disciplined and regimented with it, that can help you
to get disciplined in other areas of your life so it can
have a flow-on effect.

Impersonal and Immediately Accessible Nature of the
Internet

Some of the participants preferred the impersonal nature of
using the Web over going through the therapy with a
psychologist.

The impersonal nature of using the Web was helpful
for me. If I had to sit with a psychologist and go
through the cores, the experience would be vastly
different.

The convenience and constant availability were also identified
as the practical benefits of the Internet program in the
postintervention feedback.

Barriers to Persisting

Design and Structure of the Program

On the self-reports, 2 participants suggested using newer
graphics and videos. One participant, who worked in a graphic
design background, stated “It could look more modern, as it is
very conservative, but perhaps the current look is targeted to
my demographic or older.” It was also suggested that the
program could provide videos produced in Australia (the current
videos are produced in the United States).

One participant found 1 of the modules to be too long. He said
that “there was too much readings and going to next pages and
back again. This would have been more beneficial in shorter
modules.”

Some participants reported difficulties in completing the sleep
diaries. One of them stated “the methodology to manually log
sleep is crude and unreliable. The watch or other devices are
more accurate method and should be integrated with the log.”
In the self-reports, 3 participants commented that there should
be more flexibility with making entries in the sleep diaries. One
of them suggested a daily sleep chart question on daily health
and whether it impacted on sleep. Some also reported a sense
of failure if they did not complete the modules and diaries.

Technical Issues

Several recommendations were made regarding the technical
aspects of the program. There were 2 participants who
commented that the program should have increased
compatibility with Apple iPad devices. One of them stated

Some sections within each of the cores would not
appear on my iPad. The page would have the border
etc but would be blank inside, next page and previous
page would be fine. This technical issue needs fixing.

Other suggestions include

A facility to retrieve or change one’s password is
imperative. In addition to using dropdowns you should
allow people to enter the information directly, such
as typing minutes. When the user logs out the webpage
is dimmed, which is not a good way to...

A way to jump to any particular part/page directly
or with a minimum key strokes.

More printouts and more written information.

Provide examples or interpretations of the intent
behind various questions: eg, “how long did it take
you to fall asleep?”—Is this during the sleep window
(as the context suggests) or generally?

Graphs only depicted in 1-week lots—it would be
great to be able to nominate a time period or range
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of dates and see it all on one graph (therefore see
actual trend line of improvement). More personal
stories in video format please, need to see in time.

Participant 10 had no access to a computer for a period during
the treatment program so he could not respond to reminders,
surveys, and emails.

Behavioral Component: Difficulties Adhering to Sleep
Window

A key behavioral component of CBT for insomnia is sleep
consolidation. This process involves using the data derived from
people’s sleep diaries to identify the optimum period and
duration for their individual sleep. Counterintuitively, this
usually leads to a period of sleep restriction. Most participants
found it challenging to stick with the sleep window, in particular
finding it difficult to stay up until the designated sleep time.
For example: “I would sit there and I was in no-man’s-land.”
Some were concerned about the effects of the fatigue due to the
initial small sleep window on their ability to function and work
the following day. Some suggested users should be advised to
identify a window of time for their period of sleep deprivation.
It was also difficult to stay awake well after the bedtime of their
partners, something that integration with the clinical aspects
may have enhanced.

The Use of CCBT-I in a Clinical Setting
Due to the nature of the double-blind randomized trial, clinicians
were unaware whether a participant was allocated to the active
computer program intervention or the generic psychoeducation
program. It was therefore not possible to integrate the clinical
care fully into the computer program intervention in this study.

Nevertheless, most participants found the comprehensive
psychiatric assessment and management helpful both for
themselves and in persisting with the program: “I would not
have completed the program without the clinical support”
(interview 3). Conversely, 1 participant perceived the clinical
setting as a potential barrier because of either the stigma
associated with psychiatry (interview 5) or the logistical
difficulties of attending a clinic during working hours.

Two participants (2 and 10) commented that the clinical and
computer program interventions and advice seemed disjointed
at times. One commented that there may have been a disconnect
between the computer results and the clinical assessment, and
the clinicians could have been more in tune to the participants’
input in the Web-based program in regard to sleeping patterns
(interview 2).

Discussion

This study aimed to identify the factors influencing adherence
to adjunctive CCBT-I in a clinical setting delivering treatment
for depression and insomnia. Three themes emerged from the
interviews and self-report questionnaires: (1) reasons to
commence, and expectations prior to commencing the program,
which related to intrinsic motivators, (2) motivators and barriers
to continue with the program in relation to the program structure
and content, and (3) the interaction of the program with clinical
management.

Reasons to Participate in and Commence the Program
Most of the participants who underwent qualitative interviews
about the SOMNA trial stated they could identify themselves
in the advertisement. Some had previously been unsuccessfully
treated for insomnia and depression. Some reported an intrinsic
motivation to better their health holistically, which helped this
group of participants persist with the program. The belief in
recovery and helpfulness of the program as suggested by
Barazzone et al [27] appeared to foster establishment of a
therapeutic relationship with the program.

Some participants were attracted to joining the program, as it
was conducted within a clinical trial setting, despite seemingly
having little expectation or incentive. The reasons, of perceived
better quality of care in a university trial setting, were slightly
different from the more altruistic reasons for engaging in a trial,
that it would benefit others, reported by Donkin and Glozier
[18].

Motivators and Barriers to Continue With the
Program

Program Structure
It appeared that the program structure of SHUTi had facilitated
the participants’ adhering to the Web-based intervention. A
majority of participants reported they derived clinical
improvements from SHUTi in having a structure to follow.
Evidence showed that improving therapeutic relationships would
foster a working alliance, which might be associated with
proactive information seeking and adherence to eHealth
programs [28]. Our participants reported that visual
representations had helped them to understand the concept of
sleep efficiency and how to improve it. This is in line with the
findings that information visualization could be an effective
supportive application to improve people’s health literacy [29].

Cognitive Component: Psychoeducation Through the
Program Content
In our study, psychoeducation (on insomnia) appeared to be
regarded well by the participants. Many of the participants
reported gaining more knowledge during the program. This was
particularly true for those who had ignored their insomnia as a
problem for a long time and had little or no previous
interventions for their insomnia. Psychoeducation corrected the
participants’ misconceptions about sleep behaviors. The results
from the survey showed that more than half of the participants
found the website improved their insomnia and helped them
feel prepared to handle symptoms of insomnia in the future.

Behavioral Component: Reinforcing Concepts
Throughout the Program and Forming Habits
The visual presentation in SHUTi, such as the graphic
interpretations of sleep efficiency, was cited as particularly
beneficial for those who had a goal-directed personality. The
videos appeared to help participants to relate to others with
similar sleep problems. Key concepts were reinforced
throughout the modules, and this helped the participants in
forming habits, making it easier to persist with the program.
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The data entry and self-evaluation of sleep efficiency enabled
the participants to review their sleep patterns and receive tailored
feedback on their progress. The Web-based program also
allowed the participants to learn and practice at their own pace.
In this way, these appear to provide feedback, responsiveness,
and flexibility, as identified by Barazzone et al [27] as important
elements in developing and maintaining a therapeutic
relationship.

In terms of barriers identified in this trial, aspects of CBT for
insomnia in general and program-specific technical issues in
particular could have hindered the participants’ adherence to
the Web-based program. For instance, many participants
highlighted the intrinsic difficulty of sleep restriction as
challenging. These challenges are present in face-to-face CBT
for insomnia too. In their exploratory study on patients engaging
in sleep restriction therapy for insomnia, Kyle et al [30] reported
that one-third of the participants mentioned impaired driving
ability due to sleep restriction, and several reported side effects
(such as headache, nausea) during the first week of the
restriction.

Some participants found the modules were too lengthy. The
modules in SHUTi typically involve up to an hour of
engagement, over a 9-week period [21]. Previous authors [31]
have reported that CCBT programs are typically accessed for
much briefer periods than the traditional therapy session duration
of 50 minutes. As such, disaggregating the modules into shorter
pieces might have helped engagement, which is key to an
effective intervention [18].

The Use of the CCBT-I in a Clinical Setting
Evidence from eHealth literature suggested that Web-based
intervention might reduce stigma and allow more people seek
help for mental health conditions [3]. In our sample, a small
proportion of participants preferred the impersonal nature of
using the Web over going through the cores with a clinician.
One participant identified clinical care as a potential barrier due
to the stigma of requiring psychiatric treatment. This might be
due to one’s perception of mental health and cultural
background, which influence their view on seeking psychiatric
care.

In the qualitative data, the participants did not think the website
helped reduce their contact with health professionals. Most
participants reported that the regular clinical reviews facilitated
their adherence to the Web-based program. This group said the
clinical reviews provided them with a sense of accountability
to complete the online tasks. They found that the reviews
promoted their intrinsic motivation, and some added that the
recommended clinical interventions, such as medications and
mindfulness techniques, helped them to persist with the
Web-based program. This may be why we did not identify some
factors that emerged in nonclinical settings that were linked to
persistence, such as a sense of “getting things done” and
satisfaction at completing the program, as these may have been
subsumed by the clinic.

The clinical management appeared to aid the CCBT-I by setting
goals, planning treatment, and selecting intervention; that is,
providing individualized treatment to the individual. This is

essential in CBT, and indeed in any treatment. These elements
would likely be more effectively achieved by incorporating a
clinician into the Web-based intervention. On the other hand,
the impersonal nature and constant availability of the Web-based
program made attending the program more convenient for
participants.

As Barazzone et al [27] suggested, CCBT-I programs encompass
a substantial body of features essential to establishing a
therapeutic relationship, but fewer features designed to develop
and maintain a therapeutic alliance. Adjunctive clinical reviews
could fill this void, by holding users through difficult phases of
therapy, setbacks, and ruptures [32]. This may be a factor in the
greater effectiveness of supported CCBT-I, as identified in the
meta-analysis by Zachariae et al [14], and the clinical context
of using unsupported CBT as an adjunctive treatment may lead
to great benefits, although this comparison is yet to be tested.

Further, while most participants found the clinical intervention
helpful, others found the clinical and computer program
disjointed. This lack of coordination could be explained by the
nature of the double-blind randomized trial. However, it
highlights that in future commercially available CCBT-I
programs need to have some facility to provide treating
clinicians with information on where the participant is in the
program, what interventions and messages are being delivered
at that time, and any clinical progress. Otherwise, clinicians
will be unable to integrate clinical intervention with the specific
contents in the Web-based programs and potentially disengage
from the programs. Clinicians in this study were therefore not
aware of which intervention the participants received and were
encouraged not to ask specific questions about the Web-based
interventions in order to avoid unblinding.

Limitations
There are several limitations to our study. Our results are unique
to the targeted population (ie, men aged ≥50 years) and the
analysis of this research team. Consideration should be given
to the variance in results that may have been produced by
focusing on a less-specific cohort. For example, studying women
or a younger adult population could conceivably yield different
findings. However, for the purposes of this study, this is of little
consequence to the anticipated outcomes. The data analysis was
also influenced by the perspective of the researchers. In this
study, the primary author worked as a clinical psychiatrist. This
position could have resulted in the development of clinically
biased views of what influences adherence behavior in a clinical
setting. This, however, may be different from the influences of
adherence in a research or online forum. Given this, we
attempted to be as objective as possible, but the analysis is likely
to have been couched within these experiences.

The participants interviewed were people who volunteered to
participate in a qualitative interview from a group that
volunteered to participate in a trial. This group was therefore
probably highly motivated to participate in research and may
be different from those who do not wish to share their views.
This is reflected in the reported emphasis of research as an
important motivator by some interview participants.
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Due to trial blinding constraints, we contacted participants over
a period of months, some participants not until approximately
6 months after they had completed the intervention. This may
have affected the ability of some participants to recall their
intrinsic motivations for continuing to engage with the trial, and
their recall is likely to have been influenced by their present
situation. While some of the themes that emerged appear to be
values based, and therefore quite static, it is likely that state
variables such as time factors and frustration may not be as
accurately reflected in these findings. Also, in the self-report
data, the participants were not asked about what factors
motivated their ongoing participation.

We conducted 4 of the 10 interviews over the telephone. While
phone interviewing may have allowed respondents to feel
relaxed and better able to disclose sensitive information, the
absence of visual cues may have resulted in loss of contextual
and nonverbal impressions on the interviewer, and may have
inadvertently compromised rapport, probing, and interpretation
of responses. By using a semistructured, standardized interview
schedule, we attempted to consistently present interview
questions in the same arrangement and verbal manner with all
participants, while simultaneously encouraging elaboration of
responses through directive provocation and unlimited time for
responses. Further to this, the interviewer adhered to neutral
responses (eg, “okay,” “go on”) to prevent leading the
participant. Any environmental bias was minimized by the
implementation of standard interview practice requiring a quiet,
comfortable room in which to conduct the interview, and was
moderated by any specific requests of the interviewee (eg,
specific time of day).

Finally, we were only able to recruit participants who had
completed the trial, although many had not necessarily
completed all the modules; that is, they persisted with the trial
but were not completely adherent to the intervention, or were
withdrawn, preventing us from exploring the barriers and
motivators in people who did not persist with the intervention.
We were also not able to recruit anyone who completed the
Web-based program but not the 6-month follow-up assessment.
Of those who did not persist and did provide additional contact
with the researchers, their reasons for dropping out of the trial
tended to comprise of a lack of time to complete the program
at present, and therefore an unwillingness to participate in a
further interview. This, together with other limitations discussed
above, might have contributed to an early saturation in our data
collection after 10 interviews. This is a relatively small sample
size in similar qualitative research. Future research would benefit
from interviewing participants who have dropped out of

Web-based interventions to determine their reasons for doing
so.

Conclusion
In terms of maintaining participants in Web-based programs,
it may be useful to consider ways to maximize engagement and
overcome the barriers that participants mentioned. The findings
from this study indicated that the Web-based intervention
benefitted those who were motivated, had a goal-directed
personality, liked graphic interpretations, and were interested
in improving their health holistically. The participants reported
a benefit from the psychoeducation and behavioral reinforcement
throughout the program in terms of engagement. Clinicians may
capitalize on the motivation of this group of participants by
providing regular feedback on the data provided and working
on goals; for example, designing sleep restriction windows may
enhance engagement and increase the likelihood of completion.

Other findings from this study suggested that care needs to be
taken to ensure that messages and interventions given by the
program and the clinician are coordinated if the use of the
program is to be optimized. Future studies could further explore
ways of integrating clinical input to enhance adherence and
optimize treatment. For instance, Cavanagh [33] suggested that
clinicians acknowledge both the strengths and limitations of
CCBT-I programs, and offer them in the context of appropriate
support that starts with discussion around the motivation,
expectations, and preconceptions of the user regarding CCBT-I,
addresses concerns, and promotes ongoing engagement with
the program.

Clinicians may need to provide more additional support for
those participants who are less motivated and goal directed. It
would give these individuals realistic expectations and minimize
anticipatory failure. Some participants mentioned online forums
to promote social support and share knowledge. This may
enhance a sense of community, and thus increase the likelihood
of completing the program. Such forums have been successfully
used in other programs [34]. Comparable with real-life clinical
settings, there were participants in this study who had tried
various interventions for their insomnia with little perceived
benefit. This group might benefit from a more assertive and
integrated approach in clinical and Web-based interventions.

Integrating automated eHealth interventions into routine clinical
practice may improve outcomes; however, the programs and
clinicians need to work in a synergistic fashion, sharing
information and supporting the patient in their engagement with
both aspects of treatment, if we are to realize the full potential
of such approaches.
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Abstract

Background: Type 2 diabetes is a prevalent, chronic disease for which diet is an integral aspect of treatment. In our previous
trial, we found that recommendations to follow a very low-carbohydrate ketogenic diet and to change lifestyle factors (physical
activity, sleep, positive affect, mindfulness) helped overweight people with type 2 diabetes or prediabetes improve glycemic
control and lose weight. This was an in-person intervention, which could be a barrier for people without the time, flexibility,
transportation, social support, and/or financial resources to attend.

Objective: The aim was to determine whether an online intervention based on our previous recommendations (an ad libitum
very low-carbohydrate ketogenic diet with lifestyle factors; “intervention”) or an online diet program based on the American
Diabetes Associations’ “Create Your Plate” diet (“control”) would improve glycemic control and other health outcomes among
overweight individuals with type 2 diabetes.

Methods: In this pilot feasibility study, we randomized overweight adults (body mass index ≥25) with type 2 diabetes (glycated
hemoglobin [HbA1c] 6.5%-9.0%) to a 32-week online intervention based on our previous recommendations (n=12) or an online
diet program based around a plate method diet (n=13) to assess the impact of each intervention on glycemic control and other
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health outcomes. Primary and secondary outcomes were analyzed by mixed-effects linear regression to compare outcomes by
group.

Results: At 32 weeks, participants in the intervention group reduced their HbA1c levels more (estimated marginal mean [EMM]
–0.8%, 95% CI –1.1% to –0.6%) than participants in the control group (EMM –0.3%, 95% CI –0.6% to 0.0%; P=.002). More
than half of the participants in the intervention group (6/11, 55%) lowered their HbA1c to less than 6.5% versus 0% (0/8) in the
control group (P=.02). Participants in the intervention group lost more weight (EMM –12.7 kg, 95% CI –16.1 to –9.2 kg) than
participants in the control group (EMM –3.0 kg, 95% CI –7.3 to 1.3 kg; P<.001). A greater percentage of participants lost at least
5% of their body weight in the intervention (10/11, 90%) versus the control group (2/8, 29%; P=.01). Participants in the intervention
group lowered their triglyceride levels (EMM –60.1 mg/dL, 95% CI –91.3 to –28.9 mg/dL) more than participants in the control
group (EMM –6.2 mg/dL, 95% CI –46.0 to 33.6 mg/dL; P=.01). Dropout was 8% (1/12) and 46% (6/13) for the intervention and
control groups, respectively (P=.07).

Conclusions: Individuals with type 2 diabetes improved their glycemic control and lost more weight after being randomized
to a very low-carbohydrate ketogenic diet and lifestyle online program rather than a conventional, low-fat diabetes diet online
program. Thus, the online delivery of these very low-carbohydrate ketogenic diet and lifestyle recommendations may allow them
to have a wider reach in the successful self-management of type 2 diabetes.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT01967992; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01967992 (Archived by WebCite
at http://www.webcitation.org/6o0fI9Mkq)

(J Med Internet Res 2017;19(2):e36)   doi:10.2196/jmir.5806
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Introduction

Type 2 diabetes mellitus is a rapidly growing chronic disease
that affects approximately 22 million people in the United States,
for which diet is an integral aspect of treatment [1,2]. Data
suggest that very low-carbohydrate diets [3-11], and adequate
sleep and physical exercise [12-16] can improve glycemic
control and reduce body weight in individuals with type 2
diabetes. Moreover, behavioral adherence strategies, including
positive affect regulation and mindful eating strategies, may
reduce overall stress, stress-based eating, and depressive
symptoms, which can be barriers for following behavioral
recommendations [17-19].

In prior research, we found that recommendations to follow a
very low-carbohydrate diet and to make lifestyle changes (sleep
and exercise recommendations and a package of behavioral
adherence strategies based on positive affect regulation and
mindfulness) were able to improve glycemic control and reduce
body weight in overweight individuals with type 2 diabetes or
prediabetes [20]. Although promising, this previous trial was
delivered in-person, which is a significant barrier to engagement
for people without the time, flexibility, transportation, social
support, and/or financial resources to attend. To create a highly
disseminable, evidence-based program, we adapted our
in-person intervention for online delivery.

In this pilot feasibility and acceptability study, we assessed
whether overweight individuals with type 2 diabetes,
randomized to receive an online intervention based on our
previous trial (recommendations to follow an ad libitum very
low-carbohydrate ketogenic diet and other lifestyle changes),
would have greater improvements in glycemic control and other
health outcomes than participants randomized to a control group,
an online diet program based on a plate method diet (the
American Diabetes Associations’ “Create Your Plate” diet). To

our knowledge, this is the first online randomized controlled
trial to teach a very low-carbohydrate ketogenic diet to
individuals with type 2 diabetes.

Methods

Participants and Procedure
We conducted a parallel-group, balanced randomization (1:1)
trial, approved by the University of California, San Francisco,
Institutional Review Board and registered with
ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT01967992). The primary outcome
measure was glycemic control, operationalized as change in
glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c). A key secondary outcome was
body weight. Exploratory outcomes were cholesterol,
triglycerides, diabetes-related distress, subjective experiences
of the diet, and physical side effects.

We recruited participants nationally with online ads (on
Craigslist, Backpage, and Facebook), newspaper ads and articles,
and radio ads. This allowed us to recruit participants from across
the United States. Eligibility criteria included age 18 years or
older with a body mass index of ≥25, an elevated HbA1c level
diagnostic of type 2 diabetes (6.5%-9%, measured by us at
baseline), and regular access to the Internet. To reduce the risk
of hypoglycemia, we excluded participants who were taking
any diabetes medication other than metformin.

Recruitment materials directed interested participants to a study
website to complete an online eligibility questionnaire. Study
staff then called potentially eligible participants to assess initial
eligibility and describe study procedures. For example, we
assessed whether participants were taking any medications for
their type 2 diabetes other than metformin. If participants then
consented to the full study, they were asked to complete several
assessments, all specified in the measures section.
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We recruited participants who were ready to make the changes
required of the intervention in order to mitigate a potentially
high dropout rate. We measured readiness to undertake the
intervention [21] with the following item: “If you are eligible
for this study you will be asked to...cut out the kinds of cookies,
cakes, pasta, pastries, bagels, rice, potatoes, and sugary fruits
that some people often eat. Given the description of the dietary
changes above, how prepared do you feel to make these
changes?” Participants could answer the item from 1 (not at all)
to 7 (very much so). Participants were eligible if they rated
themselves to be prepared to begin above the midpoint of the
scale (5-7). In addition, conscientious people, we reasoned,
would be more likely to follow the behavior changes requested
by the intervention because conscientiousness has been shown
to be positively related to following beneficial health-related
behaviors [22]. Participants were eligible if they rated
themselves as conscientious on two items [23]: “I see myself
as someone who is dependable, self-disciplined” (eligible
answers were agree and strongly agree) and “I see myself as
someone who is disorganized, careless” (eligible answers were
disagree and strongly disagree). We used items from the Yale
Food Addiction Scale [24] and the Eating Disorder Diagnostic
Scale [25] to screen out participants who had the tendency to
be addicted to food or binge eat.

For this study, it was not possible for the participants and staff
to be masked to group allocation. Therefore, once all baseline
measurements had been completed, study staff randomized
participants to one of the two intervention groups by opening
the next opaque envelope in a series containing the concealed
sequence for randomization, which was created by a statistician
using block randomization procedures, with blocks of size
randomly allocated to size 2, 4, or 6.

Outcomes were measured at baseline as well as 16 and 32 weeks
after baseline. We paid participants US $25 for each assessment
at 16 and 32 weeks. Thus, participants could receive up to US
$50 over the course of the study.

Intervention

Intervention Group: Very Low-Carbohydrate Ketogenic
Diet and Lifestyle Recommendations
We randomized half of participants to receive recommendations
on how to eat an ad libitum very low-carbohydrate ketogenic
diet, to reduce carbohydrate intake to between 20-50 grams of
nonfiber carbohydrates a day with the goal of restricting
carbohydrate intake to a level at which a low amount of ketone
production is induced, called nutritional ketosis. In this state,
the body uses fatty acids instead of carbohydrates as its primary
energy source, which do not elevate glucose levels as strongly
as carbohydrates [26,27]. To support dietary adherence, we
mailed participants in this group urinary acetoacetate (a ketone
that can be measured in urine) test kits (KetoStix, Abbott). We
asked them to measure their urine for the presence of ketones
at least once a week for the first few months of the program.

We also suggested that participants in the intervention group
follow lifestyle recommendations, including behavioral
adherence strategies aimed at increasing positive affect
regulation [18] and mindful eating based largely on the

Mindfulness-Based Eating Awareness Training program [19,28],
using handouts and lesson content adapted from our in-person
intervention. Specific topics included setting attainable goals;
scheduling, noticing, and savoring positive events; developing
self-compassion; practicing positive reappraisal, gratitude, and
acts of kindness; being aware of one’s personal strengths; and
being mindful of hunger, fullness, cravings, taste satisfaction,
and triggers for overeating. Moreover, starting in week 6, the
lessons discussed the importance of physical activity and sleep
as well as encouraged participants to increase their level of
physical activity and amount of sleep. We chose to include a
comprehensive program of behavioral support in this
intervention group in order to enhance the likelihood of finding
an impact of our previously successful in-person program using
an online format.

We emailed participants in this group new lessons weekly for
the first 16 weeks and then every two weeks for the remaining
16 weeks of the study. The lessons in the first 16 weeks included
short videos created for the study about all of the study
components (about 5-15 minutes long, with audio narration
over videos with white text, images, and a black background),
with printable handouts and links to online resources, such as
recipes and recipe books. The lessons in the last 16 weeks did
not include study-specific videos, only printable handouts and
links to online resources.

Control Group: American Diabetes Associations’“Create
Your Plate” Diet
This dietary intervention, our control group, was slightly
different from the one we had originally used in our in-person
intervention because we received feedback that the previous
“carbohydrate counting” intervention was difficult for
participants to follow. Instead, we randomized half of
participants to a diet program based around a plate method diet,
the American Diabetes Associations’ “Create Your Plate” diet,
a low-fat diet that emphasizes green vegetables, lean protein
sources, and somewhat limited starchy and sweet foods. All
proportions are based on a 9-inch plate: half the plate is filled
with nonstarchy vegetables, one-quarter with carbohydrates,
and one-quarter with lean proteins [29]. We taught this group
using short videos created for the study (approximately 5-10
minutes long), with printable handouts and links to online
resources, such as links to online recipes and recipe books. We
chose to include just the standard dietary information in this
group, and not all the extra behavioral help, in order to have
this condition be a minimal dietary control group. We emailed
participants in this group new lessons weekly for the first 4
weeks and then every 4 weeks thereafter. This group did not
get the positive affect regulation and mindful eating materials.

All participants in both groups could contact the first author by
phone or email as needed with questions. A coauthor (SK) was
on-call by pager for any urgent medical concerns. All regularly
planned emails were sent automatically by custom software,
which allowed us to ensure that the emails arrived to participants
in a timely manner and removed the need for study staff to
oversee this process.
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Measures
All measures were assessed at baseline before randomization
and at 16 and 32 weeks after the intervention began.

Metabolic Measures
We assessed HbA1c as well as fasted low- and high-density
lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL and HDL) and triglycerides at a
commercial Clinical Laboratory Improvement
Amendments-certified laboratory (LabCorp; Laboratory
Corporation of America Holdings, Burlington, NC, USA).

Body Weight
Participants recruited at the start of the study had their body
weight measured at a US HealthWorks Medical Group
(Valencia, CA, USA) location, near wherever they lived. Due
to measurement concerns (eg, participants were asked their
weight instead of actually being weighed), we then mailed the
participants the EatSmart Digital Bathroom Scale. At each
critical time point, participants emailed study staff a photo of
their feet and digitally displayed weight while they stood on the
digital scale.

Psychological Self-Report
Participants completed the Diabetes Distress Scale [30], a
measure of upset related to having diabetes. We assessed the
subjective experience of each diet by asking, “How much do
you like how you feel on your diet?” and “How much do you
think your diet has improved your physical health?” all rated
from 1 (not at all) to 7 (very much so). We further asked, “How
often do you cheat on your diet?” rated from 1 (not at all) to 7
(very often) and “How hard is it to stay on your diet?” rated
from 1 (not at all) to 7 (very difficult).

We measured depressive symptoms with a 20-item scale, the
Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CESD)
[31], with higher scores reflecting greater symptoms over the
past week. Following past research, we also separately examined
four items that tap into positive affect, including “I felt hopeful
about the future” and “I was happy.” Higher scores reflect
greater positive affect.

Participants completed the Modified Differential Emotions
Scale (mDES) [32], which gauges negative and positive mood.
This version of the mDES asked participants to recall the past
week and rate how often they had experienced particular
emotions, rated from 1 (not at all) to 9 (all the time). The
positive emotions subscale consists of amusement, awe,
compassion, contentment, gratitude, hope, interest, happy, love,
and pride. The negative emotions subscale consists of anger,
contempt, disgust, embarrassment, anxiety, guilt, sadness,
boredom, and loneliness.

Physical Self-Report
We assessed physical symptoms with an adaptation of the Health
Symptom Checklist, a short, face-valid measure of physical
symptoms [33], rated from 1 (not at all) to 4 (very often) for
how often over the past week they had experienced a variety of
physical symptoms. We used a subscale of the Short Form
Health Survey [34], a well-validated and extensively used

measure of health-related quality of life, to assess vitality
(energy and fatigue).

Dietary Self-Report
We assessed dietary composition using the free online
application MyFitnessPal [35], which has a vast database of
foods and has been or is being used in other clinical trials
[36-38]. Even so, its database is partially user-generated and
results may be prone to error. Therefore, the dietary self-report
results should not be considered validated. At each of the main
time points, participants reported on what they had eaten over
two weekdays and one weekend day, which we then averaged
into one composite measure.

Statistical Analyses
The primary statistical analyses were performed using Stata IC
software version 14.1 (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX, USA)
setting two-tailed alpha to reject the null hypothesis at .05. Our
experimental design randomized participants to one of two
groups (intervention: n=12; control: n=13) participating in a
32-week online dietary and lifestyle intervention designed for
weight and HbA1c reductions with primary outcomes (HbA1c

and body weight) measured at three time points (baseline, week
16, week 32). All our main outcomes were continuously scaled
and were appropriately analyzed with parametric statistical
techniques, and all statistical assumptions were tested prior to
interpreting results. The data met the distributional requirements
for the techniques employed without requiring data
transformations, model adjustments (eg, random slope terms,
heteroscedasticity adjustments), or nonlinear modeling.

Participants’ repeated measures outcomes were submitted to
separate mixed-effects linear regression analyses with fixed
effect terms comparing baseline (preintervention) to each of the
two subsequent observations made postintervention (weeks 16
and 32), the main effect for group, and most importantly, the
simple interaction effects comparing the relative change by
group at each postintervention assessment, relative to baseline.
Random y-intercept terms were included to accommodate for
the repeated measures experimental design. Our analysis of total
caloric intake, net carbohydrates, fat, and sugar required log
transformations prior to analysis to normalize model residuals;
out of a total possible 63 observations, we eliminated one
triglyceride, two LDL, and one calorie observations that were
overly influential outliers.

For all the self-reported ratings of the subjective experience of
the diet, we assessed differences between the groups using
Cohen d. For all results involving ratios, we used a two-tailed
Fisher exact test to assess significance. Means and confidence
intervals are reported in their original units for all variables.

Results

We enrolled and randomized 25 participants to the intervention
(n=12) or control (n=13) group (Figure 1). A large number of
individuals who took our initial online survey were ineligible
because they did not have type 2 diabetes (n=249), were taking
diabetes medications other than metformin (n=404), or had
definite plans to begin taking insulin (n=35). Randomized
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participants included men and women, of several different types
of ethnic and racial backgrounds (although about half were
white), with an average duration of diagnosed type 2 diabetes

of approximately 5 years, and a mean baseline HbA1c of
approximately 7% (Table 1).

Table 1. Baseline participant characteristics (N=25).

Control group (n=13)Intervention group (n=12)Baseline characteristics

Sex, n (%)

4 (31)6 (50)Male

9 (69)6 (50)Female

58.2 (6.7)53.0 (10.2)Age (years), mean (SD)

Race/Ethnicity, n (%)

2 (15)2 (17)Asian/Pacific Islander

0 (0)3 (25)Black

8 (62)7 (58)White

5 (38)2 (17)Latino/a

5.7 (3.7)5.3 (4.1)Duration of diabetes (years), mean (SD)

7.2 (0.3)7.1 (0.4)HbA1c (%), mean (SD)

90.9 (16.4)109.7 (24.9)Weight (kg), mean (SD)

151.5 (87.1)174.1 (79.4)Triglycerides (mg/dL), mean (SD)

53.9 (12.7)45.7 (15.0)HDL cholesterol (mg/dL), mean (SD)

90.5 (29.0)96.9 (30.4)LDL cholesterol (mg/dL), mean (SD)

2.4 (1.2)1.9 (0.8)Diabetes-related distress, mean (SD)

9.8 (7.4)10.5 (7.7)CES-Depression, mean (SD)

10.2 (2.2)10.2 (2.3)CES-D Positive Affect, mean (SD)

2.7 (1.4)2.8 (1.3)DES Negative Affect, mean (SD)

6.2 (1.5)6.5 (1.1)DES Positive Affect, mean (SD)

49.2 (20.1)53.3 (16.4)Vitality (SF-36 subscale), mean (SD)

1749.1 (322.2)1768.5 (626.6)Total kilocalories, mean (SD)

152.0 (58.9)163.6 (86.7)Total grams of nonfiber carbohydrates, mean (SD)

81.3 (27.3)77.1 (41.4)Total grams of fat, mean (SD)

74.5 (17.2)83.3 (18.0)Total grams of protein, mean (SD)

44.9 (23.8)50.6 (33.8)Total grams of sugar, mean (SD)

Trial retention differed by group. Dropout was higher in the
control group: 16-week dropout for the intervention group was
zero of 12 (0%) and 5 of 13 (39%) for the control group (P=.04);
32-week dropout for the intervention group was 1 of 12 (8%)
and 6 of 13 (46%) for the control group (P=.07). One participant

in each group reported experiencing an event that they believed
was caused by hypoglycemia (one in the control group was
likely from eating very few calories and the other in the
intervention group was after taking a dose of metformin).
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Figure 1. Study participant flowchart for online study.

Metabolic Measures

Glycated Hemoglobin
There were significantly greater reductions in HbA1c for the
intervention group relative to the control group at both 16
(P=.01) and 32 (P=.002) weeks. Reductions in HbA1c were
approximately twice as large in the intervention versus the
control group (intervention group: estimated marginal mean
[EMM] –0.9% at 16 weeks and EMM –0.8% at 32 weeks;
control group: EMM –0.5% at 16 weeks and EMM –0.4% at

32 weeks; Table 2,Figure 2). At both 16 and 32 weeks, a greater
percentage of participants in the intervention group lowered
their HbA1c to less than 6.5%, the cutoff for type 2 diabetes,
compared to the percentage of participants in the control group
(intervention group: 9/12, 75% at 16 weeks and 6/11, 55% at
32 weeks; control group: 1/8, 13% at 16 weeks and 0/8, 0% at
32 weeks; Table 3). We redid these analyses using participants’
baseline body weight as covariates in the model. The results
were nearly identical; therefore, we present the simpler
unadjusted model.
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Table 2. Estimated marginal mean (EMM) changes from baseline to 16 and 32 weeks.a

PDifference between groups, EMM
(95% CI)

Control group, EMM (95%

CI)c
Intervention group, EMM (95%

CI)b
Outcomes

HbA1c (%)

.01–0.4 (–0.7, –0.1)–0.5 (–0.8, –0.2)–0.9 (–1.1, –0.6)16 weeks

.002–0.5 (–0.8, –0.2)–0.3 (–0.6, 0.0)–0.8 (–1.1, –0.6)32 weeks

Weight (kg)

.03–4.6 (–8.8, –0.4)–3.9 (–8.0, 0.2)–8.5 (–11.9, –5.2)16 weeks

<.001–9.6 (–14.0, –5.3)–3.0 (–7.3, 1.3)–12.7 (–16.1, –9.2)32 weeks

Triglycerides (mg/dL)

.35–18.1 (–56.1, 19.9)–17.4 (–55.2, 20.4)–35.5 (–65.7, –5.2)16 weeks

.01–53.9 (–93.6, –14.2)–6.2 (–46.0, 33.6)–60.1 (–91.3, –28.9)32 weeks

HDL cholesterol (mg/dL)

.521.7 (–3.4, 6.8)–0.3 (–5.3, 4.8)1.4 (–2.7, 5.6)16 weeks

.134.1 (–1.2, 9.5)0.6 (–4.7, 5.9)4.8 (0.5, 9.1)32 weeks

LDL cholesterol (mg/dL)

.74–2.2 (–15.3, 10.8)1.5 (–11.7, 14.7)–0.8 (–10.9, 9.4)16 weeks

.405.9 (–7.8, 19.5)–6.1 (–19.9, 7.7)–0.3 (–10.8, 10.3)32 weeks

Diabetes-related distress

.49–0.1 (–0.6, 0.3)–0.3 (–0.7, 0.1)–0.5 (–0.8, –0.1)16 weeks

.980.0 (–0.5, 0.5)–0.4 (–0.8, 0.0)–0.4 (–0.8, 0.0)32 weeks

CES-Depression

.07–4.5 (–9.3, 0.4)0.8 (–3.7, 5.4)–3.7 (–7.8, 0.5)16 weeks

.88–0.4 (–4.8, 5.6)–1.0 (–6.0, 4.0)–0.6 (–5.0, 3.7)32 weeks

CESD Positive Affect

.1112.9 (–2.9, 28.7)–4.4 (–19.1, 10.3)8.4 (–5.3, 22.2)16 weeks

.45–6.6 (–23.5, 10.3)7.2 (–9.0, 23.4)0.5 (–13.6, 14.8)32 weeks

DES Negative Affect

.19–0.6 (–1.5, 0.3)–0.1 (–0.9, 0.8)–0.7 (1.5, 0.1)16 weeks

.490.3 (0.5, –0.6)–0.7 (–1.6, 0.2)–0.4 (–1.2, 0.4)32 weeks

DES Positive Affect

.150.7 (–0.3, 1.7)–0.2 (–1.1, 0.7)0.5 (–0.3, 1.4)16 weeks

.820.1 (–0.9, 1.1)0.3 (–0.7, 1.2)0.4 (–0.5, 1.2)32 weeks

Vitality (SF-36 subscale)

.0811.0 (–1.4, 23.4)2.3 (–9.4, 13.9)13.3 (2.5, 24.02)16 weeks

.80–1.8 (–15.1, 11.6)11.0 (–1.8, 23.8)9.2 (–1.9, 20.4)32 weeks

Total kilocalories

.65–62.1 (–376.0, 251.7)–300.8 (–594.3, –7.4)–362.9 (–634.7, –91.1)16 weeks

.13–222.7 (–569.9, 124.5)–216.6 (–559.2, 125.9)–439.3 (–719.4, –159.3)32 weeks

Total grams of nonfiber carbohy-
drates

<.001–19.2 (–147.4, –44.9)–27.03 (–75.4, 21.3)–123.2 (–167.2, –79.2)16 weeks

<.001–107.9 (–164.6, –51.3)–14.8 (–71.0, 41.5)–122.7 (–167.9, –77.5)32 weeks

Total grams of fat
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PDifference between groups, EMM
(95% CI)

Control group, EMM (95%

CI)c
Intervention group, EMM (95%

CI)b
Outcomes

.4210.9 (–21.7, 43.4).–18.7 (–48.8, 11.4)–7.8 (–36.3, 20.7)16 weeks

.1319.8 (–15.9, 55.5)–23.7 (–58.5, 11.1)–4.0 (–33.2, 25.3)32 weeks

Total grams of protein

.97–0.3 (–16.2, 15.6)–0.2 (–15.3, 14.9)–0.5 (–14.0, 13.0)16 weeks

.86–1.5 (–19.2, 16.1)–0.1 (–17.7, 17.6)–1.6 (–15.5, 12.3)32 weeks

Total grams of sugar

<.001–32.7 (–52.3, –13.2)–4.4 (–22.9, 14.1)–37.2 (–53.8, –20.5)16 weeks

<.001–32.2 (–53.9, –10.6)–0.3 (–21.9, 21.3)–32.5 (–49.7, –15.4)32 weeks

a Data are estimated marginal means and 95% confidence intervals by linear mixed-effects model analysis.
b Total analyzed in intervention group: n=12 for week 16 and n=11 for week 32.
c Total analyzed in control group: n=9 for week 16 and n=8 for week 32.

Table 3. Percentage of people meeting HbA1c and weight change thresholds.

PDifference between groupsControl groupbIntervention groupaHbA1c and weight outcomes

Participants with final HbA 1c <6.5%, n (%)

.021 (13%)9 (75%)16 weeks

.020 (0%)6 (55%)32 weeks

Weight (% of initial weight), mean (SD)

.04–3.6 (–7.1, –0.1)–4.2 (3.7)–7.8 (3.6)16 weeks

.01–9.5 (–16.1, –2.9)–2.5 (4.6)–12.0 (7.3)32 weeks

Participants achieving a 5% weight loss, n (%)

.063 (38%)10 (83%)16 weeks

.012 (29%)10 (90%)32 weeks

a Total in intervention group: n=12 at 16 weeks and n=11 at 32 weeks.
b Total in control group: n=8 at 16 weeks and n=8 at 32 weeks for participants with HbA1c <6.5%, and n=7 at 32 weeks for participants achieving a
5% weight loss.
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Figure 2. Mean and individual body weight (in kilograms) for the intervention and control groups at baseline and at 16 and 32 weeks. Bars represent
95% confidence intervals of the mean. Dashed lines reflect individual participants; darker lines represent each group mean.

Body Weight
We also found significantly greater reductions in body weight
for participants in the intervention group relative to the control
group at weeks 16 (P=.03) and 32 (P<.001). For example, at
32 weeks, participants in the intervention group lost more weight
(EMM –12.7 kg, 95% CI –16.1 to –9.2 kg) than participants in
the control group (EMM –3.0 kg, 95% CI –7.3 to 1.3 kg;
P<.001) (Table 2,Figure 3). At both 16 and 32 weeks, more
than double the percentage of participants in the intervention
group lost at least 5% of their body weight compared

participants in the control group (intervention group: 10/12,
83.3% at 16 weeks and 10/11, 90.1% at 32 weeks; control group:
3/8, 37.5% at 16 weeks and 2/8, 28.6% at 32 weeks; Table 3).

We examined the intersection of weight and HbA1c changes
over time for each participant (Figure 4). Participants in the
intervention group tended to show strong downward and
leftward trajectories, especially from baseline to 16 weeks,
reflecting a strong initial loss in weight and HbA1c, whereas
those trajectories reflected less simultaneous change for most
participants in the control group.
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Figure 3. Mean and individual body weight (in kilograms) for the intervention and control groups at baseline and at 16 and 32 weeks. Bars represent
95% confidence intervals of the mean. Dashed lines reflect individual participants; darker lines represent each group mean.

Figure 4. Body weight and HbA1c plotted for each participant separately for each of the three time periods (0, 16, and 32 weeks). Red lines represent
the intervention participants; blue lines represent the control participants. Lines that end in an O reflect dropouts (and missing data). Lines that end in
an arrow show participants who completed the study.
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Cholesterol and Triglycerides
The intervention was also more effective at reducing
triglycerides from baseline relative to the control; however, the
effect was significant only at the 32-week time point (P=.01).
Both HDL and LDL data revealed no effects between groups
or differences from baseline within each group.

Psychological Self-Report

Diabetes-Related Distress
We found no statistically significant effects on this measure in
the intervention group relative to the control group (Table 2).

Depressive Symptoms, Affect, and Vitality
We found no statistically significant effects on these measures
in the intervention group relative to the control group (Table
2).

Subjective Experience of the Diets
Compared to the control group, participants in the intervention
group rated themselves as less likely to cheat on their assigned
diet at 16 and 32 weeks, with a large effect size of at least a
Cohen d=–1.0 (Table 4). Participants in the intervention group
also rated their diet less difficult to stick to, better liked how
they felt on the diet, and were more likely to think that their
diet improved their physical health, all with medium to large
effect sizes.

Table 4. Self-reported ratings of subjective experience of the diets.

Cohen d between
groups

Control group, mean (SD)Intervention group, mean (SD)Self-reported ratings

Overall self-rating of how much they like how
they feel on the diet

0.65.2 (1.3)5.9 (1.1)16 weeks

0.84.9 (2.3)6.2 (1.0)32 weeks

Overall self-rating of how much they think the
diet improved their physical health

0.65.3 (1.8)6.2 (1.0)16 weeks

0.55.1 (2.5)6.2 (0.9)32 weeks

Overall self-rating of likelihood of cheating on
diet

–1.03.9 (0.9)2.7 (1.4)16 weeks

–1.75.0 (0.8)3.4 (1.1)32 weeks

Overall self-rating of difficulty of staying on
diet

–0.94.0 (1.3)2.7 (1.5)16 weeks

–0.54.0 (1.7)3.2 (1.5)32 weeks

Physical Self-Report
Compared to participants in the control group, participants in
the intervention group reported greater reductions in headache
symptoms, bloating, and gas at week 16, as well as greater
increases in constipation symptoms at week 16 (all with a large
Cohen d effect size of at least 0.9 between groups; Multimedia
Appendices 1 and 2.

Dietary Self-Reports
At both 16 and 32 weeks, compared to the control group, the
intervention group reported eating fewer grams of nonfiber
carbohydrates and grams of sugar. Grams of fat and protein did
not show any group effects (Table 2).

The dietary measurements suggest that participants in both
groups were, on average, adherent to their assigned diet.
Participants in the intervention group ate the recommended
daily grams of nonfiber carbohydrates and participants in the
control group ate an expected percentage of their total calories
from carbohydrates. In the intervention group, daily grams of

nonfiber carbohydrates lowered from a mean of 163.6 (SD 86.7)
grams at baseline to a mean of 40.4 (SD 45.9) grams at 16 weeks
and a mean of 43.5 (SD 33.9) grams at 32 weeks, suggesting
that participants were, on average, adherent to their assigned
intervention diet. Although participants in the control group
were not asked to reach a particular daily target for grams of
nonfiber carbohydrates, their daily intake lowered from a mean
of 152.0 (SD 58.9) grams at baseline to a mean of 127.1 (SD
40.2) grams at 16 weeks and a mean of 144.8 (SD 33.7) grams
at 32 weeks.

In the intervention group, the mean percentage of calories from
total carbohydrates changed from a baseline mean of 39.6%
(SD 10.4%) to a mean of 15.5% (SD 13.0%) at 16 weeks and
a mean of 18.5% (SD 12.8%) at 32 weeks. In the control group,
the mean percentage of calories from total carbohydrates
changed from a baseline mean of 37.6% (SD 10.3%) to a mean
of 40.9% (SD 6.3%) at 16 weeks and a mean of 43.0% (SD
9.1%) at 32 weeks. This percentage of calories from
carbohydrates in the both groups suggest that participants were,
on average, adherent their assigned control diet; the overall
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target of percentage of calories from carbohydrates was expected
to be approximately less than 20% in the intervention group
and about 50% in the control group.

Medication Changes
The changes in metformin dosages were similar between groups.
At 32 weeks, in the intervention group, metformin medications
was decreased in one participant, increased in two participants,
and unchanged in eight participants. In the control group,
metformin dosage was decreased in two participants, increased
in one participant, and unchanged in four participants. We had
limited room to see differences in medication changes because
we only enrolled participants on metformin, a drug that is safe
enough and has a low enough risk of hypoglycemia that
physicians do not quickly change its dosage.

Discussion

Principal Results
Our results show that participants randomly assigned to the very
low-carbohydrate ketogenic diet and lifestyle recommendations
(intervention) group had a variety of health benefits including
lower HbA1c, body weight, and triglyceride levels, compared
to those assigned to the control group (the plate method diet).

Our results are similar to those from our previous in-person trial
of these very low-carbohydrate ketogenic diet and lifestyle
recommendations. This online study differed from the in-person
one due to its recruitment approach (national for this online
study; in San Francisco, CA, for the in-person study), and
allowable diabetes medications (none or just metformin for this
online study; none, metformin, and/or sulfonylureas or
dipeptidyl peptidase-4 inhibitor for the in-person study). These
differences suggest that the online program might be applicable
to overweight individuals with type 2 diabetes living across the
United States, not currently taking multiple medications for
their diabetes, who are motivated to make dietary changes, and
have access to the Internet.

Limitations
The ability to generalize from the results of this study is limited
by its size, targeted population, and length of follow-up time.
We had to screen a large number of participants in order to find
eligible participants. Of those screened, 26% filled out the online
survey but did not have type 2 diabetes (according to their own
self-report), 47% were taking or planning to take medications
that made them ineligible, 10% were not interested once they
heard more about the study from the study staff online, and only
a few (<1%) reported having dietary preferences counter to
those on the possible assigned diets. A larger trial with a longer
follow-up is needed to better understand the durability of the
effects on glycemic control and weight in a broader population.

By the end of the trial, we retained 92% of participants in the
intervention group, compared to 54% of the control group. This
difference could have been because the intervention group’s
program had more sessions and included behavioral adherence
strategies, which may have made their program more engaging.
In addition, glycemic control and weight loss were lower in the
intervention group; some participants in the control group

expressed frustration that their glycemic control or weight loss
was not as much as they would like, and thus they decided to
not continue with the control program. Participants in the
intervention group rated themselves as less likely to cheat on
their assigned diet, compared to participants in the control group.
Perhaps this difference in likelihood to cheat also suggests that
the intervention program was easier to adhere to (possibly due
to the diet or possibly due to the extra supports included in the
intervention program).

Comparison With Prior Work
An innovative aspect of this program was remote monitoring
of glycemic control, body weight, and other outcomes,
suggesting that although these online program participants never
met the researchers or study staff in-person, we were still able
to measure and improve outcomes. Several other online
interventions have successfully improved glycemic control and
reduced body weight in adults, although their ability to retain
participants was mixed. For example, one online program for
individuals with prediabetes was based on the Diabetes
Prevention Program, and it likely taught participants a
lower-calorie, lower-fat diet, although this is not explicitly
mentioned in the publication. After 12 months, participants’
HbA1c was reduced by 0.4% and they had lost 4.8% of body
weight. However, only 45% of 220 participants had follow-up
HbA1c values [39]. In a completely online program for
overweight individuals that taught participants to follow a
lower-calorie and lower-fat diet, participants in the active
intervention group lost a mean 5.6% of their body weight 6
months after baseline. Of 77 participants assigned to the active
intervention group, 70% were retained [40].

Not all online trials are effective. In an online self-management
program for individuals with type 2 diabetes that recommended
“healthy eating,” participants in the active intervention groups
(with or without extra follow-up calls and visits) had not
significantly reduced their HbA1c levels or lost weight at 12
months after baseline. Of 331 participants assigned to either
intervention group, 72% were retained [41]. In an online
self-care intervention for individuals with type 2 diabetes that
also recommended “healthy eating,” participants assigned to
the active intervention group did not show changes in their
HbA1c at 6 months after baseline. Of 491 participants who began
the program, 80% had 6-month outcome data [42]. Thus, the
retention rate of our active intervention group (92%) was good
compared to other previous online trials, as was our ability to
bring about changes in glycemic control and weight in that
group.

In previous trials of very low-carbohydrate diet programs in
adults with type 2 diabetes that were at least 3 months or longer
[7,38,43-58], researchers followed participants for a mean of
12 months. All interventions were in-person. On average, HbA1c

dropped 1.0% (median –0.8%). Both mean and median body
weight lost was –8%. Thus, the results from our online very
low-carbohydrate intervention program replicate or improve on
past results, given the fact that HbA1c dropped by 0.8% and
body weight reduced by 12.0%.
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Conclusions
Our results lend continued support for the idea that our
program’s recommendations to follow a very low-carbohydrate
ketogenic diet and make lifestyle changes is promising and can
bring about improved health outcomes in overweight individuals
with type 2 diabetes. Future work should examine how robust
these results are with larger, more diverse participants; determine

whether more robust psychological or other intervention support
could improve dietary adherence; track whether the positive
health effects are sustained over time; and, through more
thorough implementation research, whether and how such an
online intervention can dovetail with existing in-person health
care teams. The online delivery of this approach gives it the
potential to have wider impact in the treatment of type 2
diabetes.
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Abstract

Background: Diabetes self-management involves adherence to healthy daily habits typically involving blood glucose monitoring,
medication, exercise, and diet. To support self-management, some providers have begun testing remote interventions for monitoring
and assisting patients between clinic visits. Although some studies have shown success, there are barriers to widespread adoption.

Objective: The objective of our study was to identify and classify barriers to adoption of remote health for management of type
2 diabetes.

Methods: The following 6 electronic databases were searched for articles published from 2010 to 2015: MEDLINE (Ovid),
Embase (Ovid), CINAHL, Cochrane Central, Northern Light Life Sciences Conference Abstracts, and Scopus (Elsevier). The
search identified studies involving remote technologies for type 2 diabetes self-management. Reviewers worked in teams of 2 to
review and extract data from identified papers. Information collected included study characteristics, outcomes, dropout rates,
technologies used, and barriers identified.

Results: A total of 53 publications on 41 studies met the specified criteria. Lack of data accuracy due to input bias (32%, 13/41),
limitations on scalability (24%, 10/41), and technology illiteracy (24%, 10/41) were the most commonly cited barriers. Technology
illiteracy was most prominent in low-income populations, whereas limitations on scalability were more prominent in mid-income
populations. Barriers identified were applied to a conceptual model of successful remote health, which includes patient engagement,
patient technology accessibility, quality of care, system technology cost, and provider productivity. In total, 40.5% (60/148) of
identified barrier instances impeded patient engagement, which is manifest in the large dropout rates cited (up to 57%).

Conclusions: The barriers identified represent major challenges in the design of remote health interventions for diabetes.
Breakthrough technologies and systems are needed to alleviate the barriers identified so far, particularly those associated with
patient engagement. Monitoring devices that provide objective and reliable data streams on medication, exercise, diet, and glucose
monitoring will be essential for widespread effectiveness. Additional work is needed to understand root causes of high dropout
rates, and new interventions are needed to identify and assist those at the greatest risk of dropout. Finally, future studies must
quantify costs and benefits to determine financial sustainability.

(J Med Internet Res 2017;19(2):e28)   doi:10.2196/jmir.6382
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Introduction

Background
Management of type 2 diabetes requires healthy lifestyle habits
including diet, medication adherence, and exercise. Thus,
patients must practice strong self-management, the act of taking
responsibility for one’s own behavior and well-being.
Conventional outpatient therapies fail to address the daily
decision-making challenges faced by patients with diabetes [1].
Thus, providers have begun experimenting with remote health
to help patients further manage their conditions. Remote health
is a type of ambulatory health care that allows patients to use
technology to collect data and communicate with their health
care provider in a different location. We use the term remote
health intervention to refer to the specific remote health actions
and technology employed to improve patient health. This paper
focuses on remote health interventions for type 2 diabetes
self-management. These remote health interventions can provide
a window into the patient’s daily activity levels, medication
adherence, diet habits, and health vitals. In theory, this
transparency enables proactive intervention for poor compliance
and emerging risks, assuring better daily health and helping
patients avoid hospital visits. This paper assumes that remote
health encompasses any type of health care delivered remotely,
including telemonitoring, telemedicine, telehealth, eHealth, and
mHealth.

Research shows several benefits including high levels of patient
satisfaction, positive behavioral changes, and better health
outcomes (both physical and mental) [2-4]. Unfortunately,
researchers have discovered many barriers to implementation
that must be resolved before payers invest in full-scale adoption
[5]. This paper systematically reviews the research literature to
identify observed barriers to remote health implementation,
adoption, and retention for adult patients with type 2 diabetes
in the United States. This review was restricted to a single
country because of the substantial differences at the financial,
strategic, operational, and tactical levels of health care systems
and settings in different countries. Payment structures and
technology access are 2 such conditions that frequently vary
between countries. The barriers identified in this systematic
review will inform the design and implementation of future
remote health interventions for diabetes self-management in
the United States. Researchers in other countries will also be
more informed about barriers to remote health for diabetes from
the results of this review, although the prevalence of each barrier
category will undoubtedly vary from one country to another.

Literature Review
This review identified 24 other relevant reviews. Although these
reviews provided no systematic analysis of barriers, it is
important to compare and contrast their contributions with ours.

Reviews focused on diabetes outcomes for the general
population reported improved health for patients using
telemedicine as compared with those with regular care [6-10],
whereas those focused on outcomes for specific populations
saw mixed results [11-13]. Baig et al [11] addressed African
American and Hispanic diabetic patients and concluded that
rigorous evaluation of existing and new interventions was badly

needed. Van den Berg et al [12] found that most elderly patients
living at home were able to use telemedicine devices to good
effects, whereas Sutcliffe et al [13] found no conclusive
evidence that communication technologies improved health
outcomes for younger patients.

Other reviews considered specific types of technology such as
mobile phones and apps [14-16]. Baron et al [14] found
methodological weaknesses and inconsistent evidence, whereas
Holtz and Lauckner [15] saw positive trends resulting from
mobile phone use. Chomutare et al [16] identified the most
prevalent features of mobile phone diabetes apps and found
personal education to be the most underrepresented. Arnhold
et al [17] evaluated mobile phone app usability and found apps
with analysis functions to have the least favorable usability
scores. Three reviews focused on telehealth for the broader area
of chronic disease management. Dennis et al [18] found that
telephone coaching improved health behaviors, self-efficacy,
and health status, especially for vulnerable populations with
limited access to health services. Hamine et al [19] found mixed
evidence and called for more research on overcoming barriers,
and van den Berg et al [12] found insufficient customization in
telemedicine apps for older adult populations, a barrier identified
in our study as well. Two reviews investigated how information
technology affects diabetes self-management. El-Gayar et al
[20] reported the need for more comprehensive, user-centered
interventions, whereas Cotter et al [21] found Internet
interventions to be viable options for diabetes self-management,
especially those with personalized feedback, tracking, and peer
support.

Two reviews analyzed behavioral telehealth interventions for
glycemic control. Cassimatis and Kavanagh [4] found that
behavioral telehealth interventions show promise in improving
diabetes self-care and glycemic control, especially those
emphasizing physical activity and dietary adherence. Behavioral
change techniques such as feedback on performance, education
on consequences, and self-monitoring were linked to positive
changes in health behaviors, psychological well-being, and
clinical parameters [3]. Two other reviews explored the cost of
telemedicine for diabetes self-management and found little
evidence to support claims of cost-effectiveness [1,22].
Greenwood et al [23] concluded that telehealth interventions
rarely include all the elements of the care protocols
recommended by the International Diabetes Federation. Lepard
et al [24] compared telehealth with face-to-face interventions
for rural adults with type 2 diabetes and found collaborative
goal-setting to be effective for both.

Wilson et al [25] examined the barriers and facilitators of access
to self-monitoring for minority populations. Cultural awareness,
social expectations, and language were identified as barriers.
Our study did not reveal these same barriers to be as prevalent,
presumably due to reporting bias from the provider’s perspective
as opposed to the patient’s perspective. In addition, each study
design only included patients who could fluently speak the
language used by the remote health intervention. Finally, a
review by Radhakrishnan et al [26] identified barriers and
facilitators for sustainability of telehomecare programs for
chronic disease management, including barriers regarding health
literacy of the patients and cost-effectiveness of remote health.
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Some of these same barriers were identified in our search as
well.

In this research, we develop an inventory of common barriers
to the implementation of remote health interventions over the
last 5 years. In addition, we analyze the frequency of each barrier
type, outcome measures, terminology, and technology used.
We also discuss dropout rates, payments to patients, reported
costs of the remote health interventions, and suggestions to
overcome barriers. Finally, we draw connections between our
barrier inventory and a newly proposed conceptual model of
necessary conditions for successful remote health.

Objective
The objective of this systematic review was to identify and
classify barriers to remote health interventions for adult patients
with type 2 diabetes in the United States. We define a barrier
as any cause of reduced technology effectiveness.

Methods

This section describes retrieval procedures, inclusion and
exclusion criteria, and the data collection process of this
systematic review.

Retrieval Procedures
We searched the following 6 electronic databases: MEDLINE
(Ovid), Embase (Ovid), CINAHL, Cochrane Central, Northern
Light Life Sciences Conference Abstracts, and Scopus
(Elsevier). The focus was on 2 primary concepts that were
searched using keywords and appropriate index terms for each
database: type 2 diabetes (diabetes mellitus, type 2, type II) and
remote health (telemonitor, telemedicine, telehealth, mHealth,
eHealth). Several variations of the term “noninsulin dependent”
were included because this is another way to describe type 2
diabetes. Multimedia Appendix 1 provides specific queries for
Medline, Embase, and CINAHL databases. Results were limited
to papers published in English from 2010 to 2015. Articles were
exported into Refworks (ProQuest) and duplicates removed.
We also used Scopus (Elsevier) to search references and
citations of included studies.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Each article was screened by 2 independent authors in Refworks,
first by the title and abstract, then by the full text. To be
included, a study had to (1) involve patients with type 2 diabetes;
(2) show results of an implemented study or trial; (3) use remote

health (or the terms mHealth, eHealth, telemonitor, telehealth,
or telemedicine); (4) occur in the United States; and (5) use
adult populations. We excluded all duplicate texts and articles
without available full texts. In addition, articles that were
editorials, systematic reviews, article reviews, personal opinion
articles, case studies, and all other summary-type or
synthesis-type articles were excluded [27]. Any discrepancies
between the 2 reviewers were settled by a third reviewer or
group consensus.

Data Collection Process and Data
Reviewers worked in teams of 2 to code data from 53 papers
using Google Forms. The form was created by 3 authors and
then tested and revised by all authors prior to use. After the
finalization of the Google Form, the 2 reviewers worked together
to code each paper, discussing and agreeing on all the
information before recording. Information was collected on
study characteristics (time, length, location, type, facility,
gender, participant age, socioeconomic status, eligibility, number
of participants, costs, languages used), outcome measures,
dropout rates, key results, remote health intervention name,
technology used, barriers to implementation, and suggestions
to reduce or eliminate the barriers.

Results

Results of the Study Selection
Figure 1 shows the study selection process. The initial search
resulted in 342 citations from 6 databases. The original searches
yielded 114 articles from Medline, 33 from Embase, 101 from
CINAHL, 64 from Cochrane Central, 13 from Northern Light,
and 119 from Scopus. There were 159 articles that passed title
and abstract screening. From these, 106 articles were eliminated
during full-text screening. The reasons for exclusion of the
articles were as follows: 8 were not about type 2 diabetes, 39
were not studies, 8 were not about remote health, 50 were not
in the United States, and 1 was not about adults. There were 53
articles that implemented remote health interventions for
self-management of adult type 2 diabetes in the United States
published from 2010 to 2015. Some of the publications were
on the same project (IDEATel, TExT-MED, and Beacon
Communities), so information for those articles was combined
for a total of 41 unique studies that met search criteria. See
Multimedia Appendix 2 for a summary of these articles and
reports on findings for a limited number of categories (eg,
outcome measures, technology used, barriers).
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Figure 1. Selection process.

Study Characteristics
This section describes the characteristics of studies included in
our systematic review. The following subsections analyze the
types of studies, length of studies, study dates, participant
characteristics (age, gender), study locations, languages,
comorbidities, types of technology, terminology, outcome
measures, and costs.

Types of Studies
Of the included studies, 51% (21/41) were randomized
controlled trials (RCT), 24% (10/41) were pilot studies of a
newly developed remote health intervention, and 10% (4/41)
were quasi-experimental studies (Multimedia Appendix 3). One
study [28] identified itself as a quasi-experimental pilot study,
and thus was classified as both in our analysis. The “Other”
category had the following entries: longitudinal study,
nonrandomized parallel control group study, observational study,
cluster-randomized clinical trial, prospective randomized trial,
nonrandomized prospective observational preintervention or
postintervention studies, and prospective longitudinal
randomized trial.

Length of Study
Study length ranged from 2 weeks [29] to 5 years [30]. As
shown in the Multimedia Appendix 3, % (21/41) of the papers
were shorter than 6 months and 34% (14/41) of the studies lasted
between 7 and 12 months. Only 12% (5/41) studies lasted more

than a 1-year period. One study did not report its length [31,32].
The longest studies were 3.5 years [33] and 5 years [30].

Study Dates
All articles were published from 2010 to 2015, as required by
the search criteria. There were 83% (34/41) studies that provided
specific dates in which the study occurred. Of the studies that
reported this information, all occurred from 2000 to 2013, with
the earliest occurring during 2000 to 2005 [30].

Participant Characteristics

Number of Participants

The number of participants in the study varied from 11 [34] to
1838 [35,36] (Multimedia Appendix 3). The majority of studies
(71%, 29/41) had less than 200 participants, and 10% (4/41)
had more than 400 participants [30,35-38]. One study did not
report the number of participants [39].

Participant Age

All studies were conducted on patients above 18 years of age
(as specified in the inclusion criteria). One study reported the
mean participant age in the 30s [40], 12% (5/41) studies in the
40s, 46% (19/41) in the 50s, and 20% (8/41) in the 60s
(Multimedia Appendix 3). A single study had participants with
mean age in the 70s [30]. There were 17% (7/41) studies
[33,38,39,41-44] that did not report the mean participant age.
Three studies [33,41,42] only provided participant age range.
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Gender

Most studies (76%, 32/41) had a female to male ratio ranging
from 38:62 [45] to 81:19 [33]. Stone et al [44] had only male
participants, whereas 2 other studies [34,40] were mostly female.
There were 12% (5/41) Veterans Affairs (VA) studies that had
less than 7% female participants. There were 7% (3/41) of the
selected studies [39,42,43] that did not report gender.

Location
The selected studies were analyzed by the geographic location
in the United States using regions defined by the US Census
Bureau [46]. After analyzing the selected studies by geographic
regions, more studies (37%, 15/41) were conducted in the
Midwest than any other region.

Multimedia Appendix 3 indicates that 22% (11/41) studies were
conducted in the west, 32% (13/41) studies were conducted in
the south, and 22% (9/41) studies were conducted in the
northeast region. Note that the numbers in Multimedia Appendix
3 sum to 48 because some studies were in multiple states, for
example, study [39] had locations in 3 states, viz, UT, LA, and
MI.

Language
Most of the communications in the studies were exclusively
English-based (71%, 29/41). A single study had a primary
language other than English and was conducted in Spanish [33].
However, a considerable portion of the studies (22%, 9/41) were
implemented with both English and Spanish options available
for patients. Two studies [47,48] were available in English,
Spanish, and Cantonese. No other languages were incorporated
as part of the studies observed.

Comorbidity
The majority of papers (74%, 31/41) focused solely on type 2
diabetes. Others studied diabetes patients with comorbidities,
including 12% (5/41) with hypertension and 7% (3/41) with
cardiovascular conditions. Patients in the study by Henderson
et al [42] exhibited comorbidities in hypertension,
hyperlipidemia, and cardiovascular disease; patients in Dang
et al [28] had comorbid hypertension and osteoarthritis; and
patients in Abebe et al [30] had comorbid cognitive decline.
One study included both type 1 and type 2 diabetes [49].
Multimedia Appendix 3 summarizes these findings.

Technology
Studies used between 1-8 different types of technology
(median=3) for remote health interventions. The following 9
technology categories were identified: Phone-Voice,
Phone-Text, Mobile Device-Internet or Apps, Video, Email
(computer or mobile phone), Remote Health Unit, Computer
or Internet, Glucose Monitor, and “Other Health Device.”
Phone-Voice indicates that phone calls were made via landlines
or mobile phones. Phone-Text refers to the use of text messages
as a communication method between the researchers and the
participants. Mobile Device-Internet or Apps indicates the study
allowed the participant to access health data through Internet
or an app via mobile phones, iPads, or tablets.

Video involved the use of videoconferencing, but could be done
through a mobile phone or tablet app or a laptop’s integrated
camera, a desktop computer with a camera, or a remote health
intervention with videoconferencing capabilities. Email was
created as a category because many studies mentioned the use
of email as a communication form but did not specify how it
was to be accessed (eg, mobile device, laptop, desktop). Remote
health units were single devices, often developed commercially,
that combined different types of technology for both monitoring
and communication. The Computer or Internet category
indicates data were sent over the Internet using a computer,
laptop, or other device. “Other Health Device” indicates the use
of a health monitoring device, other than a blood glucose
monitor, such as a blood pressure monitor or telemetry device.
Glucose monitors were counted as a unique category as they
are highly associated with diabetes self-management.

Figure 2 shows the utilization of different types of technology
used in the low- and mid-income studies. Phone-Voice was
used by 68% (28/41) of the studies and Computer or Internet
was used by 49% (20/41) of the studies. Also, 37% (15/41) of
the studies mentioned using a mobile device for Internet or app
access. There were 29% (12/41) studies that used a remote health
unit like the Authentidate Electronic House Call [50]. Only 5
low-income studies used a blood glucose monitor compared
with 8 regular income studies. Finally, 20% (8/41) studies used
video conferencing in their program and 27% (11/41) used email
as a source of communication.
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Figure 2. Technology used by popularity.

Terminology
There was a variety of terminology used to describe the remote
health intervention used in each study (Figure 3). There were a
total of 20 unique terms. The most popular term found in our
articles was “telehealth” which was used in 27% (11/41) of the
studies. This was followed by “telemedicine” which was
mentioned in 24% (10/41) of the articles and “m-Health or
mHealth” was the primary term for 20% (8/41) of the studies.
However, there were 15 terms in the “other” category because

each was only found in a single paper. These “other” terms
were: telecommunications, televisits, text-messaging
intervention, voice intervention, automated telephone,
Web-based, medical assisted coaching (MAC), automated
telephone self-management support program, home health
monitoring, text-message based program, mobile phone
personalized behavioral intervention, teleconsultation, diabetes
care telemonitoring device trial, remote monitoring, and
telephone care management.

Figure 3. Terminology popularity index.

Outcome Measures
Each study used between 1 and 16 outcomes measures
(median=5) to evaluate the effectiveness of the remote health
intervention. The outcome measures varied across studies. The
commonly used outcome measures are tallied in Figure 4.
HbA1C was the most prevalent outcome measure and 83%
(34/41) of the papers utilized this measure. Davis et al [51]
referred to glycated hemoglobin as GHb and used it to evaluate

the effectiveness of telehealth diabetes self-management, but
we considered this as the same term as HbA1C. Blood glucose
level was an outcome measure for 22% (9/41) of the papers.
All the papers that measured the sugar level also included
HbA1C counts except Aikens et al [52].

There were 63% (26/41) of the studies that measured blood
pressure. The 11 of 12 low-income studies measured systolic
blood pressure (SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (DBP). But
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of the 14 mid-income papers that checked SBP, only 11 checked
DBP [34,53,54]. High-density lipoprotein (HDL) was not as
frequently seen as an outcome measure as low-density
lipoprotein (LDL). HDL is popularly known as the “good
cholesterol” and physicians are more concerned with regulating
the high-level of LDL or “bad cholesterol” in patients’ blood.
For example, of the 37% (15/41) papers that recorded LDL,
only 7 also measured HDL outcomes. Body mass index (BMI)
was reported as an outcome measure in 34% (14/41) of the
papers. Figure 4 combines waist circumference and weight into
a single category which was used in 24% (10/41) of the studies.

Self-efficacy or adherence either in diet, exercise, medication,
or diabetes management was an outcome measure in 41%
(17/41) of the studies. This was labeled in Figure 4 as
“Adherence.” For instance, there was self-efficacy in Diabetes
Management Practices Scale [55]; adherence in immunizations
[40]; the Medication Adherence Self-Efficacy Scale [29,56];
and adherence to the use of home telemedicine unit, home
monitoring, and diabetes health maintenance [30]. Physical
Changes or Exams (labeled “Physical Exams” in Figure 4) were
performed in 15% (6/41) of the papers. The type of physical
exam varied greatly from the Framingham Risk Score [28],

Albumin-to-creatinine ratio [51], glycemic control [57], and
Charlson Comorbidity Index [30]. None of the mid-income
studies had Physical Changes or Exams as outcome measures
as opposed to 6 low-income studies. Furthermore, 24% (10/41)
of the studies included foot checks, and 22% (9/41) checked
for diet and exercise levels.

There were 43% (18/41) of the studies that used surveys,
interviews, and mixed methods to gather information on
participants. Some studies [29,39,57] implemented surveys to
understand the patient’s satisfaction rate with the programs.
Others sought to gage the participant’s knowledge level on
diabetes medication [29]. Ruggiero et al [58] implemented a
survey to understand the environmental barriers participants
experienced that prevented patients from taking their medication.
Finally, it should be noted that there were less frequently used
“other” outcome measures noted in 27% (11/41) of the studies
that gathered information on weekly activities, Self-monitoring
of blood glucose (SMBG) measurement data, fat intake,
fructosamine blood level, dilated eye exam, diabetes distress,
microalbumin, health literacy, trigger safety concerns, alcohol
intake, and smoking status, such as Palmas et al [30] and
Pressman et al [45].

Figure 4. Outcome measures.

Cost
In the review, 88% (36/41) of the studies did not mention cost
estimates of the remote health intervention. Davis et al [51] and
Henderson et al [42] described a method to compute costs but
did not report results. Only Palmas et al [30] documented costs,
estimating a total of US $622 per person/month. This cost was
US $358/month from technology vendors, US $115/month from
the bioinformatics team, and US $149/month from the clinical
teams. However, this estimate did not account for participant’s
transportation savings due to the remote health intervention.
Fischer et al [38] reported an overall direct programmatic cost

of US $134,750 for the 20-month intervention. Greenwood et
al [23] reported US $34.20 per participant for phone and
messaging over 9 months, and Katalenich et al [59] varied
depending on the intervention; however, these ranged from US
$12.52 to US $15.50 per person.

Main Results
In this section, we define 5 categories of barriers, catalogue and
inventory of each barrier, discuss barrier impacts, and present
a conceptual model of conditions under which remote health
can be successful and sustainable.
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Barrier Classification
After identifying barriers to successful remote health
interventions among the included studies, the authors then
organized the barriers into 5 categories based on their relation
to a resource (patient, provider, health system, digital
infrastructure, or intervention design). Patient (P) barriers are
the causes of reduced effectiveness originating with the patient,
such as health illiteracy. Technology Access (T) barriers arise
from restricted availability of supporting digital infrastructure,
such as poor wireless coverage. Design (D) barriers are

shortcomings in the specified technical configuration and
intended mode of use, such as inadequate support for provider
feedback. Provider (Pv) barriers are those originating with the
provider’s care team and environment, such as staff training,
and System (S) barriers include health care organization factors
external to the care environment that affect technology
effectiveness, such as limited institutional support. All identified
barriers fell within these categories. Furthermore, barrier
prevalence was related to income level and thus this information
was recorded. Table 1 provides an inventory of barriers
identified, organized by these types, along with income level.

Table 1. Barrier inventory.

Income level Barrier type

TotalMidLow

33Patient barriers

404Low formal educationP1

1037Technology illiteracy (uncomfortable with technology)P2

523Medication nonadherenceP3

303Patients desire in-person contact with provider (perceived lack of confidence and comfort)P4

422Low perceived value or effectivenessP5

514Health illiteracyP6

211OtherP7

21Technology access barriers

835Patient does not have required technologyT1

514Technology is cost prohibitive to the patient (not affordable)T2

303Limited internet access in the areaT3

523OtherT4

60Design barriers

835Lack of customization to patient preferences and needsD1

1367Lack of accuracy or reliability (patient or provider)D2

963Content not engaging or relevantD3

312Timing of patient-provider interactionsD4

633Decisions of content and frequency of interventionsD5

303Patients not incorporated into the design needsD6

312No analysis on impact with comorbiditiesD7

624Labor- and time-intensive for providersD8

954OtherD9

14Provider barriers

312Data accessibility to patient logs (access to patient logs)Pv1

413Low integration into provider work flowPv2

743OtherPv3

20System barriers

1091Limitations on scalabilityS1

321Lack of program reimbursement by insuranceS2

321High cost of interventionS3

413OtherS4
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Barrier Inventory
Each of the 41 included studies reported or showed evidence
of 0-12 barriers (median=3, mean=3.6). Three studies [33,45,60]
discussed limitations of the study designs, but did not report
barriers associated with design and implementation of the remote
health intervention.

Patient Barriers

Patient Barriers (P1-P7) were identified in 33 studies.
Technology illiteracy (uncomfortable with technology) was
reported in 24% (10/41) of the studies, whereas low health
literacy and low formal education were reported in 12% (5/41)
and 10% (4/41) of the studies, respectively. Several authors
noted that VA populations tended to be more technology savvy
than general populations [52,54,61-63]. In many instances,
patients could use computers and the Internet, but felt
uncomfortable or lacked confidence in Internet-based
communication and preferred using phone calls.

Technology Access Barriers

Technology Access Barriers (T1-T4) were identified 21 times.
The main barrier (20%, 8/41) was that the patient did not own
or have access to the required technology. For instance, Arora
et al [49] eliminated 51 of 74 potential candidates because they
did not have a text-capable mobile phone. In some cases, the
patient could not afford to purchase the technology (12%, 5/41).
Consequently, studies either limited participation to patients
able to afford the technology or it was provided. It was noted
that some patients started with the technology but eventually
dropped out due to costs. In other instances, the patient had the
technology available but had limited access to the Internet (7%,
3/41).

Design Barriers

Design Barriers (D1-D9) were noted 61 times. The most
common Design Barrier was inaccurate or unreliable data (32%,
13/41), as most studies required patients to manually enter their
own data and were therefore prone to recall bias or human error.
A total of 22% (9/41) studies reported issues with the content
of the intervention not being engaging or relevant, and 20%
(8/41) reported a lack of customization of the intervention. This
was particularly true for studies that utilized manual input or
did not provide language alternatives for nonnative English
speakers.

Provider Barriers

Provider Barriers (Pv1-Pv3) were referenced in 14 studies, the
most common being poor integration of remote health
technology and provider work flow (10%, 4/41). There were
physician complaints of the system being intrusive [53,64] and
a single study described the work flow challenges arising from
the call center not being located near the clinical areas [41].
Personnel shortage and insufficient training were also
mentioned, as was limited transparency of patient health data
[53,64]. The latter most commonly occurred in systems relying
on manual data collection and uploads where the patient failed
to provide the data at the time of communication with the
providers.

System Barriers

System Barriers (S1-S4) were reported 21 times with the most
common being limitations on scalability in 24% (10/41) studies.
Scalability issues were most commonly cited because the study
involved only a few providers or had specialized populations
(eg VA patients), and the authors were unsure of how the results
would apply to larger, more general populations. There were 6
S ystem Barriers classified as “Other” because they were less
common and included high cost of interventions [30],
undiversified population of VA patients [28], unreported
cost-effectiveness [57], and an uncontrolled study design [49].

Most barriers occurred in both low- and mid-income
populations, but some were more prevalent in one population
than the other. For example, Patient Barriers were more
prevalent in low-income studies which had 24 instances
compared with the mid-income studies that had only 9 instances,
with low-income patients having more difficulty using the
technology. System Barriers were most prominent in
mid-income studies (14 times) as compared with low-income
(6 times) with limitations on scalability to larger population
sizes being the most prevalent barrier.

Barrier Impacts

Dropout Rates

The patient dropout rate was a commonly reported problem
ranging from 5% to 57% and averaging 22%. Buis et al [35,36]
experienced the largest at 57%. There were 27% (11/41) studies
t h a t  d i d  n o t  r e p o r t  a  d r o p o u t  r a t e
[23,28,34,38,39,42,44,59,62,65,66]. Multimedia Appendix 3
provides a histogram of dropout rates. There were 14% (6/41)
studies with dropout rates 10% or lower, and 3 (7%, 3/41) with
dropout rates greater than 50% [30,35,36,67]. A regression

analysis revealed that there is no strong correlation (R2=.0639)
between the study period and dropout rates. The next section
compares dropout rates with payments.

Payments and Dropout Rates

There were 26% (11/41) studies that paid individuals for
participation and reported dropout rates (Figure 5). Eight of
these were low-income populations and 4 exceeded the average
dropout rate of 19%. Interestingly, the 3 highest paying studies
[40,48,68] were all low-income and were above the 19% average
dropout rate. Anderson et al [41] (low-income) compensated
participants with US $25 (17% dropout) and Wakefield et al
[53] gave a US $20 gift card for their cooperation at the end of
the study (23% dropout). Katz et al [40] (low-income) relied
heavily on texting glucose readings to physicians and gave
active participants US $20 monthly cellphone waiver for 1 year
if they entered glucose readings that month (50% dropout).
Arora et al [68] (low-income) paid participants US $175 for
participating 6 continuous months (28% dropout) and assisted
3 people by awarding US $20 monthly stipends to alleviate
costs of upgrading mobile phone service to unlimited texting
capability.

Arora et al [49] (low-income) paid US $50 after successful
completion of a 3-week study (13% dropout). Heisler et al [56]
(low-income) gave participants US $20 stipend per assessment,
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which consisted of taking HbA1C readings (6% dropout). The
study by Grilo et al [69], which lasted a period of 6 months,
paid US $10 for completing 3 months in the program (18%
dropout). Davis et al [51] (low-income) gave a gift card for each
completed clinical visit, but did not specify the gift card’s
monetary amount (18% dropout). Dick et al [70] (mid-income)
gave their participants US $25 to cover the expenses of
unlimited text messaging plan and US $30 for their participation
(5% dropout). Aikens et al [61] (low-income) gave US $20 for
patients at baseline then another US $20 at study completion
of the 3-6 month study (13% dropout). Finally, Ratanawongsa
et al [48] (low-income) awarded individuals a US $25 gift card

per participation and US $50 for each interview spaced 6 months
apart over a 1-year period (23% dropout) up to US $150.

Payments amounts do not appear to have a direct correlation
with dropout rates, but this observation may be confounded by
the fact that payment amounts are intended for different purposes
in each study (eg travel, technology) and are a reflection of the
effort required. For example, the highest paying study required
a 2-year commitment for regularly entering glucometer readings.

There were 46% (19/41) studies that did not pay for participation
that also reported the dropout rate (Figure 6). The average
dropout rate for nonpaid participation studies was 23%
compared with 19% for paid participation studies.

Figure 5. Dropout rates for paid participation studies.

Figure 6. Dropout rates for nonpaid participation studies.
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Barriers and Dropout Rates

There was no strong relationship between high dropout rates
and the number of barriers identified in each study. We suspect
this lack of correlation is due to the journal articles not explicitly
reporting on barriers and the low sample size of papers.
However, we did note that studies with higher than average
dropout rates had an average of 4.6 barriers, compared with
those studies with lower than average dropout rates having an
average of only 3.5 barriers.

Suggestions to Reduce or Eliminate Barriers

Declining engagement or participation (a symptom of barriers)
was the most commonly cited problem. Some studies reported
that the intervention was time-intensive [40] and others simply
attributed it to poor follow-up [33]. However, no data were
recorded on why patients did not continue. Tang et al [37] and
Heisler et al [56] proposed that personalized strategies to achieve
health goals (eg, taking medication) might keep patients
engaged. Studies with minority populations [71] suggested
providing culturally tailored educational activities into the
patient’s daily life, so that interventions occur at multiple levels
and are conveniently delivered. A few studies suggested that
declining participation could be attributed to the cost of
maintaining the technology (eg, cell phone bills). One study
involving mobile phone messaging [68] helped participants pay
for unlimited text messaging, thereby eliminating the patient’s
participation cost. But the dropout rate remained high at 28%.
Carter et al [55] equipped patients with laptops containing

wireless broadband cards for this same reason, but again dropout
rates were high at 37%. To improve adherence to the new
technology, more training and involvement is needed while
communicating with patients [29,40].

Conceptual Model
The triple aim in health care is often referred to as access,
quality, and cost [72]. There is increasing recognition that
patient-engagement is critical to achieving high-quality,
affordable care [73,74] due to the prevalence of chronic diseases
that are behavior- and lifestyle-driven. Moreover, systems theory
has shown that system productivity is a requirement to obtain
quality control at an affordable cost [75]. Provider productivity
is especially important in an era of aging population, growing
chronic disease, and decreasing primary care resources. We
used these 5 elements to develop a conceptual model (Figure
7) for effective remote health, adapting it around technology
and organizing it around the 2 main players in the system,
patients, and provider. We included insurance companies in the
provider side for parsimony in the model. We then mapped the
barriers into these elements. The mapping is not one-to-one, as
some barriers affect multiple elements. We believe these
elements are 5 necessary conditions for successful and
sustainable remote health. Although we do not argue that the
list is complete or that meeting these conditions is sufficient for
sustainable success, we do believe that many of the challenges
of remote health would begin to dissolve if these conditions
were achieved. We now discuss how the barriers identified in
this review affect these 5 elements.

Figure 7. Conceptual model of barriers to successful, sustainable remote health.

Patient Engagement

The remote health intervention of the future must ensure regular
patient engagement to promote positive behavior, efficacy, and
retention. Designing a remote health intervention with strong
patient engagement will favorably affect patient dropout rates.

Unfortunately, this category had the largest number of barrier
instances with 60 identified (Barriers T3, P1-P6, D1, D3, D5,
and D6) in the systematic review. Barriers to patient engagement
include low formal education, technology illiteracy, and health
illiteracy on the part of the patient, as well as low perceived
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value of the system, a preference for personal contact with their
provider, and medication nonadherence. Also, lack of Internet
accessibility in the patient’s area, lack of customization of the
system design, poor content choices, inconvenient frequencies
of interventions, and lack of inclusion in the system design are
also barriers to high levels of patient engagement. Clearly, if
patients cannot or will not engage in remote care, remote health
systems will fail.

Quality of Care

It is important not to compromise on quality of care delivered
by the remote health intervention. The system must provide
high quality of care that leads to improved health outcomes,
improved perceptions of care, and higher efficacy. There were
28 instances (Barriers D2, D4, D5, D7, and Pv1) of barriers that
threaten the ability to provide patients with quality care, which
include lack of accuracy of data (eg, manual input), failure to
understand the impact of remote health interventions on
comorbid conditions, timing, and frequency of intervention and
patient-provider–interactions, and accessibility of patient data
records to the provider. Again, if quality of care cannot be
assured, remote health will not succeed.

Provider Productivity

The remote health intervention must improve provider
productivity so that a diminishing number of providers can care
for an increasing number of patients. There were 23 instances
(Barriers D4, D8, Pv2, and S1) of provider productivity barriers
identified in the systematic review. Remote health interventions
that are labor-intensive, require a high number of
patient-provider–interactions, have poor integration into the
provider work flow, and are limited in scalability contain
barriers to increased provider productivity and cannot be
sustained.

Technology Accessibility

Remote health interventions must be accessible for the patient.
Accessibility implies technology that is affordable to the patient
and ubiquitous at the point of use to enhance adoption and
retention. The systematic review identified 16 instances (Barriers
T1-T3) in which technology accessibility to the patient was a
barrier because the patient did not already have the technology,
could not afford the technology, or had limited Internet access.
Technology accessibility must be achieved for remote health
to have an impact.

Technology Cost

The remote health intervention will need to be cost-effective for
long-term sustainability. This implies an overall reduction in
health care spending, due to reduced emergency department
and hospitalization, which exceeds the capital costs providers
must pay to implement and maintain the remote system. The
systematic review identified 16 instances (Barriers S1-S3) of
barriers to cost-effective technology, which include limitations
on scalability, lack of program reimbursement by insurance,
and high-cost of interventions. Remote health systems that do
not pay for themselves will not be sustainable.

Risk of Bias Within and Across Studies
All the articles included in the systematic review had their own
internal biases.  Mainly, remote health approaches rely heavily
on the data submitted by the patients [67,70,76]. These data can
be willingly distorted or abstained by patients. Other patients
may have the best self-reporting intentions, but could have been
confused on the proper way to use the remote health intervention
[34,59]. In addition, the outcomes were not always reliable. For
example, Bell et al [77] counted the number of diabetes videos
watched by patients each month. However, there is a big
difference between “watching” a video and actually “paying
attention” and “understanding” a video. Other studies had
selection bias, especially all the VA studies because the
conclusions for this population group are not necessarily
generalizable to the rest of the US population. Many were
written with an optimistic perspective on remote health and did
not take a critical viewpoint in addressing the challenges
encountered during implementation. Even if the barriers were
noted during a study, the authors of the study may not have
reported them in the journal article as they were not the focus
of the publication or due to space limitations of the journal.
Furthermore, the barriers identified in certain populations, such
as patient barriers in mid-income populations, could be attributed
to reporting bias by the researchers who assume patients are
having difficulty adopting to technology instead of examining
possible system or provider issues. Finally, many of the selected
articles were pilot studies with 47% (20/41) having population
sizes less than 100. In addition, 54% (22/41) of the studies were
shorter than 6 months. Thus, the barriers identified are not those
that would necessarily arise during large-scale, long-term
implementation of a remote health intervention for type 2
diabetes self-management.

Discussion

Limitations
The authors recognize several limitations in this systematic
review. Although several databases were searched, including
databases with conference proceedings, as well as references
of included studies, it is possible some articles fitting the
inclusion criteria were missed. There are several descriptive
terms for remote health and the authors do not claim that the
search criteria included a comprehensive list of these terms.
Identifying barriers was especially challenging as they were not
always explicitly labeled and the authors had to use their best
judgment to identify, interpret, and classify the barriers in each
study. When coding the articles, the authors may have
overlooked some barriers because of the manner in which they
were described in the article. In some instances, the authors had
a difficult time agreeing whether some issues were in fact
barriers, or a symptom of a barrier (eg, patient engagement);
thus, the identification and determination of barriers were
subjective and could have been overlooked by a particular
reviewer. The final list of barriers collected is not necessarily
comprehensive but was created based on findings from the
included studies. Finally, for study characteristic results, some
studies only had limited information available such as not
specifying the type of blood pressure (systolic or diastolic) used
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or not specifying the device used for communication via email
and Internet.

Conclusions
This systematic review analyzed papers with remote health
interventions for type 2 diabetes patients. Technology in remote
health reduces the burden of diabetes by providing patients with
medical resources and education without the need to leave their
homes. Six databases were searched for peer-reviewed journal
articles published between 2010 and 2015 that implemented a
remote health intervention for type 2 diabetes care. A total of
53 papers were selected on 41 different studies. The principal
findings of this systematic review included analysis on barrier
classification and inventory. Lack of data accuracy was the most
common barrier as it was identified in 32% (13/41) of all studies
and was equally found in both low- and mid-income populations.
The lack of data accuracy was often a result of manual reporting
or input of monitoring data. Concerns over scalability were
cited in 24% (10/41) of studies (mostly mid-income) and
technology illiteracy was observed in 24% (10/24) of studies
(mostly low-income). Declining patient engagement was
observed in almost every study as a result of these barriers.

Few studies addressed mechanisms for reducing barriers. For
those that did, suggestions were made to customize the strategies
or provide culturally tailored solutions to increase patient
engagement. Some studies thought that assistance with
technology education or cost would reduce dropout rates.
Around 29% (12/41) of the studies paid patients for
participation. Some reviews maintain that there is insufficient
evidence to conclude that remote health interventions
significantly improved type 2 diabetes outcomes [13]. The total
cost was only reported in a single study, thus leaving open

questions on cost-effectiveness of remote health. A review by
Radhakrishnan et al [26] was most similar to ours because it
identified barriers and facilitators for sustainability of
telehomecare programs for chronic disease management.
Although some barriers were common to both (including health
literacy and cost-effectiveness), our review identifies many
additional barriers, including scalability, provider training, and
system design.

We also proposed a conceptual model for successful
implementation of remote health interventions. The model
explains that technology accessibility, increased patient
engagement, technology cost, increased provider productivity,
and increased quality of care are 5 necessary conditions for
remote health. Focusing on the barriers that impede these
necessary conditions (eg, technology illiteracy and data
accuracy) will better connect the patients to the clinics and
providers for successful implementation of a remote health
intervention for diabetes self-management in the United States.
The results of this systematic review will facilitate other research
in the design of remote health technology interventions as we
identify common impediments in the design, implementation,
adoption, and communication of remote health for diabetes
patients. Specifically, technology must advance to improve
reporting accuracy and reliability of the data communicated
from the patient to the provider. Identifying ways to address
the scalability of remote health interventions should also be a
priority, as well as innovative designs that allow customized
interventions and increase patient engagement. The barrier
inventory provides visibility and evidence that these are the
most dominant, pressing challenges facing the advancement of
remote health today.
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Abstract

Background: Web-based programs for smoking prevention are being increasingly used with some success among adolescents.
However, little is known about the mechanisms that link the experience of such programs to intended nicotine or tobacco control
outcomes.

Objective: Based on the experiential learning theory and extended elaboration likelihood model, this study aimed to evaluate
the impact of a Web-based intervention, A Smoking Prevention Interactive Experience (ASPIRE), on adolescents’ intention to
smoke, while considering the experience of interactivity and entertainment as predictors of reduced intention to smoke, under a
transitional user experience model.

Methods: A total of 101 adolescents were recruited from after-school programs, provided consent, screened, and randomized
in a single-blinded format to 1 of 2 conditions: the full ASPIRE program as the experimental condition (n=50) or an online ,
text-based version of ASPIRE as the control condition (n=51). Data were collected at baseline and immediate follow-up.
Repeated-measures mixed-effects models and path analyses were conducted.

Results: A total of 82 participants completed the study and were included in the analysis. Participants in the experimental
condition were more likely to show a decrease in their intention to smoke than those in the control condition (beta=−0.18, P=.008).
Perceived interactivity (beta=−0.27, P=.004) and entertainment (beta=−0.20, P=.04) were each associated with a decrease in
intention to smoke independently. Results of path analyses indicated that perceived interactivity and perceived entertainment
mediated the relationship between ASPIRE use and emotional involvement. Furthermore, perceived presence mediated the
relationship between perceived interactivity and emotional involvement. There was a direct relationship between perceived
entertainment and emotional involvement. Emotional involvement predicted a decrease in intention to smoke (beta=−0.16, P=.04).

Conclusions: Adolescents’ experience of interactivity and entertainment contributed to the expected outcome of lower intention
to smoke. Also, emphasis needs to be placed on the emotional experience during Web-based interventions in order to maximize
reductions in smoking intentions. Going beyond mere evaluation of the effectiveness of a Web-based smoking prevention program,
this study contributes to the understanding of adolescents’ psychological experience and its effect on their intention to smoke.
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With the results of this study, researchers can work to (1) enhance the experience of interactivity and entertainment and (2) amplify
concepts of media effects (eg, presence and emotional involvement) in order to better reach health behavior outcomes.

Trial Registration: Clinicaltrials.gov NCT02469779; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02469779 (Archived by WebCite
at http://www.webcitation.org/6nxyZVOf0)

(J Med Internet Res 2017;19(2):e44)   doi:10.2196/jmir.7174

KEYWORDS

smoking prevention; intention to smoke; adolescent; Web-based intervention; interactivity; entertainment; emotions; presence;
experience

Introduction

Tobacco smoking remains the most preventable cause of death
in the world [1]. However, more than 20% of adolescents in the
United States have smoked at least one cigarette [2], and their
use of new and emerging nicotine and tobacco products has
increased [2-5]. Approximately 80% of adult daily tobacco
smokers begin using before the age of 18 years and become
addicted during adolescence [1,6]. This suggests the need for
continuous efforts to prevent smoking among adolescents. In
particular, Web-based programs are increasingly used to
improve tobacco risk communication and prevent smoking
[7-9].

While several Web-based programs have shown success in
delaying smoking initiation among adolescents [10-14], little
is known about adolescents’ experience with such programs.
This is evident from meta-analyses and reviews on the
evaluation of smoking prevention programs [10-12,15]. First,
evaluation studies tend to focus solely on health outcomes (eg,
intention to smoke and smoking initiation behavior [10-12,15])
without examining psychological media effects that may explain
change in outcomes. The investigation of media effects related
to one’s experience during program use may shed light on how
a Web-based program achieves success. Second, cognitive
theories dominate program evaluations [11,16], leaving aside
the role of emotional involvement in driving successful
outcomes. In particular, studying cognitive processes of behavior
change alone can be limiting, especially with adolescents whose
decision making is often dependent upon their emotions.

To fill in these gaps, it is important to better understand the
processes by which Web-based interventions work to reach
health outcomes. Going beyond a mere evaluation that explains
“whether” a program works, it is crucial to investigate “how”
a program works to be successful. This is done by studying the
underlying mechanism that delineates one’s experience of a
Web-based intervention.

As a result, in this study, we aimed to test associations that link
participation in a Web-based program to changes in a health
outcome. We achieved this aim in the context of a Web-based
intervention called A Smoking Prevention Interactive Experience
(ASPIRE) [17-20]. Web-based interventions such as ASPIRE
make use of two main design elements: interactivity and
entertainment [20]. Interactivity refers to a technology design
that allows for a two-way communication between adolescents
and the program (eg, wide range of options, ability to explore
virtual environments, and connect with other users) [21].

Entertainment refers to a design that is expected to drive
enjoyment and gratification (eg, comedy, humor, fear appeal,
and game play) [22-25]. In ASPIRE, features of interactivity
and entertainment are applied through entertaining videos that
intertwine with interactive and entertaining activities relevant
to smoking-related issues. Several associations that link
interactivity and entertainment to health outcomes deserve
attention.

With a careful design of interactive and entertaining features,
users’ experience of interactivity and entertainment becomes
crucial for the success of Web-based programs [26-30].
Perceived interactivity [31] refers to the user’s perception of
an active two-way communication with the program and a sense
of control over online behavior [21,26-29,32]. Perceived
entertainment [31,33] refers to the users’ beliefs that their
experience with the program is enjoyable and entertaining
[30,34-36]. Both perceived interactivity and perceived
entertainment are built on the idea that interactivity and
entertainment are subjective experiences [26-29]. Research has
supported a multidimensional perspective of entertainment that
is based on the experience of psychological amusement, pleasant
atmosphere, and joy [37]. Research has also supported that users
must be psychologically involved and build a sense of influence
in order to experience interactivity [21].

The effect of the experience of interactivity and entertainment
on health outcomes is supported by the experiential learning
theory (ELT) [38] and the extended elaboration likelihood model
(E-ELM) [39]. According to the ELT, users of interactive
applications are able to learn through the exploration of
environments. In essence, first-hand exploration fosters curiosity
and ultimately facilitates learning. According to the E-ELM,
individuals exposed to entertainment programming begin to
feel transported into the program environment by (1) becoming
immersed in the world of the program and (2) becoming
emotionally involved in the program. Ultimately, such
transportation drives support for the healthy behavior.

Supportive of the ELT and E-ELM, empirical findings show
that users’ experience of interactivity and entertainment
gradually drives them toward healthy outcomes. Perceived
interactivity [40-44] and entertainment [22-25] have been found
to drive attention to media platforms. This attention is expected
to create perceived presence (ie, individuals’perception of being
present inside the environment of the website [45]). Perceived
presence is a key outcome in the context of Web-based
interventions because interactivity and entertainment involve
the experience of environments that demand attention and
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immersion. As a result of perceived presence, users of
Web-based programs may experience emotional involvement
(ie, the intensity of felt emotions as a result of the intervention
[46-49]). Research has shown that perceived presence is greater
in the context of emotional environments, and a greater
emotional state is experienced as a result of a higher level of
presence [50]. Ultimately, emotional involvement can have an
impact on psychological antecedents of nicotine or tobacco use
(eg, lowering intention to smoke) through affective persuasion
[51]. Such line of research suggests a model by which
adolescents move from intervention exposure to changes in
tobacco control outcomes.

Although such associations have been examined each on its
own, they remain fragmented. As a result, through a short-term
randomized controlled trial with ASPIRE, this study developed
a user experience model and statistically validated it using path

analysis (Figure 1). We hypothesized the following: exposure
to ASPIRE is positively related to perceived interactivity and
perceived entertainment (hypothesis 1); adolescents who use
ASPIRE are more likely to show a decrease in intention to
smoke compared with adolescents in a control group (hypothesis
2); adolescents’ perceived interactivity and perceived
entertainment during ASPIRE are positively related to a decrease
in intention to smoke (hypothesis 3); perceived interactivity and
perceived entertainment mediate the relationship between
ASPIRE use and emotional involvement (hypothesis 4);
perceived presence mediates the relationship between perceived
entertainment and emotional involvement (hypothesis 5);
perceived presence in the ASPIRE environment mediates the
relationship between perceived interactivity and emotional
involvement in ASPIRE (hypothesis 6); and emotional
involvement is related to a decrease in intention to smoke
(hypothesis 7).

Figure 1. Conceptual model tested in this study. ASPIRE: A Smoking Prevention Interactive Experience.

Methods

Study Design
In order to examine the net benefit of interactivity and
entertainment in ASPIRE, this study was conducted post hoc,
using data from a 2-arm single-blinded randomized controlled
trial with assessments at baseline and immediate follow-up (time
× condition). This trial, called ASPIRE Reactions, was
conducted in 2014. It is registered at the ClinicalTrials.gov
registry (identifier: NCT02469779). Its components adhere to

the CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials)
and CONSORT-EHEALTH (Consolidated Standards of
Reporting Trials of Electronic and Mobile Health Applications
and Online Telehealth) guidelines [52,53].

ASPIRE and ASPIRE-Control
The trial involved 2 conditions: (1) the ASPIRE program and
(2) a control condition without interactivity or entertainment
(ASPIRE-control). Study manipulations are presented in Table
1 (see Multimedia Appendix 1). ASPIRE was presented in 4
sessions, 40 minutes each, spread over a period of 1 month [54].
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Table 1. Manipulations for study conditions.

ASPIRE-controlASPIREaMain factor and elements

Interactivity

NoYesTwo-way communication

NoYesControl over platform

NoYesClicking behavior

NoYesVirtual environments

Entertainment

NoYesNarrative or storytelling

NoYesMusic; sound effects

NoYesVirtual characters or avatars

Text onlyMultimedia (video, audio, and text)Channel

Facts onlyFacts delivered in a personal context (age-tailored)Content

Cognitive (central processing of facts)Emotional (peripheral processing of animation
and narratives)

Involvement

aASPIRE: A Smoking Prevention Interactive Experience.

ASPIRE features interactivity and entertainment to engage
adolescent users through text, animations, videos, and
task-oriented activities (Multimedia Appendix 2). Text mainly
involves educational facts about tobacco. As part of the videos,
users are presented with cartoon animations and testimonies
from high school students. ASPIRE's multimodality is also
characterized by the presence of activities that allow users to
explore health information in a two-dimensional environment.
An activity in ASPIRE entails an environment with an expected
task. By completing the task, the user gets to uncover health
information. For instance, as part of an activity, users attempt
to make a virtual character smoke in order to discover the
poisons and chemicals that are left in the lungs (Multimedia
Appendix 3). Also, ASPIRE allows users to enter a mediated
environment in which they can search for clues, click on objects
or characters, and listen to health messages [55]. In addition,
ASPIRE includes videos that rely on humorous messages,
dramatic events, and real-life stories about tobacco
consequences. ASPIRE can be accessed online for free [54].

ASPIRE-control was designed to include the same health
information presented in ASPIRE but without any features of
interactivity or entertainment. In order to design an appropriate
control condition, we conducted qualitative content analysis of
ASPIRE’s content to identify factual information about tobacco
or smoking that is depicted in ASPIRE. Factual information
was compiled and summarized to form a text-based document.
Following this procedure, the document was fragmented to form
a series of paragraphs. The paragraphs presented information
in the same order as presented in ASPIRE. In order to control
for exposure to online health information, the text was
introduced in a mock website that had the same background
design as the actual ASPIRE intervention.

Sample Recruitment and Procedure
A total of 4 after-school programs located in Medicaid-eligible
districts of Houston, Texas, were randomly selected for
participant recruitment, including the Boys and Girls Clubs (2

sites), the Salvation Army Boys and Girls Clubs (1 site), and
the Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA; 1 site). After
approval from the program directors, a verbal announcement
reached 509 adolescents. Interested adolescents completed child
assent and parental permission. We assessed adolescent
eligibility through a screening conducted before participation.
Inclusionary criteria were as follows: being of ages 12 through
18 years, being a student in a middle school or high school, and
being a nonsmoker (have not smoked in the past year, not even
one cigarette, cigar, or hookah).

All participants in the final sample obtained parental consent.
Recruitment and data collection took a period of 4 months. The
institutional review boards for human subjects research at the
University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center and the
University at Buffalo, the State University of New York
approved this study.

All participants started their experience with the intervention 3
days after they completed the baseline survey. The principal
investigator generated the random allocation sequence. Research
assistants assigned enrolled adolescents to groups. We used
concealed envelopes to conduct randomization. Participants
were not told which intervention was the intervention of interest.
In ASPIRE and ASPIRE-control, participants used identical
computers and had private space for individual viewing and
headphones for noise reduction. A research assistant was
available for technical assistance and supervision. At the end
of the intervention, participants completed the follow-up survey.
Then, 20 randomly selected participants from the ASPIRE group
participated in exit interviews (data not included in this paper).

As an ethical consideration, after follow-up assessment, the
ASPIRE-control group received information about the actual
ASPIRE intervention and ways to access the website. Each
participant was offered a US $15 gift card for participation in
the study. Participants received giveaway items such as pens,
bags, and earphones to complete each survey.
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Measures
All survey measures have been previously tested and validated.
All measures were assessed through Web-based closed surveys,
in the presence of a research assistant who was only available
for technical assistance. We adhered to the Checklist for
Reporting Results of Internet E-Surveys (CHERRIES;
Multimedia Appendix 4) [56]. At baseline and follow-up, we
measured intention to smoke [57,58] as the primary outcome.
Intention to smoke, measured using the susceptibility to smoke
scale, is the most potent and direct predictor of smoking
initiation among adolescents [59,60]. At follow-up, we measured
perceived interactivity [61], perceived entertainment [62,63],

perceived presence [64], and emotional involvement [65,66].
We measured perceived credibility of message [67] for both
conditions as a measure of manipulation check. To obtain a
valid assessment of user experience and program effect, we
included questions pertaining to potential confounders, such as
environmental and social factors, and demographic
characteristics that may contribute to smoking intention [68-73]:
age, gender, ethnicity, average grade at school, the number of
detentions at school, prior knowledge about the effects of
smoking [74], number of friends who smoke, frequency of
Internet use in hours per day, and skills in Internet use [75]. A
detailed description of the main measures, measure derivation
references, and Cronbach alpha values are reported in Table 2.

Table 2. Survey measures.

AlphaaDescriptionMeasures

Health outcome

.80Items adapted from the susceptibility to smoke scale [58-60]: “Do you think in the future you might try a
cigarette?”; “If one of your best friends were to offer you a cigarette, would you try it?”; and “Do you think
you will try smoking some day in the next 5 years?” Items presented on a 5-point Likert scale with answer
choices: 5=definitely yes, 4=probably yes, 3=possibly, 2=probably not, and 1=definitely not.

Intention to smoke

User experience

.94Measured with 17 items from Coursaris and Sung [61], such as “I felt that I had control over my surfing
experience of the website” and “The website seemed to be effective in getting my feedback.”

Perceived interactivity

.92A scale adapted from the work of Cyr and colleagues [62] and Nysveen and colleagues [63], with two di-
mensions: enjoyment and fulfillment. Examples of statements: “I found my visit to this website entertaining”
and “I found my visit to this website fun.”

Perceived entertainment

Media effect outcomes

.88Measured using 5-point Likert scale items such as “While using the website, I had a sense of being in the
scenes” and “While using the website, I felt I was visiting the website’s world” [64].

Perceived presence

.55bTwo items: The first item belongs to the emotional involvement dimension of the transportation concept
[65]: “I felt emotionally involved in the website.” The second item asked participants how much they felt
emotionally involved in the website [66]. Answer choices ranged from 1=not at all to 10=extremely.

Emotional involvement

Covariates

-21 items tested knowledge about smoking consequences. Participants indicated if they believe such items
are actual consequences of smoking by answering “yes” (coded 1 if correct), “no” (coded 1 if correct), or
“I do not know” (always coded 0, as incorrect) [74].

Prior knowledge

-One open-ended question: “How many of your friends smoke?”Number of friends who
smoke

-One open-ended question: “How many hours per day do you spend on the internet?”Frequency of Internet use

-One open-ended question: “How many detentions or suspensions have you received at school?”Number of school deten-
tions

-Total grade at school, based on grade point average. Answer choices were A, B, C, D, or F (coded 1, 2, 3,
4, and 5, respectively).

School grades

Two items such as “In your opinion, how believable was the information presented in ASPIRE?” [67].Perceived credibility

aReliability coefficients with Cronbach alpha were calculated from posttest data, with the exception of measures with data collected at baseline only.
bIndicates Pearson correlation between 2 items, instead of Cronbach alpha.

Statistical Analysis
We conducted power analysis for sample size calculation. In
order to conduct mixed-effects models using a target power of
0.95 and an effect size of 0.20 to predict intention to smoke [76]
with an alpha value of .05, the estimated sample size is 80
participants (40 participants in each condition). Approximately

100 adolescents were needed to test these hypotheses, with an
anticipated completion rate of 80% (80/100).

Statistical analyses were conducted using Stata version 14
(StataCorp LP). Analyses of variance (ANOVAs) and chi-square
tests were conducted to capture any baseline differences between
the 2 conditions with respect to covariates (eg, demographic
characteristics, grades at school, number of detentions, and
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frequency of Internet use). Then, manipulation checks were
conducted to ensure that both conditions are found to provide
credible health information. Bonferroni adjustment was
performed to guard against type I error in the repeated ANOVAs
[77,78].

To test hypothesis 1, one-way ANOVA was conducted to assess
whether using ASPIRE is related to perceived interactivity and
perceived entertainment. For hypothesis 2, a repeated-measures
mixed-effects model was conducted to test change in intention
to smoke, in a 2 (condition) × 2 (time) design. ASPIRE effects
on outcome trajectories over time were measured by the
condition × time interaction term. To test hypothesis 3 on the
effects of perceived interactivity and perceived entertainment,
3 repeated-measures mixed-effects models were conducted with
intention to smoke as the outcome variable. Model 1 tested
perceived interactivity alone, model 2 tested perceived
entertainment alone, and model 3 included both as independent
variables. For all models, multicollinearity was tested and the
Huber-White sandwich estimator was used to correct all variance
estimates for heteroskedasticity [79,80]. For each finding,
standardized coefficients were computed with their respective
P values.

Hypotheses 4 through 7 were first examined using mixed-effects
models and multiple regression analyses that adjusted for effects
of potential confounders, as covariates. These adjustments did
not alter primary conclusions (data not shown). To confirm
hypotheses 1 through 3 and test for hypotheses 4 through 7
under one model (Figure 1), path analysis was conducted. Path
analysis has been regarded as a preferred method of mediation

analysis as it allows the control for measurement error and
uncovers information on the degree of fit of the entire model
[81-86]. Model fit criteria were as follows: (1) a nonsignificant
chi-square goodness-of-fit statistic, (2) a comparative fit index
(CFI) of .90 or greater, (3) a root mean square error of
approximation (RMSEA) less than or equal to .06, and (4) a
standardized root mean square residual lower than .08 [87].
Two models were constructed with (1) perceived interactivity
and (2) perceived entertainment as drivers of change. For each
model, modification indices were examined to give insight into
possible structural aspects of model misfit and update the model
based on the indices.

Results

Participants
Table 3 presents respondents’ sociodemographic characteristics.
For the entire sample (N=101), the average age was 13.44 (SD
1.42) years, 43.56% (44/101) were female, and the majority of
participants were black or African American (42/101, 41.58%)
and Hispanic or Latino (44/101, 43.56%). Approximately 45%
(43/101) reported having at least one friend who smokes, and
the number of friends who smoke ranged between 1 and 23
(mean 1.96, SD 3.67). Also, 62.38% (63/101) reported using
the Internet at least 2 hours per day, and the hours of use ranged
between 30 minutes and 16 hours (mean 4.40, SD 3.70). The 2
groups differed with respect to participants’ number of friends
who smoke, F1,94=5.74, P=.02. Subsequent analysis controlled
for the difference.
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Table 3. Characteristics of study participants.

P valuebTotal sample (N=101)

n (%)

ASPIRE-control (n=51)

n (%)
ASPIREa (n=50)

n (%)

Characteristics

Age range, years

.0564 (63.2)38 (74.5)26 (52)12-13

29 (28.7)11 (21.5)18 (36)14-15

8 (7.9)2 (3.9)6 (12)16-17

Gender

.4258 (56.8)27 (52.9)31 (60.7)Male

44 (43.5)24 (47.0)20 (39.2)Female

Race or ethnicity

.0586 (85.1)47 (92.1)39 (78)Hispanic or African American

15 (14.8)4 (7.8)11 (22)Non-Hispanic, non–African American

Educational level of mother

.4339 (39.0)23 (45.1)16 (32.6)High school or less

61 (61.0)28 (54.9)33 (67.3)College or more

Educational level of father

.2752 (54.1)29 (61.7)23 (46.9)High school or less

44 (45.8)18 (38.3)26 (53.0)College or more

Educational level of legal guardian

.1621 (33.3)12 (46.1)9 (24.3)High school or less

42 (66.6)14 (53.8)28 (75.6)College or more

Average school grades

.4968 (66.6)31 (60.7)37 (72.5)A

29 (28.4)17 (33.3)12 (23.5)B

4 (3.9)2 (3.9)2 (3.9)C

1 (0.9)1 (1.9)0 (0.0)D

.801.61 (3.34)1.69 (2.65)1.52 (3.95)Number of school detentions, mean (SD)

.021.96 (3.67)2.82 (4.62)1.06 (1.98)Number of friends who smoke, mean (SD)

.1613.49 (3.94)12.94 (4.03)14.04 (3.80)Prior knowledge of smoking effects, mean (SD)

.361.50 (0.68)1.56 (0.72)1.43 (0.65)Prior intention to smoke, mean (SD)

.104.40 (3.70)5.01 (3.83)3.77 (3.48)Frequency of Internet use, mean (SD)

aASPIRE: A Smoking Prevention Interactive Experience.
bSignificance testing with chi-square test for the categorical variables (ie, age, gender, race or ethnicity, educational level, and school grades) and
analysis of variance for the continuous variables. Missing values are not presented in this table.

Attrition
A total of 110 adolescents agreed to participate. We excluded
9 adolescents who did not meet the adolescent age criterion
(ages 12 through 18 years). A total of 101 participants took the
baseline survey and were randomized to 1 of the 2 conditions.
All 101 participants went through ASPIRE and ASPIRE-control
as prescribed and completed all sessions. Then, 81.20% (82/101)
continued until follow-up (81.2% completion rate; Figure 2).
Participants who did not continue were adolescents who have
left their after-school program.

There was no significant difference between participants who
did and those who did not continue to follow-up with respect
to baseline intention to smoke (F1,99=0.03, P=.87), prior
knowledge about smoking outcomes (F1,100=0.13, P=.72),
number of friends who smoke (F1,94=0.09, P=.76), number of
detentions at school (F1,95=0.70, P=.40), age (F1,99=1.15, P=.29),

gender (χ2
1=0.03, P=.85), ethnicity (χ2

1=0.5 P=.50), prior
frequency of Internet use (F1,96=2.72, P=.10), and skills in
Internet use (F1,100=1.76, P=.19).
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Figure 2. CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials) flow diagram. The exit interview data are not included in this paper. ASPIRE: A
Smoking Prevention Interactive Experience.

Manipulation Checks

Perceived Credibility of Health Information
We checked to make sure that the conditions present credible
health messages. As expected, there was no significant
difference between the conditions with regard to perceived
credibility of message content, F1,56=3.67, P=.06. Perceived
credibility scores for both groups were found to be significantly
greater than 3 on a 5-point Likert scale (ASPIRE: t40=4.38,
P<.001; control: t42=8.48, P<.001). This confirms that both
interventions were perceived to be credible sources of
information related to smoking.

Checking for Baseline Differences
There was a marginal difference between the groups with respect
to age, ethnicity, and number of friends who smoke (Table 3).
When controlled, these differences did not affect the results of
this study. The 2 groups did not differ with respect to the number
of school detentions, prior knowledge about the effects of
smoking, or baseline level of intention to smoke (Table 3).

Checking for the Digital Divide
The results indicate that the 2 groups did not differ with respect
to the frequency of Internet use in hours per day (Table 3). There
were no differences between ethnicities (F1,93=0.12, P=.73),
genders (F1,96=0.60, P=.44), those who have and those who

have not had detentions (F1,93=1.32, P=.25), or those who have
and those who have not had friends who smoke (F1,91=3.30,
P=.07), with respect to the frequency of Internet use.

Checking for Confounders
To check for potential demographic confounders, we determined
whether intervention effects varied by demographic
characteristics, using moderation analysis with mixed-effects
models. Overall, the results failed to identify differential effects
as a function of age (P=.11), ethnicity (P=.43), number of
detentions (P=.55), frequency of Internet use (P=.39),
knowledge about smoking effects (P=.36), or number of friends
who smoke (P=.76). Being male (P=.01) and having higher
grades (P=.02) moderated the effect of ASPIRE on intention to
smoke.

From Design Manipulation to User Experience
To test hypothesis 1, we checked to see if the manipulation of
interactivity and entertainment has led to an experience of
interactivity and entertainment among adolescent users. There
was a significant difference between the ASPIRE group and the
ASPIRE-control group with respect to perceived interactivity
(F1,82=11.66, P=.001) and perceived entertainment (F1,81=16.40,
P<.001).
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Intention to Smoke
A mixed-effects model predicting intention to smoke and
controlling for confounders showed support for hypothesis 2
(Figure 3). Adolescents in the ASPIRE group were significantly
more likely to show a decrease in their intention to smoke over

time compared with participants in the ASPIRE-control group
(group × time interaction effect; beta=−0.18, P=.008). The
ASPIRE group showed a significant decrease in intention to
smoke (slope=−0.28, P=.008), while the ASPIRE-control group
showed no significant change from baseline to follow-up
(slope<0.001, P=.99).

Figure 3. Change in intention to smoke over time for ASPIRE (A Smoking Prevention Interactive Experience) and ASPIRE-control.

Experience of Interactivity and Entertainment
There was a significant correlation between perceived
interactivity and perceived entertainment (r=.68, P<.001). This
correlation is expected, considering that interactivity and
entertainment in ASPIRE overlap through user activities.
Supporting hypothesis 3, mixed-effects models of Table 4
showed that perceived interactivity and perceived entertainment

independently worked as significant predictors of a decrease in
intention to smoke (model 1: betainteractivity=−0.27, P=.004 and
model 2: betaentertainment=−0.20, P=.04). When both factors are
included in the model (model 3), only perceived interactivity
significantly predicted a decrease in intention to smoke (model
3: betainteractivity=−0.23, P=.04; betaentertainment=−0.06, P=.61).
In all 3 models, the group-by-time interaction effect maintained
significance (Table 4).

Table 4. Repeated-measures mixed-effects models with perceived interactivity and perceived entertainment predicting intention to smoke.

Intention to smokeaVariables

Model 3Model 2Model 1

P valuebeta (SE)P valuebeta (SE)P valuebeta (SE)b

-0.23 (0.01).039-.004−0.27 (0.01)Perceived interactivityc

.60−0.06 (0.01).038−0.20 (0.01)-Perceived entertainmentc

.370.16 (0.18).4620.10 (0.18).3550.11 (0.17)Condition

.850.01 (0.06).8560.01 (0.06).7970.01 (0.06)Time

.007−0.19 (0.11).007−0.19 (0.11).007−0.22 (0.11)Condition × timec

<.0013.16 (0.89)<.0012.92 (0.83)<.0013.05 (0.81)Intercept

<.00136.68<.00135.04<.00134.32Wald chi-square

aIndicates dependent outcome variable.
bIndicates standardized values followed by standard error.
cIndicates variables of interest. The models control for covariates (age, gender, prior knowledge, school grades, school detentions, and number of friends
who smoke), with no significant relationship between such covariates and intention to smoke.
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Path Models
Controlling for baseline group differences and confounders,
path model results remained the same. With perceived
entertainment (path model 1, Figure 4), path analysis showed
that adolescents in the ASPIRE condition were more likely to
experience entertainment than adolescents in the control group
(beta=0.27, P<.001). The relationship between ASPIRE use
and emotional involvement was lost when perceived
entertainment was added to the model (beta=0.06, P=.40).
Perceived entertainment fully mediated this relationship,
indicating support for hypothesis 4. In model 1, perceived
entertainment was significantly related to emotional involvement
(beta=0.50, P<.001). This relationship remained when perceived
presence was added to the model (beta=0.62, P<.001). Also,
perceived presence was not related to emotional involvement
(beta=0.19, P=.05). Unsupportive of hypothesis 5, perceived
presence did not mediate the relationship between perceived
entertainment and emotional involvement. Following this path
in model 1, emotional involvement was related to lower
intention to smoke (beta=−0.16, P=.01; hypothesis 7). Overall,
model 1 presented acceptable fit when predicting intention to

smoke (χ2
3=5.3, P=.142, CFI=.9, RMSEA=.07, 90% CI .00-.17).

The model explained 9.7% of the variance in intention to smoke
(coefficient of determination, CD=0.097). There were no
modification indices needed to improve this model.

With perceived interactivity (path model 2, Figure 4), path
analysis showed that adolescents in the ASPIRE condition were
more likely to experience interactivity than adolescents in the

control group (beta=0.24, P=.003). The relationship between
ASPIRE use and emotional involvement was lost when
perceived interactivity was added to the model (beta=0.13,
P=.10), indicating full mediation that supports hypothesis 4.
The relationship between perceived interactivity and emotional
involvement was weakened when perceived presence was added
to the model as a mediator (beta=0.20, P=.01). Testing for
hypothesis 6, perceived presence partially mediated the
relationship between the experience of interactivity and
emotional involvement. Following this mediation, emotional
involvement was related to lower intention to smoke
(beta=−0.16, P=.01; hypothesis 7). Overall, the model offered

poor fit predicting intention to smoke (χ2
3=9.8, P=.02, CFI=.9,

RMSEA=.123, 90% CI .04-.21). The model explained 9.90%
of the variance in intention to smoke (CD=0.099). Modification
indices called for the addition of a causal path from perceived
interactivity to intention to smoke. As a result, model 3 was
constructed with this addition.

Path model 3 of Figure 4 indicated a significant direct
relationship between perceived interactivity and intention to
smoke (beta=−0.25, P<.001). The relationship between
emotional involvement and intention to smoke lost significance
as a result of this addition (beta=−0.05, P=.50). All other paths
kept significance. Model 3 indicated acceptable fit when

predicting intention to smoke (χ2
2=1.8, P=.41, CFI=1.0,

RMSEA=.00, 90% CI .00-.16). The model explained 9.0% of
the variance in intention to smoke (CD=0.090). There were no
modification indices needed to improve this model.
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Figure 4. Path models indicating the path from ASPIRE (A Smoking Prevention Interactive Experience) use to intention to smoke. Note. By controlling
for the effect of confounders and demographic group differences at baseline, the results remained the same. CFI: comparative fit index; RMSEA: root
mean square error of approximation * P<0.05; ** P<0.01; *** P<0.001; † P<0.1.

Discussion

Conclusions
This post hoc study of a randomized controlled trial examined
the process by which adolescents’experience with a Web-based
smoking prevention intervention leads to a health outcome. This
study was the first step to better understand the underlying
mechanism of eHealth effects, with a user-centered approach.
The study identified salient variables in this mechanism from
the perspective of the users’ experience and then postulated and
empirically tested a model that can help explain how this

mechanism takes place cognitively and emotionally, to reach
the intended health outcome.

In particular, while ASPIRE has previously shown success in
delaying smoking initiation [19], this study showed how
adolescents’ experience with ASPIRE contributes to expected
outcomes such as decreased intention to smoke. The findings
expand previous efforts to explain the effects of Web-based
interventions. They (1) go beyond focus on the health outcomes
and (2) explicate associations that allow emotional involvement
to be a driver of smoking prevention.

The results demonstrate the advantages of a more engaging user
experience perceived as interactive and entertaining over the
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mere exposure to health information in conventional
interventions. The 2 critical elements of the user experience
manipulated in this study are interactivity and entertainment,
as ASPIRE features activities with real-time feedback and
entertaining videos. As expected, such manipulation predicted
a perception of interactivity and entertainment. The more
adolescents found ASPIRE to be interactive and entertaining,
the more they were likely to show a decrease in their intention
to smoke. A closer look at these findings shows that perceived
interactivity in ASPIRE has a stronger relationship with the
decrease in intention to smoke than perceived entertainment.
This may not necessarily be due to the lack of entertainment in
ASPIRE. Instead, this finding may be due to adolescents’
tendency to prefer first-hand involvement in activities and
experiential learning instead of exposure to entertaining videos.
As a result, Web-based smoking prevention programs that use
entertainment need to concentrate their efforts on interactive
elements that can boost the effect of entertainment on
adolescents’ intention to smoke.

The results also suggest that adolescents tend to transition from
the experience of entertainment and interactivity to a
psychological state of reduced intention to smoke, passing
through emotional involvement. Adolescents transitioned from
the experience of media elements (interactivity and
entertainment) to perceived presence, emotional involvement,
and ultimately lower intention to smoke. This model suggests
that the elements of Web-based interventions for smoking
prevention (eg, interactivity and entertainment) can have specific
psychological effects beyond those explained by cognitive
theories (eg, the social learning theory and the health belief
model). In particular, concepts such as perceived presence and
emotional involvement contribute to predicting tobacco control
outcomes.

Furthermore, perceived interactivity and perceived entertainment
took separate paths to reach emotional involvement in ASPIRE.
Perceived interactivity did not directly correlate with a state of
emotional involvement in ASPIRE. Instead, perceived presence
allowed for an indirect relationship between perceived
interactivity and emotional involvement. The more adolescents
found ASPIRE to be interactive, the more they felt present in
the ASPIRE environment. Then, perceived presence drove
emotional involvement in ASPIRE. On the other hand, perceived
entertainment exhibited a direct relationship with emotional
involvement, consistent with previous research that presents
entertainment as a driver of emotions through drama [88], humor
[89], and horror [90].

The findings support the notion that emotional involvement is
important if we are to impact adolescent intentions. Emotional
involvement seems to play a role in ASPIRE by bridging the
gap between experience and smoking intentions. In addition to
user activities, the videos in ASPIRE can have a strong
emotional influence. Such videos portray dramatic stories
through testimonials from smokers facing the effects of smoking,
humoristic stories about social situations and smoking outcomes,
and fear appeal through the depiction of oral and maxillofacial
cancer as a result of smoking. Regardless of the user experience,
entertainment and interactivity seem to elicit emotions that
predict a decrease in intention to smoke. This supports previous

work suggesting that messages with an emotional tone have an
impact on youth smoking behavior [91,92]. Future research can
expand this work to explore the psychological processes that
move adolescents from emotional involvement to lower intention
to smoke. One unexpected finding is the enhancement of path
model 2 through the addition of a direct relationship between
perceived interactivity and intention to smoke. Added in path
model 3, this relationship rendered the effect of emotional
involvement on intention to smoke nonsignificant. This result
corroborates the important role of interactivity in driving health
outcomes.

Limitations
Some limitations for this study must be noted. Participants in
both conditions were asked to sit in front of laptops and follow
a stringent regimen of ASPIRE usage. During each session,
they had to keep an unchanged sitting position without
peer-to-peer interaction. While this procedure did not allow
adolescents to behave as in a natural environment, it created a
uniform Web-based experience that controls for any
contamination of results that may be due to distractions during
intervention use.

Although the study design involved a manipulation of ASPIRE
that mechanically removed entertainment and interactivity from
the intervention to create the control condition, the study design
did not separate interactivity from entertainment. ASPIRE was
designed in a Flash Player format, which is costly to manipulate.
In addition, several activities in ASPIRE involved an amalgam
between interactivity and entertainment. As a result, the
separation between these features in ASPIRE is not sound
because it can disrupt the overall ASPIRE experience. In the
future and outside the context of ASPIRE, we plan to conduct
a study that physically separates interactivity from entertainment
and compares the 2 features with each other.

The findings of the transitional model must be interpreted with
caution, considering that data analysis is conducted through
regression and causation cannot be inferred (eg, change over
time in emotional involvement). Nevertheless, path analysis
supports the presence of transition that can be confirmed in the
future, through a causation model.

Although the study predicted intention to smoke, it did not
consider long-term opportunities for protective behaviors or the
measurement of actual smoking initiation. While smoking
initiation was already examined during the main randomized
controlled trial for ASPIRE [19], this study was meant to study
the role of adolescents’ experience with ASPIRE in driving
smoking-related outcomes. Also, intention to smoke is the
closest, most potent predictor of smoking initiation [59,60].

Finally, it must be noted that the opportunity to provide a deep
and comprehensive analysis is limited by the relatively small
sample size. Future work may consider examining how the
ASPIRE experience can prevent long-term smoking initiation
with a larger sample of adolescents.

Implications
Several implications for future research and practice can be
envisioned. The results of this study indicate that researchers
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can work to enhance the experience of interactivity and
entertainment in order to better reach outcomes related to
nicotine and tobacco control. First, the study of intervention
experience can ultimately inform new ways to improve content
of Web-based smoking prevention interventions. Through a
collaboration with health communication scientists, public health
researchers can work to maximize emotional involvement
through the elements of interactivity and entertainment. Second,
the results encourage further investigation of entertainment in
order to find ways to improve its impact. Knowing that
interactivity plays an important role in reducing intention to
smoke, intervention designers can make use of entertaining
features in an interactive environment. For instance, ASPIRE
researchers may introduce game-based activities into their

interventions. By incorporating game elements into purely
interactive activities, adolescents may be transported into a
playful environment that can increase their emotional
involvement [93,94]. In the future, we plan to examine further
how adolescents go from a state of emotional involvement to a
decrease in intention to smoke. We plan to also examine how
negative and positive emotions and discrete emotions (eg,
happiness, sadness, surprise, and fear) may differ in their effects
on intention to smoke. We also plan to study further the
threshold for entertainment and interactivity required for the
program to effectively influence intention to smoke. Finally,
future endeavors may involve the application of the user
experience model in the context of other health behaviors in
order to test its generalizability.
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Abstract

Background: Stress has been identified as one of the major public health issues in this century. New technologies offer
opportunities to provide effective psychological interventions on a large scale.

Objective: The aim of this study is to investigate the efficacy of Web- and computer-based stress-management interventions
in adults relative to a control group.

Methods: A meta-analysis was performed, including 26 comparisons (n=4226). Cohen d was calculated for the primary outcome
level of stress to determine the difference between the intervention and control groups at posttest. Analyses of the effect on
depression, anxiety, and stress in the following subgroups were also conducted: risk of bias, theoretical basis, guidance, and
length of the intervention. Available follow-up data (1-3 months, 4-6 months) were assessed for the primary outcome stress.

Results: The overall mean effect size for stress at posttest was Cohen d=0.43 (95% CI 0.31-0.54). Significant, small effects
were found for depression (Cohen d=0.34, 95% CI 0.21-0.48) and anxiety (Cohen d=0.32, 95% CI 0.17-0.47). Subgroup analyses
revealed that guided interventions (Cohen d=0.64, 95% CI 0.50-0.79) were more effective than unguided interventions (Cohen
d=0.33, 95% CI 0.20-0.46; P=.002). With regard to the length of the intervention, short interventions (≤4 weeks) showed a small
effect size (Cohen d=0.33, 95% CI 0.22-0.44) and medium-long interventions (5-8 weeks) were moderately effective (Cohen
d=0.59; 95% CI 0.45-0.74), whereas long interventions (≥9 weeks) produced a nonsignificant effect (Cohen d=0.21, 95% CI
–0.05 to 0.47; P=.006). In terms of treatment type, interventions based on cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) and third-wave
CBT (TWC) showed small-to-moderate effect sizes (CBT: Cohen d=0.40, 95% CI 0.19-0.61; TWC: Cohen d=0.53, 95% CI
0.35-0.71), and alternative interventions produced a small effect size (Cohen d=0.24, 95% CI 0.12-0.36; P=.03). Early evidence
on follow-up data indicates that Web- and computer-based stress-management interventions can sustain their effects in terms of
stress reduction in a small-to-moderate range up to 6 months.

Conclusions: These results provide evidence that Web- and computer-based stress-management interventions can be effective
and have the potential to reduce stress-related mental health problems on a large scale.

(J Med Internet Res 2017;19(2):e32)   doi:10.2196/jmir.5774
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Introduction

Chronic stress can lead to serious psychological and physical
implications, such as depression [1], sleep problems [2], neck
and shoulder disorders [3], and an increased risk of coronary
heart disease events [4] and related mortality [5]. Substantial
economic costs of stress and stress-related psychological
disorders arise as a result of absenteeism, presenteeism,
productivity loss, and high staff turnover [6]. Given that stress
represents a major threat to public health, effective and scalable
solutions to accommodate the demand for stress-management
interventions are needed.

The evidence base on traditional face-to-face stress-management
interventions is comprehensive, showing small-to-moderate
overall effects in reducing adverse outcomes for mental health
[7]. In their meta-analysis on interventions for work-related
stress, van der Klink et al [8] reported a combined effect size
of Cohen d=0.34 across all studies. The mean effect size was
Cohen d=0.33 for depression and Cohen d=0.54 for anxiety for
interventions that focused on individuals [8]. Richardson and
Rothstein’s more recent meta-analysis [9] on occupational
cognitive behavioral, relaxation, organizational, multimodal,
or alternative stress-management interventions yielded
somewhat larger effects, with an overall effect of Cohen d=0.53,
an effect of Cohen d=0.68 for anxiety, and Cohen d=0.73 for
stress. Evidence consistently shows cognitive behavioral
interventions to be the most effective, with Cohen d values
ranging from 0.68 [8] to 1.16 [9]. Some evidence also suggests
that shorter interventions (1-4 weeks) are more effective than
longer interventions; however, this effect may be confounded
by treatment type [9].

A promising medium to facilitate the dissemination of effective
mental health interventions is the Internet. In recent years,
Web-based interventions for the prevention and treatment of a
range of psychological conditions have proliferated [10-14].
Computer- and Web-based interventions are perceived to offer
several advantages that may overcome some of the limitations
of face-to-face approaches, including anonymity, 24/7
availability, reduced costs in terms of traveling to courses for
both participants and instructors, high scalability, and a low
access threshold. Enabling participants to be reached earlier
than in classical face-to-face trainings, such interventions may
have the potential to prevent the onset of more severe mental
health problems [15-18]. Internet-based interventions have been
found to be effective in clinical applications to address, for
instance, depression [10], anxiety [19], and sleep disorders [20].
However, only a few randomized controlled trials (RCTs) have
investigated Web-based stress-management interventions.
Research on the eff0.19

Existing Web-based stress-management trainings differ in
various aspects, such as the intervention content, length, and
guidance, which may influence their efficacy. First, the
theoretical basis of such interventions is diverse, including
cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) [21-26], third-wave

cognitive behavioral interventions (TWC) [27-37], the use of
olfactory care products [38], and physical exercise programs
[39]. Second, the length and number of intervention sessions
vary, ranging from short 2-week interventions [33] to
interventions that allow access over several months [37]. Some
interventions encourage participants to log on only as often as
they like, with no specified sessions or requirements to complete
the entire intervention [21], whereas others have fixed weekly
appointments (eg, in an online virtual classroom) [37]. Third,
the existing Web- and computer-based studies include both
guided and unguided interventions and thus differ in the amount
of human support given to participants during the intervention.
In the guided format, individuals normally receive written
feedback from a coach on the exercises that they complete
within the training. In the study of Ruwaard et al [24], for
example, clinical psychology students provided weekly feedback
on exercises according to an instruction manual and reminded
participants in cases of noncompletion. In contrast, Billings et
al [21] used a less intensive, high-latitude format in which no
feedback was provided.

In recent years, the number of studies on Web- and
computer-based stress management has been rising. The overall
effect of Web-based stress-management interventions and the
influence of specific formats of treatment delivery remain
unclear. Considering the demand for effective, scalable
stress-management trainings and the enormous potential of
Web- and computer-based interventions, there is a need to
synthesize the results of existing studies. This meta-analysis
aims to integrate the effects of Web-based stress-management
interventions on the level of stress of adults. Additionally, effects
on depression and anxiety will be assessed. The following
research questions are addressed:

Are Web- and computer-based stress-management interventions
effective in reducing stress, depression, and anxiety relative to
a control group?

Are there differences in effect sizes concerning (a) the study
quality, (b) the level of guidance, (c) the theoretical basis, and
(d) the length of the intervention?

Methods

Eligibility Criteria
We considered RCTs from 1990 to May 2016 in which adult
participants (older than 18 years) experienced stress and were
participating in the trial to decrease their stress levels. The search
was initially conducted in August 2013 and repeated in May
2016 to ensure it was as current as possible. Studies prior to
1990 were excluded; due to the rapidly changing technology in
this field, these programs cannot be compared to the current
interventions that are likely to be delivered to participants
seeking help. The primary intervention target of included studies
needed to be a reduction of stress within the target group. We
excluded trials that targeted participants with medical conditions
(eg, cancer, tinnitus, headache); caregivers of people with
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medical conditions (eg, caregivers for dementia); and
participants with psychiatric disorders (eg, depression, anxiety
or posttraumatic stress disorder), posttraumatic symptoms,
postpartum emotional distress, or bereavement. The studies
included needed to compare an intervention to any type of
comparison group. There were no restrictions with regard to
dosage or intensity, delivery, duration, frequency or timing of
delivery, or the type of delivery channel (eg, email, Web-based,
computerized). Trials investigating stress management as merely
one part of the intervention (eg, alongside depression or anxiety)
were included only if the primary goal of the intervention was
to reduce stress. Furthermore, trials conducted in the context of
the promotion of well-being rather than stress reduction were
excluded. The studies had to report at least one instrument that
claimed to measure stress levels. For the main analysis, we
considered postintervention data. We also included follow-up
data (when available) to assess longer-term effectiveness.

Information Sources and Search Strategy
The search strategy for this meta-analysis was created with four
categories of search terms. We defined the search terms to meet
the following criteria: (1) stress reduction, (2) evaluation of an
intervention program, (3) application of a RCT as an
experimental design, and (4) delivery in a Web- or
computer-based context. A detailed description of the search
terms can be found in the Multimedia Appendix 1.

The specified search strategy was applied in three major
database search engines (PsycINFO, PubMed, and Cochrane).
Additionally, manual searches in key journals (eg, International
Journal of Stress Management, Journal of Medical Internet
Research, Journal of Occupational Health, Scandinavian
Journal of Work, Environment and Health) and in the reference
lists of the included studies were conducted.

Study Selection
After removing duplicates of the articles identified, two
researchers (EH and SN) independently screened all titles and
abstracts based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria, and two
researchers (EH and DL) assessed the full-text articles for
eligibility. The researchers who assessed the relevance of the
studies were not blind to the authors, institutions, journal of
publication, or results.

Data Extraction
Data were extracted concerning the origin, the number of
participants, age, gender, comparison group, outcomes,
theoretical basis, length, guidance, the risk of bias, and follow-up
data. In cases of insufficient description, the primary
investigators of the respective studies were contacted to obtain
missing information.

Risk of Bias
Two researchers (EH and DL) assessed the risk of bias of the
included studies in accordance with the Cochrane Guidelines
[40]. Thereby, sequence generation, allocation concealment,
blinding, incomplete outcome data, and selective outcome
reporting were judged.

Power Calculation
Because we expected only a limited number of studies with
relatively small sample sizes, we conducted a power calculation
to examine how many studies with how many participants would
need to be included to assure sufficient statistical power to
identify relevant effects. This power calculation was conducted
according to the procedures described by Borenstein and
colleagues [41]. We hoped to find a sufficient number of studies
to be able to identify a small-to-moderate effect size of 0.35.
These calculations indicated that we would need to include at
least five studies with a mean sample size of 100 (50 participants
per condition) to be able to detect an effect size of Cohen d=0.35
(conservatively assuming a medium level of between-study

variance, T2, a statistical power of .80, and a significance level,
alpha, of .05). Alternatively, we would need three studies with
150 participants each to detect an effect size of Cohen d=0.35
or nine studies with 50 participants.

Analyses
Analyses were conducted using the statistical software
Comprehensive Meta-Analysis (version 2.2.057). The effect
size of subjective level of stress was calculated as the primary
outcome. Furthermore, we assessed the levels of depression and
anxiety when available. If more than one measure per outcome
was used and if no primary outcome was indicated, then the
mean of the effect size was calculated to ensure that each study
yielded only one effect size. A random-effects model was chosen
because of the expectations of considerable heterogeneity
between studies. We further conducted a series of subgroup
analyses according to the mixed-effects model. In this model,
studies within subgroups are pooled with the random-effects
model, whereas tests for significant differences between
subgroups are conducted with the fixed-effects model. Because
of the small number of studies providing follow-up data, the
subgroup analyses were performed only for posttreatment and
the results from the follow-ups for the primary outcome stress
were clustered into two categories (1-3 months and 4-6 months).

In three studies, two treatments were compared with a single
control group [36,38,42]. In these cases, we treated each
comparison as a separate study, and we avoided the double
counting of controls by dividing the control group in half.

The effect size in the form of Cohen d was used to represent
the standard mean difference between the means of the
intervention group and the control group at posttest. According
to Cohen [43], d=0.2 can be considered a small effect, d=0.5 is
a medium effect, and d=0.8 is a large effect. Because of the
difficulty of interpreting Cohen d from a clinical perspective,
we also transformed these values into numbers needed to treat
(NNT) according to the formula of Kraemer and Kupfer [44].
The NNT indicates the number of participants who need to be
treated to generate one additional clinically significant change
[45].

Furthermore, we conducted the following subgroup analyses:
the theoretical basis of the intervention (CBT, identified by
including cognitive restructuring/challenging dysfunctional
thoughts; TWC, identified by inclusion of more recent
CBT-based techniques such as mindfulness, meditation, or
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acceptance of emotions; and alternative interventions [ALT]),
guidance (guided with regular written feedback; unguided with
no support or only technical support), length of the intervention
(short: 1-4 weeks; medium: 5-8 weeks; long: ≥9 weeks), and
the risk of bias (low risk=4; some risk<4).

Moreover, a test of homogeneity of the observed effect sizes

was calculated using the I2 statistic as an indicator of
heterogeneity in percentages. Thereby, a value of 0% indicates
no heterogeneity, 25% is considered low, 50% is considered
moderate, and 75% is considered a high level of heterogeneity

[46]. We calculated 95% confidence intervals around I2 [47]
using the noncentral approach based on chi-square within the
heterogi module for Stata [48]. Although we calculated the
Q-statistics, we only report whether the result was significant.

Publication bias was investigated by conducting a visual
inspection of the funnel plot for the primary outcome measure.
An asymmetric as opposed to a symmetric inverted funnel shape
indicates potential publication bias that could compromise the
conclusions drawn from the meta-analysis. Egger’s test [49]
was used to test for the significance of the likely presence of
publication bias. Additionally, we performed Duval and
Tweedie’s trim-and-fill analysis [50] to verify an unbiased
estimate of the pooled effect size. This analysis calculates an
estimation of the number of missing studies and the potential
effect of these studies on the outcome.

Results

Study Selection
The systematic literature research resulted in 2137 abstracts.
An additional nine potentially relevant articles were identified
through other searches. After removing the duplicates, we
screened the titles and abstracts of 1781 articles and excluded
1687 articles because of their apparent irrelevance. With regard
to eligibility, 94 full-text articles were retrieved and assessed
by two independent raters (EH and DL); Cohen kappa for
agreement between the independent raters was very good (Cohen
κ=.83). Any discrepancies were resolved by discussion. We
included 27 studies according to the inclusion and exclusion
criteria. However, the results of one study [51] were accounted
for in one of the other included articles [24] and it was not
possible to calculate effect sizes for three studies due to
insufficient data [52-54]. In three studies [42,55,56], a small
proportion of the participants were younger than 18 years, which
was the prespecified criterion of being classified as adults.
Because the studies fit all the other inclusion criteria and our
sensitivity analyses indicated no difference in the overall results,
we decided to include those studies.

Thus, we included 23 studies in the analysis. These 23 studies
included 26 comparisons from baseline to posttest. Follow-up
data were available for four studies (six comparisons) at 1 to 3
months and for six studies at 4 to 6 months. The PRISMA
flowchart of the study selection is presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. PRISMA flowchart.

Study Characteristics
Selected characteristics of the 23 included studies
[21-39,42,55-57] are presented in Table 1 (trial characteristics)
and Table 2 (intervention characteristics). A more detailed
description of the interventions is available in the Multimedia
Appendix 2.

The total number of participants was 4226 (intervention groups:
n=2312, control groups: n=1914). The included interventions
varied according to the intervention content (see Table 2 for

details). Most studies evaluated interventions based on TWC
(13 comparisons), followed by ALT interventions (7
comparisons), and CBT interventions (6 comparisons).
Seventeen studies used a waitlist control comparison, three
studies a no-treatment control group, and three studies used an
attention control group. The included studies were
predominantly conducted in the United States (11 studies),
followed by Germany (3 studies), Sweden (2 studies),
Austria/Switzerland (2 studies), Japan (2 studies), Norway (1
study), the United Kingdom (1 study), and the Netherlands (1
study).
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Table 1. Selected trial characteristics of the included studies (N=23).

Follow-upfRisk of biaseOutcomesdConditionscWomen
(%)

Age (years),
mean/mean
range

NbOriginaStudy

6 m ext+? ± ??Stress (PSS-14)TWC vs WCN/AN/A89USAikens et al (2014)
[27]

4 m; 1 y ext+? ± +?Stress (PSS-10)TWC vs WC83.240.055USAllexandre et al
(2016) [28]

N/A+? ± – ?Stress (SODS);
depression (CES-
D); anxiety (BAI)

CBT vs WC70.630-39236USBillings et al (2008)
[21]

N/A+? ± +?Stress (PSS-10);
depression (PHQ-

TWC vs WC88.524.7104GBCavanagh et al (2013)
[29]

4); anxiety
(PHQ-4)

2 m; 6 m+ + ± +?Stress (DASS-S)TWC vs WC76.032.6259NODrozd et al (2013)
[30]

6 m+? ± + +Stress (PSS-10);
depression (CES-

TWC vs WC71.542.0263DEEbert et al (2016) [31]

D); anxiety
(HADS-A)

6 m+? ± + +Stress (PSS-10);
depression (CES-

TWC vs WC85.942.9263DEEbert et al (2016) [32]

D) anxiety
(HADS-A)

5 w+? ± +?Stress (PSS-10,
DASS-S); depres-

ALT vs AC75.018-21194USFrazier et al (2015)
[56]

sion (DASS-D)
anxiety (DASS-
A)

3 m ext+ – ± +?Stress (PSQ)TWC vs WC73.535.247AT, CHGlück & Maercker
(2011) [33]

1 m ext; 6 m
ext

+ + ± – ?Stress (LOS)CBT vs WC85.025-45125CHHänggi (2006) [22]

6 m; 1 y ext+? ± + +Stress (PSS-10);
depression (CES-

TWC vs WC73.143.3264DEHeber et al (2016)
[34]

D); anxiety
(HADS-A)

N/A+? ± ? ?Stress (PNQ
(combined)

ALT vs NT100.037.750USHinman et al (1997)
[39]

5 w+? ± – ?Stress (PSS-10,
DASS-S); depres-

ALT vs AC; ALT vs
AC (II)

70.018-21204USHintz et al (2015) [42]

sion (DASS-D);
anxiety (DASS-
A)

N/A+ + ± + ?Stress (PSS-14)TWC vs WC42.541.573SELy et al (2014) [35]

1 m+ + ± – ?Stress (PSS-10)TWC vs
TWC+OMB vs WC

88.940-59279USMorledge/ Allexandre
et al (2013) [36]

N/A+ ? ± + ?Stress (PSS-10,
DASS-S); depres-

ALT vs WC62.018-21500USNguyen-Feng et al
(2015) [55]

sion (DASS-D);
anxiety (DASS-
A)

N/A+ ? ± – ?Stress (PSS-10)CBT vs AC50.027.359USRose et al (2013) [23]

3 y ext+ ? ± + ?Stress (DASS-S);
depression

CBT vs WC60.044.0239NLRuwaard et al (2007)
[24]

(DASS-D); anxi-
ety (DASS-A)
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Follow-upfRisk of biaseOutcomesdConditionscWomen
(%)

Age (years),
mean/mean
range

NbOriginaStudy

19 w+ ? ± + ?Stress (BJSQ)CBT vs WC7.238.9263JPUmanodan et al
(2014) [25]

N/A+ ? ± – ?Stress (PSS-10);
anxiety (STAI)

ALT vs TWC vs NT100.035.8562USWiegand et al (2010)
[38]

N/A+ + ± + ?Stress (PSS-10);
depression (CES-
D)

TWC vs NT76.642.9105USWolever et al (2012)
[37]

1 m ext+ ? ± – ?Stress (JSBQ
combined); de-
pression (BJSQ-
D); anxiety
(BJSQ-A)

ALT vs WCN/A33.036JPYamagishi et al
(2008) [57]

N/A+ ? ± – ?Stress (PSS-14);
depression
(HADS-D); anxi-
ety (HADS-A)

CBT vs WC61.939.263SEZetterqvist et al
(2003) [26]

aAT: Austria; CH: Switzerland; DE: Germany; GB: United Kingdom; JP: Japan; NL: the Netherlands; NO: Norway; SE: Sweden; US: United States
of America.
bIndicates only the number of participants included in this analysis.
cAC: attention control group; ALT: alternative; CBT: cognitive behavioral therapy; NT: no treatment; OMB: online message board; TWC: third-wave
cognitive behavioral therapy; WC: waitlist control.
dBAI: Beck Anxiety Inventory; BJSQ-A: Brief Job Stress Questionnaire-Anxiety Subscale; BJSQ-D: Brief Job Stress Questionnaire-Depression Subscale;
CES-D: Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale; DASS-A: Depression Anxiety Stress Scales-Anxiety Subscale; DASS-D: Depression
Anxiety Stress Scales-Depression Subscale; DASS-S: Depression Anxiety Stress Scales-Stress Subscale; HADS-A: Hospital Anxiety and Depression
Scales-Anxiety Subscale; HADS-D: Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scales-Depression Subscale; JSBQ: Job Stress Brief Questionnaire; LOS: Level
of Stress (self-created instrument); PHQ-4: Patient Health Questionnaire for Depression and Anxiety; PNQ: Personal Strain Questionnaire; PSQ:
Perceived Stress Questionnaire; PSS-10: Cohen’s Perceived Stress Questionnaire (10-item version); PSS-14: Cohen’s Perceived Stress Questionnaire
(14-item version); SODS: Symptoms of Distress Scale; STAI: State Trait Anxiety Inventory.
eRisk of bias was judged according to the following criteria: (1) adequate sequence generation, (2) allocation concealment, (3) blinding (± indicates
that only self-reported data were used), (4) adequate consideration of incomplete data, and (5) prevention of selective outcome. +: no bias; –: bias; ?:
information was insufficient to make judgments.
fExt: extended follow-up; m: months; w: weeks; y: years.
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Table 2. Selected intervention characteristics of included studies.

Length
(weeks)

Deliv-
ery

Guid-

anceb
TypeaLabel and contentStudy

7WebGTWCMindfulness goes to work: Mindfulness program combined live, instructor-led,
weekly hour-long virtual meetings (webinar) with online applied training.

Aikens et al (2014)
[27]

8WebUG (R)TWCStress Free Now / Online Mindfulness Program for Stress Management: Interactive,
educational program based on mindfulness meditation. Includes exercises, email re-
minders, and downloads.

Allexandre et al
(2016) [28]

12WebUGCBTStress and Mood Management Intervention: Array of CBT techniques. Entire program
is audio-narrated with the use of videos and graphics.

Billings et al
(2008) [21]

2WebUG (R)TWCLearning Mindfulness Online: Daily, 10-min guided mindfulness meditation audio
tracks delivered via a virtual learning facility (Moodle). Four reminder emails.

Cavanagh et al
(2013) [29]

4WebUGTWCLess Stress intervention: Eclectic approach that included mindfulness and metacog-
nitive exercises with 13 short modules. Hyperlinks sent via email to the participants.

Drozd et al (2013)
[30]

7WebUGTWCGET.ON Stress Self-Guided: Theory-based intervention focusing on problem solving
and emotion regulation. Tailored to employees; optional text message coaching.

Ebert et al (2016)
[31]

7WebAFGTWCGET.ON Stress Adherence-Focused Guided: Theory-based intervention focusing on
problem solving and emotion regulation. Tailored to employees; optional text message
coaching; written feedback on request; reminders.

Ebert et al (2016)
[32]

2WebUG (R)ALTPresent Control Intervention: Theory-based intervention focused on perceived control;
4 modules over 2-week period. Included stress logs and reminder emails.

Frazier et al (2015)
[56]

2WebUG (R)TWCBrief Web-based mindfulness training: 2 modules. 20-minute units per day, audio
files, a flash animated exercise, and written text.

Glück & Maercker
(2011) [33]

4WebUGCBTOnline parental training on coping with family stress: 4 modules (eg, cognitive re-
structuring, time management, muscle and breathing relaxation, problem solving).

Hänggi (2006) [22]

7WebGTWCGET.ON Stress Guided: Theory-based intervention focusing on problem solving and
emotion regulation. Tailored to employees; optional text message coaching; written
feedback; reminders.

Heber et al (2016)
[34]

8PCUGALTExercise Break: 2 × 15 minutes per day. Stretching, circulatory and relaxation exer-
cises. Accessed via local computer network at the workplace.

Hinman et al
(1997) [39]

2WebUG (R)
&

G

ALTPresent Control Intervention: Theory-based intervention focused on perceived control;
4 modules over 2-week period. Included stress logs and reminder emails. Group I:
with personalized feedback, Group II: unguided.

Hintz et al (2015)
[42]

6Web
(smart-
phone)

GTWCAcceptance- and commitment-based mobile phone app: step-by-step behavior program
including 6 basic principles to handle stress. 15 min daily. Short writing reflection.
One-way therapist-client support through text messages every other day.

Ly et al (2014)
[35]

8WebUG (R)TWCOnline Mindfulness Program for Stress Management: Eight mindfulness modules
consisting of introduction, meditations, articles, and tips and exercises. Group II:
program plus online message board.

Morledge/Allexan-
dre et al (2013)
[36]

5WebUG (R)ALTPresent Control Intervention: Theory-based intervention focused on perceived control;
3 modules: psycho-educational video of a professor, animated video (Prezi), and a
written exercise. Includes stress logs and reminders.

Nguyen-Feng et al
(2015) [55]

6PCUG (R)CBTSelf-guided, multimedia stress management and resilience training program, SMART-
OP: consists of at least one exercise in each of 3 domains: feelings, thoughts, and
actions. Includes game-like activities.

Rose et al (2013)
[23]

7WebGCBTEmailed Standardized CBT of Work-Related Stress: 7 modules (eg, relaxation,
challenging dysfunctional thoughts, time management). 10 feedbacks/5 hours of
therapist time.

Ruwaard et al
(2007) [24]

7PCUG (R)CBTSMT program in employees: Self-paced program. (1) behavioral techniques, (2)
communication techniques, and (3) cognitive techniques; skill acquisition and practice
phase; weekly emails.

Umanodan et al
(2014) [25]

12WebUGALT,
TWC

Comprehensive program for reducing stress: Group I: Daily use of olfactory care
products plus an Internet-based program focusing on stress reduction, prevention
and behavioral modification. Periodic feedback reports are provided. Group II: Inter-
net-based program only.

Wiegand et al
(2010) [38]
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Length
(weeks)

Deliv-
ery

Guid-

anceb
TypeaLabel and contentStudy

12WebGTWCMindfulness at Work Intervention: Virtual classroom with real-time bidirectional
communication with an experienced mindfulness trainer (12 modules, 14 hours).
Includes brief exercises designed to be used at work.

Wolever et al
(2012) [37]

3WebUGALTWeb-based career identity training for stress management: 4 modules. (1) definition
of career identity, (2): cognition of own career identity, (3): characteristics of nurses’
career identity, (4): career goal management and planning.

Yamagishi et al
(2008) [57]

6WebGCBTInternet-based self-help stress-management program: Each module consists of 3
sections: relaxation, additional exercises (eg, problem solving), and information (eg
stress at work). Exercises were sent in and participants received feedback as a prompt
to continue; includes reminders.

Zetterqvist et al
(2003) [26]

aALT: alternative; CBT: cognitive behavioral therapy; TWC: third-wave cognitive behavioral therapy.
bAFG: Adherence-focused guidance; G: guided; UG: unguided; UG (R): unguided with reminders via mail or telephone.

The interventions of the included studies were mainly
Web-based interventions (n=20). For Web-based interventions,
an active Internet connection is necessary (eg, to access a
website, use a mobile phone app, or visit a virtual classroom).
A total of three computer-based interventions [23,25,39] were
found in which interventions were installed, for example, on a
desktop computer in a separate room at work.

The Perceived Stress Scale (PSS-10, PSS-14) was predominantly
used to assess the level of stress (15 of 23 studies). Follow-up
assessments have been reported for nine studies (12
comparisons); whereas four studies (6 comparisons) reported
data for up to 3 months and six studies (6 comparisons) for 4
to 6 months (see Table 1). Extended follow-ups (no comparison
with the respective control groups) were conducted at 1 month
(2 studies), 3 months (1 study), 6 months (2 studies), one year
(2 studies), and 3 years (1 study). For nine studies, only posttest
assessments were available. The participants received guidance
in seven studies [24,26,27,34,35,37,42], one study [32] assessed
a less intensive guidance format (adherence-focused guidance:
combination of reminders and written feedback only on request
of the participants), and 16 studies (18 comparisons) investigated
unguided interventions. Nine unguided studies reported the use
of automated or telephone and mail reminders for completion
of the intervention [23,25,28,29,33,36,42,55,56] (Table 2).

Risk of Bias Within Studies
A risk of bias was present in all studies. Only six studies fulfilled
four of the five criteria used. Nine studies met three criteria,
and eight studies fulfilled two criteria. In most cases, the

concealment of allocation was insufficiently described, and only
13 of 23 studies reported adequate handling of missing data. In
particular, the risk for selective outcome reporting was unclear
because the study registration prior to the trials could only be
retrieved from three studies [31,32,34]. Although another four
studies registered their trial [28,30,33,36], this step occurred
retrospectively. The mean interrater reliability between
independent raters was κ=.84 and ranged from .60 (selective
outcome reporting) to 1.0 (blinding). Disagreements were
handled by discussion.

Publication Bias
Neither the inspection of the funnel plot nor the Egger’s test
[49] indicated a possible publication bias. Moreover, the Duval
and Tweedie trim-and-fill analysis [50] indicated no missing
studies.

Effects on Levels of Stress, Depression, and Anxiety
Table 3 presents the effect sizes, confidence intervals, level of
significance and heterogeneity for the overall effects on stress,
depression, and anxiety as well as for the subgroups. The overall
analysis of effect sizes yielded a significant effect size of Cohen
d=0.43 for the primary outcome stress across all studies (95%

CI 0.31-0.54; n=26). Heterogeneity was moderate (I2=68.01,
95% CI 52.08-78.72). Significant small effect sizes were
observed for the secondary outcomes depression (Cohen d=0.34,
95% CI 0.21-0.48; n=13) and anxiety (Cohen d=0.32, 95% CI
0.17-0.47; n=14). Figure 2 displays a forest plot of the effect
sizes and the confidence intervals of the included studies.
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Table 3. Effects of computer- and Web-based stress-management interventions for healthy adults compared to control groups.

P bNNTP aI2 (95% CI)ZPCohen d (95% CI)Compar-
isons, n

Study

Overall effect

Primary outcome

4.20<.00168.01 (52.08, 78.72)7.12<.0010.43 (0.31, 0.54)26Stress at posttest

5.43.550.00 (0.00, 74.62)4.60<.0010.33 (0.19, 0.46)61-3 m follow-up

3.25<.00185.93 (71.44, 93.07)3.55<.0010.56 (0.25, 0.87)64-6 m follow-up

Further outcomes
(posttest)

5.26.00458.25 (22.81, 77.41)4.93<.0010.34 (0.21, 0.48)13Depressive symptoms

5.56<.00171.13 (50.34, 83.22)4.16<.0010.32 (0.17, 0.47)14Anxiety symptoms

Risk of bias scorec

<.0012.50.1735.44 (0.00, 74.20)9.82<.0010.74 (0.59, 0.89)6Low risk

5.95.0931.43 (0.00, 60.17)6.26<.0010.30 (0.21, 0.40)20Some risk

Theoretical basisc

.034.50.0652.68 (0.00, 81.12)3.75<.0010.40 (0.19, 0.61)6CBT

3.42<.00174.50 (55.98, 85.23)5.67<.0010.53 (0.35, 0.71)13TWC

7.46.850.00 (0.00,70.81)4.03<.0010.24 (0.12, 0.36)7ALT

Guidancec,d

.0022.86.3411.81 (0.00, 74.24)8.53<.0010.64 (0.50, 0.79)7Yes

5.43<.00162.72 (38.03, 77.57)5.02<.0010.33 (0.20,0.46)18No

Lengthc

.0065.43.560.00 (0.00, 64.80)5.94<.0010.33 (0.22, 0.44)9Short

3.09.00854.92 (15.83, 75.86)7.89<.0010.59 (0.45, 0.74)13Medium

8.47.0271.00 (17.25, 89.85)1.61.110.21 (-0.05, 0.47)4Long

aThe P values indicate whether the Q-statistic is significant (the I2 statistics do not include a test of significance).
bThis P value indicates whether the differences between subgroups were significant.
cSubgroup calculations for the primary outcome stress.
dOne study [32] was excluded because it could not be classified.
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Figure 2. All effect sizes included in the meta-analysis from the studies comparing computer- and Web-based stress-management interventions to a
control group. BJSQ: Brief Job Stress Questionnaire; DASS-S: Depression Anxiety Stress Scales-Stress Subscale; LOS: Level of Stress (self-created
instrument); PSQ: Perceived Stress Questionnaire; PSS-10: Cohen’s Perceived Stress Questionnaire (10 item version); PSS-14: Cohen’s Perceived
Stress Questionnaire (14 item version); SODS: Symptoms of Distress Scale.

Subgroup Analyses

Risk of Bias
Accounting for the risk of bias level was associated with a
considerable reduction of heterogeneity: studies with a lower

risk of bias showed low heterogeneity (I2=35.44, 95% CI
0.00-74.20). Subgroup analyses revealed that studies at low risk
produced significantly larger effect sizes (Cohen d=0.74, 95%
CI 0.59-0.89; n=6) than did studies with some risk (Cohen
d=0.30, 95% CI 0.21-0.40; n=20; P<.001).

Theoretical Basis
The subgroup analysis of the theoretical basis of the
interventions was significant (P=.03) and showed that TWC
interventions produced a highly significant medium effect size
of Cohen d=0.53 (95% CI 0.35-0.71; n=13). CBT interventions
led to reductions in stress levels with a highly significant effect
size of Cohen d=0.40 (95% CI 0.19-0.61; n=6). In contrast,
ALT interventions produced a small effect size (Cohen d=0.24;
95% CI 0.12-0.36; n=7).

Guidance
With regard to the subgroup guidance, the results show that
guided interventions (Cohen d=0.64, 95% CI 0.50-0.79; n=7)
were significantly more effective than unguided interventions
(Cohen d=0.33, 95% CI 0.20-0.46; n=18; P=.002).

Length
A significant difference was also found for the length of the
interventions (P=.006). We found significant small-to-medium
effect sizes for short (Cohen d=0.33, 95% CI 0.22-0.44; n=9)
and medium interventions (Cohen d=0.59, 95% CI 0.45-0.74;
n=13), whereas long interventions led to a nonsignificant effect
size of Cohen d=0.21 (95% CI –0.05 to 0.47; n=4; P=.11).

Follow-up
Results of the 1 to 3 month follow-ups for the primary outcome
stress showed a small effect size of Cohen d=0.33 (95% CI
0.19-0.46; n=6) and, for the 4 to 6 month follow-ups, a medium
effect size of Cohen d=0.56 (95% CI 0.25-0.87; n=6).

Discussion

The aim of this paper was to conduct a meta-analysis of Web-
and computer-based interventions for stress management in
adults. Our analyses yielded four main findings. First, Web-
and computer-based stress-management interventions can be
effective in reducing stress, depression, and anxiety and maintain
those effects for up to 6 months. Second, interventions using
TWC and CBT interventions as a theoretical basis proved
moderately effective in reducing stress. Third, short and medium
interventions (up to 8 weeks) are more effective than long
interventions (9 weeks and longer). Fourth, guided interventions
yielded a greater effect size for reduction of stress than unguided
interventions.

For the primary outcome stress, an effect size of Cohen d=0.43
was found across the 26 comparisons. Small effect sizes were
found for depression (Cohen d=0.34) and anxiety (Cohen
d=0.32). A recent synthesis of five meta-analyses of traditional
stress-management interventions found a between-group overall
mean effect size of Cohen d=0.45 (95% CI 0.41-0.48) [58],
which is comparable to the effect of stress, but somewhat higher
for the effects of depression and anxiety found in this
meta-analysis. To date, no trials have been conducted that aim
to assess the equivalence of face-to-face and Web-based
stress-management interventions in a methodologically robust
design. One trial comparing an online versus face-to-face version
of stress management in a single trial indicates that there is no
difference in reductions of stress or depression levels [37].
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Nevertheless, higher effect sizes were also found in Richardson
and Rothstein’s work [9] concerning individual outcome
measures in traditional stress-management interventions,
particularly for stress (Cohen d=0.73) and anxiety (Cohen
d=0.68). Therefore, it may be possible that traditional
interventions yield slightly higher effect sizes. One possible
explanation for this is that face-to-face interventions are superior
in reducing these outcomes. An alternative explanation is that
Web-based interventions may reach affected individuals at an
earlier stage, with lower baseline levels and thus less room for
improvement. In fact, most studies included in the present work
did not use a cut-off on a relevant stress scale, and most of those
that did (eg, [23,37,38]) used a relatively low cut-off threshold.
It may be the case that participants who are more severely
impaired might generally prefer face-to-face over Web-based
interventions and that this effect is reflected in greater
improvements stemming from their higher baseline stress levels.
This is in line with the fact that the highest effect sizes in this
meta-analysis were produced from trials targeting highly stressed
individuals [31,32,34]. Evidence on a Web-based depression
intervention also showed that a higher severity of baseline scores
significantly predicted better treatment outcomes [59]. Although
the effect sizes found here are somewhat smaller than those
found in traditional face-to-face interventions, Web- and
computer-based interventions can have greater reach. At the
population level, even small-to-moderate effects can have a
substantial influence. More research is needed to clarify the
effects of face-to-face and Web-based stress-management
interventions in direct comparisons.

Based on the assumption that the treatment effect varied as a
function of other factors, we conducted a number of subgroup
analyses. First, we investigated the effect of guidance. The
results showed that guided interventions (Cohen d=0.64) are
significantly more effective than unguided interventions (Cohen
d=0.33), with effect sizes for guided interventions comparable
to traditional face-to-face interventions. The finding of guided
interventions being superior to unguided interventions is
consistent with results on Web-based interventions for other
conditions, such as depression and anxiety [60,61]. Providing
support to clients in terms of weekly feedback may enhance
adherence to the intervention and thus improve treatment
efficacy [62]. Such an assumption is in line with a study on
pooled data from three RCTs showing that guidance was
associated with greater adherence rates in Internet-based
stress-management compared to unguided interventions [63].
The finding that guided interventions are more effective than
unguided interventions is consistent with a systematic review
that found guided Web-based mental health interventions to be
significantly superior to unguided interventions [61]. The results
in this analysis indicate an advantage for guided interventions,
although it is unclear how much guidance and in what manner
it produces the largest effect sizes. One trial in this meta-analysis
used an alternative, more economic format of guidance
(adherence-focused guidance; ie, feedback only on request plus
weekly reminders) and produced large effect sizes at posttest
and 6-month follow-up [32], and the adherence rates were
comparable to a more intensive guidance format using the same
intervention [63]. More research on the relative level and type

of human involvement needed in these interventions would be
useful [64].

Consistent with existing evidence on face-to-face interventions
[8,9], the CBT interventions included in this study were
efficacious. The effect sizes of CBT (Cohen d=0.40) and TWC
interventions (Cohen d=0.53) were smaller than the average
effect size found in two meta-analyses for traditional CBT
interventions (Cohen d=0.68 [8]; Cohen d=1.16 [9]), although,
on average, the effect sizes fall within the confidence interval
of the latter work [9]. Direct comparisons examining the relative
efficacy of the two training formats would be needed to draw
firm conclusions. Due to their proliferation in the last few years,
TWC interventions were introduced as a new category in this
meta-analysis as they extend the traditional CBT techniques
with newer “third-wave” components, such as acceptance of
emotions or mindfulness. These interventions have been found
to be effective in alleviating symptoms that are associated with
a wide range of physical, psychosomatic, and psychiatric
disorders [65,66], including stress [67]. Comparable to our
findings, early evidence on face-to-face interventions suggests
that TWC and traditional CBT approaches are equally effective
and acceptable in the treatment of acute depression [68];
nevertheless, more high-quality studies are needed to support
this assumption. As opposed to (third-wave) CBT interventions,
alternative approaches (eg, career identity training, combination
with olfactory care products) only produced a small effect size.

A significant between-group effect was also found for the length
of the intervention. In contrast to short-to-medium interventions,
long interventions (9 weeks and longer) were not found to be
effective. One possible explanation is that it may be more
difficult for participants to remain engaged in longer
interventions compared with shorter interventions. These results
correspond to findings from the area of depression, in which
shorter interventions have been found to be more effective than
longer interventions [61]. Research on the relevance of treatment
intensity suggests that the number of therapy sessions is not
related to the outcome and keeping the number of sessions equal,
but providing the sessions over a shorter period of time, may
be associated with better treatment outcomes [69]. Nevertheless,
because there were only four comparisons available for long
interventions, this conclusion should be interpreted with care.
Future research should examine the optimal intensity and length
of interventions.

Limitations
This meta-analysis has a number of limitations. First, because
the risk of bias in the included studies was high, these results
must be interpreted with caution. Second, the overall number
of studies for the follow-up points and for some subgroups is
small, limiting the strength of conclusions that can be drawn
from these results. Third, we found a moderate degree of
heterogeneity for the primary outcome that was reduced when
analyzing the level of risk of bias and guidance subgroups;
nevertheless, the number of comparisons in some subgroups
was small and did occasionally overlap concerning individual
studies. Fourth, we are mindful of the possibility that despite
our thorough literature search, we might have missed a relevant
study. Finally, because of the lack and inconsistency of
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information provided by the included studies, we were unable
to analyze the effect of potentially relevant moderators of the
treatment effect, such as the effect of adherence to the
intervention on the overall outcome.

Future Recommendations
In future studies, preregistration of trials, an adequate calculation
of the sample size, a more detailed description of allocation
concealment, and appropriate methods to account for missing
values are strongly recommended. We observed that a growing
number of studies adhered to the intention-to-treat principle (ie,
by employing mixed-effects models); nevertheless, especially
for those studies, we recommend to ensure that the reported
descriptive statistics are based on adequate methods to handle
missing values and do not solely rely on complete cases. This
will ensure adherence to the intention-to-treat principle
throughout all statistics.

Although in most studies the therapeutic approach that was used
in the intervention (eg, CBT) is often well described, it would
be desirable for future studies to also specify the theoretical
model that was used to develop the intervention (eg,
conservation of resources theory, transactional model of stress).

Overall, more methodologically rigorous studies with a low risk
of bias are needed to assess the effect of, for example, particular
characteristics of interventions, such as treatment latitude,
different levels of guidance, and different types of interventions
in a direct comparison. Moreover, information on the number

of participants who adhered to the intervention and details on
co-interventions alongside training would be insightful. Future
research should also test Web- and computer-based stress
management interventions against the highest standard in this
field (ie, classical face-to-face stress management interventions)
and should more frequently include longer follow-up periods
(eg, up to 6 months). Data on the cost-effectiveness of such
interventions would also be highly relevant.

Conclusions
Despite the limitations discussed, it appears safe to conclude
that Web- and computer-based interventions can be effective.
In particular, interventions that include guidance from an online
coach, are of medium length, or that are based on (third-wave)
CBT lead to moderate improvements in stress levels. Initial
evidence also suggests that the effects can be maintained up to
6 months. Whereas research and practice on traditional
face-to-face interventions have been prolific [8,9], research on
the efficacy and dissemination of Web-based stress-management
interventions is still at the beginning despite the high potential
and reach of such interventions. This work draws attention to
the need for further studies on the efficacy, cost-effectiveness,
and mechanisms of change of such interventions. In summary,
the integration of evidence-based Web-based stress management
interventions into health care systems has the potential to make
a valuable contribution to reducing stress-related mental health
problems on a large scale.
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Abstract

Background: During pediatric cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), vasoactive drug preparation for continuous infusion is
both complex and time-consuming, placing children at higher risk than adults for medication errors. Following an evidence-based
ergonomic-driven approach, we developed a mobile device app called Pediatric Accurate Medication in Emergency Situations
(PedAMINES), intended to guide caregivers step-by-step from preparation to delivery of drugs requiring continuous infusion.

Objective: The aim of our study was to determine whether the use of PedAMINES reduces drug preparation time (TDP) and
time to delivery (TDD; primary outcome), as well as medication errors (secondary outcomes) when compared with conventional
preparation methods.

Methods: The study was a randomized controlled crossover trial with 2 parallel groups comparing PedAMINES with a
conventional and internationally used drugs infusion rate table in the preparation of continuous drug infusion. We used a
simulation-based pediatric CPR cardiac arrest scenario with a high-fidelity manikin in the shock room of a tertiary care pediatric
emergency department. After epinephrine-induced return of spontaneous circulation, pediatric emergency nurses were first asked
to prepare a continuous infusion of dopamine, using either PedAMINES (intervention group) or the infusion table (control group),
and second, a continuous infusion of norepinephrine by crossing the procedure. The primary outcome was the elapsed time in
seconds, in each allocation group, from the oral prescription by the physician to TDD by the nurse. TDD included TDP. The
secondary outcome was the medication dosage error rate during the sequence from drug preparation to drug injection.

Results: A total of 20 nurses were randomized into 2 groups. During the first study period, mean TDP while using PedAMINES
and conventional preparation methods was 128.1 s (95% CI 102-154) and 308.1 s (95% CI 216-400), respectively (180 s reduction,
P=.002). Mean TDD was 214 s (95% CI 171-256) and 391 s (95% CI 298-483), respectively (177.3 s reduction, P=.002).
Medication errors were reduced from 70% to 0% (P<.001) by using PedAMINES when compared with conventional methods.

Conclusions: In this simulation-based study, PedAMINES dramatically reduced TDP, to delivery and the rate of medication
errors.

(J Med Internet Res 2017;19(2):e31)   doi:10.2196/jmir.7005
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Introduction

Immediate (level 1) triage represents 175,000 patient visits
every year in US pediatric emergency departments (PED) [1].
Among them, 6700 to 15,000 cases are due to out-of-hospital
cardiac arrest (OHCA) [2-4], including 6000 related to
nontraumatic origins [5], and 5800 to 10,000 to in-hospital
cardiac arrest (INHCA) [6,7]. In our institution in 2014,
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) accounted for 0.5% of
almost 28,000 pediatric visits (0-15 years old). In CPR, time is
a decisive success criterion. During the first 15 min, survival
and favorable neurological outcome decrease linearly by 2.1%
and 1.2% per minute, respectively [8], and are negatively
affected by drug preparation (TDP) and delivery time (TDD)
[9]. In a study with adults in cardiac arrest, the chance of return
of spontaneous circulation (ROSC) was decreased by 4% for
every 1-min delay in delivery of vasopressor [10].

Prolonged resuscitation time may result from TDP [11]. During
some critical situations such as postcardiac arrest ROSC or
septic shock, preparing intravenous (IV) vasoactive drugs for
continuous infusion is particularly challenging. Quickly,
accurately, and safely preparing and administering drugs in a
stressful environment is complex and time-consuming [12-14].
The need for individual specific weight-based drug dose
calculation and preparation and a lower dosing-error tolerance
[15] place children at higher risk than adults for errors [16-18]
and may result in life-threatening outcomes. Medication errors
have been reported in up to 41% of pediatric resuscitations, the

most common being incorrect medication dosage found in up
to 65% of cases [19]. Proper preparation and delivery of these
drugs could favorably affect the pediatric CPR outcomes.

To address these problems, we followed a cognitive and
evidence-based ergonomic driven approach [20] to develop an
innovative and customizable tablet app, called Pediatric
Accurate Medication in Emergency Situations (PedAMINES).
This app was designed to support nurses and physicians
step-by-step from order to delivery of a wide range of drugs in
real time, including those requiring continuous infusion [21].
The development of the app was followed by a study aiming to
assess its impact on the error rate and time needed from drug
prescription to administration. We hypothesized that
PedAMINES would first reduce the TDP and TDD, and second,
reduce medication errors during pediatric CPRs when compared
with conventional preparation methods.

Methods

Study Design
The study was a prospective, randomized controlled crossover
trial with 2 parallel groups (Figure 1) comparing PedAMINES
[21] with a conventional and internationally used drugs infusion
rate table method (Frank Shann conventional drug infusion rate
table [22]; Multimedia Appendix 1) in the preparation of
continuous drug infusion, during a standardized
simulation-based pediatric postcardiac arrest scenario. No
changes were made on the app or on the intervention during the
study.

Figure 1. Study design: A two-period, randomized controlled, two-arm crossover study.

Selection of Participants
Certified pediatric emergency nurses were eligible if they were
actively practicing in our PED. Shift-working nurses were

randomly recruited on the day of the study by a blinded,
noninvestigator, person on a random list. Written informed
consent was obtained from all the participants before their
voluntary involvement. Study participants were neither involved
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in the design of the app, nor in the study design, choice of
outcome measures, or the study conduct. A senior specialized
nurse in pediatric emergency medicine, simulation, and teaching,
being an investigator of the study, has participated in the app
and study design. No participants were asked to advice on
interpretation or writing up of results. Results of the study were
disseminated to the participants after the completion of the
study.

Setting
The study was conducted in a PED of a tertiary hospital with
approximately 28,000 visits per year. The PedAMINES app
lists all the available resuscitation drugs, with doses
automatically adapted to the weight or age of the patient.
Evidence-based development of tools is an efficient way to
develop apps that support clinicians [20]. The development of
PedAMINES followed a user-centered approach with emergency
department (ED) caregivers, as well as software developers and
ergonomists. This team worked tightly together and the app
development was mainly based on CPR observations and focus
groups [21]. In this study, 6 drugs for continuous infusion and
19 drugs for direct IV injection were listed in the PedAMINES

app and at the nurse’s disposal. The list can be expanded and
customized according to users’desires and to local drugs habits.
By a simple touch, any of the listed drugs can be selected and
its preparation detailed according to a standardized and
simplified path. In the case of a continuous infusion, this path
is composed of 3 steps: (1) drug selection, (2) dilution of the
initial drug concentration, and (3) conversion of the prescribed
dose rate in μg/kg/min into infusion pump rate in ml/h. For each
drug, the exact amount to prepare is clearly displayed and thus
avoids the necessity for calculations (Figure 2). This is based
on the app’s ability to automatically calculate the optimal
weight-based final infusion pump rate and to describe the
preparation sequence required to achieve it, independently of
the nurse competency in this domain. The nurse may, at any
time, interact with the app. The user can start, pause, stop,
increase, or diminish the perfusion rate. Multiple drugs can be
prepared and run in parallel. All actions performed by the nurses
were sequentially saved locally on the device in historic files
to preserve information that can be retrieved at any time for
debriefing or medicolegal purposes. Historic files can also be
erased or safely exported and saved on the institutional
electronic health record.

Figure 2. PedAMINES screenshot. List of bolus IV drugs (white boxes) and drugs for continuous infusion (yellow boxes) are selectable in the left
margin of the application. The right window shows drugs selected by the nurse for a ten kilograms child. In this screenshot example, epinephrine is
being delivered at an infusion rate of 0.3 mcg/kg/min. Amiodarone is selected and ready to be injected, waiting for nurse’s confirmation. Dopamine is
being prepared by the nurse following a descriptive and detailed path automatically calculated by the application. The printer logo in the upper right
corner indicates that all actions performed by the nurses are sequentially saved in historic files that can be retrieved and printed at any time.
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Intervention and Resuscitation Scenario
We created a standardized simulation scenario on a high-fidelity
manikin (Laerdal SimBaby) in the pediatric shock room of our
PED. Consistent with standard emergency medicine practice,
we created resuscitation teams comprising the
study-participating nurse, an emergency pediatrician leading
the resuscitation and being a Pediatric Advanced Life Support
(PALS) instructor, and a second nurse (both part of the
investigators team) to assist with resuscitation by performing
chest compressions and bag-valve-mask ventilation according
to the pediatrician instructions. A certified technician operated
the simulator. Except for the participating nurse, the members
of the resuscitation team were unchanged across all the scenarios
and were the investigators of the study.

On the day of participation, nurses were given a survey
collecting data regarding their demographics, nursing, and
computer experience. After random allocation, each participating
nurse received a standardized 5-min training session on how to
use the app PedAMINES to familiarize them uniformly with it.
Then, the nurses were asked to perform a 15-min highly realistic
CPR scenario, including postreturn of spontaneous circulation
(ROSC). It was standardized to follow the same chronological
progression and provided on the same manikin. The scenario
was conducted in situ in our shock room to increase realism.
When entering the shock room, the nurses were asked to assist
the physician to perform a 2-min full course massage and
ventilation (15:2 ratio) maneuver for a child with asystole to
increase their own stress level. On the basis of the American
Heart Association (AHA), pediatric cardiac arrest algorithm for
asystole, a bolus of 0.01 mg/kg epinephrine (0.1 mL/kg of
1:10,000 concentration) was administered. ROSC ensued with
hypotension. At that time, a clinical statement to recognize the
life-threatening condition of the patient, including his weight
and age, was given to the nurses. The nurses were then asked
to prepare a 5 μg/kg/min continuous infusion of dopamine for
a 7-kg boy either with the help of PedAMINES first (allocation
group A) or following the conventional method first (ie, Shann
infusion rate table [22], group B; Multimedia Appendix 1). All
participants had equal experience and competence with the
Shann method. At the end of the instruction, the timed scenario
began. To ensure that participants heard and understood the
order correctly, they had to confirm it verbally, and written
transcriptions were checked and video-recorded. When the drug
was ready to be injected, the nurse was asked to deliver it to the
patient using a syringe pump already in place. The nurse was
then asked to perform a 1-min “washout” distraction maneuver
by aspirating secretions in the throat of the manikin. At this
moment, the crossover occurred. The nurse was asked to prepare
a 0.1 μg/kg/min continuous infusion of norepinephrine by
crossing the procedure (ie, group A allocation having used
PedAMINES before was asked to use the conventional method,
whereas group B allocation having used the conventional
method before was asked to use PedAMINES; Figure 1). At
the end of the order, the nurse was asked to prepare the drug.
Given that norepinephrine preparation could present a challenge
by requiring a more complex decimal-point dependent
calculation with the Shann method, we rendered the tasks
uniform by ordering a decimal-point final volume calculation

for both Frank Shann and PedAMINES preparation methods.
When the drug was ready to be injected, the nurse was asked
to deliver it to the patient using a second syringe pump already
in place. The delivery of both drugs required programming the
same pump in a similar manner among all participants. Time
elapsed after drug preparation until its delivery, that is, time
needed to set up the pump, was assessed for all participants to
ensure uniformity among participants. The measured deviation
between the amount of drug delivered and the actual prescribed
dose was given by the amount of drug in the syringe. This was
verified by an examiner during the scenario and video-recorded.
The beginning of the injection corresponded to the end of the
scenario. At that time, the nurse had to recall and describe
precisely how she prepared both the drugs.

Outcome Measures
The primary outcome was the elapsed time in seconds, in each
allocation group, between the oral prescription by the physician
and TDD by the nurse. TDD included TDP completion by the
nurse. The secondary outcome was the medication dosage error
rate in each allocation group, during the sequence from drug
preparation to drug injection. Regarding both outcomes, we
considered a 15 s difference in delivery of resuscitation drugs
[23], and a 30% difference in the rate of medication errors to
be clinically significant and sufficient to modify practice. At
the end of the scenario, a 2 question questionnaire using a
10-point Likert scale (scored from 1 to 10 to avoid neutral
answers) was submitted to participants. The questionnaire
measured (1) the overall stress perceived (the question was “On
a scale of 1 to 10, how much stress did you feel during the whole
resuscitation scenario?”) and (2) the satisfaction about the
preparation method used during the resuscitation scenario (the
question was “On a scale of 1 to 10, how much satisfaction did
you get during the resuscitation scenario with the help of
PedAMINES, and with the help of the infusion rate table?”).

Methods of Measurement and Data Collection
Data collected during the scenario included (1) TDP, (2) TDD,
and (3) final delivered drug concentration in μg/ml and infusion
rate in μg/kg/min. All the actions (ie, primary and secondary
outcomes) performed by the nurses during the scenario were
automatically recorded and stored by the responsive simulator
detectors and by several video cameras. To avoid assessment
bias, 2 evaluators then independently reviewed these video
recordings. In case of disagreement, a third independent
evaluator helped reach a consensus. All actions performed with
PedAMINES were automatically saved locally in log files for
further analysis. Data were manually retrieved and entered into
a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet (version 2011). The statistical
software GraphPad Prism version 6.0h (GraphPad Software,
Inc) was used for graph figures. Stata/IC version 14 (StataCorp)
was used for descriptive analyses, and R version 2.15.2 (R
Foundation for statistical computing) was used for statistical
tests and 95% CI.

Sample Size
The primary objective of this study was to detect a difference
in TDD of vasoactive drugs between the 2 groups. The sample
size was calculated to detect a 15 s decrease in TDD between
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2 independent groups with a power of 90% and a 2-sided risk
alpha of .05. A previous study with pediatric emergency nurses
has shown a median TDD of 69 s for the first dose of vasoactive
drug to be given as direct IV infusion [23]. Assuming a standard
deviation (SD) of 9 s for TDD in each group (based on a similar
SD of 10 s estimated by Moreira et al [23]), 9 participants per
group were required. To prevent a potential loss of power due
to misspecification of assumptions, it was necessary to recruit
10 nurses per group (total sample size: 20 nurses). In case of a
carryover effect, this sample size calculation was sufficient to
evaluate PedAMINES’s effect within the first period of the trial.

Randomization and Blinding
We randomly assigned nurses in a 1:1 ratio with a Web-based
software [24]. Blinding to the purpose of the study during
recruitment was maintained to minimize preparation bias. Nurses
were unblinded after randomization. Allocation concealment
was ensured with sealed envelopes and was not released until
the nurses started the scenario.

Statistical Analysis

Primary Outcome
For TDD (and TDP), the mean times were reported with 95%
CI for each arm and each study period to investigate a potential
carryover effect. As a carryover effect was suspected,
intervention arms were compared within each study period using
t tests for independent groups. No paired data were compared.

Secondary Outcomes
The rate of medication errors was the proportion of nurses
making a preparation error. The rate of medication errors was
reported with 95% CI (Clopper-Pearson method) with each
method and by study period to investigate a potential carryover
effect. The error rates for each method were globally assessed

and compared using McNemar test as observations were paired.
Differences in error rates were reported with 95% CIs.

Errors were also measured as the deviation in percent from the
amount of delivered drug compared with the original dose
prescribed by the physician. Absolute deviation was analyzed.
The mean (SD) difference in deviation obtained with each
method was reported with 95% CI. A t test for paired data was
used to compare interventions. Mean differences were also
reported by randomized group and by crossover period. Means
and SDs were determined for stress and satisfaction scores of
individuals for each questionnaire item and reported with
descriptive statistics.

Ethics and Informed Consent
The study was approved by the institutional ethics committee
and a trial registration number was not required. If we regard
simulation as a translational science with outcomes categorized
as T1 (results achieved in the simulated setting), T2 (improved
health care delivery in the real clinical setting), and T3
(improved patient outcomes), our trial was a T-1 level study
and, as for many other simulation studies, did not require
registration according to ICMJE definition. Written informed
consent was obtained from all participants before their voluntary
involvement. It was conducted in accordance with the principles
of the Declaration of Helsinki, the standards of Good Clinical
Practice, and Swiss regulatory requirements.

Results

Study Participants
In June 2015, 20 certified pediatric emergency nurses
participated and completed the study with no dropout (Figure
3). The demographic results are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Participants’ demographic and clinical characteristics.

Randomization arm (first study period)Demographics and clinical characteristics

Infusion rate table (n=10)PedAMINESa (n=10)

42.4 (10.5)42.9 (6.4)Age (years), mean (SD)

7 (70)8 (80)Sex (female), n (%)

18.5 (11.7)19.2 (7.7)Number of years since nurse certification, mean (SD)

9.8 (6.5)9.9 (6.4)Number of years since pediatric EDb certification, mean (SD)

9 (90)9 (90)Own and use a tab or mobile phone at home, n (%)

1.0 (1.0-2.0)2.0 (0.0-2.30)CPRsc having required vasoactive drugs Preparation for continuous infu-
sion in the past 3 years, median (interquartile range)

5.5 (3.8-8.3)7.0 (3.8-12.0)Simulated CPR scenarios in the past 3 years, median (interquartile range)

aPedAMINES: Pediatric Accurate Medication in Emergency Situations.
bED: emergency department.
cCPR: cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
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Figure 3. Patient flowchart for randomized controlled trial on preparation of continuous drug infusion by nurses in simulation-based pediatric
cardio-pulmonary resuscitation cardiac arrest scenario.

TDP and TDD
When using PedAMINES, the mean time either from drug
prescription to preparation or to delivery was nearly equivalent
in both study periods (128.1 s vs 143.7 s or 213.5 s vs 221.8 s,
P=.71; Table 2). Using the conventional method, the mean time
from prescription to preparation or to delivery was lower in the
second period than in the first period (308.1 s vs 198.4 s, P=.03
and 390.8 s vs 276.7 s, P=.03, respectively; Table 2). These
findings raised the suspicion of a carryover effect and
comparisons between interventions were conducted for each
period separately. In the first study period, the TDP was

decreased by 180.0 s (95% CI 86.5-273.5, P=.002) with
PedAMINES and TDD by 177.3 s (95% CI 79.7-274.9, P=.002;
Figure 4). These gains in time represented 58% and 45% of the
mean time, respectively, when using the conventional methods.
The variability of individual recorded times was lower with
PedAMINES (TDP upper range value=222 s, TDD=320 s) than
with the conventional method (TDP upper range value=545 s
[8 out of 10 measures were higher than 222], TDD=657 s; Figure
4). In the second study period, the TDP was decreased by 54.7
s (95% CI 10.3-99.1, P=.02) with PedAMINES and TDD by
54.9 s (95% CI 1.6-108.2, P=.04; Figure 4).

Table 2. Mean time in seconds to drugs preparation and delivery.

Second study period (Norepinephrine)First study period (Dopamine)Mean time

Conventional method

mean (95% CI)

PedAMINES

mean (95% CI)

Conventional method

mean (95% CI)
PedAMINESa

mean (95% CI)

198.4 (155.3-241.5)143.7 (128.1-159.3)308.1 (216.3-399.9)128.1 (102.0-154.2)TDPb

60.221.9128.336.5SD

54.7 (10.3-99.1)180.0 (86.5-273.5)Time differencec

276.7 (226.2-327.2)221.8 (198.2-245.4)390.8 (298.3-483.3)213.5 (170.6-256.4)TDDd

70.633.0129.359.9SD

54.9 (1.6-108.2)177.3 (79.7-274.9)Time differencec,e

aPedAMINES: Pediatric Accurate Medication in Emergency Situations.
bTDP: time to drug preparation.
cTime difference represents time with the conventional method minus time with PedAMINES.
dTDD: time to drug delivery.
eSee Multimedia Appendix 2 for TDP and TDD details for each nurse and for each drug, by study period.
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Figure 4. Study period 1 (Dopamine) and 2 (Norepinephrine). Boxplots of elapsed time to drug preparation (TDP) and to drug delivery (TDD) in
intervention group (PedAMINES) and control group (conventional method). Solid horizontal lines denote median and interquartile ranges; the whiskers
go down to the smallest value and up to the largest; + denotes mean. Red open circles denote each individual value. Time is expressed in seconds.

Medication Error Rate
As data did not support a carryover effect in the medication
error rate, both the study periods were pooled. Of the 20 drug

doses delivered with PedAMINES, none (0%) was associated
with medication errors. Of the 20 drug doses prepared with
conventional methods, 14 were incorrect (70%; 95% CI
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45.7-88.1, P<.001). Among the 8 errors committed during the
first study period, 5 (63%, 5/8) were critical overdose errors
ranging from 100% to 5233% (mean 1864%) of the normal
prescribed dose (Table 3). Among the 6 errors committed during

the second study period, 3 (50%, 3/6) ranged from 19% to 138%
(mean 59%) of the normal prescribed dose and 2 (33%, 2/6)
miscalculated preparations reached the right final dosage by
chance (Table 3).

Table 3. Drug doses errors and deviation from the prescribed doses.

Second study period (Norepinephrine)aFirst study period (Dopamine)Outcomes

PedAMINES

n (%), 95% CI

Conventional method

n (%), 95% CI

Conventional method

n (%), 95% CI
PedAMINESb

n (%), 95% CI

0 (0), 0-316 (60), 26-888 (80), 44-980 (0), 0-31All medication errorsc (n=10)

6 (60), 21.3-88.58 (80), 41.4-97.5Unpaired medication errors difference (n=10)

14 (70), 42.2-88.1Paired medication errors difference (N=20)

aSee Multimedia Appendix 3 for drug doses errors details for each nurse and for each drug by study period.
bPedAMINES: Pediatric Accurate Medication in Emergency Situations.
cProportion of dosage with an error, where n denotes the number of drug dose errors that actually occurred and N denotes the total number of opportunities
for errors to occur.

Questionnaire About Perceived Stress and Satisfaction
The questionnaire was completed and returned by 100% of the
participants. Participants rated the overall perceived stress to
be 7.1 (95% CI 6.1-8.1) on the Likert scale. They reported higher
satisfaction when using PedAMINES for the preparation of
drugs rather than conventional methods (9.3 [SD 1.2] vs 3.6
[SD 2.1], P<.001).

Discussion

Principal Findings
To our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate the benefit
of a mobile app to improve delivery of continuous drug infusion
during pediatric CPR. We found that TDP and TDD of
vasoactive drugs for continuous infusion, as well as medication
errors were dramatically reduced with the use of PedAMINES.

CPR is a continuum from the onset of resuscitation to immediate
post-resuscitation care. Survival rate for CPR lasting less than
15 min is estimated at 41%, decreasing to 12% after 35 min [8].
A recent study reported that average time spent in the pediatric
shock room was 46 min [25]. Care for postcardiac arrest patients
is also time-sensitive. Postcardiac arrest syndrome (PCAS),
characterized by brain injury, myocardial dysfunction, systemic
ischemia or reperfusion response, and persistent precipitating
disease, can develop precociously with poor outcome after
ROSC [26,27]. Post-ROSC in-hospital mortality rates in children
after nontraumatic OHCA or INHCA were estimated to be 70%
[28] and 55% [29], respectively. If ROSC is quickly achieved
and maintained after the onset of cardiac arrest, PCAS might
be prevented [30]. Thus, early hemodynamic optimization
improves the outcome of these patients [31,32]. The 2015 AHA
guidelines recommended starting IV fluids and vasoactive drugs
early in the postarrest phase, targeting a systolic blood pressure
above the fifth percentile for age [33]. Commonly employed
drugs for continuous infusion include dopamine (5-20
mcg/kg/min), norepinephrine, and epinephrine (both at 0.01-1
mcg/kg/min). These drugs should be available quickly. Moreira
et al reported that the use of prefilled color-coded syringes

during pediatric cardiac arrest can reduce the TDD of IV drugs
by 27 s [23]. However, these results were limited to direct IV
pushes requiring no prior preparation. Our work demonstrates
that it is possible to drastically decrease TDD for IV drugs
requiring complex upstream preparations and continuous
infusion during the immediate postarrest phase. In our study,
mean TDP, as well as mean TDD were significantly reduced
by almost 180 s with PedAMINES. Even when considering the
lower margins of errors of the CI, PedAMINES was still able
to reduce TDP and TDD by approximately 1.5 min (4.5 min at
the upper margins) and was largely higher than the minimal
difference we set out to find when establishing the sample size.
The interindividual upper time ranges were reduced by using
the app, suggesting a worthwhile benefit if used in smaller
hospitals where nurses and physicians are either rarely or not
exposed to CPR, but have to use resuscitative drugs before
patient transfer to a tertiary care center.

Although TDP and TDD were similar in the primary and
secondary study periods when using PedAMINES, the gain
provided by PedAMINES was less pronounced in the second
study period, because TDP and TDD with the conventional
method were lower among nurses with a PedAMINES
experience than among nurses who had never used PedAMINES.
The 1-min washout period may not have been long enough.
Initially, we sought to estimate the effect of PedAMINES in
the first study period. We wanted to determine whether changing
habits with the use of our app by naïve nurses hitherto
accustomed to a conventional preparation method resulted in a
significant gain of time on the preparation of drugs compared
with nurses using the conventional method. The second study
period was intended to increase the overall power of our study.
However, in this second period, the nurses could not be
considered in exactly the same way as in the first period. Indeed,
in the second period, we compared nurses who returned with a
conventional preparation method after having used PedAMINES
versus naïve nurses hitherto accustomed to a conventional
preparation method that switched for PedAMINES for the first
time. In any case, the intervention had a large impact in both
periods. Given the carryover effect, the first study period was
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chosen as the most representative for the influence of
PedAMINES on the primary outcome.

Medication errors are common in pediatric patients, accounting
for 5-27% of all pediatric prescriptions and causing significant
mortality and morbidity, including 7000 patient deaths each
year in the United States [34]. One in every 32 prescriptions in
a PED contains a 10-fold error on the recommended dose [17].
Kozer et al showed an error rate of 17% at the prescription level
during pediatric resuscitations, with up to 10 times the
recommended pediatric dose in more than 3% of these cases
[35]. In the same study, 16% of the analyzed syringes showed
a 20% dose deviation from the prescribed dose and up to 7%
showed a deviation of more than 50%. Medication errors with
infusions frequently result from mistake during preparation,
due to wrong drug-volume calculations, imprecision with
volume measurements or incorrect mixing during dilution
[11,13,36]. Available conversion methods, such as infusion rate
tables or nomograms [37], designed to simplify infusion rate
calculation still remain difficult to use and subject to medication
errors. Even small errors either in drug calculation or infusion
pump flow rate may have a large detrimental impact on the
amount of drug delivered [38-40]. This can be harmful for
critical patients and even prove fatal [17]. In a study reporting
41% medication errors in pediatric CPRs, the most common
error was drug dosage (65% of cases) [19]. Similarly, we found
that using the conventional preparation method resulted in
dosing errors in 70% of the preparations. Among them, 30%
deviated from the original prescribed dose from 100% up to
5233% (ie, 2-fold to 53-fold overdose errors). Disruptive anxiety
and exogenous conditions encountered during resuscitation
increase the nurse’s cognitive workload and the risk of errors.
The cognitive workload has also been shown to be higher when
the task is less familiar, as typically seen during CPR [41],
which remains uncommon in PED. For instance, at our PED,
level one triage status patients represent 0.5% of the ED visits,
a proportion similar to the 0.7% (+/- 0.2) seen in the US PED
[1]. The lack of practice due to the rareness of certain
pathologies or inexperience among the staff regarding vasoactive
drugs preparation may add to the complexity of this
phenomenon. Some authors have advocated replacing tasks
requiring cognitive load during CPR by automated actions
[23,41] as much as possible. By guaranteeing an automated,
fast, and reliable conversion and preparation, medication errors
were totally avoided using PedAMINES. It should be noted that
we observed fewer medication errors in the control arm during
the second study period, with only a single critical error of more
than 20%. This was may be due to the higher number of vials
required to prepare norepinephrine (3 vials) compared with that
for dopamine (1 vial) or that nurses were a bit more trained
(having just done the first scenario). While they had no impact
on TDP and TDD, these additional steps of preparation have
perhaps limited the rate of errors by strengthening the controls
at each preparation step. As tasks were uniform, the complexity
of dopamine and norepinephrine preparation by using either
PedAMINES or Frank Shann method was similar and not
expected to be responsible for the different rates of errors.

Limitations
This study has some limitations. First, it was conducted during
a resuscitation simulation-based scenario. This choice was
related to the ethical and organizational difficulties of
conducting studies with patients in critical situations. However,
several studies have demonstrated the benefit of simulation as
an investigative research methodology to answer research
questions that otherwise could not be answered during CPR
[42]. Interindividual diversity among patients and their diseases
make CPR studies hard to standardize. Simulation-based CPR
scenarios may overcome these limitations by providing a
standardized and controlled environment, detailed feedback
analysis of the resuscitation stages using audiovisual recordings,
and reproducibility. Therefore, high-fidelity simulation has
become essential to study resuscitations skills or technologies.
We acknowledge that a simulation cannot reveal whether the
intervention improves clinical outcome. However, till date, none
of the results obtained from simulation-based CPR studies
disagreed with those obtained from studies in real life,
confirming our study design choice. Although the survival rate
has complex and numerous components, it would be interesting
to determine in further studies whether saving time and
decreasing medication errors owing to the use of PedAMINES
would translate into increase in patient survival in real life.

Second, the lack of immersive realism provided during simulated
scenarios might directly affect the assessed outcomes. In this
study, we used a high-fidelity manikin simulator, which is
currently and widely recognized as providing the most realistic
and high-yield immersive environment achievable in emergency
training [43]. Realism in our study was reflected by the stress
levels experienced by the participants. They quoted the
simulation as highly stressful when compared with real CPR
situations.

Third, accuracy of intervention delivery times could also limit
some CPR studies when assessing “times to” outcomes.
Conventional paper-based documentation practices used during
resuscitation—simulated or not—are often unreliable and
inaccurate, either by misreporting intervention delivery times
or by missing the delivery completely [44]. In this study, all
drug preparation times were chronologically saved in historic
log files and videorecorded, rendering our outcomes highly
accurate.

Fourth, many different methods are used in PEDs to prepare
and administer infusion drugs such as the Frank Shann method
or Broselow pediatric resuscitation medication or infusion guide.
They all commonly require the user to perform some kind of
calculation that may lead to errors and a longer TDP. As
described by many authors, the Broselow pediatric emergency
tape and affiliate pediatric resuscitation medication or infusion
guide have been used with mixed results in many countries and
are somehow inaccurate to predict actual weight in almost
20-30% of children, especially for under- and overweight
children [45-52]. This may lead to medical errors due to
incorrect dosing selection. In 2007, the American Academy of
Pediatrics committee on Pediatric Emergency Medicine
acknowledged, “although helpful, the Broselow tape is not
ideal” [53]. Frank Shann method offers the possibility to
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precisely adjust the drug doses on patient’s actual weights and
is used in many hospitals worldwide. This was the rationale to
use it as a comparator in our study.

Finally, our study was not intended to compare PedAMINES
with “smart” IV pumps. Standardizing drug concentrations of
premixed drug and varying infusion rates with smart pumps
implicate to deal with poor dose and rate precision in already
unstable and critically ill children. As recently reported, no
conclusive evidence shows that smart pumps do prevent
medication errors and adverse drug events [54,55]. In addition,
little is known about the kind of errors that still occur with their
use. Moreover, the number of premixed drugs required, their
chemical stability over time [56-59] and the lack of specialized

pharmacy facility in many smaller hospitals or in other countries
around the world, limit their use. Further studies comparing
PedAMINES and smart pumps would be valuable.

Conclusions
In summary, compared with a conventional and internationally
used preparation method, we found that a mobile app developed
following an evidence-based ergonomic-driven approach
dramatically reduced TDP and TDD, as well as the medication
error rate. The interindividual variance was also reduced by
using the app, suggesting a worthwhile benefit to its use by
nurses with different experience levels. A large multicenter
randomized trial is further needed to assess this assumption in
primary and secondary care hospitals.
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Abstract

Background: Stress is a common experience in today’s society. Smartphone ownership is widespread, and smartphones can
be used to monitor health and well-being. Smartphone-based self-assessment of stress can be done in naturalistic settings and
may potentially reflect real-time stress level.

Objective: The objectives of this systematic review were to evaluate (1) the use of smartphones to measure self-assessed stress
in healthy adult individuals, (2) the validity of smartphone-based self-assessed stress compared with validated stress scales, and
(3) the association between smartphone-based self-assessed stress and smartphone generated objective data.

Methods: A systematic review of the scientific literature was reported and conducted according to the Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) statement. The scientific databases PubMed, PsycINFO, Embase,
IEEE, and ACM were searched and supplemented by a hand search of reference lists. The databases were searched for original
studies involving healthy individuals older than 18 years, measuring self-assessed stress using smartphones.

Results: A total of 35 published articles comprising 1464 individuals were included for review. According to the objectives,
(1) study designs were heterogeneous, and smartphone-based self-assessed stress was measured using various methods (e.g.,
dichotomized questions on stress, yes or no; Likert scales on stress; and questionnaires); (2) the validity of smartphone-based
self-assessed stress compared with validated stress scales was investigated in 3 studies, and of these, only 1 study found a moderate
statistically significant positive correlation (r=.4; P<.05); and (3) in exploratory analyses, smartphone-based self-assessed stress
was found to correlate with some of the reported smartphone generated objective data, including voice features and data on
activity and phone usage.

Conclusions: Smartphones are being used to measure self-assessed stress in different contexts. The evidence of the validity of
smartphone-based self-assessed stress is limited and should be investigated further. Smartphone generated objective data can
potentially be used to monitor, predict, and reduce stress levels.

(J Med Internet Res 2017;19(2):e41)   doi:10.2196/jmir.6397

KEYWORDS

smartphone; emotional stress; healthy individuals; self-report; objective smartphone generated measures of stress

Introduction

Many people experience stress, in one form or another,
throughout their lives. Stress can be defined as “a state, which
is accompanied by physical, psychological or social complaints
or dysfunctions and which results from individuals feeling
unable to bridge a gap with the requirements or expectations

placed on them” [1]. Overall, stress can be divided into 2 types:
acute and chronic. Acute stress results from a specific event or
situation, is short-lived, and can be accompanied by physical
symptoms such as a quickening heartbeat, sweating, and
headaches, but can also create motivation to deal with whatever
is causing the stress. Chronic stress is the response to prolonged
pressure and can stem from traumatic experiences or from the
wear and tear of daily stress over a longer time period [2]. Work
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is the most common cause of stress in the Western world, and
more than 1 in every 5 European workers feel stressed [3],
whereas 65% of Americans state that they are stressed because
of their work [4]. Chronic stress causes overexposure of the
body to cortisol and other stress hormones and can be a risk
factor for developing diseases. Chronic stress has been
associated with cardiovascular problems [5], gastrointestinal
problems [6], depression [7], and other psychiatric illnesses [8].

People suffering from chronic stress may be less likely to notice
whether they are under high stress at a given time point. Using
self-assessment of stress during a time period could potentially
increase awareness of stressors and encourage behavioral
changes.

In 2015, there were 3.4 billion smartphone subscriptions in the
world [9], and it has been estimated that by the year of 2017,
one-third of the world’s population will use a smartphone [10].
Smartphones can be used for communication, banking, games,
looking up information on the Internet, and so forth. During
recent years, there has been a growth in the use of smartphones
for health monitoring; a search for “health monitor” in Apple’s
app store alone yields more than 350 results. Smartphone apps
can be used to monitor physical activity, calorie intake, sleep
quality, the menstrual cycle, and other issues related to health
and well-being [11]. Furthermore, monitoring can take place
automatically through the sensors embedded within the
smartphone, such as accelerometer and microphone, whereas
others require that the users interact with the app to register data
[12].

Subjective self-assessed stress can be measured using
smartphones via ecological momentary assessment (EMA).
EMA is a collection of methods used to collect “assessments
of subjects’ current or recent states, sampled repeatedly over
time, in their natural environment” [13]. Advantages of using
EMA such as minimization of recall bias [14] and collection of
fine-grained real-life data collected during non-laboratory
settings have been addressed [15]. Subjective stress can be
assessed throughout the day using a time-based EMA where
people are prompted to rate or answer questions about their
“current stress level” [16]. During recent years, the use of
smartphones has been explored within bipolar disorder [17-19],
depression [20], and anxiety [21].

Many people carry their smartphones with them throughout the
day and are used to interacting with it in many locations, in
many situations, and at all times [22]. Thus, smartphone-based
data could potentially reflect a person’s real-time stress level.
Combining smartphone-based self-assessed stress measured by
EMA with other smartphone data could help to understand stress
better, both on an individual level and on a group level.

However, with no systematic review within this area, the extent
to which smartphone-based self-assessed stress has been
monitored and evaluated in healthy individuals is unknown.
Furthermore, the validity of smartphone-based self-assessed
stress compared with other validated stress scales has not been
evaluated systematically. Thus, the objectives of this systematic

review were to evaluate (1) the use of smartphones to measure
self-assessed stress in healthy adult individuals, (2) the validity
of smartphone-based self-assessed stress compared with
validated stress scales, and (3) the association between
smartphone-based self-assessed stress and smartphone generated
objective data.

This was the first systematic review of smartphone-based
self-assessed stress in healthy adult individuals.

Methods

Overview
This systematic review was conducted and reported according
to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) statement [23]. Methods of the review
process and eligibility criteria were established in advance and
documented in a review protocol that can be retrieved from the
authors upon request. No changes were made to the protocol
during the review process.

Eligibility Criteria
Original studies involving healthy individuals older than 18
years measuring self-assessed stress on a smartphone were
eligible for review. The language of publication was restricted
to English. Papers not meeting eligibility criteria or only
describing the technical part of the self-assessment of stress
were excluded from review. Where multiple articles were
reported on the same study, the article presenting the largest
and most detailed dataset was included for review. Only studies
in which self-assessed stress was reported on smartphones were
eligible for review.

Information Sources and Search Strategy
Published studies were identified by conducting a systematic
literature search through the electronic databases PubMed,
PsycINFO, Embase, IEEE, and ACM. The literature search was
supplemented by a hand search of reference lists of retrieved
articles. The literature search was conducted by 1 researcher
(HP), without time restrictions, using the following keywords:
(stress or psychological stress or emotional stress) AND
(smartphone or cell phone or cellular phone or mobile phone
or mobile application or ecological momentary assessment or
experience sampling method) and covered a period from 1980
to May 2016. The last literature search was conducted on May
4, 2016.

Study Selection and Data Extraction
A PRISMA flow diagram of the study selection process is
presented in Figure 1. All identified titles and abstracts were
screened for eligibility by 1 researcher (HP). Potentially relevant
articles were retrieved and full-text articles then checked for
fulfilling eligibility independently by 2 researchers (HP and
MFJ). One researcher extracted data (HP), and a second reviewer
(MFJ) independently checked the extracted data. Any
disagreements were resolved by a discussion between 3
researchers (HP, MFJ, and LVK).
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of literature search according to Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA).

Results

Study Selection
The literature search identified a total of 1517 articles from the
5 databases, and 11 additional studies were identified by hand
search of reference lists. Removing duplicates left 1307 articles
for further evaluation. Reviewing abstracts and titles resulted
in the exclusion of a total of 1118 articles for not meeting
eligibility criteria, the 2 main reasons for exclusion being not
including human subjects and not involving stress. Thus, 189

full-text articles were evaluated for eligibility. Of these, 154
articles were excluded from the review for various reasons
(Figure 1), with the main reasons being (1) subjective stress not
measured on a smartphone (n=81) and (2) subjective stress not
measured at all (n=37). A list of excluded articles can be
retrieved from the authors upon request. Thus, a total of 35
articles fulfilled the eligibility criteria and were included for
review [24-58].
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Study Characteristics
Of the 35 studies, 17 were from the United States and the
remainder were from Finland (n=3), Italy (n=4), Germany (n=2),
Switzerland (n=2), the United Kingdom (n=3), Australia (n=1),
Hong Kong (n=1), Portugal (n=1), and Sweden (n=1). The
majority of studies were prospective observational studies
[24,28,29,31,33-38,41-45,49-58], 2 were randomized control
trials [39,47], 4 were other types of intervention studies

[27,40,46,48], 2 were case reports [25,26], and 1 was a
cross-sectional study [32]. The study period ranged from 1 hour
to 191 days. All the studies were published recently, with the
oldest one published in 2007 [44] and more than half of the
s t u d i e s  p u b l i s h e d  s i n c e  2 0 1 3
[24,25,27,29-34,36,37,40,42,45,47-54,56-58]. More than half
of the studies were published in conference proceedings (n=19),
whereas 16 studies were published in peer-reviewed scientific
journals (Table 1).
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Table 1. Characteristics of studies on smartphone-based self-assessed stress in healthy adult individuals included for systematic review (Studies: N=35).

Smartphone
operating
system

Times per
day stress
measured

Method for self-
assessment of
stress

Number of partici-
pants, context of
assessment

Study
duration
(days)

Study loca-
tion

Study designPublication
type

Publication
year

Author

AndroidMultipleTaylor 5-item
measure

7, daily life10United
States

CohortConference
paper

2010Adams et al
[24]

iOSMultiple7-point Likert
scale

1, daily life56United
Kingdom

Case reportJournal arti-
cle

2013Atz [25]

N/AN/A7-point Likert
scale

1, daily life8.3United
States

Case reportConference
paper

2012Ayzenberg
et al [26]

Android55-point Likert
scale

139, smoking cessa-
tion

14United
States

InterventionalJournal arti-
cle

2016Bandiera et
al [27]

N/AMultiple0-100 scale50, daily life1GermanyCohortConference
paper

2011Berndt et al
[28]

Android17-point scale117, daily life190United
States

CohortConference
paper

2014Bogomolov
et al [29]

WindowsMultipleRussel Circum-
plex model

12, emotional eat-
ing

4United
States

CohortConference
paper

2013Carroll et al
[30]

Android35-point scale30, workplace
stress

40ItalyCohortJournal arti-
cle

2015Ceja et al
[31]

AndroidN/A5-point Likert
scale

13, laboratory0.04 (1
hour)

Switzer-
land

Cross-sectionalConference
paper

2015Ciman et al
[32]

Android35-point scale28, workplace
stress

42ItalyCohortConference
paper

2015Ferdous et al
[33]

WindowsMultiple10-point Likert
scale

6, daily life7ItalyCohortJournal arti-
cle

2011Gaggioli et
al [34]

AndroidN/AQuestionnaire5, workplace stress191PortugalCohortConference
paper

2012Gomes et al
[35]

AndroidN/AN/Aa14, daily life28United
States

CohortConference
paper

2015Huang et al
[36]

Android5Perceived stress26, smoking behav-
ior

7United
States

CohortJournal arti-
cle

2014Huh et al
[37]

AndroidMultipleN/A30, workplace
stress

2Hong
Kong

CohortConference
paper

2012Jin et al [38]

Other2VASb198, vitamin intake33United
Kingdom

InterventionalJournal arti-
cle

2011Kennedy et
al [39]

N/A57-point Likert
scale

33, interprofession-
al learning

14SwedenInterventionalJournal arti-
cle

2016Lachmann et
al [40]

Windows1Yes or no70, epidemiology73United
States

CohortConference
paper

2010Madan et al
[41]

iOS5Continuous re-
sponse value

35, workplace
stress

112Switzer-
land

CohortJournal arti-
cle

2013Muaremi et
al [42]

Symbian5Yes or no55, studying14FinlandCohortConference
paper

2008Muukkonen
et al [43]

Symbian5Yes or no8, studying14FinlandCohortConference
paper

2007Muukkonen
et al [44]

AndroidMultipleYes or no42, daily life1ItalyCohortJournal arti-
cle

2015Ottaviani et
al [45]

Symbian1Sliding scale17, workplace
stress

56FinlandInterventionalJournal arti-
cle

2009Parkka et al
[46]

N/A0.14
(once a
week)

VAS38, vitamin intake112AustraliaInterventionalJournal arti-
cle

2013Pipingas et
al [47]
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Smartphone
operating
system

Times per
day stress
measured

Method for self-
assessment of
stress

Number of partici-
pants, context of
assessment

Study
duration
(days)

Study loca-
tion

Study designPublication
type

Publication
year

Author

Android55-point Likert
scale

22, smoking cessa-
tion

13United
States

InterventionalJournal arti-
cle

2014Reitzel et al
[48]

Android2Calmness66, daily life30United
States

CohortConference
paper

2015Sano et al
[49]

Android20-100 scale18, daily life5United
States

CohortConference
paper

2013Sano and Pi-
card [50]

N/AMultiple6-point scale30, daily life7United
States

CohortConference
paper

2014Sarker et al
[51]

AndroidMultiple6-point Likert
scale

30, driving7United
States

CohortJournal arti-
cle

2014Vhaduri et al
[52]

AndroidMultipleTaylor 5-item
measure

48, daily life70United
States

CohortConference
paper

2014Wang et al
[53]

Android1010-point Likert
scale

9, daily life84GermanyCohortConference
paper

2013Weppner et
al [54]

N/A35-point Likert
scale

86, concurrent
drinking and
smoking

21United
States

CohortJournal arti-
cle

2012Witiewitz et
al [55]

iOS45-point Likert
scale

76, smoking behav-
ior

14United
States

CohortJournal arti-
cle

2015Wray et al
[56]

Android5Yes or no100, snack-food
intake

7United
States

CohortJournal arti-
cle

2014Zenk et al
[57]

AndroidMultiple0-100 scale4, workplace stress11United
Kingdom

CohortConference
paper

2016Zenonos et
al [58]

aN/A: not available.
bVAS: visual analog scale.

Study Participants
Overall, the studies comprised a total of 1464 healthy adult
participants, with sample sizes in individual studies varying
from 1 to 198 participants. The mean age of the participants
was available for 19 of the studies and ranged from 20.1-52.47
years [27,31-34,37-39,43-46,48-52,55,57]. Gender distribution
w a s  a v a i l a b l e  f o r  2 5  s t u d i e s
[24,27,30-34,36,37,39-42,45-53,55-57], and of these, 4 studies
had equal gender distribution [34,47,51,52], whereas there were
2 large gender-specific studies, 1 male [39] and 1 female [57].
In 9 of the studies, the participants were exclusively students
[36,40,41,43,44,49,51-53,55], and in 4 studies, the participants
were exclusively employees [31,33,42,58].

Smartphones
The majority of the studies used Android-based smartphones
(n=19), 3 used Windows-based smartphones [30,34,41], 3
studies used iPhones [25,49,56], 4 studies [39,43,44,46] used
other types of smartphones, whereas the remaining 6 studies
did not specify what type of smartphones or operating systems
were used [26,28,40,47,51,55]. In 15 of the studies, smartphones
were provided for the participants, whereas participants used
their own smartphones in 4 studies [32,41,42,49]. Although
some participants used their own smartphone in 4 studies, other
participants borrowed a smartphone [24,37,53,56]. In total, 12
studies did not specify ownership of the smartphones used
[25,26,28,30,39,43,44,50,51,55,57,58].

Self-Assessed Stress
Overall, the included studies used many different methods to
measure smartphone-based self-assessed stress. The most
common method (n=11) was using a Likert scale (from a 5-point
s c a l e  t o  a  1 0 -  o r  1 0 0 - p o i n t  s c a l e )
[25-28,32,34,40,48,50,52,54-56,58]. Five studies used a yes or
no answer question to measure self-assessed stress
[41,43-45,57], and 5 studies used questionnaires [24,49,50,53].
Two studies did not specify how smartphone-based self-assessed
stress was measured [36,38].

The frequency of smartphone-based self-assessed stress reports
varied . In most of the studies, participants were asked to report
their stress levels multiple times per day: from twice a day
[39,49,50] to up to once every half hour [24]. In 1 study,
participants reported self-assessed stress on a weekly basis [47],
whereas in 3 studies, self-assessed stress was reported once per
day [29,41,46]. In 4 studies, the frequency of self-assessment
was not specified [26,32,35,36].

Context
Six studies investigated self-assessed stress in the context of
the workplace [31,33,35,38,42,58], and 1 study in relation to
rehabilitation after work-related stress [46]. Two studies
measured self-assessed stress in relation to smoking cessation
[27,48], 2 in relation to smoking behavior [37,56], and 1 in
relation to concurrent smoking and drinking [55]. Two studies
investigated self-assessed stress levels in relation to vitamin
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intake [39,47], 1 in relation to emotional eating [30], and another
in relation to snack-food intake [57]. Three studies looked at
self-assessed stress in the context of studying [40,43,44]. One
study was done in a laboratory context [32], another in relation
to driving [52], and a third looked at stress levels in
epidemiological behavior context [41]. The remaining studies
(n=13) reported no specific context, and participants registered
self-assessed stress during their everyday life. About half (n=16)
of the studies investigated stress as the primary objective
[24-26,28,29,31-33,35,38,42,50,52,54,58].

Validity of Smartphone-Based Self-Assessed Stress
In 5 studies, validated stress scales in addition to
smartphone-based self-assessed stress were reported. Four of
these studies used the Perceived Stress Scale (PSS)
[24,49,50,53,59], and 1 used Derogatis Stress Profile (DSP)
[46,60]. In 2 of the studies, participants filled out the PSS at
baseline only [24,50], and in 2 studies, participants filled out
the PSS at both baseline and follow-up [49,53]. The study using
DSP was an interventional study, and participants filled out the
scale 4 times during the study period [46].

Three studies investigated the correlation between
smartphone-based self-assessed stress and validated stress scales
[24,46,53]. Adams et al reported a statistically nonsignificant
correlation (r=.562, P=.11) between smartphone-based
self-assessed stress levels and PSS score [24]. Another study
by Parkaa et al reported a statistically nonsignificant correlation
(ρ=.07, P=.64) between smartphone-based self-assessed stress
and DSP score [46]. Finally, a study by Wang et al reported a
statistically significant positive moderate correlation between
smartphone-based self-assessed stress and PSS score both pre-
(r=.458, P=.003) and poststudy (r=.412, P=.009) [53].

Smartphone Generated Objective Data
A total of 13 studies collected smartphone generated objective
data [24,26,29,31,33,41,42,48-53]. Six studies investigated the
association between smartphone generated objective data and
smartphone-based self-assessed stress [24,29,31,33,41,49].
Among these, 2 studies investigated the association between
smartphone-based self-assessed stress and verbal data [24,33];
Adams et al reported a statistically positive correlation (r=.59,
P value not specified) between smartphone-based self-assessed
stress and voice-stress, whereas Ferdous et al reported a
significant positive correlation between smartphone-based
self-assessed stress and duration of verbal interaction for 17 of
their 28 participants (r=.06-.55, P<.005).

A study by Madan et al reported that communication diversity
was reduced for participants who often assessed themselves as
being stressed, and the authors interpreted this as a tendency to
isolate [41]. A study by Sano et al reported that higher
self-assessed stress levels were statistically significantly
correlated with lower activity level in the evening, fewer and
shorter text messages sent, and less screen activity in the evening
[49].

Two studies investigated the association between self-assessed
stress and smartphone generated objective data in order to detect
stress [29,31]. A study by Ceja et al looked at smartphone
generated objective data from the accelerometer and “achieved

a maximum overall accuracy of 71% for user-specific models
and an accuracy of 60% for the use of similar-users models” to
classify self-assessed stress levels [31]. A study by Bogomolov
et al collected both social features (phone calls and text
messages) and proximity features (Bluetooth) and obtained “the
accuracy score of 72.28% for a 2-class daily stress recognition
problem” [29].

Discussion

Principal Findings
This was the first systematic review on smartphone-based
self-assessment of stress in healthy adult individuals. A total of
35 published articles involving a total of 1464 participants were
included for review. Overall, the study designs were highly
heterogeneous, using various methods of self-assessment in
different contexts. Most of the studies were conducted in the
United States or Western Europe. Android-based smartphones
were most commonly used for measuring self-assessed stress,
many participants borrowed smartphones during the studies,
and often stress was reported multiple times per day.

Regarding the validity of smartphone-based self-assessed stress
levels, stress levels measured using validated stress scales were
available in 5 studies, but only 3 of these studies investigated
the correlation between smartphone-based self-assessed stress
and validated stress scales. Among these 3 studies, only 1 study
found a statistically significant positive correlation between
self-assessed stress and a validated stress scale (PSS) [53]. It
should be noted that the study by Wang et al included a larger
sample (n=48) compared with the other 2 studies combined
(n=7; n=17) [24,46], suggesting a low statistical power of the
other 2 studies. In addition, the study by Wang et al included
university students on a university campus, limiting the
generalizability of the study findings. The validity of
smartphone-based self-assessment of stress may be different
across populations and should be investigated further in future
studies. Thus, findings from this systematic review suggest that
the validity of smartphone-based self-assessed stress has been
sparingly investigated and is unknown. The studies included
described convergent validity of smartphone-based
self-assessment of stress. Other parameters such as sleep, mood,
and activity level may correlate with validated stress scales;
however, content validity was not investigated in this review.
In addition, the reliability and predictive validity of
smartphone-based self-assessment of stress were also not
investigated.

Smartphone generated objective data were collected in 13
studies and 6 studies investigated the association between
smartphone-based self-assessed stress and these objective data.
Two studies found a positive correlation between self-assessed
stress and verbal data, whereas another 2 studies found
associations between self-assessed stress and communication
diversity, activity levels, text messages, and screen on or off
patterns. The last 2 studies found smartphone generated data to
be a predictor (accuracy up to 72.28%) for detecting
self-assessed stress. Overall, regarding smartphone generated
objective data, the studies collected various smartphone
generated data and the results seem exploratory, with a tendency
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to report statistically significant positive correlations with
self-assessed stress only.

A majority of the included studies collected objective data
alongside the self-assessed data. Some of them used
physiological measures collected from various worn sensors,
but others only used objective data collected from sensors
embedded within the smartphones. Seven studies collected all
3 kinds of stress measures. Collecting physiological measures
such as heart rate requires participants to carry additional sensors
(user burden), whereas smartphone generated objective data are
collected from a smartphone that is most likely already being
carried around. Smartphone generated objective data can usually
be collected automatically, eliminating attrition due to
monitoring. Objective smartphone data are behavioral data that
can reflect behavior related to stress. Different people react
differently to stress, and combined with self-assessed data on
stress, smartphone generated objective data might be used for
detecting stress. Early stress detection in healthy populations
such as students and employees could help to prevent
stress-related diseases. Thus, the use of smartphone generated
objective data as a marker of stress in healthy individuals has
been sparingly investigated and future well-designed studies
investigating this would be interesting.

Stress levels were assessed from self-reported data, both from
smartphones and from validated scales. PSS was developed in
1983. It has 10 questions and is widely used within
psychological and psychiatric sciences. It has shown good
internal reliability (Cronbach alpha=.78-.91 [61]) and is
correlated with various self-report and behavioral criteria [59].
DSP is a 77-item self-report inventory developed in 1980 and
has also shown good internal reliability (Cronbach alpha=.83-.88
[62]). It should be emphasized that the different methods for
self-assessment of stress, smartphone-based and validated scales,
do not necessarily measure the same thing. Validated stress
scales measure more long-term stress levels, whereas
self-assessment on smartphones is more about current stress
levels. Validated scales such as PSS have a somewhat clear
definition of stress, as they have several items that the
participants have to answer. Many of the smartphone-based
self-assessment measures of stress were not explicit in their
definition of stress, and participants often only answered 1
question about their level of stress. Stress is a popular term and
can mean different things to different people; some people might
only register stress that they experience as a negative thing,
whereas others might also register the kind of stress (eustress)
that is positive and can be motivating. As noted in a study by
Muaremi et al, stress was not necessarily a negative event or
feeling for some of the participants [42].

Registering self-assessed stress multiple times a day can be a
tool to help people self-monitor stress levels. In this way,
self-monitoring may play a role in helping people to manage
stress. Self-monitoring brings awareness of stress levels and
encourages behavioral change according to a situation [63].
However, being asked to self-assess one’s stress level up to
multiple times a day could introduce a negativity bias. This
could result in participants assessing their stress to be higher
than it actually is and even potentially cause more stress per se.
It may be that measurements in themselves are stressful, but

also the situation to have the self-assessed results of chronic
stress constantly at hand and to be unable to cope with a given
stressful situation. In this case, people may be constantly
reminded that they are unable to cope with stress, which may
be the reason they are measuring self-assessed stress in the first
place. Investigating the effect of introducing coaching or coping
elements to the self-assessment apps would be interesting. It
should be stressed that we identified no study that investigated
whether the use of smartphone to continuously monitor
stress—subjectively reported or objectively assessed—per se
had a reducing effect on stress level. Whether self-assessments
multiple times a day would be a threat to the reliability and
validity is unknown and should be investigated further. Most
studies looked at self-assessed stress in everyday life, either
without context or in the context of work or studying. Many
people carry their smartphones with them during most of the
day and therefore smartphones are a device well suited for this
type of data collection. Registering stress multiple times a day,
in different situations, can shed light on where and when people
are experiencing stress.

A study by Wang et al looked at stress in students over a whole
semester and revealed how their self-assessed stress level
increased as their workload increased, with the peak being
during final examinations [53]. Following a group of people
prospectively over time could help distinguish between the
normal stresses that come and go and the chronic, potentially
health-damaging kind of stress. Being aware of chronic stress
is the first step toward eradicating or minimizing it.

Most studies measured self-assessed stress on Android-based
smartphones, and many participants were provided with
smartphones during the study period. Allowing participants to
use their own smartphones to collect self-assessment of stress
would be the least disruptive for participants, as they are already
familiar with the device. Using one’s own smartphone would
also be likely to more accurately reflect real life, especially in
regards to the objective smartphone data. It is possible that
participants did not, in all cases, own smartphones. It is also
possible that the study smartphones were specially programmed
for the study or that participants’ smartphones were different
from the ones that were required for the study.

Smartphones constitute a new and an exciting research tool
within psychological well-being and health care. Nevertheless,
the majority of the identified studies have been published in
proceedings from technological conferences. In general, many
of these studies focused primarily on the technical side of the
smartphone system, and a number of these did not present data
on population characteristics such as age
[24,26,28-30,35,36,41,44,53,54,58], gender
[26,28,29,35,38,43,44,54,58], or employment status of
participants [24-30,32,34,35,38,39,45,48,50,54,56].

Limitations
Limitations at a study level: Several concerns regarding the
individual studies and outcomes limited the overall findings of
this study. The included studies had highly heterogeneous
designs and used various methods to measure smartphone-based
self-assessed stress. In addition, in many cases studies did not
include clear descriptions of the recruitment process. The studies
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included were at risk of selection bias, and at an individual study
level, there was a lack of information on potential confounding
factors such as age, gender, and educational level, which
possibly could have affected self-assessed stress level. A large
part of the studies included a relatively small sample of
participants and reported unadjusted statistical analyses.
Validated stress scales were only used in 5 studies out of the
35 studies included. More than half of the included studies did
not investigate stress as their primary objective, and information
was therefore limited: only 1 out of the 4 largest studies had
stress as their primary objective. In general, studies focusing
on stress had fewer participants (mean n=24.7) compared with
the studies not focusing on stress (mean n=56.3). Self-assessed
stress was investigated in selected groups, often recruited
through convenience sampling at a university or a workplace.
In many of the studies, participants were provided with a
smartphone to use during the study period, and some participants
received economic incentives to fill out the self-assessments of
stress. The generalizability of these studies was therefore
limited, but findings could be relevant for more narrow
populations such as university students. Overall, methodological
limitations related to study designs, self-assessments of stress,
as well as statistical analyses of the included studies were
observed. There is a need for studies investigating the use and
validity of smartphone-based self-assessed stress in more general
populations.

Limitations at a review level: Some limitations to this review
should be mentioned. Research using smartphones is expanding,
and due to the intersectionality of this research (medicine,
psychology, and information technology), studies are being
published in very diverse forms and places. Our review shows
that many of these kinds of studies are being published in
conference proceedings. Therefore, conducting a search strategy
that is able to capture all relevant scientific articles is a
challenge. The review process was restricting among healthy
smartphone users and articles published in English, which might
have reduced the global acceptance.

Perspectives and Implications
Stress has become a major health problem in the Western world.
Awareness of one’s own stress level is important, and
smartphones are potentially a proper minimally intrusive tool
for self-assessment of stress.

Self-assessment of stress using smartphones in everyday life is
a step toward stress awareness. Looking at self-reported stress
levels in relation to other more objective data from smartphones,
such as geolocation and physical activity, could help to further
understanding of stress and stress-related behavior. However,
well-designed studies using strict methodology investigating
the validity of smartphone-based self-assessment of stress are
warranted. Future studies should investigate how to validly
measure subjective stress using smartphones, which by nature
is accurate in time and place, in contrast to a self-reported scale
on stress administered once a day or less frequently. They should
also collect information on and address possible confounding
factors in the statistical analyses. In addition, and of even more
paramount importance, they should investigate in a randomized
controlled trial whether the use of smartphone to monitor
stress—subjectively or objectively assessed—per se has a
beneficial or detrimental effect on stress level.

This review included only studies with healthy adult participants.
Smartphones can and are also being used to measure
self-assessed stress in various patient populations, especially
within the mental health field, where stress is a risk factor.
However, addressing this aspect was beyond the scope of this
review.

Conclusions
This systematic review identified 35 studies using smartphones
to measure self-assessed stress in healthy adults. The studies
were from different countries and used different self-assessment
methods in varying contexts, such as in the workplace, in
relation to smoking cessation, and on university campuses.
Android-based smartphones were most commonly being used,
and the validity of smartphone-based self-assessed stress
compared with validated stress scales was limited by low
statistical power of the individual studies and small number of
studies reporting on validated scales. Some smartphone
generated objective data, including voice, activity, and general
usage data, were associated with self-assessed stress measured
on smartphones. Smartphone generated objective data could
represent a potential tool for predicting stress levels. There is
a need for further studies investigating the validity of
smartphone-based self-assessed stress and smartphone generated
objective measures of stress using validated stress scales, and
studies investigating the beneficial or detrimental effects of
smartphone-based monitoring stress, both subjectively and
objectively, on stress levels per se.
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Abstract

Background: Clinical trials are the gold standard of evidence-based practice. Still many papers inadequately report methodology
in randomized controlled trials (RCTs), particularly for mHealth interventions for people with serious mental health problems.
To ensure robust enough evidence, it is important to understand which study phases are the most vulnerable in the field of mental
health care.

Objective: We mapped the recruitment and the trial follow-up periods of participants to provide a picture of the dropout predictors
from a mHealth-based trial. As an example, we used a mHealth-based multicenter RCT, titled “Mobile.Net,” targeted at people
with serious mental health problems.

Methods: Recruitment and follow-up processes of the Mobile.Net trial were monitored and analyzed. Recruitment outcomes
were recorded as screened, eligible, consent not asked, refused, and enrolled. Patient engagement was recorded as follow-up
outcomes: (1) attrition during short message service (SMS) text message intervention and (2) attrition during the 12-month
follow-up period. Multiple regression analysis was used to identify which demographic factors were related to recruitment and
retention.

Results: We recruited 1139 patients during a 15-month period. Of 11,530 people screened, 36.31% (n=4186) were eligible.
This eligible group tended to be significantly younger (mean 39.2, SD 13.2 years, P<.001) and more often women (2103/4181,
50.30%) than those who were not eligible (age: mean 43.7, SD 14.6 years; women: 3633/6514, 55.78%). At the point when
potential participants were asked to give consent, a further 2278 refused. Those who refused were a little older (mean 40.2, SD
13.9 years) than those who agreed to participate (mean 38.3, SD 12.5 years; t1842=3.2, P<.001). We measured the outcomes
after 12 months of the SMS text message intervention. Attrition from the SMS text message intervention was 4.8% (27/563). The
patient dropout rate after 12 months was 0.36% (4/1123), as discovered from the register data. In all, 3.12% (35/1123) of the
participants withdrew from the trial. However, dropout rates from the patient survey (either by paper or telephone interview)
were 52.45% (589/1123) and 27.8% (155/558), respectively. Almost all participants (536/563, 95.2%) tolerated the intervention,
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but those who discontinued were more often women (21/27, 78%; P=.009). Finally, participants’ age (P<.001), gender (P<.001),
vocational education (P=.04), and employment status (P<.001) seemed to predict their risk of dropping out from the postal survey.

Conclusions: Patient recruitment and engagement in the 12-month follow-up conducted with a postal survey were the most
vulnerable phases in the SMS text message-based trial. People with serious mental health problems may need extra support during
the recruitment process and in engaging them in SMS text message-based trials to ensure robust enough evidence for mental
health care.

ClinicalTrial: International Standard Randomized Controlled Trial Number (ISRCTN): 27704027;
http://www.isrctn.com/ISRCTN27704027 (Archived by WebCite at http://www.webcitation.org/6oHcU2SFp)

(J Med Internet Res 2017;19(2):e46)   doi:10.2196/jmir.6417

KEYWORDS

text messaging; mobile health; antipsychotics; mental health; psychiatric services; methodological study

Introduction

Serious mental health problems are a major problem around the
world [1]. They are associated with cognitive deficits, such as
distortions in thinking or troubles in paying attention or working
memory [2], a lack of treatment adherence [3], rehospitalization
[4], and lifelong disability [5]. Mobile technology has become
a popular way to deliver interventions to facilitate adherence to
chronic disease management [6], including to people with
serious mental health problems [7-9].

Recently, interventions with mobile phone technology (mHealth)
have been applied to randomized controlled trials (RCTs) [10].
However, many methodological concerns in RCTs have been
raised when mHealth interventions have targeted people with
serious mental health problems [9]. Most concerns are related
to inadequately reported details in the studies [10], such as the
patient recruitment process [9], participant engagement in
mHealth-based interventions [11], or technological details
related to intervention delivery (eg, amount of undelivered text
messages or patients changing a phone number) [12]. Because
the mental health area continues to adopt new technologies in
clinical practice [7,13,14], generating high-quality research is
essential.

On the other hand, conducting mHealth-based research among
people with mental health problems includes challenges [11].
First of all, reaching the target group may be difficult [11,15].
Patients may refuse to participate due to a fear of or suspicious
thoughts about mobile devices [16]. They may also distrust the
credibility of a mHealth intervention [11]. Other concerns related
to mHealth use are user privacy, confidentiality, and online
security [11]. People with serious mental health problems may
be “digitally divided,” which makes them vulnerable for not
benefiting from mHealth services [17]. For example, not
everyone is willing to use mobile technology [13], has access
to technology [17,18], or is skilful or familiar with mobile
phones [19]. Further, low engagement and discontinuation are
fundamental problems in technology-based intervention studies
[9,20]. The participants may stop the intervention because they
feel that it is too complex, time consuming [11], or repetitive
and, therefore, the intervention becomes a mere routine.

To better understand how mobile apps could be developed,
evaluated, and implemented into routine care, it is important to
truly understand which study phases make the RCT the most

vulnerable in the field of mental health care. Still, many
important parts of the study methodology are inadequately
reported in RCTs, particularly regarding interventions targeting
people with serious mental health problems [9]. Therefore, we
mapped the recruitment and the 12-month trial follow-up periods
in order to provide a picture of the dropout predictors from a
mHealth-based multicenter RCT, titled “Mobile.Net” (ISRCTN:
27704027). Recruitment and engaging participants in trials
involving psychosis is problematic; there are numerous ways
in which it can go wrong (eg, consenting, attrition). This paper
describes a case study of recruitment and follow-up processes,
and problems in this context, based on the Mobile.Net trial.
Multiple regression was used to identify which demographic
factors are related to recruitment and retention. The main results
of the Mobile.Net trial will be reported elsewhere.

Methods

Mobile.Net Trial
Mobile.Net is a nationwide multicenter randomized controlled
two-armed trial. The Mobile.Net trial evaluated the effects of
tailored short message service (SMS) text messages constructed
to encourage patient medication adherence and outpatient care
for adult patients with psychosis [21]. Participants in the
intervention group received semiautomatic text messages for
12 months (approximately 10 per month; range 2-25 text
messages) based on their preferences [22]. They were able to
decide the amount, timing, and frequency of the SMS text
messages delivered. They were also able to change the content
or timing of the messages during the trial. Treatment as usual
was offered to all participants. The study was carried out
according to the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the
Ethics Committee of the Hospital District of Southwest Finland.
Written informed consent was obtained from the study
participants after they were given a complete description of the
study.

Population
There were a total of 1139 participants, men and women,
ranging in age from 18 to 65 years. Each participant had a
continuing prescription for antipsychotic medication, access to
a mobile phone, and the ability to use the Finnish language.
After participants were recruited, they were then randomized.
Forensic patients and those having a planned nonacute treatment
period were excluded from the study [21].
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Procedure
Recruitment, including activities conducted before and during
participant enrollment [23], occurred face-to-face in 45
psychiatric hospital wards in Finland (between September 5,
2011 and November 30, 2012). Research nurses in each study
ward performed chart reviews to check the eligibility of each
patient admitted to the study ward [24]. After completion of the
baseline data, patients were allocated randomly (computer-based
randomization with four block randomization) into two groups
(SMS text message intervention group or control group) [21].

Attrition, including actions after enrollment in the study [23],
was assessed at the 12-month follow-up period (between
September 5, 2012 and December 31, 2013). Attrition was
defined as the loss of eligible participants from the study groups

[25]. To gather follow-up data, a postal survey, including the
Quality of Life Enjoyment and Satisfaction Questionnaire
(Q-LES-Q) by Endicott et al [26] and the Client Satisfaction
Questionnaire (CSQ-8) by Atkisson and Greenfield [27], was
carried out. Follow-up data were collected by members of the
research group. During the study period and follow-up, each
point of contact with participants was completely tracked and
recorded. Attrition was assessed during the intervention and
during the follow-up.

Measures
Data for this paper were divided into two categories: data
concerning patient recruitment and data relating to attrition
(Textbox 1).

Textbox 1. Measures concerning patient recruitment and attrition from the study.

Recruitment (variable: measurement)

1) Screened: (n)

2) Eligible: n (%)

3) Consent not asked: n (%)

4) Refused: n (%)

5) Enrolled: n (%)

Recruitment speed: n/day

Attrition (variable: measurement)

1) During SMS intervention: dropout rate

2) During follow-up

• Telephone interview: dropout rate

• Participant’s notification: dropout rate

• Postal survey: dropout rate

• Register data retrieval: dropout rate

Recruitment data were categorized into five groups: (1) patients
screened for eligibility, (2) eligible participants, (3) eligible
participants whose consent was not requested, (4) participants
who refused to participate at the point of contact in the
psychiatric ward, and (5) those who consented to participate.
Outcomes were recorded as screened, eligible, consent not
asked, refused, and enrolled. In addition, to track the pace of
recruitment, a record of all identified, screened, eligible,
unwilling, and successfully recruited patients was kept using a
specific monitoring sheet developed for the trial. Patient flow
was monitored and recorded daily on the study wards. Daily
progress of patient recruitment was reported as “recruitment
pace” (ie, how many new patients were recruited e each day)
[28].

Attrition data were categorized into two groups: (1) attrition
during SMS text message intervention and (2) attrition during
the 12-month follow-up period [29]. Attrition during the
follow-up was then divided into four categories, based on the
follow-up data collection method: (1) telephone interview, (2)
participants’ notification (ie, withdrew from the follow-up
survey), (3) postal survey, or (4) register data retrieval from the
Finnish National Care Register for Health Care [30]. Outcomes

were reported as dropout rates. In our study, the dropout rates
were calculated based on telephone or postal survey responses,
or by whose data were not available in register data retrieval
due to an incorrectly entered ID.

Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics (frequency, percentage, mean, standard
deviation) were used to describe participants’ demographic
characteristics, recruitment, and attrition metrics (study
participants lost in the follow-up). The demographic variables
examined included age, gender, marital status (lives alone, ie,
single, divorced, or widowed; lives with someone, ie, married),
vocational education (none, vocational education), employment
status (employed/self-employed, retired, student, job seeker),
diagnosis (International Statistical Classification of Diseases
and Related Health Problems, Tenth Revision [31]), and age at
first contact with psychiatric services. To analyze possible
differences between patients who participated in the study and
those who dropped out, t tests and chi-square tests were used.

Multiple logistic regression analysis was used to determine
predictors of dropping out of the 12-month postal survey
follow-up. Participants’ demographic characteristics, including
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age, gender, marital status, vocational education, and
employment status, were chosen as predictors and added to the
analysis [8,32]. All data were analyzed using SPSS version 21.
A P value <.05 was interpreted as a statistically significant
difference.

Results

Recruitment
A total of 11,530 patients admitted within psychiatric inpatient
hospital wards were screened during the 15-month (453 days)
recruitment period. There were 6565 who did not meet the
eligibility criteria. A total of 779 patients dropped out before
the eligibility assessment because they were transferred to

another ward or rapidly discharged from hospital. Of the
candidates who were screened, 36.31% (4186/11,530) appeared
eligible.

Of the 4186 eligible patients, informed consent was asked from
3417 (81.63%). Informed consent was not asked in 18.37%
(769/4186) of the cases because the person was quickly
discharged from the ward, absconded from hospital, or the
research nurses simply forgot to ask.

When age and gender of the screened noneligible and eligible
patients were compared, it was found that the eligible patients
were generally younger than the noneligible patients (P<.001).
Men were more often noneligible than women (P<.001) (Table
1).

Table 1. Demographic characteristics comparable across all stages.

Gender (male)Age (years)NStage of study

Pχ2
1

n/N (%)Pt (df)RangeMean (SD)

6164/11,461 (53.78)<.001–9.86 (3492)16-9041.1 (14.6)11,530Screened

<.00130.73633/6514 (55.77)16-9043.7 (16.1)6565Noneligible

2103/4181 (50.30)18-6539.2 (13.2)4186Eligible

.590.3.0013.23 (1842)Point of consent

1142/2274 (50.22)18-6540.2 (13.9)2278Refused

560/1139 (49.17)18-6538.3 (12.5)1139Randomized

.0097.2.47–0.73 (561)Intervention period

261/536 (48.7)18-6538.5 (12.7)536Completers

6/27 (22.2)21-6340.3 (13.0)27Dropouts

.00210.1.21–1.28 (36)Follow-up period

545/1088 (50.09)18-6538.3 (12.5)1088Completers

8/35 (22.9)18-6341.1 (12.6)35Withdrawals

<.00118.5<.001–8.14 (1120)Postal survey

227/534 (41.0)18-6541.5 (12.6)534Completers

326/589 (59.0)18-6535.5 (11.8)589Dropouts

Out of the 3417 eligible participants whose consent was asked,
2278 patients (66.67%) refused to participate in the study.
Although reasons for refusal were not asked due to ethical
guideline requirements [33], some patients voluntarily offered
explanations, such as they did not know how to use mobile
phones or text messages, their mobile phone was broken, or
they did not have a mobile subscription at the that time. Patients
who refused to participate were older than consenting,
randomized patients (P=.001) (Table 1).

The pace of recruitment was analyzed based on the number of
new patients recruited each day. At the beginning of the study,
recruitment was slow. The recruitment rate reached its peak 15
months after enrollment started. For every 10 screens completed,
one person was successfully enrolled, at an average recruitment
speed of 76 participants each month (2.5 participants per day).

Of the 1139 patients who were enrolled in the study, the data
of 16 participants were excluded due to either the withdrawal
of informed consent (n=10), the patient did not meet the

inclusion criteria (n=5), or a recruitment error (n=1). This left
us with a total of 1123 participants (intervention group: n=563;
control group: n=560).

Attrition

Attrition During SMS Text Message Intervention Period
A total of 569 eligible participants were allocated to a group to
receive tailored SMS text messages for 12 months. The data of
six participants were excluded from the analyses due to either
a lack of written informed consent (n=2), the patient did not
meet the inclusion criteria (n=3), or an erroneous randomization
to study group (n=1). This left us 563 participants.

Of the 563 participants who received text messages, 27 dropped
out during the 12-month intervention period (4.8%). In cases
where a patient did not want to continue with the text message
intervention, the researchers were notified by the participant, a
relative, or a research nurse. Three participants dropped out
before the intervention even began, and 24 within the 12-month
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intervention period [22]. Participants who dropped out during
the intervention were still included in the study [34]. We
observed that intervention dropouts were more often women

than men (χ2
1=7.2, P=.009), but found no other statistically

significant differences (Multimedia Appendix 1).

Attrition During the 12-Month Follow-Up Period
Information about participants who dropped out after the
12-month follow-up was divided into four categories based on
the data collection method: (1) telephone interview, (2)
participants’ notification (ie, withdrew from the follow-up
survey), (3) postal survey, or (4) register data retrieval.

First, telephone interviews (for the intervention group only)
were conducted after the 12-month text message intervention
to explore participants’ feedback on the text message service
(n=569). We attempted to reach 558 participants by telephone
for an interview; after the telephone calls were made, we had
403 completed questionnaires (response rate 72.2%, 403/558)
[35]. The dropout rate from these telephone interviews was
27.8% (155/558). Dropouts were younger, usually men, without
a vocational education, and were also younger at the time of
first contact with psychiatric services compared with those who
completed the questionnaire [35].

Second, 35 participants expressed that they wanted to withdraw
from the follow-up surveys (intervention group: 5.5%, 31/563;

control group: 0.7%, 4/560; χ2
1=21.4, P<.001). Follow-up

surveys were not conducted with these participants, but their
register data were retrieved. The dropout rate regarding
follow-up surveys was 3.12% (35/1123). Women requested to

withdraw from the follow-up surveys more often than men did

(χ2
1=10.1, P=.002). We found no other statistically significant

differences (Multimedia Appendix 1).

Third, a postal survey (n=1123) was conducted after the
12-month study period to measure participants’ quality of life
(Q-LES-Q [26]) and satisfaction with the treatment (CSQ-8
[27]). Of 1123 participants, 589 did not return the postal survey
(dropout rate: 52.45%, 589/1123). There was a statistically
significant difference in demographic characteristics between
postal survey completers (ie, returned the completed postal
survey) and dropouts (Multimedia Appendix 1).

Fourth, register data retrieval was conducted after the 12-month
follow-up period. Out of 1123 participants, the register data of
four participants were not available from the Finnish National
Care Register for Health Care [30], making the dropout rate
0.36%. Demographic characteristics of participants whose
register data were available will be reported elsewhere.

Factors Related to Patient Attrition
Through a logistic regression analysis, Table 2 illustrates the
associations between participants’ demographic characteristics
(age, gender, marital status, vocational education, and
employment status) and risk of dropping out from the postal
survey. Odds ratios were not estimated from other variables due
to missing data. Participants’ age, gender, vocational education,
and employment status seemed to predict their risk of dropping
out from the postal survey. The participants in this group were
older, more often women, had a vocational education, and were
more often retired.

Table 2. Associations between participants’ demographic characteristics and risk of dropping out of the postal survey (N=1123).

POR (95% CI)Demographic characteristics

<.0010.96 (0.95-0.97)Age

Gender

<.0011Female

1.63 (1.27-2.11)Male

Marital status

.461Lives with someone

1.12 (0.83-1.50)Lives alone

Vocational education

.041Vocational education

1.37 (1.01-1.84)None

Employment status

.0011Student

.0451.65 (1.01-2.70)Employed/self-employed

<.0012.29 (1.45-3.61)Retired

<.0012.44 (1.50-3.97)Job seeker
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Discussion

Principal Results
The results of this study demonstrate that it was challenging to
recruit, and engage, participants in an SMS text message-based
trial follow-up. One-third of patients (36.31%) appeared eligible,
and two-thirds of eligible patients (66.67%) refused to
participate. Participants were well engaged with the SMS text
message intervention provided, but their engagement with the
trial follow-up varied: the highest being with the register data
retrieval (99.64%) and lowest with the postal survey (47.55%).
Participants’ demographic characteristics (age, gender,
vocational education, and employment status) were seen as
dropout predictors.

In our study, within the context of psychiatric inpatient care,
we were able to recruit 1139 individuals (33.33%) out of 3417
eligible participants, whose consent was requested. Age and
gender tended to be factors influencing recruitment and refusal.
Our refusal rate was 66.67% (2278/3417), which is in line with
previous studies suggesting that high refusal rates are a major
problem faced during the recruitment process [11,15]. Patients’
illness-related issues [14,19] and perceived stigma were seen
as barriers to participation in previous studies [36,37]. This may
also be the case in our study, which focused on people treated
with antipsychotic medication recruited from hospital wards
providing psychiatric care.

Lack of interest in the trial [11], lack of motivation to use mobile
technology-based interventions [13], or a lack of capacities may
also have affected the refusal rates in our trial. During the
participant screening, some patients expressed their inability to
use mobile phones or text messaging, stating that as the reason
for their refusal. This was unexpected because mobile phone
text messages have been proven to be feasible and acceptable
among people with severe mental health problems [38], as well
as easy to use [35]. Therefore, our findings may reveal that a
digital divide may still exist in the area of mental health,
although relevant literature identifies this concept as promising
[14]. Previous literature also shows that people with mental
health problems are able and willing to use mobile-based
interventions when given the opportunity [38,39]. In our case,
it might have been useful to train those who said they did not
know how to use mobile phones, and to offer mobile phones to
those who did not have them. This might have given us
important knowledge about the digital divide, especially those
who are not so familiar with the mobile technology.

The attrition rate during the SMS text message intervention was
low (4.8%). This finding does not support previous findings
stating that low engagement and discontinuation are major
problems in intervention studies [11,14]. However, it is possible
that participants who stopped using the SMS text message
intervention did not notify the researchers. What we found here
was that women dropped out from the SMS text message
intervention more often than men did. This is contradictory to
the results of Ben-Zeev and colleagues [8], who found that
women were significantly more engaged with mHealth
interventions than men were. Further, participants’demographic
characteristics (age, gender, vocational education, and

employment status) predicted the risk of leaving the study early
and, subsequently, not participating in the follow-up. This is in
line with previous studies, which reported that participants who
left the studies early differed from those who were retained
[8,32]. Therefore, it is important to identify feasible and useful
mHealth interventions targeting different patient groups and,
further, to identify factors that facilitate or prevent patient
engagement with mHealth interventions.

Patient engagement in the trial during the follow-up varied
depending on the source of data collected, the highest being in
the register data retrieval (99.64%) and the lowest in the postal
survey (47.55%). Low engagement and discontinuation have
been found as fundamental problems in technology-based
intervention studies [9,20]. Participants’ age, gender, vocational
education, and employment status seemed to predict their risk
of dropping out from the postal survey. This group of older,
women, and retired participants may also reveal the digital
divide in this patient group. It may be that they just do not value
technology as much as younger people do and, therefore, did
not participate in the postal survey. Recently, however,
technology usage has increased among older adults [40]. This
is promising and may give researchers new hints on how to
engage participants in trials. Given this, it is important to
consider which data collection methods are appropriate to use
among people with serious mental health problems, and to
identify factors that facilitate patient engagement in
mHealth-based trial follow-ups.

Limitations
Our study has some limitations. The recruitment data concerning
information about screened patients lacked some information,
especially about patients’ ages. Therefore, results related to
patient demographics concerning recruitment have to be handled
with caution. More importantly, we did not gather knowledge
about the participants’actual SMS text message use. Therefore,
we lack knowledge about participants’ true engagement with
the SMS text message intervention. However, according to our
findings before the study actually started, participants were very
satisfied with the intervention [35].

A key strength of this study was in its large nationwide sample
of people treated with antipsychotic medication. Another was
that, to the best of our knowledge, this was the largest trial
evaluating a text message system. Our findings regarding
attrition are important for those conducting similar RCTs among
people with severe mental health problems, although this group
may well have different issues with the technology when
compared with others [17,41].

Conclusions
Initial patient recruitment and then engagement in the 12-month
postal survey follow-up were the most vulnerable phases in the
SMS text message-based trial. This may indicate that people
with serious mental health problems may need extra support
during the recruitment process, and necessitate further support
to engage in completion of these follow-up questionnaires—at
least within SMS text message trials.

Researchers should acknowledge the possible digital divide for
people with serious mental health problems, and choose
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convenient and efficient data collection methods for study
follow-ups. At follow-up, for Mobile.Net, high-grade routine
data were almost complete. Methods of trials should take much
more consideration of the nature of the target group of
participants; otherwise, evidence is dogged with high attrition
with the accompanying speculation of researchers. No statistical
technique or learned speculation can make up for loss to

follow-up. The solutions are likely to vary for different client
groups. We think more research is needed both to investigate
the support of the recruitment process and methods of follow-up
in technology-based RCTs. Asking people to complete forms
that are likely to result in grossly incomplete datasets could be
considered an unethical—and potentially dangerous—waste of
time and resources.
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Abstract

Background: The academic scandal on a study on stimulus-triggered acquisition of pluripotency (STAP) cells in Japan in 2014
involved suspicions of scientific misconduct by the lead author of the study after the paper had been reviewed on a peer-review
website. This study investigated the discussions on STAP cells on Twitter and content of newspaper articles in an attempt to
assess the role of social compared with traditional media in scientific peer review.

Objective: This study examined Twitter utilization in scientific peer review on STAP cells misconduct.

Methods: Searches for tweets and newspaper articles containing the term “STAP cells” were carried out through Twitter’s
search engine and Nikkei Telecom database, respectively. The search period was from January 1 to July 1, 2014. The nouns
appearing in the “top tweets” and newspaper articles were extracted through a morphological analysis, and their frequency of
appearance and changes over time were investigated.

Results: The total numbers of top tweets and newspaper articles containing the term were 134,958 and 1646, respectively.
Negative words concerning STAP cells began to appear on Twitter by February 9-15, 2014, or 3 weeks after Obokata presented
a paper on STAP cells. The number of negative words in newspaper articles gradually increased beginning in the week of March
12-18, 2014. A total of 1000 tweets were randomly selected, and they were found to contain STAP-related opinions (43.3%,
433/1000), links to news sites and other sources (41.4%, 414/1000), false scientific or medical claims (8.9%, 89/1000), and topics
unrelated to STAP (6.4%, 64/1000).

Conclusions: The discussion on scientific misconduct during the STAP cells scandal took place at an earlier stage on Twitter
than in newspapers, a traditional medium.

(J Med Internet Res 2017;19(2):e57)   doi:10.2196/jmir.6706
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Introduction

In recent years, the number of cases of scientific misconduct,
including fabrication, falsification, and plagiarism has increased
[1]. Misconduct damages scientific progress and public trust;
in addition, the ensuing incorrect research results threaten
people’s health [2]. As of May 2012, 2047 papers in the fields
of medicine, biology, and life science were retracted from
PubMed, a fully accessible database on biomedical literature.
The reasons for the retraction were error (21.3%), fraud or
suspected fraud (43.4%), duplicate publication (14.2%), and
plagiarism (9.8%) [3,4]. Japan had the third largest number of
retracted papers due to fraud or suspected fraud in the world
[5].

The three major historical scandals of scientific misconduct
were German physicist Jan Hendrik Schön’s fraudulent
superconductor breakthroughs at Bell Labs in the United States
in 2002, South Korean researcher Hwang Useok’s fabrication
of embryonic stem cells in 2005, and Japanese stem-cell
biologist Haruko Obokata’s and her fellow researchers’ claims
on stimulus-triggered acquisition of pluripotency (STAP) cells
in 2014 [6,7]. Suspicions on the three studies were raised in
different arenas. Researchers who were unable to replicate
Schön’s results raised their concerns in a conventional
reseacher’s community [8], whereas discussions and debates
on Useok’s study occurred on Korean and Japanese Web-based
message boards, respectively [9]. The allegations of misconduct
of Obokata, who led the STAP cells study, spread on Twitter
after their paper had been publicly reviewed on PubPeer [10,11].
The hurling of accusations worldwide on a single paper by a
large number of Twitter users, including many nonspecialist
members of the public, attracted widespread attention. Their
misconducts included “copying and pasting,” which were
familiar methods to the public; thus, the public could join the
discussion.

The STAP cells scandal demonstrated how Twitter enables the
rapid spread of information through sharing between multiple
users, allowing numerous users to obtain the information
simultaneously. Suspicions on research papers, thus, can be
raised on Twitter by multiple people, making the social media
site a useful tool for discussion and debate. In fact, previous
studies have found that researchers engage in discussions on
their studies via Twitter [12,13]. Several studies have examined
the concern expressed by the chief editor of a scientific journal
regarding the self-plagiarism conducted by a chemist [14] and
the controversy regarding Felisa Wolfe-Simon’s claims on
Twitter about the bacteria that lived without phosphorous [15].
Through Twitter, a rapid response to questions on misconduct
through a debate is possible and discussions lead to an exchange
of a diverse range of opinions. Such processes generate more
questions and play a role in dispute resolution. However, a
widespread controversy on Twitter may have a restraining effect
on the concerned researchers, and Twitter’s roles as a tool for
discussion and later dispute resolution are yet to be determined.

This study investigated discussions on STAP cells on Twitter
and the content of newspaper articles in an attempt to
differentiate social from traditional media. To identify changes

in the tone of Twitter and newspapers over time, collected tweets
and newspaper articles on STAP were decomposed through a
morphological analysis. Furthermore, to ascertain social media’s
role in resolving scientific misconduct, Twitter’s role in the
STAP cells scandal was compared with that of newspapers,
which represent the traditional media.

Methods

Collection of HTML Files
Searches for tweets and newspaper articles containing the term
“STAP cells” were carried out for 6 months (26 weeks) from
January 1 to July 1, 2014. Tweets were extracted through
Twitter’s search engine. A top tweets search was performed
every week; top tweets are tweets that have been retweeted or
replied to by several users and selected through an algorithm
developed by Twitter [16]. The newspaper article search covered
Japan’s 5 major national newspapers (Asahi Shimbun, Yomiuri
Shimbun, Mainichi Shimbun, Sankei Shimbun, and Nihon Keizai
Shimbun). The 5 major national newspapers published a
combined total of 23,543 thousand copies every half-year on
average [17,18]. Articles were extracted from Nikkei Telecom,
a Japanese newspaper article database [19].

Tweets and newspaper articles generated from the search were
saved as HTML files by using the Web browser function. One
HTML file contained a week worth of search, except from April
9 to 15, when the number of tweets was so high that weekly
data could not be saved in one file. As such, HTML data were
saved separately for each day. The syntax for designating cut-off
dates provided on each of the official sites was used in each
search.

Extraction of Japanese Text Data
Text data were extracted by stripping the HTML tags from the
HTML files saved from the Web browser. The dates, account
names, text of the tweets, and the titles and text of newspaper
articles were extracted from the Twitter HTML and newspaper
article files, respectively. Nadeshiko (a Japanese programming
software, Free edition, Kujirahando, Japan) was used to write
a program that would eliminate tags and extract the text.

Text Processing
To generate the relevant words for the morphological analysis,
the dates, account names, URLs, and graphic characters were
eliminated from the tweet text data. The following frequently
used terms were also eliminated from both tweets and newspaper
articles: STAP, stap, cells, Obokata, Haruko, RIKEN Research
Center, and RIKEN. The free bulk text processing software
Text Search and Substitute.NET (TextSS.NET) version 5.21
(Yamashita-Y, Japan) was used for text processing.

Morphological Analysis
Morphological analysis is one of the basic techniques used in
Japanese text mining analysis. It is the process of segmenting
a given sentence into a row of morphemes. A morpheme is a
minimal grammatical unit, such as a word or a suffix [20].
MeCab (Graduate School of Informatics Kyoto University,
Kyoto, Japan, and NTT Communication Science Laboratories,
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Seika, Kyoto) performs morphological analysis using the hidden
Markov model and statistical processing [21].

Morphological analysis of tweets and newspaper articles was
performed for each week for 14 weeks (3 months and 1 week,
from January 22 to April 29), covering the week before the
publication of the STAP cell paper (Week 0) and the 13 weeks
after (Weeks 1-13). The nouns identified in the tweets and
newspaper articles through the analysis were extracted, and
their frequencies were calculated.

The top 100 nouns that appeared most frequently each week in
tweets and newspaper articles during the 14 weeks were then
extracted. Terms that were either positive or negative toward
STAP cells were then selected from among these 100 frequently
appearing nouns. Changes in the use of these positive and
negative terms each week were also investigated. Authors Yuya
Sugawara, a specialist in medical informatics, and Hiroto
Narimatsu, a medical doctor, selected the positive or negative
Japanese terms semantically.

R version 2.13.0 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing) was
used for morphological analysis. The R package used for our
morphological analysis was RMeCab version 0.97. RMeCab is
a package developed to operate the Japanese morphological
analyzer MeCab version 0.98 from R.

Extraction of Accounts and Tweets
To investigate the attributes of Twitter account holders who
tweeted using negative terms on STAP cells, 100 from the total
558 accounts that sent STAP-cells tweets from February 5 to
18, 2014, containing the negative term “unnatural” were

randomly selected. Profile searches were performed on these
100 accounts using Twitter’s Profile Search feature [22]. All
the 558 accounts were assigned random numbers. We extracted
100 accounts in the descending order of the assigned random
numbers using Excel (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond).

In order to classify the content of tweets on STAP cells, 1000
tweets were randomly extracted from the total 134,958 tweets
that were assembled over the 6-month search period; all the
134,958 tweets were assigned random numbers, and the 1000
tweets were extracted in the descending order of the assigned
numbers. These 1000 tweets were classified into four types:
STAP related; links to news sites, and so on; false scientific or
medical claims; and topics unrelated to STAP specified by Yuya
Sugawara and Hiroto Narimatsu.

Results

Number of Newspaper Articles and Tweets Per Week
Figure 1 shows the numbers of newspaper articles and tweets
containing the term “STAP cells” each week for the 6-month
period following the publication of the STAP cells paper. A
total of 1646 newspaper articles and 134,958 tweets appeared
in 6 months. The number of both newspaper articles and tweets
followed a similar trend, exhibiting transient increases during
the periods from January 29 to February 4, from March 12 to
18, and from April 9 to 15. The numbers of tweets and
newspaper articles were correspondingly 11,718 and 107 during
the first period, 18,649 and 169 in the second period, and 24,344
and 219 in the third period.
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Figure 1. A comparison of the numbers of tweets and newspaper articles containing the word “STAP” between January 1 and July 1, 2014. The solid
line shows the number of tweets and the broken line newspaper articles.

Timeline of the STAP Cells Scandal
Figure 2 shows the timeline of the STAP cells scandal. The
paper on STAP cells was published on January 30, 2014 [23].

On March 14, RIKEN released an interim report on the paper
[24]. Subsequently, on April 9, Haruko Obokata held a news
conference [25].
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Figure 2. Timeline of events related to the stimulus triggered acquisition of pluripotency (STAP) cells scandal.

Frequency of Nouns Appearing in Tweets and
Newspaper Articles
We conducted a morphological analysis of the tweets and
newspaper articles that appeared during the first 13 weeks (3
months) following the publication of STAP cells paper on
January 30. The frequency of appearance of nouns in these
tweets and newspaper articles during the same period was also
investigated. A total of 100 nouns that appeared most frequently
were extracted and classified whether positive or negative
toward STAP cells. The positive terms selected were “major
discovery” and “ground-breaking,” whereas the negative terms
were “unnatural,” “fabrication,” and “falsification.”

Figures 3 and 4 show the frequency of use of positive and
negative terms in tweets and newspaper articles during the first

3 months (13 weeks), including 1 week before paper publication
(14 weeks in total), following the publication of the STAP cells
study. In Twitter, the frequency of positive terms was the highest
(n=432) in the period from January 29 to February 4, whereas
the frequency of negative terms was the highest (n=835) in the
period from February 12 to 18. The frequency of negative terms
was 1.93 times higher than that of positive terms. In newspaper
articles, the frequency of positive terms was the highest (n=31)
from January 29 to February 4 and March 12 to 18, whereas the
frequency of negative terms was at the maximum (n=296) from
April 9 to 15. The frequency of negative terms increased 6
weeks after the STAP paper publication. The highest frequency
of negative terms in newspaper articles appeared 8 weeks later
compared with that for tweets.
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Figure 3. Frequencies of the use of positive terms related to stimulus triggered acquisition of pluripotency (STAP) in Twitter and newspapers.
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Figure 4. Frequencies of the use of negative terms related to stimulus triggered acquisition of pluripotency (STAP) in Twitter and newspapers.

Account Attributes and Tweet Content
Four of the account holders who published tweets on STAP
cells containing the negative term “unnatural” were considered
to possess certain specialist knowledge being a former biological
researcher, a staff at a manufacturer of reagents for biological
experiments, a science writer, and a science journalist. The
others included 8 news sites, 9 bots (accounts that generate
tweets automatically), and 79 accounts for which the level of
specialist knowledge could not be determined.

Of the total 134,958 tweets generated during the 6-month period,
1000 tweets were randomly selected and found to contain
STAP-related opinions (43.3%, 433/1000), links to news sites
and other sources (41.4%, 414/1000), false scientific or medical
claims (8.9%, 89/1000), and topics unrelated to STAP (6.4%,
64/1000). The examples of tweets that were evaluated to make
false scientific or medical claims were as follows: “STAP cells
will give us immortality,” “STAP cells are produced from the
skin of newborn babies,” and “STAP cells can be made at
home.”

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study revealed that the discussion on misconduct in the
STAP cells affair was taken up at an earlier stage on Twitter
than by newspapers. Positive terms appeared both on Twitter

and in newspaper articles during the first week after STAP cells
study was published, suggesting that the tendency was for STAP
cells to be viewed positively. From Week 2 (February 5-11),
however, the use of positive terms decreased and negative ones
started to appear. On the Twitter, the frequency of negative
terms increased during February 12-18 and starting again from
March 19 to 25, 2 weeks after Obokata’s coauthor called for
the retraction of the paper. In newspaper articles, the negative
terms increased between March 19 and 25 and April 9 and 15;
an explanatory press conference by Obokata was held during
April 9 and 15. The highest use of negative terms in newspaper
articles was observed during this week. The use of both positive
and negative terms declined beginning during April 16-22. The
story on suspicions were taken up by newspapers after the
“unnatural” nature of STAP cells had been pointed out on
Twitter and after RIKEN announced that it had found Obokata
guilty of scientific misconduct, with the increased use of
“fabrication” and “falsification” setting a different tone. This
tone might have affected public opinion on the STAP cells
paper. In both the Schön and Useok scandals, both of which
constituted serious scientific misconduct, the retraction of papers
took several years [26,27]. Obokata’s STAP cell paper, however,
was withdrawn after only about 5 months [23,28]. New tools
such as Twitter might have played a role in the early process
leading to the retraction of the paper in the STAP cell scandal.
Publishing on Twitter has the clear advantage that it is speedy
[14]. The greatest advantage of using Twitter for scientific
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discussion is the rapid result of a debate. Scientific misconduct
has continuously occurred after the Useok scandals. In Japan,
Valsartan-related misconduct occurred [5,29-33], and after its
publication in 2007 [34], a researcher expressed concerns about
the study [35]. The misconduct by an employee of a
pharmaceutical company was revealed and the paper was
retracted in 2013. This misconduct occurred in the clinical trials,
which would affect the treatment strategy in many patients.
Thus, this misconduct is more serious than that in the STAP
cells affair because the fallacious result would harm humans,
whereas the STAP cells study was in a basic science. However,
this misconduct seems to be perceived less seriously than the
STAP cells affair.

Accuracy of Twitter is not always guaranteed. The medical and
scientific accuracy of the tweets in this study was questionable
for 8.9% of the cases. Accuracy is a constant issue not only in
social media but also in Web-based information in general.
Caution is always required when using Twitter and other
Web-based sites to identify the wrong information. The Japan
Internet Medical Association has issued a guide on using
Web-based medical information [36]. This guide states that
when using medical or health-related information taken from
the Internet, members of the public should check that the source
is clearly named, that it is backed up by objective evidence, and
that the information has been provided by a public medical
facility or research institution. If the provider of the information
checks the originator or the identity of the account retweeting
the information, it may be possible to evaluate its objectivity
on the basis of factors such as links included in tweets. To a
certain extent, judging the accuracy of information on Twitter
is feasible.

The greatest advantage of using Twitter for scientific discussion
is the rapidity with which the debate proceeds. However, Twitter
also contains inaccurate information and excessive arguments

that may become abusive. The latter can have a restraining effect
on researchers. Depending on how the functions of Twitter are
used, it may be possible to distinguish inaccurate information
and to avoid abuse to some extent. Hence, the benefits of the
rapid discussion enabled by Twitter, as shown in this study, can
be enjoyed while limiting the risks of its disadvantages.

Limitations
This study showed the advantages of carrying out a scientific
discussion on Twitter, but the scope of the study was limited.
First, only top tweets were analyzed and an analysis of all tweets
might have revealed different views. Second, the content of the
discussion on Twitter, particularly on whether a discussion on
misconduct in the STAP cells study took place, was not
scrutinized. Third, other forms of media such as blogs, weekly
magazines, and television were not investigated. Inaccurate
images and articles broadcast by other media may also have
had an effect on Twitter. Moreover, we did not analyze the
accuracy of newspapers. The accuracy of information in
newspapers was not necessarily better than that of Twitter. It is
possible that the newspaper articles contained inaccurate
statements.

The discussion of misconduct in the STAP cells study might
have spread rapidly as it involved copying and pasting, a careless
behavior familiar to the public. Specialized and complicated
misconduct would be less likely discussed by the public on
Twitter.

Conclusions
The discussion on scientific misconduct involving the STAP
cell study took place at an earlier stage on Twitter than in
newspapers, representatives of the traditional media. Results of
the study suggest that the Twitter debate might have contributed
to the resolution of the STAP cell scandal.
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Abstract

Background: Menthol cigarettes are used disproportionately by African American, female, and adolescent smokers. Twitter is
also used disproportionately by minority and younger populations, providing a unique window into conversations reflecting social
norms, behavioral intentions, and sentiment toward menthol cigarettes.

Objective: Our purpose was to identify the content and frequency of conversations about menthol cigarettes, including themes,
populations, user smoking status, other tobacco or substances, tweet characteristics, and sentiment. We also examined differences
in menthol cigarette sentiment by prevalent categories, which allowed us to assess potential perceptions, misperceptions, and
social norms about menthol cigarettes on Twitter. This approach can inform communication about these products, particularly
to subgroups who are at risk for menthol cigarette use.

Methods: Through a combination of human and machine classification, we identified 94,627 menthol cigarette-relevant tweets
from February 1, 2012 to January 31, 2013 (1 year) from over 47 million tobacco-related messages gathered prospectively from
the Twitter Firehose of all public tweets and metadata. Then, 4 human coders evaluated a random sample of 7000 tweets for
categories, including sentiment toward menthol cigarettes.

Results: We found that 47.98% (3194/6657) of tweets expressed positive sentiment, while 40.26% (2680/6657) were negative
toward menthol cigarettes. The majority of tweets by likely smokers (2653/4038, 65.70%) expressed positive sentiment, while
91.2% (320/351) of nonsmokers and 71.7% (91/127) of former smokers indicated negative views. Positive views toward menthol
cigarettes were predominant in tweets that discussed addiction or craving, marijuana, smoking, taste or sensation, song lyrics,
and tobacco industry or marketing or tweets that were commercial in nature. Negative views toward menthol were more common
in tweets about smoking cessation, health, African Americans, women, and children and adolescents—largely due to expression
of negative stereotypes associated with these groups’ use of menthol cigarettes.

Conclusions: Examinations of public opinions toward menthol cigarettes through social media can help to inform the framing
of public communication about menthol cigarettes, particularly in light of potential regulation by the European Union, US Food
and Drug Administration, other jurisdictions, and localities.

(J Med Internet Res 2017;19(2):e56)   doi:10.2196/jmir.5694
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Introduction

Menthol is a characterizing flavor that imparts a minty flavor
and a cool sensation masking the harshness of cigarette smoke
[1,2]. Menthol cigarettes comprised 31% of market share for
cigarettes sold in the United States in 2012 [3]. Use of menthol
versus nonmenthol cigarettes is higher among African American,
female, younger, and lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender
(LGBT) smokers [4-8]. For instance, among smokers, 84% of
African Americans versus 24% of whites smoke menthol
cigarettes [6], and adolescent (57%) and young adults (45%)
use menthol cigarettes at higher rates than all ages of older
smokers [8]. All of these groups have been targeted by tobacco
industry menthol cigarette marketing [9,10].

The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) banned
characterizing flavors in cigarettes except for menthol or tobacco
flavor in 2009 [11]. Menthol was exempted pending further
review. In 2011, the FDA’s Tobacco Products Science Advisory
Committee (TPSAC) issued a report concluding that “Removal
of menthol cigarettes would benefit public health in the United
States” [12]. TPSAC and a subsequent FDA report [13]
concluded that menthol cigarette use is likely associated with
increased smoking initiation, increased levels of nicotine
addiction, and reduced smoking cessation success, particularly
among African Americans. Moreover, menthol cigarettes present
the same disease risk as nonmenthol cigarettes [14], with
smoking causing up to two-thirds of deaths in smokers [15].
The FDA has not yet decided on whether to ban menthol
cigarettes [16]. However, other jurisdictions are moving forward
with menthol cigarette bans and restrictions. Brazil became the
first country to pass legislation banning menthol and flavors
from tobacco products in 2012, but the ban has not yet taken
effect [17]. In 2014, the city of Chicago enacted a ban on
menthol and flavored tobacco product sales near schools. The
European Union (EU) also banned menthol cigarettes with a
2020 implementation date [17]. In 2015, some Canadian
provinces prohibited flavored and menthol cigarettes and
tobacco sales [17].

Understanding perceptions of menthol cigarettes given this
changing global regulatory environment is critical to
understanding how to best communicate to the general public
about these products prior to widespread policy implementation.
Perceptions of menthol cigarettes among both smokers and the
general public may contribute to use [9,18-21]. A study of US
adolescents and young adults found that endorsing promenthol
cigarette beliefs (positive sentiment) was associated with
intention to use menthol cigarettes among noncurrent menthol
cigarette users and intention to use other tobacco products
among current menthol cigarette smokers not currently using
other products [22].

Commonly reported positive perceptions of menthol cigarettes
are that they are more cooling or refreshing than nonmenthol
cigarettes [18,22], have a medicinal effect when the smoker is
sick [18,23], and are part of African American culture or
tradition [24]. Beliefs that menthol cigarettes are less harmful
than nonmenthol cigarettes appear more common among African
American smokers [18]. In negative sentiments, among current
smokers, 22% believe that menthol cigarettes are more addictive,
while 12.1% believe that menthol cigarettes are harder to quit
smoking than nonmenthol cigarettes [21].

Most studies of perceptions of menthol cigarettes have been
conducted through surveys or focus groups [18,21,23-26].
Analyzing the amount and content of social media messages is
a relatively new and promising way to gather information about
health-related topics [27,28]. On Twitter, users can share
140-character messages called tweets with their followers and
the general public. The forum is popular, with the number of
daily tweets topping 500 million [29]. An estimated 23% of the
US adult online population used Twitter in 2014 [30]. Twitter
also reaches a global audience with an estimated 316 million
active users worldwide [31].

Used disproportionately by younger and racial and ethnic
minority populations who also disproportionately use menthol
cigarettes [30], Twitter may provide insight into use and
perceptions of these products. Several studies have examined
Twitter conversations about electronic cigarettes [32-36] and
hookah [34,37]. However, to our knowledge, no study has
examined Twitter conversations about menthol cigarettes. As
in prior Twitter studies of tobacco, we used a content analysis
approach [35-37] and coded specifically for sentiment [35,38]
toward menthol cigarettes. Our purpose was to identify the
content and frequency of conversations about menthol cigarettes,
including themes, populations, user smoking status, other
tobacco or substances, tweet characteristics (eg, song lyrics or
pop culture references, commercial tweets), and sentiment. We
also examined differences in menthol cigarette sentiment by
prevalent categories, which allowed us to assess perceptions
and potential misperceptions and social norms about menthol
cigarettes on Twitter. This approach can inform communication
about these products, particularly to subgroups who are at risk
for menthol cigarette use.

Methods

Design
We conducted a search to define a longitudinal set of tweets
related to menthol cigarettes between February 1, 2012 and
January 31, 2013 (shown in Figure 1 [39]). This time period
provides a year of data and covers a time period prior to
regulatory action on menthol cigarettes globally.
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Figure 1. Overall study design and process for collecting menthol-relevant tweets for coding and analysis.aData source: Internet Live Stats. HMC:
Health Media Collaboratory.

Data Source
This observational study used data collected by the Health Media
Collaboratory (HMC) [40]. The HMC accessed Twitter status
updates through the Gnip PowerTrack Firehose (Gnip, Inc) [41],
which prospectively collects all Tweets from public Twitter
feeds.

The HMC created two archives that collected all Twitter status
updates containing the keywords “cig” or “cigarette” (known
as the cigarette archive) or the keyword “smoking” (the smoking
archive). We chose those keywords after an extensive process
of precision testing of terms likely to obtain tobacco-related
content (Health Media Collaboratory, Procedures Manual,

unpublished, 2012). The Gnip PowerTrack collected the content
of the tweet, metadata such as username (who made the tweet),
date and time the update was made, and hashtags (user-generated
descriptive tags).

Keyword Searching
At the time of our search for menthol cigarettes, the smoking
archive had 32,588,116 tweets and the cigarette archive had
14,528,963. We identified an initial set of keywords including
general terms, major menthol cigarette brands, slang terms, and
common misspellings that we expected to generate relevant
menthol cigarette-relevant content (see Table 1). We filtered
the smoking and cigarette archives for each term, resulting in
133,485 tweets.
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Table 1. Keywords used to identify menthol cigarette-related tweets and assessment of relevance.

Smoking archiveCigarette archiveKeywords

% of relevant tweets in
100-tweet sample or all if
<100 with keyword

Number of tweets
found

% of relevant tweets in
100-tweet sample or all if
<100 with keyword

Number of tweets
found

General terms

93689752a22435aMenthol

96 (n=45)4796161Mentholated

10029561001388Menthols

Brands

1005901001254Camel Crush

17b7966b35b3061bKool

1001101100345Kools

98226458812553Newport

98157091005985Newports

12b803b20b4078bSalem

91 (n=86)94100 (n=33)33bSalems

5b617b28b174bSkyline (Marlboro)

Misspelling

95 (n=58)6196 (n=94)98Methol

100 (n=26)2696 (n=22)23Methols

Slang

98322100125Newp

100307100132Newps

77a7522a1b6972bPort

100544026b1565bPorts

aTweets were subject to machine learning assessment.
bTweets were dropped as having <40% relevant content. All other tweets were retained, as keyword precision tests were ≥80% menthol cigarette related
based on relevance coding.

Relevance Coding
Once the searches were completed, 2 coders independently
coded 100 randomly selected tweets from each keyword or all
tweets if less than 100 for menthol relevance. We calculated a
kappa statistic for each term to assess interrater reliability. For
any term with at least .8 kappa score, one author (SWR) verified
the coding and generated a measure of precision (percentage of
identified tweets relevant to menthol cigarettes). For any
keyword less than .8 kappa score, we coded another 100 tweets
until we reached this level of interrater reliability. Of the 42
keywords searched, we achieved a kappa of at least .8 on the
first attempt in 41 (98%) keywords.

We used DiscoverText (Texifter, LLC), a cloud-based text
analytic software with active machine learning algorithms,
allowing human coders to “train” the computer on a coding
schema using a selection of tweets. If the keyword generated
less than 40% of relevant tweets from the 100-tweet sample,
we dropped all tweets with that keyword. If a keyword generated

80% or more relevant tweets in the 100-tweet sample, we kept
all tweets. If the keyword generated 40% to 80% relevant tweets,
we used the machine learning to assign a probability of a given
tweet being menthol cigarette relevant, validated the machine
estimates using a second 100-tweet sample coded by human
coders, and retained only tweets with greater than 0.8 probability
of being menthol cigarette relevant based on the machine
classification. Of the 29,957 tweets assessed by the classifier,
we retained 68.37% (n=20,483).

After merging and deduplicating these sets of tweets across
archives and keywords, we ended with 94,627 unique tweets
to include in content coding.

Content Coding
We developed a codebook (see Table 2 for brief description of
codes; Multimedia Appendix 1 provides the broader codebook)
for directed content analysis [42], building on empirically
derived constructs but allowing for emergent categories in the
following areas: themes, populations, other tobacco or
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substances, tweet characteristics, user smoking status, and sentiment toward menthol cigarettes.
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Table 2. Brief description of codes.

DefinitionsCategories

Themes (topical content dealing with perceptions of menthol cigarettes)

Taste, smell, or sensation (eg, cooling, minty, refreshing) of menthol cigarettes.Taste/sensation

Perceived health benefits or harms of menthol cigarettes, or beliefs about medicinal
effects of menthol cigarette use.

Health

Desire or lack of desire to quit smoking menthol cigarettes; beliefs about whether
menthol cigarettes are harder or easier to quit than nonmenthol cigarettes.

Cessation

Addiction, cravings, or desire for their lack of menthol cigarettes, beliefs that menthol
cigarettes are more or less addictive than nonmenthol cigarettes.

Addiction

Act or process of smoking menthol cigarettes, including time or place of smoking.Smoking behavior

Tobacco control policies or the impact of tobacco control policies.Tobacco control policies

Advertising, promotion, labeling, or packaging of menthol cigarettes, including ref-
erences to tobacco companies and protobacco organizations.

Industry/marketing

User smoking status (likely smoking status of the Twitter user)

User writing tweet is likely to be a smoker.Smoker

User writing tweet is likely to be a former smoker.Former smoker

User writing tweet is likely to be a nonsmoker. Also use this code for tweets from
antitobacco organizations.

Nonsmoker

Cannot determine smoking status of user writing tweet.Unknown

Tweet characteristics (additional information about tweets)

Branded promotional messages; URLs linking to commercial websites; usernames
indicating affiliations with commercial sites; or the user’s Twitter page consisting
only of promotional tweets.

Commercial

Tweets that are lyrics from songs about menthol cigarettes or pop culture references.
This could be hashtags with an artist’s name or popular television shows.

Song lyrics/pop culture

Other tobacco or substances (tweets mentioning use of other tobacco or other substances)

Mentions of marijuana (eg, loud, blunt, weed, spliff, mary jane, wax).Marijuana

Mentions of alcohol.Alcohol

Mentions of cigars, little cigars or cigarillos, including blunts or specific brands.Cigars/little cigars and cigarillos

Mentions of hookah, waterpipe, shisha, or narghile for smoking tobacco or brands.Hookah

Mentions of nicotine replacement therapy such as nicotine gum, patch, or lozenge,
or specific brands.

Nicotine replacement therapy

Mentions of e-cigarettes, vaporizers, e-hookah, vape pens, etc, or of specific brands.E-cigarette

Mentions of smokeless tobacco or snus (eg, dip, chew, snuff, spit) or specific brands.Smokeless/snus

Write-in mentions of other tobacco products (eg, pipe, roll-your-own) or brands, or

other drugs (eg, LSDa, cocaine).

Other tobacco or substances

Populations (groups associated with menthol cigarette use and menthol cigarette marketing)

African Americans or African American culture, image, or tradition or references to
specific African American individuals in relation to menthol cigarettes.

African Americans

LGBT populations or LGBT culture, image, or tradition or references to specific
LGBT individuals in relation to menthol cigarettes.

LGBTb

Women and menthol cigarettes or references to specific women and menthol
cigarettes.

Women

Children and adolescents, minors, or underage smokers (<18 years in the United
States) and menthol cigarettes.

Children/adolescents

Write-in references to populations of people, does not include job categories (eg,
rappers).

Other population

Sentiment (attitudes toward menthol cigarettes)
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DefinitionsCategories

Positive sentiment about menthol cigarettes.Positive

Negative sentiment about menthol cigarettes.Negative

Either no sentiment about menthol cigarette or mixed sentiments (both positive and
negative) about menthol cigarettes.

Neutral

aLSD: lysergic acid diethylamide.
bLGBT: lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender.

We used the codebook to code a random sample of 7000 tweets
weighted by prevalence of keywords in the menthol
cigarette-relevant dataset. Thus, even tweets with
low-prevalence keywords had a probability of being selected
equal to their prevalence in the larger dataset. Retweets were
coded the same as the original tweet. We coded the entire tweet
content of modified retweets, but coded sentiment on the
modification alone. Each tweet was coded with as many
categories as were applicable.

Next, 4 coders independently coded 500 tweets, reconciling
after each 100 and clarifying the codebook, as needed, including
adding or broadening codes. Coders also used “other” (write-in)
responses to code for new categories that were not in the initial
codebook. We added prevalent other categories to the codebook,
and reviewed previously coded tweets for the presence of any
applicable other categories. Once coders reached kappa of .8
reliability across raters and categories, individual coders coded
the remaining tweets independently. Coders flagged unclear
tweets, which were adjudicated by a second coder (SWR, CLJ,
or MB). We excluded non-English language tweets and those
that contained relevant keywords but were not about menthol
cigarettes (eg, smoking on Newport Beach, or enjoying Newport,
RI).

Themes
We identified potential themes and the topical content of the
tweet related to perceptions of menthol cigarettes, based on
prior research [18-21,43], and refined these themes during
preliminary coding. For example, after preliminary coding, we
added categories such as smoking behavior and tobacco industry
marketing. We also broadened some categories that were not
easily distinguishable in the open-ended tweet format compared
with a closed-ended survey, for instance, collapsing medicinal
effect and harm perceptions into a broader health category.
Additionally, we derived one potential theme, African American
image [18]) from research on a single subpopulation. We lacked
information on user race/ethnicity, so we could not readily code
information on users’perception of menthol cigarettes and their
cultural identity. Instead, to capture this concept, we coded
references to several populations that may be associated with
menthol cigarette use in a set of population codes (described
below). These codes included the concept of image. Our final
list of categories comprised taste or sensation, health, smoking
behavior, cessation, addiction, tobacco control, tobacco industry
and marketing, and other (low-prevalence categories written in
by coders).

Populations
We coded menthol-related tweets if they specifically mentioned
menthol cigarettes in relation to populations targeted by menthol
marketing [9] and with a higher prevalence of menthol cigarette
use [4,5]. Such populations included African Americans, LGBT
populations, women, and children and adolescents. We also
included an “other” category to capture other populations
mentioned (eg, Latinos). Other groups were at low prevalence
in the sample.

Other Tobacco or Substances
We coded tweets based on co-mentions of menthol cigarettes
and alcohol, marijuana, other substances, or other tobacco
products, including cigars, little cigars, cigarillos (including
blunts), e-cigarettes, smokeless tobacco, and hookah.
Perceptions of other tobacco and substances may interact with
perceptions of menthol cigarettes and be associated with
increased risk behaviors [44,45].

Tweet Characteristics
We coded 2 additional characteristics of tweets, including
commercial versus noncommercial tweets based on a definition
in a prior study (eg, branded promotional messages) [32].
Finally, we coded for whether the tweet included a song lyric
or popular culture quotation (eg, a television show reference),
a category that emerged from the data. We created lists of song
lyrics with menthol cigarette references (eg, “Smoking mad
Newports ’cause I’m due in court / For an assault that I caught
in Bridgeport, New York”, from Everyday Struggle by The
Notorious B.I.G.) and added them to the list as we identified
new lyrics. After compiling a final list, we reviewed all coded
tweets for known song lyrics.

User Smoking Status
We coded tweets for likely user smoking status (nonsmoker,
former smoker, smoker, or unknown) because differences in
perceptions of menthol cigarettes have been associated with
smoking status in prior research [21]. Smokers were
characterized by tweets discussing current cigarette smoking.
Former smokers were characterized by tweets about past
smoking or having quit smoking. Nonsmokers noted that they
did not smoke or were opposed to smoking; antitobacco
organization tweets were included. Users not mentioning their
own smoking status in the tweet were coded as unknown.

Sentiment
We coded each tweet for sentiment toward menthol cigarettes.
Sentiment categories were positive, negative, and
neutral/unclear. If a tweet included both positive and negative
sentiments (eg, wanting to quit menthols, but liking the taste),
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it was coded as neutral/unclear. Tweets mentioning actual
smoking, or wanting or craving a menthol cigarette, without
further comment were coded as positive toward menthol
cigarettes.

Analysis
Of the 7000 coded tweets, we excluded 343 (4.90%) as being
either non-English or irrelevant to cigarette smoking or menthol
cigarettes, with 95.1% retrieval precision and 90.4% retrieval
recall within the HMC archive [46], leaving an analytic sample
of 6657 tweets.

For these tweets, we provide univariate statistics of the
frequency of tweets and provide qualitative narrative about
frequent or notable content in each category. When examining
differences in sentiment by other categories, we conducted
chi-square tests to assess statistically significant differences in
positive or negative sentiment toward menthol cigarettes.

Results

Frequency Analysis
Table 3 shows the frequency of themes, populations, other
tobacco or substances, tweet characteristics, user smoking status,
and sentiment.
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Table 3. Frequency of menthol cigarette-relevant tweets by category (n=6657).

%nCategory

Themes

59.833983Smoking

25.181676Taste/sensation

16.481097Addiction

8.77584Cessation

8.58571Health

5.86390Tobacco industry/marketing

4.49299Other theme

4.43295Tobacco control

Population

11.19745African American

8.82587Women

1.97131Child/adolescents

0.4228Other population

0.3322Lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender

Other tobacco or substances

16.581104Marijuana

3.32221Alcohol

3.27218Cigar/little cigars and cigarillos

0.8959Other substance

0.5738E-cigarette

0.1510Hookah

0.053Smokeless

Tweet characteristics

16.791118Song lyric/pop culture

1.3791Commercial

User smoking status

60.664038Smoker

32.162141Unknown

5.27351Nonsmoker

1.91127Former smoker

Sentiment

47.983194Positive

40.262680Negative

11.76783Neutral/unclear

Themes
The majority of tweets about menthol cigarettes referenced
smoking, taste, or sensation (eg, smell, coolness). About 17%
referenced addiction (1097/6657), including explicitly discussing
addiction, craving, or addiction-related behaviors such as chain
smoking. All other themes—including cessation, health, tobacco
industry and marketing, and tobacco control—were represented

in fewer than 10% of the tweets coded. Tobacco control tweets
(295/6657, 4.43%) included discussion of media campaigns or
policy options including tax or price, minors’access, smoke-free
air laws, sales or marketing restrictions, or warning labels, or
were tweets by tobacco control organizations. Fewer than 0.60%
of tweets (40/6657) referenced a menthol cigarette ban; most
were about potential EU action. Only 0.20% (13/6657) were
by tobacco control organizations.
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Populations
About 11% of tweets (745/6657) linked African Americans and
menthol cigarette use. For African Americans, use of menthol
cigarettes, especially Newport cigarettes, was viewed as linked
with African American culture. This was particularly true for
African American males. This linkage was viewed both
positively (“@___: If you black and smoke cigarettes at least
smoke Newports”) and negatively (“Why do black people have
a fetish with Newport cigarettes?”). Stereotypical jokes or
hashtags were also associated with this category
(“#YouKnowYouBlack,” “#WaysToPissOffaBlackPerson”).
Women were linked with menthol cigarettes in about 9% of
tweets (587/6657). Linkage with menthol cigarettes was
associated with negative attitudes toward women, such as the
unattractiveness of women who smoke (“Hate when I see pretty
girls smoking Newports, it really just ruins it”) or lack of class
(“#ShesARatchetIf she smokes newports”). Few tweets
referenced children and adolescents or LGBT populations.

Other Tobacco or Substances
Over 16% of tweets (1104/6657) referenced marijuana and
menthol cigarettes. These tweets referenced co-use of marijuana
and menthol, such as smoking a menthol cigarette to enhance
the high of smoking marijuana, comparing excessive use of
marijuana as similar to chain smoking menthol cigarettes, or
assessing the relative harms or appeal of marijuana and menthol
cigarettes. These tweets usually judged marijuana as less harmful
and more appealing than menthol cigarettes. Fewer tweets
(218/6657, 3.27%) focused on dual use of menthol cigarettes
and cigar products such as Black and Mild or Swisher Sweets,
or blunts used for smoking marijuana. Alcohol and menthol
cigarettes were mentioned in 3.32% (221/6657) of the tweets
and discussed smoking behavior and drinking. Other tobacco
products were rarely mentioned in conjunction with menthol
cigarettes.

Tweet Characteristics
Only 1.37% of tweets (91/6657) in the sample were commercial
tweets, such as tweets offering links to coupons or discounts.
Just under 17% of tweets (1118/6657) referencing menthol
cigarettes were song lyrics or popular culture quotations (such
as a game show sketch from Chappelle’s Show, “I Know Black
People,” famously asking the question “Why do black people
like menthol cigarettes?”). We identified 30 songs or quotations
tweeted in the sample.

User Smoking Status
The majority of tweets were likely by smokers (4038/6657,
60.66%) or users with unknown status (2141/6657, 32.16%).

Sentiment
Sentiment toward menthol cigarettes in the tweets was mixed.
Overall, 47.98% (3194/6657) expressed positive sentiment
toward menthol cigarettes and 40.26% (2680/6657) of tweets
expressed negative sentiment. The remainder were neutral or
unclear.

Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment varied by category across themes, populations, other
tobacco and substances, and tweet characteristics (omitting
categories with <1% prevalence) Figure 2 shows. Based on a
chi-square test, tweets coded as referencing themes of addiction
(including concepts such as craving or desire for a menthol
cigarette), smoking, taste or sensation, and industry or
marketing; marijuana as an other substance; and tweet
characteristics of commercial tweets and song lyrics were
significantly more likely to be positive than negative toward
menthol cigarettes. However, both smoking and taste or
sensation themes had close to 40% negative sentiment. Positive
smoking and taste sentiment included positive attributes of
smoking (relaxing, relieving stress, taking smoke breaks) and
enjoyment of menthol (pleasant minty taste, soothing or cooling
sensation). Negative sentiment included negative mood (stress,
anxiety, “bad nerves”), negative feelings about other people
smoking (“#ItsNotCuteWhen you smoking ports <<<<”), or
dislike of the taste or smell of menthol cigarettes (“Smoking a
newport. #gross,” “I hate the scent of newports!! Cigarettes in
general Smell terrible, but especially newports!”).

Tweets referencing themes of cessation and health, and
populations of women, children and adolescents, and African
Americans were significantly more likely to be negative toward
menthol cigarettes. Almost no cessation-related tweets noted
proven quit methods such as the use of FDA-approved cessation
aids, talking with a physician, or using a quitline [47]. Many
noted plans to quit after smoking a last cigarette or pack, or
asked for support for their quit attempt (“Today is my last day
smoking cigarettes....waving good bye Newports! Wish me
luck!!”). A few noted trying to quit by using an e-cigarette
(14/6657 tweets). A small number referenced making a quit
attempt in relation to the US Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention’s Tips from Former Smokers campaign (“Seriously
those commercials of the people with the hole in their throat
made me quit smoking I haven’t had a newport in days”) [48].
Some also tried to quit by switching to a nonmenthol cigarette
(“I need to get off menthols. I need to quit but if I start smoking
something disgusting it may be easier.”).

Most health tweets were negative, noting negative health
consequences of smoking. However, positive tweets related to
health expressed a misperception of menthol cigarettes as having
medicinal use when sick (“Menthol cigarettes are my saviour
with this cold”). We rarely found harm perceptions of menthol
as less harmful than other cigarettes (“Oh natural menthol
healthy cigarettes”), but the converse message that menthol was
harmful was more prominent (“SMOKERS (menthol or
nonmenthol) really WILL HAVE stroke. So better stop
smoking.” “Menthol cigarettes? So they soothe your throat
while giving you cancer? Kinda like being killed by a clown.”).
Regarding populations, negative sentiment toward menthol
cigarettes was driven by negative views of smoking among
children and adolescents, women, and African American
populations. Tweets referencing cigars, alcohol, and tobacco
control had no significant differences between positive and
negative sentiment toward menthol cigarettes.
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Among smokers, 65.70% (2653/4038) expressed positive
sentiment toward menthol (“Listening to music and smoking a
port so relaxed”) (Figure 3). Only 27.34% of smokers
(1104/4038) reported negative sentiment toward cigarettes in
general (“I cant be doin these menthols man.! Gotta Quit
Smoking period. Maybe tomorrow”) or specifically toward
menthol-type cigarettes or a menthol cigarette brand (“Had a
mayfair menthol, its like smoking mouthwash”). Smoker
conversations about menthol cigarettes were dominated by
discussion of smoking behavior, addiction or craving, taste
preference, and marijuana.

Nonsmokers (320/351, 91.2%) held predominately negative
sentiments about menthol cigarettes and smoking in general
(“All the girls at my job be smoking them Newports and had
the nerve to offer me one. No ma’am, never.”). Former smokers
were generally negative about menthol (91/127, 71.7%) (“I
remember when I used to be addicted to Newport cigs now the
smell of cigarette smoke gives me a headache #happyiquit
#cigsarenasty”). However, almost 30% (36/127, 28.4%) of
former smokers were positive or ambivalent about menthol
(“even though i quit smoking im tempted to try some marlboro
menthol lights, i heard they stink less and are less harmful”).

Figure 2. Positive and negative sentiment toward menthol cigarettes by domains and categories (n=6657). LLC: little cigars and cigarillos. *Pearson
chi-square comparison between positive and negative sentiment, significant at P<.05.
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Figure 3. Tweets by smoker status and sentiment (n=6657).

Discussion

Principal Findings
Tweets about menthol cigarettes were most frequently about
themes of smoking, taste or sensation, and addiction; African
American populations; marijuana as an other substance; or song
lyrics or pop culture references. Menthol content on Twitter
was also driven by smokers who were more positive than others
about menthol cigarettes. A prior study of tobacco-relevant
content on Twitter found that most tweets were about personal
experiences of use [34]. Liking or disliking the taste or sensation
of menthol cigarettes found in a quarter of the tweets and in
prior research [18,23] are understandable reasons for smoking
menthol rather than nonmenthol cigarettes.

Additionally, Twitter users, particularly smokers, frequently
mentioned marijuana and menthol cigarettes, and such tweets
tended to be positive. This type of linkage has been found related
to use of these products, with adolescent menthol smokers more
likely to use marijuana in the past 30 days than nonmenthol
smokers [49,50]. Similar to the effect of Twitter content on
perceptions of the use of hookah [37] and marijuana [51], these
positive views of menthol could normalize menthol cigarette
use among the Twitter followers of these users.

Discussion over Twitter focused on smokers’ concerns and
tended to dwarf public health concerns, such as smoking
cessation, health, and tobacco control. Some conversations about
menthol cigarettes were cessation related but, as with other
Twitter conversations about cessation, they lacked discussion
of evidence-based strategies [52]. As in prior work, a small
number of menthol smokers on Twitter may have perceived
that switching to a nonmenthol cigarette is a good way to quit

[26]. As in prior studies [18,53,54], we found that some smokers
saw a medicinal effect of menthol cigarettes when they were
sick. Studies have found that African American smokers may
perceive health benefits of menthol or view menthol cigarettes
as less harmful than nonmenthol cigarettes—beliefs that may
interfere with quitting [14,18,20,23,24,26]. However, this view
of menthol cigarettes as less harmful was not prevalent on
Twitter and may reflect differences in broader population views
of menthol. For instance, a national study of US smokers and
nonsmokers found that 45.8% of adults believed that menthol
and nonmenthol cigarettes were equally harmful; however, a
sizable minority did not know whether menthol cigarettes were
more or less harmful than nonmenthol cigarettes (40.8%) [21].
Few conversations on Twitter reflected concern for tobacco
control policies. There was limited discussion about a menthol
cigarette ban in the EU. After the TPSAC report in 2011 [12],
but before an advanced notice of proposed rulemaking on
menthol in cigarettes in 2013 [55], there was almost no Twitter
discussion about a possible menthol cigarette ban in the United
States or any other jurisdiction.

Finally, tweets reflected linkage of menthol cigarettes with
African American populations historically targeted by menthol
marketing and that have higher use prevalence [4,56]. Prior
work has identified this “African Americanization” through
targeted marketing and financial support for African American
organizations [56]. African American menthol smokers have
recognized that they have been targeted by menthol cigarette
advertising [26]. This linkage between menthol cigarettes and
African Americans is also seen on Twitter and is characterized
by negative sentiment toward menthol cigarettes. Unfortunately,
this negative sentiment seems to be driven by negative
stereotypes about African American smokers rather than by
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rejection of the targeted marketing of menthol cigarettes to
African Americans.

Strengths and Limitations
The strengths of this study are that it included a full year of
global Twitter data from the Firehose, representing the entire
corpus, rather than a sampling of Twitter content. Limitations
are that, because we drew menthol content only from existing
smoking and cigarette datasets, we may have missed menthol
cigarette-relevant Twitter content without those terms.
Additionally, due to this limitation, our research cannot be
generalized to all tweets. We could not use Kool and Salem
brand names as keywords because they were not precise enough
to characterize menthol cigarette-relevant conversations. Future
research in this area should consider using the menthol cigarette
keywords beyond these existing archives and also examine
potential substitution of menthol cigarettes with menthol flavors
of other tobacco products such as e-cigarettes or cigars. The
study lacked information about demographic or geographic
information of Twitter users to understand differences in
perceptions. However, themes found in prior research about
menthol cigarettes [18-21,43] were also found in this study,
suggesting these perceptions may be shared broadly. Future
research can focus more in-depth on discussion of menthol
cigarettes related to different populations. Another limitation

was the cross-sectional nature of our analysis. Though the
analysis was appropriate given our interest in the overall
frequency of content about menthol cigarettes in this time
period, a longitudinal analysis could provide information about
changes in perceptions of menthol cigarette Twitter content.

Conclusion
Our findings present a relatively new way of assessing public
opinions of menthol cigarettes through Twitter messages. Most
messages are generated by smokers who have more positive
sentiment toward these harmful combustible products.
Misperceptions of menthol cigarettes having medicinal effects
are prevalent, and positive linkage with marijuana is common.
Addressing these common misconceptions and denormalizing
menthol cigarette use, particularly for African American
smokers, could ultimately save lives. In the United States, a
menthol cigarette ban would be estimated to avert over 600,000
deaths by 2050, almost one-third among African Americans
[57]. Framing public communication about menthol cigarettes
to denormalize use in both online and offline forums is
especially critical in light of potential regulation by the FDA,
the EU, other jurisdictions, and localities. Future analyses could
also use Twitter to examine reaction to regulations restricting
menthol cigarettes among likely smokers and nonsmokers.
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Abstract

Background: With a lifetime prevalence of 16.2%, major depressive disorder is the fifth biggest contributor to the disease
burden in the United States.

Objective: The aim of this study, building on previous work qualitatively analyzing depression-related Twitter data, was to
describe the development of a comprehensive annotation scheme (ie, coding scheme) for manually annotating Twitter data with
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Edition 5 (DSM 5) major depressive symptoms (eg, depressed mood,
weight change, psychomotor agitation, or retardation) and Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Edition IV
(DSM-IV) psychosocial stressors (eg, educational problems, problems with primary support group, housing problems).

Methods: Using this annotation scheme, we developed an annotated corpus, Depressive Symptom and Psychosocial Stressors
Acquired Depression, the SAD corpus, consisting of 9300 tweets randomly sampled from the Twitter application programming
interface (API) using depression-related keywords (eg, depressed, gloomy, grief). An analysis of our annotated corpus yielded
several key results.

Results: First, 72.09% (6829/9473) of tweets containing relevant keywords were nonindicative of depressive symptoms (eg,
“we’re in for a new economic depression”). Second, the most prevalent symptoms in our dataset were depressed mood and fatigue
or loss of energy. Third, less than 2% of tweets contained more than one depression related category (eg, diminished ability to
think or concentrate, depressed mood). Finally, we found very high positive correlations between some depression-related
symptoms in our annotated dataset (eg, fatigue or loss of energy and educational problems; educational problems and diminished
ability to think).

Conclusions: We successfully developed an annotation scheme and an annotated corpus, the SAD corpus, consisting of 9300
tweets randomly-selected from the Twitter application programming interface using depression-related keywords. Our analyses
suggest that keyword queries alone might not be suitable for public health monitoring because context can change the meaning
of keyword in a statement. However, postprocessing approaches could be useful for reducing the noise and improving the signal
needed to detect depression symptoms using social media.

(J Med Internet Res 2017;19(2):e48)   doi:10.2196/jmir.6895
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Introduction

Background
With a lifetime prevalence of 16.2% in the United States [1],
major depressive disorder is the fifth biggest contributor to the
disease burden in the United States [2]. Several national
face-to-face and telephonic interview-based surveys in the
United States aim to better understand the prevalence of
depressive symptoms in the community. However, these surveys
are both episodic and expensive to conduct. Social media
platforms like Twitter, in conjunction with “big data”
technologies like natural language processing and machine
learning, support processing very large datasets and may provide
a scalable means of both monitoring depressive disorder over
time and providing new insights to better our understanding of
depression (and mental illness more generally). As part of our
goal of developing language technologies capable of accurately
identifying depressive symptoms, we have developed a large
manually annotated (coded) corpus or collection of Twitter
posts (tweets) coded according to depressive symptoms and
psychosocial stressors derived primarily from Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Edition 5 (DSM 5;
depressive symptoms) [3] and DSM-IV: Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Edition IV (DSM-IV
Axis IV; psychosocial stressors) [4]. This annotated corpus
allows us to better understand the language used to express
depressive symptoms and psychosocial stressors associated with
depression, to identify relationships between depressive
symptoms and psychosocial stressors expressed in tweets, and
ultimately, to facilitate the development of a natural language
processing system capable of automatically identifying
depressive symptoms and psychosocial stressors from Twitter
data.

Social Media
The use of social media for health applications, particularly in
the public health domain, is a rapidly growing area of research
[5,6]. For example, social media has been leveraged to monitor
infectious disease outbreaks [7,8] and understand prescription
drug and smoking behaviors [9-11]. The value of social media
for understanding mental health is particularly marked, given
that it provides—in the case of Twitter—access to public, first
person accounts of user behaviors, activities, thoughts, and
feelings that may be indicative of emotional well-being [12].
Twitter in particular has several advantages as a resource for
data. First, as of August 2015, Twitter has been used by 23%
of adults in the United States, with slightly more men (25%)
than women (21%) using the service [13]. Second, Twitter is a
“broadcast” social network, with all the data public by default.
Third, acquiring Twitter data via the free public application
programming interface (API) or commercial data resellers (eg,
gnip [14]) is a relatively straightforward process. However, the
use of Twitter data does present a number of challenges. First,
the brevity of Twitter posts (≤140 characters) frequently
provides insufficient context to confidently interpret a post.
Second, the informal nature of the language used in social media
posts (eg, “tiredddd”) means that natural language processing
techniques and tools developed for more formal texts are likely
to perform less well on Twitter data [15]. Third, Twitter posts

often exhibit creative spellings and missing spaces (eg,
“sodepressed”), presenting challenges for automatic processing.
Finally, Twitter users may selectively discuss topics of interest
with researchers; for example, some individuals may not feel
comfortable discussing disease-related symptoms on social
media due to concerns of privacy and stigmatization [16].

Major Depressive Disorder
The American Psychiatric Association defines major depressive
disorder as continuously experiencing depressed mood and
anhedonia for 2 weeks or more as well as one or more of the
following symptoms: fatigue, inappropriate guilt, difficulty
concentrating, psychomotor agitation or retardation, or weight
loss or gain [3,4]. These symptoms make major depressive
disorder one of the most debilitating and burdensome global
diseases [17,18], with an economic impact estimated to be US
$2.5 trillion in 2010 [19]. For individuals living with depression,
the disorder can substantially reduce quality of life in several
areas, including interactions with others, productivity at work,
and quality of sleep and nutrition [20]. Depression has also been
correlated with other high-risk behaviors and chronic diseases,
including smoking [21], alcohol consumption [22], physical
inactivity [23], and sleep disturbance [20,24].

Population-Level Depression Surveys
Given the range and extent that depression affects a given
population, several surveys, programs, and diagnostic tools have
been developed to better understand or diagnose depressive
disorder. For example, in the United States, the National Survey
on Drug Use and Health (NSDUH) provides national, state, and
local data related to alcohol, tobacco, illegal drug use and abuse,
and mental disorders, including nonincarcerated citizens of age
12 and older [25]. The Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance System
(YRBSS) monitors behaviors such as alcohol and other drug use,
tobacco use, and unhealthy dietary behaviors, and so on, and
their correspondence with death and disability among youth
and adults [26]. The Behavioral Risk Factors Surveillance
System (BRFSS) is a telephone survey that collects data from
across the United States, including health-related risk behaviors,
chronic health conditions, and use of preventive services [27].
The BRFSS - Anxiety and Depression Optional Module
specifically collects information at the state level to assess the
prevalence of anxiety and depressive disorders with questions
that closely mirror the DSM 5 major depression criteria.

Related Works

Major Depressive Disorder and Social Media
Recent work at the intersection of computer science, public
health, and psychology suggests that social media can be
leveraged to better understand, identify, and characterize
depression [12]. For example, De Choudhury et al used a
crowdsourcing data generation method in conjunction with
machine learning to identify depression-indicative tweets at
scale [28], whilst a follow-up study investigated the
characteristics of Twitter users prior to the onset of depression,
discovering that decrease in social activity, raised negative
affect, highly clustered ego networks, heightened relational and
medical concerns, and greater expression of religious
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involvement were all characteristic of the onset of depression
[29].

In a study using Facebook, Schwartz et al used status updates
and personality survey results as features in a regression model
to classify the degree of depression of 28,749 Facebook users
[30]. A temporal analysis of these posts demonstrated that mood
worsens in the transition from summer to winter for users.
Coppersmith et al further characterized the language of mental
illnesses (eg, depression) by identifying tweets containing
self-reported diagnosis (“I was diagnosed with depression
today”), then analyzing the linguistic characteristics of tweets
from both a self-reported depression and a control group,
observing that the usage of words from the Linguistic Inquiry
and Word Count (LIWC) lexicon [31] associated with negative
emotions including anxiety and anger, biological states such as
health and death, cognitive mechanisms including cause and
tentativeness, and syntactic usage of first person pronoun (eg,
“I”) may distinguish a depressed from a nondepressed individual
[32,33]. Preotuic-Pietro et al observed many features that
distinguish depressed Twitter users from controls [34], for
example, terms associated with illness management (eg, “meds,”
“pills,” and “therapy”) and increased focus on the self (eg, “I,”
“I am,” “I have,” “I was,” and “myself”).

In this study, we build on these existing efforts by developing
an annotation scheme for encoding depressive symptoms and
psychosocial stressors associated with major depressive disorder
in Twitter tweets and conducting analyses to provide insights
into how users express these symptoms on Twitter. From these
analyses, specifically, we aim to (1) validate the annotation
scheme, (2) learn the predictive value of depression-related
keywords with respect to identifying depressive symptoms and
psychosocial stressors, (3) determine the frequency of depressive
symptoms and psychosocial stressors expressed, (4) learn new
predictive words for each depressive symptom and psychosocial
stressor, and (5) assess whether particular depressive symptoms
and psychosocial stressors are correlated with one another.

Methods

Developing a Depression Annotation Scheme and
Corpus for Twitter
All the data were collected from the Twitter API complying
with Twitter’s terms of service.

Developing an Annotation Scheme
In order to understand the various ways indicators of major
depression disorder could be expressed in tweets and address
our goal of building a dataset that can be used to train and test
machine learning algorithms, we developed an annotation
scheme (coding scheme) based on 6 resources:

Depression symptoms as described in the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Edition 5 (DSM-V) [3];

Psychosocial stressors described in Axis IV of the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Edition IV
(DSM-IV) [4];

Depression symptoms described in the Behavioral Risk Factors
Surveillance System—Depression Module [27];

Depression symptoms described in the Harvard Department of
Psychiatry National Depression Screening Day Scale (HANDS)
[35];

Depression symptoms described in the Patient Health
Questionnaire (PHQ-9) [36];

Depression symptoms described in the Quick Inventory of
Depressive Symptomatology (QIDS-SR) [37]; and

Suicide risk factors derived from the Columbia Suicide Severity
Scale [38].

Finally, we enriched the annotation scheme with additional
depression-related categories observed frequently in the data
(weather and media). The resulting scheme contains depression
symptom categories (9 parent categories) and psychosocial
stressor categories (12 parent categories; Figure 1) [39]. Before
finalizing the annotation scheme, both a psychiatrist and a
counseling psychologist provided feedback on the annotation
categories chosen and annotation instructions.
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Figure 1. Major depressive disorder scheme (parent categories).

Building a Depression-Related Twitter Corpus
Data for our depression-related Twitter corpus were collected
in two distinct ways. First, for our primary corpus construction
effort, we searched the Twitter API using depression-related
terms (Depressive Symptom and Psychosocial Stressors
Acquired Depression, SAD, corpus). Second, we sampled the
data collected as part of the 2015 Computational Linguistics
and Clinical Psychology (CLPsych) Shared Task [40]. Both
corpora are described in detail below.

Depressive Symptoms and Psychosocial Stressor Acquired
Depression (SAD) Corpus

We randomly selected Twitter user tweets from March 1 to
March 31, 2013, using the Twitter API. For each day in March
2013, we randomly selected 300 tweets containing one or more
keywords from the LIWC lexicon (eg, “die,” “pain,” and
“tired”). We used the LIWC “sad” category keyword list and
augmented this list with several keywords selected by a
board-certified clinical psychologist (author CB). For example,
the presence of the keyword “insomnia” might be suggestive
of the depression symptom disturbed sleep. A complete list of
keywords and associated depression stressors and symptoms
can be found in Table 1 (n=110 total keywords).
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Table 1. Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) concepts and associated keywordsa.

Linguistic Inquiry and Word CountDepression categories

Depressive symptoms

painDepressed mood

appetiteWeight change or change in appetite

insomniaDisturbed sleep

restless, jitter*, groggy, dazedPsychomotor agitation or retardation

tiredFatigue or loss of energy

guilt*, burdenFeelings of worthlessness or excessive inappro-
priate guilt

concentrat*, focus*, indeci*Diminished ability to think or concentrate, inde-
cisiveness

suicid*, killRecurrent thoughts of death, suicidal ideation

Psychosocial stressors

death, die*, funeral, cremat*,Problems with primary support group

divorc, abus*, neglect*

fired, unemploy*Occupational problems

homeless*Housing problems

abandon*, ache*, aching, agoni*,LIWC “sad” keyword

alone, broke*, cried, cries, crushed,

cry, damag*, defeat*, depress*,

depriv*, despair*, devastat*,

disadvantage*, disappoint*,

discourag*, dishearten*, disillusion*,

dissatisf*, doom*, dull*,

empt*, fail*, fatigu*, flunk*,

gloom*, grave*, grief, griev*,

grim*, heartbr*, helpless*, homesick*,

hopeless*, hurt*, inadequa*, inferior*,

isolat*, lame*, lone*, longing*,

lose, loser*, loses, losing,

loss*, lost, melanchol*, miser*,

mourn*, neglect*, overwhelm*

pathetic*, pessimis*, piti*, pity* ,

regret*, reject*, remorse*, resign*,

ruin*, sad, sobbed, sobbing, sobs,

solemn*, sorrow*, suffer*, tears*,

traged*, tragic* , unhapp*,

unimportant, unsuccessful*, useless*,

weep*, wept, whine*, whining,

woe*, worthless*, yearn*

aDepressive symptom anhedonia and psychosocial stressors such as problems with expected life course with respect to self, problems related to the
social environment, educational problems, economic problems, problems with access to health care, problems related to the legal system and crime,
other psychosocial and environmental problems, weather, and media do not have associated keywords.
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CLPsych Corpus

In addition to the SAD corpus, we sampled tweets from a large
corpus of Twitter data developed for the 2015 CLPsych shared
task [40]. In order to build this corpus, CLPsych researchers
queried Twitter (via the public Twitter API) for users with a
self-disclosed, publicly stated psychiatric diagnosis (eg, “I was
diagnosed with having depression”), then collected all available
tweets from that user. The corpus consisted of up to 3000 tweets
from each of the 477 users, from which we randomly sampled
100 users with self-disclosed depression diagnosis from the
CLPsych dataset, located the “self-diagnosis” tweet, then
annotated the subsequent 10 tweets from that user using our
annotation scheme.

Validating the Annotation Scheme
In order to validate our annotation scheme, 3 annotators—2
psychology graduate researchers and a postdoctoral biomedical
informatics researcher—annotated 1200 tweets from the SAD
corpus in 3 phases. In phase 1, all 3 annotators annotated 300
tweets and reached agreement with consensus review. In phase
2, for the remaining 900 tweets and for all annotator pair
combinations, 2 annotators independently annotated 300 tweets,
and the remaining third annotator adjudicated any
disagreements. For example, if annotators A1 and A2 annotated

300 tweets, annotator A3 would adjudicate those tweets where
A1 and A2 disagreed regarding the appropriate label. We
compared the annotations between each pair of annotators to
determine the asserted categorical matches and mismatches.
For example, a match occurs when both annotators (eg, A1 and
A2) annotated the same category for the same tweet. There are
2 types of mismatches: type 1 mismatch occurs if A1 annotated
a category for a tweet not annotated by A2; and a type 2
mismatch if A2 annotated a category for a tweet not annotated
by A1. We report both overall and granular inter-annotator
agreement between annotator pairs by comparing one
annotator’s annotations to the other’s annotations (rather than
assuming a ground truth) to compute F score [41]. F score is
computed from the matches and mismatches and given as a
percentage from the following equation:

F score=(2×matches)/([2×matches]+mismatches]) × 100%

In phase 3, each annotator independently annotated 2700 tweets
(8100 tweets total from 3 annotators) and to further ensure
reliability, 1200 tweets were annotated by all 3 annotators. The
resulting SAD corpus consists of 9300 tweets. A summary of
this annotation workflow can be found in Figure 2. The CLPsych
corpus was annotated by 1 annotator resulting in 1019 tweets
(which are not included in the 9300 SAD tweets).

Figure 2. SAD corpus annotation in phases. A#=Annotator eg, A1=Annotator 1. SAD: Depressive Symptom and Psychosocial Stressors Acquired
Depression.

Learning the Predictive Value of Depression-Related
Keywords
For both the SAD and CLPsych corpora, in order to assess how
accurately these depression-related keywords could identify
depression-related tweets, we computed the precision of each
depression-related keyword, defined as the count of tweets

identified by the depression-related keyword and associated
with a depression-related category divided by the total count of
tweets identified by the depression-related keyword (tweet hits).
For example, if 4 tweets were identified by the keyword
“sobbing,” but only 1 of the 4 total tweets was encoded as a
depressive symptom or psychosocial stressor, then the precision
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of the depression-related keyword is 25%. We classified the
resulting precision using 5 equally sized categories:

1. zero to poor precision: 0-19%,

2. poor to low precision: 20-39%,

3. low to moderate precision: 40-59%,

4. moderate to high precision: 60-79%, and

5. high to excellent precision: 80-100%.

For each corpus and each precision category, we report the count
of tweets identified by the count of depression-related keywords
(tweet hits). Specifically, one or more keywords can match a
single tweet, for example, the keywords “depressed” and “fired”
in “I’m so depressed because I got fired today”; therefore, our
denominator is the number of times a keyword was matched in
a tweet.

Exploring the Frequency of Symptoms and
Psychosocial Stressors
In order to estimate the proportion of said depressive symptoms
and psychosocial stressors in our corpus, we characterized our
total corpus of tweets by the proportion of tweets representing
no evidence of clinical depression and evidence of clinical
depression. Of the tweets representing evidence of clinical
depression, we report the proportion of tweets representing
depressive symptoms and psychosocial stressors. Finally, we
provide example subtypes of depressive symptoms and
psychosocial stressors. We compared the distributions of
annotation categories between the SAD and CLPsych corpora
in order to identify salient characteristics of Twitter users with
a publicly stated diagnosis of depression.

Determining Predictive Word Features for Depressive
Symptoms and Psychosocial Stressors
For both the SAD and CLPsych corpora, in order to identify
words and phrases most characteristic of each category of
depressive symptoms and psychosocial stressors (eg, the words
most characteristic of, say, occupational problem), we used a
technique referred to as feature selection [42] (keyword

extraction in the corpus linguistics literature [43]). More
specifically, we used the information gain metric [44] to
compare the relative frequency of words associated with each
depression category (eg, the word “fired” may appear more
frequently in the occupational problem category than the
educational problem category). The 10 most characteristic
words—identified by information gain—are reported for each
category. Specifically, we used Weka version 3.16.13 to learn
words that occurred with the highest average rank for 5
independent subsets of the dataset [42].

Assessing Correlations Between Depressive Symptoms
and Psychosocial Stressors
For the 9300 tweet SAD corpus only, in order to determine
whether a correlation exists between 2 specific depressive
symptoms and psychosocial stressors, we computed Pearson
correlation coefficients for each pairwise combination of the
21 parent categories of depressive symptoms and psychosocial
stressors from the annotation scheme. Given that each symptom
or stressor category has only 2 states (annotated or not
annotated), this correlation coefficient is sometimes called the
phi coefficient, although the phi and Pearson correlation
coefficients are algebraically identical. A higher correlation
coefficient indicates that when the psychosocial stressor is
annotated, the depressive symptom is more likely to also be
annotated. We used the r value to interpret magnitude because
P values are affected by sample size, whereas r values are not.
We classified the correlation magnitude using Cohen effect size
criteria into 4 categories [45]: less than small effect: <0.09;
small to medium effect: 0.1-0.29; medium to large effect:
0.3-0.49; and greater than large effect: >0.50.

Results

Characterizing the Corpus
Our depression disorder scheme is comprised of 9 depressive
symptoms and 12 psychosocial stressor categories that were
applied to the SAD and CLPsych Twitter corpora. We observed
an average number of 14-15 words with a standard deviation
between 7 and 8 words (Table 2).

Table 2. Comparison of characteristics by corpus.

CLPsychSADCharacteristic

user-leveltweet-levelQuery-level

10199300Number of unique tweets

325819,822Number of unique words

15.44 (8.07)14.56 (7.40)Average number of words per tweet (SD)

Validating the Annotation Scheme
We observed high overall interannotator agreement (F scores)
between annotator pairs: ranging from 76% to 81% (Table 3).
Overall F scores dropped slightly when comparing matches for
all 3 annotators. Across pairs, we observed F scores ranging

from 86% to 89% for no evidence of clinical depression. F
scores varied widely across all annotated categories. High F
scores were observed across annotator pairs for the depression
symptom fatigue or loss of energy and psychosocial stressors
recurrent thoughts of death and suicidal ideation.
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Table 3. For the SAD corpus, interannotator agreement (F scores) between annotators according to depressive symptoms and psychosocial stressors.
— means category not observed by annotators.

A1/A3, (%)A2/A3,

(%)

A1/A2, (%)Depression categories

767881Overall

878689No evidence of depression

Symptoms

486038Depressed mood

–––Anhedonia

1000–Weight change or change in appetite

050100Disturbed sleep

–––Psychomotor agitation or retardation

947874Fatigue or loss of energy

68290Feelings of worthlessness or excessive inappropriate guilt

0–100Diminished ability to think or concentrate, indecisiveness

75100100Recurrent thoughts of death, suicidal ideation

Stressors

000Problems with expected life course with respect to self

36400Problems with primary support group

584223Problems related to the social environment

050–Educational problems

–0–Occupational problems

–0–Housing problems

5067–Economic problems

–0–Problems with access to health care

00–Problems related to the legal system and crime

00–Other psychosocial and environmental problems

–100–Weather

67050Media

Learning the Predictive Value of Depression-Related
Keywords
For the SAD corpus, of the 110 unique depression-related
keywords, 105 keywords were found corresponding to 9549
nonmutually exclusive tweet hits. We observed a range of
precision across depression-related keyword hits: 45.27%
(4323/9549) zero to poor, 35.47% (3387/9549) poor to low,
10.88% (1039/9549) low to moderate, 8.24% (787/9549)

moderate to high, and 0.14% (13/9549) high to excellent (Figure
3). For the CLPsych corpus, the 35 unique depression-related
keywords found correspond to 241 nonmutually exclusive tweet
hits. We observed a range of precision across depression-related
keyword hits: 5.40% (13/241) zero to poor, 14.11% (34/241)
poor to low, 10.37% (25/241) low to moderate, 47.30%
(114/241) moderate to high, and 22.82% (55/241) high to
excellent.
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Figure 3. Distribution of tweet hits by precision with LIWC Keyword counts for each corpus. Black bars=SAD corpus; Gray bars= CLPsych corpus.
SAD: Depressive Symptom and Psychosocial Stressors Acquired Depression.

Exploring the Frequency of Depressive Symptoms and
Psychosocial Stressors
The SAD corpus consists of 9300 tweets. Of these tweets, 9293
were annotated with one or more categories from our scheme:
1 category (98.11%, 9117/9293), 2 categories (1.86%,
173/9293), and 3 or more categories (<1%, 3/9293). Overall,
we observed a total of 9473 category annotations with the
following distribution of categories annotated per tweets. A
total of 72.09% (6829/9473) of annotations represent no
evidence of clinical depression (Figure 4). Of the 27.91%

(2644/9473) annotations that contained evidence of clinical
depression, 18.20% (1724/9473) represented depressive
symptoms and 9.71% (920/9473) represented psychosocial
stressors. The CLPsych corpus consists of 1019 tweets. All
tweets were annotated with only 1 category from our scheme.
About 74.68% (761/1019) of annotations represent no evidence
of clinical depression. Of the 25.32% (258/1019) annotations
that contained evidence of clinical depression, 19.04%
(194/1019) represented depressive symptoms and 6.28%
(64/1019) represented psychosocial stressors.
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Figure 4. Prevalence of categories by corpus. Light purple: depressive symptoms, medium purple: psychosocial stressors, dark purple: no evidence of
clinical depression.

Determining Predictive Word Features for Depressive
Symptoms and Psychosocial Stressors
For the SAD corpus, 31 words were identified as the most
informative features for classifying tweets for 11 depressive

symptoms and psychosocial stressor categories (Figure 5). About
19 of these terms are also covered by the original LIWC
keyword list.
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Figure 5. Most informative terms classified with associated depressive symptoms and psychosocial stressors. Shared terms occur at the intersect of
the circled lists.

Assessing Correlations Between Depressive Symptoms
and Psychosocial Stressors
In terms of depressive symptoms and psychosocial stressors,
we observed 5 pairs with higher than large correlations, 3 pairs
with medium to large correlations, and 13 with small
correlations (Figure 6). Furthermore, all other possible
combinations were either of low effect (≤0.09) or not observed

in the corpus. Specifically, fatigue or loss of energy
demonstrated large effect with disturbed sleep and educational
problems. Depressed mood had large effect with feelings of
worthlessness or excessive inappropriate guilt. Educational
problems had large effect with fatigue or loss of energy and
diminished ability to think or concentrate and indecisiveness.
Housing problems and economic problems also demonstrated
a large effect.
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Figure 6. SAD heat map of tweet-level, depressive symptom, and psychosocial stressor cooccurrences. Darker means larger measure of Cohen effect
size; lighter means smaller measure of Cohen effect size. The number that indexes the category on the y-axis also corresponds to the category for the
x-axis. For example, if “Depressed mood=1” appears on the y-axis, then “1” on the x-axis corresponds to the category “Depressed mood.” SAD:
Depressive Symptom and Psychosocial Stressors Acquired Depression.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In summary, several depressive symptoms and psychosocial
stressor categories could be observed in the corpus. For tweets
containing two or more categories, we found large correlations
between some depressive symptoms and psychosocial stressor
categories. Our assessment also suggests that keyword queries
alone might not be suitable for public health monitoring.

Characterizing the Corpus
We conducted an annotation study to investigate methods for
effective data collection and understand how people tweet about
depression on Twitter. We observed similar average number of
tokens and standard deviations for both the SAD and CLPsych
corpora (Table 2).

Validating the Annotation Scheme
In order to address these aims, we applied our scheme to the
SAD corpus. We observed that annotators are able to discern
tweets representing no evidence of clinical depression and
achieve high overall F scores (acceptable within the NLP
community [46]; Table 3). However, we observed variable F
scores for depressive symptoms and psychosocial stressors,
which we attribute to the lower prevalence of these categories
in the corpus.

Learning the Predictive Value of Depression-Related
Keywords
Specifically, we assessed the predictive value of
depression-related keywords for effective data collection
because the mechanism for collecting data, the Twitter API,
can only apply keywords to retrieve relevant tweets. We
observed different distributions of precision between the SAD
and CLPsych corpora (Figure 3). For the SAD corpus, most
depression-related keywords demonstrated zero to poor to low
precision. In contrast, the CLPsych corpus, most
depression-related keywords demonstrated moderate to high to
excellent precision. We hypothesize that the depression-related
keywords have better precision because of the lack of ambiguity
in their usage due to contextual grounding with the self-reported
diagnosis (“I was diagnosed with depression”). Specifically,
for the SAD corpus, less than 1% of the tweets were classified
as high to excellent precision that were identified by querying
tweets with 3 depression-related keywords: “inferior,”
“dishearten,” and “restless.” For example, “Everyday leaves
me feeling more hopeless and restless.” In contrast, for the
CLPsych corpus, more than 22% of the tweets were classified
with high to excellent precision which were identified by
querying tweets with 15 depression-related keywords such as
“inferior,” “dishearten,” “depressants,” “suicidal,” “tired,”
“miserable,” “depressive,” “suicide,” “divorce,” “unhappy,”
“heartbreak,” “lonely,” “insomnia,” “depressing,” and “hurts.”
For example, “I always feel insecure and inferior to everyone
in my life.” From this assessment, we will leverage these
depression-related keywords to query tweets related to
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depressive symptoms: depressed mood, disturbed sleep, fatigue
or loss of energy, feelings of worthlessness or excessive
inappropriate guilt, as well as psychosocial stressors: recurrent
thoughts of death, suicidal ideation, problems with primary
support group, and problems related to the social environment.

Exploring the Frequency of Symptoms and
Psychosocial Stressors
Overall, we observed similar distributions of no evidence of
clinical depression and evidence of clinical depression
categories as well as depressive symptoms and psychosocial
stressors between the SAD and CLPsych Corpora (Figure 4).
We observed a skewed distribution of depressive symptoms
and psychosocial stressors categories in both corpora. The most
prevalent category for both corpora was no evidence of clinical
depression meaning for every 10 tweets reviewed 7 were not
relevant. This finding suggests that our a priori
depression-related keyword lexicon was insufficient for
consistently identifying depression-related tweets and that
natural language processing methods will be required to increase
accuracy.

When evidence of clinical depression was identified for both
the SAD and CLPsych corpora, tweets more often described
depressive symptoms rather than psychosocial stressors. This
finding suggests that Twitter users may be more comfortable
or feel an immediate need to describe their current mental state
and physical feelings (eg, “I can’t concentrate”) rather than the
psychosocial stressors that may have given rise to these
depressive symptoms (eg, “I can’t concentrate because of my
recent car accident”). In terms of depressive symptoms, both
corpora contained depressed mood as the most prevalent
depressive symptom. However, for the SAD corpus, the
following second and third most prevalent depressive symptoms
included fatigue or loss of energy and disturbed sleep; in
contrast to the CLPsych corpus, in which the following second
and third most prevalent depressive symptoms included weight
change or change in appetite and feelings of worthlessness or
excessive inappropriate guilt. In terms of psychosocial stressors,
both corpora contained problems related to the social
environment and problems with primary support group.
However, for the SAD corpus, the third most prevalent
psychosocial stressor included educational problems; whereas,
for the CLPsych corpus, the third most prevalent psychosocial
stressors included recurrent thoughts of death and suicidal
ideation. The SAD depressive symptoms and psychosocial
stressor distributions are unsurprising and mirror the
distributions found in our pilot annotation effort [39,47].

Determining Predictive Word Features for Depressive
Symptoms and Psychosocial Stressors
To expand on our data acquisition approach and supplement
the depression-related keyword lexicon, we also conducted a
feature selection study to identify words most characteristic of
each depression symptom and psychosocial stressor with the
aim of identifying new keywords not already present in our
lexicon of depression-related keywords. For the SAD corpus,
only one category— problems with access to health care —had
too few mentions to learn new keywords (Figure 5). Of the most
informative keywords identified, most were absent from our

handcrafted depression-keyword lexicon, suggesting that some
new words could be useful for pulling relevant tweets for most
depressive symptoms and psychosocial stressor categories. For
the CLPsych corpus, we observed many new informative words.
However, only about half of the categories had more than 2
mentions. Few depression-related words were shared between
the SAD and CLPsych corpora, suggesting that we may still
learn new words. Similar to Coppersmith et al [32] and
Preotuic-Pietro et al [34], our work indicates that greater use of
personal pronouns could indicate an increased focus on the self.
We also observed words for many depressive symptoms and
psychosocial stressors associated with anxiety and anger and
biological states such as health and death. These new words
are promising; however, we leave it to future studies to
determine their precision or recall on a new, unseen Twitter
dataset.

Assessing Correlations Between Depressive Symptoms
and Psychosocial Stressors
In terms of depressive symptoms and psychosocial stressors,
we observed 5 pairs with higher than large effects (Figure 6).
Specifically, fatigue or loss of energy demonstrated large effects
with another depressive symptom of disturbed sleep and
psychosocial stressor of educational problems. Our analysis
suggests that individuals expressing chronic fatigue describe
this symptom affecting their quality of life including difficulties
in managing sleep and nutrition, productivity at work or school,
and interactions with others [20]. Depressed mood demonstrated
large effect with another depressive symptom of feelings of
worthlessness or excessive inappropriate guilt. Other interesting
and intuitive findings are that educational problems exhibited
large effects with other symptoms of fatigue or loss of energy
and diminished ability to think or concentrate and
indecisiveness, suggesting that if an individual experiences
problems during his or her academic studies it could be
attributed to tiredness and the inability to concentrate on subject
matter. Housing problems and economic problems also
demonstrated large effect, a fact that makes sense intuitively if
we consider that an individual experiencing economic problems
may encounter difficulties maintaining a home.

Limitations
For the SAD corpus, we cannot confirm whether an individual
Twitter user has or has not received a formal diagnosis of
depression. However, many individuals go undiagnosed for
depression; therefore, one advantage of this methodology is that
it could capture relevant symptomology without a formal
diagnosis. However, it is important to be clear that for ethical
reasons (eg, individual privacy) the intent of this tool is not to
diagnose depression or attempt to intervene at the individual
level, but rather to estimate and report the prevalence of
depression symptoms at the population level over time in the
United States. Furthermore, the correlational analysis performed
on the SAD corpus could not be performed for the smaller
CLPsych corpus, as we did not observe more than one
depression symptom or psychosocial stressor associated with
each tweet.
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Comparison With Prior Work
Since our pilot study on a dataset of 500 depression-related
tweets [39,47], little research has been conducted specifically
to qualitatively (rather than computationally) understand the
range of depression-related symptoms that manifested in Twitter
data. An important exception is Cavazos-Rehg et al, who used
a qualitative technique to study 2000 randomly selected tweets
containing one or more depression-related keywords (depressed,
#depressed, depression, #depression), finding that two-thirds
of the tweets either described depressive symptoms, or expressed
thoughts consistent with depression [48]. This study
complements and builds on that reported in Cavazos-Rehg et
al in several key ways. First, the primary dataset leveraged in
this study is almost 5 times larger than that used by
Cavazos-Rehg et al (9300 tweets and 2000 tweets, respectively).
Second, the dataset used in this study was created using a variety
of keywords related to depression and depressive symptoms
(110 in total) rather than Cavazos-Rehg et al’s use of lexical
variants of the word “depression.” Third, this study extends
beyond the analysis of DSM 5 depressive symptoms to include
psychosocial stressors derived from DSM-IV Axis IV [4] (eg,
educational problems, occupational problems, problems related
to the social environment). Finally, this study is designed to
investigate correlations between depression symptoms and
psychosocial stressors.

This study has 2 main goals: First, to provide insights into how
users express depressive symptoms on Twitter; and second, to
create a dataset (ie, an annotated corpus of depression-related
tweets) suitable for both training and testing natural language
processing algorithms to automate the process of identifying
tweets manifesting evidence of depression symptoms. Although
the dataset will not be openly available, the resulting, trained
and tested natural language processing symptom classifiers will

be openly available in the near future. These classifiers may be
used to estimate and report the prevalence of other mental health
disorders (eg, anxiety and eating disorders) by encoding shared
symptoms and stressors leveraging similar language patterns
from social media [33].

Conclusions
We conducted a large-scale annotation study to investigate
methods for effective data collection and understand how people
tweet about depression on Twitter with the twin goals of (1)
providing insights into how users express depressive symptoms
on Twitter and (2) creating a dataset (ie, an annotated corpus
of depression-related tweets) suitable for both training and
testing natural language processing algorithms to automate the
process of identifying tweets manifesting evidence of depression
symptoms. We successfully developed an annotation scheme
and an annotated corpus, the SAD corpus, consisting of 9300
tweets randomly selected from the Twitter API using
depression-related keywords. Although the majority of tweets
containing relevant keywords were nonindicative of depressive
symptoms, several depressive symptoms and psychosocial
stressor categories were observed including depressed mood
and fatigue or loss of energy. In tweets containing two or more
categories, we found correlations between some depressive
symptoms and psychosocial stressor categories.

In summary, our analyses suggest that keyword queries alone
might not be suitable for public health monitoring because the
context can change the meaning of a keyword in a statement.
However, postprocessing approaches could be useful for
reducing the noise and improving the signal needed to detect
depression symptoms using social media. We are actively
investigating machine-learning based postprocessing as an
approach to improve the precision of detecting depressive
symptoms and psychosocial stressors [49,50].
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Abstract

Background: The target sample size for clinical trials often necessitates a multicenter (center of excellence, CoE) approach
with associated added complexity, cost, and regulatory requirements. Alternative recruitment strategies need to be tested against
this standard model.

Objectives: The aim of our study was to test whether a Web-based direct recruitment approach (patient-centric, PC) using social
marketing strategies provides a viable option to the CoE recruitment method.

Methods: PC recruitment and Web-based informed consent was compared with CoE recruitment for a randomized controlled
trial (RCT) of continuing versus stopping low-dose prednisone for maintenance of remission of patients with granulomatosis
with polyangiitis (GPA).

Results: The PC approach was not as successful as the CoE approach. Enrollment of those confirmed eligible by their physician
was 10 of 13 (77%) and 49 of 51 (96%) in the PC and CoE arms, respectively (P=.05). The two approaches were not significantly
different in terms of eligibility with 34% of potential participants in the CoE found to be ineligible as compared with 22% in the
PC arm (P=.11) nor in provider acceptance, 22% versus 26% (P=.78). There was no difference in the understanding of the trial
as reflected in the knowledge surveys of individuals in the PC and CoE arms.
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Conclusions: PC recruitment was substantially less successful than that achieved by the CoE approach. However, the PC
approach was good at confirming eligibility and was as acceptable to providers and as understandable to patients as the CoE
approach. The PC approach should be evaluated in other clinical settings to get a better sense of its potential.

(J Med Internet Res 2017;19(2):e50)   doi:10.2196/jmir.6798

KEYWORDS

clinical trial; research subject recruitment; social media; direct-to-consumer advertising; granulomatosis with polyangiitis

Introduction

Despite the emphasis given to randomized controlled trials
(RCTs) as the gold standard for the evaluation of new and
promising therapies, it is well recognized that sufficient numbers
of potential study participants are usually not available at a
single institution, necessitating the organization of multicenter
studies, development of specialized infrastructure (eg, study
staff, training of site personnel, data transfer practices), layers
of additional administrative work (eg, multi-institutional
agreements and subcontracts, applications to multiple
institutional review boards [IRBs], investigator meetings), and
all the effort required to maintain study team cohesiveness and
momentum across multiple sites. Yet, even with such high levels
of investment, accrual into RCTs often fails to meet enrollment
goals, even after enrollment periods are markedly extended. As
many as 40% of all trials and 71% of phase 3 trials supported
by the National Cancer Institute’s clinical trials program fail to
ever achieve their target accrual [1,2]. Concern over the failure
to achieve targeted accrual numbers extends to all trials
nationally, with 19% of RCTs closing without having achieved
at least 85% of their target accrual [3]. Among reasons
significantly associated with unsuccessful accrual are increased
number of eligibility requirements (presumably limiting the
number of eligible individuals), less number of research sites,
nonindustry funding, and a nonplacebo comparison arm.

Expanding the number of treatment sites in a traditional center
of excellence (CoE) model for conducting RCTs is associated
with significant costs. Even if multiple sites can be coordinated,
a major problem with the traditional CoE model is that the
majority of potential study participants are still out of reach of
the few geographically-limited clinical centers involved in the
trial. This is especially the case in trials targeting individuals
with rare diseases [4]. Catchment areas and referral patterns are
often related to a lack of experts in the disease under study,
institutional competition, insurance agreements, or personal
referral networking among physicians. Novel ideas to reach a
larger and perhaps less preselected population could reduce the
time and cost of clinical trials, increase the generalizability and
social value of their findings, and increase the likelihood that
important clinical questions could be addressed more quickly
and successfully to better support advancing new beneficial
therapies to affected individuals. Even more importantly, such
methods would revolutionize clinical research in rare diseases.

These factors motivate the consideration of novel methods to
recruit potentially eligible individuals to RCTs. The
pharmaceutical industry makes extensive use of
direct-to-consumer advertising of approved prescription drugs
[5,6] with a presumed objective to attract patients to their drugs,

as well as to inform about treatment alternatives and encourage
communication with health care providers. Although regulated
by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), this marketing
strategy is not without its detractors, especially when marketing
begins soon after approval and there remains a need to educate
providers on the appropriate use of the drug, and more data on
possible untoward side effects is needed [7].

Although investigators rarely have the budget to employ the
same advertising strategies as does the pharmaceutical industry,
the rapid growth of the Internet and social media provide
inexpensive, and in some cases, free access to millions of
potential research participants. The value of advertising over
the Internet is a major business strategy and investigators have
taken note to use this methodology to broaden their reach to
potentially eligible individuals and simultaneously overcome
the barriers to enrollment into RCT [8-14].

This paper describes an effort to test whether direct recruitment
of study individuals using social marketing strategies (ie,
Web-based tools, online patient communities, Facebook,
Twitter, Google+, others) to reach a target population and
provide an interactive Web-based method to engage, educate,
enroll, and obtain informed consent, provides a viable option
for recruitment and enrollment into an RCT. Notably, the
approach also included elements designed to reduce known
barriers to enrollment [15] by having only one IRB, reducing
study burden by not requiring treating physicians to be involved
in the research, and asking an important clinical question, with
2 equally attractive treatment arms that were considered
accepted standards of care.

Methods

Rationale for The Assessment of Prednisone in
Remission (TAPIR) Trial
To test direct patient recruitment (patient-centric, PC) and
compare it with the traditional CoE recruitment model, a clinical
trial was designed for use as the study setting. The Assessment
of Prednisone in Remission (TAPIR) trial tests whether patients
with granulomatosis with polyangiitis (GPA; Wegener’s) have
better outcomes after their GPA is well-controlled (in remission)
if they stay on a maintenance dose of 5 mg/day of prednisone
or fully come off of prednisone (0 mg/day; Clinicaltrials.gov
NCT01940094 and NCT01933724).

Studies in the last 20 years have addressed the use of
immunosuppressive medications in GPA. Unlike
immunosuppressive medications, the use of prednisone has not
been rigorously evaluated. There is little evidence to guide the
use of prednisone and there is considerable practice pattern
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variation, especially after the induction of remission. Of
particular debate is whether low-dose prednisone contributes
to maintaining the remission of GPA. Some experts support the
use of long-term, low-dose prednisone, claiming improved
disease control, a subsequent reduction in the exposure to toxic
immunosuppressive medications, fewer periods of exposure to
high-dose prednisone, and a reduction in the accumulation of
disease-related scarring. Others argue that the use of long-term,
low-dose prednisone is ineffective at reducing relapses and
exposes patients to the potential toxicity of high cumulative
doses of prednisone. The efficacy of long-term, low-dose
prednisone for the treatment of GPA to prevent relapses or
reduce treatment-related toxicity is a matter of continued debate
[16].

Trial Setting
The setting for this RCT is the Vasculitis Clinical Research
Consortium (VCRC) , a founding member of the Rare Diseases
Clinical Research Network (RDCRN) [17] and the major clinical
research infrastructure in North America for the study of
vasculitis. The work conducted by the VCRC includes clinical
trials, outcome measures development, large cohort and clinical
epidemiologic studies, biospecimen collection and repository,
translational investigations including biomarker discovery and
genomics, and research training. The US and Canada VCRC
vasculitis clinical centers (ie, CoE sites) participated in this
study. Simultaneously, the PC approach has been implemented
by the VCRC and the RDCRN Data Management and
Coordinating Center (DMCC) for cross-sectional studies and
patient communication using Web-based tools and the Vasculitis
Patient Contact Registry, which consists of nearly 3000
individuals in the United States with vasculitis, of whom 1458
report a diagnosis of GPA.

The TAPIR Protocol
To be eligible, patients must have an established diagnosis of
GPA (verified by medical record review by protocol oversight

management team) and meet at least two of the 5 modified
American College of Rheumatology (ACR) criteria [18].
Patients must have had active disease within the prior 12 months
(initial presentation or relapse) that at time of active disease
required treatment with prednisone ≥ 20 mg/day. At the time
of enrollment, the patient’s disease must be in remission and
their prednisone dose ≥ 5 mg/day and ≤ 20 mg/day. If the patient
is taking an immunosuppressive medication agent other than
prednisone (maintenance agent) then the maintenance agent
must be at a stable dose for 1 month prior to enrollment with
no plans by the treating physician to change the dose (other than
for safety purposes or toxicity) for the duration of the study
(through the month 6 visit or early termination). Participants
must be age 18 years or above and their treating physician needs
to agree that either treatment assignment is standard of care.

All enrolled participants are tapered from their baseline
prednisone dose to 5 mg/day and are then randomized using a
1:1 ratio to remain on 5 mg/day or taper their prednisone dose
down to 0 mg/day for the duration of the study (approximately
6 months) or until a study endpoint (Figure 1). All study
participants are followed for 6 months or until an increase of
prednisone dose (after randomization) occurs, whichever comes
first. CoE participants have up to 4 study visits, a screening visit
(visit 1), a baseline (visit 2), a month 3 visit (visit 3), and a
month 6 or flare visit (visit 4), and up to 2 follow-up phone calls
from the study coordinator at randomization and at month 1
(randomization and month 1 phone call may be combined if
randomization occurs at month 1).

The primary study endpoint outcome at 6 months included:
either (1) continued remission; or (2) a relapse, defined as the
physician decision to increase glucocorticoids for disease
relapse. The secondary study endpoints include: rates of flare
subtypes (severe vs nonsevere), time to event (flare),
health-related quality of life, safety (adverse events), and
protocol performance (compliance, retention, data completeness,
timeliness of data entry, and data accuracy).
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Figure 1. The Assessment of Prednisone in Remission (TAPIR) study summary for center of excellence (CoE) and patient-centric (PC) arms.

Patient-Centric Recruitment
The VCRC Contact Registry, social media websites, and the
Vasculitis Foundation, the largest patient advocacy group for
vasculitis, are utilized to direct patients to the study public
website (Figure 2). The study’s public website provides
information including inclusion or exclusion criteria,
requirements for participation in the study, the study design of
tapering of prednisone to 0 mg/day or 5 mg/day, and whom to
contact with questions.

The public TAPIR website also contains an interactive informed
consent form to enroll in the study. Potential participants are
presented with a video about the study that explains the goals
of the research and the risks and benefits of the study.

Participants are able to access this video continually during the
consenting process and after enrollment. The participant is able
to contact study staff through social media or other options
including phone or email. Once enrolled in the study, the
participant has access to a study website that is personalized
for each participant. Participants can keep track of their progress
in the study, access the Web-based consent form, and access
study forms. Participants receive their treatment randomization
assignment via the participant website as well as a physician
packet that the participant takes to his or her treating physician
explaining the research study and the participant’s involvement
in the study. The physician has the option to agree to be
contacted by study staff to answer questions about their role in
this research study.
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In order for the participant to be eligible for the study and to
establish that the treating physician is not engaged as a
researcher in the study, as defined by the US Office for Human
Research Protections, the treating physician needs to agree that
either a prednisone dose of 5 mg/day or 0 mg/day is standard
of care; such agreement is thus consistent with the treating
physician providing routine care. A protocol oversight
management team provides independent review of a patient’s
medical records provided by the treating physician to determine

if the participant meets eligibility requirements. Participants
taper their prednisone dose under the guidance of their own
treating physician. Once the participant reaches a dose of
prednisone of 5 mg/day, the participant reengages the website
and is randomized to continue prednisone at 5 mg/day or taper
prednisone to 0 mg/day. The participant’s treating physician is
then notified of the participant’s randomized dose. Participants
are to be followed for 6 months from randomization.

Figure 2. Patient-centric (PC) arm study flow.

Center of Excellence Recruitment Model
Investigators at CoE sites are responsible for implementation
of the protocol, including screening of potential participants,
enrollment of participants, conduct of the protocol, and
adherence to federal and local guidelines for clinical research
and the protection of human participants (IRB approval).
Site-specific CoE study coordinators are responsible for
managing the day-to-day operations and implementation of the
TAPIR protocol, including the completion of all relevant
documentation and record-keeping; scheduling participants for
study visits and maintaining the visit calendar; collecting the
prednisone study diary; following principles of Good Clinical
Practice; submitting the protocols and consent forms to the
institutional review or ethics boards; and assisting with patient
education and training.

Recruitment occurs through the clinical practices of each site.
Participants are also recruited, as needed, via mailings to
appropriate clinicians in the investigators’ catchment area.
Details of the goals of the research and the risk and benefits of
the protocol are reviewed with each potential study participant.
The consenting process is documented in the study chart.

An optional part of the study was participation in a 21-question
knowledge assessment to compare the Web-based PC-arm based
informed consent with the standard administration of an
informed consent in the CoE. The knowledge assessment
contained questions regarding the purpose of the study,
eligibility, treatment arm dosing, risks, and communication with
the study team or the individual’s treating physician.

Qualitative Interviews
Semistructured qualitative interviews were conducted with
patients with GPA in both the CoE and PC arms. Patients were
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interviewed following the consent process and at any of 3 study
endpoints (6-month completion, flare related drop-off, nonflare
related drop-off). Regardless of study arm, patient interview
domains included: (1) factors affecting the decision to enroll,
(2) motivation for participation, (3) perception of the recruitment
or consent process, (4) expectations for participation, including
risks and benefits, and (5) understanding and comfort with
tapering period or process. Additional questions were added for
participants in both study arms that did not reach the 6-month
completion endpoint.

Participant interviews were conducted over the phone. With the
participant’s permission, all interviews were audio recorded
and professionally transcribed. All deidentified qualitative data
was entered into NVivo 10 (QSR International), qualitative data
analysis software, to facilitate analysis. Interviews were analyzed
using modified grounded theory techniques. After a close
reading of the initial transcripts, a codebook was developed
comprised a priori and grounded theory codes. This analytical
method allowed the team to code for ideas of particular interest
to the study team and to code for ideas that emerged from the
participants’words. Twenty percent of all transcripts were coded
by 2 coders in order to assess interrater reliability. If there was
less than 90% agreement or .6 kappa in coding, the coders and
investigators discussed the areas under question and
discrepancies were resolved by consensus methods.

Results

Enrollment Findings
The PC and CoE recruitment efforts were launched on February
17, 2014, after receiving IRB approval. The CoE effort was

initiated at the 2 sites that had received IRB approval at this
point in time. There was a 2-month lapse between the activation
of the first 2 CoE sites and the eighth and final CoE site.
Distribution of recruiting materials by the Vasculitis Foundation
also began on February 17, 2014; this included promotion of
the study on their website, creation of a separate TAPIR trial
Web page, inclusion in their quarterly newsletter, a webinar on
February 15, 2015, and mention at Chapter meetings and the
2015 Vasculitis Foundation symposium. Distribution to the
1458 patients with GPA in the United States enrolled in the
Vasculitis Patient Contact Registry began on May 13, 2014,
and was repeated in one-to-two month intervals.

Enrollment, as of May 31, 2016, was 49 in the CoE and 10 in
the PC arms. Planned enrollment was 3.3 participants per month
for each of the arms, whereas the actual enrollment rate was 0.4
and 1.8 participants per month for the PC and CoE arms,
respectively. The social media–directed recruitment effort
brought 16,094 individuals to the TAPIR trial website over this
time period. Of this large group, only 82 (0.5%, 82/16,094)
consented to participate in the study (Figure 3). Information on
diagnosis and prednisone dosing was provided during
registration by 60 of these 82 (73%; 60/82). Self-reported data
suggested 47 of the 60 (78%; 47/60) were potentially eligible
for enrollment. The distribution of demographic and GPA
diagnosis clinical data for participants enrolled is summarized
in Table 1.
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Table 1. Study participant demographics and medical history.

Center of excellence arm (n=49)Patient-centric arm

(n=10)

Demographics

Age at enrollment (years)

55.654.8Mean

5956.5Median

21-8037-69Range

Sex

253Male

247Female

00Not indicated

Age at diagnosis (years)

53.147.7Mean

5647Median

20-8031-65Range

Newly diagnosed versus recurrent disease

281Newly diagnosed

219Recurrent disease

Years since diagnosis

3.48.4Mean

27Median

0-231-24Range

After review of medical records, 64 of the 188 (34%; 64/188)
potential CoE participants were found to be ineligible as
compared with 13 of 60 (22%; 13/60) in the PC arm (P=.10).
The 2 approaches toward recruitment were not significantly
different in provider acceptance with 18 of the 83 (22%; 18/83)
eligible participants on the CoE arm excluded by their treating
physician as compared with 12 of 47 (26%; 12/47) on the PC
arm (P=.78). The actual enrollment of those confirmed eligible
by their physician was 10 of 13 (77%; 10/13) and 49 of 51 (96%;
49/51) in the PC and CoE arms (P=.11), respectively.

In the PC arm, those who were not eligible were not on the
appropriate prednisone dose (n=12) or did not have GPA (n=1).
Those who were eligible were requested to contact their treating
physician to confirm eligibility and obtain physician concurrence
that the treatment plan of either 5 mg/day or 0 mg/day of
prednisone was acceptable (n=47). Despite a multipronged
approach or reminders and attempted direct contact with treating
physicians by study staff, this step posed a significant obstacle
with 26% of consenting eligible participants unable to proceed
with the study due to the inability to get physician concurrence.
Of the 35 physician packets returned, an additional 22 people
(63%, 22/35) were found to be ineligible for various reasons
(Figure 3), leaving 13 eligible participants. Of those, 10 were

randomized to one of the 2 TAPIR treatment arms. By
comparison, the CoE sites identified 147 potentially eligible
individuals of whom 83 (57%, 83/147) met the TAPIR trial
eligibility criteria. 51 of 83 (61%; 51/83) were found to be
eligible; 49 of these 51 patients were randomized.

At present, none of the 10 participants (0%) on the PC arm and
2 of 49 (4%; 2/49) participants on the CoE arm have withdrawn
from the study before reaching the study end point (P>.99).
This compares favorably with the anticipated 20% withdrawal
rate included in the planning for the trial. One participant on
the PC arm and 9 on the CoE are currently on study. As those
participants are in follow-up and the randomized trial is still
accruing, no data on clinical outcomes is presented.

With 14 of 60 PC and 37 of 50 CoE participants responding,
the mean (standard deviation) informed consent knowledge
scores, which asked questions about the study purpose,
eligibility, expectations regarding study compliance and data
reporting, and the ability to withdraw from the study, were 9.8
(88%) and 10.1 (85%), (P=.34). In total, 47% of all participants
answered more than 91% of the questions correctly.
Additionally, 7% of PC participants and 8% of CoE participants
answered fewer than 70% of the questions correctly.
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Figure 3. The Assessment of Prednisone in Remission (TAPIR) trial consort diagram.

Qualitative Findings
A total of 19 qualitative interviews were conducted with 14
participants recruited from the CoE arm and 5 from the PC arm.
Qualitative data illustrated factors driving study enrollment and
retention. Participants described a range of inwardly- and
outwardly-directed rationales for participating in the study.
Outwardly-directed rationales included the stated desire to help
others with vasculitis and to further scientific knowledge about
the treatment of vasculitis. More inwardly-focused drivers
included a sense of a having access to a larger medical network
while participating in studies and, specifically for this study, a
means of expediting their process of stopping or reducing their
prednisone.

Information sources related to study enrollment varied among
participants. Some participants described learning about the
study through emails or information available on websites (eg,
Facebook). Others described finding out about the study through
their treating physician. The described information sources were
also key factors in patients’ self-assessment of eligibility and
appropriateness of testing the study question. Participants
described challenges related to study enrollment and some of
the specific aspects of the tested study designs. Negotiating risk
was a factor in participants’ decision to enroll in the study.
Though some participants did not identify risk in study
enrollment, others voiced concerns over confidentiality,
randomization to an undesired study arm, and concerns over
associated risk of flare or sickness. Primary factors driving
retention included descriptions of study physicians and study
coordinators being viewed as trusted sources of information

and having availability to address participants’ concerns about
perceived risks. Multimedia Appendix 1 provides illustrative
quotes supporting the summative findings above.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The Web-based PC approach to recruiting participants into this
study was clearly not as successful as the traditional CoE
approach. Nonetheless, patients are capable of understanding
and correctly appraising whether or not they met the eligibility
criteria for the trial and equally astute as to whether their treating
physician would agree with the study. Furthermore, there was
no difference in the understanding of the trial as reflected in the
knowledge surveys of individuals on the PC and CoE arms. In
many respects the enrollment yield from the population of
potentially eligible participants is the same for the PC or CoE
recruitment strategies. The major difference that accounts for
the larger number of those enrolled in the PC arm stems from
the higher number of eligible subjects.

The ability to get community physicians to facilitate the
enrollment process by certifying that either of the TAPIR
treatments (prednisone 0 or 5 mg/day) was consistent with the
standard of care proved to be problematic. Although eliminating
this problem would not have made the accrual rates equal
between the arms, it would likely have substantially positively
contributed to the accrual numbers. This barrier existed despite
the fact that implementation of the PC arm did not require
treating community physicians to be involved in the IRB
process, nor any more effort other than acknowledging that the
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treatment choices were medically appropriate, and releasing the
medical records. The qualitative findings illustrated that some
participants described the physician approval as a both a barrier
to enrollment for interested participants and a potential deterrent.
Even though not considered part of the study team, PC arm
patients ascribed much weight to their treating physician’s
opinion about participation and role in or perceived burden of
establishing eligibility.

Web-based social media was successful in mobilizing a
substantial number of individuals to the study website.
Qualitative data supported the intention that these methods
would be an efficient way to reach and motivate large numbers
of people. The qualitative data suggested that there was interest
among participants in the study question as well as an
overarching desire to advance knowledge related to the treatment
of vasculitis. Others described enrollment as a means of getting
off of prednisone where they may not have if not participating
in the study. It is possible that increased success of PC
recruitment could have been seen with a more broadly applicable
or alternative study question. Alternatively, age has been shown
to be a moderating factor in the appeal of direct-to-consumer
marketing, with older adults relying more on their providers
rather than the marketed message [19] which implies that the

direct PC appeal of the TAPIR trial might have also have been
muted due to the age distribution of this disease.

The prospect of reduced cost of PC recruitment as compared
with CoE recruitment, with its need for IRB approvals, continues
to make PC recruitment highly appealing. For this particular
study question the PC approach was not successful in yielding
an accrual rate that could support achievement of the target
sample size in a reasonable amount of time and it was
substantially less successful than the recruitment achieved by
the CoE. Notably, the CoE accrual has also been less than
anticipated at the onset of the trial, supporting the conclusion
that this trial was a challenge for recruitment in general. The
experience of exploring the PC approach in this study yielded
several interesting observations and methods that should be
evaluated in other clinical settings to get a better sense of the
potential of these new methods for clinical trial conduct.

Conclusions
This study did not suffer from the same issues as the Research
on Electronic Monitoring of OAB Treatment Experience
(REMOTE) [20] study, which also attempted Web-based
recruitment and enrollment in 2011, but it shared a similar fate.
The potential benefit of direct-to-patient recruitment remains
to be realized and it may be that the characteristics of the best
clinical setting and target population are yet to be found.
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Abstract

Background: Recent research suggests Internet exposure, including Facebook use, is positively correlated with body
dissatisfaction, especially among girls and young women. Canada has one of the highest Internet access rates in the world, yet
no previous study has examined this relationship using nationally representative data.

Objective: Our objective was to evaluate the relationship between Internet use and body dissatisfaction among a national,
population-based sample of Canadian females 12-29 years of age.

Methods: We used cross-sectional data from the Canadian Community Health Survey 2011-2012. Body dissatisfaction was
measured using a 5-point Likert scale and defined as “very dissatisfied/dissatisfied” with one’s body. The explanatory variable
was time spent using the Internet per week in the past 3 months, ranging from none/<1 hour to >20 hours. We used multinomial
logistic regression to investigate whether greater Internet use was associated with increasing odds of being very
dissatisfied/dissatisfied, neutral, or satisfied with one’s body, using very satisfied as the referent. Probability survey sampling
weights were applied to all analyses.

Results: Of 2983 included participants, sampled to represent 940,786 young Canadian females, most were 20-29 years old
(61.98%) and living in households with an annual income Can $80,000 or more (44.61%). The prevalence of body dissatisfaction
was 14.70%, and 25- to 29-year-olds were more likely than 12- to 14-year-olds to be very dissatisfied or dissatisfied with their
body (20.76% vs 6.34%). Few (5.01%) reported none/<1 hour of Internet use, over half (56.93%) reported 1-10 hours, and
one-fifth (19.52%) reported spending >20 hours online per week. Adjusting for age and income, the odds of being very
dissatisfied/dissatisfied, relative to very satisfied, were greater in the highest versus lowest Internet use group (adjusted odds ratio
[AOR] 3.03, 95% CI 1.19-7.70). The AORs for this level of body dissatisfaction increased across increasing levels of Internet
use, ranging from 0.88 (95% CI 0.35-2.21) to 3.03 (95% CI 1.19-7.70). Additionally, those who spent 11-14 hours online were
more likely to be neutral (AOR 3.66, 95% CI 1.17-11.45) and those who spent 15-20 hours online were more likely to be neutral
(AOR 4.36, 95% CI 1.18-16.13) or satisfied (AOR 2.82, 95% CI 1.14-7.01) with their bodies, relative to very satisfied, compared
with those spending no time or <1 hour online.

Conclusions: A substantial proportion of Canadian females 12-29 years of age spent large amounts of time (>20 hours) on the
Internet each week, and body dissatisfaction was significantly more likely among this group. Those who spent 11-20 hours online
were also more likely to be less satisfied with their bodies. Efforts are needed to support girls and young women to achieve and
maintain a positive body image in today’s digital age.
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Introduction

Body dissatisfaction, defined by a subjective negative view of
one’s body weight and shape [1], is an important public health
issue globally and in Canada, especially among girls and young
women. An international survey of 11- to 15-year-old
adolescents in 24 regions in Europe, the United States, and
Canada found a high prevalence of body dissatisfaction across
all countries, with variation seen by sex, age, and weight [2].
Among Canadians included in the study, 43% of girls (and 27%
of boys) reported feeling dissatisfied with their body, and being
older and overweight was positively correlated with body
dissatisfaction [2]. In another longitudinal study of Canadian
adolescents in Quebec, 57.1% of adolescent girls desired a
thinner body at age 14 years, with that prevalence increasing to
65.8% at age 18 years; this is compared with 44.0% among
adolescent boys at baseline, which remained unchanged 4 years
later (39.5%; P=.17) [3]. Similarly high rates of body
dissatisfaction are also seen among women during young
adulthood, a time when social comparisons intensify [4,5];
research demonstrates that such comparisons, not just with peers
but also with sociocultural images of thinness and attractiveness
(eg, models and actors), can be detrimental to body image [6].
Understanding and mitigating risk factors for body
dissatisfaction among females at an early age is critical given
the high number of associated poor physical and mental health
outcomes over the longer term, including low self-esteem [7],
depression and suicidal ideation [8], disordered eating and
exercise patterns [9], and “risky” sexual behaviors [10].

A large body of evidence suggests that sociocultural influences
that equate female beauty with thinness play a powerful role in
the development of body dissatisfaction among girls and young
women [5,11,12]. Two reviews of experimental and correlational
studies, including one meta-analysis, demonstrated that exposure
to media such as television and magazines, which have
ubiquitous images, messages, and advertisements promoting
the ideal that women need to be thin, is associated with higher
odds of body dissatisfaction [13,14]. More recently, interest has
turned to the role of the Internet. Although young people use
the Internet for multiple purposes, there is evidence that many
of the websites and advertisements aimed at and accessed by
girls and young women focus heavily on aspects of idealized
female beauty (eg, health, fitness, fashion, makeup, and
celebrities) [11]. Recent campaigns such as The Dove Campaign
for Real Beauty [15] and Vancouver’s Raw Beauty Talks [16],
which feature raw portraits of diverse women of varying sizes
without makeup and filters, are attempting to alter this narrow
picture of what beauty looks like. Nevertheless, the digital
mainstream—coupled with the recent and rapid rise of social
media platforms, such as Facebook and Instagram, that allow
for greater appearance comparisons with people’s best photos
of themselves (or “highlight reels”) [17]—presents tremendous
challenges for women wanting to achieve or maintain a healthy

body image. Indeed, recent research suggests that Internet
exposure, including Facebook use [18-21], is positively
correlated with body dissatisfaction.

Canada has one of the highest Internet access rates in the world,
with over 85% of households having access to the Internet at
home, and the average Internet user spending over 36 hours
online every month, outside of work and school [22]. This is in
contrast to roughly 40% of households in 2000 [23].
Additionally, it is estimated that 20 million Canadians now have
a social networking account, with 18.5 million using Facebook
[24], launched in 2004. For girls and young women in Canada,
growing up in today’s digital age may exacerbate their risk for
body dissatisfaction. However, to our knowledge, no previous
study has evaluated the relationship between Internet use and
body dissatisfaction in this population in Canada, nor used a
nationally representative sample. Further, among the few
international studies doing pioneering work in this area [18-21],
none have examined a possible dose-response relationship. The
primary purpose of this study was to answer the following
research question: What is the relationship between amount of
Internet use and body dissatisfaction among a national,
population-based sample of Canadian female adolescents and
young adults aged 12-29 years? The main hypothesis was that
greater amounts of Internet use would be associated with
increasing odds of body dissatisfaction.

Methods

Study Design
This study used data from the Public Use Microdata Files of
the Canadian Community Health Survey (CCHS) 2011-2012
[25]. The CCHS is an annual population-based, cross-sectional
survey conducted by Statistics Canada that collects information
about general health status, personal health behaviors, use of
health care services, and various social determinants of health
for the purposes of health surveillance and population health
research to improve the health of Canadians. The target
population is individuals aged 12 years or older from all
provinces, territories, and health regions residing in private
households. Individuals working in the Canadian Armed Forces
or those living in institutions, on First Nations’ reserves, or in
certain remote areas of northern Ontario and Québec are
excluded. Each annual CCHS cycle uses a complex, multistage
sampling strategy to randomly select a sample of households
over six 2-month collection periods, from January to December.
Among sampled households, 1 individual is invited to participate
in the survey, based on selection probabilities that consider age
and household composition. The sampling strategy is also
designed to oversample young people (12-19 years). Participants
complete interviewer-administered, computer-assisted
questionnaires, either in person or by telephone, that last
approximately 60 minutes. A detailed description of the CCHS
methodology is available from Statistics Canada [25].
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Study Population and Final Analytic Sample
In the CCHS 2011-2012, a total of 124,929 individuals
participated out of 144,000 sampled households, representing
a response rate of 86.76%. The overall sample was
representative of 97% of the Canadian population aged 12 years
or older. The participants included in the analysis for this study
were female adolescents and young adults aged 12 to 29 years
who reported valid responses to the primary outcome measure,
explanatory variable, and confounders, described in the section
below. As Figure 1 shows, 14,614 females aged 12 to 29 years
participated in the CCHS 2011-2012. Of this total, 3123 were
asked to complete the optional Satisfaction with Life module,

which included perceptions of body dissatisfaction. Of these
3123 eligible adolescent girls and young women, we excluded
an additional 230 participants due to invalid responses to the
main study variables, such as “don’t know,” “prefer not to
answer,” or “not asked/not stated” in the case of interviews
completed by a proxy respondent (usually the parent for younger
respondents). Thus, the final analytic sample included 2983
adolescent girls and young women. Using the survey weights
provided by Statistics Canada, we assigned each person a weight
to represent her contribution to the total population, taking into
account the complex sampling design. With these survey weights
applied, this sample represented 940,786 Canadians of this age
and sex.

Figure 1. Flow chart of sample selection.aFinal sample represents 940,786 Canadian adolescent girls and young women (weighted frequency).

Study Variables
The primary outcome was body dissatisfaction, measured using
the following question: “How satisfied are you with the way
your body looks?” Possible responses were “very satisfied,”
“satisfied,” “neither satisfied nor dissatisfied,” “dissatisfied,”
and “very dissatisfied.” We combined the responses

“dissatisfied” and “very dissatisfied” due to low sample size
and used them as the event of interest. The main explanatory
variable was Internet use, assessed by the following proxy
question: “In a typical week in the past 3 months, how much
time did you usually spend on a computer, including playing
computer games and using the Internet or World Wide Web?”
Responses were “none or less than 1 hour,” “1-2 hours,” “3-5
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hours,” “6-10 hours,” “11-14 hours,” “15-20 hours,” and “more
than 20 hours.” This time frame does not include work or school,
allowing for the estimation of leisure computer use, which is
time spent largely online [22]. Nevertheless, this is likely a
conservative estimate of Internet use, especially as it excludes
mobile use (a major Internet source for this demographic) and
includes computer games, which is discussed at length in the
limitations section and highlights the challenge of using
population-based data administered by national statistics
agencies. Also, while this specific CCHS measure has not been
previously validated, studies suggest that self-report measures
are reliable tools to assess Internet use [26]. Confounders known
to be determinants of body dissatisfaction and associated with
Internet use [13,27] considered in the analyses were age (12-14,
15-17, 18-19, 20-24, and 25-29 years) and annual household
income (in Can $: <20,000, 20,000-39,999, 40,000-59,999,
60,000-79,999, ≥80,000).

Other confounders we considered were ethnicity and body mass
index (BMI). The CCHS categorizes ethnicity as white versus
nonwhite according to a predetermined list without consideration
of other meaningful dimensions of racial identity that may
differentially affect body positivity. As such, we did not include
ethnicity as a confounder in this analysis, and we feel that
controlling for household income blocked some of the effects
of ethnicity. Indeed, bivariable analyses revealed a strong
association between these 2 variables, with increasing
proportions of participants identifying as white, moving from
the lowest to the higher income categories: 50.76%, 56.80%,
56.07%, 65.53%, and 74.17%, respectively. BMI was a strong
predictor of body satisfaction, so much so that over 90.20% of
those who were not overweight/obese were very satisfied with
their bodies (n=468), with a small cell size in this outcome level
for those who were overweight/obese (n=48). Inclusion of BMI
in the adjusted multivariable model significantly increased the
magnitude of the effect estimates of Internet use on body
dissatisfaction and widened the variance around those estimates
considerably. On one hand, this is an indicator of a strong
confounder, but on another hand, it could be overadjustment,
since BMI is highly correlated with body satisfaction.
Importantly, the addition of BMI did not change the overall
conclusions of the study. Further, in adding BMI, we lost 310
participants from the sample due to missing or invalid responses
to this measure. Given these issues (eg, collinearity with body
satisfaction, inflation of estimates and variance, and reduced
sample size), as well as the limitations associated with the broad
proxy measure of Internet use provided by the CCHS, we
decided to take a conservative approach and exclude BMI from
the final model, since it raised more issues regarding the
statistical and analytical models than it solved conceptually.

Analysis Plan
We calculated descriptive statistics using frequencies (n) and
weighted percentages (%) to provide baseline characteristics,
and the prevalence and patterns of body dissatisfaction and

Internet use for the overall study sample. Bivariable analyses
were conducted of the explanatory variable and confounders
by the outcome measure. Associations were tested using Pearson
chi-square test statistic. Binomial logistic regression [28]
analyses were used to produce unadjusted estimates (crude odds
ratios [ORs] and 95% CIs) of the association between body
dissatisfaction and Internet use, as well as for the association
between the confounders and the outcome. On review of the
bivariable results, we used a multinomial logistic regression
model [29], adjusting for confounders, to investigate whether
greater amounts of Internet use were associated with increased
odds of being very dissatisfied/dissatisfied, neutral, or satisfied
with one’s body, using very satisfied as the referent, and report
adjusted ORs (AORs) and 95% CIs.

For all models, age shifted the estimates by a significant amount
(ie, >40%), while we observed only minor adjustments when
adding household income to the model. Model fit statistics were
better with income added (ie, lower Akaike information
criterion) [30]; given this, and literature that suggests income
may be an important confounder [27], we kept income in the
model. Sensitivity analyses were also conducted to examine
whether the number of variables in the model or an uneven
distribution of cell sizes may have been contributing to the
variability around the estimates; accordingly, we treated
household income as a continuous measure and collapsed the
2 lowest and 2 highest categories of Internet use. The AORs
and 95% CIs remained similar, and we observed a slightly
poorer model fit (ie, higher Akaike information criterion); thus,
we retained the original model.

All analyses were conducted using SAS version 9.3 for Mac
(SAS Institute Inc). As mentioned, we weighted respondent
data to account for the nonrandom sampling scheme and uneven
probability of selection into the survey sample, using probability
survey sampling weights developed and provided by Statistics
Canada. These weights were applied to all analyses in order to
produce more precise point estimates and variances (for details
of the weighting procedures: [31]). Ethics approval for this
study was covered under the publicly accessible data clause
(Item 1.3.1) of the University of British Columbia’s Policy #89
on Research and Other Studies Involving Human Subjects.

Results

Baseline Characteristics
Of the 2983 adolescent girls and young women included in this
study, most were 20 to 29 years of age (61.98%), versus less
than 20 years, and lived in households where the annual income
was Can $80,000 or greater (44.61%) (the highest level available
for self-report in CCHS). Table 1 shows the baseline
characteristics of this population as well as the patterns of
Internet use and confounders by different levels of body
dissatisfaction or satisfaction.
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics and bivariable associations with body satisfaction and dissatisfaction among Canadian adolescent girls and young
women aged 12-29 years: Canadian Community Health Survey 2011-2012 (n=2983).

Body satisfactionTotal

n (%)a

Variables

P val-
ue

Very satisfied

(n=590, 19.04%)

n (%)a

Satisfied

(n=1604, 53.44%)

n (%)a

Neutral

(n=349, 12.82%)

n (%)a

Very dissatisfied/

dissatisfied

(n=440, 14.70%)

n (%)a

<.001Internet use (per week in the past 3 months), in hours

33 (6.8)79 (4.4)14 (3.7)33 (6.1)159 (5.01)None/<1

132 (19.0)270 (16.8)63 (13.5)64 (13.4)529 (16.32)1-2

107 (16.4)324 (19.5)64 (17.2)61 (11.7)556 (17.48)3-5

156 (27.3)415 (24.4)80 (17.4)98 (18.0)749 (23.13)6-10

65 (9.7)194 (11.5)46 (18.1)53 (11.1)358 (11.97)11-14

27 (4.6)86 (6.8)21 (8.2)33 (6.8)167 (6.55)15-20

70 (16.3)236 (16.4)61 (21.9)98 (33.0)465 (19.52)>20

<.001Age, in years

177 (25.6)240 (11.8)32 (9.4)24 (5.7)473 (13.24)12-14

126 (19.3)284 (15.6)41 (10.5)66 (13.6)517 (15.38)15-17

54 (9.1)204 (10.2)34 (8.5)33 (7.6)325 (9.40)18-19

121 (27.7)394 (30.7)91 (37.0)120 (28.9)726 (30.68)20-24

112 (18.3)482 (31.6)151 (34.5)197 (44.2)942 (31.30)25-29

.09Annual household income, in Can $

38 (10.3)113 (7.5)26 (6.7)33 (7.4)210 (7.89)<20,000

98 (14.8)272 (17.3)52 (18.2)83 (15.8)505 (16.72)20,000-39,999

76 (10.2)268 (16.6)63 (18.9)80 (16.4)487 (15.63)40,000-59,999

80 (11.8)255 (14.4)68 (18.7)68 (18.8)471 (15.14)60,000-79,999

298 (52.9)696 (44.2)140 (37.3)176 (41.7)1310 (44.61)≥80,000

aColumn percentages are shown. Percentages have survey weights applied.

Patterns of Internet Use and Confounders by Body
Dissatisfaction
The overall prevalence of body dissatisfaction was 14.70%, and
25- to 29-year-olds were more likely than 12- to 14-year-olds
to be very dissatisfied or dissatisfied with their body (20.76%
versus 6.34%; data not shown). The majority of the sample
reported satisfaction with their body at the satisfied (53.44%)
or very satisfied level (19.04%). With respect to Internet use,
we observed considerable variation in the time participants spent
online in a typical week in the past 3 months: few (5.01%)
reported none/less than 1 hour of Internet use, over half
(56.93%) reported 1-10 hours, 18.52% reported 11-20 hours,
and one-fifth (19.52%) reported more than 20 hours online per
week. Examining Internet use by the outcome revealed that
33.0% of those who were very dissatisfied or dissatisfied with
their body spent more than 20 hours online per week compared
with only 16.3% of those who were very satisfied with their
body (P<.001). In terms of age, among dissatisfied individuals,
44.2% were in the oldest age strata and 5.7% were in the
youngest, while the pattern was reversed for very satisfied
individuals (P<.001).

Association Between Body Dissatisfaction and Internet
Use
Table 2 presents the unadjusted ORs and AORs with 95% CIs
of reporting increasing levels of body dissatisfaction by
increasing amounts of Internet use. The unadjusted odds of
being very dissatisfied or dissatisfied with one’s body, relative
to very satisfied, were more than 2 times greater in the highest
Internet use group (>20 hours) than in the lowest Internet use
group (none/<1 hour) (OR 2.27, 95% CI 0.92-5.56). After
adjusting for age and household income, the magnitude of the
association between Internet use and body dissatisfaction was
stronger (AOR 3.03, 95% CI 1.19-7.70), and the 95% CI
excluded the null value of ‘1’ and reflected a range of effects,
from moderate to more than a 7-fold increase in the odds of
body dissatisfaction. It is noteworthy that the AORs for this
outcome level of body dissatisfaction increased across increasing
levels of Internet use, ranging from 0.88 (95% CI 0.35-2.21) to
3.03 (95% CI 1.19-7.70). The 95% CIs overlapped and included
the null until the maximum level of Internet use; however, the
gradual increase in point estimates is noteworthy and may
suggest a possible dose-response relationship, in accordance
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with the principles of effect size estimation emphasizing CIs,
as opposed to statistical significance testing [32]. For the 2 other
outcome levels (neutral and satisfied), the strength of and
variability around the adjusted effect estimates was similar,
although we observed no pattern of increasing AORs. For
instance, the adjusted odds of reporting being neutral, relative
to very satisfied, were almost 4 times greater among those
accessing the Internet for 11-14 hours than among those

reporting no use or less than 1 hour of use (AOR 3.66, 95% CI
1.17-11.45), with even greater effects seen for those online for
15-20 hours (AOR 4.36, 95% CI 1.18-16.13). Lastly, with 2983
participants and using an alpha of .05, there was power greater
than 90% to detect the final adjusted result for the association
between body dissatisfaction and Internet use (≥20 hours versus
none/<1 hour).

Table 2. Multinomial logistic regression results of being very dissatisfied/dissatisfied, neutral, or satisfied with one’s body in reference to very satisfied,
as explained by increasing amounts of Internet use among Canadian adolescent girls and young women aged 12-29 years: Canadian Community Health
Survey 2011-2012 (n=2983).

SatisfiedNeutralVery dissatisfied/dissatisfiedInternet use (per
week in the past
3 months), in
hours

Adjusted ORbUnadjusted ORAdjusted ORb (95%
CI)

Unadjusted OR

(95% CI) 
Adjusted ORb (95%
CI)

Unadjusted ORa

(95% CI) (95% CI)(95% CI)

ReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceNone/<1

1.48

(0.71-3.11)

1.36

(0.67-2.76)

1.41

(0.48-4.19)

1.31

(0.46-3.73)

0.88

(0.35-2.21)

0.79

(0.33-1.91)

1-2

2.05

(0.94-4.47)

1.82

(0.87-3.79)

2.17

(0.72-6.60)

1.93

(0.66-5.66)

0.90

(0.34-2.36)

0.79

(0.32-1.98)

3-5

1.55

(0.74-3.26)

1.37

(0.68-2.75)

1.36

(0.46-3.99)

1.17

(0.42-3.31)

0.89

(0.36-2.21)

0.74

(0.31-1.72)

6-10

1.95

(0.88-4.32)

1.83

(0.87-3.86)

3.66

(1.17-11.45)c

3.46

(1.13-10.59)

1.46

(0.55-3.84)

1.28

(0.52-3.18)

11-14

2.82

(1.14-7.01)c

2.28

(0.93-5.60)

4.36

(1.18-16.13)c

3.34

(0.93-12.02)

2.51

(0.84-7.45)

1.66

(0.58-4.77)

15-20

1.76

(0.80-3.86)

2.49

(0.82-7.47)

2.85

(0.92-8.81)

2.49

(0.82-7.47)

3.03

(1.19-7.70)c

2.27

(0.92-5.56)

>20 hours

aOR: odds ratio.
bAdjusted for age and household income.
cAORs excluding the null.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this national, population-based sample of Canadian females
aged 12 to 29 years, 14.70% reported dissatisfaction with their
bodies. A substantial proportion of participants spent large
amounts of time (≥20 hours) on the Internet each week
(19.52%), and body dissatisfaction was significantly more likely
among this group. Further, those who spent 11-20 hours online
were also more likely to be less satisfied with their bodies. While
the data do not provide clear evidence of a dose-response
relationship, these results may suggest a possible threshold
effect. This is the first Canadian study to explore these patterns
using nationally representative data, and these findings add to
the international scientific research in this area.

The prevalence of body dissatisfaction in this study varied from
estimates in other Canadian cohorts. A 2001/2002 study of 11-,
13-, and 15-year-old Canadian girls and adolescent girls found
a much higher prevalence of body dissatisfaction (43.1%) [2],
as did a 4-year longitudinal study of young women in Quebec

(57.1% at baseline; 65.8% at follow-up) [3]. In another much
larger study in Nova Scotia (n=2159), only 7.3% of girls in the
sample reported body dissatisfaction [33]. Variations in the
measures used may explain some of these differences. For
instance, the latter study used “I like the way I look” as a proxy,
coding girls responding with “never/almost never” as having
body dissatisfaction and comparing them with all remaining
girls reporting “sometimes/often/almost always.” The
differences may also reflect differences in sample heterogeneity.
Notably, the CCHS included a higher income sample, with
nearly 60% of participants living in households with an annual
income of at least Can $60,000; this is compared with 40% of
participants in the Nova Scotia study. Additionally, Statistics
Canada uses a complex sampling design to interview a random,
representative sample of households across Canada. Thus, while
it is unlikely that participants would be self-selected in the
CCHS, this may, however, be a factor in other research using
nonrepresentative samples.

The finding that high amounts of Internet use are associated
with body dissatisfaction reflects previous research linking
media exposure to women’s body image concerns. Two reviews
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reported moderate effect sizes for the relationship between
exposure to multiple forms of media promoting the thin ideal
and women’s body dissatisfaction [13,14]. To our knowledge,
however, only a few other studies have specifically examined
the impact of Internet use on body dissatisfaction [18-21]. This
relationship was first investigated in a 2010 study of 156
Australian females aged 13-18 years [21], in which those authors
found effects of Internet use on several body-related constructs,
including internalization of thin ideals, appearance comparison,
weight dissatisfaction, and drive for thinness. Interestingly,
among the range of Internet sites examined in the Australian
study, the most significant correlate of poor body image was
time spent on Facebook. This study was repeated among a
sample of preteenaged girls aged 10-12 years (n=189) [19], as
well as a larger and more diverse cohort of 1087 adolescent
girls aged 13-15 in Australia [18]. A similar finding was
reported: Facebook use was more strongly correlated with poor
body image compared with general Internet use. In 2015,
Facebook was again linked to body dissatisfaction in a national
sample of New Zealand women and men (n=11,017), across
ages [20]. Interestingly, that study’s authors reported a cohort
effect, with younger women who had grown up with more social
media exposure reporting lower body satisfaction overall.

Our findings add to this literature, linking the amount of time
spent using the Internet to body dissatisfaction and
demonstrating an increasing likelihood of body dissatisfaction
by increasing amounts of Internet use. The Internet has become
ubiquitous in the lives of most Canadian young people, with
continual accessibility being common, especially since the
emergence of smartphones [22]. The specific content and
platforms accessed online are likely wide in variety and remain
unexplored in this study due to the lack of collection of such
data in the CCHS. However, research suggests that girls and
young women are highly exposed to online images and messages
about female beauty [18-21], where the unattainable ideal is
often someone who is “tall, young, usually white, has long,
flowing hair, is surgically enhanced, blemish-free, and very
thin” [34]. Social networking sites add to this milieu, creating
a space for girls and young women to readily compare
themselves with hundreds of peers on a daily basis. As body
image experts highlight, “these comparisons are often made
with at least somewhat idealized images (girls are likely to post
only photographs showing themselves looking good or doing
something ‘cool,’ and even these can be digitally altered)” [19].
Thus, in our study, we hypothesized that time spent online may
increase exposure to these sociocultural forces that promote
appearance as key to female worth. As previous research has
demonstrated [19], this exposure may be related to the
internalization of female beauty ideals, and, in turn, body
dissatisfaction.

There is a need for future research to understand how the effect
of Internet use may vary by age, sex, and time, among other
meaningful characteristics. We conducted post hoc analyses to
stimulate such efforts (tables not shown). In adjusted analyses
with the entire sampled population (n=25,568), we observed a
clearer dose-response relationship (with 4 of 6 AORs excluding
the null and tighter 95% CIs: 1.29 (0.97-1.71), 1.28 (0.95-1.71),
1.41 (1.07-1.86), 1.78 (1.26-2.52), 2.46 (1.62-3.74), and 3.31

(2.34-4.69). Among those reporting body dissatisfaction, most
were women (66.17%) and, of these, there was a roughly equal
distribution of body dissatisfaction (18.84% to 22.26%) across
these age strata: <30, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, and ≥60 years. Thus,
while individuals under 30 years of age used the Internet the
most (accounting for 53% of those online ≥20 hours per week),
sex-stratified inquiries into body dissatisfaction across all ages,
not just young people, are needed. Next, we repeated analyses
among adolescent boys and young men aged 12-29 years
(n=2756). Relative to their female counterparts, body
dissatisfaction was lower (6.08% vs 14.70%) and Internet use
was higher (32.90% reported using it for ≥15 hours per week
vs 26.07%). The adjusted odds of reporting being neutral (vs
very satisfied) were 3.53 times greater among males accessing
the Internet for 15-20 hours (vs none/<1 hour; 95% CI
1.17-10.69); the comparable best estimate for females was
higher (4.36, 95% CI 1.18-16.13). All other effect estimates
were not significant. These data may suggest sex differences in
the link between Internet use and body dissatisfaction. Lastly,
we examined data from 2003 (Cycle 2.1), the first year that
questions about body satisfaction and Internet use were added
to the CCHS and before the rise of smartphones and Facebook.
Among females aged 12-29 (n=1565), the prevalence of body
dissatisfaction was the same (14.77%) but Internet use was
much lower (6.81% were online ≥15 hours per week vs 26.07%
in 2011-2012). Adjusting for age and income, only 2 estimates
were >2 and excluded the null, both comparing neutral in
reference to very satisfied, including AOR 2.61 (95% CI
1.26-5.44) for those online 3-5 hours and AOR 4.61 (95% CI
1.23-17.26) for those online more than 20 hours. This should
be explored further in longitudinal research with the same
sample followed in time.

In addition to the analyses mentioned above, we conducted one
further post hoc sensitivity analysis stratifying by BMI status
to see whether the findings persisted across strata (ie, not
overweight/obese vs overweight/obese). The sample sizes were
extremely small, given 6 categories of Internet use by 4
categories of body satisfaction by 2 categories of weight,
resulting in unstable models, estimates, and 95% CIs. However,
the models did converge and provide some evidence of an
interaction effect that should be investigated in future studies
with sufficient sample size. Briefly, the findings for those not
overweight/obese were consistent with those for the original
model among the full sample—namely, the strongest effects
were seen at the highest levels of Internet use (levels 5 through
7), and the magnitude of the effect varied by level of body
satisfaction. The highest estimates were seen for neutral relative
to very satisfied, although effect estimates were stronger in the
normal BMI stratum, but the 95% CIs were very wide (eg, for
the outcome of neutral, comparing 15-20 hours of Internet use
vs none, the AOR was 4.36, 95% CI 1.18-16.13 in the original
model and 12.98, 95% CI 2.22-76.00 in the not
overweight/obese stratum). Thus, our conclusions are largely
similar for this group. In contrast, 2 distinctive patterns were
noteworthy among the stratum of overweight/obese individuals,
although again we caution that the 95% CIs were extremely
wide. First, the estimates were at their lowest for the neutral
versus very satisfied comparisons across all levels of Internet
use (eg, for 15-20 hours vs none, the AOR was 3.04, 95% CI
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0.21-44.51, which is much smaller than the figures cited above),
and the estimates were at their highest for the very
dissatisfied/dissatisfied versus very satisfied comparisons across
all levels of Internet use (eg, for ≥20 hours vs none, the AOR
was 3.03, 95% CI 1.19-7.70 in the original model, 1.85, 95%
CI 0.60-5.72 in the not overweight/obese stratum, and 8.82,
95% CI 0.86-90.33 in the overweight/obese stratum). Second,
within each level of body satisfaction, we saw fairly high odds
across all levels of Internet use, even 1-2 hours (eg, for the
outcome of very dissatisfied/dissatisfied, comparing 1-2 hours
of Internet use vs none, the AOR was 1.48, 95% CI 0.71-3.11
in the original model, 1.85, 95% CI 0.81-4.21 in the not
overweight/obese stratum, and 6.49, 95% CI 1.06-39.66 in the
overweight/obese stratum). The emergence of strong odds for
dissatisfaction with body image across all levels of Internet use
are consistent with what one might hypothesize for those who
are overweight/obese. Thus, there is some evidence of an
interaction effect that should be investigated in future studies,
but this dataset is too underpowered to report on these findings
as primary conclusions.

Limitations
First, as mentioned, the measure of Internet use available in the
CCHS was broad and lacked specificity, referring to time spent
on a computer including playing computer games as well as
surfing the “World Wide Web.” While computers are used for
multiple purposes, many users spend their time online [22], and
research suggests the most highly used online platform among
girls and young women is Facebook [18], as well as magazine,
celebrity, and beauty websites [11,18,19,21]. Further, a recent
content analysis of video games found that these types of
platforms perpetuate thin representations of female bodies [35].
Further, the exclusion of mobile use to assess Internet use is a
strong limitation of this variable, since the Internet is accessed
mainly via mobile devices today. Thus, it is likely that the
measure used in this study produced a more conservative
estimate of the relationship between Internet use and body
dissatisfaction. This is a limitation of using population-based
data administered by national statistics agencies. While we lack
an in-depth validated measure of exposure, the study is
strengthened by the use of a large, national, population-based
dataset that provides exploration of relationships at the
population-based level to inform the next studies. Future
research, including forthcoming CCHS cycles, should contain
more precise and nuanced measures of Internet use, including
social media and mobile use.

Second, self-reporting of body dissatisfaction and Internet use
to study interviewers may have been influenced by intentional
or nonintentional social desirability bias, and in the case of
Internet use, memory distortions. For instance, participants may
have overreported their satisfaction level with their body. An
underestimation of Internet use is also plausible, especially since
figures suggest that many people under 30 are connected almost
constantly or at least multiple times a day [36]. Because of this,

measuring Internet use up to 20 hours a week could have created
a ceiling effect, and interesting relationships between Internet
use and body dissatisfaction may have been obscured through
collapsing into a single category those people who use the
Internet for 20 hours and those who use it almost constantly
throughout their day. Both of these occurrences may have
attenuated effects. Future research on this topic should consider
using technology to track Internet use in real time.

Third, we derived the data from a cross-sectional survey, and
one possible theoretical explanation for the findings is that
women who start off with poor body satisfaction may be more
likely to increase their Internet use. Prospective cohort studies
that evaluate this relationship over time are needed.

Fourth, girls and young women are not a homogeneous group.
They vary in age, sex (biological), gender (social), ethnicity,
income, education, resiliency, and many other social identities
and cultural factors (including Internet exposure), all of which
can intersect in meaningful ways to influence the development
of body dissatisfaction. Our primary focus was to measure the
effect of Internet use (ie, we were not concerned with identifying
the range of possible predictors). Future research should examine
intersectional differences between multiple social categories.
The strengths of this study are its large sample size and that it
is based on a national population representative of 940,786
Canadian females aged 12-29 years.

Conclusion
Given the number of poor health outcomes associated with body
dissatisfaction [7-10], and the significant rise in Internet and
social media use [22-24] that allows for unprecedented
appearance comparisons [37], public health efforts are needed
to support Canadian girls and young women to achieve and
maintain a positive body image in today’s digital age.
Evidence-based guidelines recommending healthier Internet
use could be offered to empower girls and young women with
the knowledge and skills to develop an authentic, healthy
identity while engaging online. As activists and experts highlight
[16,34], this may include limiting daily screen time, abstaining
from using social media for 1 to 3 days, paying attention to the
kind of content consumed and the impact it may be having on
how we feel about ourselves, unfollowing people or sites that
cause harmful self-evaluations, and, conversely, following those
who promote health and well-being for ourselves. Further, public
health education campaigns in schools and online, such as the
“More to Her” media literacy curriculum by Raw Beauty Talks
[16] or the 8-week Body Image Resilience Program by Beauty
Redefined [34], are needed to promote confidence, self-love,
and appreciation of oneself beyond what appears on the outside
for all girls and women, in all of their diversity. Lastly, action
is needed at policy levels to encourage advertisers and
corporations to limit the editing of images and promote diverse
and realistic representations of women. With Internet use only
destined to grow, the time is now to reclaim definitions of
female beauty and worth.
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Abstract

Background: Use of information and communication technologies (ICT) among seniors is increasing; however, studies on the
use of ICT by seniors at the highest risk of health impairment are lacking. Frail and prefrail seniors are a group that would likely
benefit from preventive nutrition and exercise interventions, both of which can take advantage of ICT.

Objective: The objective of the study was to quantify the differences in ICT use, attitudes, and reasons for nonuse among
physically frail, prefrail, and nonfrail home-dwelling seniors.

Methods: This was a population-based questionnaire study on people aged 65-98 years living in Northern Finland. A total of
794 eligible individuals responded out of a contacted random sample of 1500.

Results: In this study, 29.8% (237/794) of the respondents were classified as frail or prefrail. The ICT use of frail persons was
lower than that of the nonfrail ones. In multivariable logistic regression analysis, age and education level were associated with
both the use of Internet and advanced mobile ICT such as smartphones or tablets. Controlling for age and education, frailty or
prefrailty was independently related to the nonuse of advanced mobile ICT (odds ratio, OR=0.61, P=.01), and frailty with use of
the Internet (OR=0.45, P=.03). The frail or prefrail ICT nonusers also held the most negative opinions on the usefulness or
usability of mobile ICT. When opinion variables were included in the model, frailty status remained a significant predictor of
ICT use.

Conclusions: Physical frailty status is associated with older peoples’ ICT use independent of age, education, and opinions on
ICT use. This should be taken into consideration when designing preventive and assistive technologies and interventions for older
people at risk of health impairment.

(J Med Internet Res 2017;19(2):e29)   doi:10.2196/jmir.5507
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Introduction

The growing role of information and communication
technologies (ICT) in our daily lives has led to concerns of
increasing inequality between those who can and those who
cannot take advantage of new technologies. The divide has been
observed not only between younger and older people [1-3], but
also within subgroups of older adults [2,4]. This is not only due
to lack of access (first-level digital divide) but also due to lack
of use (second-level digital divide) [4]. Advanced age, low
education, low income, and disability have been shown to
predict low Internet use among seniors [2,4-6].

ICT use can also be beneficial for older adults. Use of ICT for
direct interaction with people or indirectly for other tasks has
also been shown to contribute to the well-being and quality of
life of older persons [7] and has been suggested to be associated
with social engagement [7,8]. Moreover, ICT use offers a
cognitively and intellectually challenging activity that can
empower individuals [9]. Computers and Internet also provide
many services that support autonomy in old age by facilitating
the execution of many routine tasks through e-services (eg,
banking, shopping, and communication with social and health
services). Older adults who possess better cognitive skills are
much better positioned to benefit from the Web-based services
available [10].

The question remains, however, how greatly the digital divide
among older adults hampers the potential reach of beneficial
e-services such as eHealth within the groups that would most
benefit from them. Previous studies on the ICT use of older
adults with impaired health have used rather crude markers such
as existing disability or a medical condition [2,11,12], or
self-rated health [12,13]. In all these studies, the metric of poor
health has predicted less ICT use, but the metrics of health may
not highlight the ICT use and needs of home-dwelling older
people most at risk of health impairment, hospitalization, and
mortality.

Frailty, as a medical concept, is the loosely defined collection
of physiological changes that results in an increased risk of
adverse effects in response to stressors. Frail persons are at an
elevated risk of falls, declining mobility or disability in daily
activities, hospitalization, and death. For a frail person, any
minor infection, trauma, or other events can cause a major
change in health status and result in loss of independency
[14,15]. Demographic factors that have been shown to be
associated with frailty largely overlap with factors associated
with low ICT use, including advanced age [14,16,17], low
education [14,16,17], low income [14,17], and female gender
[14,16]. Estimations of the prevalence of frailty vary, but are
generally in the region of 10% in the community-dwelling older
population [18].

In addition to the general benefits of ICT use for seniors, it
could be utilized in various ways in the care of frail seniors in
particular. Nutrition such as caloric and protein support [19]
and physical activity such as personalized exercise [20,21] have
been shown to have an effect on the progression of frailty. These
are also potential targets for ICT-assisted interventions [22-25].

Frail older people are also active users of health and social
services, yet many of them are deemed by frail users as
inflexible, not catering to their needs, or impeded by the person’s
limited mobility [26]. Frail individuals would benefit from
individualized home-delivered health programs [27], which
could also be digitally delivered. Mobile devices might also be
used for the evaluation of frailty [28]. Additionally, ICT can be
used for remote fall detection and rehabilitation among frail
seniors [29,30].

In this population-based study, we aimed to compare the frail,
prefrail, and nonfrail senior citizens regarding (1) ICT use,
defined as use of Internet or advanced mobile devices
(smartphones and tablet computers) and (2) attitudes toward
the use of advanced mobile devices. We hypothesized that there
would be lower ICT use among the frail seniors, and that the
difference in ICT use would not be explained by age and
education alone. Our aim was to produce new knowledge that
can be utilized when developing effective interventions for
persons at risk of impaired health and loss of independence.

Methods

The GASEL Survey
The study was conducted from November 2014 to January 2015
in Oulu. Oulu is Finland’s fifth largest city with a population
of approximately 200,000, and 14% of the population is aged
65 years or more [31]. The study questionnaire was piloted
among 11 volunteer seniors, and minor usability-related changes
were made based on user feedback. A random sample of 1500
people living in Northern Finland was obtained from the
Population Register Centre of Finland. The sampling criteria
were as follows: (1) born during January 1, 1900 to December
31, 1949 (aged 65-114 years by the end of 2014); (2) spoke
Finnish as a native language; and (3) had a permanent living
address in Oulu, Finland, in November 2014. A reminder and
another copy of the questionnaire were sent to the nonresponders
4 weeks after the first survey.

The study protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of
Human Sciences in the University of Oulu (statement 6/2014).
Questions on ICT use, health, lifestyle, and sociodemographic
factors were posed as described in the following sections. The
study was part of the GASEL (Gamified Services for Elderly)
project.

Assessment of Frailty
Operational indicators of frailty are usually based on weight
loss, fatigue, slowness, low physical activity, number of
illnesses, and physical attributes such as low grip strength,
inability to rise from a chair, or walk upstairs [19,32]. However,
no single clear operational definition has been established [19].

To identify the frail study participants, we used a modified
version of the 3-item SOF (Study of Osteoporotic Fractures)
index, validated for the prediction of falls, disability, fracture,
and mortality [32,33]. The modified items and rationale for
modifications has been presented in Table 1. According to the
responses, the responders were categorized as nonfrail (0
indicators), prefrail (1 indicator), or frail (2-3 indicators).
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Table 1. The modified frailty index.

Reason for modificationModified itemSOFa index [13]

Easier to remember. Part of other scales used in
the GASEL study.

At least 1 kg weight loss in 3 monthsWeight loss of 5% in 3-4 years

Risk of falling if the participants do the test
unattended at home.

Inability to rise from a chair without using arms, as identified by
“Can you rise from a chair independently and without using
hands?” answered on a 5-point scale.

Inability to rise from a chair 5
times without using arms

Fitting in with other scales. Adapted from the
15D instrument [34].

Poor energy as identified by “Which of the following best de-
scribes how energetic you have felt in the last month?” and re-
sponse of “I feel moderately tired, exhausted or weak” or worse.

Poor energy as identified by
“No” to “Do you feel full of
energy?”

aSOF: Study of Osteoporotic Fractures.

Use of the Internet
Internet use in the last 3 months was assessed with the question
“How often on average did you use the Internet in the last 3
months?” with 3 frequency response options, and 1 “Not at all.”
Internet access at home was assessed with the question “Do you
or anyone in your household have access to the Internet at home?
(by any device)” with the options “Yes,” “No,” and “I don’t
know.” These questions are slightly modified for brevity from
the ones used in Eurostat surveys [35], where Internet use or
nonuse is a separate question.

Use of Specific Devices Including Smartphones and
Tablets
Use of specific devices was asked with the question “In the last
12 months have you used following devices” with the response
options “Yes, without major difficulties,” “Yes, with
difficulties,” “No,” and “I don't know.” The value of
differentiating between use with difficulty and use without
difficulty has been previously shown in the development of the
everyday technology use questionnaire [36].

Smartphone use was asked with the question “Have you used
a mobile phone with a touch display?” Although not all
smartphones are touch phones or vice versa, this simplification
made responding easier for the less technologically inclined.

Technology acceptance was asked based on the constructs of
the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology
(UTAUT) [37]. Technology acceptance models strive to
determine the variables, and the interactions of said variables,
that predict the adoption of an available technology by an
individual. UTAUT is part of a continuum of popular models
that also includes the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)
[38], TAM2 [39], and UTAUT2 [40]. These models have been
shown to be valid in a large number of contexts, countries, and
population groups, and among older age groups [41].

UTAUT includes 3 constructs that predict behavioral intention
to use the specific technology. Performance expectancy (PE) is
defined as the degree to which technology provides benefits to
users in performing certain activities; effort expectancy (EE)
refers to the degree of ease associated with the use of
technology; and social influence (SI) refers to the extent to
which users perceive that important others (eg, family and
friends) believe they should use a particular technology [40].
These determinants are moderated by gender, age, experience,
and voluntariness of use. The determinants are usually assessed

with a standard set of questions. An additional construct,
facilitating conditions, refers to the degree to which an
individual believes that an organizational and technical
infrastructure exists to support the use of the system and affects
the transition from intention to use [37].

We used UTAUT as a list of factors affecting technology
adoption of mobile technologies such as smartphones or tablets.
Facilitating conditions could not be assessed because of the
many possible types and the length of the questionnaire. Outside
of the questions rooted in the UTAUT framework, the
questionnaire was supplemented with a general interest question,
a question regarding cost, and a question about privacy concerns.
Only 1 question per determinant was included and answered
with “Yes,” “No,” or “I don’t know.” For regression analyses,
“No or I don’t know” was used as the reference category [42].

Socioeconomic Characteristics
The type of habitation of the participants was assessed with the
question “Which of the following best describes your current
form of residence?,” with 3 options corresponding to single-
and multistory buildings with or without elevator, and one
“assisted living building, rehabilitation center, or nursing home.”

Economic situation was assessed with the question “Is your
household income sufficient for your needs?” with the options
of “Yes, very well”; “Yes, reasonably well”; “Barely”; and “No
(I am using up my savings or being supported by my friends
and family).” The latter 2 were classified in the analyses as
financial concerns.

Sensory problems were assessed with the dichotomous questions
“Do you have difficulties in close activities (eg, handcrafts,
reading) due to poor vision?” and “Do you have difficulties
hearing (eg, using the phone)?” with the guidance to answer
according to experiences in daily life, using the assistive devices
usually used.

Mobility outside of the house was assessed with a combination
of 2 questions. The Mini Nutritional Assessment (MNA)
embedded within the survey included the question “Which of
the following best describes your current mobility?” The
response options were “I am bed or chair bound”; “I am able
to get out of bed/chair, but do not go out”; and “I am able to
move outside the house.” This was supplemented with the
question “Do you use mobility aids?” with a list of various
mobility aids and the multiple options “Indoors,” “Outdoors,”
and “Not at all.” The first 2 MNA response options were
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considered to indicate indoors only, with the exception of a
“Bed or chair bound” person who used mobility aids outdoors.

Loneliness was assessed with the 6-item Gierveld scale, which
scores emotional and social loneliness on a scale of 0-6 [43].
We used the questions and the 5-point answer scale for
responses previously translated into Finnish for the 11-item
long version [44], which includes the 6-item scale as a subset.

Medical conditions were asked with a dichotomous answer to
a list of possible diagnosed conditions. Dementia was asked
separately as “mild dementia” or “moderate or severe dementia.”
In cases where a respondent had answered at least one medical
condition question, it was assumed blank answers correspond
to “No.”

Education was asked on a 4-level scale, with the options “Less
than primary education”; “Primary education”; “High school
or college”; and “University degree or similar.” High school or
above was considered higher education.

Participation on organized activities outside of the home
environment was asked with the question “Do you participate
in the activities of a club, union, society, hobby group or
spiritual or religious society (eg, sports group, political party,
choir, congregation)?” with the answer options “Yes,
frequently,” “Yes, occasionally,” and “No.”

Statistical Analysis
The data of each respondent were included in this study if the
respondent (1) answered to all the frailty index questions; or
scored 2 points in the index (answer to the additional question
would not have changed the classification); (2) did not have
moderate or severe dementia; and (3) lived in an environment
that was not an assisted living facility or nursing home.

Kendall tau was used for crosstabs with ordinal variables and
all 3 responder groups. Chi square tests were used to analyze
the statistical significance of the differences in dichotomous
frailty categories (“nonfrail” and “frail or prefrail”; or “nonfrail
or prefrail” and “frail”). Independent-samples Kruskal–Wallis
test was used to evaluate the significance of differences in
continuous variables (age, number of daily medications) between
the groups.

Univariate associations between explanatory variables and ICT
use were first analyzed using cross-tabulation. Factors associated
with ICT use in univariate analyses were entered into the
multivariable logistic regression analysis. Age was first entered
into the model, followed by the significant variables using
forward stepwise (likelihood ratio) method as a second block.
Two models were built and tested, 1 for each of the 2 different
dichotomous classifications of frailty.

All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS Statistics
version 22, 64-bit edition (IBM). The results were presented as

odds ratios (ORs) with 95% CIs. The statistical significance
was set at P value <.05.

Results

Socioeconomic Characteristics of the Responder
Groups
By January 2015, 918 responses had been received, resulting
in a response rate of 61.2%. After checking against inclusion
criteria, a total of 794 responses (52.9% of the original sample)
were included in the analysis. The responders were
approximately 2.5 years younger than nonresponders or those
who were excluded (P<.001), but there was no statistically
significant difference in gender distribution (P=.42). Fifty-six
(7.1%) were classified as frail, 181 (22.8%) as prefrail, and 557
(70.2%) as nonfrail.

Age (P<.001), financial concerns (P<.001), number of daily
medications (P<.001), prevalence of mild dementia (P<.001),
and trouble with near vision (P<.001) or hearing (P=.001) were
positively associated with frailty level, whereas mobility outside
home (P<.001) and participation in organized activities such as
clubs, societies, political parties, or church (P<.001) were
inversely associated with frailty level (ordinal analyses where
applicable). A summary of these findings is shown in
Multimedia Appendix 1. There were also significant differences
in the average loneliness scores of the different groups (nonfrail
2.05, prefrail 2.63, frail 3.39; P<.001).

Use of the Internet
The use of ICT was different across the frailty groups. Frailty
level was significantly and inversely associated with having
Internet connection at home (78.6% of nonfrail, 70.2% of
prefrail, 46.4% of frail, P<.001), Internet use in last 3 months
(71.8% of nonfrail, 64.1% of prefrail, 33.9% of frail, P<.001),
and computer use in the last 12 months (70.0% of nonfrail,
62.4% of prefrail, 30.4% of frail, P<.001).

In univariate analyses, age, higher education, prevalence of mild
dementia, poor near vision, and dichotomous frailty status were
associated with Internet use, whereas gender was not
(Multimedia Appendix 2). The results of the multivariable
logistic regression with these variables are shown in Table 2.

Among those participants who had used the Internet during the
last 12 months (n=556), there were no statistically significant
differences in the type of Internet use between the different
frailty level groups. The most common types of Internet use
were e-services such as bank, social services, taxes, and tickets
(86.2%); information such as timetables, health information, or
recipes (83.3%); news (81.1%); communication such as email
or Skype (70.1%); entertainment such as movies, books, and
music (40.6%); and gaming (34.9%). Shopping, hobbies or
studying, social media, and following or posting on forums were
less frequent uses.
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Table 2. Socioeconomic predictors of Internet use in the last 3 months among Finnish seniors aged 65+ years, according to multivariable regression
analysis adjusted for age (n=738).

Model 2bModel 1aSocioeconomic predictors

P value95% CIOdds ratioP value95% CIOdds ratio

<.0010.84-0.900.87<.0010.84-0.900.87Age (years)

<.0013.17-7.804.97<.0013.28-8.075.14High education

.040.47-0.980.67.020.45-0.940.65Poor near vision

.030.22-0.910.45Frailty

aNonfrail or prefrail is the reference category.
bFrail is the reference category.

Use of Specific Devices Including Smartphones and
Tablets
The majority of all responders, including the frail participants,
used a regular mobile phone. Smartphones and tablets were
used by less than a third of the responders and a small minority
of frail persons, and the frail group experienced more difficulties
in the use of all items. Only a small minority of responders in
any group used a computer or mobile phone designed for seniors
or other users with special needs (Multimedia Appendix 3).

In univariate analyses, higher education, prevalence of mild
dementia, and dichotomous frailty levels were all associated
with use of advanced mobile ICT (smartphones or tablets), but
gender or poor near vision was not (Multimedia Appendix 4).
The results of multivariable regression analysis with these
variables are shown in Table 3. The frail people were not
compared with the “prefrail or nonfrail” reference category due
to the small number of subjects in the “frail, uses advanced
mobile ICT” group (n=7).

When exploring opinions of advanced mobile ICT in ordinal
analyses including all 3 response options, we found that
nonusers had more negative opinions on performance
expectancy (P<.001), interest (P<.001), effort expectancy
(P=.002), social influence (P<.001), and subjective cost (P=.04).
Differences in privacy concerns were not statistically significant
between users and nonusers (P=.50). Not all of these differences
can be seen in the univariate regression for dichotomized
variables, which is presented in Multimedia Appendix 5.
Multivariable regression using the UTAUT-derived variables
performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence,
as well as mild dementia and frailty can be seen in Table 4.

The frail nonusers in particular were more negative than nonfrail
nonusers on opinion scales (Figure 1). Among nonusers, ordinal
frailty status was significantly correlated with performance
expectancy (P<.001), effort expectancy (P=.002), social
influence (P=.003), privacy concerns (P=.001), and interest
(P=.01), but not with subjective cost (P=.07). Among users,
there were no such differences; and frailty status was positively
correlated with effort expectancy (P=.007). However, the
number of frail users of advanced mobile ICT was very low.

Table 3. Socioeconomic predictors of the use of advanced mobile information and communication technologies (ICT) in the last 12 months among
Finnish seniors aged 65+ years, according to multivariable regression analysis adjusted for age (n=664).

P value95% CIOdds ratioSocioeconomic predictors

<.0010.89-0.950.92Age (years)

<.0011.89-3.692.64High education

.010.42-0.890.61Frailty or prefrailty

Table 4. Attitude predictors of the use of advanced mobile information and communication technologies (ICT) in the last 12 months among Finnish
seniors aged 65+ years, according to multivariable regression analysis adjusted for age and education level (n=626).

P value95% CIOdds ratioAttitude predictors

.0020.92-0.980.95Age (years)

.0011.31-2.771.90High education

<.0011.70-3.982.56Performance expectancya

.0011.48-3.862.39Effort expectancya

.020.40-0.920.60Frailty or prefrailty

aReference category is those who answered “No” or “I don’t know.”
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Figure 1. Potential factors on the adoption of advanced mobile ICT, including questions regarding UTAUT performance expectancy (PE), effort
expectancy (EE), and social influence (SI). Users: nnonfrail=227; nprefrail=57; nfrail=7. Nonusers: nnonfrail=254; nprefrail=101; nfrail=38.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
Frail seniors represent an important target group for ICT-assisted
interventions for the elderly. In this study, we, for the first time,
compared the ICT use between frail and nonfrail older people
at the population level. The observed lesser ICT use among the
frail or prefrail people was not explained by age, education,
memory disorders, visual impairments, or opinions on
performance or effort to use.

Frailty and low ICT use share risk factors. In this study, the
association of Internet use and frailty was only partially
explained by the different demographics. The types of Internet
use between the frail and nonfrail people were similar. The
association of lower use of advanced mobile ICT and frailty
was not explained by demographics or attitudes toward the
technology.

In general, the frail nonusers were more negative toward
advanced mobile ICT than the nonfrail nonusers; there was no
such difference in attitudes among users. While the frail
respondents reported more difficulties with making ends meet
financially, cost was not rated as an obstacle to ICT use among
frail nonusers.

Comparison With Prior Work
Our findings are in agreement with previous research results on
the prevalence of frailty and general ICT use of the senior
population. The prevalence of frailty in this study (7.1%) is
similar to previous estimates of 8.6-12.4% of
community-dwelling people aged more than 65 years in northern
Europe [16]. Here, 67.4% of older people had used the Internet
in the last 3 months, and 74.4% had Internet at home. According
to Eurostat, 68% of Finnish individuals aged 65-74 years have
used the Internet in the last 3 months [3] (2014), and 63% of
the age group have Internet access at home [45] (2013).
Furthermore, our findings on the demographics of frail persons
in Oulu correspond to the previously known higher age, lower
education, and lower income than the general senior population.
No gender difference was observed. Based on these statistics,
we can consider the sample to be representative.

Multiple previous studies have looked into the ICT use of
seniors with impaired health, but using different definitions of
health. The presence of disability has been shown to be
associated with lower Internet use, having fast Internet access
at home, less ownership of major digital devices, and less use
of email or SMS messages [2,12,46]. Presence of medical
conditions [46,47] and low self-rated health [12,13,46] are
associated with lower Internet, email, or SMS use. As an
addition to these works, frailty is an interesting health classifier.
Disability may indicate a functional impairment that may impose
restrictions on ICT use while affecting the likelihood of
hospitalization or mortality to a much lesser degree, and our
findings were not explained by the prevalence of visual
impairment. Medical conditions are common among seniors,
and approximately half have at least two comorbid conditions
[14]; as such it does not alone identify the most high-risk
population, whereas the frail or prefrail people represent

approximately 10-20% of the age group. Self-rated health has
been shown to reflect the risk of mortality and functional
impairment [48], but also personality type [49]. It is possible
that self-perceived poor health and lack of ICT use share
common personality features and general self-perception that
are not directly related to health. Physical frailty is also often
associated with psychosocial changes [50], such as diminished
perception of personal growth and environmental mastery [51],
and social isolation and depression [52]; however, metrics of
frailty do not rely on the subject’s own evaluation alone.

The original TAM model [38] preceding UTAUT used the
constructs “perceived usefulness” and “perceived ease-of-use,”
which roughly correspond to PE and EE in UTAUT. These
factors have previously been shown to be of chief importance
for the technology acceptance of older people [41], and were
the most significant predictors of use in our study population
as well. Other studies on the nonuse of the Internet by seniors
have shown that lack of interest, skepticism of usefulness, and
doubt of one’s own skills to use are common attitudes among
older ICT nonusers [2,6,53]. We found these same attitudes
with regard to advanced mobile ICT. All these negative attitudes
were emphasized among frail nonusers, suggesting that enticing
this population to use ICT-based services will be particularly
difficult.

Our findings offer further evidence that the correlation between
low ICT use and health impairment reflects health status and
risk, and not simply disability, self-perception, or the personality
of the respondent. While older people at large are increasingly
using computers, mobile technologies, and the Internet, it is
still difficult to reach those most in the need of health care
support through such means. The observed similar attitudes
among users of mobile ICT regardless of frailty status, as well
as the similar uses of the Internet, suggest that there are barriers
of entry, rather than different needs. Previous research has
divided barriers of ICT adoption with regards to eHealth into
(1) physical and psychological attributes; (2) provision; (3)
support from others; and (4) economic barriers [53,54]. Based
on our study, the difference between frail and nonfrail seniors’
ICT adoption is unlikely to be primarily physical or economic,
as neither visual disability nor subjective cost was significant
in the multivariable analyses. There are psychosocial features
correlated with physical frailty [51,52], which were not included
in our models and could discourage the persons from trying
new technologies. Possible higher prevalence of social isolation
and subsequent lack of recommendations or pressure from peers
[4,54] or perceived general helplessness or powerlessness [54]
are possible reasons, as are subclinical or undiagnosed cognitive
impairments. These should be assessed in further studies
targeting health and well-being differences in ICT use.

Limitations
The response rate was high in this study; however, the survey
was voluntary. It is likely that the frail are underrepresented in
the sample, compared with the general home-dwelling senior
population. In particular, the group of frail seniors using
advanced mobile ICT was very small, which limited the
statistical analyses.
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We modified the UTAUT survey for the purposes of this study.
The UTAUT model has been built for use with specific use
cases rather than broad categories such as “mobile ICT,” and
we did not use the standard question set. Thus, the results should
only be used for the context of this paper, not as validation of
the UTAUT model for this purpose.

Due to the constraints of the survey format and the large number
of questions, there were some limitations in the depth of
assessment. In particular, controlling for more detailed
assessments of cognitive functioning, depressive symptoms,
and social network would have been interesting, and should be
taken into account in future studies.

Conclusions
This study provides early evidence that community-dwelling
nonfrail and frail older people are highly different as ICT users,
both in actual use rate and in opinions affecting adoption among
the nonusing population. These differences are only partly
explained by more advanced age, lower education, and higher
prevalence of visual or cognitive impairments. As such the
research also highlights the clustering of various psychological
and social risk factors of social exclusion to the same physically
vulnerable population, and the continuing need of measures to
prevent an increasing digital divide in society. Future research
is needed to further assess the ICT-related needs, barriers to
adoption, and facilitating conditions of this interesting and
important population.
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Abstract

Background: Parents of children with rare conditions increasingly use the Internet to source information on their child’s
condition. This study reports on part of a larger study whose overall aim was to identify the Internet use by parents when seeking
information on their child’s rare condition, with the specific purpose of using the findings to aid in the development of a website
specifically designed to meet the parents’ needs. It presents findings on why these parents use the Internet, the information and
support content they source, and the impact these resources have on their capacity to care for and manage their child’s condition.

Objective: To (1) ascertain parents’ general Internet usage patterns, (2) identify the nature of the information parents most
frequently searched for, and (3) determine the effect the Internet-sourced information had on parents of children with rare
conditions.

Methods: Data collection was conducted in 2 parts: Part 1 was a focus group interview (n=8) to inform the development of the
questionnaire, and Part 2 was a questionnaire (Web- and paper-based). All respondents (N=128) completed the questionnaire
using the Internet.

Results: Parents frequently and habitually used the Internet and social media to gather information on their child’s condition.
These Web-based resources provide parents with a parent-to-parent support platform that allows them to share their experiences
and information with other parents, which, the respondents considered, improved their knowledge and understanding of their
child’s condition. The respondents also reported that these resources positively impacted on their decision making, care, and
management of their child’s condition. However, they reported receiving mixed responses when wishing to engage and share
with health care professionals their Internet and social media interactions and information outcomes.

Conclusions: This study adds to the emerging body of research on the Internet use by parents of children with rare conditions
to source information on their child’s condition. The evolving and ever increasing parent-to-parent support systems via social
media are impacting on parents’ capacity to manage their children. Implications for practice include health care professionals’
response to this knowledge and capacity shift, and the significance of these changes when interacting with parents. The key
message of this study was that parents of children with rare conditions are habitual users of the Internet to source information
about their children’s conditions. Social media, especially Facebook, has an increasing role in the lives of these parents for
information and support. Parents’ interest in information gathering and sharing includes a desire for shared dialogue with health
care professionals.

(J Med Internet Res 2017;19(2):e51)   doi:10.2196/jmir.5834
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Introduction

The Internet is recognized as a significant source of health
information [1] and may assist parents of children with rare
conditions (rare conditions includes rare diseases and rare
disorders in this paper) to find information, clarify, and
understand the information they have been given, or confirm a
diagnosis [2,3]. Parents of these children can experience
difficulties with aspects of their child’s diagnosis and
management, as each condition is rare and diverse in symptoms.
Traditionally, health care professionals have been the
gatekeepers of specialized knowledge about the child’s rare
condition [4]. In some cases, the rareness of the child’s condition
means that information is difficult to find, even for health care
professionals, thus making diagnosis and management of the
child and his or her condition difficult [4,5].

The Internet is changing the way parents of children with rare
conditions access information. It enables them access worldwide
information that previously was unavailable to them [6,7]. In
comparison to more traditional sources, the Internet may provide
large volumes of information from a variety of sources and
perspectives, for example, emerging treatment options or
relevant clinical trials. This information can be accessed as
required, and anonymously and confidentially, if desired. In
addition, it is cost-effective and convenient and can be accessed
without having to leave one’s home [8]. However, when there
is no monitoring of the quality or reliability of Internet-based
information, the resultant information can be questionable.
Parents can also be overwhelmed with both the amount of
information available as well as the presentation of case studies
of children with more complex or advanced presentations of
conditions similar to those of their child.

Through the use of smartphones and mobile devices, information
searching via social media and search engines is now a daily
occurrence for many people [1]. Additionally, social networks
can be established with other parents. Nationally and
internationally based Facebook groups or pages are now
common for rare conditions [7,9]. Furthermore, parents are
using the Internet to receive information and emotional support
from Web-based groups of parents facing similar challenges,
while also critiquing care provision and health care policy [10].
However, information may not be presented in a balanced way
via social networks. Thus, parents need to establish how reliable
the information they are acquiring from Internet or social media
resources is.

The aim of this study was to identify the Internet-sourced
information and support content that meets the needs of parents
of children with rare conditions for the purposes of developing

an Irish website specifically designed to meet those needs. The
objectives were to (1) ascertain parents’ general Internet usage
patterns, (2) identify the nature of the information parents most
frequently searched for, and (3) determine the effect the
Internet-sourced information had on parents of children with
rare conditions.

Methods

This descriptive exploratory study used both qualitative and
quantitative designs. Purposive nonprobability sampling was
adopted where participant recruitment was facilitated by the
Saoirse Foundation, which acted as the study’s gatekeeper. The
study was advertised for 4 weeks on the gatekeeper’s website
and in various linked voluntary organizations and social media
links (Twitter, Facebook, blogs). The inclusion criterion was
parents (18 years or older) of a child with a rare condition who
used the Internet to source information about their child’s
condition. A more detailed information leaflet was provided to
the gatekeeper to distribute to parents who wished to know more
about the study. Parents who wanted to participate in the study
contacted the researcher and were scheduled to either (1) attend
a focus group or (2) complete a questionnaire (Multimedia
Appendix 1) that was open for 4 weeks.

The questionnaire was modeled on 2 previously published
questionnaires by Porter and Edirippulige [11] and Tozzi et al
[12], and 8 participants took part in the focus group to further
refine the questionnaire. Written consent was sought prior to
the commencement of the focus group. Once the focus group
was completed, responses were fed back to the group, thus
allowing participants verify their discussion, which was
subsequently analyzed and categorized into themes (simple
thematic analysis) [13].

The questionnaire consisted of 45 questions that were in the
multiple-choice format apart from 2 open questions: (1) the
website(s) I most frequently visit is(are) and (2) if you were
creating a website for parents of children with rare conditions,
what is the ONE thing you would like to see on that website?
The resultant responses were analyzed by simple thematic
analysis [13]. The questionnaire was divided into 4 sections,
and although 128 respondents started the questionnaire, 93
respondents completed the questionnaire in full. Section 1
contained questions to confirm that the respondent was a parent
of a child with a rare condition and used the Internet to source
information about their child’s condition (inclusion criterion).
A total of 7 respondents did not meet this inclusion criterion
and were disqualified. So, the remaining respondents were only
parents (Table 1).
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Table 1. Overview of the questionnaire.

Number of respondents who commenced the
section

Number of ques-
tions

Section titleSection num-
ber

128

(7 disqualified, as they did not fulfill the in-
clusion criterion)

3Sources of information about your child’s condition1

12123Information about your use of the Internet to find information about
your child’s condition

2

968 (per child)Information about your child or children3

9311Information about yourself4

9345Total

Although participants had the option of completing Web- or
paper-based versions of the questionnaire, all chose the
Web-based option on SurveyMonkey (SurveyMonkey Inc).
Ethical approval was obtained from the School of Nursing and
Midwifery’s Research Ethics Committee, Trinity College
Dublin, Ireland.

Results

Demographical Details
In Section 4 of the questionnaire, 93 respondents offered
information about themselves (Table 2). The majority were

mothers (87%, 81/93), aged between 35 and 49 years (67%,
62/93), living in urban areas (74%, 69/93) mostly in the
Republic of Ireland (84%, 78/93). Half of the respondents (50%,
46/93) had a University degree, and 43% (40/93) were their
child’s main carer (Table 2). Respondents who were not
employed full time (84%, 78/93) were asked whether they left
full-time employment to care for their child. Of these, 65%
(51/78) selected yes, and the remaining 35% (27/78) selected
either no or not applicable.
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Table 2. Parents’ demographics (n=93).

n (%)Demographics

Gender

81 (87)Females

12 (13)Males

Age (in years)

22 (24)18-34

62 (67)35-49

9 (10)50-64

Country of residence

78 (84)Republic of Ireland

6 (7)Northern Ireland

7 (8)United Kingdom

2 (2)United States

Area of residence

20 (22)City

30 (32)Town

19 (20)Village

24 (26)Rural

Highest level of education

23 (25)Secondary school

24 (26)Vocational training

25 (27)University: Undergraduate degree

21 (23)University: Postgraduate degree

Employment status

15 (16)Employed full time

20 (22)Employed part time

3 (3)Self-employed

40 (43)Your child or children’s main carer

12 (13)Homemaker

1 (1)Student

2 (2)Unemployed

In total, 117 children were reported on by their parents (Table
3). Furthermore, 78 parents reported on 1 child, 14 parents
reported on 2 children, 1 parent reported on 3 children, and 2
parents reported on 4 children. Over half (54.7%, 64/117) the
children were male and ranged in age from less than 12 months
to 39 years, with the 4- to 7-year-old category being the largest
(28.2%, 33/117). Ninety per cent (105/117) of children had a
diagnosis, and 65.7% (69/105) received a diagnosis in their first
3 years of life. The majority (78.6%, 92/117) of children had a

disability, and of these, a little more than half (53%, 49/92) had
a physical and intellectual disability, 30% (28/92) had a physical
disability, 10% (9/92) had an intellectual disability, and there
was an equal spread (3%, 3/92) across sensory and
neurodevelopmental disabilities, respectively. Some children
(39.3%, 46/117) did not need assistive equipment. The
remaining 71 children mainly needed equipment for moving
(41.0%, 48/117), eating (19.7%, 23/117), and breathing (11.1%,
13/117; Table 3).
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Table 3. Children’s demographics.

n (%)Demographics

Gender (n=117)

53 (45.3)Female

64 (54.7)Male

Age (n=117)

5 (4.3)Under 12 months

24 (20.5)1-3

33 (28.2)4-7

28 (23.9)8-12

15 (12.8)13-19

9 (7.7)20-29

3 (2.6)30-39

Does child have a diagnosis (n=117)

12 (10.3)No

105 (89.7)Yes

If yes, age at diagnosis (n=105)

36 (34.3)Under 12 months

33 (31.4)1-3

16 (15.2)4-7

15 (14.3)8-12

4 (3.8)13-19

1 (0.9)20-29

Does the child's condition include a disability (n=117)

25 (21.4)No

92 (78.6)Yes

If yes, what is the nature of the disability (n=92)

49 (53)Physical and intellectual

28 (30)Physical

9 (10)Intellectual

3 (3)Sensory

3 (3)Neurodevelopmental

Does your child use equipment fora (n=117)

46 (39.3)None required

48 (41.0)Moving

23 (19.7)Eating

13 (11.1)Breathing

10 (8.6)Speech

7 (5.9)Sitting

6 (5.1)Hearing

3 (2.6)Bathing; sleeping

2 (1.7)Writing; nonverbal; seeing

1 (0.9)Sensory integration
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aParticipants could choose as many options as applied to them.

Internet Use
Respondents’ Internet usage is summarized in Table 4. The
Internet was used predominantly at home (92.9%, 106/114),
between 7 pm to midnight (42.9%, 49/114) and searched on a
weekly basis (50.0%, 57/114; either daily, several times, or
once per week) mostly on a PC or Mac (41.4%, 46/111). When
searching the Internet for information on their child’s condition,

45.6% (52/114) sometimes found relevant information whereas
37.7% (43/114) found relevant information most of the time.
All respondents (n=112) had an email address and 94.6%
(106/112) had a Facebook account. Most (93.1%, 95/102) used
general search engines (Google, Yahoo, Bing), and 28.4%
(29/102) accessed specialized sites (Table 4). A total of 75
named websites were accessed (Multimedia Appendix 2).
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Table 4. Internet use.

n (%)Internet usage

From where do you most often access the Internet? (n=114)

106 (92.9)Home

7 (6.1)Work

0 (0)Public library

1 (0.9)Other (Smartphone)

What time of the day do you MOST OFTEN use the Internet (n=114)

2 (1.8)Midnight to 6 am

7 (6.1)7 am to midday

10 (8.8)1 pm to 6 pm

49 (42.9)7 pm to midnight

46 (40.4)No pattern

How often do you use the Internet to find information about your child’s condi-
tion? (n=114)

23 (20.2)Every day

9 (7.9)Once a week

25 (21.9)Several times a week

10 (8.8)Once a month

13 (11.4)Several times a month

25 (21.9)Every few months

9 (7.9)

What device do you use MOST OFTEN to access the Internet? (n=111)

46 (41.4)PC or Mac

42 (37.8)Smartphone

23 (20.7)Tablet (iPad or similar)

When using the Internet, how often are you able to find the information you
are looking for? (n=114)

2 (1.8)Always

43 (37.7)Most of the time

52 (45.6)Sometimes

15 (13.2)Hardly ever

2 (1.8)Never

Which of the following applies to you?a (n=112)

112 (100.0)Email

106 (94.6)Facebook

48 (42.9)Twitter

57 (50.9)Skype

31 (27.7)LinkedIn

23 (20.5)MSN or Messenger

12 (10.7)Blog

9 (8.0)Health-related apps

How do you locate information about your child’s condition?a (n=102)

95 (93.1)Search engines (Google, Yahoo,
Bing, etc)
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n (%)Internet usage

29 (28.4)Specialized websites

7 (6.9)Orphanet

7 (6.9)Social media

4 (3.9)Recommendations from others

aParticipants could choose as many options as applied to them.

Respondents were asked to rank which factors they took into
account when choosing a website and could choose as many
factors as applied to them. Of the 112 respondents who replied
to this question, 65.2% (73/112) respondents ranked relevant
and accurate as being the most important factor, closely
followed by trustworthiness (62.5%, 70/112) and the website
being up to date (60.7%, 68/112). In order of ranking, other
factors included the website being recommended to me by a

health professional (46.4%, 52/112), easy to understand (37.5%,
42/112), has other websites linked within it (8.0%, 9/112), and
has a nice layout (5.4%, 6/112).

Respondents (n=101) ranked which information they searched
for (1) when their child was first diagnosed or when they first
had a concern about their child’s health and (2) what they search
for at present (Table 5).
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Table 5. Information topics sought by parents of children with rare conditions on the Internet (n=101; Participants who answered the questions could
choose as many options as applied to them)

Information searched for nownaRankChange
in rank

Information searched for when first diagnosednaRank

My child’s condition or symptoms711↔My child’s condition or symptoms871

The management of my child’s condition702↓2My child’s diagnosis772

The care of my child’s condition

Treatments

513↑1The management of my child’s condition693

My child’s diagnosis474↑1

↓1

Treatments

Support groups

664

Support groups435↓3Genetics645

Child development426↑3

↔
The care of my child’s condition

Child development

576

Research and innovation367↓2Organizations and societies467

Genetics358↓2Medical or health care professionals408

Educational options

Organizations and or societies

339↑2Research and innovation339

Medical or health care professionals3010↓7Early intervention options3110

Preventing complications

Upcoming events or workshops

2911↓1Physical activities3011

Physical activities2812↓3Hospitals, hospices, medical centers2912

Nutrition2713↓1

↔
Medicines or alternative treatments or therapies

Nutrition

2813

Medicines or alternative treatments or therapies

Financial assistance

2214↑3Preventing complications2714

Hospitals, hospices, medical centers

State services

2115↓2Future pregnancies2615

Managing family dynamics1716↑7Educational options2516

Early intervention options

Future pregnancies

1217↑2

↑3

State services

Financial assistance

2417

Accessing medicines or alternative treatments or ther-
apies on the Internet

1118↓2Where to get a second opinion1618

Vaccinations819↑8Upcoming events or workshops1519

Where to get a second opinion720↑4Managing family dynamics1220

↑3Accessing medicines or alternative treatments or ther-
apies on the Internet

1121

↑3Vaccinations1022

aRepresents the number of participants who chose each information topic.

Overall there was not great variation in the ranking of
information searched for over the 2 timelines. The first 10
ranked information topics underwent some minor reordering
but remained in the top 10 across both timelines (apart from
early intervention options), and my child’s condition or
symptoms remained the highest ranked. Early interventions
options ranked 10 when first diagnosed but decreased in ranking
to 17 at the later time point.

Other topics increased in the rankings, for example, managing
family dynamics ranked at 20 at the time of diagnosis compared
with 16 at present. The greatest difference in ranking (7) was

for educational options, which ranked 16 at time of diagnosis,
but at present ranked 9. Similarly, upcoming events or
workshops increased in ranking by 8 from 19 at the time of
diagnosis to 11 at present. Interestingly future pregnancies
changed little across timelines, ranking 15 at the time of
diagnosis versus 17 at present.

Impact
Having considered respondents’ usage of the Internet, next the
respondents were asked whether Internet-sourced information
influenced decisions they made about their child’s condition,
and 98 of them replied. Most respondents considered that
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Internet-sourced information had some degree of influence, be
it a minor or some influence (67%, 66/98) or a major influence
(20%, 20/98), whereas for 10% (10/98), it had no influence and
2% (2/98) did not know.

Parents were asked about the impact on them of information
found on the Internet by choosing relevant statements from a
list, and they could choose as many as applied to them. In total,
86 parents replied to this question, and their choices are ranked

in the order of popularity in Table 6. For 72% (62/86) of
respondents, Internet-sourced information improved their
understanding of their child’s condition. The next 2 highly
ranked options were enabled me to explain my child’s condition
(58%, 50/86) and improved my ability to manage and care for
my child’s condition (57%, 49/86). For approximately a third
of respondents (33%, 28/86), the impact of Internet-sourced
information had served to increase their anxiety, while for 16%
(14/86), it decreased their anxiety.

Table 6. The impact of Internet-sourced information on parents (n=86; Participants could choose as many options as applied to them)

n (%)ImpactRank

62 (72)Improved my understanding of my child’s condition1

50 (58)Enabled me to explain my child’s condition2

49 (57)Improved my ability to manage and care for my child’s condition3

28 (33)Increased my anxiety4

20 (23)Was useful for diagnosing my child’s condition5

14 (16)Decreased my anxiety

Was useful for accessing medicines or alternative treatments or therapies on the Internet

6

8 (9)Made me change my medical or health care professional7

6 (7)Made me change my child’s food habits8

5 (6)Made me change my child’s physical activity9

4 (5)Was not useful

Not sure

10

2 (2)Empowered me11

1 (1)Helped me educate my health care professional

Useful for making new contacts

12

Parents Disseminating Internet-Sourced Information
Respondents used the Internet to communicate and link with
others, for example, via email, Facebook, Twitter, and so forth
(Table 4). More specifically, the respondents were asked
whether they were registered in a Web-based forum or a social
network group dedicated to their child’s condition, and of the
112 who answered this question, 80.4% (90/112) were. Of these
90 respondents, 86% (77/90) shared information about their
child’s condition with these Internet communities.

In the context of health care, the respondents were asked whether
they told their doctor or health care professional about the
information they found on the Internet regarding their child’s
condition. Seventy-six (78%, 76/97) who answered this question
had relayed Internet-sourced information about their child, but
there was variability regarding the degree of interest the doctor
or health care professional had in the information. Of the 76
respondents, 50% (38/76) felt that their doctor or health care
professional was somewhat interested in what they had found,
whereas 22% (17/76) felt they were very interested, 16% (12/76)
felt they were not too interested, 9% (7/76) felt that their doctor
or health care professional was not at all interested, and 3%
(2/76) did not know.

Discussion

The 3 objectives of this study were to (1) ascertain parents
general Internet usage patterns, (2) identify the nature of the
information parents most frequently searched for, and (3)
determine the impact Internet-sourced information had on
parents of children with rare conditions. All objectives were
met and are discussed in the following sections.

Internet Use
All respondents were frequent and competent users of
information and communication technology; all of them had an
email account, and most (94.6%, 106/112) had a Facebook
account. Respondents mostly searched the Internet from home,
late in the evening, and were practiced at finding the information
they sought; these patterns of general Internet usage concurred
with similar literature [14,15].

This study found that parents were discerning when searching
the Internet by comparing the content they found with their own
experiences and knowledge. They took many factors into
account such as the relevancy and accuracy of the information,
how trustworthy and up to date it was, and who was
disseminating the information; these judicious parent
characteristics have been reported by others [14,16-18].
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The parents in this study were well educated, and 90% of their
children had a specific diagnosis. Despite this, respondents still
accessed numerous sites seeking information regarding their
child’s condition, prognosis, and management and to ask
questions, a finding supported by Roche and Skinner [19] and
others [8,16,20-22].

This study sought data on respondents’ information needs at 2
stages: at the time of their child’s diagnosis and at present.
Although there was some variation across the 2 timelines
significantly, the highest ranked item remained my child’s
condition or symptoms. Similarly, there was consistency
regarding the top 5 ranked information needs at the 2 timelines
(Table 5). Pelentsov et al [23] have confirmed that despite the
diverse characteristics of rare conditions, there is consistency
regarding the common unmet needs of parents of children with
rare conditions.

Impact
The most significant impact of Internet-sourced information
was the empowering effect it had on parents, particularly their
improved understanding of their child’s condition.
Internet-sourced information enabled them to explain their
child’s condition and improved their ability to manage and care
for their child. Some studies reported that Internet-sourced
information resulted in parents changing their health care
professional [19,24,25], which was also the case for 9% parents
in this study (Table 6).

Parents Disseminating Internet-Sourced Information
In this study, parents not only engaged with and consumed
Internet-sourced information for their own needs, but they were
active disseminators of newly sourced information about their
child’s condition to their health care professionals and wider
support network. Social media, Facebook in particular, provided
instant access to other parents of children with rare conditions.
In this study, the majority (86%) of those registered in a relevant
Web-based forum or network shared information about their
child’s condition. Traditionally peer support has been in the
form of mailing lists, newsletters, discussion fora, and chat
rooms [26]. However, it was evident in this study that
Web-based engagement and exchange of information with other
parents provided support and created a sense of belonging,
which in turn reduced the feeling of exclusion, as has been
reported by others [3,7,10,17,19,20,27-29].

Respondents were likely to talk to their health care professional
about information they uncovered on the Internet, although not
all health care professionals were interested in their findings.
Few considered that the information had helped educate their
health care professional, which is reported by others [30,31].
These findings were somewhat surprising, as even in 2002
doctors were being advised to be prepared to ask parents about
their information needs and to discuss Internet use with them
[32]. This lack of health care professional-parent exchange to
determine what information parents are currently seeking and
uncovering might be a missed opportunity in health care
consultations and possibly improved child outcomes whereby
health care professionals might better determine what services
or supports parents require.

Implications
Implications for health care practice include the impact
Internet-sourced information is having on parent-health care
professional dynamics. These include how information is shared,
health care professionals’ interaction with parents when parents
share with them the information they have sourced, and the
subsequent changing nature of parents’ management of their
child’s condition.

In this study, parents of children with rare conditions identified
a number of key factors that should be considered when
developing an Irish website. These include ensuring the
following:

• The content is relevant, accurate, trustworthy, and up to
date.

• The topics most frequently searched for (Table 5) are
addressed.

• It contains a Web-based forum or a social network
component.

• The website is integrated with social media and is mobile
friendly.

These are fundamental factors considering that Internet-sourced
information directly influences and impacts on parents (Table
6) and parents disseminate information widely to their health
care professionals and to other parents and relevant networks.

Limitations
As this was an Internet survey and participation was voluntary,
it was not representative of all parents of children with rare
conditions and most likely attracted participation from parents
who were competent Internet users. The questionnaire consisted
of 45 questions, and parents who had more than 1 child with a
rare condition were asked to complete another 8 questions per
additional child (Table 1). The length of the questionnaire might
have contributed to the attrition of respondents as they
progressed through the questionnaire. As the questionnaire was
available on the Internet, it was accessed and completed by
parents residing outside of Ireland (Table 2). Parents were asked
which Internet-sourced information they sought during 2 phases
in their child’s life: at the time of diagnosis and at present.
However, this question was posed at 1 timepoint (at present)
and parents were asked to retrospectively recall what
information they were seeking when their child was first
diagnosed. Nonetheless, this study did provide an insight into
what parents used the Internet for and its impact. Further
research into the relevance of information available to parents
of children with rare conditions, the impact of Internet-sourced
information on parents, the health care professionals’ response
to parents, and the use of social media in parent-to-parent
support is recommended.

Conclusions
The findings of this study add to the body of emerging research
that gives an insight into the use of, and reason for using, the
Internet and information and communications technology by
parents of children with rare conditions and the ever evolving
parent-to-parent support systems (social and intellectual) via
social media. What appears evident is that Internet and social
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media engagement facilitates the emergence of parents who are
better informed and empowered, have greater understanding of
the management and care of rare conditions, and are increasingly
considered experts in their child’s care, specifically in how the

particular condition is developing in their child [6]; many parents
come prepared to health consultations with information sourced
from the Internet [1].
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Abstract

Background: Social prescribing is a process whereby primary care patients are linked or referred to nonmedical sources of
support in the community and voluntary sector. It is a concept that has arisen in practice and implemented widely in the United
Kingdom and has been evaluated by various organizations.

Objective: The aim of our study was to characterize, collate, and analyze the evidence from evaluation of social prescribing
for type 2 diabetes in the United Kingdom and Ireland, comparing information available on publicly available websites with the
published literature.

Methods: We used a broad, pragmatic definition of social prescribing and conducted Web-based searches for websites of
organizations providing potentially relevant services. We also explored linked information. In parallel, we searched Medline,
PubMed, Cochrane Library, Google Scholar, and reference lists for relevant studies published in peer-reviewed journals. We
extracted the data systematically on the characteristics, any reported evaluation, outcomes measured and results, and terminology
used to describe each service.

Results: We identified 40 UK- or Ireland-based projects that referred people with type 2 diabetes and prediabetes to nonmedical
interventions or services provided in the community. We located evaluations of 24 projects; 11 as published papers, 12 as
Web-based reports, and 1 as both a paper and a Web-based report. The interventions and services identified included structured
group educational programs, exercise referral schemes, and individualized advice and support with signposting of health-related
activities in the community. Although specific interventions such as community-based group educational programs and exercise
referral have been evaluated in randomized controlled trials, evaluation of individualized social prescribing services involving
people with type 2 diabetes has, in most cases, used pre-post and mixed methods approaches. These evaluations report generic
improvement in a broad range of outcomes and provide an insight into the criteria for the success of social prescribing services.

Conclusions: Our study revealed the varied models of social prescribing and nonmedical, community-based services available
to people with type 2 diabetes and the extent of evaluation of these, which would not have been achieved by searching databases
alone. The findings of this scoping study do not prove that social prescribing is an effective measure for people with type 2
diabetes in the United Kingdom, but can be used to inform future evaluation and contribute to the development of the evidence
base for social prescribing. Accessing Web-based information provides a potential method for investigating how specific innovative
health concepts, such as social prescribing, have been translated, implemented, and evaluated in practice. Several challenges were
encountered including defining the concept, focusing on process plus intervention, and searching diverse, evolving Web-based
sources. Further exploration of this approach will inform future research on the application of innovative health care concepts
into practice.
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Introduction

The World Health Organization global report on diabetes
revealed that the number of people with diabetes had risen from
108 million in 1980 to 422 million in 2014 [1]. A similarly
dramatic increase is anticipated in the future in the United
Kingdom, as the number of people with type 2 diabetes is
projected to increase by 50% between 2010 and 2030 [2]. Major
advances have occurred in diabetes research, showing that
lifestyle interventions can delay or prevent the onset of diabetes
[3,4], but prevention and good control of diabetes remain elusive
for most of the population [5]. The primary care sector
represents a potentially important setting in this context, as more
than 85% of the population in the United Kingdom visits a
general practitioner (GP) at least once a year [6]. Furthermore,
to increase the sustainability of general practice, other options
for the support and care of patients, particularly those with
chronic conditions, are being sought by organizations such as
National Health Service (NHS) England [7].

Social prescribing (or “community referral”) is a relatively new
approach in health care, aiming to create referral pathways that
enable the GP or a health care practitioner to refer patients with
social or practical needs to a local provider of nonclinical
services [8,9]. These are often offered by volunteers or the
community sector and cover a wide range of interventions
including educational sessions, exercise training, dietary advice,
creative activities, self-help groups, emotional or social support,
and stress management. A current challenge is to systematically
collate and evaluate the evidence of the impact of social
prescribing on people’s lives, its conceptualization,
dissemination, and the way it is operationalized in practice.

In general, the translation of research into practice encompasses
multiple dimensions, with different levels of scientific
involvement and routes of publication. It covers projects that
analyze selected aspects of the implementation of new
treatments or research knowledge into a practical setting to
ensure they not only reach the patients for whom they are
intended but are also implemented in the most effective manner
[10]. The focus in research is frequently on the efficacy and
generalizability of public health interventions, whereas there
may be equal levels of interest in the local implementation of
interventions in a real-world setting, with “scientific” outcomes
being of minor interest, resulting in a low priority for
publication. As a result, using the standards of and processes
for conducting systematic reviews on health care interventions
[11,12] may not represent an adequate approach for gathering
evidence of translational research including real-world projects.
Limited numbers of studies are available in peer-reviewed
articles and, therefore, in the major databases for synthesizing
data and drawing conclusions. However, although other sources
such as evaluations in practice may be available, these may be
limited in methodological and reporting quality and difficult to
locate.

Previous reviews of the evidence on social prescribing have
been reported [13,14] as have evaluations of schemes such as
exercise on referral [15-17], which fit the concept of social
prescribing. Innovative care programs have been evaluated,
which include elements of social prescribing and encourage
commissioning of nontraditional providers to support people
with long-term conditions including diabetes [18], as have
fitness programs involving various initiatives across the United
Kingdom [19]. There has not, however, been an in-depth review
focusing on social prescribing for a specific health area such as
diabetes in a specific context (the United Kingdom) with a
comparison of the data available from formal (published) and
informal Web-based (gray literature) sources.

The aim of this study was to characterize social prescribing,
and to then collate and analyze evaluations of social prescribing,
by focusing on services or projects for people with type 2
diabetes in the United Kingdom and Ireland. This allowed an
examination of how an innovative health care concept has been
translated and applied in practice and provided an indication of
the evidence that is available. By searching publicly available
websites in addition to the published literature, it also allowed
a comparison of the information available from formal
(published literature) and informal (websites and related
Web-based information) sources, and an exploration of the
potential value, feasibility, and challenges presented by such
an approach to searching for evidence.

Methods

Overview
The overall approach is based on that of a scoping review or
study, a framework for which was provided by Arksey and
O’Malley [20]. The following elements of the framework, in
particular, informed the approach: identifying all literature
regardless of study design, redefining search terms as familiarity
with the literature increases, and using an iterative process.
However, our methods were also guided by our aim to explore
information available on websites about real-world projects or
services and compare this with the published literature.

Search Strategies
Because of the broad scope and varied terminology associated
with social prescribing, and the intention to explore the gray
literature in additional to conventional databases, we used a
range of search strategies and an iterative approach. We searched
the Cochrane Library, MEDLINE, PubMed, and Google scholar,
and various sources of gray literature (Google, Yahoo, Bing,
greylit.org, Opengrey.eu, and specific NHS websites such as
NHS Evidence).

The initial search for published studies combined the following
thematic fields to identify social prescribing projects: (1) social
prescri* OR refer*; (2) program OR treatment OR management
OR education OR support OR physical exercise OR aerobic
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OR physical activity OR leisure-time OR exercise OR sport OR
leisure activit* OR physical fitness OR training OR physical
performance OR weight loss OR weight reduction OR BMI OR
body weight OR body mass index OR obesity OR overweight
OR adiposity OR smoking OR tobacco OR cigarette OR social
support OR loneliness; (3) diabetes; (4) primary care OR GP
OR general practitioner OR community OR voluntary. In
addition, we performed a search on lifestyle intervention trials
for type 2 diabetes in MEDLINE and searched the 200 most
recent hits for studies on social prescribing to test the
effectiveness of our search strategy.

The search for gray literature (websites and related Web-based
material) was based on the combination and iterative
modification of the terms “social prescribing,” “social
prescription,” ”primary care,” ”diabetes,” ”referral,” and
“community services.” For instance, we searched the first 100
hits in the search engines for “social prescribing” and “diabetes.”
If we found NHS websites with links or references to other
projects of potential relevance, we followed these; otherwise
we modified the search terms and repeated the process multiple
times. An initial set of searches was conducted in December
2014.

The aforementioned searches were repeated in October 2016.
At this point, further searches were conducted. Three search
strategies for databases were developed based on the results of
previous searches including further terms for link workers and
“social prescribing interventions” and a term for prediabetes
based on the rationale that the interventions would be of a
similar nature to those for type 2 diabetes. These strategies are
presented in Multimedia Appendix 1. The final search was a
further Web-based search via the Google.co.uk search engine
using the strategy “social prescribing” AND diabetes AND
evaluation. The inclusion of evaluation as a term in this search
was due to the fact that in the interim since the previous search,
the use of the term social prescribing on websites had become
much more extensive. Therefore, it was necessary to focus on
identifying projects that had been evaluated. Searches for each
of the individual projects located on websites were also carried
out by searching using the project name on PubMed.

Selection Criteria
Various definitions of social prescribing have been proposed,
but it is clear that there is still a lack of consensus on its scope
and interpretation. Therefore, a broad, pragmatic set of criteria
was used to identify studies or projects that were likely to fit
within the spectrum of relevant interventions: located in the
United Kingdom or Ireland and involving a primary care
provider referring patients including those with type 2 diabetes
or prediabetes to a third party that is delivering nonmedical
services in the community. Studies or evaluations had to include
a description of the referral process or be described as a social
prescribing service and mention type 2 diabetes or prediabetes
either in the inclusion criteria or in the report or publication. In
line with the aim of a scoping review, all study designs used in
evaluation were included as were all forms of report. There was
no formal language restriction, but studies and projects were
excluded if they were available only as abstracts, protocols,
located outside the United Kingdom or Ireland, or did not

provide details regarding the process of referring the patients
from primary care to the external health care, community, or
voluntary service. The searches were conducted by 2 authors
(ML and KP). Initial screening of each set of search results was
carried out by 1 author, preliminary selections by each of the 2
authors were then compared to compile a “short-list,” full-texts
were consulted, and final selections were made with reference
to the third author (MP) where necessary.

Data Extraction and Analysis
For each service, data were extracted by 1 of the authors (ML
or KP) into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, documenting the
name of the service, the name of the organization that carried
out the service, the type of organization, the location, the criteria
for referral, the type of intervention, outcomes, or objectives,
the evaluation of the projects and its findings, the type of
publications, and the terminology used in the project regarding
social prescription. All extracted data was checked by at least
one other author (KP, ML, or MP). For those projects that had
undergone an evaluation where the relevant published papers
or Web-based report was located, details of the evaluation were
extracted. As a range of study designs were used in evaluation
and because the main aim was to scope the information
available, full appraisal was not carried out, as is the usual
approach at this stage [21]. To provide an indication of the
quality of the evidence on effectiveness, the following items
were extracted: study design (including whether randomized
and, where relevant, the control interventions employed), sample
size, data collection methods, and outcomes measured. For this
purpose, the main study or latest evaluation report was accessed.
Details of any additional or related studies are discussed in the
text.

Results

Search Results and Study Characteristics
A total of 40 projects or services and 24 evaluations were
identified through the various searches and sources. A total of
3249 records from databases were screened, and a “shortlist”
of 302 potentially relevant studies was compiled. After further
screening and exclusion of studies, 29 papers related to 12
projects were selected, which met the inclusion criteria. For the
Web-based searches, in addition to iterative searching, 189
documents retrieved by the final Google search were accessed,
resulting in a list of 40 possibly relevant projects, of which 11
were excluded (2, not diabetes; 3, only type 1 diabetes; 3, no
clear referral from primary care; 3, complex change
interventions including but not focused on social prescribing).
Twenty-nine projects met the inclusion criteria, with evaluations
found for 13 projects (a Web-based report and a published paper
were found for 1 project). Three additional project evaluations
were located that included people with long-term conditions
but, as diabetes was not specifically mentioned, these were not
included. The screening process is shown in Figure 1.

Summaries of the evaluated projects or services focusing on
the key study or report in each case are shown in Table 1. Details
of the additional projects located on the Internet are presented
in Table 2. The references to papers, reports, and websites are
included for each project or service.
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Figure 1. Process for the identification, screening, and selection of projects and evaluations.
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Table 1. Evaluated projects or services involving nonmedical community-based interventions.

SourceOutcomes and findingsParticipants and set-
ting

Design of study or
evaluation

InterventionProject or service

PPdHealth behaviors and cardiovascular
risk factors (physical activity, diet,

478 adults with

T2DMb referred by
RCTa

(compared with inten-
sive treatment alone)

Also 5-year follow-up

Individually tailored,
behavioral change in-
tervention delivered
by lifestyle facilitators
plus intensive treat-
ment

Addition-Plus [22,23]

and smoking status) improved but
no significant difference between
groups after 1 year (P=.36, P=.07,
and P=.28, respectively)

HCPc at 34 general
practices in Eastern
England (239 per
group)

WRfAt 3-month follow up: less signifi-
cant improvements in mental well-

305 people with

LTCse from 3 areas

Service evaluation
(mixed methods for
main project; surveys

Social prescribing
project (health care
professional referral
and range of support)

Age UK’s Fit for the
Future “Social Pre-
scribing“ extension
project [24,25]

being (P=.36), attitude to healthy
eating (P=.16) and social networks
compared with the main project that

across the United
Kingdom completed
pre-post question-

and qualitative inter-
views for this exten-
sion project) varied across the 3 areas but some

positive changes for life satisfaction;
naires; (247 complet-
ed both time points)

attitude to physical activity; and ex-
ercising

(diabetes 16% of
baseline group)

PPPrimary outcome: Physical activity
using the 7-Day Physical Activity

347 adults with risk

factors for CHDg in-

Exploratory cluster
RCT

(compared with stan-
dard exercise referral
alone)

Also regression analy-
sis of support

Exercise referral inter-
vention grounded in
Self-Determination
Theory (SDT)

Birmingham Exercise
on Prescription
[26-28] Recall (7DPAR). Other outcomes:

BPh, BMIi, general health and fit-
ness, anxiety, depression, vitality,
quality of life, and well-being

Improvements in physical activity,
quality of life, and well-being in

cluding T2DM re-
ferred to an exercise
scheme at 13 leisure
centers in Birming-
ham (184 in SDT
group; 163 in standard
group); number with
T2DM not reported

both groups. Between-group
changes only significant for anxiety
at 6 months (P=.003); physical activ-
ity (P=.93); quality of life (P=.40)

WRReported no statistically significant
change in health, well-being, anxi-

184 people with de-
pression, anxiety, or

Mixed methods evalu-
ation with control

Social prescribing
project (referral by

City and Hackney So-
cial Prescribing
Project [29-32] ety, depression, or A + E visits due

to the SP intervention at 8 months.
T2DM supported by
project based in a
London borough

(matched with 302 in
control practices).

group (23 GP prac-
tices in total; 6 control
GP practices) (survey
or in-depth inter-
views)

GPj to social prescrib-
ing coordinators man-
aged by a voluntary,
community, and social
enterprise service for
personalized signpost-
ing)

Qualitative interviews revealed
positive or extremely positive expe-
riences

Number with T2DM
not reported

PP and WRNo difference in HbA1ck (P=.14)
or cholesterol (P=.06). Significant

401 adults with
T2DM referred to 31
CODE programs

Mixed methods pre-
post evaluation (phys-
iological tests, ques-

Structured self-man-
agement education
program

Community

Oriented Diabetes Ed-
ucation (CODE or
CODET2) [33-35]

positive change in weight loss
(P<.001), Significant increase in
empowerment (P=.047), knowledge

across the Republic of
Ireland; 392 complet-
ed baseline; 237

tionnaires, and semi-
structured interviews)

(P=.01) and quality of life (P<.001)
at 26 weeks(60%) completed the

post-program evalua-
tion

PPNo significant difference in HbA1c
(P=.52). Significant difference in

824 adults with
T2DM referred to trial

Multicenter cluster
RCT (compared with
usual care)

Also qualitative stud-
ies, 3 year follow-up,

6-hour structured
group education pro-
gram delivered by
trained educators

DESMOND

Newly Diagnosed

[36-47]
weight loss (P=.03), smoking cessa-
tion (P=.03), changes in illness be-
lief scores (P=.001), and depression
(P=.03) after 12 months post diagno-
sis, in intervention group

from 207 general
practices in 13 prima-
ry care sites in United
Kingdomand a cost-effective-

ness analysis

PPNonsignificant 26% reduced risk of
developing T2DM in the interven-

880 adults with predi-
abetes from 44 GP

Cluster RCT (com-
pared with standard
care)

Also retrospective
analysis

6-hour group struc-
tured education pro-
gram

DESMOND Let’s
Prevent Diabetes

[48,49] tion arm (P=.18). Significant im-
provements in HbA1c (P<.05), LDL
cholesterol (P<.05), sedentary time
(P<.01), and step count (P<.01) at
3 years

practices in Leicester-
shire (invited by GP)
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SourceOutcomes and findingsParticipants and set-
ting

Design of study or
evaluation

InterventionProject or service

PPIncreases in ambulatory activity
(P=.006) and self-reported vigorous-
intensity physical activity at 12
months. No differences between
groups at 3 years (P=.52) or in car-
diometabolic markers

808 people at high
risk of T2DM from 10
GP practices in Leices-
tershire (data on 571
(71%))

Cluster RCT (com-
pared with informa-
tion provision)

3-h group-based
structured education
program with pedome-
ter use

DESMOND Walking
Away from Diabetes

[47,50]

PPSignificant reduction in the risk of

developing T2DM, RRm 0.45 (95%
CI 0.2-1.2). Interim benefit achieved
but no significant differences in
sustained change (more than 2
years) for other outcomes (change
in physical activity, fat, fiber, and
carbohydrate intake). Mean duration
of follow-up was 3.1 years

102 people with im-
paired glucose toler-
ance (prediabetes) (51
per group) referred by
GP to trial and then to
community physical
activities in Newcastle

RCT (compared with
usual care)

Also qualitative study
and follow-up

Intensive behavioral
interventions to pro-
mote dietary modifica-
tion and increased
physical activity
(group sessions plus
signposting to commu-
nity physical activi-
ties)

EDIPS (European Di-
abetes Prevention
Study)-Newcastle
[51-53]

PPChanges in exercise behavior and
cardiovascular risk factors;
waist–hip ratio, BMI, body fat, fit-
ness, lifestyle behaviors, health sta-
tus, quality of life, and health ser-
vice usage and cost. All groups im-
proved with no consistent differ-
ences between groups

943 patients from GP
practices in 1 London
borough; 13% dia-
betes (number with
T2DM not reported)

3-arm RCT (com-
pared leisure center-
based exercise pro-
gram, an instructor-
led walking program,
and advice-only)

Exercise referral
scheme

EXERT (Exercise
Evaluation Ran-
domised Trial) [54]

WRPreliminary results only: 6-month
follow-up data for 123 participants.

Significant pre-post changes in dia-
betes risk factors: weight loss
(P<.001); HbA1c (P<.001); fiber
intake (P<.005), depressive symp-
toms (P<.001); general health state
(P=.002)

223 participants with
T2DM (32.8%), 448
with prediabetes
(66.0%) in service
evaluation, and 40 re-
cruited to trial in
Birmingham and Bris-
tol at the point of pre-
liminary report

Service evaluation in-
volving economic
evaluation, pre-post
evaluation with all
participants, process
evaluation plus RCT
(ComPoD) compared
against wait list con-
trol group)

Community-based
program for diabetes
prevention and newly
diagnosed T2DM

Living Well, Taking
Control program
[55,56]

WRSignificant differences in percentage
of correct answers pre-post (P val-
ues <.01 for 9 of 11 questions)

126 adults with
T2DM referred to
program by GPs in
North Wales

Pre-post questionnaire
to assess knowledge

Group education pro-
gram

Newly Diagnosed

Type 2 Diabetes Di-
etary Education
Group [57,58]

WREvaluation was based on numbers
of patients achieving their individual
goal (mainly health-related) and
views of patients and HCPs on the
service. Findings were used to in-
form a larger-scale project (ongo-
ing). 

124 people with LTCs
referred from 6 organi-
zations. Diabetes
mentioned in cases
only

Mixed methods ser-
vice evaluation

(consultation with key
stakeholders; assess-
ment of project infor-
mation and data; inter-
views with the health
care professionals and
patients)

Social prescribing
project (referral by
primary care staff to
nonclinical communi-
ty services and net-
works plus informa-
tion resource)

Newcastle Social Pre-
scribing Project or
NESTA People Pow-
ered Health project
[59]

PPBeneficial changes in physical activ-
ity, weight and waist measurements,
and Finnish Diabetes Risk Score
(FINDRISC) at 12 months. Follow-
up with 134 (61%) participants

218 people with im-
paired glucose toler-
ance (prediabetes) re-
ferred to project in
Middlesbrough

Mixed methods pilot
study (uncontrolled
before-and-after study
design with embedded
interviews).

Also interviews with
black and minority
ethnic community

Community-based
lifestyle intervention;
self-referral and sign-
posting from primary
care

New Life New You
[60-63]
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SourceOutcomes and findingsParticipants and set-
ting

Design of study or
evaluation

InterventionProject or service

WRShort form of Clinical Outcomes in
Routine Evaluation questionnaire

(CORE10) and SWEMWBSl. Var-
ied numbers of participants complet-
ed questionnaires at 3 time points.
No significant changes pre-post.
Qualitative data from clients showed
appreciation for the project

39 adults with mental
distress and condi-
tions including dia-
betes referred to pro-
gram in a London
borough. One case
study mentions dia-
betes

Service evaluation
(mixed methods ap-
proach with validated
outcomes question-
naires, feedback, inter-
views, and case stud-
ies)

Social and therapeutic
horticulture project

PoLLeN (People,
Life, Landscape and
Nature) Bromley By
Bow [64]

PPSignificant differences in weight
loss (P<.001), and hypoglycemic
events (P=.001), which were sus-
tained in group A at 12 months

111 Muslim adults
with T2DM in Brent,
London

(Group A: 57 people
referred or self-re-
ferred to and attended
program. Group B: 54
invited, did not at-
tend)

Retrospective analysis
of 2 groups (A and B)

Ramadan-focused ed-
ucation program deliv-
ered by ethnic-speak-
ing HCP and commu-
nity link worker

Ramadan Education
and Awareness in Dia-
betes (READ) [65]

WRReduction in demand for hospital
care, improvements in well-being,
and social impact were reported
based on estimates from a subset of
beneficiaries and cost-saving estimat-
ed

1,607 people with
LTCs referred to the
service. Diabetes only
referred to in case
studies

Service evaluation
(monitoring data, inter-
views, case studies,
and surveys)

Social prescribing
project (individual ad-
vice, signposting ser-
vice from Voluntary
and Community ser-
vices (VCS) advisors)

Rotherham Social
Prescribing service

[66-68]

WRInterim report located online but
publication status unclear. Antici-
pate data reporting in full report (as
yet not found). No T2DM specific-
outcomes reported

People in Rugby with
various health prob-
lems, for example, di-
abetes. Number with
T2DM not mentioned

Service evaluation
aimed to produce sta-
tistical evidence and
recommendations for
other social prescrib-
ing initiatives

Pilot social prescrib-
ing project in 4 GP
surgeries to support
and signpost individu-
als to services and ac-
tivities in the local
and voluntary commu-
nity

Rugby Social Prescrib-
ing Project: Con-
nectWELL [69]

WRKnowledge, skills, and confidence
assessed around diabetes manage-
ment improved post service. In-
creased physical activity reported

113 adults with
T2DM referred to
program in Leeds

Service evaluation of
11 courses (pre-post)
including knowledge
questionnaire, focus
groups, case studies,
and interviews with
staff

Pilot education pro-
gram led by nonclini-
cal tutors

Sadee Smile (South
Asian Diabetes Educa-
tion, Empowerment
and Self-Management
in Leeds) [70]

WRAt 12-week follow-up: Significant
decrease in systolic BP (P<.01),
waist (P<.03), number of 30-min
physical activity sessions and well-
being (P<.001). No significant dif-
ference in weight (P=.63), BMI
(P=.25), hip (P=.86), or diastolic BP
(P=.56)

2505 participants re-
ferred to scheme.

Number with T2DM:
21.9% of males and
9.9% of females.1379
(55%) considered
completers

Pre-post comparison
of physiological data,
WEMWBS, demo-
graphics on partici-
pants, and usage data;
cost data; interviews
with staff and patients

Tailored, supervised
exercise referral
scheme. Patients with
LTCs referred by GP

South Gloucestershire
Exercise on Prescrip-
tion [71-72]

WRPositive changes in general health,
physical activity, diet, mental well-
being, and social well-being based
on self-reporting

737 people with low-
level mental ill health,
approaching older
age, and families on
lower incomes re-
ferred from Bristol
area. Case studies
mention diabetes

Service evaluation
(longitudinal study
using outcome mea-
sures, surveys and in-
terviews, case studies)

Social prescribing
project (including a
portfolio of initia-
tives)

Well UK South West
Well-being or South
West Well-being
(SWWB) [73,74]
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SourceOutcomes and findingsParticipants and set-
ting

Design of study or
evaluation

InterventionProject or service

PPPrimary outcome: moderate or vig-
orous activity for 90 min per week:
significant improvement at 6 months
(P=.05) but not significant at 12
months (P=.18) based on

7-Day Physical Activity Recall
(7dPAR)

545 sedentary adults
with risk factors for
coronary heart disease
including diabetes
from 46 of 52 general
practices in one bor-
ough in northern Eng-
land (275 interven-
tion, 270 control).
Number with T2DM
not reported

RCT

(compared with infor-
mation alone)

Exercise referral
scheme plus informa-
tion

Wigan and Bolton
Exercise Referral
Scheme [75]

WRMajority of subgroups showed sig-
nificant reductions in weight at 12
weeks (P<.001). Limited data
available for all other outcomes ex-
cept BMI. Associated cost savings
for T2DM calculated

3810 people with obe-
sity with comorbidi-
ties of T2DM or
CHD. Number with
T2DM not reported

Economic analysis
(preliminary report)

Intensive 12-week
program consisting of
a variety of group
meetings or tailored
one-to-one sessions

Wirral Lifestyle and
Weight Management
program [76]

PPSignificant improvement in X-PERT
group compared with control for
HbA1c, weight, BMI, waist circum-
ference (all P<.001), total choles-
terol (P<.01), self-empowerment
(P<.04), knowledge (P<.001); also
in physical activity, foot care, fruit
and vegetable intake, enjoyment of
food at 14 months

314 adults with
T2DM in 3 boroughs
in northern England
(157 per group)

RCT

(compared with indi-
vidual appointments)

Patient-centered,
group-based self-
management program
(6 2-hour sessions)

X-PERT [77-79]

aRCT: Randomized controlled trial.
bT2DM: type 2 diabetes.
cHCP: Health care practitioners.
dPP: Published journal paper.
eLTC: Long-term conditions.
fWR: Web-based report.
gCHD: Coronary heart disease.
hBP: Blood pressure.
iBMI: Body mass index.
jGP: General practitioner.
kHbA1c: Hemoglobin A1c.
l(S)WEMWBS: (Short) Warwick Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale.
mRR: Risk ratio.
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Table 2. Additional projects or services identified from Web-based searches.

Aim of serviceType of service, what
is offered and by whom

Types of patientsReferral processLocationName of project or ser-
vice

Improving the health
and well-being of com-
munities

CHCs signpost clients
to activities, accompa-
ny clients, and provide
networking opportuni-
ties

DiabetesCommunity Health
Champions (CHCs)

based in GPb practices
can refer to GP or to
community

Northern England
(Leeds, York)

Altogether Better Dia-

betesa[80,81]

To increase the amount
of physical exercise

Individually tailored
exercise program plus
support from Health

Different conditions
including diabetes, hy-
pertension, and obesity

GP or nurse refers pa-
tients at surgery to pro-
gram

Birmingham (South
and Central)

Be active plus

[82,83]

and Fitness Advisors at
local leisure center

Healthier lifestyleIndividual support
from Public Health Im-

Black and minority
ethnic diabetic (primar-

Referral to Public

Health Improvement
Teams

BristolBuilding Health Part-
nerships: Bristol

[84] provement Teams,
cooking events

ily Somali and Asian
people)

Active lifestyle
changes

Individualized exercise
program

A range of conditions
including diabetes

GP or health profession-
al refers to Active
Health team

London (Camden)Camden Exercise Refer-

rala

[85-87]

Better management of
diabetes, shared experi-

Education program at
various venues

Type 2 diabetesGP or practice nurse
refers patients to educa-
tion coordinator

East KentDiabetes Education and
Revision in East Kent
(DEREK)

[88]

ences, better relation-
ships with health care
professionals

Healthier lifestyle, edu-
cation

Education program (al-
so well-being groups
for talking therapy) in
community

Newly diagnosed and
existing type 2 diabetes

GP or practice nurse or
community nurse refers
patient to program

BerkshireDiabetes Education
Awareness for Life

(DEAL)a

[89]

Healthier lifestyle,
specifically meeting
physical activity goals

Individual support and
education

Type 2 diabetesReferral to volunteers
that offer 1:1 support
for up to 6 weeks

North SomersetGo4life

[90-92]

To better manage the
disease

Education programType 2 diabetesGP or practice nurse
refers patient to pro-
gram

YorkGood2go

[93]

Not specifically stated
(general aim: to help

Education programType 2 diabetesGP referralNorth Yorkshire and
York

HARRIET (Harrogate
Initiative for education
in type 2 diabetes)

[94,95]

people become experts
on managing their con-
dition’)

To better manage the
disease

Education programType 2 diabetes (not
treated with insulin)

GP refers patient to
program delivered in
variety of venues (or
can self-refer)

NottinghamJuggle Diabetes Educa-
tion Service

[96]

Not specifically statedEducation programType 2 diabetesGP or practice nurse
referral

King’s LynnKing’s Lynn diabetes
type 2 education pro-
gram

[97]

Improve understanding
of diabetes, confidence

Education programType 2 diabetesGP referralBuckinghamshire,
Bedfordshire, Berk-

Life and health with
diabetes

[98,99] in self-management
and quality of life

shire, Hertfordshire,
Oxfordshire, and
Uxbridge.

Healthier lifestyle, edu-
cation

Education programNewly diagnosed type
2 diabetes (within last
12 months)

GP refers patient to
program

BristolLiving with diabetes

[100]
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Aim of serviceType of service, what
is offered and by whom

Types of patientsReferral processLocationName of project or ser-
vice

Adherence to physical
activity

Personalized informa-
tion and support ser-
vice by community
prescription navigators,
physical activities of-
fered by VSCE part-
ners, gardening

Type 2 diabetes and
patients at risk

Referral by GP to com-
munity prescription
navigators

London (Newham)Newham Community
Prescriptions

[101,102]

Support patients to ex-
ercise and socialize

Individual advice,
signposting service

Patients with CVD,
type 2 diabetes, predia-
betes, and other dis-
eases

GP refers patients to
health facilitator who
provides advice on ex-
ercise, diet, and so
forth

Cullompton, DevonSocial prescribing

projecta

[103,104]

Support patients whose
health would benefit
from leading a more
active lifestyle

Exercise programs and
support, assistance, and
supervision from spe-
cialist exercise profes-
sional

People with a range of
medical conditions in-
cluding diabetes

GP, practice nurse, or
health professional
refers to scheme

CambridgeStart-Up exercise refer-

ral schemea

[105,106]

aProjects that are currently undergoing evaluation have been evaluated as part of a larger-scale evaluation or where the evaluation report was not
available.
bGP: General practitioner.

Overview of Projects
The included projects represented a range of initiatives and
interventions and were commissioned by a range of
organizations, either solely or in collaboration, including NHS
organizations, local government, and charities. Three projects
had a national coverage, providing a standardized program (eg,
DESMOND) [47] or a service that was locally adopted from an
initial version (eg, X-PERT) [79] or a “social prescribing”
intervention provided as part of a national program [24]. The
remaining projects were limited to a local area, ranging from
city districts to counties or regions.

Locating the Relevant Information
Although all published studies were located using a standard
medical database, information on the projects or services was
found from a variety of sources. Much of the information was
retrieved from websites of the organizations delivering the
projects. However, in order to include information on the
prespecified aspects and, where evaluation reports were not
available, it was necessary to follow links to other resources or
websites and to access presentations, minutes of relevant
meetings, and reports. The specific sources used are referenced
in Table 2.

The studies published in peer-reviewed journals met our broad
definition of social prescribing as a referral process from primary
care to an external provider of nonmedical services in the
community. These studies were not, however, described as
social prescribing projects. In fact, only 1 study was located on
PubMed that referred to social prescribing [107]. It was
potentially relevant, as it was focused on long-term conditions.
However, diabetes was not mentioned, and therefore it was not
included. The descriptions varied considerably across the
projects. Some were referred to as educational programs
emphasizing the type of intervention, as “diabetes programs”
emphasizing the condition, or GP referral programs focusing

on the process. Projects or services were also described as a
“community prescription,” a community service, a voluntary,
community, and social enterprise undertaking, or a social
prescribing project.

The Range of Interventions
The intervention in the majority of projects (n=16) was a
structured group education program that included multiple
thematic areas such as disease information, disease management,
healthy lifestyle, and health consequences of diabetes. For
instance, the DESMOND program is a structured education
program over 6 hours on 1 or 2 days [47]. In the X-PERT
diabetes program, participants receive a handbook and are taught
by trained educators about diabetes, weight management and
other lifestyle factors, and diabetic complications [77]. A
number of services involved referral or recommendation of
exercise; 7 schemes were based solely on exercise (“Exercise
on Prescription” schemes), whereas others offered access to
exercise classes as part of a “menu” of community activities.
For example, 1 service offered free physical activity options
(eg, Tai Chi, Zumba, Community Gym) for 12 weeks at
maximum or an individually tailored exercise program for 12
weeks in combination with personal support, a final meeting,
follow-up contacts, and a report that was sent to the GP [101].

Of the interventions that did not involve group education or
exercise on prescription, 1 involved trained and quality-assured
lifestyle facilitators delivering an “individually tailored behavior
change intervention” [22]. Another provided individual support
to black and minority ethnic people with type 2 diabetes via
“Public Health Improvement Teams” [84]. Other interventions
included community-based diabetes prevention programs
[48,50,60], a lifestyle and weight management program [76],
and a social and horticultural project [64]. The remainder were
described as “social prescribing.” In one of these, a personalized
signposting service was provided by “Social Prescribing
Coordinators” to local services provided by a voluntary,
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community, and social enterprise (VSCE) group [30]. Similar
services were provided by Community Health Champions,
Community Prescription Navigators, Social Prescribers or Social
Prescribing Workers (or VCS Advisors), link workers, and a
practice-based health facilitator (or health manager).

Evidence from the Evaluations
We identified a variety of types of research and evaluation on
the interventions, ranging from local projects with regular audits
using questionnaires, to national programs tested using
multicenter randomized controlled trials (RCTs). Of the 24
evaluations, 10 involved RCTs of behavioral, education, or
exercise interventions. The majority were service evaluations
that used a combination of approaches, both qualitative and
quantitative. This required collection and analysis of monitoring
data, measurement of outcomes using validated measures or
self-reporting, cost-effectiveness calculations, and methods for
gaining an insight into the perspectives of both providers and
users of the services through surveys, interviews, and focus
groups.

Of the education programs, the DESMOND program, one of
the most extensively tested, had undergone a series of clinical
trials and other evaluations. These include a large-scale RCT
with a subsequent 3-year follow-up study [36,44], a more recent
nonrandomized trial comparing health care professional and lay
educators [45], and a study on cost-effectiveness [42]. The
results revealed that its group education program for patients
with newly diagnosed type 2 diabetes was effective at improving
some key outcomes but not all. There were positive
improvements in illness beliefs, which were still sustained after
3 years, but differences in biomedical or lifestyle outcomes were
not apparent after this period [44]. Further research revealed
that there was no difference in study outcomes between patients
who were referred to 2 health professional educators and those
who were referred to a team consisting of a professional
educator and a layperson [45]. The cost-effectiveness analysis
showed DESMOND to be cost-effective compared with usual
care at 12 months [42]. Further studies focused on the facilitators
and their skills, and the perspectives of participants in the
program, through the use of qualitative approaches [39,46].

A second education-based intervention, X-PERT, has also been
tested in an RCT, and a range of benefits were reported on
physiological and behavioral outcomes, including improved
glycemic control, BMI, diet, and self-management skills at 14
months [77]. A noncontrolled trial of an adaptation of the
program designed for Bangladeshi adults with type 2 diabetes,
which did not involve GP referral and therefore is not included
in the tables, has also been completed but was underpowered
due to low attendance rates [108,109]. A program designed
specifically for Muslim diabetics was also assessed by
retrospective analysis and reported beneficial effects [65].

Pre-post questionnaires and physiological measures were used
to assess the CODE (Community Oriented Diabetes Education)
program with positive trends but not significant changes in
physiological measures. However, there was a significant
increase in participants’ knowledge scores, coping ability,
motivation to change, and making informed decisions about
their diabetes [33].

Other studies investigated the effectiveness of exercise on
prescription schemes [26,54,71,75]. Mixed results were reported
with effects, if observed, either limited to reduction of anxiety
or not maintained over time. One RCT found no difference
between an exercise program, instructor-led walking, or advice
only [54], while a regression analysis of one scheme explored
how the effects of support differed as a function of who provided
the support [27]. RCTs were also used to assess the effects of
interventions described as behavioral or lifestyle change
interventions [22,51,60].

Internal or external evaluation of services described as social
prescribing, either ongoing or completed, was reported on a
number of the websites. Of these, evaluation reports were found
for 6 “social prescribing” services. In other cases, the results of
the evaluations were reported in brief on the website, or in the
minutes of relevant meetings or other documents. Some services
had been evaluated as part of large projects, whereas in several
cases, reports were unavailable or could not be located. One
further service had been approved by QISMET (the Quality
Institute for Self-Management Education and Training), an
independent body developed to support self-management
providers and commissioners [98]. In some cases, the collection
of data was reported but the results were not located by the
searches we performed.

The type of evaluation ranged in design. Basic numerical data
were collected including numbers referred to and accessing the
service, and numbers of people reporting changes in various
aspects such as increased physical activity or simply completing
the program. Questionnaires and more complex designs, for
example, mixed approaches using questionnaires combined
with interviews or objective outcome data, were also employed
in some cases.

One social prescribing project in inner London that underwent
a full evaluation using a mixture of qualitative and quantitative
methods also incorporated a matched control group [29]. No
significant differences were found between groups based on the
quantitative measures, although the qualitative data indicated
beneficial effects with positive responses from the participants.

In the case of the other projects described as social prescribing
for which full evaluations were found, a pre-post design was
used [24,59,66,73]. Although positive outcomes were reported
in, for example, physical activity, weight, blood pressure, mood,
and social outcomes, (see Table 1 for the range of outcomes
reported), this design did not allow firm conclusions on
effectiveness to be drawn. One evaluation reported reduced
hospital admissions and improved social outcomes [66]. Several
evaluations focused on aspects related to implementing such a
project in practice by exploring the perspectives of the patients,
the health care providers, the role of the link worker, and the
project governance to conclude with recommendations for future
social prescribing projects [59].

While a formal, in-depth systematic appraisal of the
methodology was not carried out, a number of issues were
encountered when extracting data from the evaluations. It proved
difficult in some reports to find the rationale, or occasionally
the actual numbers, for the samples used in evaluations. It was
also clear that missing data was an issue, particularly where
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follow-up was at several time points. This is, perhaps, not
surprising considering that the aim of social prescribing and
related interventions is to direct the patient to the community
and voluntary sector rather than encourage follow-up in primary
care. However, what was not always clear was how missing
data were treated. Finally, as described earlier, referral was often
based on psychological, social, or practical needs; this meant
that the primary diagnosis was not often reported nor were the
results provided by diagnosis.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Our study revealed limited evidence on social prescribing,
specifically for type 2 diabetes in the United Kingdom and
Ireland in peer-reviewed literature. Only 1 published study
referred to social prescribing and that involved people with
long-term conditions with no specific mention of type 2 diabetes.
Nevertheless, broader Web-based searches demonstrated the
existence of numerous “real-world” projects that investigated
potentially relevant community-based interventions and had
undergone evaluation using a variety of methods. Analysis of
these projects also revealed the diverse ways in which the
concept of social prescribing has been implemented in practice.
The findings of this scoping study do not allow firm conclusions
as to the effectiveness of social prescribing for people with type
2 diabetes. The results of the broader searches provide a clearer
picture of the potential effects, possible outcomes, and processes
involved, and thus inform research in this area. These
evaluations also have the potential to provide valuable
information for those organizations planning to implement
similar services in future. This study has also revealed the
different ways in which social prescribing may be described in
practice, and this will aid those searching for evidence in future.

Challenges and Limitations
The challenges encountered when designing and conducting
this study have led to a number of limitations. First, we
attempted to identify evaluations of what is effectively a process,
the referral of patients from primary care to a nonmedical,
community-based activity, program, or service, rather than an
intervention per se. In addition, some studies may not have
referred specifically to social prescribing and described the
intervention using different wording due to the lack of consensus
on terminology in this area, thus precluding their identification.
We attempted to address these points by using a range of several
search strategies and an iterative process whereby we amended
the later strategies according to the results of the initial searches.
Although we extended the later database searches by including
terms for prediabetes and a range of interventions, because of
the recent proliferation of websites on the prevention of diabetes,
we did not search specifically for diabetes prevention programs

on the Web. Such programs, for example, those launched as
part of the national Diabetes Prevention Program [110], are
likely to use similar models and interventions to the projects
included in this review, but further exploration of this aspect
would be valuable. The selection of studies also relied on the
referral process being reported clearly. The complexity of both
identifying and assessing the evidence on social prescribing is
demonstrated by the case of the X-PERT project. The RCT on
X-PERT was initially excluded from our search because it did
not include referral from primary care to an external service
provider, whereas in practice, patients are referred from the
general practice to the X-PERT educators via social prescribing.
A similar situation occurred with later trials of the DESMOND
program. Related to this point, it is debatable whether referring
patients to a program as part of an RCT is adequately replicating
the social prescribing process in practice. A conventional
systematic review of published literature might, therefore, not
represent a feasible approach to identify the entire literature and
assess the effectiveness of the process.

A second potential limitation was that we limited the search to
the United Kingdom and Ireland. The heterogeneity of national
health systems, the plethora of diabetes websites, and the varied
language used in describing this concept outside the United
Kingdom would have proved a considerable challenge, had we
attempted to cover the worldwide literature. This does mean
that broadly similar projects in other countries were omitted
from this review. Third, only information available on the
Internet was retrieved and there was no direct contact with those
delivering programs or services for further information,
confirmation, or clarification. For this reason, it is possible we
might have omitted relevant projects or incorrectly interpreted
the information we were able to locate. Website information
also evolved throughout the course of the study. Finally, by
focusing on diabetes and including only those programs or
services that specifically referred to people with this condition,
we might have omitted relevant services or programs.
Conversely, using a broad definition of the intervention resulted
in the inclusion of projects and services that, perhaps, do not
fit with the original concept of social prescribing as being a
mechanism to refer from primary care to the voluntary and
community sector. In some cases, the services, although
nonmedical and community-based, were still provided by health
professionals.

Nevertheless, our broad searches have demonstrated that social
prescribing is prevalent in the United Kingdom, and that
information is available that is potentially valuable but not
currently in the published literature and therefore difficult to
locate and access. At this point, our analysis on the range of
projects and services, and the evaluations of these, may prove
helpful.
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Figure 2. A model of social prescribing including people with type 2 diabetes.

The Social Prescribing Concept and Terminology
Surrounding This Concept
It is clear from the findings of this review that different models
have been implemented in practice, some of which fit more
closely with the original concept of “social prescribing.” It is
also clear that although the term “social prescribing” is more
widely used in practice in the United Kingdom, it is not a
concept that is currently recognized in the main medical
databases or in other countries. Even within the United
Kingdom, the link workers, who are a crucial part of many social
prescribing services, are described in different ways. The
findings from this scoping review do, however, suggest a
preliminary model for social prescribing such as that presented
in Figure 2. This will require further development and
refinement.

Translating Research Into Practice
It has been argued that the term “translational research” does
not distinguish between testing of new treatments and research
on how to implement new treatments in practice [10]. This is
supported by our finding that the process of social prescribing,
potentially the crucial step in the implementation process, is
neglected in comparison to the intervention itself. A wide range
of models of the process were revealed, for example, direct
referral by the GP to the community sector, referral to the
community via an in-practice link worker, or referral to a link
worker based in the voluntary and community sector. Only 1
study attempted to address whether the process of prescribing
an intervention had any influence by comparing referral to
exercise programs in the community with tailored advice and
information on local exercise facilities. None of the evaluations
we located investigated, for example, how direct referral by a
GP compared with referral via a link worker.

In general, many barriers exist that hamper the adoption of
research into diabetes into clinical care at the level of the patient,

primary care, health care system, community, and society [111].
Several countries have developed diabetes prevention programs
for clinical care [112], whereas there has been limited
translational research in the United Kingdom [113]. The effects
of lifestyle programs in real-world primary care for patients
with prediabetes or T2DM are small [114] and depend
substantially on the program and its implementation [115].
Development, evaluation, and reporting of translational research
programs need to be adapted to reflect the context and consider
generalizability [116]. In exploring the effectiveness of
implementation, various measures of success need to be taken
into account and interpreted. For example, although in many
cases, qualitative data in the evaluations found in our searches
revealed a positive patient experience, this has not yet been
supported by quantitative outcomes to the same degree. It is
also clear that, in evaluating the effectiveness of these programs,
a range of generic outcomes are used and the focus is often not
on disease-specific indicators such as hemoglobin A1c. This is
because social prescribing grew out of a perceived need to
address broader social, behavioral, and practical issues that
impact on, and may be caused by, the disease. Thus, the focus
is on the person who has diabetes rather than on the disease
itself. Interest in social prescribing is increasing, and its effects
on specific groups such as those with diabetes are likely to be
of interest, making it important to provide guidance on how
real-world evaluations should be conducted and reported to
ensure that the data collected can be more accurately compared
and analyzed. The results of our analysis of real-world project
evaluation will inform this guidance, while guidance such as
that produced by Diabetes UK on commissioning to involve
nontraditional providers in the support of people with long-term
conditions is also valuable [117].

Our review also suggests a need to improve the reporting of
implementation research, specifically service evaluations. Social,
cultural, legal, demographic, and other factors that are controlled
in trials become relevant influences during the process of
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implementation [118]. Combining these factors with the
diversity in settings, methods, and outcomes of the real-world
projects indicates that further development of existing reporting
guidelines would be beneficial [119]. However, although
standardization of reporting of evaluations would allow greater
comparison across services and projects, a service evaluation
is produced for a specific organization and to meet the specific
requirements of that organization. Thus, increasing
standardization of reporting, should this be considered feasible,
must be balanced with the need to meet these requirements.

It has been suggested that evidence synthesis plays a pivotal
role in developing or refining a framework of translational
research [120]. A first step to enable this would be to better
understand and define the multiple dimensions of translational
research including implementation projects in real-world settings
[10]. This might begin with a debate on reporting of different
types of translational research, such has been proposed for
Web-based health interventions [121]. Additionally, the
challenges encountered in identifying relevant projects in this
study indicate that it might prove fruitful to develop specific
databases or networks to support larger-scale and more rigorous
evaluation and comparison of programs and their relative
cost-effectiveness.

Finally, a discussion might be necessary on how the principles
of systematic reviews of health interventions can be applied to
translational research, as the hierarchical model of
evidence-based medicine has been shown valid only for certain
questions such as efficacy [122]. It has been suggested that the
study design alone may be an inadequate marker of the quality
of evidence for interventions that are complex, program based,
and dependent on context [123]. Consideration must be given
to the evaluation process and its ability to detect effects and
distinguish between failure of an intervention and failure of the
delivery process. It is clear from this review that approaches
incorporating a range of methods are necessary for evaluating
the implementation of such complex interventions in practice.
Novel approaches to synthesizing the evidence in this field are
already underway [124].

As part of this discussion, it will be worth considering what role
service evaluations of real-world projects play in the evidence
base, and whether there are minimum standards for conducting

such evaluations. Carrying out formal quality appraisal of these
is complex, as they involve a range of data collection
approaches, and it is unclear how best to accurately assess and
compare the methodology used in individual evaluations.
Although standardized tools and checklists exist for designs
such as RCTs and qualitative studies, similar tools are not widely
available for complex designs. As described earlier, there is
also a question of how service evaluations may best be
identified, as it is clear that the majority remain in the gray
literature and would not be located via conventional systematic
search techniques.

Conclusions
This review revealed the range of models of social prescribing
and related nonmedical community-based services, and the
extent of evaluation that has been carried out to assess the
potential benefits of these, which would not have been achieved
by searching databases alone. Although the evidence from these
evaluations does not prove that social prescribing is an effective
measure for implementing nonmedical interventions for patients
with type 2 diabetes in the United Kingdom, there is sufficient
to indicate the value of further evaluation and comparison,
particularly if focused on real-world settings. The findings of
this scoping study may inform future evaluation. Further
research is necessary to better understand the communication
between primary care and community or voluntary sector and
to improve the documentation of the final step of translational
research, implementing interventions in real-world settings.

Accessing Web-based information provides a potential method
for investigating how specific innovative health concepts, such
as social prescribing for type 2 diabetes, have been implemented
in practice and the full extent of the evaluation of such
innovations. Several challenges were encountered including
defining the concept, focusing on process plus intervention, and
systematically searching varied and evolving Web-based
sources. Obtaining sufficient relevant information requires
searching for and analyzing information from a range of sources.
The methods and findings from this study have already informed
a broader scoping exercise on the evaluation of social
prescribing projects in the United Kingdom, which is underway.
Further exploration of this approach will inform future research
on the application of health-related concepts into practice.
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RCT: randomized controlled trial
RR: risk ratio
(S)WEMWBS: (Short) Warwick Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale
T2DM: type 2 diabetes
WR: Web-based report
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Abstract

Background: Electronic personal health records (PHRs) can support patient self-management of chronic conditions. Managing
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) viral load, through taking antiretroviral therapy (ART) is crucial to long term survival of
persons with HIV. Many persons with HIV have difficulty adhering to their ART over long periods of time. PHRs contribute to
chronic disease self-care and may help persons with HIV remain adherent to ART. Proportionally veterans with HIV are among
the most active users of the US Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) PHR, called My HealtheVet. Little is known about whether
the use of the PHR is associated with improved HIV outcomes in this population.

Objective: The objective of this study was to investigate whether there are associations between the use of PHR tools (electronic
prescription refill and secure messaging [SM] with providers) and HIV viral load in US veterans.

Methods: We conducted a retrospective cohort study using data from the VA’s electronic health record (EHR) and the PHR.
We identified veterans in VA care from 2009-2012 who had HIV and who used the PHR. We examined which ones had achieved
the positive outcome of suppressed HIV viral load, and whether achievement of this outcome was associated with electronic
prescription refill or SM. From 18,913 veterans with HIV, there were 3374 who both had a detectable viral load in 2009 and who
had had a follow-up viral load test in 2012. To assess relationships between electronic prescription refill and viral control, and
SM and viral control, we fit a series of multivariable generalized estimating equation models, accounting for clustering in VA
facilities. We adjusted for patient demographic and clinical characteristics associated with portal use. In the initial models, the
predictor variables were included in dichotomous format. Subsequently, to evaluate a potential dose-effect, the predictor variables
were included as ordinal variables.

Results: Among our sample of 3374 veterans with HIV who received VA care from 2009-2012, those who had transitioned
from detectable HIV viral load in 2009 to undetectable viral load in 2012 tended to be older (P=.004), more likely to be white
(P<.001), and less likely to have a substance use disorder, problem alcohol use, or psychosis (P=.006, P=.03, P=.004, respectively).
There was a statistically significant positive association between use of electronic prescription refill and change in HIV viral load
status from 2009-2012, from detectable to undetectable (OR 1.36, CI 1.11-1.66). There was a similar association between SM
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use and viral load status, but without achieving statistical significance (OR 1.28, CI 0.89-1.85). Analyses did not demonstrate a
dose-response of prescription refill or SM use for change in viral load.

Conclusions: PHR use, specifically use of electronic prescription refill, was associated with greater control of HIV. Additional
studies are needed to understand the mechanisms by which this may be occurring.

(J Med Internet Res 2017;19(2):e34)   doi:10.2196/jmir.6932

KEYWORDS

health records, personal; HIV; viral load; electronic prescribing; electronic mail; secure messaging; self care; veterans

Introduction

Electronic health records (EHRs) are increasingly being adopted
by hospitals, health plans, and other health care providers to
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of health care delivery,
meet provisions of the Affordable Care Act, and to qualify for
Meaningful Use financial incentives [1-3]. Many of these EHRs
include personal health records (PHRs, also known as “patient
portals”), which enable patients to view parts of their medical
record such as laboratory results, past and future appointments,
and upcoming preventive care. Patients can also use PHRs to
manage their own care and communicate with their health care
providers including sending secure electronic messages to their
clinical providers. A common PHR feature, electronic refill of
prescriptions (hereafter called “Rx refill”), for example, may
contribute to better medication adherence by ensuring that
patients consistently have their medications on hand [4].
Similarly, there is evidence that secure messaging (SM) may
contribute to increased likelihood of achieving chronic illness
control, such as diabetes and hypertension, because of improved
patient-provider communication [5-7]. These PHR
self-management tools may be especially beneficial for persons
with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) who must carefully
adhere to their combination antiretroviral therapy (ART), but
also often have other chronic conditions that they must manage
simultaneously [8].

Controlling the amount of HIV virus in the bloodstream is
crucial to persons with HIV, and combination ART is highly
effective at reducing HIV viral load when taken as prescribed.
But the management of HIV is complex. Patients must carefully
adhere to their ART regimen both to control viremia and to
reduce the likelihood of drug resistance. Lab work is needed
regularly to monitor HIV virus levels and the status of the
immune system through CD4 cell counts [9]. Additionally,
many persons with HIV have comorbid chronic mental and
physical health conditions that may lead to drug-drug
interactions or disease-drug interactions with ART [8]. This
suggests that patients with HIV would benefit from frequent
provider-patient communication and the ability to easily manage
and order their medications [10-12]. PHR self-management
tools, in particular Web-based prescription refills and SM, may
facilitate patients’ adherence to ART and thus contribute to
subsequent undetectable viral load [13,14]. However, to our
knowledge no studies have examined whether the use of specific
PHR features of prescription refill and SM are associated with
improved clinical outcomes for persons with HIV.

This study examines use of the My HealtheVet PHR Rx refill
and SM features by persons with HIV in a large integrated health

care system. We sought to examine whether use of these tools
was associated with undetectable viral load. To this end, we
identified a cohort of HIV-infected veterans receiving US
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) health care and examined
their patterns of My HealtheVet PHR use along with their
laboratory results for HIV viral load status in 2 time periods.

Methods

Study Design
We conducted a retrospective cohort study, identifying veterans
with HIV who used the My HealtheVet PHR and followed them
to assess outcomes of suppression of viral load. The study was
approved by the Bedford Massachusetts VA Medical Center
Institutional Review Board.

Setting
We used data from the VA system of medical records available
through the VA Corporate Data Warehouse (CDW). Variables
included patient demographics and International Classification

of Disease, 9th revision, clinical modification (ICD-9-CM)
diagnosis codes associated with all VA inpatient and outpatient
encounters from October 1, 2007, to March 31, 2012. These
data were linked at the patient level with My HealtheVet
registration, SM, and Rx refill data from April 2012.

Sample
The study population included all American veterans aged 18
years and older who had obtained care from the VA health care
system between April 1, 2010, and March 31, 2012
(N=6,012,875). Obtaining care in the VA was defined as having
at least two outpatient visits or 1 inpatient hospitalization for
any cause during this period. The cohort of HIV-infected
patients was identified by examining VA’s decision support
system laboratory results contained in CDW. Inclusion criteria
for the cohort were: (1) a veteran determined to be HIV positive
based on 2 or more instances of ICD-9-CM codes for HIV in
the CDW, (2) had a detectable viral load in 2009, and (3) had
viral load test results (detectable or undetectable) in 2012. For
these analyses, an undetectable viral load was considered less
than 200 copies of the HIV virus per milliliter (mL) of blood
(<200/mL); conversely, 200 copies or more of the HIV virus
per mL of blood (>=200/mL) indicated a detectable viral load.
We identified 18,913 veterans who were HIV-positive and had
a viral load test result in 2009 (See Figure 1). Of these, 4202
had a detectable viral load. Among these 4202 there were 3374
veterans who had a viral load test result in 2012. These 3374
veterans were the subject of this study. However, in the
multivariable analyses, the total sample was 3289 due to missing
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values for 85 patients. For patients with multiple viral load tests
in a given year, the most recent result in that calendar year

(closest to December 31) was used to categorize the patient’s
viral load status.

Figure 1. Creation of analytical database.

VA’s Personal Health Record, My HealtheVet
VA launched the My HealtheVet PHR in 2003 and enrollment
has grown to approximately 3.5 million current registered users
as of January 2016 [15]. The PHR provides evidence-based
health information, health logs (eg, to track diet, exercise,
weight), access to providers’ notes, reminders for preventive
health services (eg, immunization, cancer screening),
prescription drug refills, and secure email messaging [16]. Since
2005, over 70 million prescription refills have been requested
on the Web, and 1.7 million veterans have signed up for the SM
service. Interestingly, veterans with HIV register for the My

HealtheVet PHR at higher rates than veterans with other chronic
illnesses. While 18.64% of all veterans receiving treatment from
VA were registered to use the PHR in 2012, 26.48% of veterans
with HIV were registered at the time [15].

Data Collection

Independent Variables
Use of My HealtheVet Rx refill and SM features were the
independent variables of interest. We examined whether each
of these tools was used by each veteran in our sample in the
3-year follow-up period from 2010-2012, and whether use of
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the tool was associated with undetectable viral load. These 2
variables were dichotomous with 1 indicating use of Rx refill
at least one time in the 2010-12 period, and 0 indicating no use
of Rx refill during that time period. The SM variable was created
in the same way, with 1 indicating at least one use in 2010-12
and 0 indicating no use during that time period. In separate
analyses, we also explored whether there may be a
dose-response such that sustained use of the tool (Rx refill or
SM) was associated with an increased likelihood of having an
undetectable viral load. For those analyses, each of the variables
(Rx refill and SM) was coded as an ordinal variable with 0
indicating no use in 2010-12, 1 indicating use in only 1 of the
3 years, and 2 indicating use in 2 or more of the 3 years.

Dependent Variable
The outcome of interest was viral load status in 2012. It was
coded 1 for viral load < 200 mL (undetectable) and 0 for viral
load >=200 mL (detectable).

Covariates
Following Shimada et al who examined electronic prescription
refill and SM among 6 million veterans using VA health
services, we included in our multivariable analyses the following
demographic characteristics: age, gender, race or ethnicity,
urban or rural residence based on home postal code, and
economic need defined as eligibility for free care based on an
annual VA means testing [15]. We grouped participants by age
(<45 years or 45-54 years or 55-64 years or 65+ years), marital
status (married vs never married or divorced or separated or
widowed), and race or ethnicity (African American vs White
or Asian or Native Hawaiian or American Indian or other).
Chronic conditions and disease burden were measured using
ICD-9-CM medical and mental health diagnoses that appeared
at least once for an inpatient stay or at least twice for outpatient
visits. The diagnostic grouping to identify chronic conditions
had been previously validated in a large VA longitudinal study
of veterans with HIV [17]. Comorbidities may have influenced
both disease self-management behaviors and interest in using
the PHR. We included comorbidities in our models in 2 ways.
First, problem alcohol use, other substance use, depression, and
psychoses were each included as independent variables,
following their identification using ICD-9-CM codes, as
described earlier. These 4 conditions were singled out because
of their relatively high prevalence among HIV-infected
populations [18,19] and their known negative association with
medication adherence [20-22]. In addition, as an overall measure
of chronic disease burden, we used the Elixhauser score [23-25].
This is a summary measure of disease burden that combines 31
common comorbidities. Because all patients in our sample were
HIV positive, we adjusted the Elixhauser measure by removing
HIV disease. In addition, we removed problem alcohol use,
substance use, depression, and psychoses from the Elixhauser
measure because they had already been included as independent
variables as described previously.

Analyses
We began by examining bivariate relationships between HIV
viral control and the independent variables using cross-tabulation
and chi-square tests. To assess relationships between Rx refill
and viral control, and SM and viral control, with the sample of
3289 patients, we fit a series of multivariable generalized
estimating equation models, accounting for clustering in VA
facilities. To understand how patient characteristics might bias
the primary association of Rx refill (or SM) and viral control,
our models controlled for socio-demographics (age, gender,
race or ethnicity, economic need, marital status, rural or urban
status) and health status (ie, Elixhauser comorbidity burden, as
well as separate indicators of alcohol use, other substance use,
depression, and psychoses). We ran models for Rx refill and
SM separately. In initial models the predictor variables were
included in dichotomous format. Subsequently, to evaluate a
potential dose-effect, the predictor variables were included as
ordinal, as described previously. This produced 4 different
models. We considered statistical significance to be P<.05. To
assess potential multicollinearity, we estimated variance inflation
factor (VIF) for each independent variable in each of our
multivariable models. No variables had VIF greater than 10 (the
largest VIF was 1.61) suggesting there was little or no
multicollinearity. This also suggests sampling bias was not a
substantial issue. To assess whether being registered to use the
PHR or not would affect our findings, we conducted sensitivity
analyses in which we restricted the sample to the 1130 registered
patients. When we ran the same 4 regression models, our results
did not differ substantially from the original 4 models. Thus in
the results section discussed later on, we focus on the analyses
using the larger sample of 3289 patients.

Results

Patient Characteristics and PHR Use
Sociodemographic, health, and PHR use data are shown in Table
1, by viral load detectable status in 2012. Of the 3374 who had
detectable viral loads in 2009, 66.60% had undetectable viral
loads in 2012. Nearly three-quarters (71.61%) of the sample
were in the 45-64 year age range, and 96.21% were male
(consistent with the demographics of the US veteran population).
The majority of the sample was African American (61.53%).
Close to half (46.06%) were considered having high economic
need, based on eligibility for free VA health care services due
to low income, and 11.47% were married. Most of the sample
(88.97%) lived in urban areas. There were considerable mental
health and substance use disorder morbidity, including 60.04%
with a diagnosis of depression, 41.44% with a substance use
disorder, 32.99% with problem alcohol use, and 6.32% with
psychoses. Excluding the aforementioned 4 diagnoses and HIV,
subjects had a mean of 2.7 chronic conditions (as assessed with
the Elixhauser score). One-third (33.49%) had registered for
the PHR as of 2012. In addition 17.81% of the sample had used
the PHR’s electronic prescription refill at least once in the
2010-2012 period, and 5.93% had sent at least one secure
message to a VA provider during that period.
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Table 1. Participant characteristics, overall and by human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) viral control in 2012.

P valueViral controlOverall, n (%)Vari-
able

Viral load detectable, n (%)Viral load undetectable, n (%)

1127 (33.40)2247 (66.60)3374 (100)

.003   Age in years

223 (19.79)414 (18.42)637 (18.88)<45

414 (36.73)776 (34.53)1190 (35.27)45-54

412 (36.56)814 (36.23)1226 (36.34)55-64

78 (6.92)243 (10.81)321 (9.51)65+

.05   Gender

53 (4.70)75 (3.34)128 (3.79)Female

1074 (95.30)2172 (96.66)3246 (96.21)Male

<.001   Race

304 (26.97)826 (36.76)1130 (33.49)White

767 (68.06)1309 (58.26)2076 (61.53)Black

13 (1.15)15 (0.67)28 (0.83)Hispanic

5 (0.44)24 (1.07)29 (0.86)Native Hawaiian

4 (0.35)10 (0.45)14 (0.41)American Indian

3 (0.27)8 (0.36)11 (0.33)Asian

31 (2.75)55 (2.45)86 (2.55)Unknown

.22   Economic need (means test)

536 (47.56)1018 (45.30)1554 (46.06)Eligible for free care

591 (52.44)1229 (54.70)1820 (53.94)Not eligible

.001   Marital status

128 (11.36)259 (11.53)387 (11.47)Married

527 (46.76)1040 (46.28)1567 (46.44)Never married

337 (29.90)700 (31.15)1037 (30.74)Divorced

74 (6.57)154 (6.85)228 (6.76)Separated

37 (3.28)83 (3.69)120 (3.56)Widowed

24 (2.13)11 (0.49)35 (1.04)Others

.18   Urban or rural location

31 (2.75)51 (2.27)82 (2.43)Missing

1012 (89.80)1990 (88.56)3002 (88.97)Urban

84 (7.45)206 (9.17)290 (8.60)Rural

   Comorbidities

.07699 (62.19)1325 (58.97)2024 (60.04)Depression (% yes)

.006503 (44.75)894 (39.79)1397 (41.44)Substance use (% yes)

.03399 (35.50)713 (31.73)1112 (32.99)Problem alcohol use (% yes)

.00490 (8.01)123 (5.47)213 (6.32)Psychoses (% yes)

.572.72 (2.31)2.67 (2.38)2.69 (2.35)Elixhauser comorbidity score, mean (STD)

   My HealtheVet PHR Use

.01345 (30.61)785 (34.94)1130 (33.49)Registered to use My HealtheVet as of 2012

<.001166 (14.73)435 (19.36))601 (17.81)Use Rx refill (2010-2012)

.0353 (4.70)147 (6.54)200 (5.93)Use secure messaging (2010-2012)
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There were differences between veterans with undetectable
versus detectable viral load. Veterans with undetectable viral
load were older (10.81% vs 6.92%, 65+ years), more likely to
be male (96.66% vs 95.30%), white (36.76% vs 26.97%), and
divorced (31.15% vs 29.90%). They were less likely than
veterans with detectable viral load to have symptoms of
depression (58.97% vs 62.19%), substance use disorder (39.79%
vs 44.75%), problem alcohol use (31.73% vs 35.50%), or
psychoses (5.47% vs 8.01%). Those with undetectable viral
load were also more likely to be registered for My HealtheVet
(34.94% vs 30.61%), to have used Rx refill (19.36% vs 14.73%),
and to have used SM (6.54% vs 4.70%).

Multivariable Models
In our multivariable model examining use of Rx refill, there
was a positive association between use of Rx refill and viral
load control (Table 2). Veterans using Rx refill had 1.36 the
odds (95% CI 1.11-1.66) of having an undetectable viral load
compared with veterans who did not use Rx refill, after adjusting
for sociodemographic and health variables. In addition, older
age (Odds ratio, OR 1.01, 95% CI 1.00-1.02) and being white
(OR 1.49, 95% CI 1.21-1.83) were independently and positively
associated with undetectable viral load, whereas a diagnosis of
psychosis (OR 0.66, 95% CI 0.46-0.95) was associated with
reduced likelihood of undetectable viral load.

Table 2. Multivariable analysis of the odds of undetectable viral load in 2012 in relation to Rx refill use (n=3289).

P value95% CIOdds ratioEstimateVariable

.0031.11-1.661.360.3085Use Rx refill 2010-2012 (dichotomous)

.0041.00-1.021.010.0132Age

.220.86-1.941.290.2555Male

<.0011.21-1.831.490.399White race

.190.78-1.050.90-0.101Economic need (means test)

.610.78-1.160.95-0.053Married

.610.96-1.030.99-0.009Elixhauser score

.930.84-1.170.99-0.007Problem alcohol use

.600.76-1.180.94-0.059Substance use

.440.79-1.110.94-0.067Depression

.030.46-0.950.66-0.417Psychoses

.330.86-1.571.160.1506Rural

There were similar associations when viral load was modeled
with SM as the predictor variable. However, SM did not achieve
a statistically significant association with viral load status (Table
3). Veteran using SM had 1.28 the odds (95% CI 0.89-1.85) of
having undetectable viral load compared with veterans who did
not use SM, after adjusting for sociodemographic and health

variables. Similar to the Rx refill model, older age (OR 1.01,
95% CI 1.00-1.02) and being white (OR 1.53, 95% CI 1.25-1.86)
were independently and positively associated with undetectable
viral load. Conversely, a diagnosis of psychosis (OR 0.66, 95%
CI 0.46-0.95) was associated with reduced likelihood of having
an undetectable viral load.

Table 3. Multivariable analysis of the odds of undetectable human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) viral load in 2012 in relation to secure messaging
(SM) use (n=3289).

P value95% CIOdds ratioEstimateVariable

.190.89-1.851.2790.2462Use secure messaging

.011.00-1.021.0120.0114Age

.190.87-1.991.3160.2748Male

<.0011.25-1.861.5270.4231White race

.150.78-1.040.898-0.107Economic need (means test)

.530.77-1.150.939-0.063Married

.640.96-1.030.992-0.008Elixhauser score

.830.84-1.160.983-0.017Problem alcohol use

.510.75-1.160.929-0.073Substance use

.510.80-1.120.944-0.057Depression

.030.46-0.950.659-0.416Psychoses

.330.86-1.581.1630.1509Rural
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There was no evidence of a dose effect for either Rx refill or
SM when treated as ordinal variables (Tables 4 and 5). The
overall association of Rx refill with undetectable viral load,
however, was still evident. Compared with veterans with 0 uses

of Rx refill, those with Rx refill use in 1 year had 1.38 the odds
of undetectable viral load (95% CI 1.02-1.87) and those with
Rx refill use in 2+ years had nearly the same odds ratio (OR
1.35, 95% CI 1.07-1.71) (Table 4).

Table 4. Multivariable analysis of the odds of undetectable human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) viral load in 2012 in relation to Rx refill use (Rx
refill included as ordinal variable), for assessment of dose effect (n=3289).

P value95% CIOdds ratioEstimateVariable

----Use Rx refill 0 years (ref)

.041.02-1.871.3760.3194Use Rx refill 1 year

.011.07-1.711.3520.3016Use Rx refill 2-3 years

.0041.00-1.021.0130.0132Age

.220.86-1.941.2910.2556Male

<.0011.21-1.831.4910.3995White race

.190.78-1.050.904-0.101Economic need (means test)

.610.78-1.160.949-0.052Married

.610.96-1.030.991-0.009Elixhauser score

.930.84-1.170.993-0.007Problem alcohol use

.600.76-1.170.943-0.059Substance use

.440.79-1.110.935-0.067Depression

.030.46-0.950.659-0.417Psychoses

.330.86-1.571.1620.1501Rural

The findings for SM also indicated no evidence of dose effect.
The odds ratio for SM use in 1 year was 1.37 (95% CI 0.88-2.13)

and for SM use in 2+ years was 1.02 (95% CI 0.51-2.01) though
neither was statistically significant (Table 5).

Table 5. Multivariable analysis of the odds of undetectable human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) viral load in 2012 in relation to secure messaging
(SM) use (as ordinal variable), for assessment of dose effect (n=3289).

P value95% CIOdds ratioEstimateVariable

----Secure messaging 0 years (reference)

.160.88-2.131.3710.3157Secure messaging 1 year

.970.51-2.011.0150.0149Secure messaging 2-3 years

.011.00-1.021.0120.0114Age

.190.87-1.991.3180.2759Male

<.0011.25-1.871.530.4252White race

.160.77-1.040.9-0.106Economic need (means test)

.530.77-1.140.938-0.064Married

.620.96-1.030.992-0.008Elixhauser score

.840.84-1.160.983-0.017Problem alcohol use

.510.75-1.160.929-0.073Substance use

.510.80-1.120.945-0.056Depression

.030.45-0.950.657-0.421Psychoses

.340.86-1.581.1620.1501Rural

Our sensitivity analyses, in which the regression models were
reestimated using the restricted sample of the 1130 registered
patients, did not yield any substantively different results than
those presented in Tables 2-5- (data not shown).
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Discussion

Principal Findings
We found that among veterans with HIV, there was a positive
association between My HealtheVet PHR use and undetectable
viral load. Specifically, veterans who had detectable viral loads
in 2009, and who used the Rx refill function between 2010 and
2012, had 1.36 times the likelihood of undetectable viral load
in 2012 compared with veterans who did not use Rx refill. There
was no evidence of dose effect of either of Rx refill or SM on
the likelihood of undetectable viral load. No observational study
can prove causality, but we had features that support a causal
argument—we identified a longitudinal relationship, but not a
clear dose-response. Thus it is possible that PHR use is a marker
for some unmeasured covariates, such as engagement with the
health care system.

Limitations
Due to the study limitations, we cannot rule out that there may
be other explanations for our main finding of an association
between use of Rx refill and undetectable viral load. The most
salient limitation is that as an observational study there is
potential for confounding by indication, in that patients who
are already activated to improve their health may also be more
likely to try new tools, such as PHRs. It is possible that more
empowered and self-efficacious patients decide to use a PHR,
whereas patients who are less motivated and more challenged
with self-management tasks do not. Self-efficacy and
empowerment may be driving forces behind achievement of
undetectable viral load, and not actually PHR use alone.
However, by limiting our analytic sample to the HIV positive
veterans who had uncontrolled viral load in 2009, we sought to
minimize variation in self-efficacy and empowerment. Another
important variable, which was not available in our dataset and
thus not included in our models, is stigma. Data indicate that
Web-based tools are seen as particularly valuable, and used
more often, among persons with stigmatized health conditions
than among persons with nonstigmatized conditions [26]. Degree
of perceived stigma may have been affecting the results found
in our study.

Additionally, the linkage between Web-based prescription refill
and undetectable viral load is presumably mediated by proper
medication taking and medication adherence. Our data did not
permit us to evaluate medication adherence, or whether the PHR
prescription refills were specifically for ART as compared with
medications for other comorbid conditions (eg, for diabetes,
hypertension). Additional studies are needed that address these
limitations, for example by randomizing patients to PHR use,
and by assessing ART adherence to see whether the trajectory
from PHR use to undetectable viral load occurs though the
expected taking of ART. Our sample was all veterans and mostly
male, therefore our results may not be generalizable to
nonveterans and to women. Another way that generalizability
may be limited is that the VA is unlike many smaller health
care systems in that it has succeeded in registering a large
number of its patients for PHR use, approximately 3.5 million
users as of 2016 [15]. This number is likely only exceeded in
the United States by the number of users in the Kaiser

Permanente health care system [27]. Additionally the VA’s
PHR has more features than many other PHR systems (including
the recent addition of OpenNotes—that is, patient access to
clinician notes [28]), which may be one of the reasons for the
relatively high patient enrollment rates. While these unique
features of the VA’s PHR reduce generalizability, alternatively
the sheer number of users makes the VA an ideal environment
for examining the impact of PHRs on health care delivery,
processes, and outcomes, even for conditions with relatively
low prevalence such as HIV.

Comparison With Prior Work
Overall evidence on the effect of PHR use on care processes
and outcomes for a variety of health conditions show mixed
results [29]. While Zhou et al found an association between
patient SM use and improved intermediate outcomes for
hypertension, cholesterol, and diabetes [5], a clinical trial
conducted by Wagner et al randomly assigning subjects to PHR
access or no access found no effects of PHR access on
hypertension control, though subanalyses of frequent PHR users
showed they achieved reductions in diastolic blood pressure,
compared with the infrequent PHR users [30]. In a retrospective
study of patients with diabetes at the Cleveland Clinic, Tenforde
et al found in adjusted multivariable analyses that in a PHR user
group compared with nonuser group there was more hemoglobin
A1c (HbA1c) testing and lower HbA1c values (7.0% in the
PHR group vs 7.3% in the non-PHR group; P<.01) [31]. A study
of veterans who were using the My HealtheVet PHR found that
use of Rx refill and SM were both associated with improved
low density lipoprotein cholesterol levels. It also found sustained
use (use each year over 3 or more years) of SM was associated
with improved HbA1c levels among veterans with diabetes,
whereas sustained use of Rx refill was associated with improved
blood pressure control among veterans with hypertension [32].
In yet another diabetes study conducted with 54 patients at
Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Wade-Vuturo et al found
that use of the PHR’s SM feature (more vs fewer messages sent)
was moderately associated with lower HbA1c values in
Spearman correlation analyses, (ρ=-.29, P=.04) [33].

In HIV, similarly, the evidence is mixed, with several studies
suggesting that PHR use may assist with care processes and
outcomes, but at least one study finding no association. A 6-site
study by Shade et al [34] used a serial cross-sectional design in
which each site selected a different health IT intervention to
improve HIV care. One site introduced a continuity of care
summary accessible to patients via a portal. At that site, based
on data from 500 patients, there was an increased odds of
undetectable viral load from baseline (prior to patient continuity
of care summary) to follow up (OR 1.36, 95% CI 1.09-1.71)
[34,35]. Patients were selected to be representative of the clinic
population without regard for whether they used the continuity
of care summary. A study by Crouch et al [36] found that PHR
use was associated with improved HIV control. The team
identified 80 HIV+ veterans using a nonprobability quota
sample, selected to be split evenly between using and not using
VA’s My HealtheVet PHR. There was a statistically significant
association between My HealtheVet PHR use and undetectable
viral load, with 95% having undetectable viral load in the PHR
group compared with 70% in the non-PHR group (P=.046) [36].
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This study did not examine which components of the PHR
patients used. McInnes et al reported that in a cross-sectional
sample of 1871 veterans, multivariable analyses found that
self-reported PHR use was associated with pharmacy refill ART
adherence [4]. The findings from logistic regression analyses
by Gordon et al, in contrast to the other studies, found in
comparing 39 PHR users with 43 nonusers that there was no
association of PHR use with either self-reported ART adherence
or medical record viral load control [37]. What the evidence in
HIV and in other health conditions suggests is that there is
greater need for randomized studies. This becomes more difficult
as PHRs are increasingly included with EHR packages that
hospitals and health systems adopt; however, there are still
patient groups that have had little or no PHR exposure.

Our findings also point to potential racial disparities in access
to and use of HIV related care. In each of our multivariable
analyses, white patients had greater odds of achieving viral
control than other races (which were overwhelmingly black).
This may be due to uncontrolled variables such as education
level which may vary by race. Other research, including studies
in the VA health care system, suggests various sources for racial
disparities. Richardson et al recently examined racial differences
in HIV care (and in comorbid care for HIV-infected patients)
in VA and reported, “Despite the lack of insurance-related
barriers to care in the equal-access VHA health care system,
racial disparities in the care for veterans with HIV remain
problematic and extend to comorbid conditions” [38]. Whereas
the knowledge about the causes of these disparities is
incomplete, Richardson et al suggest that possible contributors
include patient attitudes and beliefs, provider attitudes and
implicit biases, differences in patient-provider communication,
and social-structural disadvantages by race [39-42].

The persistent finding, in each of our models, of a negative
association between the presence of psychoses and uncontrolled
viral load is noteworthy. This may indicate patients in this group
have difficulty adhering to their HIV medications. Research
into nonadherence (in general, not just for HIV) for persons
with psychoses suggests that there are a number of potential
barriers to adherence to medications. These include lack of
social support, problems with therapeutic alliance, lack of daily
routines, negative attitudes toward medications, and cognitive
deficits [43].

More broadly, among persons with HIV, adoption and use of
PHRs have been associated with a number of sociodemographic
characteristics. A study of veterans with HIV found that PHR
use is associated with younger age, less than excellent or very
good health, white race, more education, lack of substance use
disorder, and higher incomes [4]. Patient PHR use also has some
advantages over face-to-face communication. For health-related
questions that are perceived by patients as sensitive or that may
cause embarrassment or perceived stigma, PHRs provide a sense
of privacy and anonymity [26,44].

PHRs provide patients with greater access to their providers
and health information, and also provide tools that allow patients

to undertake health self-management tasks more efficiently than
through in-person or phone contact with their health care team
[45-47]. Patients report that accessing information in their PHR
can enhance communication with providers, for example through
improved preparation for in-person visits. PHRs and the
information they contain also aid patients by improving
knowledge of their health, serving as reminders for needed
follow up, and creating a sense of accountability for one’s health
that leads to more self-care [48]. Accordingly, PHRs can be
expected to enable patients to increase self-management of
chronic conditions, resulting in better control of those conditions
and better health overall. However, it is unclear whether simply
providing a PHR to patients is sufficient to achieve this, as
indicated by the results of the study by Wagner et al described
previously [30]. With the provision of PHRs, there may be a
need for patient orientation, training, and continued promotion
to increase both adoption and sustained use, and to encourage
specific uses that are likely to have the most health-related
benefits.

Conclusions
Our examination of PHR use adds important information to the
existing body of work. Our data come from a highly stigmatized
and vulnerable population of veterans with HIV, many of whom
have high economic need, are racial or ethnic minorities, have
a mental health or substance use disorder, and may lack social
support (only 11% married). Interestingly, this population has
been shown to use VA’s My HealtheVet PHR more than other
chronic disease groups [15]; however, the cause of this
phenomenon is not completely clear. That the use of a PHR
electronic prescription refill feature was positively associated
with undetectable viral load status in this vulnerable population
is encouraging in that it may indicate an augmentation of access
to medications and providers. The PHR tools of Rx refill and
SM may afford patients a greater sense of freedom to perform
functions—ordering refills and communicating with
providers—unencumbered by the risk of social stigma associated
with face-to-face or phone contacts [26]. Reducing such stigma
may encourage greater patient interactions with providers and
the health care system when issues arise, and improve
self-efficacy in addressing health-related tasks and challenges.
This in turn should help reduce the occurrence of patients
running out of prescription medications and also facilitate swift
resolution of serious side effects a patient may be experiencing
from medications or drug-drug interactions.

Given our observational study design, however, further
examination of the potential benefits of PHRs, and tools such
as electronic prescription refill, are merited, especially if they
can involve randomization. That a considerable proportion of
this population is using PHR tools is encouraging—and yet
about two-thirds do not. This suggests that continued efforts
are needed to reach out to this population and to provide eHealth
tools that are seen as easy to use and beneficial, regardless of
the background or socio-economic and health status of the
potential user.
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Abstract

Background: Demographic changes over the past decades call for the promotion of health and disease prevention for older
patients, as well as strategies to enhance their independence, productivity, and quality of life.

Objective: Our objective was to examine the effects of a computer-based educational intervention designed for general
practitioners (GPs) to promote active aging.

Methods: The Promoting Active Aging (PRACTA) study consisted of a baseline questionnaire, implementation of an intervention,
and a follow-up questionnaire that was administered 1 month after the intervention. A total of 151 primary care facilities (response
rate 151/767, 19.7%) and 503 GPs (response rate 503/996, 50.5%) agreed to participate in the baseline assessment. At the
follow-up, 393 GPs filled in the questionnaires (response rate, 393/503, 78.1%), but not all of them took part in the intervention.
The final study group of 225 GPs participated in 3 study conditions: e-learning (knowledge plus skills modelling, n=42), a pdf
article (knowledge only, n=89), and control (no intervention, n=94). We measured the outcome as scores on the Patients Expectations
Scale, Communication Scale, Attitude Toward Treatment and Health Scale, and Self-Efficacy Scale.

Results: GPs participating in e-learning demonstrated a significant rise in their perception of older patients’ expectations for

disease explanation (Wald χ2=19.7, P<.001) and in perception of motivational aspect of older patients’ attitude toward treatment

and health (Wald χ2=8.9, P=.03) in comparison with both the control and pdf article groups. We observed additional between-group
differences at the level of statistical trend. GPs participating in the pdf article intervention demonstrated a decline in self-assessed

communication, both at the level of global scoring (Wald χ2=34.5, P<.001) and at the level of 20 of 26 specific behaviors (all
P<.05). Factors moderating the effects of the intervention were the number of patients per GP and the facility’s organizational
structure.

Conclusions: Both methods were suitable, but in different areas and under different conditions. The key benefit of the pdf article
intervention was raising doctors’ reflection on limitations in their communication skills, whereas e-learning was more effective
in changing their perception of older patients’ proactive attitude, especially among GPs working in privately owned facilities and
having a greater number of assigned patients. Although we did not achieve all expected effects of the PRACTA intervention,
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both its forms seem promising in terms of enhancing the competencies of doctors in communication with and activation of older
patients.

(J Med Internet Res 2017;19(2):e45)   doi:10.2196/jmir.6948
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Introduction

Why Is Activation of Older Patients Important While
Practicing Medicine?
Demographic changes over the past decades have created new
challenges for health care providers [1]. Current trends in aging,
along with continued limitations in providing effective health
care to older patients, make it necessary to offer activities that
promote health and disease prevention for older people, as well
as strategies to enhance their independence, productivity, and
quality of life [2,3].

Older patients’ use of health care services is increasing [3], but
certain aging processes may be modified by individual activity.
Thus, a general practitioner’s (GP) office appears to be the right
place to discuss desired health- and activity-enhancing
behaviors. Patients have been shown to depend on clinicians in
areas such as preserving and promoting physical and emotional
health [4]. Individuals who had been helped by a health provider
to learn how to monitor their condition and to set goals were
more activated than those who didn’t receive such assistance
[5,6]. At the same time, preventive health behavior and related
matters have rarely been addressed by physicians and patients
over 60 years of age in the primary health care setting [7].

Moreover, the lack of supporting patient activation and
engagement was determined to be a potential pitfall for
institutions aiming at improving quality and reducing health
care costs [8].

What Might Activation of Older Patients by GPs
Involve?
Patient activation is defined as the patient’s ability to
self-manage symptoms and problems, involvement in clinical
decision making, and engagement in activities that maintain
functioning and reduce health decline [9]. Its measurement
allows their doctors to assign patients to 1 of 4 levels of
activation, ranging from passive to proactive [10,11].

The unidimensional approach, however, does not allow for
estimating the level of certain components of attitude toward
treatment and health (ATH), such as cognitive, emotional
(including positive and negative aspects), and motivational
components [12,13]. An increasing number of studies have also
shown the significance of self-efficacy in initiating and
maintaining health behaviors [14].

To successfully activate older patients, it is necessary to identify
their expectations of both the medical encounter [15] and
effective communication [16,17]. Initial attempts to categorize
patients’ needs demonstrated the importance of explaining

disease states, providing emotional support, and acting on or
providing information about medical treatment [18]. As far as
successful and active aging is concerned, the need for
information about health promotion opportunities and
improvement of quality of life is growing in importance [19].

In turn, accurate recognition of older patients’ beliefs about
their GPs’ communication is one of the most important factors
contributing to good physician-patient rapport [20,21].
Patient-centered communication, taking into account older
people’s perspective and empowering them in the process of
decision making, was found to be associated with more
favorable outcomes for patients [22,23]. Communicational
aspects of the encounter are frequently rated by patients as the
most important, although specificity of expectations depending
on the medical situation has been found [24].

People over 65 years of age are seen through the prism of
age-related stereotypes picturing them as poor, frail, and
dependent [25-27]. Furthermore, there is an increasing number
of studies on GPs’ beliefs concerning older patients [28,29].
Such studies have taught us that physicians’ attitudes toward
elderly patients are diverse and positively related to factors such
as geriatrics training, which suggests that providing GPs with
appropriate knowledge and skills is essential [30]. Ageist
misconceptions of older patients as indifferent, rigid in their
beliefs and practices, or frequently annoyed may have serious
negative consequences for them [31].

What Do We Know About E-Learning Versus
Traditional Learning of GPs?
Selecting a teaching approach that both is relevant for the group
and serves educational objectives is of significant importance,
especially in the case of doctors, who are frequently overworked,
lack time, and face changing demands. E-learning can be an
attractive alternative to traditional learning. It is defined as any
educational intervention that is mediated electronically via the
Internet asynchronously [32].

The benefits of e-learning have been reported in terms of
increased accessibility to education, improved self-efficacy,
knowledge generation, cost effectiveness, learner flexibility,
and interactivity; reports regarding its usage and effectiveness,
however, have ranged broadly [33]. E-learning has proved to
be at least as effective as traditional learning in terms of
knowledge acquisition and user satisfaction, although knowledge
about its effects on behavior change and patient outcomes is
still insufficient [32]. A systematic review led to the conclusion
that situated e-learning (embedded within a specific context
representing real practice) enhances novice learners’
performance, but that its effect on knowledge improvement is
limited when compared with traditional learning [34]. There is
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also little knowledge about e-learning effectiveness in teaching
GPs psychosocial competencies, such as communication and
older patient activation. Moreover, little has been done to
improve the knowledge about factors that moderate outcomes
of different types of interventions [33].

Research Problems
Considering the above, we developed and investigated the
Promoting Active Aging (PRACTA) intervention for GPs. It
was designed to stimulate better recognition of older patients’
expectations related to the medical encounter, more effective
and patient-centered communication with older patients, and a
better ability to enhance active ATH among older patients. We
rooted the content of the intervention in selected theories in the
field of health psychology, such as successful aging theories
[35,36], attitude toward health [12], patient-centered
communication [37], models of health behavior change [38],
or social support theories [39], as well as the results of surveys
from doctors and patients collected at time 1 of this study.

We presented the intervention in 2 forms: an e-learning platform
and an article in pdf format. The e-learning intervention was a
multimedia program aimed at presenting knowledge and
modelling skills (demonstration of recommended solutions by
means of, for example, case studies and video-recorded
dialogues, and testing of new skills in simulated situations).
The pdf article was a digitized text with pictures aimed solely
at presenting knowledge. First, we anticipated that gaining some
knowledge about older patients’ expectations and ways of
enhancing their active attitude toward health might contribute
to a more positive perception of older patient activation among
GPs, whereas practicing skills might cause more changes in
GPs’ behavior, thus initiating a positive spiral of changes (GPs
use the skills of older patient activation, leading to older patients
becoming more active, as a result of which GPs appraise older
adults as being capable of being active, and consequently GPs
continue older patient activation). Second, we assumed that,
due to adoption of a wider range of didactic tools, e-learning
would have a stronger and broader effect (in terms of number
of outcome variables) than the pdf article.

We enrolled doctors in 1 of 3 study groups: e-learning, pdf
article (comparative group), and control (no intervention at this
time). The aim of the study was to examine the short-term
effects of the PRACTA educational intervention in reference
to the following outcome variables: (1) GPs’perception of older
patients’ expectations of the medical encounter, (2) GPs’
self-assessed communication skills, and (3) GPs’ perception of
older patients’ ATH.

We formulated 2 research questions (RQs), as follows. RQ1:
Do the study groups differ from each other in terms of changes
observed in the outcome variables? We hypothesized that,
among the GPs in the intervention groups (e-learning and pdf
article), in comparison with the control group, there would be
(1a) a greater increase in their perception of older patients’
expectations related to different types of information, with the
increase in the e-learning group being larger than in the pdf
article group (we had no directional hypotheses about other
types of expectations), (1b) a greater increase in self-assessed
communication skills, with the increase in the e-learning group

being larger than in the pdf article group, (1c) a greater increase
in their perception of older patients’ active ATH, with the
increase in the e-learning group being larger than in the pdf
article group. RQ2: Are there any factors affecting the effects
of the PRACTA intervention? Due to the exploratory nature of
the question, we did not formulate any directional hypotheses
but assumed that some sociodemographic, vocational, and
organizational factors that we took into account would be
moderators of the effects of the intervention.

Methods

Procedure and Recruitment
The PRACTA study consisted of a baseline questionnaire
administered to GPs (time 1), implementation of the intervention
(available for 3 months), and follow-up questionnaire
administered to the GPs (time 2, which took place 1 month after
the intervention). Recruitment comprised 2 stages: recruitment
of primary care facilities (we contacted the facility’s
management to obtain permission to recruit the GPs) and
recruitment of GPs working in these facilities. We considered
the following inclusion criteria for facilities: delivering primary
care, having a contract with the National Health Fund (patients
did not pay for services out of their private funds), and being
located in central Poland (a slightly wealthier part of the country
including both urban and rural areas). The inclusion criteria for
doctors were as follows: working in a facility recruited for the
study, delivering primary care, and signing a written consent
to participate in all parts of the project. The procedure
guaranteed that data collection would be depersonalized, and
every single GP was instructed in how to create an individual
code that enabled matching scores from time 1 and time 2.

A total of 151 primary care facilities (response rate 151/767,
19.7%) and 503 GPs (response rate 503/996, 50.5%) agreed to
participate in the baseline assessment. The facilities were
randomly assigned to 3 groups: e-learning, pdf article, and
control (we used random assignment of facilities only to ensure
that all GPs working in the facility had access exclusively to
one type of intervention). At time 2, there was a 78.1% response
rate (393/503), but in 24 cases a missing or wrong individual
code made matching scores from both measurements impossible
(we considered these cases as dropouts). Figure 1 presents a
flowchart of GP participation in consecutive stages of the
project.

The final study sample consisted of 225 GPs: 42 actively taking
part in e-learning (logged in and received points in at least one
test), 89 actively participating in the pdf article intervention
(filling out the form with questions regarding the pdf article
that was an indicator of active participation), and 94 constituting
the control group (participating in time 1 and time 2 surveys
without any intervention at this time). As Figure 1 shows, 11
(21%) of 53 GPs logged in only, without receiving any points,
but of the remaining 42 who obtained some points, 30 (71%)
had completed all 5 modules, 2 (5%) had completed 4 modules,
and 10 (24%) had completed 3 or fewer modules. The pdf article
group was asked about what part of the article they had read:
47 (53%) declared that they had read the article in full, 19 (21%)
had read three-quarters of the text, 10 (11%) had read
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approximately half of the article, and 13 (15%) had read
approximately one-quarter or less. Whenever possible,
interviewers asked doctors why they had declined to participate
in the intervention, and “lack of time” was the most frequent
response.

All GPs from the pdf article and control groups who declared
their willingness to participate in PRACTA e-learning got access

to it after completing the time 2 assessment. Doctors were
interviewed by professional interviewers who had been trained
on project-specific requirements for standardization of
assessments. The content and form of both types of intervention
were developed by researchers who prepared the whole project
and carried out time 1 analyses. Approval for the study was
obtained from the Bioethics Committee of the Medical
University of Warsaw.

Figure 1. Flow chart of participation in the Promoting Active Aging (PRACTA) intervention study. GP: general practitioner.

PRACTA Intervention
We developed the PRACTA intervention in 2 forms. First, we
prepared the e-learning intervention and then, based on its
content, we created a pdf article. Both forms included 5 modules
that were identically themed and presented in the same order;
they were different, however, in their range, volume, and
teaching approaches to present both knowledge and skills.

The modules covered the following subjects: (1) the process of
active aging and the importance of an active attitude toward
health, (2) doctors’ beliefs about older adults’ abilities and
expectations, (3) the importance of physician-patient rapport
for older patients and their health outcomes, (4) psychological
rules and skills for promoting an active attitude toward health,
and (5) quality of life and providing support for older patients
(see Multimedia Appendix 1 for a detailed description of both
types of intervention).

E-learning was designed to be a game in which participating
players chose their character (female or male) and then receive
specific task missions to complete. It included various
multimedia components, which allowed for demonstration of
specific practical solutions and for modelling communication
and older adults’ activation skills. One module took about 1

hour to compete. To join the e-learning intervention, each
participant was given a personal log-in and password and a USB
flash drive with the information about time to access and rules
of conduct.

The pdf article intervention took the form of a text with concise
information, divided into small sections, and structured visually
with simple pictures and figures (all images used in the pdf
version were extracted from the e-learning intervention).
Information presented in the pdf article had the form of a
summary of the e-learning content and included a general
description of solutions and techniques. Each pdf article module
had a length of 3 pages of A4-sized paper. To join this form of
intervention, each participant was given a USB flash drive with
the article in pdf format.

Before the intervention started, we had launched an information
campaign in primary care facilities (through letters sent to
facility heads and their representatives who would be responsible
for the PRACTA project-facility collaboration) and among GPs.
The campaign for GPs comprised 2 phases: in phase 1, we
mailed letters to GPs informing them about the timetable of
scheduled stages of the project; in phase 2, interviewers visited
GPs to deliver verbal information, leaflets, and USB flash drives
with instructions and personal log-ins and passwords. After 4
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weeks of the intervention (and evaluation of the response rate),
we took other steps to remind and encourage GPs to participate:
a letter, a visit by an interviewer, 2-3 telephone calls to a facility
representative (until GPs clearly refused to participate) in the
e-learning group and a letter only in the pdf article group.

The PRACTA e-learning intervention was administrated via
the Medical University of Warsaw website. The e-learning
platform (Microsoft SharePoint with SharePoint Learning Kit,
version SLK 1.8; Microsoft Corporation) consisted of 2 systems:
a learning content management system and a learning
management system. To create the e-learning intervention, we
used Articulate Storyline software (version 1; Articulate Global,
Inc). To access PRACTA e-learning, each GP was given
personal log-in and password (with information on time to
access, rules of conduct, and availability of technical support).
This procedure was very simple and user friendly (there were
no requests for assistance). The first page after logging in
contained overall information on the structure and format of
the entire program. Participants were instructed to begin with
module 1 and continue sequentially to finish with module 5. It
was possible to stop and resume an uncompleted module at any
time (the module was not available to a user only after
completing the final test and saving scores). The participants
were guided through the PRACTA e-learning by active arrows
and written or audio instructions (eg, choose your character,
click the button or read the materials, watch a video) with no
interactions with a tutor or other participants (unidirectional).
Navigating e-learning was easy and intuitive, allowing the users
not to concentrate on technical aspects. The system allowed for
monitoring the GPs’ log-ins and test results evaluating their
knowledge after completion of each module (only after saving
the results).

The total number of points was calculated and converted into
credit points (registered by the Polish Chamber of Physicians,
Izba Lekarska, as a form of professional development). A
diploma confirming the number of credit points was a major
reward for participating in e-learning (certificates of
participation in the PRACTA project and small project gadgets
were given to all participants).

Measurement
The outcome variables in the study were (1) the GPs’perception
of older patients’ appointment-related expectations, (2) GPs’
self-assessed communication behavior, and (3) the GPs’
perception of older patients’ ATH. The tools were designed for
the purpose of the PRACTA project, and their psychometric
properties were evaluated after the pilot study had been
completed, and later, at the time of both questionnaires (time 1
and time 2) of the study proper. The questionnaires were
originally written and administered in Polish, but their English
translations are presented here in the multimedia appendixes.

GP’s Perception of Older Patients’Appointment-Related
Expectations
We measured this outcome variable with the PRACTA Patients
Expectations Scale-Doctors (PRACTA-PES-D) consisting of
six 3-item sections (each section was a single-factor scale)
(Multimedia Appendix 2 shows the full scale in English

translation). Each section reflected a different expectation:
disease explanation, treatment explanation, health advice,
quality-of-life improvement, rapport, and emotional support.
Example items from each section are as follows: “Usually,
during a visit elderly patients (65+) expect me…to find the
cause of their symptoms” (disease explanation), “to present the
results of the tests performed” (treatment explanation), “to
encourage them to make health promoting changes” (health
advice), “to suggest ways of maintaining life satisfaction”
(quality-of-life improvement),” to show them respect” (rapport),
and “to talk to them about how they feel and how they cope”
(emotional support). The doctors assessed the importance of
these expectations of older patients on a Likert scale from 1 to
7 (1=completely irrelevant, 7=very relevant). Each section score
was calculated as a mean value (the sum of item scores divided
by the number of items in a given section). The possible section
score is between 1 and 7. The higher the score, the more
significant the patient’s expectation, as perceived by the GP.
Reliability coefficients of PRACTA-PES-D scales were good
or very good and ranged from .79 to .96 at time 1 and from .82
to .95 at time 2.

GPs’ Self-Assessed Communication Behaviors
We assessed communication behavior with the PRACTA
Communication Scale-Doctors (PRACTA-CS-D), comprising
26 items that allowed for calculating a global score or that could
be analyzed separately (Multimedia Appendix 3 shows the full
scale in English translation). GPs rated the frequency of
communicational behavior presented in each item (eg, “During
visits of my elderly patients (65+) I…greet them in a kind
manner,” “listen to them carefully,” “make sure I understood
them correctly,”). The answers were provided on a 7-point Likert
scale, where 1=very seldom and 7=very often. The global score
was calculated as a mean value of all item scores. It ranged from
1 to 7. The higher the score, the higher the frequency of
communication behavior declared by GPs. Reliability
coefficients of global scores before and after the intervention
were .94 and .95, respectively.

GPs’ Perception of Older Patients’ ATH
We evaluated ATH by 2 tools: the PRACTA Attitude Toward
Treatment and Health Scale-Doctors (PRACTA-ATH-D) and
the PRACTA Self-Efficacy Scale-Doctors (PRACTA-SE-D)
(Multimedia Appendix 4 to see all items measuring ATH:
PRACTA-SE-D items directly follow PRACTA-ATH-D items).
PRACTA-ATH-D comprised 16 items, which formed 4 scales
reflecting 4 aspects of attitude: cognitive (6 items),
emotional-positive (3 items), emotional-negative (3 items), and
motivational (4 items). We developed the structure of this scale
based on exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses
(unpublished data, 2017). Each item started with the statement
“Usually, the elderly patients (65+) after a visit at my office…”
followed by statements indicating older patients’ ATH, such as
“understand the nature and causes of their ailments,” feel
calmer,” “have fears about their symptoms,” “are going to
participate in the treatment actively.” GPs responded on a
7-point Likert scale (1=definitely no, 7=definitely yes). Each
scale score was calculated as a mean value (the sum of item
scores divided by the number of items in a scale). The possible
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scale score was between 1 and 7. Higher scores suggest a more
active attitude in all aspects, except for the negative emotions.
Reliability coefficients of PRACTA-ATH-D scales were good
or very good and ranged from .88 to .93 before the intervention
and from .88 to .94 after the intervention.

PRACTA-SE-D is a unidimensional scale consisting of 3 items
that measure GPs’ perception of older patients’ self-efficacy
related to health behavior changes: the fifth aspect of ATH
included in the study. The statement “Usually, the elderly
patients (65+) after a visit at my office…” was followed by
items indicating their patients’ sense of self-efficacy, such as
“think they can influence how they’ll feel in the future.” Possible
responses were from 1=definitely no to 7=definitely yes. The
score was calculated as a mean value. Higher scores indicated
greater self-efficacy. The reliability coefficients of the
PRACTA-SE-D scale at time 1 and time 2 were .90.

Statistical Analysis
To compare the study groups with respect to descriptive
statistics, we used a chi-square test (for frequencies) and analysis
of variance (for interval and ratio scales; in cases where the
assumption of variance homogeneity for analysis of variance
was not met, we applied the Brown-Forsythe correction) [40].

In the final study group, there were no missing values at time
1, and at time 2 they were <0.5%. The Little missing completely
at random test pointed to random missingness (P=.15).

To take into account possible changes occurring in the measured
variables between time 1 and time 2, we calculated the indexes
of change for each variable (as the time 2–time 1 difference).
The index of change above zero indicated an increase in GPs’
ratings (ie, GPs at time 2 rated older patients’ expectations as
more important, the patients’ attitude as more active, and their
own communication behavior as more frequent than those at
time 1) and the index of change below zero demonstrated a
decrease in these ratings between time 1 and time 2.
Subsequently, we applied the indexes in the tested models as
outcome variables.

In most cases, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test showed that the
outcome variables were not normally distributed (P<.05). Thus,
to analyze the significance of differences between indexes of
change in groups and to test interaction effects, we used the

generalized linear model [41]. In the tables below, we present
the results of the generalized linear model performed without
an intercept (unstandardized B parameters equal to mean values
of variables). We used pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni
correction for multiple comparisons. We used the same type of
analysis to compare the study groups in variables measured at
time 1.

We used the following procedure of power calculation. Because
our pilot study didn’t have an interventional design, it was
impossible to measure the standard deviations of indexes of
change of the study variables. We performed a posteriori power
calculation for the indexes of change of ATH scales (as key
indicators of activation) and used it to verify adequacy of the
sample size. We assumed an alpha of .05 and level of power of
80%. The required population size to detect effect sizes defined
as a pairwise difference at the level of 0.50 and 0.25 (absolute
value) were estimated. The analyses indicated that the size of
the groups needed to detect an effect size estimated at 0.50
ranged from 30 to 40 per group depending on the ATH scale,
and to detect an effect size estimated at 0.25, the required group
size ranged from 118 to 158 per group (the only exception was
the negative emotions scale, which needed 107 and 425
participants, respectively).

Results

Participants’ Characteristics
Table 1 presents descriptive statistics for the e-learning, pdf
article, and control groups. The analyzed groups differed with
respect to some features of the facilities. In the e-learning group,
there were more doctors working in privately owned facilities
and in facilities where times of visits were scheduled
individually for every patient. In the e-learning group, there
were also fewer doctors working in facilities located in bigger
towns (>100,000 residents) and in facilities where the average
single visit lasted longer than 15 minutes. Doctors in the
e-learning group worked in facilities where the average number
of patients assigned to a single doctor was significantly lower
than in control group facilities. As for factors concerning the
doctors, the total number of working hours per week was
significantly lower in the e-learning group than in the pdf article
group.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the study groups.

P valueTest of

differences

GroupCharacteristics

Control

(n=94)

Pdf article

(n=89)

E-learning

(n=42)

Factor describing primary care facilities

Location (no. of inhabitants), n (%)

<.001χ2
4=27.426 (39)27 (33)13 (35)<100,000a

42 (45)27 (33)3 (8)>100,000

14 (15)27 (33)21 (57)Capital city (Warsaw)

Organizational structure of facility, n (%)

.003χ2
2=11.765 (69)53 (60)14 (37)State owned

29 (31)36 (40)24 (63)Privately owned

Visits systemb , n (%)

.02χ2
4=11.722 (24)20 (23)2 (53)Numbers

56 (62)49 (55)32 (84)Scheduled time

13 (14)20 (23)4 (11)Order of arrival

Average time of visit, n (%)

.048χ2
2=6.122 (26)27 (31)17 (49)<15 minutes

64 (74.4)59 (68.6)18 (51.4)>15 minutes

.04B-F2,215=3.33c1754 (791)1681 (672)1444 (425)Average no. of patients per doctor in facility,
mean (SD)

.34F2,218=1.085.41 (3.38)4.79 (2.93)5.45 (3.12)No. of doctors working in facility, mean (SD)

Factors describing doctors

.86F2,218=0.1550.39 (13.16)49.44 (11.35)49.56 (11.56)Age in years, mean (SD)

Sex, n (%)

.06χ2
2=5.762 (66)62 (70)36 (86)Female

32 (34)27 (30)6 (14)Male

Marital status, n (%)

.79χ2
6=3.28 (9)12 (14)4 (10)Single

77 (82)65 (73)33 (79)Married

9 (10)12 (14)5 (12)Divorced/widowed

.98F2,220=0.0223.87 (13.15)23.57 (11.99)23.90 (12.13)Seniority, mean (SD)

.38F2,219=0.9831.34 (9.89)32.72 (10.82)33.89 (9.48)Hours weekly in facility, mean (SD)

.048F2,219=3.0741.54 (13.21)45.36 (15.23)39.53 (11.01)Hours weekly overall, mean (SD)

Training in geriatricsd , n (%)

.16χ2
4=6.649 (52)49 (55)28 (67)None

27 (29)30 (34)12 (29)Single

18 (13)10 (11)2 (5)Multiple

Percentage of older patientse , n (%)

.72χ2
6=3.710 (11)14 (16)3 (7)<25%

33 (35)32 (36)19 (45)25%-50%
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P valueTest of

differences

GroupCharacteristics

Control

(n=94)

Pdf article

(n=89)

E-learning

(n=42)

40 (43)36 (40)16 (38)51%-75%

11 (12)7 (8)4 (10)≥75%

Specialization, n (%)

.09χ2
6=11.146 (55)28 (34)15 (37)Internal medicine

24 (29)32 (39)15 (37)Family medicine

9 (11)13 (16)9 (22)2 specializationsf

5 (6)10 (12)2 (5)Others

aThis category includes both rural areas and small towns.
bAppointment systems were (1) numbers, which informed patients about their place in a queue to see a doctor but not about the time of their appointment
(usually it forced patients to come in advance and wait for a long time not to miss their appointment), (2) scheduled time (the patient was informed
about the exact time of their appointment), (3) order of arrival (patients were free to choose the time of their appointment but there was no control over
patient flow).
cB-F: Brown-Forsythe test.
dTraining in geriatrics encompassed any form of a postgraduate course.
eDoctors’ ratings of percentage of older patients (age ≥65 years) among their patients last year.
fTwo specializations when at least one was internal medicine or family medicine.

We examined differences between the group taking part in the
baseline questionnaire and the final study group in terms of all
controlled variables concerning facilities and doctors. We found
that doctors in the final study group, in comparison with the
dropout group, worked in facilities in which there were
significantly fewer doctors (F1,467=14.18, P<.001; mean 5.15,
SD 3.16 and mean 6.42, SD 3.96, respectively) and doctors
working in privately owned facilities dominated in this group

(χ2
1=11.7, P<.001). Moreover, doctors in the final study group

reported a much higher number of working hours in the given
facility (Brown-Forsythe test1,482=8.68, P=.003; mean 32.35,
SD 10.20 and mean 29.39, SD 11.84, respectively) and a much
lower number of doctors from this group declared multiple

training in geriatrics (χ2
2=6.5, P=.04).

Level of Outcome Variables at Time 1
We compared the study groups with respect to initial levels of
all variables used to calculate the indexes of change. Significant
differences were found in GPs’ perception of older patients’

expectations for treatment explanation (Wald χ2=10.6, P=.005)

and health advice (Wald χ2=6.2, P=.046). In both cases, the pdf
article group scored lower than the control group (P=.001 and
P=.01, respectively). Further differences were found in 3 aspects

of ATH: positive emotions (Wald χ2=8.1, P=.017), negative

emotions (Wald χ2=9.6, P=.008), and motivation (Wald χ2=6.2,
P=.045). The e-learning group scored lower than the control
group in perception of older patients’positive emotions (P=.006)
and motivation (P=.007), and higher in negative emotions
(P=.004). On the motivational scale, the pdf article group scored
lower than the control group as well (P=.046). Multimedia
Appendix 5 shows trellis plots presenting time 1 and time 2
section and scale scores of each tool for each study group.

Effects of the PRACTA Intervention on GPs’
Perception of Older Patients’ Expectations
Table 2 presents means, standard errors, and comparative results
of indexes of change in the GPs’ perception of older patients’
expectations in each study group, in the form of significance of
Wald chi-square tests and pairwise comparisons.
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Table 2. Indexes of change in general practitioners’ perception of older patients’ expectations by study group.

Pairwise comparisons

(P value)c
Wald χ2b

(P value)

GroupaVariable

C

n=94)

mean (SE)

A

(n=89)

mean (SE)

EL

(n=42)

mean (SE)

EL–AA–CEL–C

1. Disease explanation

0.55

(.03)

0.14

(>.99)

0.69

(.001)

19.7

(<.001)

.01 (.108).15 (.131).71 (.165)

2. Treatment explanation

0.22

(.86)

0.17

(.83)

0.39

(.14)

4.9

(.18)

–.06 (.092).11 (.121).33 (.172)

3. Health advice

0.13

(>.99)

0.37

(.15)

0.50

(.15)

6.0

(.11)

–.27 (.128).10 (.136).23 (.221)

4. Quality of life

0.10

(>.99)

0.35

(.55)

0.45

(.67)

2.5

(.45)

–.28 (.194).07 (.179).17 (.323)

5. Rapport

0.27d

(.04)

–0.13

(.76)

0.13

(.77)

14.1

(.003)

–.15 (.070)–.27 (.088)–.01 (.099)

6. Emotional support

0.01

(>.99)

–0.42

(.08)

–0.41

(.13)

11.2

(.01)

.12 (.147)–.30 (.121)–.29 (.140)

aStudy groups were e-learning (EL), pdf article (A), and control (C).
bWald chi-square test of the overall model.
cPairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction.
dPairwise comparison significant only after use of least squares difference test.

The results presented in Table 2 demonstrate that the greatest
differences between the groups regarded the index of change
in GPs’ perception of older patients’ expectations for disease
explanation. In the e-learning group the importance of this
expectation increased more than in the control and pdf article
groups. In relation to the GPs’ perception of older patients’
expectations for emotional support and rapport, the overall
models also indicated significant main effects of the intervention
but with no significant pairwise comparisons. In the case of
expectation for emotional support, the pairwise differences only
approached significance, indicating that in the pdf article group,
the perception of the importance of older patients’ expectations
for emotional support decreased in comparison with the control
group. In the case of expectations for rapport, applying the least
squares difference test (a method less restrictive than the

Bonferroni correction) revealed that the index of change in the
e-learning group was significantly higher than in the pdf article
group (P=.04). What was not significantly affected by the
intervention was GPs’perception of older patients’expectations
for treatment explanation, health advice, and quality-of-life
improvement.

Effects of the PRACTA Intervention on GPs’
Self-Assessed Communication With Older Patients
Table 3 presents means, standard errors, and the results of the
comparison of indexes of change in communication behavior
(global score and specific items) among GPs in each study
group, in the form of significance of Wald chi-square tests and
pairwise comparisons.
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Table 3. Indexes of change in general practitioners’ self-assessed communicationa by study group.

Pairwise comparisons

(P value)d
Wald χ2c

(P value)

GroupbScale item

C

(n=94)

mean (SE)

A

(n=89)

mean (SE)

EL

(n=42)

mean (SE)

EL–AA–CEL–C

Global communication score

0.63

(<.001)

–0.35

(.003)

0.28

(.18)

34.5

(<.001)

–.09 (.074)–.44 (.079).19 (.126)

1. I greet them in a kind manner.

0.26

(.69)

–0.28

(.19)

–0.01

(>.99)

4.9

(.18)

.06 (.110)–.21 (.101).05 (.193)

2. I discuss with them the reason for a visit.

0.25

(.74)

0.08

(>.99)

0.33

(.38)

10.2

(.02)

–.31 (.121)–.23 (.117).02 (.180)

3. I listen to them carefully.

0.50

(.053)

–0.22

(.31)

0.28

(.55)

15.1

(.002)

–.12 (.096)–.34 (.094).17 (.190)

4. I show understanding of their problems.

0.44

(.08)

–0.27

(.20)

0.17

(>.99)

16.9

(.001)

–.15 (.097)–.42 (.109).02 (.163)

5. I make sure I understood them correctly.

0.49

(.14)

–0.42

(.07)

0.07

(>.99)

8.3

(.04)

.07 (.134)–.35 (.127).14 (.211)

6. I encourage them to ask questions.

0.80

(.046)

–0.22

(>.99)

0.58

(.25)

5.9

(.11)

.04 (.168)–.18 (.165).62 (.286)

7. I answer all their questions.

0.40

(.13)

–0.06

(>.99)

0.34

(.27)

29.5

(<.001)

–.42 (.120)–.47 (.114)–.07 (.163)

8. I make sure they understood me correctly.

0.70

(.002)

–0.50

(.01)

0.20

(>.99)

26.4

(<.001)

–.13 (.125)–.63 (.126).07 (.166)

9. I use language they can understand.

0.56

(.002)

–0.48

(.006)

0.10

(>.99)

32.3

(<.001)

–.11 (.108)–.56 (.100).00 (.135)

10. I summarize topics we discussed.

0.67

(.01)

–0.32

(.25)

0.36

(.40)

15.0

(.002)

–.15 (.131)–.47 (.133).21 (.204)

11. I inform them about the examination.

0.34

(.60)

–0.29

(.52)

0.05

(>.99)

4.1

(.25)

.02 (.165)–.27 (.135).07 (.229)

12. I care about their comfort during the examination.

0.73

(.001)

–0.24

(.41)

0.49

(.08)

32.0

(<.001)

–.28 (.125)–.52 (.101).21 (.181)

13. I provide as much time as they need for each part of the visit.
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Pairwise comparisons

(P value)d
Wald χ2c

(P value)

GroupbScale item

C

(n=94)

mean (SE)

A

(n=89)

mean (SE)

EL

(n=42)

mean (SE)

EL–AA–CEL–C

0.72

(.10)

–0.35

(.45)

0.36

(.80)

9.0

(.03)

–.15 (.165)–.51 (.183).21 (.281)

14. I explain treatment options available in their situation.

0.74

(.01)

–0.25

(.38)

0.48

(.15)

13.3

(.004)

–.13 (.109)–.38 (.126).36 (.220)

15. I explain why they should comply with the recommendations.

0.55

(.02)

–0.27

(.24)

0.28

(.50)

16.2

(.001)

–.14 (.107)–.40 (.109).14 (.174)

16. I make sure they’ll be able to comply with the recommendations.

0.43

(.14)

–0.51

(.02)

–0.08

(>.99)

9.7

(.02)

.11 (.130)–.40 (.134).02 (.167)

17. I write down the main recommendations for them.

0.40

(.07)

–0.30

(.08)

0.10

(>.99)

19.4

(<.001)

–.13 (.088)–.43 (.103)–.02 (.145)

18. I discuss the plan of further treatment.

0.69

(.003)

–0.34

(.09)

0.35

(.31)

16.6

(.002)

–.06 (.114)–.40 (.109).29 (.182)

19. I briefly summarize the entire visit.

0.82

(.006)

–0.51

(.04)

0.30

(.77)

13.5

(.004)

.05 (.148)–.46 (.140).36 (.222)

20. I encourage them to participate in making decisions.

1.07

(<.001)

–0.48

(.053)

0.59

(.02)

23.8

(<.001)

.05 (.138)–.43 (.148).64 (.164)

21. I give the opportunity to express their opinion.

1.10

(<.001)

–0.38

(.14)

0.71

(.002)

25.2

(<.001)

–.10 (.132)–.48 (.145).62 (.168)

22. I take their opinion into account in making decisions.

1.04

(<.001)

–0.77

(.001)

0.25

(.69)

25.9

(<.001)

.11 (.145)–.66 (.146).38 (.178)

23. I create an atmosphere that allows them to discuss intimate issues freely.

0.68

(.002)

–0.50

(.01)

0.19

(>.99)

16.6

(.001)

.02 (.127)–.48 (.131).21 (.163)

24. I notice their feelings and accept them.

0.58

(.01)

–0.54

(.005)

0.04

(>.99)

23.2

(<.001)

.03 (.132)–.51 (.106).07 (.170)

25. I ensure a good atmosphere during the entire visit.

0.76

(.002)

–0.43

(.02)

0.33

(.35)

35.8

(<.001)

–.23 (.100)–.66 (.121).10 (.183)

26. I win their trust.
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Pairwise comparisons

(P value)d
Wald χ2c

(P value)

GroupbScale item

C

(n=94)

mean (SE)

A

(n=89)

mean (SE)

EL

(n=42)

mean (SE)

EL–AA–CEL–C

0.60

(.007)

–0.31

(.18)

0.28

(.43)

23.2

(<.001)

–.21 (.116)–.53 (.119).07 (.156)

aAssessed by the Promoting Active Aging Communication Scale-Doctors (PRACTA-CS-D) in response to questions about general practitioners’ usual
behavior with their older patients (≥65 years).
bStudy groups were e-learning (EL), pdf article (A), and control (C).
cWald chi-square test of the overall model.
dPairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction.

As Table 3 shows, the intervention had a significant impact on
the global communication score. Importantly, the changes
observed in the pdf article group and the e-learning group were
in opposite directions, with a decrease in the pdf article group
and an increase in the e-learning group. The index of change in
the pdf article group was much lower than in the control and
e-learning groups.

At the level of specific GPs communication behavior,
between-group differences were significant in 20 of 26 analyzed
cases (significant in the overall model and in the difference
between at least 2 groups). The mean values of the indexes of
change in the pdf article group and e-learning group
demonstrated that changes were in opposite directions. In 19
cases, in the pdf article group indexes of change in
communication with older patients were significantly different
from those in the e-learning group, and in most cases (n=12)
also in the control group. The most distinct differences between
the e-learning and the pdf article groups (with the difference
exceeding the level of 1) were in the following behaviors:
encouraging older patients to participate in making decisions,

giving them the opportunity to express their opinions, and taking
their opinions into account in making decisions. It is worth
noting that such differences exceeded the level of 0.5 in a further
13 items.

There were no between-group differences in only 5 cases:
greeting older patients in a kind manner, discussing the reasons
for their visit, answering all their questions, informing them
about the examination, and providing as much time as they
needed. In case of 1 item (“I encourage them to ask questions”)
the overall model was not significant, but a very large positive
change in the e-learning group resulted in e-learning having a
significant effect compared with the pdf article.

Effects of the PRACTA Intervention on GPs’
Perception of Older Patients’ ATH at the End of the
Visit
Table 4 presents means, standard errors, and comparative results
of indexes of change concerning GPs’ perception of older
patients’ ATH at the end of the visit, in the form of significance
of Wald chi-square tests and pairwise comparisons.
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Table 4. Indexes of change in general practitioners’ perception of older patients’ attitude toward treatment and health by study group.

Pairwise comparisons

(P value)c
Wald χ2b

(P value)

GroupaVariable

C

(n=94)

mean (SE)

A

(n=89)

mean (SE)

EL

(n=42)

mean (SE)

EL–AA–CEL–C

1. Cognitive aspect

0.40

(.15)

–0.03

(>.99)

0.37

(.15)

5.02

(.17)

–.11 (.097)–.13 (.120).26 (.163)

2. Positive emotions

0.39

(.08)

–0.02

(>.99)

0.36

(.11)

8.7

(.03)

–.17 (.098)–.20 (.102).19 (.145)

3. Negative emotions

–0.50

(.41)

0.18

(>.99)

–0.31

(>.99)

5.5

(.14)

–.23 (.190)–.04 (.196)–.54 (.267)

4. Motivational aspect

0.52

(.04)

0.01

(>.99)

0.53

(.03)

8.9

(.03)

–.18 (.107)–.17 (.114).35 (.175)

5. Self-efficacy

0.35

(.29)

0.06

(>.99)

0.41

(.11)

4.9

(.17)

–.05 (.104).01 (.129).35 (.165)

aStudy groups were e-learning (EL), pdf article (A), and control (C).
bWald chi-square test of model effect.
cPairwise comparison with Bonferroni correction.

The strongest between-group effects occurred in relation to
changes in GPs’ perception of older patients’ motivation for
active participation. There were significant differences between
the e-learning group and the control and pdf article groups.
Similar but weaker effect occurred in relation to GPs’perception
of positive emotions demonstrated by older patients at the end
of the visit. The difference between the e-learning and pdf article
groups only approached significance. The intervention did not
significantly affect GPs’ perception of the following aspects of
ATH: cognitive, negative emotions, and self-efficacy.

Moderators of Intervention Effects
We found effects of moderation in 2 organizational factors: the
number of patients assigned to a single GP and facility’s
organizational structure.

We found group × number of patients per GP interactions in
the following types of expectations: disease explanation (Wald

χ2=15.7, P<.001), treatment explanation (Wald χ2=12.9,

P=.002), quality-of-life improvement (Wald χ2=13.1, P=.001),

and health advice (Wald χ2=5.7, P=.06). In the e-learning group,
in contrast to the other groups, there was a positive relationship
between the number of patients per GP and the GPs’ perception
of older patients’ expectations for disease explanation. An
increase in the number of patients per GP by 1000 increased
the importance of older patients’ expectations for disease
explanation by an average of 0.95 (B=0.95, P=.04) and increased
treatment explanation expectation by 1.05 (B=1.05, P=.001).
At the same time, in the case of quality-of-life improvement,
an increase in the number of patients per GP by 1000 resulted

in a decrease in the outcome by 2.01 (B= –2.01, P=.01) in the
e-learning group and by 1.38 (B= –1.38, P=.001) in the pdf
article group. In the pdf article group, along with the increasing
number of patients per GP by 1000, the perception of the
importance of older patients’ expectation for health advice
decreased by 0.86 (B= –0.86, P=.02). We also found group ×
number of patients per GP interactions in relation to GPs’
perception of 2 aspects of older patients’ ATH: negative

emotions (Wald χ2=27.5, P<.001) and self-efficacy (Wald

χ2=9.0, P=.01). Contrary to the other groups, in the e-learning
group, together with the increase by 1000 of the number of
patients per GP, negative emotions declined by 3.2 (B= –3.2,
P<.001) and perception of older patients’ self-efficacy increased
by 1.33 (B=1.33, P=.004).

Facility organizational structure differentiated the effects of the
intervention in terms of GPs’ perception of older patients’

motivation for active participation (Wald χ2=10.8, P=.004) and

their self-efficacy (at the level of statistical trend: Wald χ2=5.4,
P=.07). Doctors in the e-learning group working in privately
owned facilities reported an increase in older patients’
motivation by 1.13 (B=1.13, P=.005) and in their self-efficacy
by 0.85 (B=0.85, P=.02), whereas the changes in other
intervention groups and type of facility were not significant. In
the case of positive emotions, the effect of interaction was not

statistically significant (Wald χ2=4.6, P=.10), but in the
e-learning group, doctors working in privately owned facilities
scored higher by 0.77 (B=0.77, P=.04) than those in other the
groups. Moreover, the effect of the statistical trend occurred in
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relation to GP’s perception of the importance of older patients’

expectations for disease explanation (Wald χ2=5.8, P=.05).
Doctors in the e-learning group working in privately owned
facilities reported an increase in perception of such older patient
needs by 0.83 (B=0.83, P=.02) compared with the other groups.

Discussion

Principal Results and Comparison With Prior Work

GPs’ Perception of Older Patients’ Expectations
The strongest effect in changes in GPs’ perception of older
patients’ expectations for the medical encounter occurred in the
e-learning group, in which there was a larger increase in their
perception of the importance of explaining the patient’s disease
than in the control and pdf article groups. There were similar,
though not statistically significant, increases in expectations for
health advice and treatment explanation. Doctors in the
e-learning group were more likely after than before the
intervention to state that such needs were important to older
patients. Such changes may help to create an image of older
patients free from negative stereotypes [30]. For instance, the
stereotype that older age means reduced cognitive abilities,
including understanding and appropriate use of information
about the disease, can lead to infantilization of the elderly, often
manifested in the form of elderspeak [42] and moralizing
attitudes about older patients [43]. The intervention had no
effect on expectations for quality-of-life improvement. The
question arises as to how strongly doctors believe that dealing
with this aspect of older patients’ lives belongs to the
competence of a doctor [44].

Although the main effects of the intervention regarding
expectations for rapport and emotional support were significant,
differences between groups only approached significance. In
the pdf article group, the doctors after completing the
intervention stated that expectations for emotional support and
rapport were not as important for older patients as they had
thought before the intervention. These changes could have been
due to the doctors’ increased awareness of older patients’ needs
and, in consequence, to relativization of the meaning of the
expectation for rapport and emotional support. There is a fairly
common belief among physicians that older patients visit their
GP solely for social reasons [31]. As a result, doctors may
overestimate the importance of older patients’ emotional and
relational needs and focus less on the need for information and
medical care [24].

Generally, the main impact of e-learning was the growing
importance of older patients’ cognitive expectations, especially
their expectations for disease explanation, in comparison with
the pdf article group. This would allow for only partial
confirmation of hypothesis 1a. We formulated no directional
hypotheses regarding expectations for rapport and social support,
but the decrease we observed in the pdf article group appears
to be slightly larger than that in the e-learning group.

GPs’Self-Assessed Communication With Older Patients
In terms of self-assessed communication, the 2 forms of
intervention yielded different effects, with a substantial decrease

in the pdf article group and a moderate increase in the e-learning
group. Doctors in the pdf article group less frequently behaved
in a desired manner after the intervention, both at the level of
the global score and at the level of 20 of 26 specific behaviors.
Desired GP behavior seems unlikely to have decreased as a
result of the intervention. What might be likely, on the other
hand, is that their assessment of their own behavior changed,
as compared with the behavior described in the pdf article;
doctors might have realized how their behavior differed from
what was the most desirable. This would demonstrate doctors’
growing self-criticism on reading the pdf article. It is worth
noting that only 5 of the 26 described behaviors were not
affected by the pdf article at all. Paradoxically, although the
direction of change was negative, the intervention achieved the
desired effect. In the e-learning group, 2 types of behavior
increased in frequency. They both concerned actions aimed at
activating older patients. This means that the pdf article
contributed to GPs’ critical self-assessment of their own
communication behavior, but that e-learning would have a
greater potential to enhance skills or GPs’ subjective sense of
their improved skills [34]. Although in the majority of cases
the increase in self-assessed communication in the e-learning
group was not significantly larger than in the control group, it
was larger than in the pdf article group. We did not hypothesize
that we would see such a decrease in self-assessed
communication in the pdf article group, but hypothesis 1b may
be partially confirmed.

GPs’ Perception of Older Patients’ ATH
The strongest effect on ATH was in the e-learning group, in
GPs’ perception of older patients’ motivation to actively
participate was significantly greater than in the control and pdf
article groups. The second important result was the rise,
compared with the pdf article group, in the level of positive
emotions observed in older patients. Both aspects are the essence
of successful aging [36]. It is worth noting that, contrary to the
pdf article and control groups, in the e-learning group changes
were positive in all aspects of ATH (apart from negative
emotions). The results regarding changes in doctors’perception
of older patients’ attitudes as a result of participating in
e-learning are consistent with hypothesis 1c, but the pdf article
did not have any significant effect in this area.

Moderators of Intervention Effects
Among numerous factors considered as potential moderators
of the intervention, only 2 organizational factors proved to be
significant. In the e-learning group, having more patients
assigned to the doctor increased the importance of expectations
for disease and treatment explanation, increased the level of
patient self-efficacy, and lowered the intensity of their negative
emotions as perceived by GPs. This might mean that doctors
with a greater number of patients achieved more of the desired
effects of e-learning.

However, in both intervention groups, having more patients
reduced the importance of expectations for quality-of-life
improvement. Numerous factors are associated with the number
of patients assigned to a doctor, and further research is required
to determine which of them contributed most to the results. One
can only speculate that, for example, higher remuneration and
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job satisfaction of doctors with a greater number of patients
would foster greater involvement and motivation to expand
their competences; on the other hand, more duties would result
in cutting down the appointment time, reducing the focus on
the patient, and disregarding their needs for improving quality
of life.

Another factor that moderated the effects of the intervention
was the facility organizational structure. Among doctors in the
e-learning group working in privately owned facilities, the effect
concerning perception of older patients as more motivated to
actively participate was significantly higher than in the other
groups. Furthermore, as shown by other effects, although
weaker, it was this group who benefited from this type of
intervention more than the others. This suggests that privately
owned facilities create better conditions for e-learning to be
effective, as they offer better organizational conditions, or GPs
working in or running private medical services are more likely
to have psychosocial dispositions such as openness to new
experience or flexibility. Generally, the results confirm the
validity of studies looking for potential moderators of
intervention effects [33].

Limitations
This study had selection bias [32]. Although recruitment of
facilities for the study was random, only one-fifth of managers
approved and then only half of the invited doctors took part in
the assessment at time 1. One can speculate that such approval
was given only by managers who were not afraid of any
evaluation and who welcomed research and innovations. Despite
random allocation of facilities to the intervention, only some
doctors participated in the interventions and the assessment at
time 2 (attrition bias). More GPs in the final group than in the
dropout group worked in privately owned facilities and in
facilities employing a lower number of doctors. Moreover,
doctors from these facilities declared more working hours in a
given facility, but less training in geriatrics. This may indicate
that GPs who had agreed to participate in the program enjoyed
a better organizational setting and might be more dedicated to
their facilities. They also seemed to be good prospects for
training in older patient activation.

As a result of attrition, the study groups sizes were not fully
satisfactory in relation to the results of power sample
calculations (as they were insufficient to detect smaller
differences). Moreover, the study groups were not balanced at
entry, in terms of both some descriptive statistics and selected
study variables. In the e-learning group more GPs worked in
privately owned facilities located in the capital or small towns
or villages, with more patient-customized appointment systems
(scheduled individually) and fewer patients assigned to a single
GP. These features seemed to be conducive to participation in
the intervention, but in this study they did not turn out to be
sufficient. As for outcome variables at time 1, the e-learning
group scored lower than the control group in perception of older
patients’ positive emotions and motivation, and higher in
perception of negative emotions. These differences might
partially explain why we observed significant effects of
e-learning in some of these aspects of ATH. On the other hand,
the pdf article group scored lower than the control group in

perception of older patients’ expectations for treatment
explanation and health advice, but with no impact on the effects
of the pdf article in such areas.

However, the described recruitment process reflects the actual
situation, and confirms extreme difficulties in conducting such
a study under natural conditions and in implementing the
intervention; these limitations were also reported in other studies
[32-34]. This means that the results of this study should be
interpreted with caution and can’t be generalized to the entire
population of GPs. Apart from the above-described limitations,
there were also specific inclusion criteria, such as having a
contract signed with the National Health Fund and the location
in central Poland. The first criterion suggests that the results
apply only to patients who did not cover the cost of medical
service themselves, whereas the location criterion suggests that
any conclusions should be restricted to GPs and older patients
living in wealthier areas of the country.

Generally, the study group seemed to demonstrate specific
features that might have been responsible for relatively small
effect sizes of the intervention, as there were also effects of
statistical trends in addition to statistically significant effects.
As mentioned above, the sample sizes of the study groups were
insufficient to detect smaller differences, and only those above
the level of 0.5 were marked as significant.

It should be noted that all outcome variables were subjective.
They encompassed GPs’ perception of older patients and GPs’
perception of their own performance; no performance, however,
was objectively measured. Thus, the analysis of older patients’
attitudes in the context of doctors’ attitude change would be a
valuable complement to the results.

A separate analysis is needed to discover the reasons for such
a low proportion of doctors in e-learning. The reasons can be
divided into 2 groups depending on the time of making the
decision: before or after entering the intervention. As for
reasons, which might matter before the start, the e-learning
requirement to use more advanced technology seems to be a
disincentive. There was no age difference between the study
groups. The participants’ average age was about 50 years. Thus,
low computer literacy and a fear of advanced technology can’t
be ruled out as deterrents to starting the intervention.
Participation in the pdf article intervention, where the use of a
computer was only required to read the article, was higher. Of
208 doctors in the pdf article and control groups who received
the opportunity to participate in PRACTA e-learning at the end
of the time 2 assessment, 117 declared a desire to participate
but ultimately only 7 doctors logged on to the platform. Perhaps
GPs would like to participate in such training but reasons such
as lack of time, fatigue, and the need to focus on urgent tasks
prevent them from participating.

On the other hand, 11 (21%) of 53 GPs who only logged on and
a further 10 (19%) who completed no more than 3 modules
decided to drop out of the study after starting the e-learning
intervention. The question arises as to whether the course in the
form of a multimedia game demanding active participation from
the learner was adequate for such a group of GPs. Additionally,
each module took about an hour to complete, and the range of
subjects and cognitive load could have been excessive for some
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GPs. At the same time, the majority of GPs who had started the
e-learning (71%) completed all 5 modules.

Another important issue was the extent of correspondence
between the e-learning and pdf article interventions. We
assumed that both forms of the intervention were identical in
terms of messages directed to learners but were distinct from
each other in their delivery methods. The main objective of the
pdf article was to describe active aging and GPs’ ways of
enhancing active aging, whereas the objective of the e-learning
was not only to describe it but also to demonstrate (to model)
how to do it. Based on theories of social learning, knowledge
is important in changing attitudes and behavior, but is
insufficient on its own. Only combined with training and
creating new habits does knowledge increase the amplitude of
such change [38]. Therefore, after having read the pdf article,
GPs were expected to know what to do (what is recommended),
but they did not receive any training in how to do it (as a
consequence, the change in outcomes was smaller), whereas
after e-learning they were expected to be equipped not only
with knowledge but also with skills (as a consequence, the
change in outcomes was larger). However, it is very likely that
the methods used in the e-learning (eg, case study, video) might
at least slightly have changed the message contained in the text
material (number of details, associations, practical implications).
Therefore, it seems of great importance to precede
implementation of the intervention with a pilot study to verify
content consistency of both forms and to correct any
discrepancies. Doing so would give deeper insights into factors
responsible for the achieved results.

The above limitations clearly demonstrate the need to replicate
the study in larger groups. Further research is required to verify
content consistency of both forms of the intervention, but also
the relationships between the studied variables and their impact
on the achieved effects of the intervention. A valuable
complement to the results would be to analyze the patients’
attitudes in the context of doctors’ behavioral change. This will
be the next step in our ongoing project.

Conclusions
As far as expectations are concerned, the main impact of
e-learning was the growing importance of older patients’
cognitive expectations, especially the expectation for disease
explanation. In terms of self-assessed communication, the 2
forms of intervention yielded different effects, with a substantial
decrease in the pdf article group and a moderate increase in the
e-learning group. Despite the negative direction of changes in
the pdf article group, such a result may be perceived as a desired
effect of the intervention, as it reflects a critical self-assessment
by doctors of their own communication behavior. In terms of
the ATH, the strongest effect concerned the e-learning group,
in which there was a significant increase in GPs’ perception of
older patients’ motivation for active participation and positive
emotions compared with the control and pdf article groups.
Among many factors moderating the effects of intervention, 2
factors of organizational character proved to be significant: the
number of patients assigned to a single GP and the facility
organizational structure. In the e-learning group, having more
patients assigned to the doctor increased the importance of
expectations for disease and treatment explanation, and of
perceiving higher levels of self-efficacy and a lower intensity
of negative emotions among older patients. In both intervention
groups, having more patients reduced the importance of the
expectation for quality-of-life improvement. In the e-learning
group of doctors working in privately owned facilities, the effect
of perceiving older patients as being more motivated to actively
participate was significantly higher than in the other groups.

The results demonstrate the suitability of the 2 methods, but in
other areas and under different conditions. The key benefit of
the pdf article intervention was doctors’ growing reflection on
their limitations in terms of communication skills, whereas
e-learning was more effective in changing the perception of
older patients’proactive attitude, especially among GPs working
in privately owned facilities and having a higher number of
assigned patients. Although we did not achieve all the expected
effects of the PRACTA intervention, both its forms seem
promising in terms of growing competencies of GPs in
communication with and activation older patients.
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Abstract

Background: The Internet is considered to be an effective source of health information and consultation for immigrants.
Nutritional interventions for immigrants have become increasingly common over the past few decades. However, each population
of immigrants has specific needs. Understanding the factors influencing the success of nutrition programs among immigrants
requires an examination of their attitudes and perceptions, as well as their cultural values.

Objective: The purpose of this study was to examine perceptions of the Internet as a tool for long-term and “real-time”
professional, psychological, and nutritional treatment for immigrants from the former Soviet Union who immigrated to Israel
(IIFSU) from 1990 to 2012.

Methods: A sample of nutrition forum users (n=18) was interviewed and comments of 80 users were analyzed qualitatively in
accordance with the grounded theory principles.

Results: The results show that IIFSU perceive the Internet as a platform for long-term and “real-time” dietary treatment and
not just as an informative tool. IIFSU report benefits of online psychological support with professional dietary treatment. They
attribute importance to cultural customization, which helps reduce barriers to intervention.

Conclusions: In light of the results, when formulating nutritional programs, it is essential to have a specific understanding of
immigrants’ cultural characteristics and their patterns of Internet use concerning dietary care.

(J Med Internet Res 2017;19(2):e33)   doi:10.2196/jmir.7130

KEYWORDS

long-term care; real-time systems; online systems, health psychology; nutrition therapy; qualitative research; former Soviet Union
immigrants

Introduction

Internet as a Source of Consultation and Support for
Immigrants
Personalized treatment with psychological support in nutritional
intervention over the Internet increases the effectiveness of

interventions [1,2]. Social media offer a platform for long-term
and real-time support with professional consultation, rather than
frontal meetings [3-5].

The Internet is considered one of the most effective tools for
reducing medical gaps between immigrants and locals [6,7]. It
is an important tool for overcoming immigrants’ feelings of
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estrangement and language barriers [8]. Research in different
countries has shown that, compared with the majority
population, immigrants generally have less access to health
services and health information, mainly due to language and
cultural barriers [9-11]. Subsequently, online health services
offered by multicultural professionals serve as a tool for
reducing communication barriers, thereby improving the quality
and delivery of health services [12].

The use of Internet among immigrants is correlated with online
health literacy. However, there are populations of immigrants,
like Russian immigrants, who are well educated, but whose
health literacy is low, and consequently, their knowledge of
health and nutrition is poor [13,14]. This may present a
challenge in a new country with a different culture and
unfamiliar eating habits. Therefore, it is essential to mentor
immigrants while considering their cultural needs.

Internet Intervention Programs and Real-Time
Support
Continued use of nutrition interventions by health professionals
is associated with successful results among patients [2,15]. Also,
real-time support is essential to the success of the intervention
[16].

Despite the benefits of the Internet as a platform for dietary
treatment including professional and psychological support,
few studies have focused on long-term and real-time online
nutritional intervention. An interdisciplinary review [2] has
shown that most of the studies in the field are randomized
controlled trials with a maximum period of 13 months per
intervention. Qualitative studies that examined attitudes of
participants in nutritional interventions often included
semistructured and indepth interviews [17,18] and focus groups
[18].

Studies that were conducted among immigrants involved school
children, adolescents, and young adults and their families [19];
overweight and obese and sick adults [20]; older adults [17];
pregnant women [21]; or males and females [22]. Some of the
studies were conducted on bilingual health assistants [21,22].
Nearly all the studies considered first-generation immigrants
and were small scale.

These interventions usually included a predefined plan prepared
by the authors [23-25]. The participants did not always have
the opportunity to ask questions or to obtain information about
personal issues in real time. Long-term online nutritional
treatment for Russian immigrant populations has not been
studied. This study examines the use of Internet as a tool for
long-term dietary counseling and psychological support for
immigrants from the former Soviet Union in accordance with
their cultural needs.

Characteristics of Russian Immigrants in Israel
IIFSU tend to have advanced degrees [26], but this is not always
reflected in health literacy. Despite their high level of education,
their nutritional knowledge and dietary intake are poor.

After immigration, IIFSU often see themselves as belonging to
both the Russian and Israeli cultures, meaning they have 2
cultural identities [17]. After arriving in Israel, nutrition becomes

more significant to them [13,14]. In Israel, eating habits are
different from that in Russia. According to Lissak [27] and
Biederman [28], in contrast with Soviet immigrants who arrived
in Israel in the 1970s and sought to assimilate into the collective
culture, the IIFSU showed a tendency toward acculturation [29]
(eg, by opening Russian supermarkets, theaters, and bookstores).
When immigrants rely on their originary ethnic group that
speaks their language and abide by its customs and norms,
including eating habits, such behavior increases their sense of
security and facilitates gradual entry into the broader society
[30-33]. Ben-Sira [34] argues that the IIFSU tend to maintain
a diet high in fat and cholesterol based on eating habits from
their country of origin. Despite being aware that such a diet can
lead to obesity and associated health risks, only 40% of the
IIFSU tend to choose healthy food. These eating habits of diets
based mostly on bread and processed meats, along with other
unhealthy lifestyles such as heavy smoking, high alcohol intake,
and infrequent doctor visits for preventative care are all part of
the life history and health experiences prior to the dissolution
of the Soviet Union [35-40]. The first Israeli National Health
and Nutrition Survey [41] showed that obesity was more
prevalent among Soviet immigrants who arrived in the 1990s
than among other ethnic groups in Israel. This study examines
attitudes and perceptions toward the Internet as a tool for
long-term personalized nutritional treatment and support for
IIFSU. In this study, the nutrition counseling was provided by
professional certified nutritionists whose public record of their
credentials was presented either on a website, on their forum,
or on a business webpage.

Objectives
The objective of this study was to examine perceptions and
attitudes about the use of Internet as a tool for dietary
interventions among immigrants from the IIFSU. Specific
objectives were (1) to examine the use of Internet as a source
of long-term and real-time dietary treatment; (2) to examine
benefits of online professional dietary treatment with
psychological support among immigrants; and (3) to examine
how the cultural customization helps reduce resistance and
barriers to compliance with dietary treatment.

Methods

Study Design and Analysis
The study combined semistructured, indepth interviews, and
comments made by Russian forum users on social networks
(Facebook, odnoklassniki, vkontakte).

Data Collection
All interviewees provided information about background
variables including age, education, marital status and
employment, country of origin, and year of immigration.
Questions pertaining to study objectives covered the following
issues: Internet as a source of information for health issues,
Internet use by IIFSU, centrality in their lives, and lack of
adherence in general and regarding nutritional care. The protocol
included questions on interviewees’ perceptions on nutritional
issues, about the Internet as a source of knowledge, and their
experiences of nutritional therapy interventions via the Internet;
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their barriers and dilemmas concerning nutritional therapy,
influenced by cultural characteristics, online health literacy, and
acclimatization in the country. Participants were asked to
compare face-to-face and Internet-based nutritional therapy.

Summary of the Recruitment Population Study
Different subtypes of the IIFSU Internet users were selected:
diverse ages, gender, socioeconomic status, and number of years
in Israel (Table 1).

Recruitment was carried out through an open forum for
nutritional counseling on social networks. All users received

nutritional consultation and long-term treatment. Some were
followed up from 1 month to several years. Eighteen indepth
face-to-face interviews (between 40 and 60 min) were conducted
at a time and place convenient to interviewees. Interviews were
recorded and transcribed. Eighty users' comments from forums
were analyzed using content analysis.

IIFSU, men and women aged 24-58 years, who immigrated to
Israel from 1990 to 2012, most (14 out of 18) were found to
hold BA degrees or higher and their socioeconomic statuses
vary.

Table 1. Demographic data.

EducationAge of immi-
gration

Years living in
Israel

Year of immi-
gration

EmploymentAge in yearsGenderInterviewee

BA12221993Hi-tech marketing manager33M1

BA student14161999Computer science student29M2

BA, MA student20211994Hi-tech engineer40M3

Vocational training9171998Bookkeeper25F4

Vocational training9152000Dental assistant24F5

BA6241991Hi-tech programmer30F6

BA5231992Social worker27F7

BA35181997Musician53F8

Vocational training24171998Photographer40F9

BA2932012Housewife31F10

BA37132002Saleswoman47F11

MA31251990Sports store manager56M12

High school11152000Construction worker26M13

BA student13122003Architecture student25F14

BA33251990Unemployed58M15

BA38171998Nurse55F16

BA28241991Factory worker52F17

BA16221993Lawyer38M18

Data Analysis
The audiotape was transcribed as soon as possible after each
interview. Transcripts were then checked against the recordings
to ensure accuracy. We conducted a content analysis of
additional 80 users’ comments on nutritional forums. The
analysis was conducted throughout the data collection process
and the focus was on issues related to the research questions
[42] and on themes that arose in the personal interviews.

The themes of the generic subjects that appeared in the content
analyses of the users’ comments and the semistructured
protocols were analyzed. Interviews and users’ comments were
analyzed individually to identify key themes and subthemes.
Data aggregation indicated a saturation point because there were
repetitions of themes in the interviews and there was no need
for more interviews [43]. The findings presented in the study
are an integration of the forum users’ comments and the issues
that emerged during the interviews.

Validity and Reliability
We used the triangulation method including diverse data sources
(tools). This approach uses cross-referencing data and validation.
Use of multiple sources allows improved understanding, control,
validity, and reliability of the findings. The study included
personal interviews (semistructured protocol) and analysis of
users’comments from Internet forums. For validation, the results
were compared with findings in the literature. The comparison
showed similar conclusions. Consequently, the study received
a basis for its validity [44]. In addition, recognition of the
limitations helped improve the quality and validity of the study
[45]. At each stage, the researcher compared and brought into
line the participants’ views and the construction of those views
by the researchers. To reinforce study reliability and credibility,
different subtypes IIFSU were selected.
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Ethical Considerations
Application was submitted to the Faculty of Social Welfare and
Health Sciences Ethics Committee for research with human
subjects at Haifa University and full ethical approval (no.
106/14) was granted.

Results

Main Subthemes
Over the course of the research, common themes arose for
different subpopulations of IIFSU, along with a distinct variance
between those researched. We divided the results into 3
subthemes that are as follows: (1) receiving long-term treatment
and real-time dietary consultation; (2) professional dietary
treatment with psychological support; and (3) cultural tailoring
to the needs of IIFSU.

Receiving Long-Term Treatment and Real-Time
Dietary Consultation
Most interviewees and most users’ comments indicate that the
Internet offers an opportunity to receive long-lasting dietary
treatment. Also, there is the option of real-time consultation
from professionals. Nutrition forums serve as a therapeutic tool
as discussed in the following.

Long-Term Therapist-Patient–Relationship Through
Online Counseling
In Israel, professional certified independent nutritionists provide
online nutrition counseling. They promote their online services
mainly through social media, and provide them through online
video chat, Facebook, or their forum. Online nutrition counseling
is not regulated by law. Eleven of 18 interviewees (7 women,
4 men) sought long-term dietary counseling, an unlimited
number of consultations like in other online programs or in the
traditional clinics. Patients state their need for customized
therapeutic framework for effective changing of behavioral
habits. It is a long-term process and this is why they need
long-term follow-up and encouragement.

With the professional counseling I receive on the
Internet, I feel they can mentor me and help me to
change my eating habits step by step. This way I
achieve my goals. It helps me to learn about new
culture and food. This difficult process of changing
habits takes time…So it is important to me to have
follow-up and discipline, since I progress better like
this… It is easier for me to deal with the problems
with a therapist than alone... [M, 29]

Real-Time Connection
Receiving counseling when difficulties or questions arise, which
are not predetermined enables the patient to follow through on
the therapist’s recommendations. Twelve of 18 interviewees (8
women and 4 men, 25-35 years, with no difference in education
or duration of residence in Israel), positively noted the option
of a real-time relationship with their consultant via the Internet:

I keep having questions all the time, which I want
answers to, and through the Web I can ask those
questions immediately in real time. I want to ask the

dietitian’s opinion in real time, go over my
experiences together, exchange experiences, write
down what I’m going through,...I think that doing this
in a clinical setting is problematic, since there is an
accessibility issue and you have to reschedule
appointments. Online I can address professionals any
time and talk with them, which is impossible to do at
the clinic. [M, 33]

Professional Dietary Treatment With Psychological
Support

Internet as a Place for Consulting Professionals
Thirteen of 18 interviewees (men and women, 24-58 years)
regard the Internet as a venue for receiving dietary treatment
and consultation, instead of frontal consultations with dietitians.
Moreover, the saturation of dietary information on the Web is
overwhelming and requires guidance. Russian users reveal that
they only trust professionals. Users’ comments revealed that
they sought an authoritative source to assist in decision making.
The study participants reported that they were looking for
guidance from a licensed professional. Before they began the
counseling, they reported that they checked the counselor’s
details on Google or that they asked to see professional
certification to validate whatever licensing and degrees they
claimed to have. According to the participants, a good
nutritionist was one with professional training.

I improve my diet based on the professional
consultation I get in forums. There are too many
information and blogs about nutrition, but not many
good professionals. It's critical for me to get a proper
consultation which will influence my food intake. [M,
29]

Internet as a Source of Psychological Support During
the Treatment
Apart from the professional consultation, patients express a
need for encouragement and motivation. Also mentoring and
coaching helps change habits. Eight of 11 women stated they
had used the Internet in situations of uncertainty. Through the
connection which enables sharing difficulties and getting
psychological support, the experience of treatment becomes
more effective. The patient senses the therapists’ support, when
he needs their guidance, as one of the interviewees notes this:

To me, changing eating habits is like changing
culture. It’s changing your roots. It seems almost
impossible, because my eating culture is a part of
me…but I do it because it is important for me to
improve my health, and it’s important for me
physically. From a psychological standpoint, it is very
difficult. It takes a lot of time and professional support
who can encourage, explain, and give us the
appropriate tools to deal with temptation and
pressure. [M, 29]

Cultural Tailoring to the Needs of IIFSU
Being immigrants influences the compliance with dietary
treatment for several reasons:
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Language
Eleven of 18 interviewees stated that speaking Russian is
important in dietary treatment. Those who chose to receive
counseling in Russian stressed that it was easier as they conduct
their personal lives in Russian. They see themselves as part of
a Russian community in Israel.

I prefer someone who speaks Russian, but who lives
in Israel, someone like me… So that we will have a
better understanding…Although I am fine with
Hebrew, it is better speaking with someone who knows
your native language to make matters clearer, it
makes it easier for me. [F, 27]

Segmentation of the findings regarding language choice for
treatment was observed among users from different age groups.
Both the younger (aged 20-40) and older (aged 40-56) users
noted a preference for counseling in Russian. A difference of
opinion was also observed among those who immigrated to
Israel as children (ages 2-14), as well as among those who
immigrated after age 15, and had been living in Israel between
1 and 10 years. They all shared a common characteristic: patients
whose daily routines were in Russian preferred a
Russian-speaking therapist. That means the phenomenon has
less to do with the age and amount of time since immigrating,
and more to do with the role of Russian in their daily lives.

Mentality and Culture During Treatment
Nine of 18 patients expressed the need for a therapist who was
also a Russian immigrant. This fostered mutual understanding
and a sense of identification. Furthermore, it helps cope with
difficulties in a new culture.

I prefer that the therapist be Russian...Not only
speaking the language, but also knowing what Russian
culture is, what a Russian upbringing is...I think it’s
the mentality, I mean that they will be someone like
me who lives in Israel and knows the Russian
mentality. That is why I think that a Russian dietitian
understands me better. When I say a Russian lifestyle
with a Russian mentality – it is because I speak the
Russian language, eat Russian foods and take part
in Russian culture and understanding. It’s hard to
explain, but it’s like dating an Israeli. It’s fun and
nice but we’re not on the same wavelength, we don’t
fully understand each other. [F, 30]

Discussion

Principal Findings
IIFSU look for professional consultation with psychological
support that takes into account their cultural identity. The IIFSU
interviewed tend to be more educated than the general
population. This might explain the extensive use of the Internet
as an informative and therapeutic instrument. However, these
data contradict findings in the literature, in which immigrant
populations of disadvantaged groups (elderly, poor, and
chronically ill), use the Internet less, and do so less rationally
[15,46,47]. All the users in this study stated that the Internet
was effective, empowering, and helpful for dietary issues.

Despite their high level of education, a gap in health literacy
remains [48]. The population interviewed tends to have
unhealthy eating habits, reflecting the eating habits in their
native country and the complexities of immigration. The study
participants reported on their eating habits to the interviewer.
The reports expose eating habits that include a diet high in fat,
sweets, and juices, with little consumption of vegetables and
water. The Russian interviewees sought dietary support in terms
of both health and culture. This is in keeping with the
importance placed on “cultural sensitivity” in the literature.
Cultural sensitivity entails awareness of cultural similarity and
difference, which influence worldviews, values and beliefs,
learning processes, and behavior [49]. Differences in culture
must therefore be considered at every stage in dietary
intervention. This may guarantee the efficacy of the treatment
offered to Internet users [50].

According to the literature, publishing dietary and medical
content in the immigrants’ language and making it culturally
appropriate helps carry messages of health [15,46]. Most users
in this study claimed that speaking Russian was a crucial factor
in creating trust. However, it appears that a preference for
Russian as a language for dietary treatment depends on the
parameters. This study is the first to assess the differences
among the Russian immigrants who prefer Russian for their
online treatment. The variance in the distribution of preferences
did not depend on age group or number of years since
immigrating; rather, those whose daily routines were in Russian
preferred a Russian-speaking therapist.

The Russian interviewees stressed the importance of the
therapist’s mentality and knowledge of both Russian and Israeli
cultures. They need to be counseled by a Russian immigrant to
Israel. The professional literature supports these findings. One
of the measures for diminishing health literacy gaps between
the 2 population strata such as Russian immigrants and the
permanent residents of Israel is the communication that stems
from the patient’s dominant culture [51]. Online health services
offered by multicultural professionals are a valuable tool for
reducing communication barriers [12] and can increase the
compliance with dietary treatment. This may be why an online
therapist can replace frontal treatment at a clinic.

In this study, participants stressed that they preferred treatment
on the Internet because it enabled the creation of a long-term
relationship between the therapist and the patient. Furthermore,
long-term online dietary intervention allows for a real-time
relationship and facilitates compliance. Thus, the patient could
receive continual reinforcement and maintain motivation.

Most studies conducted on intervention programs were limited
by time, where professional counseling was offered at
predetermined points at the beginning, middle, and end
[23,25,52]. Based on our findings, users valued counseling
during crisis and periods of success, which are not
predetermined.

Russian immigrants in the study turned to a dietary treatment
which includes not only professional consultation, but also
psychological support. Studies show that Internet users look for
nutritional information from evidence-based and easily
recognizable sources [53]. In addition, users need psychological
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support and interventional guidance [54,55]. Providing
professional consultation with coaching methods and
psychological support show high compliance and usability
among the IIFSU in this study.

In this study, this finding was particularly notable among young
users (aged 25-35 years), regardless of difference in education
or time spent in Israel, with a majority of women over men. In
the professional literature, several explanations emerged for our
study’s findings. A Russian study [56], which performed an
extensive examination of the behavioral patterns of more than
16 million users of the popular Russian social network
(My.Mail.Ru), discovered that women were more active on the
Internet than men. In addition, women were willing to disclose
more details about themselves and share personal information,
such as their physical appearance, hobbies, occupation, family
status, and more. Similar findings have been noted among social
network users around the world [57,58].

Creating professional and emotional support during the
intervention that considers the cultural needs of patients fosters
higher health care quality in cross-cultural situations [59].

Limitations
The limitations of this study are that as it is a qualitative study,
it does not include a representative sample of the study
population. In addition, the next step should be further validation
through randomized controlled trials and implementation.

In our study, we did not compare the efficacy of the nutritional
counseling online versus frontal nutritional counseling, as our
focus was on the perceptions of the participants regarding the
Internet as a tool for long-term and “real-time” professional,
psychological, and nutritional treatment. Over the course of the
study, some of the participants reported weight loss and an

improvement in clinical indicators. However, as noted, we did
not gather quantitative clinical data that would enable a
comparison with one-on-one nutritional counseling.
Notwithstanding this, in the literature there are studies that
indicate positive results when using online nutritional
counseling, which have been found to lead to a significant
improvement in nutrition and to a healthier lifestyle [60], weight
loss, rise in consumption of fruits and vegetables, a decrease in
consumption rate of fats and sugar, and a decrease in calorie
consumption [54]. Other studies did not find a significant
difference in BMI and the BMI z-score between the
experimental group and the control group [61], nor did they
find significant differences in serum, blood pressure,
anthropometry, social support, and cholesterol [62].

Given that the field of online nutritional counseling is still a
relatively new field, we think that more studies are needed in
order to assess the effectiveness of online counseling as
compared with on-one-one nutritional counseling. We can also
assume that in the future, technological advances will improve
the efficacy of online counseling, whether by incorporating
virtual smart agents, and augmented and virtual reality, or by
an increased presence of peers who will empower the patients,
leading to more effective counseling.

Conclusions
This study is an examination of the perceptions of IIFSU
regarding the Internet as a tool of nutritional treatment. It
included long-term dietary treatment, real-time counseling, and
nutritional information with psychological support. All the
interventions were carried out with the immigrants’ cultural
needs in mind. Our study is the first to examine unique cultural
perceptions and beliefs, which affect the rate of response to
dietary treatment among a minority population.
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Abstract

Background: Digital health social networks (DHSNs) are widespread, and the consensus is that they contribute to wellness by
offering social support and knowledge sharing. The success of a DHSN is based on the number of participants and their consistent
creation of externalities through the generation of new content. To promote network growth, it would be helpful to identify
characteristics of superusers or actors who create value by generating positive network externalities.

Objective: The aim of the study was to investigate the feasibility of developing predictive models that identify potential
superusers in real time. This study examined associations between posting behavior, 4 demographic variables, and 20
indication-specific variables.

Methods: Data were extracted from the custom structured query language (SQL) databases of 4 digital health behavior change
interventions with DHSNs. Of these, 2 were designed to assist in the treatment of addictions (problem drinking and smoking
cessation), and 2 for mental health (depressive disorder, panic disorder). To analyze posting behavior, 10 models were developed,
and negative binomial regressions were conducted to examine associations between number of posts, and demographic and
indication-specific variables.

Results: The DHSNs varied in number of days active (3658-5210), number of registrants (5049-52,396), number of actors

(1085-8452), and number of posts (16,231-521,997). In the sample, all 10 models had low R2 values (.013-.086) with limited
statistically significant demographic and indication-specific variables.

Conclusions: Very few variables were associated with social network engagement. Although some variables were statistically
significant, they did not appear to be practically significant. Based on the large number of study participants, variation in DHSN
theme, and extensive time-period, we did not find strong evidence that demographic characteristics or indication severity sufficiently
explain the variability in number of posts per actor. Researchers should investigate alternative models that identify superusers or
other individuals who create social network externalities.

(J Med Internet Res 2017;19(2):e40)   doi:10.2196/jmir.6330
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Introduction

Background
Digital health social networks (DHSNs), otherwise known as
discussion forums or peer-to-peer support groups, are in
abundance [1-8]. Although the efficacy of these networks is
still being evaluated, the consensus is that social support and
knowledge sharing increase patient education, enhance
self-management, and decrease burden on existing health
services [9-16].

In an era of increasing health costs [17,18], an aging population
[19-22], and an annual US $300 billion adherence problem
[23-26], DHSNs are beginning to play an important role in
improving the delivery of North American health services
[27,28].

As we increasingly rely on technology to help us look after our
health, management science is playing a greater role in using
data to measure efficiencies [29-31]. In the case of DHSNs,
analysis is now turning to mechanisms that drive growth, help
attain sustainability, and generate positive network externalities.

Research on Social Network Structure, Growth, and
Sustainability
As a discipline, social network theory (SNT) maps social capital
and the strength of relationships in networks. Within a network,
nodes are individual actors, and ties are the relationships
between nodes. For decades, disciplines such as economics,
political science, public health, marketing, and finance have
analyzed real world relationships within networks of actors
[32-37]. These studies typically leverage graph theory,
sociograms, or stochastic models to examine relationships
[38-40].

Recently, SNT has shifted toward the topology of scale-free
networks. This stream of research investigates whether network
growth is random, if networks evolve, follow encoded and
organized principles [41-46], and if taxonomies of actors
naturally exist [47-51].

Three Fundamentals of Digital Health Social Networks
In the context of this study, actors are DHSN registrants who
have created, at minimum, 1 post. From this perspective, 3
fundamental principles guide network growth.

The first is the network’s total number of posts. In most DHSNs,
actor posts remain on the network, and each new post adds to
the quantitative size and value of the community. Whether actors
passively read, actively respond to, or agree or disagree with
new content, the quantitative value of the network n increased
with each new post by n +1. In management and economics
literature this is referred to as positive network externalities
[52].

Second is the number of actors in the network. If a network
contains x actors, potential connections between actors is x
(x−1). The greater the number of actors, the greater the potential
for network expansion and the generation of new externalities.
This has been illustrated in the study of networks in demand-side
economies, where the value of a product or service is directly
related to the number of others who use it [53,54].

Third, the mathematical relationship between these 2 quantities
(positive network externalities and number of actors) represents
a power law [55-57]. Marketing experts have observed this
phenomenon and have intuitively referred to it as the 1% rule
or the 90-9-1 principle [58,59]. Both concepts are related to the
Pareto principle [60], and applied empirically, they have shown
to be intrinsic to social network structure [61-63].

Monitoring nodes and ties, and monitoring topologies are
important considerations for those who manage social networks.
However, these tasks are retrospective as they examine a
network’s past state. Methods to drive future growth and
promote individual agency are required. As the creation of
externalities governs the success of a network, it would be
helpful to profile actors who create value by generating
externalities [64].

The Interventions
The 4 interventions in this study [65-68] contained self-guided
interactive behavior change treatment programs based on
state-of-the-art best practice, and have been examined
extensively in the literature [69-83]. A component of each of
the interventions is a DHSN moderated by trained and paid
employees. All posts are reviewed and approved by a moderator,
and any post that does not address the indication is permanently
removed. Moderators can also instantaneously communicate
with all actors. Table 1 outlines each program’s theoretical
constructs and evidence base.
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Table 1. Theoretical constructs and evidence-base.

Smoking cessationPanic disorderDepressive disorderProblem drinkingTheoretical construct

XXXXBrief intervention [84]

XXCognitive behavioral therapy [85]

XXXXGamification [86]

XXHarm reduction [87]

XXXXHealth belief model [88]

XXXXMotivational interviewing [89]

XXNormative feedback [90]

XXXXSocial cognitive theory [91]

XStructured relapse prevention [92]

XXTargeting and tailoring [93]

XTranstheoretical model [94]

Table 2 outlines intervention launch dates, data acquisition
dates, number of registrants, number of actors, total posts, and

number of subjects used in analysis from their intervention
DHSN inception until December 31, 2015.

Table 2. Four social networks.

Number of subjects

in analysis, n (%)a
Number of actor

postsa
Number of actors,
n (%)

Number of sub-
jects registered in
program

Number of
days active

Data acquisition
date

Social network
launch date

Social network

4784 (94.75)16,2311085 (21.49)50493658Dec 31, 2015Dec 26, 2005Problem

drinking

1958 (16.77)20,5162065 (17.69)11,6754712Dec 31, 2015Feb 6, 2003Depressive

disorder

6151 (62.87)61,7433579 (36.58)9783591Dec 31, 2015January 23, 2002Panic disorder

12,061 (23.01)521,9978452 (16.13)52,3965210Dec 31, 2015Sep 26, 2001Smoking

cessation

25,178 (31.91)620,48715,181 (19.24)78,90318,671n/an/abTotal

6239 (31.63)155,1223795 (19.24)19,7264688n/an/aMean

aModerator posts removed.
bn/a: not applicable.

Data Collected at Registration
Demographic characteristics (age, gender, highest level of
education obtained, current occupation), and indication-specific

details (Table 3) were collected at registration. Program
registration and participation were free; however, consenting
to the use of personal data for research purposes was a
requirement.
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Table 3. Indication-specific data collected at registration.

MeasurementIndication-specific dataIntervention

Drop-down menu 0-30+Average drinks per dayProblem drinking

Likert scaleProgram goal: cut down, stop, unsure

Likert scale 0-10Depression rating over past 2 weeksDepressive disorder

Likert scale 0-10Level of distress over past 2 weeks

Likert scale 0-10Level of interference over past 2 weeks

Yes or noTried cognitive behavior therapy in the past

Yes or noCurrently being treated

Yes or noUsing program with health care professional

Drop-down menu 0-51+Number of attacks over past 2 weeksPanic disorder

Likert scale 0-10Average fear rating during attack

Drop-down menu 0-4Attack interference with average daily life

Drop-down menu 0-4Attack causing avoidance

Yes/NoTried cognitive behavior therapy in the past

Yes/NoUse of program with health care professional

Drop-down menuSmoking patterns: ≥ 1 cigarette per day, occasional smoker, recently quitSmoking cessation

Radio buttonLast cigarette: >24 hours, <24 hours

Drop-down menu 0-100+Cigarettes per day

Drop-down menu 0-75+Total years smoked

Drop-down menuMinutes to first cigarette: >60, 31-60, 6-31, ≤5

Drop-down menu 0-10+Past year quit attempts > 24 hours

Drop-down menu 0-10+Number of cohabitant smokers

Internal calculationFagerstrom dependency score (very low, low, moderate, high, very high)

Objective
As a first step in profiling actors based on characteristics, and
to investigate the feasibility of developing predictive models
that identify superusers in real time, the objective of this study
was to examine the association between number of posts and
actor demographic and indication-specific variables inputted at
registration.

Methods

Sample
Data were extracted from the custom SQL DHSN databases of
the 4 digital health interventions. As they contained full data
sets, samples totaling 24,954 registrants and 3285 actors were
used in the analysis (Table 4).

Table 4. Sample size.

Sample size postsSample size actorsSample sizeIntervention

12,9148844484Problem drinking

31902061958Depressive disorder

18,9215856151Panic disorder

90,894161012,061Smoking cessation

125,919328524,954Total sample

Regression Models
A total of 5 models were developed to explore whether posting
behavior was associated with demographics characteristics and
indication-specific severity amongst all registrants (Table 5).
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Table 5. Regression models for all subjects.

EquationModel

ProblemDrinkingPostsAllRegistrants = β0+ β1Age + β2Gender + β3Education + β4Occupation + β5DrinksPerDay + β6Goal +  1

DepressiveDisorderPostsAllRegistrants = β0+ β1Age + β2Gender + β3Education + β4Occupation + β5Rating + β6Distress + β7Interference

+ β8CBT + β9Treated + β10Professional +  
2

PanicDisorderPostsAllRegistrants = β0+ β1Age + β2Gender + β3Education + β4Occupation + β5Attacks + β6Fear + β7Interference +
β8Avoidance + β9CBT + β10Professional +  

3

SmokingCessationPostsAllRegistrants = β0+ β1Age + β2Gender + β3Education + β4Occupation + β5Patterns + β6LastCigarette +
β7CigarettesPerDay + β8YearsSmoked + β9FirstCigarette+ β10PastQuits + β11CohabitantSmokers + β12FagerstromScore +  

4

TotalPostsAllRegistrants = β0+ β1Age + β2Gender + β3Education + β4Occupation +  5

Another 5 additional regression models were developed to
explore whether posting behavior was associated with

demographics characteristics and indication-severity amongst
actors (Table 6).

Table 6. Regression models for actors.

EquationModel

ProblemDrinkingPostsActors = β0+ β1Age + β2Gender + β3Education + β4Occupation + β5DrinksperDay + β6Goal +  6

DepressiveDisorderPostsActors = β0+ β1Age + β2Gender + β3Education + β4Occupation + β5Rating + β6Distress + β7Interference + β8CBT

+ β9Treated + β10Professional +  
7

PanicDisorderPostsActors = β0+ β1Age + β2Gender + β3Education + β4Occupation + β5Attacks + β6Fear + β7Interference + β8Avoidance

+ β9CBT + β10Professional +  
8

SmokingCessationPostsActors = β0+ β1Age + β2Gender + β3Education + β4Occupation + β5Patterns + β6Last Cigarette + β7CigarettesPerDay

+ β8YearsSmoked + β9FirstCigarette + β10PastQuits + β11CohabitantSmokers + β12FagerstromScore +  
9

TotalPostsActors = β0+ β1Age + β2Gender + β3Education + β4Occupation +  10

Dummy variables were created for categorical data, with 1
dummy variable excluded during regressions. Analyses were
performed with Stata version 13 (Stata Corp LLP, College
Station, TX, USA).

As outlined in previous research conducted on the 4 DHSNs,
the number of posts per actor is right skewed, indicating the
presence of a power law [44]. Negative binomial regression
was employed as the method of analysis for 3 reasons. First,
the dependent variable in our model, number of observations,
is counted as integers only. Second, negative binomial regression
can capture the skewness of the data. Third, Poisson distribution
requires the mean and the variance of the model to be identical
and in each of the models, the hypothesis of equidispersion is
rejected.

Ethics
All data collection policies and procedures adhered to
international privacy guidelines [95-97] and were in accordance
with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975, as revised in 2008 [98].
The study was consistent with the University Research Ethics
Committee procedures at Henley Business School, University
of Reading, and was exempt from full review.

Results

R-Squared Values

All 5 models had low R2 values (see Table 7 and Multimedia
Appendix 1).

Regression Analysis: Demographic Variables
A total of 4 independent demographic variables were included
in each of the 10 models (Table 8).

In 9 of the models, age was positively and significantly
associated with number of posts (beta range =.13-.4). This means
that as age of registrants increased, number of posts increased
marginally.

Education was positively and significantly associated to the
number of posts in 6 models (beta range =.082-.315). This means
that within these 6 models, number of posts increases by less
than 1 with every unit increase in education category.

Gender was negatively and significantly associated number of
posts in 4 models (beta range =−.766 to −.272). This means that
within these 4 models, number of posts decreased by less than
1 with male registrants.

Registrants had the option of selecting from 1 of 12 occupations.
Compared with registrants who indicated that they were
full-time students, occupation was positively associated with
number of posts in 14 cases (beta range =.377-5.301), and
negatively associated with number of posts in 19 cases (beta
range =-2.609 to -.587).

The variable occupation not listed was selected with the greatest
frequency 60% (6/10), and was positively and significantly
associated to the number of posts in 4 of these 6 models (beta
range =.488-.703), but negatively and significantly associated
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to the number of posts in 2 of these 6 models (beta range =−1.314 to −.945).

Table 7. R2 values for ten models.

10987654321Model

0.0310.0860.0610.0180.0270.0260.0430.020.0130.016R2

Table 8. Statistically significant demographic independent variables (all models).

Percentage
significant

Model 10

beta (P
value)

Model 9

beta (P
value)

Model 8

beta (P
value)

Model 7

beta (P
value)

Model 6

beta (P
value)

Model 5

beta (P
value)

Model 4

beta (P
value)

Model 3

beta (P
value)

Model 2

beta (P
value)

Model 1

beta (P
value)

Independent
variable

40−.365

(.005)

−.422

(.03)

−.766

(<.001)

−.272

(.001)

Gender

90.184

(<.001)

.285

(<.001)

.138

(.012)

.136

(<.001)

.322

(<.001)

.130

(.009)

.324

(<.001)

.234

(<.001)

.400

(<.001)

Age

60.139

(.008)

.095

(.01)

.082

(.002)

.195

(.001)

.315

(.001)

.146

(<.001)

Education

Occupation

Full-time student
(reference)

20−1.057

(<.001)
−.720

(.04)

Stay at home mom
or dad

20−1.675

(.002)

.546

(.004)

Management

50−.949

(.02)

−2.609

(.000)

.810

(.02)

−1.139

(.01)

−2.348

(.005)

Teacher or profes-
sor

40-.894

(.035)

.852

(.005)

.377

(.01)

.519

(.001)

Administrative, fi-
nancial or clerical
sales or service

10.532

(.003)

Technologist or
technical occupa-
tion

303.793

(<.001)

.400
(.04)

5.301

(<.001)

1.016

(<.001)

Farming, forestry,
fishing or mining

40−.696
(.05)

−.690

(<.001)

−1.047

(.007)

−1.564

(.02)

Trades, transport
or equipment oper-
ator

20−.641

(.001)

−.846

(.02)

Processing, manu-
facturing or utili-
ties

20−.587
(.02)

−.820

(.02)

.479

(.008)

Unemployed at
present or on work
leave

10−.856

(<.001)

Professional ser-
vices (eg, certified
accountant, lawyer,
doctor)

60.647

(.004)

−.945
(.001)

−1.314

(.002)

.488

(.001)

.825

(.001)

.703

(<.001)

Occupation not
listed
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Regression Analysis: Indication-Specific Variables
In total, 10 indication-specific variables were tested for their
association with posting behavior in the 2 addiction health
interventions (Table 9).

Problem Drinking Intervention
In the problem drinking intervention, registrants had the option
of selecting 1 of the 3 program goals. Compared with registrants

who indicated that they wanted to cut down, quit drinking was
positively and significantly associated with the number of posts
in model 2 (beta=.463, P=.02). The option not sure was
negatively and significantly associated with the number of posts
in model 2 (beta=−. 460, P=.02) and model 7 (beta=−.509,
P=.001).

Table 9. Statistically significant indication-specific independent variables (addiction interventions).

Model 10

beta (P val-
ue)

Model 5

beta (P
value)

Model 7

beta (P
value)

Model 2

beta (P
value)

Independent Variables

Goal

n/an/aaCut down (reference)

n/an/a.463

(.02)

Quit drinking

n/an/a−0.509

(.001)

−.460

(.02)

Not sure

Smoking patterns

.278

(.001)

n/an/a≥ one cigarette per day, occasional smoker, recently quit

.534

(.002)

n/an/aLast cigarette: >24 hours, <24 hours

n/an/aCigarettes per day

.025

(.001)

.040

(<.001)

n/an/aTotal years smoked

.625

(<.001)

.705

(<.001)

n/an/aMinutes to first cigarette: >60, 31-60, 6-31, ≤5

−.054

(.001)

−.048

(.02)

n/an/aPast year quit attempts > 24 hours

n/an/aNumber of cohabitant smokers

0.651

(<.001)

0.657

(.001)

n/an/aFagerstrom dependency score (very low, low, moderate, high, very high)

an/a: not applicable.

Smoking Cessation Intervention
In model 5, increased cigarette consumption (smoking patterns)
(beta=.278, P=.001) and having a cigarette within the past 24
hours (last cigarette) were positively and significantly associated
with posting behavior (beta=.534, P=.002).

In both models, increases in total years smoked (beta=.040,
P<.001; beta=.025, P=.001), decreases in minutes to first
cigarette (beta=.705, P=.002; beta=.625, P<.001), and higher
Fagerstrom dependency scores (beta=.657, P=.001; beta=.651,
P<.001) were positively and significantly associated with
posting behavior. Having a greater number of quit attempts was
negatively and significantly associated with posting (beta =
−.048, P=.02; −.054, P=.001).

Regression Analysis: Indication-Specific Variables in
Two Mental Health Interventions
Ten indication-specific variables were tested for their association
with posting behavior in the 2 mental health interventions.
Whether a participant had tried cognitive behavior therapy in
the past and was using of the program with a health care
professional were asked in both mental health interventions
(Table 10).

Past Cognitive Behavior Therapy Experience
In models 3, 4, and 9 posting behavior was positively and
significantly associated with experience with CBT (beta= .851,
P=.01; beta=1.118, P<.001; beta=.870, P<.001).
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Table 10. Statistically significant indication-specific independent variables (mental health).

Model 9

beta

(P value)

Model 4

beta

(P value)

Model 8

beta

(P value)

Model 3

beta

(P value)

Independent variables

n/an/aaDepression rating past 2 weeks (0-10)

n/an/aLevel of distress past 2 weeks (0-10)

n/an/aLevel of interference past 2 weeks (0-10)

n/an/aCurrently being treated

.870

(<.001)

1.118

(<.001)

.851

(.01)

Tried cognitive behavior therapy in the past

.054

(.03)

n/an/aNumber of attacks over past 2 weeks

Using program with a health care professional

−.099

(.01)

n/an/aAverage fear rating during attack

.224

(.01)

.406

(<.001)

n/an/aAttack interference in average daily life

n/an/aAttack causing avoidance

an/a: not applicable.

Depression Intervention
In the depression interventions, other than past CBT experience,
there were no statistically significant associations with posting
behavior.

Panic Disorder Intervention
In the panic disorder intervention, attacks interfering in average
daily life were positively and significantly associated with
posting behavior (beta=.406, P<.001; beta=.224, P=.01). In
model 4, increases in number of attacks over the past 2 weeks
were positively and significantly associated with posting
(beta=.054, P=.03), and in model 9 average fear rating during
an attack was negatively and significantly associated with
posting (beta=−.099, P=.01).

Discussion

Principal Findings
Despite observable statistically significant results in
demographic and indication-specific data, all regressions had

low R2 values, and their impact on superuser behavior was
minimal. As mentioned previously, all models fail to explain
the variance of the dependent variables.

Based on the results in 4 of the 10 models, females tend to post
more than males. However, these results should be interpreted
with caution as the impact was minimal (beta range=−.766 to
−.272) and only statistically significant in all subject models.
These results also do not confirm the gender of superusers.

Increased posting with age was positively and statistically
significant in 9 of the 10 models, although the increase is
negligible and should be interpreted with caution (beta
range=.130-.400). For example, the analysis did not consider

whether addiction treatment for smoking cessation, or if
treatment for mental health issues, also coincides with age.

Although the impact is minimal, increased education was related
to increases in posting behavior in 6 of the 10 models (beta
range=.082-.315). The issue of education level and use of
medical resources has a rich history in the literature and is
nonconclusive. For example, one might assume that actors with
higher levels should have better knowledge seeking skills and
make limited use of DHSNs, or conversely, that actors with
lower education levels and fewer formal resources would use
DHSNs with greater intensity.

A recent qualitative review on factors affecting therapeutic
compliance found the effect of education level to be equivocal
[99]. While some studies found that patients with higher levels
of education might have higher compliance, others found that
patients with lower levels of education or no formal education
were more compliant. The authors concluded that education
level was not a good predictor of therapeutic compliance, and
our findings reflect this in regards to education being associated
with posting.

In the smoking cessation intervention, inexperienced quitters
who have smoked longer, have increased dependency, and have
recently quit, tend to post more. This supports past research
indicating that the intervention’s DHSN primarily acts as a
relapse prevention tool for new quitters [45,82]. If this finding
is true it highlights the importance of detecting and supporting
superusers as they primarily respond to, and support, new users.

It was interesting to note that experience with cognitive behavior
therapy was associated with posting behavior in 3 of the 4
mental health models, though this impact was minimal (beta
range=.851-1.118).
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Future Research
The results of this study suggest that demographic or
indication-specific variables have limited association with the
creation of externalities in DHSNs. What, if anything, may be
associated with posting behavior? If superusers are key to the
growth and sustainability of DHSNs, how can they be detected?

The real-time assessment of phenotype, or observable traits
resulting from the interaction of an individual in an environment,
have recently been recognized as key to the next frontier of
medicine [100]. Phenotypes differ from demographic and
indication-specific data as they give insight on behavior.
Although traditionally difficult to detect, some phenotypes are
now being recognized through big data analysis.

For example, a recent study identified the ability to use natural
language processing to detect phenotypes in electronic health
records [101]. Another study found that an individual’s personal
attitudes including use of addictive substances, happiness, and
sexual orientation can be detected through Facebook likes [102],
and Instagram photos and Twitter feeds have been shown to
contain predictive markers of depression [103,104].

DHSN content may contain rich sources of phenotypes as an
post or an actor’s profile may include avatars, images, badges
or awards for participation, likes or other semiotic indicators
of support from other members, or links to specific outside
resources. Post content may be mined for specific keywords,
phrases, or even tone. Time of post, time between posts,
response to specific types of content or members, or other
time-based interactions may also be indicative of specific
behavior. Recent health care informatics research has also
identified a relationship between increased systems use and
outcomes, and a variety of unique system measures that may
help categorize behaviors [105].

A challenge is that even if phenotypes can be predicted,
risk-stratifying behavior may prove difficult. However, the
medication adherence literature, which generally classifies
patients as full compliers, partial compliers, or noncompliers
may give insights on categorizing behavior similar to
nonadherence [106] and research is beginning to investigate
indication-specific factors that categorize patients and their
motivations [107-110]. Future research into adherence to
DHSNs might also consider the feasibility of stratifying actors
according to real-time behavior.

In some respects, the low R2 values in the models and lack of
statistically significant variables in this study expose the

limitations of big data. Popular belief holds that large data sets
of survey data will contain insights and intelligence that have
been previously unobtainable [111-113], and the promise of big
data is so compelling that laymen are being encouraged to
experiment with sophisticated techniques that previously
required a high degree of training [114]. Whereas increased
knowledge and interdisciplinary training and collaboration are
certainly positive, as in this study, results from the analysis of
large datasets pertaining to specific demographic characteristics
or indication-specific variables may, at best, illustrate the
complexity of predicting human behavior.

Strengths and Limitations
The results of this study are from “real world” social networks
and the main strengths are the longevity of the DHSNs, the
number of posts, the 4 separate indications, and that 2 of the
social networks in the study were focused on mental health, and
the remaining 2 on addictions.

Ideally, data from this study would be derived from a
randomized controlled experiment. However, it would be
difficult, if not impossible, to recruit a study population and
execute a study in a similar sample. We are not aware of any
other study in the health care literature with such an extensive
and complete dataset, and as such, results should be interpreted
accordingly.

A strength and limitation is that the populations analyzed are
self-selecting populations that actively sought help. In the
context of this study it was helpful to have datasets of active
and engaged participants. However, these results may not be
indicative of populations of patients in health plans, hospital
networks, or mass public health campaigns.

A limitation to this study is that demographic and
indication-specific data was self-report. Self-report data is
common in digital health studies, and the consensus is that data
from subjects is at least as reliable as pencil-and-paper
questionnaires [115-122]. However, due to the anonymous
nature and nonrandomization of study subjects, results should
be interpreted with caution.

Conclusions
Based on the large number of study participants, variation in
DHSN theme, and extensive time-period, we did not find strong
evidence that demographic characteristics or indication severity
sufficiently explain the variability in number of posts per actor.
Researchers should investigate alternative methods and models
that may identify individuals who promote DHSN growth.
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Abstract

Research studies that leverage emerging technologies, such as passive sensing devices and mobile apps, have demonstrated
encouraging potential with respect to favorably influencing the human condition. As a result, the nascent fields of mHealth and
digital medicine have gained traction over the past decade as demonstrated in the United States by increased federal funding for
research that cuts across a broad spectrum of health conditions. The existence of mHealth and digital medicine also introduced
new ethical and regulatory challenges that both institutional review boards (IRBs) and researchers are struggling to navigate. In
response, the Connected and Open Research Ethics (CORE) initiative was launched. The CORE initiative has employed a
participatory research approach, whereby researchers and IRB affiliates are involved in identifying the priorities and functionality
of a shared resource. The overarching goal of CORE is to develop dynamic and relevant ethical practices to guide mHealth and
digital medicine research. In this Viewpoint paper, we describe the CORE initiative and call for readers to join the CORE Network
and contribute to the bigger conversation on ethics in the digital age.

(J Med Internet Res 2017;19(2):e38)   doi:10.2196/jmir.6793
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Introduction

The transformative potential of mobile, digital, and passive
sensing technologies to observe or intervene with various health
domains is now well established. As the field transitions from
discussing to now testing this potential, the role of clinical
studies and evidence generation will assume predominance.

While there are many new challenges in conducting
technology-enhanced research, even navigating study approval
via the institutional review board (IRB) ethical and regulatory

evaluation process remains a primary challenge for many.
Whether the existing IRB system is able to support the ethical
review and subsequent advancement of research using these
new and emerging technologies was recently questioned [1].
To address ethical challenges in this new age of
technology-enhanced research, we outline a potential solution.

Health-related research using tools, such as social networks,
mobile phones apps, and wearable passive sensors, offer the
potential to collect unprecedented amounts of real-time data
outside of the clinic and in real-world or “free-living”
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environments. From monitoring location using a mobile phone’s
global positioning sensors to inferring socialness based on call
and text message logs, mobile and passive sensing technologies
offer a new window into human behavior. Yet such broad data
capture can also have numerous unintended consequences [2,3].
Research participants may be unaware of the nature, scope, and
granularity of data collected and what information they are
actually consenting to provide. Wearable recording may capture
the sounds and images of nearby people not involved in the
research, or “bystanders,” due to their close proximity to a
research participant [4]. Text message logs may also reveal
personal communications from and with bystanders, introducing
potential privacy concerns and legal challenges [5]. It is easy
to imagine many more examples where both personal and
community privacy boundaries can easily be infringed upon
and compromised.

Many researchers are eager to study the clinical potential of
mobile and digital tools, but they may not be aware of all the
potential risks to participants, or of means to mitigate them
[6,7]. IRBs have thus been placed in the difficult role of
evaluating these research proposals and ensuring they are both
safe and ethical. Yet, like many researchers, IRB members
themselves are not experts in this emerging field and may
struggle to evaluate the safety and ethical dimensions of
submissions that often involve novel uses of various
technologies. In many cases, there are actually no standards,
best practices, or demonstrated safety mechanisms to guide
either researchers or IRB risk assessment or management
strategies. Researchers may thus feel uncomfortable with
explaining digital or mHealth benefits, risks, and management
strategies in the IRB protocol application and, likewise, IRBs
may feel uncomfortable approving study plans. The outcome
is a lengthy IRB review process that may result in either the
underprotection or overprotection of research participants [3,4].

Given the evolving state of knowledge and growing interest in
using technologies, one simple solution is sharing of developing
practices and examples of successful digital- and
mHealth-related IRB submissions. The idea of sharing resources
to guide the ethical conduct of research using novel strategies
is not new. In fact, sharing guidance was initiated years ago
when researchers started to use the Internet to support scientific
inquiry. For example, the Association of Internet Research is a
membership organization that aims to foster ethical and
professional Internet research by offering guidance and
education to academics, including faculty and students [8].
Similarly, the British Psychological Society has developed
ethical guidance for Internet-mediated research [9], as has
INVOLVE [10], which is a Web-based resource launched in
the United Kingdom 20 years ago with support from the
National Institute for Health Research. While these resources
focus primarily on Internet research, there are other
organizations thinking about ethical dimensions of
nanoengineering, robotics, and artificial intelligence, yet not
necessarily focusing on research with human participants.
Several years ago, we recognized that researchers and ethics
review boards (eg, IRBs or research ethics boards) may benefit
from having access to a community of stakeholders with
expertise in various digital and mHealth tools. The initial goal

was to create an accessible and dynamic resource to bridge a
growing gap between researchers who capture personal health
data via mobile (apps), imaging (eg, Microsoft’s SenseCam
wearable camera), pervasive sensing (eg, wearable, ingestible,
and environmental technology), social media (eg, Twitter,
Instagram, and Facebook), and geolocation tracking (eg, global
positioning systems and geographic information systems) tools
and the IRBs charged with reviewing these studies.

Introducing the Connected and Open
Research Ethics Initiative

The Connected and Open Research Ethics (CORE) initiative
was launched in 2015 with support from the Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation (Princeton, NJ). The CORE is a free,
Web-based resource that aims to convene stakeholders in the
digital-mHealth ecosystem to collectively shape dynamic and
responsive ethical and responsible research practices. Using a
participatory approach to inform the CORE design and function,
the CORE team invited input from individuals representing
interdisciplinary, cross-disciplinary, and cross-sector
perspectives with a vested interest in advancing dynamic and
responsive ethical standards. Focus groups and key informant
interviews were convened with IRB representatives and
researcher stakeholders to inform the initial CORE Platform
functionality and design. The CORE Platform, released in 2016,
hosts a growing global network of over 200 individuals
representing 10 countries and a majority of the United States
with expertise in privacy, technology, bioethics, research ethics,
regulations, sciences, engineering, and even a few participants.
The key features include a Forum where Network members can
share informational resources and post or answer questions, and
a Resource Library where researchers can upload language used
in their IRB-approved protocol application and informed consent
documents. The goal is to help other researchers who are
beginning to use new digital tools in research and who want to
see examples of successful IRB protocol and consent language,
and receive feedback from experts when writing their own IRB
applications.

Likewise, IRBs that are beginning to review mHealth and digital
medicine research studies can post questions on the CORE
Forum (Figure 1), as well as contribute to or search the Resource
Library (Figure 2), to see what others have found to be
acceptable. This saves time and, ideally, increases the
consistency for how IRBs evaluate and mitigate potential risks
to research participants.

That being said, we cannot be certain that an IRB approval
means that the ethical review is beyond reproach. As the CORE
community begins to share resources, we expect stakeholders
to chime in when a potential risk has been overlooked or,
likewise, when the approved protocol appears overly
conservative. The CORE is also where new resources (eg,
institutional policies or guidelines) can be shared and ideas
explored, which may lead to potential collaborations.

As with any innovation, early adopters to the CORE also serve
as beta testers who help to improve utility and functionality. As
we enter this new frontier where vast and granular amounts of
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personal health data are collected in real time and 24/7, we look
to the CORE Network members to begin shaping how to do
this research in a manner that is informed, ethical, and
responsive to participants’ interests. The CORE Resource
Library is designed so that as tools or methods become obsolete,
they will drop off and the new innovations will percolate to the
top. Moreover, the CORE has a rating system so that if a
Network member notes a gap in the data security plan, they can
chime in and inform the community of a better practice.

We invite readers of the Journal of Medical Internet Research
to join the CORE Network to share knowledge, access resources,
and contribute to shaping the ethics for 21st century research.
Get started by visiting CORE’s website [11] and sign in to create
an account. Once you are on the CORE Platform, browse the
Resource Library and visit the Forum to engage in discussion
with others in the CORE community.

Figure 1. Connected and Open Research Ethics (CORE) Forum screenshot. MISST: mobile imaging, pervasive sensing, social media and location
tracking.

Figure 2. Connected and Open Research Ethics (CORE) Resource Library screenshot.
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Abstract

Background: Sexual health services routinely screen for child sexual exploitation (CSE). Although sexual health services are
increasingly provided online, there has been no research on the translation of the safeguarding function to online services. We
studied expert practitioner views on safeguarding in this context.

Objective: The aim was to document expert practitioner views on safeguarding in the context of an online sexual health service.

Methods: We conducted semistructured interviews with lead professionals purposively sampled from local, regional, or national
organizations with a direct influence over CSE protocols, child protection policies, and sexual health services. Interviews were
analyzed by three researchers using a matrix-based analytic method.

Results: Our respondents described two different approaches to safeguarding. The “information-providing” approach considers
that young people experiencing CSE will ask for help when they are ready from someone they trust. The primary function of the
service is to provide information, provoke reflection, generate trust, and respond reliably to disclosure. The approach values
online services as an anonymous space to test out disclosure without commitment. The “information-gathering” approach considers
that young people may withhold information about exploitation. Therefore, services should seek out information to assess risk
and initiate disclosure. This approach values face-to-face opportunities for individualized questioning and immediate referral.

Conclusions: The information-providing approach is associated with confidential telephone support lines and the
information-gathering approach with clinical services. The approach adopted online will depend on ethos and the range of services
provided. Effective transition from online to clinic services after disclosure is an essential element of this process and further
research is needed to understand and support this transition.

(J Med Internet Res 2017;19(2):e30)   doi:10.2196/jmir.5911
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Introduction

Safeguarding children is “the action we take to promote the
welfare of children and to protect them from harm” [1]. One
form of harm is child sexual exploitation (CSE), which involves

those younger than 18 years in exploitative situations, contexts,
and relationships in which they receive something (eg, gifts or
money) for engaging in sexual activity [2]. Determining the
incidence of CSE is complex and underreporting is common
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[3], but it is estimated that there were 16,500 children at risk in
England during the period from April 2010 to March 2011 [4].

Young people experiencing sexual exploitation may use sexual
health services even when they have disengaged with other
statutory services [2]. Therefore, sexual health services have an
important role in identifying CSE. They fulfill this role through
routine history taking based on national guidelines for users
younger than age 18 and clearly specified referral pathways
when concerns are identified [2]. In England, the age of sexual
consent is 16 years and all those younger than 18 years are
considered at risk of CSE.

Sexual health services are increasingly provided online [5]. The
online interface is particularly attractive to young people who
value the accessibility, convenience, and discretion of online
services [6,7]. Online sexual health services come in many forms
from those that only provide sexually transmitted infection tests
to comprehensive provision of testing, treatment, and
contraception in association with text, telephone, and webchat
support and referral to clinical services. The common element
of these services is the lack of face-to-face contact, but they
may offer different levels of clinical support and links to other
relevant services. The lack of face-to-face contact raises specific
concerns about processes for identification of risk of CSE. Some
of the signs of risk for CSE are difficult to assess online, such
as poor self-care, injuries, emotional symptoms, trauma
symptoms, or self-harming behavior [4]. At present, online
services are limited to those older than 16 years.

There is little national or international guidance on safeguarding
within an online sexual health service. A literature search using
the terms (or variations of) safeguard, online, Internet, and Web
on the databases Allied and Complementary Medicine Database
(AMED), British Nursing Index (BNI), Cumulative Index to
Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL), Embase,
Health Business Elite, Health Management Information
Consortium (HMIC), MEDLINE, and PsychINFO found no
directly relevant information to guide policy development.

Due to the lack of published evidence to inform policy
development in this area, we interviewed local and national
expert practitioners in safeguarding and sexual health to
document their views on safeguarding young people using online
sexual health services.

Methods

Ethical Approval
Ethical approval was received from King’s College London
Ethics Committee (REC Reference Number : BDM/13/14-102).

Study Design
Semistructured interviews were completed with expert
practitioner stakeholders. Following national guidance on
involving the potential beneficiaries of research in research
design, data collection, and analysis [8], we worked with young
people from a local government-funded school as
cointerviewers. Participation was voluntary and open to all
students aged 16 to 18 years living in the local area who wanted
to be involved in health services research that affected young
people. The cointerviewers developed four questions for the
interview schedule through a collaborative process led by two
of the researchers (JS and AA). One young person attended
each of the interviews, where possible, to ask these questions.

Sampling and Recruitment
A purposive sample of local and national practitioner experts
on safeguarding, young people’s rights, and sexual health
services was recruited. We identified possible respondents using
a snowballing technique in which local experts identified
relevant organizations and then purposively sampled from this
group for maximum variability to include a wide range of
organizations that had direct influence over CSE protocols and
child protection policies (Table 1). All statutory and National
Health Service organizations in the geographical area were
included. Participants chose to give their views either on behalf
of their named organization or in a personal capacity.
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Table 1. Organizations and professional roles of interviewees

Regional/NationalRoleOrganization

NationalChief executiveBrook: national sexual health charity for young people

NationalDirectorEnglish National Chlamydia Screening Programme

NationalQuality assurance managerEnglish National Chlamydia Screening Programme

NationalMessage board manager speaking in personal capacityChildren’s charity offering support and protection to
children being abused

RegionalChairLocal statutory organizations with responsibility for
safeguarding children

RegionalDevelopment managerLocal statutory organizations with responsibility for
safeguarding children

RegionalDirector of children’s social careLocal statutory organizations with responsibility for
safeguarding children

RegionalPublic health consultantLocal statutory organizations with responsibility for
safeguarding children

RegionalSenior manager service developmentLocal statutory organizations with responsibility for
safeguarding children

LocalSexual health promotion managerHospital services provider

LocalSafeguarding lead clinicianCommunity sexual health services provider

RegionalSenior clinicianSexual assault referral center

RegionalSafeguarding nurseRegional health care commissioning body

LocalSafeguarding managerYouth/housing services

Data Collection
A total of 14 interviews, lasting 40 to 60 minutes, were
completed at the researcher’s or the participants’ place of work
with a young person researcher present in eight of them. The
interviews were recorded, transcribed, and then analyzed in

Nvivo10 (NVivo qualitative data analysis Software; QSR
International Pty Ltd, version 10, 2012).

The interview included four sections: experience of safeguarding
in clinic and online services, differences between the two
safeguarding environments, and the scenario presented in
Textbox 1.

Textbox 1. Scenario for interview.

Apple is 16 years old and has been having sex. She does not feel able to go to her family GP or a local clinic to get an STI test but would like to check
that she is healthy. Apple goes online to the online sexual health service website, completes the online risk assessment [which asks questions about
the same issues as clinics do].

The discussion was repeated with Apple aged 15 years and when
she had ticked a box to say that her partner was in a position of
trust (eg, a teacher or youth worker) or that alcohol had affected
her sexual behavior. These were chosen as factors that would
trigger further questioning in a clinic environment as part of
standard protocols.

A final section included questions from the young person
interviewer and an opportunity for the participant to add
anything else they felt relevant.

Data Analysis
Interviews were analyzed using the framework approach [9], a
matrix-based analytic method that classifies and organizes data
according to key themes, subthemes, and emergent categories
[10]. The interview texts were read and reread by PB and VSH
before developing coding categories which were then refined
through three rounds of coding and modification through
discussion between PB and VSH (see Multimedia Appendix 1
for coding categories). A third researcher (JS) checked the

coding of the first six transcripts (43%, 6/14) to identify initial
inconsistencies in coding. As the coding categories became
increasingly robust and familiar to the coders, this checking
function was no longer required. Differences were resolved
through discussion. The cointerviewers commented on a
preliminary analysis and draft conclusions.

Results

No respondent described young people visiting sexual health
services primarily to disclose concerns about sexual exploitation.
It was assumed that information about sexual exploitation would
be identified during an interaction primarily focused on sexually
transmitted infection or pregnancy.

Six themes emerged from the data that were grouped into two
sections:

Issues relevant to the identification of CSE. The themes in this
section were access, trust, and strategies for data collection. We
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identified two strategies that we termed “information gathering”
and “information providing.”

Issues relevant to the response to CSE. The themes in this
section were the consistency and effectiveness (in terms of
stopping the exploitation) of responses to disclosure and online
services as part of a wider system.

Issues Relevant to the Identification of Child Sexual
Exploitation
Respondents described increased access to online services with
no risk of being seen using the clinic, no need to travel to the
service, adapt to clinic opening hours, or wait to be seen.
However, online services require private Internet access, health
literacy, proficiency in English, and confidential access to mail
at home.

Trust in the service was described as essential to support
disclosure of CSE. The development of trust may require several
visits, including testing visits. Trust includes confidence that
services are nonjudgmental, will keep personal information
confidential, and will reliably respond to the self-identified
needs of young people at the pace they choose. In clinics, skilled
clinicians may build trust quickly within the consultation and
have the advantage of verbal and nonverbal cues to communicate
their reliability. However, questioning can be overwhelming

for young people and health professionals might lack time or
skills to question appropriately. Online services provide a less
pressured environment than clinics for building trust. They
provide consistency with standardized questions and responses,
time for young people to reflect, and a potentially anonymous
space for young people to test service responses. However,
online services remain faceless and it is easier to ignore key
information or disengage with the process:

We know that some of the reasons that children phone
Childline are because they don’t want to go in
through a door. We know that some of the reasons
that people contact Brook first without anybody going
to see them are that they want to test that you’re okay
and then they will build that trust. [Respondent 6]

If very good and clear information was put up about
safeguarding, it would give young people an opportunity to
really read it and think about it and be able to make decisions
on that...it’s sometimes quite confrontational where you’ve got
a face-to-face contact in a clinic and you’re being told and it’s
a bit scary anyway, and you’re not taking it on board.
(Respondent 13)

During analysis of the theme of trust two differing approaches
to safeguarding emerged: information providing and information
gathering (see Textbox 2).
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Textbox 2. Information-providing versus information-gathering approaches to identification of child sexual exploitation.

Information-Gathering Approach

Identify contextual and nonverbal clues

“If a young person is delaying their responses or being fidgety or looks scared or concerned when a topic of conversation is raised, I think that gives
professionals who have years of experience dealing with young people quite a lot of information” (Respondent 4)

Collect information from a range of sources

“They might not be registered with a GP...But then they might be known to lots of other agencies so that (the online service) could be a good way of
tracking them down” (Respondent 13)

Professional risk assessment

“Then you just really have to cue into pauses and stumbling over words. And inconsistencies as well...But sometimes it doesn’t all add up...you have
to be very direct in saying, ‘First of all you said this and now you’re saying that’” Respondent 8

Young people will withhold information to prevent referral

“Sometimes they won’t give you that detail because they know what’s going to happen with that information, so they’d rather not” (Respondent 9)

People lie

“Ultimately you’re fighting against people who may be intentionally deceptive” (Respondent 4)

Information-Giving Approach

Creating a safe space supports disclosure:

“If they’re...not harried and harassed, if they’re given the opportunity to actually go and access something where they feel somebody will listen to
them kindly” (Respondent 13)

Use the information given

“So, if they don’t reveal it, they don’t reveal it. I’ve always said in safeguarding, you can only do what you do on the information you’re given and
actually if you start digging around people might just go, poof and not be seen ever again” (Respondent 13)

Young people assess their own risk

“Where people are risk assessing themselves you’re relying on people to be seeking the level of advice that they need” (Respondent 6)

Young people will seek help when they need it

“If a person feels that they can trust this entity providing these services they may disclose what they are ready to disclose, if they are not ready to
disclose then they will not give that information” (Respondent 11)

People will tell the (broad) truth

“People...will generally tell you the truth within limits, adults who go to the doctor who asks how much they drink will often say more than they’re
supposed to but not quite as much as they do, by doing that enough to know a doctor’s going to say, ‘You need to worry about this a little bit’”
(Respondent 6)

The information-providing approach considers that young people
experiencing CSE will ask for help from someone they trust.
The role of a service is to meet the criteria for young people to
have sufficient trust to seek help when they need it, prompt
recognition of risk by providing information, and to respond
appropriately and in a timely fashion. The information-providing
approach values the online service as an option that provides a
safe space to test out disclosure without commitment.

The information-gathering approach considers that young people
may withhold information out of concern that it might trigger
an intervention or judgmental response. Therefore, services are
obliged to seek out information and to form a judgment about
the young person’s situation that is independent of the young
person’s account. The information-gathering approach values
the extended opportunities for individualized questioning to
assess risk and challenge perceptions of sexual relationships
and the extended contact afforded by presence in the clinic.

Issues Relevant to the Response to Child Sexual
Exploitation
When CSE is identified, a rapid response that stops the
exploitation is an important outcome. Respondents noted that
face-to-face services are better placed to provide immediate
protection than online services. These views reference the
advantages of the young person’s physical presence in the clinic
at the time of disclosure that facilitates immediate involvement
of social services and or the police, whereas contact online is
more fragile especially when there is ambivalence about
disclosure. This is particularly the case if inaccurate contact
details are provided online. A dichotomy emerged in this
analysis in which participants described the advantages of a
user-controlled response to CSE or a provider-controlled one.
Those who favored the provider-controlled response referenced
the need to respond immediately:

If somebody has come out with that you have got to
grab hold of it while it is there because you might not
get another chance. [Respondent 14]
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Those who favored a user-controlled response referenced the
futility of a response without user support because it was likely
to lead to the retraction of the disclosure.

Participants felt strongly that to offer effective responses to the
disclosure of CSE online services must be integrated into a
wider clinical system. Standalone online services may offer
limited knowledge of, or connections with, local support
services; therefore, there are reduced opportunities for effective
referral or follow-up in face-to-face services.

Discussion

Child sexual exploitation is a subset of child sexual abuse
(CSA). The nature and dynamics of CSA make it extremely
difficult for young people to disclose exploitation [11]. Barriers
to disclosure include dependency, strategies employed by
perpetrators to maintain silence, feelings of guilt and
responsibility, and fear of not being believed [11,12]. Although
most CSA is first disclosed to peers and family members,
approximately 10% is disclosed to professionals, including
sexual health professionals [13]. Disclosure of CSE is further
complicated by the young person not recognizing they are being
exploited. An environment that encourages recognition of
exploitation and disclosure providing a prompt response is
essential to support the young person to stop the exploitation
and to reduce the risk of long-term negative outcomes [11].

Online services may offer advantages in supporting the
disclosure of CSE by offering consistent information, signaling
an appropriate response to disclosure; facilitating initial and
repeat (often testing) visits; and by providing time for reflection.
Online services provide immediate, consistent, and
nonjudgmental responses with a sense of safety and control that
comes through remote access [14] and the possibility of “space
for negotiation” rather than immediate response [15]. More
sensitive information is reported via computer questionnaires
than face-to-face interviews [16,17], and self-completed
questionnaires can be effective in identifying CSE [18]. The
“faceless” and “voiceless” nature of these services are important
for young people who wish to discuss personal problems [14],
particularly when these problems are stigmatizing [19].
Confidential telephone counseling services that require no
identifying information are important resources for young people
in crisis situations [20], such as those contemplating suicide
[21].

Our distinction between the information-providing and the
information-gathering approaches can help further thinking
about this issue. Figure 1 depicts the spectrum of remote support
services for young people who are experiencing CSE.
Organizations on the left of the diagram are less likely to have
contact details for the young person and focus predominately
on providing support until the young person is ready to disclose.
Organizations on the right of the diagram are more likely to

have contact details, be in a position to crosscheck information,
and to insist on referrals.

Our research suggests that depending on their approach and the
range of services they provide (anonymous telephone support,
online chat, online clinical services that store more or less
information), online services may position themselves more to
the left or the right of the diagram in Figure 1 and, therefore,
may adopt more of an information-gathering or an
information-providing approach. The approach should be clearly
signaled to users so that they are aware of the consequences of
disclosure.

However, at some point, the response to disclosure of CSE will
require face-to-face contact to involve the relevant services (eg,
social workers and the police) and to stop the exploitation. This
requires transfer of the conversation from the online service to
a different context. This is the key concern about safeguarding
online. We have found no published evidence about referrals
between online sexual health services and clinics, although
referrals from telephone helplines on all topics are successful
in approximately 50% of cases [20].

From our interviews with expert practitioners, we can see a
consensus that services embedded within wider clinical or
organizational structures may be more effective at supporting
safeguarding of children than standalone services.

Further research is needed on how to affect this transfer. This
research could usefully focus on any of the following questions:

What proportion of those who disclose CSE online can be
effectively referred to face-to-face services?

Is an information-gathering or an information-providing
approach more effective in (1) supporting disclosure of CSE
and (2) referral to face-to-face services?

Are online sexual health services more effective in supporting
disclosure of CSE (whatever the approach adopted) than
face-to-face services?

None of the participants had experience working in an online
sexual health service, although the respondents from Brook and
the Children’s charity had extensive experience providing
support via telephone and online chat to young people in need
of help. Participants come from a range of professional
backgrounds linked to safeguarding. Some of the respondents
worked almost exclusively with young people who are at risk
of, or are, being sexually exploited, whereas others worked with
young people seeking contraceptive or sexual health services.
Young people were not included as participants in this study,
although they were involved in later service development work.

In conclusion, some elements of online sexual health services
may facilitate disclosure of CSE. Effective transition from online
to clinic services after disclosure is an essential element of this
process and further research is needed to understand how this
transition can be supported.
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Figure 1. Spectrum of approaches to supporting disclosure of child sexual exploitation.
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Abstract

Background: The enactment of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) will impact on European data science. Particular
concerns relating to consent requirements that would severely restrict medical data research have been raised.

Objective: Our objective is to explain the changes in data protection laws that apply to medical research and to discuss their
potential impact.

Methods: Analysis of ethicolegal requirements imposed by the GDPR.

Results: The GDPR makes the classification of pseudonymised data as personal data clearer, although it has not been entirely
resolved. Biomedical research on personal data where consent has not been obtained must be of substantial public interest.

Conclusions: The GDPR introduces protections for data subjects that aim for consistency across the EU. The proposed changes
will make little impact on biomedical data research.

(J Med Internet Res 2017;19(2):e47)   doi:10.2196/jmir.7108
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Overview

There have been significant developments in European Union
(EU) data protection law recently that will have an impact on
health care professionals, particularly those engaged in research
and audit. The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) has
replaced the current legislation and comes into full effect in
2018 [1]. The implications for the handling of health care data
of the GDPR will be discussed in this paper. Despite the recent
referendum vote in the United Kingdom to leave the EU, the
GDPR will continue to be relevant to the United Kingdom,
whether this is due to cooperation in European projects or

because the United Kingdom continues to be a member of the
European Economic Area (EEA).

The Data Protection Directive

Currently the relevant law in the United Kingdom is the Data
Protection Act 1998, which is the United Kingdom’s
transposition of the Data Protection Directive (DPD). European
directives are not directly enforceable, requiring member states
to pass legislation to comply with their requirements. There are
derogations (legal exemptions) for research, which in the case
of the United Kingdom have been criticized for being too broad.
The Local and Regional Development Planning Kantor report
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for the European Commission criticizes the United Kingdom
for disregard of the limitations, stating that the Data Protection
Act blatantly violates the Directive by adding “medical research”
to the list of medical purposes [2]. The DPD requires a
“substantial public interest” for member states to add to the
derogations for processing of sensitive personal data (Article
8.4).

Differences between EU member states can result in research
ethics committees in United Kingdom denying permission for
National Health Service (NHS) data to be transferred to other
EU countries (the opposite might also be the case in some
circumstances) [3]. These differences have also contributed to
the passage of the GDPR as part of the Digital Single Market
strategy [4].

The Law as It Will Be From 2018: The
General Data Protection Regulation

The text of the GDPR has recently been agreed after a prolonged
trilogue between the European Commission, Parliament, and
the Council of Ministers [5]. This legislation will replace the
national transpositions of the DPD. Regulations are directly
enforceable across the EU. The GDPR comes into full effect
on May 25, 2018, although member states are permitted minor
differences in interpretation (the European Court of Justice is
the ultimate arbiter). This legislation has the potential to affect
projects using research data banks and Big Data [6,7]. There
had been concerns that a clause inserted by the European
Parliament requiring specific consent would prevent significant
long-term epidemiological research taking place in the future
[8], but this was rejected and the agreed text permits broad
consent to “certain areas of research when in keeping with
recognized ethical standards” (Recital 33) [9]. Broad consent
is not blanket or open consent [10] although some commentators
argue that blanket or open consent is acceptable for biobank
and databank research as the risks are minimal and do not vary
for different projects [11]. Another possibility is consent to a
form of governance [12]. Open consent without any ongoing
regulation or communication about proposed projects would be
potentially problematic. Dynamic consent offers advantages for
an engaged community of participants but might not be
considered beneficial by some individuals [13].

The derogations for research without consent have been
expanded to specifically include medical research where “in
the public interest” (Recital 51). How public interest will be
defined has not been elaborated, but European jurisprudence
demands member states satisfy a high threshold where human
rights are involved (eg, a “pressing social need” [14]). This
standard would not be required for the conduct of medical
research using databanks, but it might exclude all commercial
research for “me too” drug development (drugs that offer no
advantages over drugs already on the market), arrangements
that have no evidence of benefit sharing, or simply require that
projects address issues of public importance regardless of the
profits made [15]. This requirement reflects public attitudes in
the United Kingdom to the use of health care data, where there
is resistance to use of public data for commercial ventures unless

the research could not happen without commercial involvement
[16,17].

Anonymization

Data protection law only applies to personal data—that is, data
that does directly or can indirectly identify an individual [18-20].
The simple deletion of name and address is usually insufficient
to constitute anonymization (it has been demonstrated that the
combination of 3 pieces of data could identify 87% of US
residents: 5-digit zip code, birth date, and sex) [21]. The United
Kingdom Information Commissioner’s Office currently treats
pseudonymized data as anonymous where it is used by a third
party who does not possess the requisite key code. Truly
anonymized data cannot be linked back to an individual (which
means that verification of data is not possible by any means).
Pseudonymized data typically has identifiers removed and
replaced with a unique key code (there is also 2-way
cryptography; 1-way cryptography is considered anonymized).
This key code can be used to trace the data back to an individual,
enabling any safety concerns to be acted upon and for data to
be verified. This is the approach that the United Kingdom
Care.data project on the use of NHS electronic health records
for data research has been taking [22]. The GDPR will require
changes in practice, as it confirms in Recital 26 that
pseudonymized data must be treated as personal data (in line
with the previous Article 29 Working Party opinion) [18]. That
position results from the increased vulnerability of data subjects
who could potentially be identified compared to the protection
afforded them with true anonymisation—if the key code is
hacked, then all the data can be linked to an individual once
more.

Consent

Consent presumed by failure to opt-out, or change preticked
boxes, will no longer be permitted (unless covered by the
derogations)—consent will need to be by a “clear, affirmative
action” (Article 4.11). These changes would have arguably made
the abandoned Care.data project [23] illegal, despite the passage
of enabling legislation that exempted general practitioners from
the common law duty of confidentiality when fulfilling their
contractual duties to pass on health care data. Care.data relied
on an opt-out for legitimacy [22]. The exercise of this opt-out
was not straightforward. The numbers opting out far exceeded
the estimates and the capacity for the Health and Social Care
Information Centre (now NHS Digital) to process in a timely
manner. The problems included omission of those who opted
out from calls for NHS screening programs, even though this
was not the intention of those exercising this right. NHS Digital
currently relies on pseudonymization, which the GDPR states
is categorized as a matter of law as personal data. It is not
entirely clear whether or not third parties without access to the
key code could treat pseudonymized data as anonymized (as is
currently the case in the United Kingdom). Key codes are a
potential vulnerability due to accidental or malicious disclosure,
which is one of the justifications for pseudonymized data being
classified as personal data. There are no clear indications that
there are no future plans to use NHS patient data for research.
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Dame Fiona Caldicott reviewed arrangements because of the
widespread concerns related to consent [22], and her report led
to the cancellation of the Care.data project [23]. The particular
issues that were identified include the lack of information about
Care.data that made exercising an opt-out an opaque process,
the inadequate mechanisms for opting, and the failure of
protection for rights and access to the NHS for those who opt
out.

The risk of re-identification in the future is impossible to
quantify precisely because it cannot be predicted what
information will become public [24]. However, as with
biobanks, the risks to individuals are lesser compared with
studies of medical interventions [25]. Therefore authorization
by research ethics committees is acceptable practice, with the
requirement that opt-outs be respected unless there are
exceptional circumstances.

Although the GDPR comes into force in mid-2018, researchers
need to prepare now for the changes it will bring to long-term
epidemiological studies. In particular, the categorization of
pseudonymized data as personal will require action in some
jurisdictions such as the United Kingdom and Greece [26]. The
necessary accommodations will require an investment of
resources, but this will hopefully ensure that subjects continue
to have trust in the integrity of their health care data and the
medical research community [27]. The GDPR may still apply
should the United Kingdom cease to become a member state
of the EU either because the United Kingdom is a member of
the EEA or because the United Kingdom retains these
instruments as law at least for the short term [28].

Although audit and research are treated differently in law, the
boundaries between the 2 activities are blurred [29]. Audit is
directly relevant to the monitoring and improvement of quality
of health care; therefore, it is included as a primary use of
data—Recitals 52-54 and Article 9.2 (h) and (i) of the GDPR
make this clear. Audit and health care management are a primary
use of health care data, and research is a secondary use—that
is, it is a use different from the originally declared purpose
(although it is designated a compatible purpose within the GDPR
but only for nonsensitive data). If an audit compares health care
systems to discover which is most effective, this can also be
categorized as research as the practices are not compared to a
gold standard, and there is a hypothesis being generated or even
tested by finding associations. The recent furor surrounding the

Royal Free Trust project in conjunction with Google DeepMind
illustrates the debate over the distinction of audit from research
[30-32].

Data Sharing

Dame Fiona Caldicott affirmed in her 2013 report on
information governance that “The duty to share can be as
important as the duty to protect patient confidentiality” [33].

Data sharing within the EU should not be obstructed because
of differences in data protection law under the principles of the
Digital Single Market and Article 1(2) of the Data Protection
Directive. Data portability and data sharing is an issue with
health care data [34], which the European Patients Smart Open
Services (epSOS) project attempted to address [35]. The GDPR
addresses data portability under Article 20, stating that the data
subject has the right to receive their data in an appropriate format
without hindrance and for data to be transferred between data
controllers where technically feasible. The Bundestag is
currently considering an eHealth bill with the same aim of
improving portability of data [36]. This will facilitate the ability
of patients to move between health care providers without
unnecessary duplication of tests.

Conclusions

The Digital Single Market aims for improved data sharing across
the EU, which will facilitate cross-border health care and
research. Harmonization will be improved under the GDPR
with a concomitant raising of standards for some countries,
although there is still room for national differences according
to the reasonable expectations of different publics. This advance
makes cross-border projects more easily ethically justifiable
and more feasible [37]. The requirements for anonymization
have not been changed, except to clarify that pseudonymized
data must still be considered as personal data. The GDPR will
facilitate medical research, except where it is research not
considered in the public interest. In that case, more demanding
requirements for anonymization will entail either true
anonymization or consent. It is likely there will be more projects
that require either consent or authorization, since many projects
currently use pseudonymization. There is still an unresolved
issue over third parties with access to pseudonymized data.
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Abstract

Background: The eHealth Literacy Scale (eHEALS) is one of only a few available measurement scales to assess eHealth
literacy. Perhaps due to the relative paucity of such measures and the rising importance of eHealth literacy, the eHEALS is
increasingly a choice for inclusion in a range of studies across different groups, cultures, and nations. However, despite its growing
popularity, questions have been raised over its theoretical foundations, and the factorial validity and multigroup measurement
properties of the scale are yet to be investigated fully.

Objective: The objective of our study was to examine the factorial validity and measurement invariance of the eHEALS among
baby boomers (born between 1946 and 1964) in the United States, United Kingdom, and New Zealand who had used the Internet
to search for health information in the last 6 months.

Methods: Online questionnaires collected data from a random sample of baby boomers from the 3 countries of interest. The
theoretical underpinning to eHEALS comprises social cognitive theory and self-efficacy theory. Close scrutiny of eHEALS with
analysis of these theories suggests a 3-factor structure to be worth investigating, which has never before been explored. Structural
equation modeling tested a 3-factor structure based on the theoretical underpinning to eHEALS and investigated multinational
measurement invariance of the eHEALS.

Results: We collected responses (N=996) to the questionnaires using random samples from the 3 countries. Results suggest
that the eHEALS comprises a 3-factor structure with a measurement model that falls within all relevant fit indices (root mean
square error of approximation, RMSEA=.041, comparative fit index, CFI=.986). Additionally, the scale demonstrates metric
invariance (RMSEA=.040, CFI=.984, ΔCFI=.002) and even scalar invariance (RMSEA=.042, CFI=.978, ΔCFI=.008).

Conclusions: To our knowledge, this is the first study to demonstrate multigroup factorial equivalence of the eHEALS, and did
so based on data from 3 diverse nations and random samples drawn from an increasingly important cohort. The results give
increased confidence to researchers using the scale in a range of eHealth assessment applications from primary care to health
promotions.

(J Med Internet Res 2017;19(2):e53)   doi:10.2196/jmir.5998
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Introduction

The importance of health literacy for health status is well
recognized. The American Medical Association, for example,
found that health literacy has a stronger impact on health status
than several sociodemographic variables [1] and is crucial in
empowering patients to play a more active role in their own
health care [2-4]. The Alliance for Health and the Future
illustrates the significance of health literacy when describing it
as an essential life skill for individuals, a public health
imperative, an essential part of social capital, and a critical
economic issue [5].

Health information is one of the most frequently sought topics
on the Internet [6-8]. Consequently, in today’s networked
environment, electronic health resources are becoming
increasingly vital in terms of overall health literacy [9,10]. New
technologies that open up a myriad of eHealth applications and
communications channels are revolutionizing the ways in which
health information is accessed and used by both providers and
patients, promising enhancement of quality of care [11] and
marking a shift as patients convert from passive recipients to
active consumers [7]. eHealth literacy, which is “the use of
emerging information and communication technology, especially
the Internet, to improve or enable health and health care” [12]
(pg 267), is therefore a crucial area of study to understand and
enhance the ways in which patients access and use eHealth
information.

One measurement tool that is receiving increasing attention in
eHealth studies is the eHealth Literacy Scale (eHEALS) [13].
A systematic review of tools to measure eHealth literacy
identified 8 different measurement techniques. Noteworthy,
however, is that only 1 of these techniques, eHEALS, appears
in studies other than the one for which it was designed. Indeed,
of 53 published articles, 45 used eHEALS [14]. Clearly,
eHEALS is rapidly becoming the accepted standard way to
measure eHealth literacy.

However, while there are extensive investigations pertaining to
overall health literacy, the eHealth literacy construct and its
psychometric properties remain understudied [15-17]. One
further review of 19 health literacy instruments, including
eHEALS, led to the conclusion that there are insufficient
reliability assessments of data collected using health literacy
scales. In fact, a key finding of this appraisal was that “limited
empirical evidence exists on the reliability and construct validity
of health literacy measures. This raises uncertainty about the
accuracy of data being produced in relation to health literacy
levels at an individual and population level” [18] (pg 367).
Unsurprisingly, on this basis came a call for further research.

A further noteworthy omission from current knowledge
pertaining to eHEALS is the lack of established measurement
invariance. Measurement invariance, which simply means
equivalence of measures, is a prerequisite before making any
meaningful comparisons between different groups [19]. Indeed,
too often researchers assume that an instrument developed for
one culture or population automatically measures the same
construct across another culture or population. However, without
the establishment of measurement invariance, group

comparisons are not valid or meaningful [20]. Hence, it is crucial
for any scale used extensively across different nations, cultures,
and groups to demonstrate measurement invariance. Developed
in Canada, the scale has since been used extensively in studies
with very different samples and in different cultures, including
North America [21], Europe [22], and Asia [23].

Ebbinghaus [24] contended that nation-state formation,
international cooperation, and easy availability of data have
resulted in some countries being overrepresented (or indeed
underrepresented) in many analyses. Consequently, research
conducted in 1 country (usually a North American country) is
assumed to be relevant to other countries, irrespective of
differences in cultural and social forces. This study is part of a
larger piece of research into eHealth. The choice of countries
emerged from consideration of their very different rankings on
health care system performance and their systems of health care
provision, in the expectation that patients experiencing these
different levels of services, choice, and standards would have
different eHealth behaviors. What is important in this study is
the basis on which we selected these countries. The
Commonwealth Fund [25] ranks countries on the basis of major
performance indicators on multiple health care dimensions. The
analysis incorporates the views of patients and physicians
pertaining to their health care systems, as well as data from the
World Health Organization and the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development. A private foundation that
promotes a good health care system to improve access, quality,
and efficiency, the Commonwealth Fund supports independent
research on health care issues and focuses primarily on the most
vulnerable people in society (low-income people, the uninsured,
minorities, young children, and elderly people). The foundation
supports independent research on health care issues [25]. The
ranking system used by the Commonwealth Fund [25] emerges
from analysis of 80 different items pertaining to 6 main
dimensions of health care: quality care (effective care, safe care,
coordinated care, patient-centered care), access (cost-related
problem, timeliness of care), efficiency, equity, healthy lives,
and health expenditure per capita.

The United Kingdom was an obvious choice to include in the
research because it ranks first overall in the league tables
provided by the Commonwealth Fund [25]. While there are still
major crisis points with the UK National Health Service [26,27],
nevertheless the United Kingdom is ranked first across 8 of the
11 performance areas, including all of the quality-of-care
indicators and the efficiency indicator. At the other extreme,
ranking bottom overall, is the United States. The United States
differs most notably from other industrialized nations in its lack
of universal health coverage, but also ranks behind most other
countries on key performance indicators pertaining to health
outcomes, quality of care, and efficiency of health care delivery.
Between these two extremes lies New Zealand, a country where
its residents benefit from a public health system that is free or
low cost due to heavy government subsidies [28], and where
performance rankings are high for health measures such as
effective care and coordinated care, but which lags behind many
other countries in safety and equity. Notably, New Zealand is
a country where eHEALS has never before been used. Hence,
the inclusion of such disparate nations in this study is an
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important contribution to knowledge. Table 1 provides the
rankings for each country in the major dimensions and

subdimensions of health care provision provided by the
Commonwealth Fund [25].

Table 1. Commonwealth Fund rankings of health care provision by country.

United StatesUnited KingdomNew ZealandDimension or subdimension

514Quality care

312Effective care

719Safe care

612Coordinated care

416Patient-centered care

917Access

1116Cost-related problems

536Timeliness of care

1113Efficiency

1210Equity

11109Healthy lives

850834053182Health expenditure per capita (US $)

1117Overall ranking

While the 3 countries we selected are vastly different in terms
of the Commonwealth Fund health care rankings, they are
nevertheless all western countries in which cultures may not
differ to the extent that perhaps eastern and western nations
may. Nevertheless, comparison between the 3 countries on the
major cultural dimensions of national culture [29] reveal that,
while they are similar in terms of high indulgence (people in
high indulgence societies generally exhibit a willingness to
realize their impulses and desires with regard to enjoyment of
life, viewing leisure time as important, and spending money as
they wish), masculinity (society is driven by competition,
achievement, and success rather than caring for others and
quality of life), and individualism (self-image is determined by
“I” rather than “we,” and personal fulfillment is important),
there are some rather large differences. These differences are
most notable in terms of long-term orientation, a cultural
dimension that measures short-termism and quick solutions
over preparing for the future. The latter dimension seems
particularly important in terms of health care planning for future
generations.

Baby boomers (born between 1946 and 1964) are the focus of
this study. Projections suggest that this cohort will place major
strains on health care systems in each of these chosen nations
[30-32]. Rapid population aging and a steady increase in human
longevity are leading to one of the greatest social, economic,
and political transformations of all time [33]. Globally, life
expectancy has increased by almost 20 years over five decades,
and the profundity of this demographic change affects many
economic and social areas, including health care. As longevity
increases, age-related diseases such as dementia, cardiovascular
disease, arthritis, osteoporosis, and type 2 diabetes will place
greater demands on health care providers. Hence, in an
increasingly technology-driven society, eHealth literacy is a
crucially important area of study [34,35]. Many baby boomers
are both technologically proficient and increasingly taking a

greater role in their own health care [36]. Indeed, baby boomers
have a marked difference in social attitudes in comparison with
the generation that preceded them, with very different attitudes
expressed in certain consumption choices, including bodily
maintenance, diet, and exercise [37].

However, statistics show that baby boomers are not particularly
healthy. Compared with previous generations, there is a higher
prevalence of obesity, alcohol consumption, hypertension, and
diabetes among baby boomers in the United States [38]; the
vast majority of British boomers have at least one medical
condition requiring regular medical care, with only 1 in 6 being
condition-free [39]; and few doubt the significant impact that
aging is predicted to have on New Zealand’s health care
expenditure [40]. Interestingly, the 3 countries under study rank
at the bottom in terms of healthy lives (Table 1). One of the
performance indicators for healthy lives is healthy life
expectancy at age 60 years, and while individual ranking data
for this indicator are not provided, it nevertheless gives an
insight into the health-related conditions facing the baby
boomers under study.

Our study therefore addressed 2 important issues. First, it
answered the call for further research to examine the eHEALS,
and did this through the use of structural equation modelling to
examine its underlying structure. Then, by establishing full
measurement invariance, our study validated eHEALS using
samples of baby boomers selected from the United States, the
United Kingdom, and New Zealand. We begin with a brief
overview of the eHEALS and then synthesize the diverse studies
that have used the scale. We then argue for the need to establish
measurement invariance, before detailing the procedures used
to obtain it across these diverse nations. We conclude with a
discussion of the implications for future research and practice.
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The eHEALS
Norman and Skinner [41] developed the lily model of eHealth
literacy. The lily model depicts 6 core skills or literacies, each

represented by an overlapping lily petal that feeds the pistil,
which is eHealth literacy. These 6 core skills constitute 2
components. Table 2 outlines this classification of components
and provides an overview of each of the core skills.

Table 2. Components of eHealth literacy lily model.

DescriptionComponent

Analytic components: involving skills applicable to a broad range of information sources and contexts

Ability to read text, understand written passages, and speak and write a language coherentlyTraditional literacy

Understand how information is organized on the Internet, how to search for it, and how to use
it

Information literacy

Ability to place information in a social and political context so as to understand how different
media forms can shape the conveyed message

Media literacy

Context-specific components: situation-specific skills

Ability to use computers to solve problemsComputer literacy

Ability to place health research findings in an appropriate context, thus understanding the research
processes involved in knowledge creation

Science literacy

Ability to read, understand, and act on health informationHealth literacy

Shortly after disseminating the lily model of eHealth literacy,
Norman and Skinner [13] published the eHEALS, which
comprises 8 items designed to “measure consumers’ combined
knowledge, comfort, and perceived skills at finding, evaluating,
and applying electronic health information to health problems”
(pg 1). Norman and Skinner [13] reported sound scale
development procedures, describing a process whereby they
used the 6 core skills depicted in their lily model to compile an

initial pool of items from which “an iterative process of item
reduction was used to create an instrument that could be easily
deployed within a variety of settings and contexts” (pg 3). This
iterative process of item reduction and modification comprised
reviews by faculty colleagues, a consumer group with
developing literacy skills, and a large pilot test, resulting in the
8-item eHEALS shown in Table 3.

Table 3. eHealth Literacy Scale (eHEALS) scale items.

DescriptionItem number

I know what health resources are available on the Internet1

I know where to find helpful health resources on the Internet2

I know how to find helpful health resources on the Internet3

I know how to use the Internet to answer my questions about health4

I know how to use the health information I find on the Internet to help me5

I have the skills I need to evaluate the health resources I find on the Internet6

I can tell high-quality health resources from low-quality health resources on the Internet7

I feel confident in using information from the Internet to make health decisions8

Even from a cursory glance at the scale, it is clear that each item
does not relate solely to 1 skills dimension. Rather, though it is
not explicit either in the items themselves or in the published
scale development article [13], it seems that embedded into
each item are several core literacy skills. Item 1, “I know what
health resources are available on the Internet,” is perhaps
reflecting traditional and computer literacy, while item 7 could
incorporate traditional, information, media, science, and health
literacies. It is important to note that Norman and Skinner [13]
did point out that the eHEALS does not measure the skills
directly, but rather is a “measure of consumer’s perceived skills
and comfort with eHealth” (pg 5).

Developed and used in further studies in Canada [42,43], the
eHEALS has since been used in many countries and cultures

across the globe, including the United States [34,44-54],
Australia [55], Germany [56], Greece [57], Israel [58], Indonesia
[59], Japan [60], the Netherlands [61,62], Norway [63], Portugal
[64], Switzerland and Italy [22], Singapore [23], South Korea
[65], and Taiwan [66,67], and is being used in an ongoing health
intervention study in the United Kingdom [68], although results
from this latter study are not yet available. The eHEALS has
also been used with a wide variety of samples, including
schoolchildren and adolescents [13,45,52,56,64,66,67], parents
[48,69], university students [23,42], adults comprising different
age groups of a wide age range [16,58,60] and adults comprising
solely older generations [34,43,54], as well as veterans [46,70],
patients [44,49-51,53,71], caregivers [47], and health service
providers [21,59]. The scale has been used with very small
(<100) sample sizes [34,42,43,45,59], as well as studies
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comprising several thousand respondents [48,58,60,66].
Researchers have found eHEALS to be useful for measuring
perceptions of eHealth literacy to ascertain skills and training
gaps [42] and to measure the success of intervention studies
[34,53,68]. The scale has also been beneficial in explaining
willingness to adopt personal health record technology [51].
Perhaps even more importantly, though the scale measures
self-perceptions of eHealth literacy, higher scores on the scale
have indicated good health behaviors, including the likelihood
of undergoing cancer screening [60], as well as eating a balanced
diet and taking physical exercise [72].

Clearly, eHEALS is becoming an established and well-accepted
scale with which to measure eHealth literacy, used across very
different studies with a wide range of research questions and a
great deal of diversity in terms of sample profiles. However,
often the scale is used without due consideration of its validity
and reliability. It has been noted that the eHEALS construct
does not appear to fully reflect the 6 different types of health
literacy [18]; the representativeness of the results from smaller
studies has been questioned [73]; and previous authors have
noted that the validity of eHealth literacy in general [74], and
the eHEALS instrument in particular [62], require further study.
Moreover, the original scale authors did note that the eHealth
lily model has its roots in social cognitive theory and
self-efficacy theory [41]. However, despite their claim that
detailed descriptions of these theories appear in their earlier
publication [13], there is no explicit mention of these theories
or how they were used to develop neither their eHealth literacy
definition nor their eHEALS measurement instrument.

Validity and Reliability of eHEALS
Much of the burgeoning research that has used the eHEALS
did so without consideration of the factorial validity of the
construct. Of those studies that did examine the measurement
properties of the instrument, most used principal components
factor analysis [13,50,54,67]. Recently, 1 study examined the
construct validity of eHEALS by first using an exploratory
components analysis, which extracted 1 factor from 2 different
convenience samples. Analysis then turned to further scrutiny
of the scale using the Rasch model, which, in addition to
providing details about the perceived difficulty of items,
provides reliability statistics to estimate how well an instrument
separates individuals on the construct. The study concluded that
“eHEALS is a reliable and consistent measurement tool for
perceived measurement of eHealth literacy. An exploratory
factor analysis showed that items loaded on a single factor
solution, thereby supporting the criterion of unidimensionality”
[75] (pg 11).

However, while exploratory factor analysis such as principal
components analysis is very useful for reducing a large number
of items to a more manageable amount, a “confirmatory factor
analysis of a multiple-indicator measurement model…affords
a more rigorous evaluation of unidimensionality according to
the constraints imposed by internal and external consistency”
[76] (pg 189). Only 2 studies that we know of have used the
more complex and sophisticated structural equation modelling
to construct a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) of the
eHEALS. The first, conducted in Japan, entailed translation of

eHEALS into Japanese [60,77] with CFA used to build a
good-fitting model comprising a single factor. The second, a
German study [56], compared a single-factor model to a 2-factor
model. Of the 2 German alternatives, the 2-factor model was a
superior fit, suggesting that the eHEALS is not unidimensional,
as claimed in much previous literature, most of which has tended
to use principal components analysis. However, as these authors
themselves admit, the results of the 2-factor model clearly still
did not indicate a well-fitting model because several important
indices “indicated a poor model fit” (pg 33). Indeed, even in
the better-fitting model, the root mean square error of
approximation (RMSEA) was greater than 1.0, which indicates
a poor-fitting model [78,79], while the comparative fit index
(CFI) of .914 and the Tucker-Lewis index (TLI) of .874 are
clearly not close to the .95 needed for a well-fitting model [80].

Noteworthy is that in each of the studies that used CFA,
eHEALS was translated into a different language from the
English in which it was originally designed. When translated,
scale items can take on different meanings, and these nuances
can affect perceived meanings for respondents [81,82]. The
majority of health information on the Web is not only in English
but developed from an English-as-a-first-language cultural
perspective, and the ramifications of this appear to be far greater
than for English speakers of different ethnic origins [83]. Indeed,
in their original presentation of the lily model [41], Norman
and Skinner commented on the fact that the overwhelming
content of the Web is in English and suggested that English
speakers therefore not only are more likely to find eHealth
resources that are relevant to their needs, but are also more likely
to find eHealth resources that they can understand. Undoubtedly,
then, more research needs to examine the unidimensionality of
eHEALS in an English-language context.

Importantly, to our knowledge, no previous study has examined
the measurement properties of eHEALS in terms of its use with
multigroups. To make comparisons between groups,
measurement invariance needs to be established. Measurement
invariance, or measurement equivalence, is a check to establish
that a scale measures the same trait dimension, in the same way,
when administered to 2 different groups [84]. Measurement
invariance therefore checks that different groups (based on sex,
ethnicity, nationality, or any other individual differences)
respond to a measurement instrument in similar ways. Too often,
researchers make assumptions about measurement equivalence,
yet violations of measurement equivalence threaten fundamental
interpretations of results [28]. Hence, measurement invariance
is essential for testing a theory successfully in different cultural
settings [19]. Without such evidence, findings “are at best
ambiguous and at worst erroneous” [85] (pg 78). A standard
scale, particularly one that exhibits measurement invariance, is
a potentially valuable research tool for comparative and
longitudinal research purposes in a variety of nations in order
to create new theories or test existing hypotheses [86].

There is a growing body of international research that focuses
on identifying the antecedents and impact on behavior of the
eHEALS. Previous studies have examined the correlates of
eHEALS in terms of antecedents such as sociodemographic
characteristics [35,44], living arrangements [44], medical
conditions and health status [35,44], and frequency of Internet
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use [44]. Additionally, some studies have attempted to measure
behavioral correlates; for example, eHEALS has been described
as a marker for consuming more information [87], basic Internet
use [62] and using the Internet specifically for health care and
lifestyle information [16,23,66], predicting postmedical visit
online health information seeking [49], patient willingness to
adopt a personal health record [51], and the likelihood of
undergoing cancer screening [60]. A growing number of studies
are also making comparisons between groups. For example,
past research has made direct comparisons of eHEALS scores
between different groups on the basis of various
sociodemographic variables [44,64,66], and users and nonusers
of Web 2.0 for health information [35]. Research has also used
eHEALS to identify groups with low and high eHealth literacy
and made behavioral comparisons based on these groups [22].
Establishment of measurement invariance of the scale would
be a useful contribution to knowledge because measurement
invariance is needed to ensure group comparisons are valid and
meaningful [20]. Such groups can comprise any distinguishing
measure, so to make a comparison of, say, males and females
drawn from the same population, measurement invariance of a
scale should be checked. This research makes that contribution.

CFA models should test a hypothesis based on a strong
theoretical and empirical foundation [88]. As previously
discussed, from a theoretical perspective, close scrutiny of the
health literacies that make up the lily model (Table 2) and the
8 eHEALS items (Table 3) clearly shows that eHEALS does
not reflect the 6 core skills depicted in the lily model. Indeed,
this observation appears in previous literatures [56]. Hence, it
is not easily apparent how to decide on the number of factors
to test in a model based solely on the items in the lily model
from which Norman and Skinner [13] claim eHEALS emerged.
Norman and Skinner did, however, claim that the “foundations
of the eHealth literacy concept are based in part on social
cognitive theory and self-efficacy theory which promote
competencies and confidence as precursors to behavior change
and skill development” [13] (pg 2). It should be noted, however,
that although their assertion that these theories are described in
detail in their article published that same year [41], this claim
does appear to be an overstatement, as there is in fact very little
detail pertaining to these theories explicitly in their published
work. What these authors did, however, is explain that eHEALS
is based on the premise that the core skills or literacies in the
lily model (Table 2) are not static and can be improved with
intervention and training. In fact, they explained that literacy
is as much a process as it is an outcome. It is here that social
cognitive theory is apparent in their work, as social cognitive
theory is based on a model of causation where behavior,
environmental influences, and personal factors (which include
cognitive, affective, and biological factors) all interact and
influence each other [89]. Hence, rather than the lily model,
here we used the underlying theories to eHEALS, namely social
cognitive theory and self-efficacy theory [41], to attempt to
develop a hypothesis upon which a measurement model can be
tested.

The root of social cognitive theory is the concept of reciprocal
determinism, where 3 factors—person, environment, and
behavior—are interlinked [89]. The individual learns from

experiences and the environment, which incorporates external
social contexts. Responses to this learning and the environment
affect the individual’s behavior and therefore their ability to
achieve goals. As Bandura [89] stressed, diversity in
psychobiological origins, experiential conditions, and behavior
results in substantial individual differences in what individuals
can and cannot do. This theory therefore makes perfect sense
as a foundation to eHEALS, given that individuals differ greatly
in their competences pertaining to the literacies depicted in the
lily model.

It is clear that eHEALS measures an individual’s perceived
skills as opposed to actual skills. An important influence in the
personal dimension of the reciprocal model of social cognitive
theory is self-efficacy, as this can directly influence self-
motivation. Self-efficacy relates to self-belief and confidence;
hence, self-efficacy is not to do with the skills a person has, but
rather what that person believes they can achieve with those
skills. Self-doubt and negativity can lead to failure, while
self-belief and confidence can lead to an increase in effort and
persistence until success is realized. Hence, self-efficacy can
lead to restructuring of goals, including either lowering standards
or setting higher goals to achieve even greater things, all based
on the individual’s perceived capabilities [90].

Attempting to apply these theories to the eHEALS is not
straightforward at first glance. Nevertheless, it is relatively easy
to identify those items that relate to self-efficacy. Items 6 (“I
have the skills I need to evaluate…”), 7 (“I can tell
high-quality….from low-quality…”), and 8 (“I feel confident
in using…”) all appear to pertain to a belief and confidence in
one’s own evaluation skills to effectively use health resources
and information. However, keeping in mind that some previous
empirical evidence suggests that eHEALS is neither a
single-factor structure nor a 2-factor structure [56], the
remaining items require close scrutiny to identify potential
groupings. This close scrutiny reveals a difference between
items 1 and 2, which both pertain to an awareness of what
resources and information are available on the Internet, and
items 3-5, which all pertain to the “how” in terms of how to
find and how to use these resources. In other words, items 1
and 2 relate to an awareness of Internet health resources, items
3-5 related to the skills needed to access them, and items 6-8
relate to the self-belief that one can effectively evaluate them.

These 3 groupings do, in fact, relate to social cognitive theory
in that social and technological changes affect life experiences
to different degrees among different individuals [89]. Hence,
knowledge of such social and technological innovations (various
levels of awareness and learning about health resources on the
Internet), which are reflected in items 1 and 2 of the scale, are
clearly influenced by environmental factors that affect exposure
to different sources of information pertaining to Internet health
resources. Then, the skills needed to access these Internet health
resources, which comprise items 3-5, are affected by modelling,
instruction, and social persuasion in the environment. Clearly
there is a behavioral element here, and such skills are a response
to environmental stimuli, as well as being affected by personal
factors such as internal dispositions, motivation, and biological
properties that impose constraints on capabilities. This
reciprocity is a key aspect of social cognitive theory [91].
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Finally, self-efficacy is clearly apparent in the remaining items
(items 6-8), as these items reflect an individual’s self-perception
of the skills needed to fully utilize the eHealth information
attained on the Internet. Of course, the individual’s environment
and previously learned knowledge will influence the levels of
self-belief that the individual holds, which is in line with the

reciprocal nature of social cognitive theory. Figure 1 shows the
resulting 3-factor model to be tested. Factor 1 pertains to
awareness (knowledge of what resources are available and where
they are), factor 2 pertains to the skills and behavior needed to
access them, and factor 3 pertains to believing one has the ability
to evaluate them once accessed.

Figure 1. eHealth Literacy Scale (EHEALS) 3-factor model. Factor 1 pertains to awareness of what resources are available and where they are (items
1 and 2 in the scale), factor 2 pertains to the skills and behavior needed to access them (items 3-5), and factor 3 pertains to believing one has the ability
to evaluate them once accessed (items 6-8).

Methods

Instrument
The original eHEALS was developed at a time before the rise
of social media [9]. Extensive social networking opportunities,
as well as advances in technology such as Web 2.0, change the
landscape in terms of how consumers interact with health
information [92]. Hence, we tweaked the wording of the original
scale items to incorporate “health information” as well as “health
resources.” This is because we felt that solely using the term
“resources” may limit eHealth information search to official
resource sites (eg, the American Cancer Society, Cancer
Research UK, or Cancer Society NZ) and not incorporate the
increasingly important electronic word-of-mouth that occurs
on social media sites and online forums. Norman [9] advocated
that the scale may need to be adapted, suggesting a social media
subscale could perhaps enhance the current scale, while others
have suggested that interactive applications would indeed
enhance the eHEALS [93]. For these reasons, we added the

words “and information” to several items. Informal feedback
from friends, family, and colleagues when we asked them to
name some “Internet health resources and information” reflected
a wide perspective, in that people immediately cited search
engines (usually Google) but also cited a wide variety of other
sources, including online forums and Facebook support groups.
For example, one person who was at the time undergoing tests
for multiple sclerosis replied that he had not only studied the
Multiple Sclerosis Society of Great Britain’s webpages and
viewed this as an important health resource, but also joined a
Facebook group to learn more about how people coped with
their diagnosis, and he viewed this as an informal information
resource. Hence, rather than drastically changing the scale by
adding items specific to social media, we hoped that information
gained from social media would now be incorporated. Table 4
shows the adapted scale.

Approval to conduct the study was granted by the ethics
committees of the University of Liverpool, the University of
Waikato, and the University of Lugano.
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Table 4. Adapted eHealth Literacy Scale (eHEALS).

DescriptionItem number

I know what health resources and information are available on the Internet1

I know where to find helpful health resources and information on the Internet2

I know how to find helpful health resources and information on the Internet3

I know how to use the Internet to answer my questions about health4

I know how to use the health information I find on the Internet to help me5

I have the skills I need to evaluate the health resources and information I find on the Internet6

I can tell high-quality health resources and information from low-quality health resources and information on the Internet7

I feel confident in using information from the Internet to make health decisions8

In addition to the tweaked eHEALS, because the study is part
of a larger piece of research into eHealth, the survey contained
questions pertaining to information search and usage such as
sources of health information used (including interpersonal
sources such as friends and family, as well as formal health
information sources such as nonprofit organizations and health
care providers), perceived advantages of using Internet eHealth
sources (eg, 24-hour accessibility, convenience, anonymity),
and perceived usefulness of Internet eHealth resources in
comparison with information provided by health care providers
(with a Likert-type scale ranging from “much less useful” to
“much more useful”). In addition, the questionnaire contained
a battery of sociodemographic variables, including age
(measured via year of birth), sex (male or female), marital or
relationship status (married; widowed; divorced; separated; in
a domestic partnership or civil union; single, but cohabiting
with a significant other; and single, never married), work status
(employed full-time, employed part-time, retired, unemployed,
homemaker, on government or state benefit, student or in
training, other: please specify), and educational attainment
(university degree; vocational training, eg, trade apprenticeship,
professional qualification, college qualification; high school;
less than high school).

Sample
In each country, we commissioned a commercial organization
to survey randomly selected baby boomers. A prerequisite for
completing the survey was that respondents (1) had to be born
between 1946 and 1964 and (2) had used the Internet to search
for health information in the last 6 months. Each organization
was instructed to collect data from at least 250 baby boomers,
and therefore the first respondents were included in the survey
before the survey was closed; hence, the surveys were open for
less than 2 days in each country. Prior to completing the survey,
respondents were informed of its purpose (an international
research project studying the use of the Internet to search for
and share health information), its academic nature, how the data
would be stored (password-protected secure university drives)
and for how long, and the length of the survey, which typically
took 20 minutes to complete. This procedure resulted in 996
usable questionnaires. There were no missing data, as a “not
applicable” option was given to suitable questions, and while
respondents were able to review and change their answers, they
were unable to submit incomplete questionnaires.

Data Analysis
To further check the psychometric properties of the eHEALS,
we conducted a series of CFAs using IBM SPSS Amos 20 (IBM
Corporation). We used standard global model fit indices with
well-known fit guidelines. Hence, we used the RMSEA, which
is a popular measure of fit in structural equation modeling and
is now recognized as one of the most informative criteria in
structural equation modeling [94]. We adhered to the guidelines
suggested by Hu and Bentler [80]; therefore, RMSEA values
of .00 to .05 indicate a close or good fit, .05 to .08 a fair fit, .08
to .10 a mediocre fit, and over .10 a poor fit. Other fit indices
that we used to assess the models were the CFI and TLI, both
of which should be close to .95 [80]. The Akaike information
criterion (AIC) is a fit statistic used to compare 2 models, with
smaller values indicating better fit [95].

Additionally, we used probability of close fit (PCLOSE) to test
the hypothesis that RMSEA is good in the population, testing
the null hypothesis that RMSEA is no greater than .05 [94]. In
other words, PCLOSE is an additional test of model fit, and this
result indicates a close fit. Data analysis also included the use
of Hoelter critical N, which is another fit statistic that differs
from the others used here in that it focuses directly on the
adequacy of the sample size, rather than the fit of the model. A
“value in excess of 200 is indicative of a model that adequately
represents the sample data” [94] (pg 83).

Steenkamp and Baumgartner [85] contended that multigroup
CFA is the most powerful and versatile approach to testing for
cross-national invariance and offered a sequential testing
procedure for doing so. We followed this procedure here.
Measurement invariance comprises 3 levels: configural, metric,
and scalar. Each level is an increasingly stringent test of
multigroup invariance. Consequently, we constructed a
multigroup measurement model and tested it first for configural
invariance, which provided a baseline model for comparisons
of subsequent tests for invariance. Testing the pattern of salient
(nonzero) and nonsalient (zero or near zero) loadings defined
the structure of the measurement instrument [85]. In other words,
the purpose of the test of configural invariance was to explore
the basic structure of the construct and check that participants
from different groups conceptualized the constructs in the same
way [20]. Simply put, did respondents, irrespective of their
cultural or national heritage, employ the same conceptual
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framework [96] when answering the questions that make up the
eHEALS?

Configural invariance does not, however, mean that the
respondents in different nations reacted to the scale items in the
same way. To compare item scores meaningfully across nations,
and thus have confidence in observed item differences being
indicative of cross-national differences in the underlying
construct, metric invariance is required. Indeed, for a scale to
be useful in larger studies that examine structural relationships
with other constructs cross-nationally, metric invariance is
needed. [85]. Metric invariance checks that the scale is measured
in the same way across groups, in that not only do different
groups respond to scale items in the same way, but also the
strength of the relations between items and their underlying
construct is the same across groups [20].

In practice, most researchers focus on the 2 preceding and most
fundamental steps, which are tests of configural and metric

invariance [97]. There may be some projects, however, where
researchers want to compare means and, to do this, the scale
needs to exhibit scalar invariance. Scalar invariance implies
that cross-national differences in the means of the observed
items are due to differences in the means of the underlying
constructs [85,98], and therefore indicates that the latent means
can be meaningfully compared across groups [20]. Scalar
invariance tests whether, in addition to the factor loadings, the
intercepts are also the same, which implies that cross-national
differences in the means of the observed items are due to
differences in the means of the underlying constructs [98].

Results

Preliminary Analysis
Table 5 provides a profile of the sample by country.

Table 5. Sample profile by country (N=996).

TotalUnited States
(n=313)

New Zealand
(n=276)

United Kingdom
(n=407)

Characteristics

Sex, n (%)

496 (49.8)163 (52.1)141 (51.1)192 (47.2)Male

500 (50.2)150 (47.9)135 (48.9)215 (52.8)Female

60.3 (5.43)60.3 (5.35)61.3 (5.78)59.6 (5.15)Age in years, mean (SD)

Work status, n (%)

298 (29.9)84 (26.8)82 (29.7)132 (32.4)Working full-time

149 (15.0)32 (10.2)54 (19.6)63 (15.5)Working part-time

311 (31.2)114 (36.4)67 (24.3)130 (31.9)Retired

104 (10.4)27 (8.6)42 (15.2)35 (8.6)Unemployed/welfare

67 (6.7)20 (6.4)12 (4.3)35 (8.6)Homemaker

67 (6.7)36 (11.5)19 (6.9)12 (2.9)Other

Educational attainment, n (%)

12 (1.2)8 (2.6)0 (0.0)3 (0.7)Less than high school

305 (30.6)59 (18.8)89 (32.2)158 (38.8)High school

350 (35.1)101 (32.3)101 (36.6)148 (36.4)College/practical/technical/occupational

329 (33.0)145 (46.3)86 (31.2)98 (24.1)University degree

Table 6 provides the mean eHEALS item scores by country.
While the purpose of this study was not to compare the countries
in question in terms of eHealth literacy (that will be done
elsewhere), noteworthy is that even a cursory glance at Table
6 reveals that US respondents had higher scores than their New
Zealand and UK counterparts. We do not know whether this
was due to the overall higher educational attainment of the US
sample (Table 5), perceptions of poorer health care provision
(Table 1), or other reasons. Across all 3 countries, the corrected

item-total correlations revealed no low values (all were >.635)
and it was not possible to obtain a higher alpha score by deleting
any item. In all 3 nations, Cronbach alpha results were very
high (.931 for the United Kingdom, .917 for the United States,
and .910 for New Zealand). Indeed, with medical researchers
being urged to be more critical when reporting alpha values
[99], alphas this high (>.90) may suggest redundancies or that
the construct being measured is too specific [100]. Hence, our
analysis turned to further investigation using CFA.
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Table 6. Mean eHealth Literacy Scale (eHEALS) item scores by country.

New ZealandUnited KingdomUnited StatesItem

SDMeanSDMeanSDMean

0.813.560.773.670.763.811

0.773.700.713.780.713.912

0.663.880.713.800.684.013

0.683.810.723.830.773.964

0.703.730.743.710.733.895

0.933.370.823.470.943.626

0.933.280.873.480.853.617

0.943.390.883.500.793.668

.910.931.917Cronbach alpha

Confirmatory Factor Analysis
The first step in testing for discriminant validity of a model
structure with multiple latent factors is to reject the possibility

of a single-factor structure [101]. Table 7 details these
single-factor CFA results.

Table 7. eHealth Literacy Scale (eHEALS) confirmatory factor analysis by country: single-factor structure.

TLIeCFIdAICcPCLOSEbRMSEAaP valuedfχ2nCountry

.809.864411.003<.001.210<.00120379.003407United Kingdom

.767.833295.140<.001.210<.00120263.140276New Zealand

.854.896231.218<.001.169<.00120199.218313United States

aRMSEA: root mean square error of approximation.
bPCLOSE: probability of close fit.
cAIC: Akaike information criterion.
dCFI: comparative fit index.
eTLI: Tucker-Lewis index.

The data did not fit the 1-dimensional model well. In addition

to significant chi-square values (χ2
20=379.003, P<.001 for the

United Kingdom; χ2
20=263.140, P<.001 for New Zealand; and

χ2
20=199.218, P<.001 for the United States), the RMSEA values

of .210 for the United Kingdom and New Zealand and .169 for
the United States fell outside the guidelines [78,79] proposing
that values less than .05 indicate a good fit, values ranging from
.05 to .08 reflect a reasonable fit, values between .08 and .10
indicate a mediocre fit, and values greater than .10 reflect a poor
fit. Likewise, the CFI and TLI should be close to .95 [80], yet
fell well below the cutoff point suggested for these indices in
all 3 nations.

Our analysis then turned to examination of the hypothesized
3-factor model, using the UK data. Testing for factorial
equivalence encompasses a series of hierarchical steps that
begins with the determination of a baseline model for each group
separately [94]. The first step, then, was to establish a baseline
model from 1 of the samples. We chose the UK data simply
because the UK sample comprises the largest number of
respondents. While the 3-factor model revealed a much better
fit to the 1-dimensional model, examination of the modification
indices suggested improvement through the pairing of error
terms associated with eHEALS items 2 and 3. One possible

method effect that can trigger error covariance is a high degree
of overlap in item content [94]. The high Cronbach alpha scores
presented in Table 6 do of course suggest such redundancy
[100]. Scrutiny of items 2 and 3 did reveal a degree of overlap,
in that item 2 asks respondents if they know where to find
resources, while item 3 asks them if they know how to find
these resources. Clearly, to some people, there is not much
difference in the meaning of these questions. Given the apparent
overlap in the content of these items, and the high Cronbach
alphas, which had already suggested some redundancy between
scale items, we respecified the 3-factor model to include these
correlated errors, and analysis moved from confirmatory to
exploratory mode.

The RMSEA of .066 was within the range for a
reasonable-fitting model, the CFI of .989 and the TLI of .981
far exceeded the recommended minimum values of .95, and the
AIC of 84.174 shows a dramatic improvement on the previous
model. Examination of the standardized residuals revealed none
to exceed the threshold of 2.58 [102]; indeed, the highest
standardized residual was 1.102 between eHEALS5 and
eHEALS8, with all other standardized residuals falling below
1. In sum, the respecified 3-factor model fitted the UK data
well.
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Measurement Invariance
For the scale to be useful in multinational research, measurement
equivalence is needed; without evidence of invariance,
conclusions based on the scale “are at best ambiguous and at
worst erroneous” [85] (pg 78). The next goal, then, was to
examine the basic meaning and structure of the construct
cross-nationally, to establish whether the scale is conceptualized

in the same way across countries. Before moving to analysis of
multinational invariance, however, Byrne [94] recommended
testing the model separately in each group as the first step
toward multigroup CFA. Table 8 gives the goodness-of-fit
indices for each nation (including the UK data for comparative
purposes). All samples demonstrated indices falling within the
boundaries outlined above. Therefore, the model fit was
acceptable for all countries.

Table 8. eHealth Literacy Scale (eHEALS) confirmatory factor analysis by country: 3-factor structure.

TLIdCFIcAICbRMSEAaP valuedfχ2nCountry

.981.98984.174.066<.0011644.174407United Kingdom

.970.98380.651.075.0011640.651276New Zealand

.971.98483.529.075<.0011643.529313United States

aRMSEA: root mean square error of approximation.
bAIC: Akaike information criterion.
cCFI: comparative fit index.
dTLI: Tucker-Lewis index.

We then constructed a multigroup measurement model (based
on the final 3-factor model) and tested it first for configural
invariance. Table 9 shows the results of this and subsequent

analyses. The fit indices of the configural model (χ2
48=128.363,

P<.001, RMSEA=.041, CFI=.986) indicate that the model
cannot be rejected, which led to the conclusion that the
specification of the items that index the 3 factors of eHEALS
are configurally invariant for the 3 nations under study.

Table 9. Measurement invariance of the eHealth Literacy Scale (eHEALS) across New Zealand, the United States, and the United Kingdom.

Critical NΔCFICFIcSignificanceΔ dfΔχ2PCLOSEbRMSEAaP val-
ue

dfχ2Model

.01.05

571505N/A.986N/AN/AN/Ad.954.041<.00148128.3631) Configural
invariance

573512.002.984.0221020.899.983.040<.00158149.2622) Metric in-
variance

515466.008.978<.0012674.874.971.042<.00174203.2373) Scalar in-
variance

aRMSEA: root mean square error of approximation.
bPCLOSE: probability of close fit.
cCFI: comparative fit index.
dN/A: not applicable.

Table 9 also presents the results of the metric invariance
analysis, when all factor loadings are constrained equally across
all 3 groups. Despite the fact that metric invariance is often
difficult to achieve [97], although the chi-square change between
the configural and the metric model is nonsignificant, the ΔCFI
of .002 is well below the proposed cutoff point of .01 [103],
suggesting that the measurement model is completely invariant.
This means result provides strong evidence that the eHEALS
is ready to use, with a degree of confidence, in the different
countries under study.

Indeed, the scale is now ready for exploring and testing
structural relationships, which is the most important application
for most researchers. Despite the fact that full invariance is often
difficult to achieve [97], as Table 9 shows, further analyses
demonstrated the eHEALS to exhibit scalar invariance; hence,
analysis can include direct comparisons of mean scores. Indeed,
both the “excessively stringent” [94] (pg 220) test of invariance

resulting in a significant value in the change in chi-square
(74.874, Δdf=26, P<.001), and the ΔCFI of .008 was below the
.01 cutoff point [103]. Hence, despite potential social or cultural
differences, the scale is unaffected. For each model, the RMSEA
closeness of fit (ie, PCLOSE) far exceeds the minimum
recommended P value of .05 [104], and Hoelter critical N at
both the .05 and .01 values are greater than 200.

Despite not checking for normality prior to analysis, it is
noteworthy that the data indicated no departure from normality,
as evidenced by no rescaled β2 values exceeding 7 [105]. Table
10 provides these rescaled β2 values. However, there was some
suggestion of multivariate kurtosis. Consequently, bootstrapping
using 2000 bootstrap samples, none of which was unused,
revealed only very small differences between the maximum
likelihood-based estimates and the bootstrap-based estimates
(Table 10). Moreover, no confidence intervals included zero
(Table 11). Thus, there were no substantial discrepancies
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between the results of the bootstrap analysis and the original
analysis, and the interpretations of the results presented above

are without fear that departure from multivariate normality has
biased the calculation of parameters [106].

Table 10. Rescaled β2 values and differences in maximum likelihood estimates and bootstrap estimates in the revised eHealth Literacy Scale (eHEALS)
for New Zealand, the United States, and the United Kingdom.

Differences in maximum likelihood estimates and bootstrap esti-
mates

Rescaled β2 valueseHEALS item

USNZUKUSNZUK

1.4150.2380.7411

0.0070.013.0081.8501.3042.0112

2.9241.9972.1103

0.0060.0080.0022.1811.2961.9864

0.0150.0080.0030.9340.7461.7095

0.2970.0160.1896

0.0120.0010.005–0.063–0.1170.1367

0.0130.0020.005–0.0850.0780.4848

Table 11. Bias-corrected bootstrap confidence intervals for the revised eHealth Literacy Scale (eHEALS).

United StatesNew ZealandUnited KingdomParameter

0.921-1.1290.923-1.2030.878-1.055eHEALS1 ← awareness

1.000-1.0001.000-1.0001.000-1.000eHEALS2 ← awareness

0.783-0.9890.792-1.0070.926-1.083eHEALS3 ← skills

0.975-1.1290.856-1.0690.928-1.083eHEALS4 ← skills

1.000-1.0001.000-1.0001.000-1.000eHEALS5 ← skills

1.093-1.4480.874-1.0980.862-0.995eHEALS6 ← evaluate

0.973-1.2830.912-1.1330.829-0.972eHEALS7 ← evaluate

1.000-1.0001.000-1.0001.000-1.000eHEALS8 ← evaluate

Finally, we tested convergent validity. First, inspection of the
factor loadings presented in Table 12 revealed that all exceed

the ideal of .7 [107]. Moreover, all factor loadings were positive
and statistically significant.

Table 12. Standardized regression weightsafor the revised eHealth Literacy Scale (eHEALS).

United StatesNew ZealandUnited KingdomParameter

.912.846.919eHEALS2 ← awareness

.857.825.836eHEALS1 ← awareness

.842.841.843eHEALS5 ← skills

.867.857.877eHEALS4 ← skills

.877.832.874eHEALS3 ← skills

.818.837.843eHEALS8 ← evaluate

.751.832.795eHEALS7 ← evaluate

.730.826.854eHEALS6 ← evaluate

aAll factor loadings are positive and statistically significant.

Additionally, Table 13 presents the average variance extracted
(AVE) and the construct reliability (CR) results for each country.
All AVEs exceeded the cutoff of .5 [108], indicating convergent

validity, and all CRs exceeded .7, indicating good reliability.
Taken together, the evidence provides support for the convergent
validity of the 3-construct eHEALS measurement model.
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Table 13. Average variances extracted (AVE) and construct reliability (CR).

United StatesNew ZealandUnited KingdomParameter

CRAVECRAVECRAVE

.878.783.822.699.871.772Awareness

.897.743.881.711.898.748Skills

.811.589.871.691.870.691Evaluate

The AVE and CR are not provided by IBM SPSS Amos
software, so we calculated them using the formulae shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Formulae for calculating (1) average variance extracted (VE) and (2) construct reliability (CF).

Discussion

Principal Findings
The finding that eHEALS comprises 3 distinct factors is a novel
and important one. The eHEALS measure was developed based
on the lily model of eHealth literacy, which had earlier been
advanced based on social cognitive theory and self-efficacy
theory [13,41]. However, to our knowledge, no previous
research has ever fully examined these theories to analyze the
measurement properties of the eHEALS. Despite this omission,
a burgeoning body of research uses eHEALS as a measure of
the extremely important concept that is eHealth literacy. As
more and more of the world’s population gains Internet access,
and as patients increasingly expect to be active rather than
passive consumers of health care services [2], the concept of
eHealth will continue to grow in importance. Health care
providers and researchers need a valid, reliable, and easy-to-use
measurement tool with which to assess levels of perceived
eHealth literacy among different groups of patients. Until now,
there has been some debate about the construct validity of the
eHEALS, and indeed the validity of the measurement of eHealth
in general [15-18], casting doubt over subsequent results.
Hopefully this study alleviates some of that doubt.

The 3 factors that emerged here are clearly based on the
underlying theory on which Norman and Skinner’s [41]
definition of eHealth literacy is founded. From the perspective
of social cognitive theory, behavioral capability refers to
knowledge and skills needed to influence behavior. Additionally,
human competence needs self-belief in the ability to use those
skills effectively [91]. The 3-factor model presented here clearly
reflects these aspects of the theory. The first factor comprises
items relating to knowledge about health resources and

information that are available on the Internet. The second factor
relates to the skills needed to access and use the health resources
and information. Finally, the third factor relates to levels of
self-belief in the ability to use this information effectively.

The 3-factor structure presented here is the first to demonstrate
that eHEALS does indeed relate to the social cognitive theory
upon which it is founded. Future research should attempt to do
the same. Indeed, all too often insufficient tests of
dimensionality, reliability, and validity mar many past research
studies, and it is hoped that researchers using the eHEALS
measure will in future give due consideration to these crucially
important dimensions of any measurement instrument.
Previously, research has not given due attention to the
underlying theoretical arguments for unidimensionality versus
multidimensionality.

It is, of course, possible that different results have emerged here
due to different populations from those that have informed past
research. While eHEALS is used extensively in the United
States [34,44-54], no previous study, to our knowledge, has
ever used eHEALS in New Zealand, and the results of the 1
known study where it is being used in the United Kingdom [68]
are not yet published. The majority of previous research that
has examined the factor structure of eHEALS has used principal
components analysis [13,23,50,54,64,67], rather than using
CFA, which provides a much more rigorous evaluation than
does principal components analysis.

Interestingly, the 2 studies that have used CFA have examined
the scale after it was translated into languages other than
English, the one in which it was designed. The study that found
a single factor using CFA had translated eHEALS into Japanese
[60,77], while the other, which found 2 factors, had translated
the scale into German [56]. Hence, our study is the first to
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examine the factorial validity of eHEALS in the English
language, in which it was originally designed. Given that
translation problems can arise [81,82], it is possible that
language issues have affected results in other studies. Moreover,
in this study the minor tweaks to the scale in terms of insertion
of the words “and information” into 5 of the items could have
affected respondents’ derived meaning. Finally, the use of
samples comprising solely baby boomers could have affected
results. Of the 2 previous studies to use CFA, the first used a
wide age range [60,77] and the second used adolescents [56].
Of course, eHEALS was originally designed using 13- to
21-year-olds [13]. We recommended that future research take
these issues into account.

No previous studies that we know of have attempted
multinational measurement invariance of eHEALS.
Establishment of full measurement invariance is therefore
another novel and important contribution. The results of a
configural invariance test suggest that the respondents under
study employ the same conceptual framework when answering
eHEALS, despite their different cultural experiences and indeed
very different experiences of health care provision.

In addition, despite it being often difficult to achieve [97], metric
invariance was established. This result suggests that eHEALS
is measured in the same way across these nations. Steenkamp
and Baumgartner [85] (pg 82) noted that “When the purpose of
the study is to relate the focal construct to other constructs in a
nomological net, full or partial metric invariance has to be
satisfied.” Clearly, the level of measurement invariance required
for the purposes of investigating eHealth literacy in a variety
of disparate nations is established.

Finally, studies may be needed to examine cross-national
comparisons of the eHEALS mean scores. For such comparisons
to be valid, scaler invariance needs to be established. Certainly,
a cursory glance at the mean scores presented in Table 6
suggests that US baby boomers are more eHealth literate than
their UK and New Zealand counterparts. While the examination
and discussion of such differences is beyond the scope of this
paper, it is nevertheless important to note that such comparisons
can now be made legitimately, and confidence in the results of
such comparisons has increased due to the establishment of full
measurement equivalence.

Dolnicar and Grün [109] noted that results are only as good as
the data on which they are based. Given the extensive use of
eHEALS in research to date, the lack of prior research to
establish measurement invariance is surprising. The results
presented here therefore make an important contribution to
knowledge, as “without evidence of measurement invariance,
the conclusions of a study must be weak” [110] (pg 119). In
establishing full measurement invariance, comprising configural,
metric, and scalar invariance, this study has demonstrated that
eHEALS is now ready to use with confidence in these diverse
nations. Moreover, the AVE and the CR results for each nation
all suggest convergent validity and good reliability. Overall,
these results provide solid support for the convergent validity
of the 3-factor eHEALS model.

In addition to the implications of this study for theory, these
findings are important from a practical perspective. Results

demonstrate that, consistent with the theory on which it was
developed, eHEALS assesses self-perceptions of 3 important
and distinct (though interrelated) elements of eHealth literacy:
awareness of Internet health resources (items 1 and 2), the skills
needed to access them (items 3-5), and the self-belief that one
can effectively evaluate them (items 6-8). Hence, eHEALS can
now be used to segment health consumers into distinct groups
based on their scores on the scale, with corresponding
intervention and training provision designed around meeting
the needs of these segments. Those individuals with relatively
low scores on the awareness factor would need to be offered
basic training designed to address the rudimentary elements of
eHealth in terms of describing and demonstrating the range of
appropriate resources available and how they can be found. For
people whose scores are relatively low on this factor, such
training should perhaps be stand-alone and could be the
foundational level of training. Once they master these skills,
individuals could be offered the second level of training,
designed for those people whose scores are relatively low on
the skills factor. This skills training should be designed to
perhaps build on basic knowledge and concentrate on developing
the individual’s search and evaluation skills pertaining to
eHealth resources. Finally, a third training program could be
developed that concentrates on developing and building
self-efficacy, to give people the self-belief that they are truly
empowered patients who are able to play an active role in their
own health care. Most training and educational programs
incorporate levels of progression in their design, and eHealth
intervention and training programs should be no different.

Practical intervention and training around eHealth is important
for several reasons. eHealth has the potential to assist
self-management in people with chronic health conditions, and
evidence suggests that even in developed countries, half of the
population with chronic health conditions have elementary
navigational needs and would benefit from basic training in this
area [55]. Training programs are crucial because patients with
higher levels of health literacy have significantly lower anxiety
levels than people with inadequate health literacy, and have
fewer and shorter consultations with health care providers [111];
hence, there are economic benefits to such training programs.
Improvements in ability and self-belief to access and use Internet
health resources have cumulative benefits in terms of ability
and willingness to use other eHealth resources such as electronic
health records, patient portals, and self-management tools [74].
Thus, understanding different skill levels and needs is important
for policy makers and health care providers, who could all use
such information to develop correct and targeted interventions
for different segments of the population. Indeed, it has even
been suggested that eHealth is so important that it should be
incorporated into school curricula [57]. When they first designed
eHEALS in 2006, Norman and Skinner [13] claimed that the
scale has the potential to identify those who may or may not
benefit from referrals to an eHealth intervention or resource.
Our research builds on this claim and suggests that eHEALS
can be used to ascertain the type of intervention or resource that
could benefit these different segments.
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Limitations
The study is not without its limitations. First, while baby
boomers are a justifiably important sample for health care and
eHealth research, the 3-factor structure that emerged here needs
to be investigated using younger samples to ensure that boomers
are not unique and the 3-factor structure is indeed applicable to
all age groups. Second, while the 3 nations we chose do vary a
great deal in terms of health care provision rankings and to a
lesser extent on some important cultural dimensions, they are
nevertheless all English-speaking western countries. It has been
noted that when eHEALS was translated, different factorial
structures emerged. We recommend that the 3-factor model be
tested in very diverse cultures (eg, eastern countries) and among
non-English-speaking nations. Third, we acknowledge that the
original version of eHEALS was designed before the rise in
social media and Web 2.0 technology. While we made some
attempt to incorporate the interactive nature of today’s online
environment by tweaking the scale (specifically, adding “and
information” to items), the suggestion that the marginally
updated version used here is sufficient to incorporate interactive
resources is based solely on anecdotal evidence gained by asking
family, friends, and colleagues. We recommend that a more
formal study investigate the way respondents perceive the
eHEALS in its revised form, as it may need to be more
extensively altered, or indeed a new scale may need to be
designed, in order to fully capture the myriad of interactive
eHealth resources that health care consumers are now able to
access.

Conclusions
The usefulness of a short, easy-to-administer scale that measures
a person’s perception of their eHealth literacy is beyond doubt.
Indeed, the extensive use of the eHEALS across a variety of
studies in countries across the globe is testimony to the urgent
requirement for such an instrument. The research presented here
details a more rigorous investigation of the measurement
properties of the eHEALS than has previously been conducted,
using CFA rather than principal components analysis. Based
on social cognitive theory and self-efficacy theory, a 3-factor
model was tested and confirmed.

Research often needs to make comparisons across groups or
across time and, to be able to do this, a scale must demonstrate
measurement invariance. Only by establishing measurement
invariance can there be assurance that comparisons are valid
[112]. In other words, establishing measurement invariance
provides evidence that score differences across countries are a
true representation of differences in the construct under study,
rather than differences brought about by social and cultural
factors or other such confounding variables [96]. This research

has demonstrated full measurement invariance of the eHEALS
among baby boomers in 3 diverse nations, meaning the scale
is now ready to use with far more confidence by researchers in
these nations. This research has therefore added weight to
Norman and Skinner’s [13] contention that the scale is a useful
addition to a range of eHealth assessments, from primary care
to health promotions. The identification of 3 distinct factors not
only confirms the theoretical antecedents on which eHEALS
was built, but also suggests that the scale can now be used to
better segment health care consumers and identify different
skills gaps, enabling policy makers and health care providers
to design and offer tailored interventions and training programs
to address such gaps.

Over 80% of baby boomers in all 3 countries under study use
the Internet regularly [113-115]. Nevertheless, this cohort did
not grow up using the Internet, and there may be some for whom
knowledge, skills, and self-confidence around eHealth resources
still lag behind the levels that perhaps exist among younger
cohorts. Yet the baby boomer cohort is crucially important from
an eHealth perspective because forecasts predict that this cohort
is increasingly going to put major pressures on health care
systems [30-32]. Importantly, Bandura [91] explains that
personal factors can be altered dramatically to improve the
functioning of individuals. Competency can be developed
through training and guidance, which in turn can increase
self-belief in capability levels. While eHealth training lessons
are already available across all 3 countries we studied, the
findings suggest these training programs should be built around
knowledge of what health information and resources are
available on the Internet, and then developing the skills needed
to access them. Motivational enhancements should also be
incorporated into such training to ensure an enhancement in
self-belief.

In sum, this study fills an important gap in that it provides future
researchers and practitioners with more faith in the eHEALS
than existed previously. The scale can now be used with a degree
of confidence in a variety of nations and in studies with a variety
of research objectives, including the modeling of complex
relationships among variables. The choices of nations and the
demographic of the samples therein are also strengths of the
study: all too often, scale evaluation and development comprises
young (often student and often US) samples. Studies often use
scales developed in a different country or culture without
checking that the measure is equivalent. This study has
demonstrated that eHEALS can be used with confidence across
a variety of nations and cultures. This study therefore lends
support for the contention that eHEALS is a valid scale with
which to measure self-perceptions of eHealth literacy, a concept
that is set to become even more important in the future.
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Abstract

Background: Digital health has the potential to support care delivery for chronic illness. Despite positive evidence from localized
implementations, new technologies have proven slow to become accepted, integrated, and routinized at scale.

Objective: The aim of our study was to examine barriers and facilitators to implementation of digital health at scale through
the evaluation of a £37m national digital health program:  Delivering Assisted Living Lifestyles at Scale” (dallas) from 2012-2015.

Methods: The study was a longitudinal qualitative, multi-stakeholder, implementation study. The methods included interviews
(n=125) with key implementers, focus groups with consumers and patients (n=7), project meetings (n=12), field work or observation
in the communities (n=16), health professional survey responses (n=48), and cross program documentary evidence on
implementation (n=215). We used a sociological theory called normalization process theory (NPT) and a longitudinal (3 years)
qualitative framework analysis approach. This work did not study a single intervention or population. Instead, we evaluated the
processes (of designing and delivering digital health), and our outcomes were the identified barriers and facilitators to delivering
and mainstreaming services and products within the mixed sector digital health ecosystem.

Results: We identified three main levels of issues influencing readiness for digital health: macro (market, infrastructure, policy),
meso (organizational), and micro (professional or public). Factors hindering implementation included: lack of information
technology (IT) infrastructure, uncertainty around information governance, lack of incentives to prioritize interoperability, lack
of precedence on accountability within the commercial sector, and a market perceived as difficult to navigate. Factors enabling
implementation were: clinical endorsement, champions who promoted digital health, and public and professional willingness.
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Conclusions: Although there is receptiveness to digital health, barriers to mainstreaming remain. Our findings suggest greater
investment in national and local infrastructure, implementation of guidelines for the safe and transparent use and assessment of
digital health, incentivization of interoperability, and investment in upskilling of professionals and the public would help support
the normalization of digital health. These findings will enable researchers, health care practitioners, and policy makers to understand
the current landscape and the actions required in order to prepare the market and accelerate uptake, and use of digital health and
wellness services in context and at scale.

(J Med Internet Res 2017;19(2):e42)   doi:10.2196/jmir.6900

KEYWORDS

telemedicine; health plan implementation; community health services; health services research; electronic health records;
instrumentation; qualitative research; diffusion of innovation; medical informatics

Introduction

It is often the case with eHealth and digital health studies that
1 single service or product is studied in a controlled setting
(often a randomized control trial) to determine its effectiveness
in order to proceed to roll it out at scale and make it part of
routine care delivery pathways. Previous research, however,
has shown that uptake and adoption are slow for digital health
overall and that there may be many sociotechnical,
organizational, or cultural barriers that are slowing the
mainstreaming of digital health [1,2]. Over the last two decades,
there has been an exponential growth in the literature describing
barriers and facilitators to innovation [3] and digital health
implementation [4]. This literature initially focused on
examining implementation issues on a relatively small scale
[5,6] but this was followed by more extensive studies looking
at large scale deployments of single digital health services in
particular contexts [7-11]. Issues that have been identified as
barriers to implementation range from liability concerns,
interoperability issues, costs, usability, misaligned incentives,
and policy problems through to acceptability to patients and
professionals [4,8].

The concept of  eHealth readiness” has previously been
highlighted [12,13] and there is increasing interest in using tools
to better measure specific aspects of digital health readiness
[14-16]. However, the existing evidence mainly relates to
organizational readiness within the health service [17,18] or the
readiness of health professionals [19-21], patients or carers for
a specific single digital health service [22]. The technical,
political, and market preparedness and readiness for widespread
delivery of consumer-oriented digital health services which
encompass and cross health-social-technological boundaries
has not yet been fully explored. Consequently, a  whole systems”
analysis of readiness for digital health is warranted.

Delivering Assisted Living Lifestyles at Scale (dallas) was an
ambitious national program conducted from May 2012 to May
2015 in the United Kingdom. The program received £37m
($55m, €50m) in funding from Innovate UK, the National
Institute for Health Research (NIHR), The Scottish Government,
Scottish Enterprise, and Highlands and Islands Enterprise. The
dallas program aimed to develop and implement a wide range
of digital health and wellness products and services to enable
preventive care, self-care, and independent living at scale. One
of the program’s primary goals was to stimulate the consumer
market for person-centered digital technologies. It was explicitly

set up as a large scale research and development program rather
than a randomized clinical trial or a series of individual pilots.
This was considered crucial by the program funders to begin to
understand what the existing barriers to uptake and adoption of
digital health at scale are and to unlock new markets and
pathways to make digital health at scale a reality.

Four large multi-agency consortia (referred to as communities)
called  i-Focus,”  Living It Up,”  More Independent,” and  Year
Zero” were funded (see Multimedia Appendix 1 for details of
each consortium). The communities were funded specifically
to design, deploy, and promote awareness and uptake of a range
of innovative digital health and wellness services across the
United Kingdom. Innovation and ability to scale up and sustain
digital health and open new routes to market were considered
key to the program’s success. Unlike many other previous digital
health trials or studies, the services developed were aimed at a
broad sociodemographic, including children, parents, older
adults, as well as the broader consumer health and fitness
population living in urban or remote and rural regions. Some
of the services were digital and aimed at increasing awareness,
redesigning services or care pathways, as well as increasing the
uptake and routinization of digital health as a whole. Details of
these consortia have been reported previously [23], but
Multimedia Appendix 1 briefly summarizes the wide range of
stakeholders involved in each consortium and the range of digital
health products, services, and activities developed and delivered
via the dallas program.

Due to the variety of products and services (apps, personal health
records, telecare, telehealth, wearable activity trackers, and so
on) and the variety of populations and contexts, communities
were measuring a range of traditional primary outcomes such
as levels of engagement, perceived usability and acceptability
of the products, and reduction in resource usage (such as
hospitalizations). In addition to this, however, the communities
were exploring ways to capture changes (positive increases) in
the amount and quality of choice, contribution, community,
collaboration, and connectedness that the new services created.

In this paper, we present synthesized qualitative findings from
a longitudinal study of digital health design, delivery, and roll
out. We examine implementation issues from different angles
and with different stakeholders with a focus on what this data
tells us about the readiness of different elements of the
ecosystem in the United Kingdom to deliver digital health at
scale. Given the current self-care agenda, the drive toward more
personalized medicine [24,25], and person-centered digital
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health solutions [26,27], such work is timely and has the
potential to make an important contribution to understanding
the implementation of digital health innovations internationally.
The aim of this study was to capture barriers and facilitators to
implementation of digital health across a wide range of
stakeholders and across time, thus allowing us to answer the
question of how  ready” different people, processes, and systems
are for mainstreaming digital health and to identify what
measures might be taken to reduce some of the existing and
persistent barriers in this area. Here we present our findings and

conclude with a set of 10 recommendations to address some of
the key readiness barriers identified.

Methods

Aim and Design
Longitudinal qualitative and survey data were collected over
39 months (June 2012-October 2015) to help us identify and
understand key barriers and facilitators experienced during the
implementation journey. Tables 1 and 2 illustrate the full breadth
and volume of data collected.
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Table 1. Qualitative implementation dataset (interviews).

Number of
pages

Number of participantsNumber of
items

Interviews

11345347eHealth Implementation
Toolkit (e-HIT) interviews

2471817Interviews: Baseline e-HIT

Dates: October 2012-January 2013

Participants: 7 health, 6 industry, 3 voluntary,
2 academia

Dallas community: iF, LiU, Mi, YZ

6302420Interviews: Midpoint e-HIT

Dates: October 2013-December 2014

Participants: 13 health, 7 industry, 3 voluntary,
1 academia

Dallas community: iF, LiU, Mi, YZ

2571110Interviews: Endpoint e-HIT

Dates: May-October 2015

Participants: 5 health, 5 industry, 1 voluntary
sector

Dallas community: iF, LiU, Mi, YZ

2332322Champions

1861717Interviews: Lay champions

Dates: December 2013-December 2014

Participants: 11 volunteer champions, 2 volun-
tary sector, 1 health service, 2 administrator,
1 other

Dallas community: Mi, LiU

4765Interviews: Digital champions

Dates: March 2015

Participants: 5 voluntary champions, 1 govern-
ment

Dallas community: Mi

5452032LiU stakeholders

315618Interviews: LiU longitudinal interviews

Dates: January 2014-January 2015

Participants: 5 health service managers; 1
health service lead

Dallas community: LiU

2301414Interviews: LiU cross-sectional interviews

Dates: July 2014-April 2015

Participants: 2 health prof, 6 industry, 2 volun-
tary sector, 2 government, 1 academia, 1 con-
sumer user

Dallas community: LiU

2482624Project management or cross
project

1155Interviews: Evaluation alignment

Dates: May-November 2014

Participants: 1 health service, 4 industry

Dallas community: iF, Mi, YZ
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Number of
pages

Number of participantsNumber of
items

Interviews

4655Interviews: dallas leads

Dates: June 2015

Participants: 3 health service, 2 industry

Dallas community: iF, LiU, Mi, YZ

1681010Interviews: Digital Health And Care Alliance

Dates: March-April 2015

Participants: 1 health, 4 industry, 1 academia,
1 voluntary, 3 government Dallas community:
iF

2364Interviews: House of Memories

Dates: July-October 2015

Participants: 2 patients, 2 carers, 1 industry, 1
government

Dallas community: Mi

2,160122125Subtotal

Table 2. Qualitative implementation dataset (focus groups).

Number of pagesNumber of Partici-
pants

Number of itemsFocus groups

2381Focus group : Lay champions

Dates: December 2013

Participants: 8 volunteer champions

Dallas community: Mi

40101Focus group: House of Memories

Dates: March 2015

Participants: 4 patients, 4 carers, 1 health service and 1 government agency staff

Dallas community: Mi

71252Focus group: eRedBook

Dates: April 2015

Participants: 12 health service users, 9 health professional users, 2 health service;
2 industry

Dallas community: YZ

4992Focus group: No delays

Dates: April 2015

Participants: 4 health service users, 4 health service staff & 1 administrator

Dallas community: YZ

1971Focus group: Get active

Dates: May 2015

Participants: 5 users & 2 voluntary sector staff

Dallas community: LiU

202597Subtotal

Detailed evidence was gathered from numerous stakeholders
rolling out different services to enable a rich understanding of
digital health readiness (see Tables 1 and 2). From this, detailed
reports describing the diverse experiences of each group within
their context, the process of rolling out products or services,
and factors that shaped each consortium’s implementation
journey were written. Cross-case analysis of communities was
conducted, drawing out not only commonalities related to
 readiness” but also differences or alternative explanations of

factors affecting readiness for digital health at the individual,
organizational, or wider environmental and political level.

Sampling and Setting
Specific roles and partner organizations were identified by the
research team as critical to capturing perspectives of each
stakeholder group within the consortia. This was wide ranging
and included health care professionals; health and social service
managers; staff and volunteers from third sector organizations;
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private companies designing, developing, and promoting
hardware and software platforms; and academics and employees
from government agencies working on guidelines and policies.
Geographic locations spanned England and remote rural and
urban regions of Scotland. Care was taken to include
representatives from all types of organizations involved (private,
public, voluntary) and to include stakeholders involved at the
strategic level, the project management level, and the service
design and delivery level. Progress of the program was followed
longitudinally over 3 years. Interviews were undertaken with
different stakeholders over this period. A subset of key
individuals was subjected to repeat interviews, for example, as
part of our eHealth Implementation Toolkit (e-HIT) interviews
and our case study work, allowing us to access the perspectives
of key implementers at different points during the program.

Data Collection and Management
Perspectives of key implementers from each community were
sought via semistructured interviews. The structure of the
interview was based on expanding on issues raised when using
the e-HIT tool at baseline, midpoint, and end of the program
[28]. This tool was developed in previous research by members
of the team [28] and is designed to help promote understanding
of digital health implementation issues. Focus groups were held
with end users including patients, carers, consumers, health
professionals, and local champions (see Table 2). Interviews
and focus groups were audio-recorded with participant consent,
transcribed verbatim, and anonymized. This dataset was
supplemented with reflective notes and ethnographic data noted
during primary data collection. Electronic and paper-based
survey data collection was also undertaken to gather opinions
from health professionals.

Theoretical Approach
Increasingly, in implementation research, the use of theory has
been advocated in order to allow us to develop an improved
understanding and explanation of why service innovations or
digital health technologies become an integrated part of routine
service delivery or not [29]. A range of theories have been
utilized such as actor network theory [30] through to theories
of organizational readiness [31].

Our evaluation was underpinned by a sociological theory,
normalization process theory (NPT) [32,33], which has been
used extensively to enhance understanding of how individuals
and groups of people understand, integrate, and sustain new
technologies, service innovations, or ways of working into
everyday practice [32]. NPT has 4 core constructs (Multimedia
Appendix 2) and is the underpinning for the 2 instruments used
as part of the evaluation toolkit. The e-HIT [28] was used for
47 qualitative stakeholder interviews undertaken over the 3
years of the project (baseline, midpoint, and end point, see Table
1) and the NoMAD [34] questionnaire, derived from NPT
constructs, was used with 48 health professional respondents
involved with the No Delays Service. One community (Living
it Up) was also studied more widely across stakeholders and
across time as a case study.

NPT provided a consistent and coherent theoretical lens to
analyze and interpret data across the program which enabled us

to systematically identify themes and to provide structure to
any explanation we could identify in the data for the emerging
key themes. Our use of NPT as the theoretical underpinning of
our analysis across the dallas program has allowed us to use
NPT as a lens through which to conceptualize data at different
levels, thereby taking into account wider contextual and
environmental factors as well as workability issues at the
individual level. It has therefore helped us to make propositions
or recommendations for future large scale digital health
implementation programs.

Data Analysis
Qualitative data analysis was informed by a framework approach
[35], using a coding frame informed by NPT [23]. The data
(interviews, project documentation, field notes) were presented
as transcripts and notes and the text coded (tagged within
qualitative data software called NVivo (QSR International) to
generate an annotated coding book. Coding clinics were
undertaken to ensure consistency of coding and shared
understanding of coding constructs. A total of 8 researchers
with multidisciplinary experience in health services research,
clinical research, informatics, and social science were involved
at coding clinics with 1 or 2 senior academics (FSM, MML)
involved in all coding sessions. Care was taken to expand,
collapse, and rename codes so that all were confident that the
coding book was a fair and accurate reflection of the data.
Integrative analyses and key mapping of emerging themes
undertaken during the final phase of the project identified
 readiness” concepts as a key theme visible across the NPT
framework. A matrix of overarching readiness themes was then
coded in parallel with our NPT framework (see Table 3). Issues
falling outside the NPT framework, like  organizational culture,”
were noted.

Ethics and Governance
This evaluation was commissioned by Innovate UK. University
ethical approvals were granted for the collection of all qualitative
data reported (College of Medical, Veterinary and Life Sciences,
Approval: 200130141; and College of Science and Engineering,
Approval: CSE01210 and CSE01096 at the University of
Glasgow as well as University of Newcastle ethics approval
Reference number 00555/2012). Our work was overseen by an
external advisory group. Informed consent to participation was
gained from all participants. Anonymity was protected by use
of generic descriptors throughout.

Results

Analysis and Coding Scheme
The first significant result to report is the breadth and volume
of data collected across the stakeholders via the different mixed
methods. Table 1 in the methods section provides an overview
that helps to contextualize where our results, discussed in the
following section, emerge from. We next present an overview
of the final coding structure with discussions and exemplar
quotes from each emerging theme. A more detailed set of
representative quotes per theme can be found in Multimedia
Appendix 3.
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Our analysis revealed that readiness issues were present at 3
levels (Figure 1): Macro (market, policy or governmental, wider
context), meso (commercial, organizational, and infrastructure),
and micro (professional, public, carers).

The full coding scheme is illustrated in Table 3 together with
how it maps onto our NPT theoretical framework.

Table 3. Overview of readiness coding scheme mapped to normalization process theory (NPT) constructs.

ThemeLevel

Macro

Interoperability (collective action)Market

Risk or liability (coherence and collective action)

Clinical endorsement (collective action)

National policy (collective action)Policy or infrastructure

Infrastructure (collective action)

Meso

Incoherent market (coherence, cognitive participation)Industry

Information technology infrastructure (collective action)National Health System (eg, National
Health Service) Discontinuity and organizational culture (some collective action or cognitive participation but some outside

normalization process theory)

Resources (collective action)

Micro

Workload and professional confidence (collective action)Health professional readiness

Training & alignment with professional roles or identity (collective action)

Access to digital resources (collective action)

Digital literacy and access (cognitive participation or collective action)Public readiness of digital health ser-
vices and systems

Agency and lifestyle (coherence)

Security and trust (collective action)

The key issues (those that were most prevalent in the data) under
each of these main  readiness” themes are now described in
detail with illustrative quotations provided to support each key
point (see Multimedia Appendix 3 for additional supporting

quotes). The discussion section goes on to present
recommendations based on these findings which we argue will
accelerate the uptake, mainstreaming, and ultimate success of
digital health at scale.
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Figure 1. Key themes influencing readiness for digital health.

Macro-Level Readiness
As described in our overarching approach, it was considered
critical to examine not just single products or geographies in
localized contexts but to also use a wider lens to capture barriers
or facilitators to digital health at the full ecosystem level. This
includes the systems and structures socially, technically, and
politically that are needed, and how ready these systems are to
support and even promote digital health. Two key overarching
themes were identified at the macro level:  market readiness”
and  national policy or infrastructure readiness.” They are
presented here with each of their subthemes with representative
quotes from the data.

Market Readiness
One of the program’s primary goals was to stimulate the
consumer market for person-centered digital technologies. This

was identified as an ongoing tension and required continual
navigation and negotiation during the life of the program. Four
key areas contributed to this challenge at the time of writing
and are described in turn here.

Interoperability
Interoperability is a key issue for digital health products and
services, particularly when they have to interface and exchange
data with National Health Service (NHS) and other clinical and
social care information systems. To address this, 1 consortium,
i-Focus, invested significant time and resource developing a
reference architecture which could serve as a common technical
framework to work across sectors. This consortium also
established the Digital Health and Care Alliance (DHACA), a
not-for-profit, member-driven organization, building
understanding and sharing knowledge and expertise between
small- and medium-sized enterprises and the statutory sector
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on how to develop and implement interoperable digital health
and wellness services.

Our data revealed that interoperability was perceived as more
than a technical challenge. Commercial companies often
perceive open standards and interoperability as a threat to their
business model, since it was not a priority in comparison with
efforts to increase their own individual market share as the
market develops and matures. Lack of interoperability was a
clear barrier to progress.

...there is an element of maybe we could work more
together, but where do I spend my time? Do I spend
my time in a meeting discussing data integration with
another company when I've got only tens of thousands
users worldwide, or do I try and get into users
worldwide then worry about it? [DHACA interviewee
no. 2, 2015]

Risk and Liability
Providing digital health services for people with major frailty
or multimorbidity was still perceived as risky in terms of product
liability issues by some commercial companies. Concerns were
raised by industry partners—especially those that traditionally
operate outside health and social care—about the responsibilities
entailed by operating within the digital health statutory sphere.

It’s a young person’s market, or it’s a  worried well”
market. So the people who buy fitbit and pedometers.
And that's great, (...) because they are responsible
for the outcome of that monitoring. If you’re
monitoring a heart condition, you want someone at
the end of that. You don’t just want a fitbit, you want
a Triage Nurse. So...I’m not entirely convinced that
there is a consumer market in these technologies,
actually...I think there's a hybrid market, maybe,...And
I think we might be a way off, you know, finding it...it
is really complex. [DHACA interviewee No. 9, 2015]

Providing self-monitoring devices as part of health promotion
was deemed acceptable but providing clinical data back to those
with known health problems was perceived as a different
proposition, involving significant risk. Companies often wanted
to sell a  technology kit,” whereas the statutory sector wanted
a different type of  contract,” linking the use of technology to
data services and outcomes. This was a risk which companies
were reluctant to take on in the current market until it was clear
what the ethical guidelines and responsibilities were around
collection and use of lifestyle data and was another barrier to
implementation.

Clinical Endorsement
Accreditation and clinical endorsement were seen as crucial
issues affecting deployment plans for digital health. Clinical
endorsement could involve a single health professional
endorsing it to people in their practice for example, or more
likely a body of clinicians publically backing up or signing up
to say that they think that the product is useful and clinically
beneficial. This can still have a huge effect on digital health
product success—even if that product is meant to appeal to the
consumer staying well, as opposed to a patient being treated for
a condition.

A purely consumer version of the eRedBook, a digital child
health record created as part of the Year Zero consortium, did
not prove viable initially. This was because endorsement by the
relevant medical association was seen as a prerequisite to ensure
uptake by lay users and health professionals; obtaining such
accreditation was labor and time intensive and posed a barrier
for implementation but once accreditation or endorsement was
achieved, this was perceived as a potential facilitator of uptake.

What our experience brought us to realize is that
people will only use a personal health journal around
serious or long term conditions if it’s something they
can engage with their clinicians on. You’re not going
to persuade people to go out and buy it as a consumer
product if it’s not something their clinicians will
engage with them on and look at and share the
information that they've been collecting. [C3
Implementer interview, June 2015]

Accreditation and official endorsement of digital health products
and services were seen as key ongoing issues likely to influence
deployments and future development of digital health, and
further research and policy work is required to clarify what apps
and services require accreditation (and which do not) and also
what such accreditation should look like.

Complexity of the Market
The digital health market proved difficult to access and navigate
especially for international companies or start-ups unfamiliar
with the landscape. The organization and delivery of health care
is currently devolved to the 4 countries of the United Kingdom.
Each individual health service is composed of a large number
of heterogeneous and autonomous organizations functioning in
substantially distinct ways. The interface between health and
social care varies and many products and services are now more
lifestyle or wellness based and not clearly and solely within the
remit of either health or social care uniquely. All of this makes
the UK digital health market challenging to navigate, with a
lack of clear access or entry points for the retail sectors. The
eclectic nature of the dallas consortia helped provide
opportunities for people to connect and learn how to navigate
such a complex landscape and to experiment with different
models and pathways to implement and mainstream digital
health that might not have been considered traditionally.

...the amount of red tape from the National Health
Service and the...finance committees, procurement
committee, it would have been very difficult to know
who would be the right person to speak to so it’s kind
of opened opportunities for people to get round the
table and have real discussions about how they can
make a difference and that’s been a really positive
part of the program. [Final e-HIT interview C2,
interview 1, social care manager]

Political Readiness and National Policy
Information governance policies and legislation issues within
the health and social care sectors were a recurring theme.
Regulations around information governance generally are
strongly embedded and well established in the UK health service
due to its culture of high security, with patient confidentiality
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viewed as a priority. Although policy and legislation relating
to data sharing has been reviewed and clear recommendations
made [36], this has not yet translated to local contexts and was
reported as a key barrier to deployment of the dallas program
across its lifetime.

There is a real problem...health data is in a vault
that’s owned by the National Health Service. You
can’t, at the moment, view it and when you can view
it, it will be a view which is not in a form that can be
used by technology outside of the NHS in any real
useful way. I think the biggest issue is information
governance and letting people take ownership of their
own data and their own risk appetite, and until that
happens all we are doing is allowing the market to
develop outside of the true record. [DHACA interview
3, 2015]

The notion of sharing sensitive health data across multiple public
and private organizations that do not hold the same information
governance rules is fraught with difficulty. This led to a common
view that information governance regulations were not currently
 fit for purpose.” If we are trying to change existing care
paradigms, responsibilities, and data ownership for digital
health, it is clear that further work is needed around specific
information governance for health and wellness products that
are not covered by existing clinical or statutory policy or
governance. For example, accessing  Twitter” or similar sites
using hospital computer systems was often not permissible,
which meant that integrating social networking platforms within
the health care arena was problematic.

Some recent national policies were seen as positive drivers for
change among certain consumer groups. For example, the
experience from digital enablement activities suggested that
recent social benefits reforms compelled people  to sign on the
Web.” This encouraged many individuals to improve their
computer literacy by joining  Lay” and  Digital champion”
programs and to engage with digital hubs so they could access
their social welfare benefits. As a result, disadvantaged groups
potentially at risk of digital exclusion were provided with digital
skills and educated about health technologies. Policy and
funding streams need to advocate and support digital inclusion
and awareness-raising if digitally supported self-management
is to become a reality for people on the ground accessing the
services.

...the benefits reform has been a great carrot or stick
to push people...you’ll hear stories from Digital
Champions, people coming in on a Friday afternoon
because they are going to get sanctioned if they don't
do this online form... [Digital champion interview,
March 2015]

Infrastructure
Our data showed significant variation in national infrastructure
across the United Kingdom. Those in remote and rural areas
voiced concerns about inadequate Internet connectivity as a
limiting factor for accessing digital health services. Health
centers in urban areas also reported to lack the connectivity
necessary to enable access to new digital health services being

rolled out. Organizations at the local and national level clearly
need to invest in information technology (IT) infrastructures if
digital services are to be rolled out and supported robustly across
the United Kingdom.

Area (X) did phenomenally well given the poor
connectivity in the region you know poor WiFi and
even when we 3G-enabled their tablets poor 3G
signals you know, it was a hard slog of going around
x centers and signing people up. [C3 final e-HIT
interview 1]

Meso-Level Readiness
At the intermediate or  meso” level there were 2 main themes
identified:  Industry” and  local health service organizational”
readiness. These are related to the specific markets and
organizations required to access and roll out digital health.

Industry Readiness
Digital health is constantly promoted as a potentially lucrative
market. However, enticing commercial entities—who normally
sell products directly to consumers—to invest in opportunities
in emerging digital health, wellbeing, or social care sectors did
not prove as straightforward as originally anticipated in the
dallas program. This may be due in part to lack of a coherent
market at the time of the program.

Lack of Market Coherence
Market stability and maturity were key themes for industry
readiness. Private industries that normally operate outside of
health and social care were reticent to engage with the relatively
immature, digital health sector, proving less  ready” to invest
than anticipated. One community tried hard to engage with
well-respected retailers but found it impossible to translate initial
interest into actual delivery of digital health offerings. In
addition, some private industries did not fully grasp what
consumers wanted or required of them in terms of digital health
products.

…I think user experience is key so start with the
language of the consumer and language of the value
proposition, people who are selling to consumers who
are parting with their money rather than looking at
the language of local authorities and health sector
which is all about cost avoidance… [C4 implementer
interview, June 2015]

Collaboration, Competition, and Codesign
Codesign methodologies and intensive consumer engagement
were successfully utilized in the program at scale to address
knowledge gaps in consumer preferences. This work reinforced
the view that a one size fits all approach would not work.
However, the time and effort required for this created real
challenges, as it introduced delays and consequently reduced
the time available to develop and deploy new solutions within
the defined timescale of the program.

 Collaboration versus competition” were also key themes. Some
private industries were understandably very protective of their
intellectual property, which made them unwilling to share
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expertise and technology solutions with third parties in a large
multi-stakeholder environment.

...It’s a sort of codesign, and what happens is people
take a long time to make up their mind which
compresses time for technical partners (...) for some
people working in a collaborative nature with
technical partners is a new environment so they are
cautious and wary of telling all their secrets in case
people run away with them so I think there is a
protective defensive mode. [C1 (Midpoint), e-HIT
interview]

Health Service Readiness or Information Technology
(IT) Infrastructure
The variation in workflow processes and in-house IT and data
management systems—which stem from the historical
foundations of hospitals operating as separate entities within a
confederated health system—continues to impede the
advancement and integration of digital health initiatives.

 Technical readiness” was often an acute issue at local
organizational level as legacy systems, firewalls, and strict
information security procedures within health boards, hospital
trusts, health centers, or general practitioner (GP) practices
varied from site to site and left health professionals and
implementers ill-equipped to readily deploy solutions
implemented elsewhere. This became apparent as digital
platforms designed and developed in a specific context could
not be rolled out elsewhere at scale due to lack of process and
technical standardization across the UK health services.

Well things like legacy systems, fire walls, when we
are adopting new technologies, eHealth capacity,
eHealth priorities within the internal infrastructure
is stretched. [C1, Final e-Hit interview 1]

Systems interoperability and lack of integration was a recurrent
issue as computer systems across the health and social care
sector could not easily exchange data with applications created
as part of dallas. Practically this meant that each new
implementation site had to go through its own deployment
 pain-barrier,” with ad-hoc local solutions providing little insight
on what to expect elsewhere. This limited the effectiveness of
many of the new digital platforms and required workarounds
by health care staff and end users to ensure the benefits could
still be exploited locally.

Discontinuity and Organizational Culture
The restructuring of the health service in England meant it was
particularly difficult to get health service partners to maintain
focus and be ready to deliver aspects of the program they had
originally signed up to as there were so many changes taking
placing concurrently with the roll out of the dallas program.
Constant change made ownership and responsibility for digital
health services unclear and a lack of senior management buy-in
was also cited as a barrier to organizational readiness for digital
health, which could negatively affect implementation efforts.
This recurring flux and uncertainty had a knock-on effect in
other areas.

Some health organizations had not yet fully developed their
own digital strategies and/or had not yet bought in fully to the
self-care agenda at the time of the program.

It’s people who have to implement that need to move
in a different direction to achieve what we need to
achieve...It’s such a complex system that you can’t
simply commission eHealth technology, it can’t be
done! There are too many stakeholders who could
block, misunderstand or not want to get involved...
[C2 (Midpoint) e-HIT interview 5]

It became clear that in order to be successful, digital health
innovation must be closely aligned with health service
organizational vision and road maps for change. Problems at
the executive level within larger health trusts were contrasted
with readiness of smaller, more flexible organizations such as
general practices, which seemed more receptive to adopting
digital health services to large patient groups.

...I think (funder) should consider that on business-led
projects they have to be business led, and NHS
partners have to really want to do it…you only want
NHS partners who see what the project is doing as
something that they want to do, so the project is giving
them tools or giving them insight. It's not paying them
to dabble... [C3 (Midpoint) e-HIT interview 31]

Naturally, the efforts required to implement and manage changes
are also less complex and costly for smaller organizations and
this program allowed them to take risks and test out digital
health at scale. Thus, smaller organizations such as consortia
of primary care practices were able to be more flexible and more
responsive to opportunities presented by dallas communities.

Resource Constraints
The health service and other organizations frequently had to
contend with major resource constraints during the current
period of financial austerity, which affected ability to engage
with various initiatives within dallas.

...we’re quite far behind in our IT. We don’t have
electronic records as such, so we’re still writing in
records. And I think that’s probably half the problem.
[Health visitor, Focus Group, 2015]

Budget constraints were clearly visible among some partners
who struggled with manpower capacity and to provide mobile
technology and other equipment for their health care staff to
roll out different digital health products and services, which
was a major impediment to progressing the digital health
 consumer” agenda.

Micro-Level Readiness
Two overarching themes were identified at the micro level:
 readiness of health professionals” and  readiness of the public
and patients.”

Health Professional Readiness: Workload and
Professional Confidence
Workload pressures and lack of capacity was a recurring barrier
to incorporating new technologies into everyday working
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practices and on occasion incentivization had to be used to
overcome this.

...it was more difficult at the start but as we have got
more patients onto the system, as we have started to
be able to say you know this is what the patients are
saying, GP practices are warmed to what we are
doing and actually become proactive themselves in
trying to get their patients onto telehealth. We did
have a £600 payment that we would give the GP
practices for supplying us with their long term
conditions list (...) so it’s just a locally enhanced
scheme...Now to be honest they don't even talk about
the money now. [C2, Final e-HIT interview 2, health
service manager]

Concerns around data security, when partnering with private
companies, were a barrier to uptake. Some nurses worried that
personal information may not be kept confidential and secure
or could be sold or shared with commercial companies without
the explicit consent or knowledge of patients. Also, given that
many digital health initiatives have come and gone over the
years and failed to be integrated into routine care in the UK
health service, some health professionals were skeptical about
the likely longevity of the dallas program and were slow to
engage with the technologies it was promoting. In these cases,
 change fatigue” was evident.

Training and Alignment With Professional Roles and
Identities
There was a perception by those tasked with driving forward
new initiatives that clinicians and others feared digital health
as they believed it could be used to disempower and in some
cases replace them as care providers.

that’s quite a big initial thought of a lot of different
care groups…, that they’d be made redundant by the
introduction of technology” [C2 e-HIT interview,
representative charity organization]

However, the main barrier was not a fear of role replacement,
but lack of knowledge and skills in relation to digital health
which significantly affected how prepared some were to engage
with the different technologies.

...I think the whole system about IT, I am a nurse and
that’s what I was trained to do, so before IT came in,
we were doing everything on paper, and now things
are changing for us, and we’ve never really been
given training, we’re only doing it on the job, and
we’ve had a new IT system called “x” coming in,
that’s created an absolute nightmare for everybody,
because we’re not necessarily that skilled in IT
processes to be able to do that. So generalized IT
training would be good...then tailoring it to the things
that we’re doing... [Health visitor, Focus group, April
2015]

The pace of technological change was also noted as a problem
as clinicians felt unable to keep up to date with new and
emerging developments, especially the growth and lack of
regulation within the mobile app market.

Access to Digital Resources
Even when staff were digitally literate, some found it impossible
to drive new digital health services forward because of the
technical infrastructure issues reported previously. For example,
poor connectivity of mobile devices such as tablet computers
and firewalls that blocked their access to internet and social
media on NHS sites prevented engagement with new digital
health applications and services.

...the key issues were about access to equipment...it
was the statutory sector that struggled. ...the security
systems that we have on most of our desktops actually
stop you getting access to things like (new dallas
digital tool). So the browsers were so old that a lot
of the material wasn't displaying properly when you
were sitting on the public sector end…so it was more
to do with the challenges roundabout making sure
that staff in the public sector had access to the level
of equipment that people take for granted in their
day-to-day lives. [C1, implementer interview, June
2015]

Public Readiness: Digital Literacy and Access
Variation in digital literacy skills caused widespread problems
across dallas. The target market ranged from younger
consumers—who were more adept, confident, and ready to use
digital tools—through to some older adults with little or no
previous awareness or understanding of basic IT.

...quite a few of them had no digital knowledge
whatsoever, they had no access, they had nobody that
was able to show people how to use digital stuff...
[Digital champion interview, March 2015]

Some consortia had specifically undertaken community-asset
based activities to address digital access and inclusion such as
setting up digital hubs and creating digital champions to
encourage people to get on the Web as many individuals were
clearly less digitally “able.” There appeared to be a risk of
compounding the  inverse care law,” with those from lower
socio-economic groups—often most in need of health and social
care services—being less able to  digitally” access these.

...they give us these and said “Here you are! Here
are the tablets,” the first we had seen a tablet was:
you took it with water and you put it in your mouth.“
[ House of Memories,” Focus group, March 2015]

Despite reported growing use of digital tablets and smartphones
among the general population, many people still lacked basic
access to such mobile devices. The cost of technology or poor
access to computer equipment and free Internet services in local
communities prevented many individuals from participating in
some of the dallas offerings. To overcome this, one
consortium—serving a mixed population including communities
in high deprivation—actively sought to develop new routes of
access, such as providing education and digital support, as
previously reported.
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Agency of Individuals and Their Perceptions of
 Consumer” Digital Health Tools
Technologies which required data entry and/or a change in daily
routines affected the  readiness” of users to adopt these and this
proved another challenge for the preventive self-care agenda.
The issue of individual  agency” arose as people lead busy lives
with competing career and family responsibilities, as well
as—for some—financial and social demands, which were often
prioritized ahead of health.

…People don’t prioritize health, so if you are
economically deprived, you prioritize feelings of
physical safety and financial safety so you could be
worried about paying your rent, keeping debt
collectors off the door, anti-social behavior in your
neighborhood. If you’re more economically active
then other things are a priority, holidays, kids,
schooling, housing, mortgage. [C2 implementer
interview, June 2015]

Some health professionals expressed concern that some mobile
interventions were not always necessarily appropriate for their
service users—both older and younger—depending upon timing
and/ or settings. Equally, while some welcomed new digital
solutions, others did not. For example, some individuals were
eager to access digital health solutions for elderly parents only
to find that the parents themselves were extremely reluctant to
permit some form of home  monitoring.”

In addition, the increasing multicultural nature of contemporary
society presented a barrier when English was the only language
available on the digital platforms.

...The only people that I can—hand on heart—say I
haven’t offered it to since we started to do this have
been a couple of my Polish clients that haven’t spoken
English, the vast majority of them speak enough and
if they speak and if they can understand me in the
booking I will say would you like to access this and
often if it’s spoken they can...I have had a couple that
have come and there is just not a word of English and
for that reason I have chosen not to go there.
[Community midwife, Focus group, April 2015]

Trust in  Consumer-facing” Digital Technologies
Trust in digital health security was a persistent issue with some
expressing unease about the safety and security of privately
held data and whether or not it would be shared with
organizations without their explicit knowledge or consent, given
recent high profile data breaches.

...I think perception of risk to patient data is a big
challenge. People are uncertain about the
implications of sharing their data with a system and
well it’s difficult to explain the subtleties of the
distinction between personally held record which they
own the data…while we understand the concept of
anonymizing data and who owns consent and
everything else those are quite complicated messages
to pass to the general public. [C4 final e-HIT
interview 4, industry representative]

Clinical endorsement and validation was seen as one way to
address this and promote uptake and utilization among consumer
groups.

Discussion

Our results show that readiness issues have been ubiquitous
across macro, meso, and micro levels and across sectoral
boundaries: market, policy, organizational, professional, and
consumer. These issues are not insurmountable challenges but
their existence does need to be acknowledged and addressed if
deployment at scale to the widest population is to be realized.

Study Strengths and Limitations
We have examined the implementation journey of a national
program aiming to deliver digital health at scale across the
United Kingdom. We have rigorously collected and analyzed
process data from a wide range of stakeholders involved in the
implementation, identifying not only potential barriers, but also
why these occur and how to address them in future (Table 4).
A robust, sociological theory—NPT—underpinned the
evaluation as recommended as good practice [32,33]. This could
result in inappropriate  shoe horning” of data, however, we
would argue that we were rigorous in looking for data that also
fell outside the framework. Our qualitative data collection was
largely limited to those engaging with the dallas program and
we did not undertake work with individuals or organizations
that were unable or unwilling to engage with the program, which
could have provided different perspectives and possibly shed
light on digital exclusion or nonparticipation.

Our research was located in 2 countries within the United
Kingdom which operate a NHS system where health care is free
at the point of access and there are funding constraints which
is important to note when considering the implications of this
work. In addition, the governments in Scotland and England
have a major role in developing and overseeing regulatory and
information governance frameworks. Finally, there is a long
history of embracing digitalization in health care, for example,
all primary care practitioners use electronic medical record
systems, which is important to note when comparing the United
Kingdom with less digitally advanced countries.

How Does This Study Fit With the Existing Literature?
Consumer adoption of digital health is seen as a great market
opportunity with numerous policy drivers and yet penetration
of this large potential market remains relatively poor [37]. Our
findings resonate with reports and data from other sources, for
example, digital skill and infrastructure deficiencies have been
noted by a recent select committee report on digital skills for
2014-2015 [38] that examined challenges for a  digital economy”
more broadly. The UK government has recognized this issue
and vowed to make fast broadband available to every home [39]
but our findings suggest this will still leave much to do.
Interoperability is a key aim in the United Kingdom as it strives
to implement digital standards and achieve system wide
interoperability but others have reported interoperability as a
barrier to implementation and large scale deployments of
mHealth and global health interventions [40,41]. The recent
European Union (EU) Task Force on eHealth also acknowledged
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the need to develop EU-wide standards on interoperability and
data sharing [26]. Our whole system view of the digital health
ecosystem provides potential explanations, suggesting that
interoperability is not a technical issue but rather due to industry
inertia and to multiple organizations operating within the health
system in the United Kingdom.

Clinical endorsement of digital health products and services
including systems for regulation and accreditation of technology
and data enabled services is required and has been suggested
previously [42], and a recent systematic review of the
international literature on barriers and facilitators to patient and
public involvement with digital health has suggested this is a
key issue [43]. Our work suggests that the health care
community would welcome better integration of health records,
although persistent challenges are posed by the way current
information governance rules are interpreted and enacted. These
types of problems need to be addressed if the aim is to share
data across sectors. Previous research relating to the use of
personal electronic health records has demonstrated less public
and professional appetite than anticipated [22,44].

Our work suggests that problems identified in the wider
literature on diffusion of innovations such as the importance of
structural determinants (such as resources), definite perceived
advantages of the innovation, ease of use, good training and
support, as well as ability to address perceived risks of new
ways [3] of working apply equally to the digital health sphere.
Importantly the dallas program has shown that although such
issues persist across a range of digital health initiatives more
user centered design techniques, intensive engagement, and
support of users and incentivization of professionals can help
increase interest in digital health.

Implications for Implementations of Digital Health
Technologies at Scale
The dallas program highlighted challenges but also potential
solutions to the large scale implementation of digital health, for
example, through the development of information governance
recommendations for health care organizations [45] and the use
of digital champions to address skill deficiencies. Our findings
lead us to a set of actionable recommendations for future work
and for increasing readiness for digital health at scale (Table
4).

Table 4. Recommendations for future implementation work in digital health.

RecommendationRecommendation no.

Further commitment and investment in both national and local infrastructure will be required if digital
health care is to become normalized.

Recommendation 1

Guidance relating to ownership and control of personal health data and data privacy regulations are required
to mitigate current uncertainty in the digital health arena.

Recommendation 2

Brand trust and confidence is crucial. Accreditation and official endorsement of products and services is
an important determinant of future successful deployment of digital health services as is peer recommen-
dation for consumer wellness products. Clear systems to facilitate trust and confidence need to be put in
place.

Recommendation 3

Technical and service interoperability needs to be prioritized and, if necessary, incentivized to ensure the
scaling up of digital health care across systems and sectors.

Recommendation 4

Future digital health services need to be more accessible by those who are currently socially or economi-
cally excluded including those whose first language is not English, and those with sensory, physical, or
cognitive impairments.

Recommendation 5

There is a need to invest in further awareness raising, upskilling of consumers and more affordable and
accessible technologies if the true potential of digital health and wellbeing technologies are to be fully
realized and the concept of professional and lay champions to promote technologies and services merit
support.

Recommendation 6

More extensive and intensive public engagement and debate on the subject of the risks versus benefits of
digital health needs to be undertaken to address concerns around security and safety of digital health and
wellness products and services.

Recommendation 7

Greater emphasis needs to be placed on both upskilling and also ensuring the next generation of health
professionals are more  digitally” able. Digital health care needs to be a feature of undergraduate health
professional training.

Recommendation 8

Guidance is required to shape and support a market that spans consumer wellness and statutory health
services. Consideration must be given to future funding models, procurement, and the potential for hybrid
data, including sharing, storage, and management models that permit digital health apps and services to
be taken up and used via consumer markets and/or statutory channels.

Recommendation 9

There is a need to promote health care stability and a culture of long term planning. Instability and constant
change can be a deterrent to investment and hinders implementation in the digital health sphere.

Recommendation 10
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Conclusions
Although there is much rhetoric about the consumer push for
digital health, our research raises some outstanding issues
relating to the readiness for digital health that need attention.

We provide a set of 10 key recommendations that aim to tackle
these issues. If addressed, these recommendations will promote
the right market and environment to permit the routine
deployment and true scaling-up of digital health and wellness
technologies and services.
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Abstract

Background: Expansion of virtual health care—real-time video consultation with a physician via the Internet—will continue
as use of mobile devices and patient demand for immediate, convenient access to care grow.

Objective: The objective of the study is to analyze the care provided and the cost of virtual visits over a 3-week episode compared
with in-person visits to retail health clinics (RHC), urgent care centers (UCC), emergency departments (ED), or primary care
physicians (PCP) for acute, nonurgent conditions.

Methods: A cross-sectional, retrospective analysis of claims from a large commercial health insurer was performed to compare
care and cost of patients receiving care via virtual visits for a condition of interest (sinusitis, upper respiratory infection, urinary
tract infection, conjunctivitis, bronchitis, pharyngitis, influenza, cough, dermatitis, digestive symptom, or ear pain) matched to
those receiving care for similar conditions in other settings. An episode was defined as the index visit plus 3 weeks following.
Patients were children and adults younger than 65 years of age without serious chronic conditions. Visits were classified according
to the setting where the visit occurred. Care provided was assessed by follow-up outpatient visits, ED visits, or hospitalizations;
laboratory tests or imaging performed; and antibiotic use after the initial visit. Episode costs included the cost of the initial visit,
subsequent medical care, and pharmacy.

Results: A total of 59,945 visits were included in the analysis (4635 virtual visits and 55,310 nonvirtual visits). Virtual visit
episodes had similar follow-up outpatient visit rates (28.09%) as PCP (28.10%, P=.99) and RHC visits (28.59%, P=.51). During
the episode, lab rates for virtual visits (12.56%) were lower than in-person locations (RHC: 36.79%, P<.001; UCC: 39.01%,
P<.001; ED: 53.15%, P<.001; PCP: 37.40%, P<.001), and imaging rates for virtual visits (6.62%) were typically lower than
in-person locations (RHC: 5.97%, P=.11; UCC: 8.77%, P<.001; ED: 43.06%, P<.001; PCP: 11.26%, P<.001). RHC, UCC, ED,
and PCP were estimated to be $36, $153, $1735, and $162 more expensive than virtual visit episodes, respectively, including
medical and pharmacy costs.

Conclusions: Virtual care appears to be a low-cost alternative to care administered in other settings with lower testing rates.
The similar follow-up rate suggests adequate clinical resolution and that patients are not using virtual visits as a first step before
seeking in-person care.

(J Med Internet Res 2017;19(2):e35)   doi:10.2196/jmir.6783
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Introduction

Health care delivery is moving outside traditional settings of
physician offices and emergency departments (EDs) into
convenient quick-care sites [1] such as retail health clinics
(RHCs) and urgent care centers (UCCs). In addition to these
relatively established alternatives for nonurgent acute care [2,3],
venues maximizing the latest technology are emerging.
Telehealth includes both asynchronous structured e-visits and
online synchronous live video visits (virtual visits). Structured
e-visits refer to online communication (eg, inputting symptoms
into a website) and provision of treatment plans over the
Internet, while virtual visits feature real-time video consultation.
By providing a means for patients to receive health care from
any location at all hours, telehealth platforms expand patient
access to medical care [1,4,5]. While the American College of
Physicians supports telemedicine, its policy statement stresses
the importance of maintaining the physician-patient relationship
[6].

Because telehealth and particularly virtual visits are relatively
new care options, published literature is lacking, with previous
studies largely focused on acceptability or patient characteristics
rather than outcomes [7-11]. Quality issues are particularly
concerning for telehealth, such as whether physicians can
provide accurate diagnoses without hands-on physical
examinations of patients, whether patients receive appropriate
laboratory testing after the visit, and whether antibiotics are
overprescribed [12-14]. There are also concerns about whether
the visits are truly efficient—if additional follow-up visits occur
as a result of unresolved symptoms or because patients used
online visits as a first opinion before seeking care in an office
setting, this would diminish the apparent cost-saving potential.
The few studies that examined the quality of virtual visits found
higher antibiotic use after virtual visits compared with in-person
office visits [13]—including prescription of broad-spectrum
antibiotics [14]—for acute respiratory infections where
antibiotics are not generally recommended. Providers of virtual
visits were less likely than those in offices to order diagnostic
tests to determine whether cases of pharyngitis were bacterial
or viral, which is considered the standard of care [13]. Using
follow-up visits as a proxy measure of misdiagnoses or treatment
failures, researchers found a similar rate among patients
participating in structured e-visits as those going to an office
[6,12]. While an initial telehealth visit (e-visit or virtual) is
usually less costly than an in-person visit, few if any studies
analyzed episode-level costs associated with virtual visits
(including follow-up care), although 1 study of structured
e-visits found treatment costs per episode of care to be lower
than traditional settings [7].

Virtual visits have recently become available through
independent online health care delivery sites that are often
covered by patients’ health plans [14]. Starting in 2014, virtual
visits became available to the members in this study as a covered
benefit, with patient copays similar to primary care physicians
(PCP) office visits. After patients create an initial profile, they
choose from a list of available providers licensed in their state
of residence [15]. Physicians are reimbursed $49 per virtual
visit. The service has become increasingly popular with

members, who received up to 4000 virtual visits per month
through this service in 2015. Patient satisfaction has been high,
with a net promoter score of 65%, based on an exit survey of
patients who used the service administered as part of the health
plan’s virtual care program (personal communication, W
Adamson).

To expand our understanding of the care provided and costs
associated with virtual health care, we examined the care for
specific acute, nonurgent conditions (eg, colds, allergies, urinary
tract infections) provided by physicians via a virtual visit
platform. Care provided through virtual visits, including
subsequent care during a 3-week follow-up period, was
compared with care delivered in the RHC, UCC, ED, and PCP
office settings. This study is unique in assessing care and costs
of virtual visit episodes, in contrast to previous studies of
telehealth costs that have assessed structured e-visits only or
have not taken into account follow-up care after the initial visit.

Methods

Study Design
This cross-sectional retrospective study used data from
commercially insured members receiving virtual care matched
to members receiving care for similar conditions in other
settings. The claims-based dataset was derived from the
HealthCore Integrated Research Database (HIRD), a large
administrative claims database containing medical and pharmacy
claims for 14 Anthem commercial health plans geographically
dispersed across the United States. The patient sample was
identified from claims with service dates during the study period,
January 1, 2014, through May 11, 2015. Researchers had access
to a limited dataset containing no patient identifiers. This study
was conducted in full compliance with the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act. This study was
nonexperimental and was exempt from investigational review
board approval.

The index date was defined as the date of the first outpatient or
ED claim in a 3-week period for 11 of the most commonly
diagnosed conditions through the telehealth platform: sinusitis,
upper respiratory infections (URIs), urinary tract infections
(UTIs), conjunctivitis, bronchitis, pharyngitis, influenza, cough,
dermatitis, nausea/vomiting/diarrhea, and ear pain, based on
International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision (ICD-9)
diagnosis codes (Multimedia Appendix 1). Baseline patient
characteristics were determined from claims during the 6 months
prior to the index date.

Selection Criteria
The study included adults younger than 65 years of age and
children who had health plan eligibility for at least 6 months
before and 3 weeks after the index date. Patients with serious
or expensive health conditions, defined by Deyo-Charlson
Comorbidity Index (DCI) scores of greater than 2, or with cystic
fibrosis, transplant, end-stage renal disease, HIV, hemophilia,
stroke, or respiratory failure were excluded.
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Episode Identification
Visits for conditions of interest were classified according to the
setting where the visit occurred: virtual (identified by Current
Procedural Terminology [CPT] code 99444 and tax ID,
representing all covered telehealth visits), RHCs (identified by
tax ID and National Provider Identifier [NPI] numbers), UCCs
(identified by tax ID and NPI numbers; only large national UCC
chains included), EDs (identified by revenue codes and CPT
codes), and PCP offices (identified by CPT codes for outpatient
evaluation and management visits with provider specialty noted
as primary care, internal medicine, general medicine, or
pediatrics).

An episode was defined as the index visit plus 3 weeks
following. If patients had 2 or more potential index visits less
than 3 weeks apart, only the first visit was used to identify an
episode. If patients had more than 1 visit on the same day, a
hierarchy was used to determine the index visit (as opposed to
follow-up visit). The hierarchy was virtual > RHC > PCP >
UCC > ED; this order was chosen due to likelihood of patients
going to a more “urgent” care location after a different option
was tried if more than 1 location was visited in a single day.

Patient Selection
Members receiving care from RHC, UCC, ED, and PCP offices
were matched to those with virtual visits in a 3:1 ratio for each
location (to increase statistical power) on acute condition,
quarter and year of index date, state/region of residence, and
child (<18 years) or adult age group.

Care and Cost Outcome Measures
The primary outcome measures were care provided (utilization
during and following the visit) and cost of care. The follow-up
period for outcomes assessment was from the index date to 3
weeks after to allow sufficient time for most minor conditions
to resolve [16]. The follow-up period for antibiotic fills was 3
days from the index date since most antibiotic fills occurred
during this time and fills occurring later in the episode may
have occurred after a follow-up visit at a different location.

Care provided was assessed by subsequent medical care after
the initial visit (ie, outpatient evaluation and management visit
[follow-up visit], ED visit, or inpatient hospitalization),

laboratory tests performed, imaging performed, and antibiotic
fill rates and use of broad-spectrum antibiotics, for patients
where pharmacy data were available. Allowed cost per episode
included the cost of the initial visit, subsequent medical care,
and pharmacy costs.

All care and costs during the 3-week episode were included,
not just those for care with the same diagnosis as the index visit,
since it is difficult to determine whether subsequent care is
related to the initial visit (eg, pneumonia can develop after a
different infection).

Statistical Analysis
The outcome measures were analyzed to determine differences
between virtual visits and other locations of care. A significance
level of α<.05 (2-sided) comparing each location with virtual
was considered for all analyses (P values compare each location

to virtual). Frequencies were reported and χ2 tests were used
for all differences in care patterns/utilization. General linear
models with gamma distribution and log link were used to
compare costs and were adjusted to account for differences in
age category and common baseline comorbidities (see Table 2
for specific age categories and comorbidities). We did not adjust
for prior costs or utilization since prior care seeking is related
to future care seeking behavior and does not necessarily match
with health status. Due to the large variation in and skewed
nature of follow-up costs, a sensitivity analysis was performed
using winsorized values at the 5% and 95% level. Statistical
analyses were conducted using SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute,
Inc).

Results

Selected Visits
A total of 4635 virtual and 55,310 in-person visits were included
in the analysis (13,832 RHC; 13,757 UCC; 13,840 ED; 13,881
PCP; see Figure 1 and Table 1). Pharmacy data were available
for 3182 virtual and 29,562 other visits (7518 RHC; 7188 UCC;
7227 ED; 7629 PCP). The condition mix in each group consisted
of the proportion of virtual visits with each of the 11 conditions
(Table 1). Sinusitis and URI were the most highly represented
conditions, accounting for more than half of the sample.
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Figure 1. Attrition; number of virtual visits at each step.

Table 1. Visits by diagnosis.

PCPd, n (%)EDc, n (%)UCCb, n (%)RHCa, n (%)Virtual, n (%)Diagnosis

5060 (36.45)5029 (36.34)5062 (36.80)5055 (36.55)1689 (36.44)Sinusitis

2541 (18.31)2537 (18.33)2534 (18.42)2540 (18.36)849 (18.32)Upper respiratory infection

1239 (8.93)1236 (8.93)1238 (9.00)1240 (8.96)413 (8.91)Urinary tract infection

1192 (8.59)1188 (8.58)1195 (8.69)1191 (8.61)397 (8.57)Bronchitis

1068 (7.69)1071 (7.74)1035 (7.52)1070 (7.74)356 (7.68)Conjunctivitis

853 (6.15)851 (6.15)853 (6.20)854 (6.17)285 (6.15)Pharyngitis

472 (3.40)469 (3.39)473 (3.44)471 (3.42)158 (3.41)Cough

432 (3.11)432 (3.12)410 (2.98)435 (3.14)145 (3.13)Contact dermatitis

417 (3.00)419 (3.03)386 (2.81)418 (3.02)140 (3.02)Influenza

311 (2.24)312 (2.25)310 (2.25)260 (1.88)104 (2.24)Digestive symptoms—diarrhea,
nausea, vomiting

296 (2.13)296 (2.14)261 (1.90)296 (2.14)99 (2.14)Ear disorders—ear pain

13,881 (100)13,840 (100)13,757 (100)13,832 (100)4635 (100)Total

aRHC: retail health clinic.
bUCC: urgent care center.
cED: emergency department.
dPCP: primary care physician.

Baseline Patient Characteristics
In the RHC, UCC, and ED groups, the highest proportion of
patients were 18 to 34 years of age, whereas the highest
proportion of virtual patients were 35 to 49 years, and 50 to 64
years in the PCP group (Table 2). The majority of patients in

all groups were women and had a low disease burden, indicated
by a DCI score of zero. Of those with comorbidities, the most
common was hypertension. While still low, DCI score and
common comorbidities were highest among the PCP group
(12% of the PCP group had DCI score of 1 or 2, compared with
10% of virtual and 7% of other groups).
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Table 2. Baseline characteristics.

PCPd, 13,881EDc, 13,840UCCb, 13,757RHCa, 13,832Virtual, 4635

P emean (SD) / n
(%)

P emean (SD) / n
(%)

P emean (SD) / n
(%)

P emean (SD) / n
(%)

mean (SD) / n
(%)

<.00142.7 (13.2)<.00138.1 (13.5)<.00137.5 (13.1)<.00139.3 (12.7)40.1 (10.8)Age of adults, mean
(SD)

<.0017.1 (5.1)<.0017.1 (5.4)<.0019.4 (5.1)<.0019.8 (4.7)8.4 (5.2)Age of children, mean
(SD)

<.001<.001<.001<.001Age category, n (%)

1675 (12.1)1676 (12.1)1622 (11.8)1664 (12.0)557 (12.0)<18

3543 (25.5)5355 (38.7)5510 (40.1)4814 (34.8)1414 (30.5)18-34

4188 (30.2)3784 (27.3)3912 (28.4)4248 (30.7)1729 (37.3)35-49

4475 (32.2)3025 (21.9)2713 (19.7)3106 (22.5)935 (20.2)50-64

.838472 (61.0).0028111 (58.6).315221 (62.1)<.0019143 (66.1)2837 (61.2)Female, n (%)

<.001<.001<.001<.001Deyo-Charlson Index
Score, n (%)

12,205 (87.9)12,828 (92.7)12,802 (93.1)12,856 (92.9)4174 (90.1)0

911 (6.6)354 (2.6)476 (3.5)540 (3.9)273 (5.9)1

765 (5.5)658 (4.8)479 (3.5)436 (3.2)188 (4.1)2

Comorbidities, n (%)

<.001560 (4.0).17329 (2.4).01288 (2.1).05308 (2.2)127 (2.7)Diabetes mellitus

<.0011986 (14.3)<.0011620 (11.7).871147 (8.3).191081 (7.8)390 (8.4)Hypertension

<.001184 (1.3).001142 (1.0).1893 (0.7).1991 (0.7)23 (0.5)Ischemic heart disease

.7814 (0.1).3420 (0.1).9912 (0.1).397 (0.1)4 (0.1)Congestive heart fail-
ure

.01127 (0.9).8766 (0.5).00532 (0.2).00230 (0.2)23 (0.5)Chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease

.70596 (4.3).004443 (3.2)<.001409 (3.0)<.001380 (2.7)190 (4.1)Asthma

aRHC: retail health clinic.
bUCC: urgent care center.
cED: emergency department.
dPCP: primary care physician.
eP values show level of significance of the differences between each location versus virtual visits.

Care Comparisons
Subsequent outpatient medical care after the initial visit was
similar between virtual visits and other treatment settings. The
percentage of follow-up visits within 3 weeks of the index visit,
which is a potential indicator of misdiagnosis or treatment
failure, was similar between the virtual (28.09%), RHC (28.59%;
P=.54), and PCP groups (28.10%; P=.96; Table 3). While the
UCC group had slightly fewer follow-up visits (25.62%;

P<.001), the ED group had more (34.19%; P<.001). The virtual
group had fewer ED visits within 3 weeks of the index visit
(1.32%) compared with the UCC (2.68%; P<.001), ED (6.47%;
P<.001), and PCP groups (1.84%; P=.02) but similar to the
RHC group (1.61%; P=.14). The percentage of hospitalizations
within 3 weeks followed a similar pattern, with the percentage
for the virtual group (0.15%) lower than the UCC (0.41%;
P=.01), ED (0.96%; P<.001), and PCP groups (0.37%; P=.02)
and similar to the RHC group (0.28%; P=.12).
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Table 3. Care patterns.

PCPdEDcUCCbRHCaVirtual

P en (%)P en (%)P en (%)P en (%)n (%)

All-cause follow-up care
within 21 days of index
visit, all conditions

.993900 (28.1)<.0014732 (34.2).0013525 (25.6).513955 (28.6)1302 (28.1)Outpatient evaluation and
management visit

.02255 (1.8)<.001895 (6.5)<.001368 (2.7).16223 (1.6)61 (1.3)ED visit

.0252 (0.4)<.001133 (1.0).0157 (0.4).1239 (0.3)7 (0.2)Inpatient visit

<.0015192 (37.4)<.0017356 (53.2)<.0015367 (39.0)<.0015089 (36.8)582 (12.6)Lab tests within 21 days,
all conditions

<.0011095 (88.4)<.0011222 (98.9)<.0011189 (96.0)<.0011085 (87.5)85 (20.6)UTI

<.001627 (73.5)<.001560 (65.8)<.001719 (84.3)<.001770 (90.2)45 (15.8)Pharyngitis

<.0011302 (25.7)<.0012351 (46.8)<.0011243 (24.6)<.001949 (18.8)185 (11.0)Sinusitis

<.001308 (25.8)<.001648 (54.6)<.001271 (22.7)<.001285 (23.9)40 (10.1)Bronchitis

<.0011563 (11.3)<.0015960 (43.1)<.0011207 (8.8).11826 (6.0)307 (6.6)Imaging rates within 21
days, all conditions

.001111 (23.5)<.001397 (84.6).003106 (22.4).5546 (9.7)18 (11.4)Cough

<.001212 (17.8)<.001844 (71.0)<.001193 (16.2).59114 (9.6)34 (8.6)Bronchitis

<.001227 (18.3)<.001763 (61.7).16132 (10.7).3585 (6.9)34 (8.2)UTI

.31236 (9.3)<.0011067 (42.1).91203 (8.0).01144 (5.7)69 (8.1)URI

<.001497 (9.8)<.0012152 (42.8).01358 (7.1).59287 (5.7)90 (5.3)Sinusitis

Antibiotic fill rates within

3 daysf

.034477 (68.2)<.0013534 (56.7).024243 (67.9)<.0014193 (64.2)1918 (70.5)Any of the 6 infections be-
low

.422327 (82.9)<.0011835 (67.8).0012084 (79.2).062340 (86.3)971 (83.9)Sinusitis

<.001249 (53.7)<.001199 (46.4)<.001236 (53.8)<.001138 (29.6)130 (74.3)Pharyngitis

.002545 (78.1).06393 (62.1).01521 (76.4)<.001278 (40.8)191 (68.5)Bronchitis

.47373 (61.1).002278 (51.8).76363 (64.9)<.001463 (78.6)157 (63.8)Conjunctivitis

<.001415 (62.6).001419 (65.6).44473 (74.0)<.001628 (90.5)217 (76.4)UTI

.82568 (43.0)<.001410 (31.9).30566 (43.7)<.001346 (24.9)252 (43.5)URI

Antibiotic type

.822704 (69.3)<.0011961 (61.9).042561 (66.3)<.0012299 (60.0)1219 (69.0)Broad-spectrum antibiotic

as first-line treatmentg

aED: emergency department.
bPCP: primary care physician.
cRHC: retail health clinic.
dUCC: urgent care center.
eP values show level of significance of the differences between each location versus virtual visits.
fSample includes patients with the condition of interest and pharmacy coverage.
gSample includes patients with antibiotics fill without history of antibiotic use in prior 60 days.

Overall laboratory tests within 3 weeks of the index date
(including during the initial visit for nonvirtual visits) were
lower for the virtual group (12.56%) compared with RHC
(36.79%; P<.001), UCC (39.01 %; P<.001), ED (53.15%;
P<.001), and PCP (37.40%; P<.001; Table 3). Lab testing was

particularly low in virtual episodes compared with other
locations of care for pharyngitis and UTI, where testing for a
bacterial infection is common. Overall imaging rates were
similar between the virtual and RHC groups (6.62% vs 5.97%,
respectively; P=.11), but much lower than ED (43.06%; P<.001),
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and somewhat lower than UCC (8.77%; P<.001) and PCP
groups (11.26%; P<.001). While lab and imaging rates differed
by condition, the pattern of lower rates of lab and imaging
testing in virtual episodes (except similar rates to RHC imaging)
was consistent across conditions (see Table 3).

Overall antibiotic fills within 3 days for the 6 most commonly
treated infections (excluding influenza) was somewhat higher
in the virtual group (70.51%) compared with all other sites
(RHC 64.18%; P<.001, UCC 67.94%; P=.02, ED 56.73%;
P<.001, PCP 68.19%; P=.03; Table 3), although there was
variation by infection type. Fill rates after virtual visits tended
to follow more similar patterns to UCC (for conjunctivitis, URI,
and UTI) and PCP (for conjunctivitis, sinusitis, and URI) than
RHC (similarity to sinusitis only) and ED (similarity to

bronchitis only). Antibiotic fills were substantially higher after
virtual visits than all other locations for pharyngitis (virtual
74.3%, RHC 29.6%; P<.001, UCC 53.8%; P<.001, ED 46.4%;
P<.001, PCP 53.7%; P<.001).

Broad-spectrum antibiotics were used as first-line treatment in
the virtual group (68.99%) at a similar rate to the PCP group
(69.28%; P=.82), but more often than in the RHC (59.98%;
P<.001), UCC (66.28%; P=.04), and ED groups (61.90%;
P<.001).

Cost Comparisons
Total costs per episode were $36, $153, $1735, and $162 more
expensive at RHC, UCC, ED, and PCP settings, respectively,
compared with virtual visits (Tables 4 and 5).

Table 4. Cost of retail health clinic and urgent care center visits compared with virtual visits, adjusted for age categories and baseline comorbidities.

UCCRHCVirtual

Relative

(95% CI)b

Mean, $

(95% CI)a

nRelative

(95% CI)b

Mean, $

(95% CI)a

nMean, $n

2.75

(2.70-2.79)

134

(131-136)

13,7571.52

(1.49-1.54)

74

(72-75)

13,832494635Index visit

1.33

(1.23-1.43)

266

(247-287)

13,7571.02

(0.95-1.10)

204

(189-220)

13,8322004635Follow-up, medical

1.03

(0.96-1.09)

92

(86-98)

71881.08

(1.01-1.15)

97

(91-104)

7518903182Pharmacy

1.454921.11375339Total (sum, estimate)

aMean cost, adjusted to virtual visit distribution of age and comorbidities.
bRelative = ratio of how much more expensive RHC/UCC visits are compared with virtual visits after adjustments.

Table 5. Cost of emergency department and primary care physician visits compared with virtual visits, adjusted for age categories and baseline
comorbidities.

PCPEDVirtual

Relative

(95% CI)b

Mean,$

(95% CI)a

nRelative

(95% CI)b

Mean, $

(95% CI)a

nMean, $n

2.25

(2.21-2.28)

109

(107-111)

13,88128.87

(28.39-29.36)

1404

(1381-1428)

13,840494635Index visit

1.44

(1.33-1.55)

288

(267-311)

13,8812.92

(2.70-3.15)

584

(542-631)

13,8402004635Follow-up, medical

1.15

(1.08-1.23)

104

(97-110)

76290.96

(0.90-1.02)

86

(81-92)

7227903182Pharmacy

1.485016.122074339Total (sum, estimate)

aMean cost, adjusted to virtual visit distribution of age and comorbidities.
bRelative = ratio of how much more expensive ED/PCP visits are compared with virtual visits after adjustments.

As expected, the adjusted mean cost of the initial visit was lower
for the virtual group ($49) than for RHC ($74; P<.001), UCC
($134; P<.001), ED ($1404; P<.001) and PCP ($109; P<.001;
Tables 4 and 5). Follow-up medical costs for the virtual group
were similar to or lower than the costs for each of the other sites
of care. In the virtual group, 61.47% of patients had no
follow-up medical costs, compared with 58.82% RHC, 63.63%
UCC, 52.14% ED, and 52.53% PCP (Figure 2). Follow-up costs
exceeded $500 for 7.08% of patients in the virtual group,

compared with 6.01% RHC, 6.59% UCC, 15.23% ED, and
9.04% PCP; follow-up costs exceeded $5000 for 0.54% in the
virtual group compared with 0.74% RHC, 0.88% UCC, 2.11%
ED, and 1.03% PCP. Adjusted average follow-up medical costs
were similar between the virtual ($200) and RHC groups ($204;
P=.62) but higher for the UCC ($266; P<.001), ED ($584;
P<.001), and PCP groups ($288; P<.001). At $90, the adjusted
average pharmacy cost for a virtual episode was similar to UCC
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($92; P=.44) and ED ($86; P=.21) and somewhat lower than
RHC ($97; P=.02) and PCP ($104; P<.001).

While average episode costs differed by condition, they tended
to follow a similar pattern of virtual visits having lower medical
costs than care at other locations across conditions (Multimedia

Appendix 2). Additionally, the sensitivity analysis with
winsorized values showed consistent relative costs of care
between virtual and the other locations as the original analysis,
except for lower RHC and UCC follow-up medical costs,
although total episode cost differences were consistent
(Multimedia Appendix 3).

Figure 2. Follow-up medical costs, unadjusted.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This retrospective, real-world analysis demonstrated that care
received through virtual visits for nonurgent conditions was
comparable to that received in in-person health care settings.
Patients receiving care through virtual visits had similar
follow-up outpatient evaluation and management visit rates as
patients using other locations. This finding suggests not only
that patients using virtual visits had their health problems
resolved at similar rates as patients treated at other locations
but also that patients were not using virtual visits as a first step
before seeking in-person care. Interestingly, follow-up visit
rates for the virtual group mirrored patients’ self-reported
resolution of symptoms. An informal survey administered as
part of the health plan’s virtual care program found 79% of
patients who used it reported complete resolution of their health
care concerns (personal communication, W Adamson).

Lab testing rates, both overall and at the individual diagnosis
level, were lower during virtual visits episodes than all in-person
settings. Lab testing may be high at in-person locations for some
conditions where it may not be needed to confirm the patient’s
diagnosis [17,18]. However, the large differences between lab
testing rates for pharyngitis and UTI suggest that patients with
virtual care visits may not receive testing for these conditions
where differentiating between a viral and bacterial infection is
important for treatment. Antibiotics for the infections most
commonly diagnosed through virtual visits were prescribed
significantly more often after virtual visits than any of the other

in-person treatment settings. The difference between virtual
visits and other settings was even greater for pharyngitis,
presumably because streptococcal infection was not ruled out
with a lab test. While the use of broad-spectrum antibiotics was
similar between virtual visits and PCP, it was higher than the
other in-person settings.

Episodes for patients who sought care at any of the in-person
settings were more expensive than similar episodes beginning
with a virtual visit. In addition to the virtual visit itself being
less expensive than in-person visits, follow-up medical costs
were lower after virtual visits than all other locations except for
RHCs. Some of the lower episode costs can be attributed to
lower rates of ED or inpatient follow-up care in addition to
lower laboratory and imaging rates during the episode.

Limitations
A unique strength of this study was the large database allowing
for a 3:1 match of episode-based care received in a number of
alternative settings, but the exclusive use of claims data
introduced several limitations. The accuracy of the diagnosis
in claims may be a particular concern for virtual visits, where
it may be more difficult for providers to diagnose a condition
without a physical examination or supporting laboratory tests.
Such errors not only may lead to inaccuracies in cost
comparisons, but may also affect care patterns. It is not possible
to determine disease severity from a diagnosis code alone, so
cases seen in the ED, for example, may have been more severe,
requiring more treatment than an average case handled by a
virtual visit. Furthermore, claims do not provide complete
information on the reasons patients chose a specific site of care.
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While patients may have chosen the ED because they perceived
it to be the most convenient option even for a minor illness, it
is also possible they believed their condition was severe and
required urgent medical attention. However, the conditions
included in this study tend to be relatively minor and treatable
in nonurgent settings. Additionally, patients who chose virtual
visits may have differed from those who chose other treatment
settings in terms of their perception of the urgency of their
condition, their health literacy, or their level of comfort using
computers [7,8]. The analysis did not take into account whether
a patient had multiple diagnoses at a single visit, which may
have led to a more costly visit or additional follow-up care.
Follow-up visits and costs may or may not have been related
to the original visit, and we were unable to determine
conclusively if a complaint was resolved at the original visit, if
the follow-up visit was part of appropriate care, or if the
follow-up visit represented inappropriate care-seeking behavior
on the part of the patient. Additionally, claims do not provide
sufficient information to determine if virtual visits were used
in situations when individuals would have otherwise waited to
see if the problem resolved on its own. A recent study suggested
that RHCs increased utilization for low-acuity visits due to their
lower price or convenience [19]. However, whether this is good
or bad is a matter of perspective, since while costs may increase,
the alternative care options may allow patients who may not
have otherwise received appropriate care to receive the care
they needed. Hence, our study focused on the difference in cost
between care options, rather than potential savings of
introducing virtual visits into the market or the necessity of the
visits.

Comparison With Prior Studies
The rate of antibiotic prescriptions for the conditions included
here may warrant additional study. Based on current guidelines
and Choosing Wisely recommendations [20-22], prescription
rates may be higher than desired in a variety of care settings.
The virtual visits were associated with somewhat higher rates

of antibiotic prescriptions than other sites of care overall,
including for conditions for which clinical guidelines typically
do not recommend antibiotics as a first line of treatment [20-22],
although results were mixed when considered by condition. In
some cases, the higher antibiotic prescription rate may have
been due to a lower rate of laboratory testing associated with
virtual visits, since a bacterial versus viral diagnosis could not
be confirmed by lab test during virtual visits (eg, pharyngitis,
where lab test rates were particularly low for virtual visits
compared to other locations). This finding is consistent with
previous research, which found higher antibiotic prescribing
rates for telehealth than for office visits, especially for
pharyngitis, bronchitis, and UTIs [23-25]. Future telehealth
programs, particularly those integrated with a medical home or
used for patients with an already existing physician-patient
relationship, may be able to develop workflows that incorporate
lab testing and may help with antibiotic prescribing decisions.

Conclusions
Virtual visits are growing rapidly, and our results indicate they
are inexpensive alternatives to acute care administered at other
locations. Patients receiving care through virtual visits seemed
to have adequate clinical resolution compared with patients
receiving care elsewhere, based on follow-up visit rates. Patients
did receive additional care, such as laboratory testing or imaging,
presumably when needed. Virtual visits did not appear to add
to the total amount of care received as part of a care episode,
as patients did not often seek care through telehealth plus
another site for the same condition.

Expansion of virtual health care services is inevitable given the
growing use of mobile devices, patient demand for immediate
and convenient access to care, and the continuously growing
demands on physicians’ time. The focus of further research on
virtual health care should be about optimizing patient outcomes
for conditions best suited for virtual visits and examining how
virtual visits can be used by physicians who have an existing
personal relationship with the patient.
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Abstract

Background: Multiple sclerosis (MS), a progressive demyelinating disease of the brain and spinal cord, is the leading cause of
nontraumatic neurological damage in young adults. Canada has one of the highest reported incidents of MS, with estimates
between 55 and 240 per 100,000 individuals. Between 2009 and 2014, the MS Society of Canada provided over Can $90 million
to researchers and, since 2013, has encouraged researchers to make both current and previous research products openly available.

Objective: The goal of the study was to determine the open access (OA) cost implications and repository policies of journals
frequently used by a sample of MS researchers. This study benchmarked current publishing preferences by MS Society of Canada
researchers by examining the OA full-text availability of journal articles written by researchers funded between 2009 and 2014.

Methods: Researchers were identified from the 2009 to 2014 annual MS Society of Canada Research Summaries. Articles were
identified through searches in Web of Science, Scopus, Medline and Embase (both via OVID). Journal level analysis included
comparison of OA policies, including article processing charges (APCs) and repository policies. Data were analyzed using
descriptive statistics.

Results: There were 758 articles analyzed in this study, of which 288 (38.0%) were OA articles. The majority of authors were
still relying on journal policies for deposit in PubMed Central or availability on publisher websites for OA. Gold OA journals
accounted for 10.2% of the journals in this study and were associated with significantly lower APCs (US $1900) than in hybrid
journals (US $3000). Review of the journal self-archiving options highlighted the complexity of stipulations that authors would
have to navigate to legally deposit a version of their article.

Conclusions: This study found that there are currently researcher- and publisher-imposed barriers to both the gold and green
roads to OA. These results provide a current benchmark against which efforts to enhance openness can be measured and can
serve as a reference point in future assessments of the impact of OA policies within this field. With funding agencies worldwide
releasing OA mandates, future success in compliance will require changes to how researchers and publishers approach production
and dissemination of research.

(J Med Internet Res 2017;19(2):e52)   doi:10.2196/jmir.6250
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Introduction

Multiple sclerosis (MS), a progressive demyelinating disease
of the brain and spinal cord, is the leading cause of nontraumatic
neurological damage in young adults [1]. Depending on the
affected areas of the brain, balance, vision, hearing, thinking,
and memory may ultimately be impacted. Canada has one of
the highest reported incidents of MS, with estimates between
55 and 240 per 100,000 individuals [2]. Despite over 200 years
of research and significant recent findings [3], a standard,
evidence-based treatment proven to halt the chronic progression
and long-term disability has remained elusive. Given the
debilitating character of MS and its prevalence in Canada, it is
not surprising that the MS Society of Canada infuse significant
funding to advance research. Between 2009 and 2014, the MS
Society of Canada provided over Can $90 million to researchers
in four major research areas: (1) symptom management and
quality of life, (2) progression and therapies, (3) cause and risk
factors, and (4) nerve damage and repair [4].

The MS Society of Canada has strongly encouraged open access
(OA) and the broad dissemination of research. The MS Society
of Canada’s OA policy, which came into effect in July 2013,
requires grant recipients to make every effort to ensure their
peer-reviewed publications are available OA within 6 months
of publication [5]. While the policy came into effect in 2013,
the MS Society of Canada encourages retroactive compliance
for research funded before that date.

The information needs and information-seeking behaviors of
clinicians and patients with MS have been well documented
[6-10]. Studies have shown that MS patients are demanding
active roles in their treatments and the decision-making process
[11-13], and health care information on the Internet ranks second
to health professionals as a source of information for patients
[14]. Although scientists and funding agencies recognize the
potential public value of research and of making work available
OA, resources are required to facilitate the process. Whether
these are financial resources to pay for article processing charges
(APCs) or the time to negotiate with journals to allow for deposit
in an appropriate repository, OA requires work on the part of
the researcher. The appropriate allocation of resources for broad
dissemination remains a question.

Using the MS Society of Canada as a case study, this paper
examines the OA full-text availability of scientific articles by
Canadian researchers funded between 2009 and 2014, including
the publishing venues and associated costs of making work
openly available. The goal of the study was to determine the
extent of OA, the cost implications, and repository policies of
journals frequently used by MS researchers as an assessment
of the current context which can be used in future evaluations
of the extent of openness and the effectiveness of mandates in
making research OA.

Methods

Database Search
Researchers were identified from the 2009 to 2014 annual MS
Society of Canada Research Summaries [15]. Researcher names

and affiliations, titles of the research projects, funded amounts,
and funded years were recorded in an Excel (Microsoft) file.
The name of the researcher and the keyword “Multiple
Sclerosis” were searched in 4 databases: Web of Science,
Scopus, and Embase and Medline (both via OVID platform).
Due to the inconsistencies in funding information in journal
metadata, searches did not incorporate the MS Society of Canada
as a funding body. In selected cases, an author affiliation was
used to aid in disambiguation. Publications were limited to the
first year the researcher received MS Society funding and all
subsequent years. Articles published in 2015 were included in
this analysis to account for the time necessary to finalize
research, write publications, and complete the publishing
process. Publication types were limited to journal articles,
review articles, and conference papers reproduced in their
entirety in a journal, including items that were both published
and in press. Searches were limited to English language only.

The results from the database searches were merged into a
single, deduplicated file of articles. A secondary quality check
was performed by manually reviewing the article details to
ensure relevance and accuracy. The article title was searched
in Google and PubMed to determine if the full-text was openly
accessible (open access) either through the publisher website
or PubMed Central. The journal policy for access through
PubMed Central and the version of the article on PubMed
Central (author manuscript to meet compliance with a funder
policy or a journal OA policy) were recorded. Full-text access
through other sources such as Academia.edu or ResearchGate
was not included because these sites do not necessarily guarantee
that the full-text option is a legitimate copy.

Colors to Categorize Policies
Subscription policies were used to identify the title as a pure
gold journal or a hybrid journal. The self-archiving policies for
each journal were obtained from SHERPA RoMEO, a UK
academic supported database that provides information
regarding copyright policies and rights retained by the authors
when publishing in specific academic journals. SHERPA
RoMEO uses colors to categorize publishers’archiving policies:
white (archiving is not formally supported), yellow (authors
can archive preprint, that is, prerefereeing), blue (authors can
archive postprint, that is, final draft postrefereeing, or publisher's
version), or green (authors can archive preprint and postprint,
or publisher's version). Each journal in the study was assigned
one of the 4 colors. The OA policies were analyzed first by
publisher, per journal, and then at the article level.

For each journal, APC policies were searched on the publisher
website. APC costs were also converted to US dollars. The
maximum APC fee quoted by the journal was recorded where
there were variable fees listed. APCs fees were variable
depending on the type of article, memberships, institutional
affiliations, funding bodies, or which Creative Commons license
was selected.
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Results

Overview of Publishing Venues
The MS Society of Canada funded 77 Canadian researchers
between 2009 and 2014 in one of their four major research areas.
This study identified a total of 758 MS related articles in 211
journals produced by 61 publishers. Of the 758 articles, 288
(38.0%) were OA articles produced in 93 journals by 42
publishers.

When article distribution per journal was analyzed to identify
the preferred or most popular publishing venues, there was a
noticeable difference in the dominance of publishers. Three
major publishers (Elsevier, Wiley, and Springer Nature)
dominated the research output, with 105 of 211 journals (49.7%)
and 374 of 758 articles (49.3%). However, these publishers only
accounted for 93 of the 288 OA articles (32.2%) in the study

(Figure 1). Only one Elsevier journal (NeuroImage: Clinical)
and 3 Springer journals (BMC Health Services Research, BMC
Neurology, and Journal of Neuroinflammation) were pure gold
in which every article was OA full-text upon publication. There
were no pure gold journals from Wiley-Blackwell identified in
the articles analyzed in this study.

A total of 19 journals from 13 publishers accounted for 388 of
the 758 articles (51.2%) and 146 of the 288 OA articles (50.7%)
in the study (Table 1). The three major publishers (Elsevier,
Wiley, and Springer Nature) published 8 of the 19 journals in
this preferred grouping, but SAGE and Lippincott Williams and
Wilkins (LWW) were the top publishers with both their journals,
Multiple Sclerosis (SAGE) and Neurology (LWW) accounting
for 142 of the 758 articles (18.7%) in the study. Only one pure
gold journal (PLoS ONE) was in this grouping, ranking 11th,
with 14 of the 758 articles in the study (Table 1).

Table 1. The most frequently used journals, accounting for 51.2% of the articles. Number of articles, number of open access (OA) articles, article
processing charges (APC), and SHERPA RoMEO color are provided.

SHERPA RoMEO colorMaximum APC (US $)OA articles (n)Articles (n)Journal title

Green30001576Multiple Sclerosis

Yellow31003566Neurology

Green2500023Journal of the Neurological Sciences

Yellow3000423Annals of Neurology

Yellow3000219GLIA

Green2500218Journal of Neuroimmunology

Green2500218Multiple Sclerosis and Related Disorders

Green3000717Journal of Neurology

Blue30001416Journal of Immunology

Green5000016Lancet Neurology

Green13501414PLoS ONE

Green2000013Canadian Journal of Neurological Sciences

Green2200213NeuroImage

Green2822710Journal of Neurology, Neurosurgery and Psychiatry

Yellow28201010Journal of Neuroscience

Ungradedn/a99International Journal of MS Care

Green325069Neuro-epidemiology

Yellow320079Brain

Whiten/a89JAMA Neurology (Archives of Neurology)
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Figure 1. The top three publishers by journal and article count.

Article Processing Charges
A closer examination of the reason for the availability of OA
revealed limited use of APC payments or deposit of author
manuscripts in PubMed Central, even though most journals
offered these as options (see Figure 2). Of the 288 OA articles,
180 (62.5%) were made available in their final typeset form,
either through deposit in PubMed Central (163/180, 90.6%) or
through the publisher’s website (17/180, 9.4%) without evidence
of APC payment. In comparison, author directed OA through
APCs accounted for 77 of the 288 articles (26.7%), whereas 31
of the 288 articles (10.8%) were made available as manuscripts
deposited in PubMed Central. The limited use of APCs is even
more striking when all articles in the study are considered.
Whereas 662 of the 758 articles were published in journals with
APC options, only 77 of the 758 (10.2%) have been published
using that option.

APCs for pure gold and hybrid journals revealed significant
differences in potential costs to authors. Of the 211 journals in
this study, 22 were pure gold, with each of the 60 articles
produced by these journals freely available full-text upon
publication. Pure gold journals not only use APCs to cover
publication costs but also use institutional memberships or other
funding options to provide all content openly accessible upon

publications. The pure gold journals in this study had variable
APCs depending on memberships, government support, and
the type of article published. APCs were listed on publisher
sites for 19 of the 22 journals. One of these unlisted journals
(Preventing Chronic Disease) was produced by the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention which does not use APCs.
Functional Neurology and European Neurological Review also
did not list APCs in their author instructions. For the 19 journals
for which APCs were found, the average and mode fees were
US $1900.

APCs were found for 137 of the 189 hybrid journals. The other
52 journals either required authors to contact the publisher for
fee information or it was not evident if the option existed. Fees
within a journal could vary depending on memberships,
institutional affiliations, funding bodies, or which Creative
Commons license was selected. The APCs ranged from US
$600 to US $5000. The APC fees were notably higher for hybrid
journals than for pure gold journals. The average cost was US
$2800, and the mode was US $3000. The APCs for the hybrid
journals with the highest number of articles in this study ranged
from US $1000 for members in the Canadian Journal of
Neurological Sciences to US $5000 for Lancet Neurology. Table
2 provides a profile of the potential APC costs for articles from
this study published in 2014.
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Table 2. Snapshot of maximum article processing charges (APCs) for articles published in 2014.

APCa InformationNJournal Type

ModeAverageRangeArticlesJournals

N/AN/AN/A2218Journals without APC information

US $1500US $1735US $1350 to US $2310169Gold journals with APCs

US $3000US $2979US $600 to US $500010854Hybrid journals with APCs

aAPC: article processing charge.

Figure 2. The number of final articles available as open access due to article processing charge (APC) payments, article manuscript deposit in PubMed
Central, and final articles available without evidence of APC payment through deposit of published articles to PubMed Central or availability from the
publisher website.

Policies for and Prevalence of Self-Archiving
With the impracticability of the APC model for many
researchers, the policies for self-deposit were reviewed for the
211 journals in the study. The SHERPA RoMEO website
provided information on journal policies for 203 of 211 journals
in the study. The ability for authors to self-archive a preprint
or postprint of the article to an institutional or subject-based
repository was offered by the majority of journals, but there
was large variability in the version of the manuscript that could
be deposited.

Of the 211 journals, 120 allowed deposit of the final draft
(postprint) of the manuscript, 71 allowed the final draft but with
additional restrictions, and 11 did not allow the final draft and
information was not provided the other 9 journals. The SHERPA
RoMEO analysis identified deposit embargoes on 138 of the
journals that would have affected 564 of the 758 articles in this
study (74%). In addition, the restrictive self-archiving policies
(yellow and white SHERPA RoMEO categories) were applied
to journals produced by 16 societies.

Of the 77 MS Society of Canada funded researchers included
in this study, 62 had affiliations that would offer access to an

institutional repository (IR). A secondary search of repositories
for the 760 articles found that 8 of the 760 articles (1%)
identified in this study were made available through an IR. Of
these, all 8 were originally published in pure gold journals,
namely in BioMed Central titles. IRs did not appear to function
as a mechanism to make otherwise inaccessible content publicly
available.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Despite encouragement from the public and the clinical
community [16-18], and the MS Society of Canada’s goal of
making both current and previous research publicly available,
the overall rates of openness in MS research remains low. Of
the 758 articles included in this study, only 288 are currently
available OA. This finding acts as a current benchmark against
which the efforts to enhance openness and dissemination can
be measured, and can serve as a reference point when assessing
the impact of OA policies in this field.
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The Cost of Open Access
The hybrid gold model is fraught with cost implications to both
the individual researcher and institutions. The monopoly of
hybrid journal ownership by the big three commercial publishers
(Elsevier, Wiley, and Springer Nature) has serious implications
for the openness of research findings. In this study, these 3
publishers controlled 49.7% of the journals (105/211), 49.3%
of the article output (374/758), and the majority (96/105, 91.4%)
of their journals followed the hybrid model.

The hybrid model had been developed as a compromise between
subscription publishers and OA advocates [19]. However, it has
underperformed, with less than 2% of eligible authors making
work available in this manner [20]. Our study confirmed the
low use of APCs, with 10% of eligible articles being made
available with this option. In a recent survey of Canadian
scientists, 78% felt that publishing OA was unaffordable and
86% felt that funding for OA publishing was not readily
available [21]. Recent studies continue to report that lack of
funds for APCs is an impediment to publishing in OA or hybrid
journals [22-24].

The mode APC cost for hybrid journals was US $3000, which
was 45% higher than for pure gold journals, a finding which is
consistent with other recent research [25,26]. The impact of
high APC costs and institutions costs has notable economic
consequences in Canada, where the majority of researchers and
universities are publicly funded. Academic libraries pay
publishers large fees for institutional subscriptions to journals
then authors pay the same publishers additional APC costs to
publish their article in those same journals. In effect, there is
“double dipping” of public funding, especially in the context
where Canadian universities are subscribing to the “big journal
deals” with all the major publishers, through the Canadian
Knowledge Research Network (CRKN). In this
Canadian-context study, it is also important to consider that
these figures represent US dollar calculations and that exchange
rate fluctuations add additional burdens to fund APCs.

Pure Gold Publication Patterns
The pure gold road to OA is not a road well-travelled by MS
researchers. Pure gold journals accounted for 7.9% (60/758) of
the articles and 10.4% (22/211) of the journals in this study.
Although this study showed evidence of the use of pure gold
journals by the researcher, the low number of articles in these
venues may indicate that MS researchers feel that OA is poorly
regulated, of poor quality, and lacking in peer review. This
would support previous research that has found that despite
awareness of OA and OA issues, faculty concerns about quality,
reputation, copyright, plagiarism, and a perceived lack of peer
review remained constant [27,28]. The appearance of PLoS
ONE, ranked 11th based on article count of the 211 journals, is
a promising evidence of the growing influence of gold OA.

Barriers to Green Open Access
Self-archiving is the most cost-effective method of providing
OA to research findings for researchers. Local self-archiving
includes depositing a postprint or preprint of the article in an
IR or self-archiving in a subject repository. However, rather
than offering a simplified option, publishers have created

barriers to OA through unsustainable complexities involved in
self-archiving policies. Of the 35 professional society or
association journals represented in this study, 15 had restrictive
yellow self-archiving policies. Yellow self-archiving only allows
authors to post the prerefereed preprint. With peer review
considered the most important criteria in journal publishing,
there is potentially little value to the open communication of
research of an article without peer review [29,30].

Poltronieri et al [31] also found that in their survey of journals,
more than half of the publishers are still imposing yellow and
white restrictions on self-archiving. Even among green journals,
navigating restrictions and permissions is challenging. In
addition to the version requirements of the publisher, there were
additional requirements regarding embargo periods, restricting
when the self-archived version could be made available. The
journal embargoes were often listed as a set of complex
conditions that authors would need to navigate to comply with
the journal’s requirements for self-archiving.

Future Directions
The solution to resistance, either from journals or researchers,
is sometimes assumed to be the requirements from funding
sources or institutions [32,33]. Mandated public access from
funding agencies, principally National Institutes of Health
(NIH), has led to tremendous growth in the availability of
biomedical literature [34]. However, the NIH, despite having
an OA policy written into law 2008, found that low compliance
continued to be a major issue. Researchers had indicated that a
lack of time, a frustrating deposit process, and confusing journal
policies were the primary reasons for lack of compliance [35].
NIH introduced a policy delaying applications and funding if
publications associated with the research were not in
compliance. Following this, NIH saw aggregate submissions
increase from an average of 5158 articles per month in 2012 to
7931 articles per month in 2013 and 7057 in 2014 [36].
Although NIH operates in a much different context than the MS
Society of Canada, the NIH experience highlights that the
requirement itself is not a sufficient motivation to overcome
perceived barriers to compliance. Policy enforcement is a
necessary component in this process. Whereas the MS Society
of Canada has implemented an OA policy, the mechanisms for
enforcement are not explicitly outlined in that policy.

Whether mandated OA will move MS research to a more open
dissemination environment remains to be seen. The movement
to OA requires incentives for involvement [37]. In the case of
researchers, for whom promotion and tenure decisions may be
significantly impacted by the number of publications and the
venue in which they are published, journal selection may be a
critical choice. Authors select journals to publish in based on
journal reputation, impact factor, and turnaround time to
publication [22,28,38]. Watson [39] found that the authors are
confused by the notion of OA, reluctant to participate, and
confounded by the myriad of choices they are presented with
when trying to publish OA.

Surveys have shown that researchers have generally favorable
views of OA and its benefits for both the public and the
scientific community [40,41]. However, there are challenges to
making work available through both green and gold roads to
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OA. Initial challenges include informing researchers about the
concept of OA itself, as many scientists and researchers have
no direct mechanisms in place to become more informed about
these issues and may not recognize the necessity of doing so
[42].

Study Limitations
As this study relied on bibliographic analysis rather than
contacting researchers directly to provide a list of articles, the
758 articles used in the analysis may not have been directly
produced as a result of the MS Society of Canada funded
research. Any participating authorship by the 77 researchers
during the time of funding by the Society was included in the
study as long as the article was related to the topic of MS.

Conclusions
The prevalence of OA literature produced by the MS Society
of Canada researchers has remained consistently low between
2009 and 2014. Of the 758 articles, 288 are available OA. Most
OA articles were made available without evidence of APC
payment. Although APCs in hybrid journals was significantly
higher than those associated with pure gold journals, the use of
APCs for publication was low among this group.

The recent implementation of the MS Society of Canada’s OA
policy may increase OA publication within this field. Future
research should include prevalence of OA of newly funded
research as a means of determining policy impact and
effectiveness.
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Abstract

Background: Technology has changed the landscape in which psychiatry operates. Effective, evidence-based treatments for
mental health care are now available at the fingertips of anyone with Internet access. However, technological solutions for mental
health are not necessarily sought by consumers nor recommended by clinicians.

Objective: The objectives of this study are to identify and discuss the barriers to introducing eHealth technology-supported
interventions within mental health.

Methods: An interactive polling tool was used to ask “In this brave new world, what are the key issues that need to be addressed
to improve mental health (using technology)?” Respondents were the multidisciplinary attendees of the “Humans and Machines:
A Quest for Better Mental Health” conference, held in Sydney, Australia, in 2016. Responses were categorized into 10 key issues
using team-based qualitative analysis.

Results: A total of 155 responses to the question were received from 66 audience members. Responses were categorized into
10 issues and ordered by importance: access to care, integration and collaboration, education and awareness, mental health stigma,
data privacy, trust, understanding and assessment of mental health, government and policy, optimal design, and engagement. In
this paper, each of the 10 issues are outlined, and potential solutions are discussed. Many of the issues were interrelated, having
implications for other key areas identified.

Conclusions: As many of the issues identified directly related to barriers to care, priority should be given to addressing these
issues that are common across mental health delivery. Despite new challenges raised by technology, technology-supported mental
health interventions represent a tremendous opportunity to address in a timely way these major concerns and improve the receipt
of effective, evidence-based therapy by those in need.

(J Med Internet Res 2017;19(2):e55)   doi:10.2196/jmir.6957

KEYWORDS

eHealth; mental health; technology adoption

Introduction

The enormous personal, social, and financial burden caused by
mental health problems is increasingly acknowledged. Mental

health conditions are the leading cause of years lost to disability
globally and account for 8.9% of global disability-adjusted life
years [1]. A higher risk of suicide and increased medical
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comorbidity means that individuals with serious mental illness
die up to 32 years earlier than the general population [2].

With the emergence of digital technologies, the landscape in
which psychiatry operates has changed. There are now an
expanded array of tools and resources at our disposal. Electronic
health (eHealth) refers to a range of services that use information
and communication technologies to improve human health.
Examples include programs that deliver cognitive behavioral
therapy to anonymous users over the Internet [3], remote
assessment and treatment of patients using telecommunications
and the Internet [4], and novel treatment interventions via virtual
reality or serious games [5]. Recently, eHealth has expanded to
include mobile health (mHealth), which aims to harness
consumer-facing technologies such as smartphones and wearable
devices to support health care.

In addition to direct delivery of services, eHealth technology
can assist the administration and coordination of mental health
care. For example, in the United Kingdom, the National Health
Service (NHS) is integrating technology into primary care to
allow patients to register with a general practitioner (GP), access
health care records, and receive medical advice and information
via their computer, smartphone, or tablet [6]. Allowing patients
immediate access to private medical records via the Internet
empowers consumers and may facilitate consistency of care.

However, while the promise of technology in mental health is
high, delivery and uptake remains low. In the United States,
only 20% of organizations involved in provision of behavioral
support have adopted electronic records, compared with 60%
of primary care organizations [7]. In Australia, an estimated
600,000 individuals with mild-moderate mental health disorders
are potentially suitable for eHealth services, while only 25%
currently receive any mental health care [8]. As yet, health
system integration and the management, engagement, and
prevention of mental health on a population scale remain
unrealized possibilities. This is despite acceleration in consumer
use of technology, with rapid adoption of platforms such as
smartphones and new services for banking, commerce, travel,
and social interaction.

There is a need to assess the reasons for this disparity. Is it just
a matter of time [9], or are there barriers within mental health
that will impede the deployment of technological solutions?
Are the issues technological or do they arise from other sources?
It is not clear what these problems, barriers, or concerns might
be. Identification and discussion of possible issues may inform
strategies to ensure the potential of technology for mental health
is realized.

Taking advantage of a concentration of expertise drawn from
across the mental health sector in Australia, we surveyed the
audience of the “Humans and Machines: A Quest for Better
Mental Health” conference about the key issues that need to be
addressed to improve mental health using eHealth technologies.

Based on audience responses, this paper aims to outline the
perceived key issues and suggest ways to overcome these
barriers.

Methods

Data Collection
Data were collected via a 1-question, cross-sectional, interactive
survey using a convenience sample. In September 2016, the
Black Dog Institute and University of New South Wales
(UNSW) Australia hosted the “Humans and Machines: A Quest
for Better Mental Health” conference in Sydney, Australia. The
aim of the conference was to explore the interface between
science, eHealth technologies, and human health and whether
a physical face-to-face presence is required to provide quality
mental health care. The survey question “In this brave new
world, what are the key issues that need to be addressed to
improve mental health (using technology)?” was presented to
attendees at the end of the first session via the Poll Everywhere
interactive data collection tool [10]. Attendees anonymously
provided their free-text responses using the browser on their
mobile devices. No limit was placed on the number of responses
submitted by each individual.

Data Analysis
Audience responses to the question were organized into key
issue areas following guidelines for rigorous team-based
approaches to decision making [11]. Two authors (JN and AB)
independently generated 10 data-driven issue areas from the
audience responses. Identification of issue areas was mostly
inductive, allowing the analysis to be flexible and theory
independent but guided by the research question [12]. Between
the 2 coders, 11 unique issues were identified, of which 9 were
identified by both coders. A third party (KB) with substantial
experience with qualitative research resolved the difference in
issue identification to provide a final list of 10 issues and any
differences in individual response categorization in consultation
with JN and AB. Issue importance was proxied by calculating
the percentage of respondents that nominated each of the 10
issues identified.

Results

A total of 94 individuals attended the “Humans and Machines:
A Quest for Better Mental Health” conference. Speakers and
audience members included a broad representation of senior
staff spanning eHealth research, mental health professionals,
health service providers, philanthropic organizations, and the
health and technology industry. A total of 155 unique responses
to the question were submitted by 66 audience members, from
which 10 key issues that need to be addressed to improve mental
health using technology were identified. The 10 issues identified
were interrelated and are displayed in order of importance in
Table 1.
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Table 1. The 10 issues identified that need to be addressed to improve mental health (using technology) ranked in order of importance.

n (%)Issue identified

24 (36)Access to care

15 (23)Integration and collaboration

13 (20)Education and awareness

13 (20)Mental health stigma

12 (18)Data privacy

11 (17)Trust

11 (17)Understanding and assessment of mental health

10 (15)Government and policy

9 (14)Optimal design

8 (12)Engagement

Discussion

Principal Findings
By combining the perspectives of a wide range of stakeholders
drawn from a recent technology-focused conference, this
opportunistic survey sought to provide a contemporary overview
of shared priority issues that need to be considered if the
potential of eHealth is to be realized in mental health. Rather
than prespecify a technology, condition, or policy focus, the
survey was intended to solicit the broadest range of opinions
possible in order to understand the extent to which prevalent
issues are technology-specific or, rather, represent an extension
of known challenges in mental health generally. Validating this
approach, of the identified issues, half (n=5) reflected pragmatic
concerns of access, understanding, and attitudes to mental illness
that extend beyond technology to stand as common barriers to
improved mental health care. Technology cannot escape these
issues. Yet there should also be considerable optimism in the
potential for eHealth technologies to offer novel, substantive
strategies to tackle these barriers to care.

Reflecting these dual notions of challenge and opportunity, the
following discussion attempts to highlight how eHealth
technology is shaped by and holds the potential to shape each
identified issue. In addition to the service delivery themes
identified above, the remaining issues fell into 2 further
categories: structural issues surrounding mental health policy
and services (n=2) and technology-specific issues (n=3).

Issues Affecting Mental Health Service Delivery

Access to Care
Participants overwhelmingly highlighted the need to improve
the timely access of mental health care by those in need. As
well as general improvements in care access, reducing social
inequalities in accessing mental health care was emphasized.
Despite the range of effective strategies currently available to
treat mental health conditions, too few individuals seek help.
Projections indicate that improving service access among the
two-thirds of Australians with a mental health disorder not
receiving care would result in a 23% reduction in the burden of
common mental disorders [13,14]. Addressing access to care

involves consideration of barriers to care, many of which were
identified by participants as issues requiring attention to improve
mental health, including stigma, education, and health system
integration and policy considerations. Additional proposed
barriers to help seeking include a desire to handle the problem
without outside help, distrust of mental health services [15],
and concerns regarding cost, transport, time, and convenience
[16].

Given the high rate of Internet access [17] and growing
ownership of mobile devices [18] in both developed and
developing settings, technology-supported interventions can
address many of these identified barriers. Effective eHealth
interventions are available in the form of unguided self-help
[3,19] and can be accessed anonymously, minimizing the
possibility of stigma. Such interventions provide
around-the-clock access to evidence-based treatments, allowing
timely access in response to symptoms and maximizing
consumer convenience. eHealth interventions are, arguably,
also able to provide more equitable access to health services,
given their ability to be accessed remotely and at minimal to
no cost to the user [20]. However, while technology may seem
to address these barriers to help seeking with the potential to
improve access to care, formal evaluation of the ability of
technology-supported interventions to engage those otherwise
not accessing care is required. Other factors that influence access
to care, including trust discussed later, require consideration
throughout design and development.

In aiming to address the issue of care access,
technology-supported interventions must also consider
scalability. Much has been made of the possibility for eHealth
to have large-scale, population-based, system-wide implications
for mental health [8]. However, populations are not
homogeneous in terms of need, interest, or access to technology,
all of which will mediate intervention success at scale.

Moreover, technology may itself generate inequalities in health
service delivery and access. For example, technology-supported
services often target younger adults based on their presumed
affinity for technology [21]. Yet aptitude for and uptake of
technological interventions may vary within generations as
much as between. From divergent rates of device ownership
[22] to the challenges of digital literacy [23], the same
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sociodemographic forces that shape health inequalities appear
also to shape eHealth access. Beyond a need to design for
diversity in technological experience, these findings recommend
a particularly high bar in terms of demonstrating equity of access
for any eHealth strategies that aim to replace existing mental
health services.

Education and Awareness
Participants identified a need for further education in 2 mental
health domains, mental health literacy and availability of eHealth
interventions. Poor mental health literacy, defined as the lack
of “knowledge and beliefs about mental disorders, which aid
their recognition, management, or prevention” [15], has been
identified as a key barrier to help seeking. Technology has the
potential to be an important tool in educating the general
population about mental health disorders with an aim to improve
mental health literacy. The Internet has been successfully used
to increase public education and awareness of mental and other
health conditions [24,25], with resulting increases in intentions
to seek help [24,25]. Further, the Internet is increasingly used
as source of information about mental health, particularly among
those with mental health problems [26].

Technology-supported mental health resources must consider
how to disseminate information to the intended end-users, given
eHealth interventions are currently not necessarily sought by
consumers nor recommended by clinicians. Efforts for
integration of eHealth into existing health care systems,
discussed below, will increase clinician awareness of
technology-supported interventions. Technology can support
this effort—for example, the eMental Health in Practice
(eMHPrac) initiative uses online continuing professional
development–accredited learning modules supported by
webinars, forums, and blogs to teach GPs, psychiatrists, and
allied health professionals about eHealth, its efficacy, and role
in routine care.

Similarly, there is a need to educate the public about eHealth
options, which will support their role in clinical care, as patients
will inquire about eHealth even when not suggested by their
clinician. To this end, many online portals such as Beacon [27]
and mindhealthconnect [28] seek to inform consumers about
eHealth options and guide them to the most relevant
evidence-based resources. However, given the instrumental role
of Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube in the unprecedented
success of the Ice Bucket Challenge in raising awareness (and
funds) for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis in 2014 [29], the
potential for technology, in particular social media, to increase
mental health literacy and eHealth awareness is not currently
fully realized.

Mental Health Stigma
A need to reduce the stigma associated with mental health
conditions was evident in participant responses. Negative
attitudes toward people (the self or others) with mental illness
has been shown to be associated with lower intentions to seek
help [30,31] and delayed or diminished recovery [32,33]. In an
effort to reduce fear of stigma, online therapy today is often
provided anonymously, minimizing the possibility that
individuals will be identified as service users and avoiding the

need to label individuals as having a mental health disorder.
Yet while affordances offered by technologies such as
anonymity and remote interaction may help to minimize stigma
exposure, prevalent negative attitudes also slow technology
adoption by reducing awareness of these new options, slowing
help-seeking, and focusing technology discussion on physical
health.

More radical is the potential for interventions that seek to modify
stigmatizing attitudes directly, potentially at population-scale.
In support of this potential, a Canadian media and social media
campaign raised mental health awareness and reduced mental
health stigma among young adults [34]. Internet-based
interventions that provide either evidence-based therapy or
psychoeducation have also been shown to reduce negative
perceptions of mental illness and may increase the likelihood
that individuals will seek professional help [25,35]. Further
research should aim to identify other avenues for using
technology to reduce stigma. For example, research has found
that contact interventions (involving interpersonal contact with
members of the stigmatized group) lead to greater reductions
in stigma than providing psychoeducation alone [36]. Although
video-based contact interventions may have less impact than
face-to-face contact, the use of interactive games and other
immersive technological experiences may provide an effective
new avenue to combating the stigma of mental illness. The
potential for social media to be harnessed as an advocacy tool
to reduce stigma at a population level should also continue to
be explored.

Understanding and Assessment of Mental Health
Shortcomings in the understanding of mental health conditions
were highlighted by participants, including established
difficulties in the field relating to assessment and classification,
psychosocial determinants, and prevention [37]. Despite great
advances in genetic and biological medicine, translation of these
developments to the understanding and treatment of mental
health disorders remains incomplete [2]. Further, individual
differences in symptom presentation and disease courses,
coupled with the subjective nature of mental health conditions,
present challenges to the development of technology-supported
resources for the understanding, treatment, and prevention of
these disorders.

At the intersection of big data and psychiatry, consumer-facing
technologies promise access to a vast array of personal and
behavioral data. Given large enough datasets, previously hidden
correlations—digital biomarkers—may yet emerge with the
potential to better predict outcomes and further our
understanding of mental health conditions. Current apps and
wearables have the ability to passively collect data about activity
(from Global Positioning System sensors and accelerometers),
social connectedness (from Bluetooth connectivity, social media
activity, and call and text logs), sleep/wake cycles (through light
sensors and screen activation), and voice tone (from
microphones).

However, both passively collected data and digital mental health
resources must first be linked to clinically important outcomes
and assessed using validated measures that accurately account
for the continuum of mental health problems in the community.
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In mHealth, consensus regarding which patient-reported
outcome measures are required to meaningfully assess app
efficacy is needed [38].

Recent work has correlated passively collected objective data
with clinically rated symptoms of depression and mania in
bipolar disorder [39]. Further work with digital biomarkers will
explore if data can predict changes in affective states, guide
relapse prevention and clinical intervention, and ultimately
inform the field about development [40], prodromes, and
subclinical states [39]. Passively collected and user inputted
data can also inform consumers and increase insight into their
mental health, which is important for self-management.

Technology can also be used to assess risk. Digital footprints
left by individuals’ online presence, in particular their social
media use, have been used to assess risk of depression and
suicide, highlighting the extension of technology to mental
illness prevention [41].

Engagement
Participants emphasized prevalent challenges of engagement
with mental health therapy. Nearly half of patients with a major
depressive disorder drop out of therapy within 12 months [42].
Problems of engagement disproportionately affect young people
[43] and those from minority groups, who are at least 40% more
likely to discontinue treatment for a mood disorder, anxiety, or
depression prematurely [44].

Technology-supported interventions have similar (or greater
for open access resources) difficulties with engagement [45].
Although partly reflecting issues of stigma, confidentiality, and
trust (identified as separate issues in this discussion), poor
engagement encompasses additional factors that reduce the
likelihood of meaningful initiation, participation in, and
completion of therapy once enlisted in care. In addition to
accidental causes of missed treatment, such as forgotten
appointments or technical issues, mental health–specific factors
include variable perceptions of treatment utility among patients
and carers [46], prevalent delays around treatment [47,48], the
alignment of available services with personal conceptions of
mental health, and preferences for different styles and modes
of therapy [46,49]. Poor engagement also extends to
participation in mental health service design [50] and research
[51].

However, technology-supported care has the promise of
addressing the common mismatch between patient expectations
and service capabilities, made possible by the ability to tailor
content, motivational elements, and reminders to provide
personalized therapy. Self-guided therapies, available through
personal devices, can be initiated without delay in response to
changes in condition state and pursued at times convenient to
patients. Technology-based care can simultaneously support a
spectrum of peer-, clinician-, community-, and agent-based
interactions that offer genuine social support for some while
guaranteeing autonomous self-care for others [3,52]. More
broadly, technology platforms that integrate with social media
have the potential to make positive contributions to discourse
about mental health by sharing information about treatment and
outcomes. Further, the enhanced ability to collect unobtrusive

feedback and treatment participation data promises to accelerate
future developments in the field.

Structural Issues Surrounding Mental Health Policy
and Services

Integration and Collaboration
Participants identified deficiencies in coordination of care and
a perceived lack of interdisciplinary collaboration within the
health care system as a challenge to technology-supported care.
In particular, participants acknowledged the risk that new
eHealth technologies perpetuate—or even extend—known
challenges of service fragmentation that threaten continuity of
care [53,54]. Indeed, the slow adoption of electronic health
records in behavioral health settings continues to frustrate
attempts to link services [7]. Many technology-supported
interventions today sit independent of existing health care
systems [8]. In addition to the potential complexity for decision
making and patient choice arising from these new services,
technology development models that do not emphasize clinical
stakeholder involvement risk creating services that are a poor
fit with referral and care pathways or back-office requirements,
such as audit and billing.

Despite this, technology has the potential to address these
challenges through better information sharing, better use of
information contained in health records, and more effective
communication between professionals, patients, and carers. The
success of this cohesive picture will hinge on the successful and
timely introduction of technology into existing systems of care.

One promising integration approach is the stepped care model
in which technology-supported interventions are incrementally
introduced as part of a continuum of therapies of differing
intensity targeting a specific condition [8]. Such interventions
have proven success in treating mild-moderate anxiety and
depression [19] and release traditional resources to serve
individuals with more severe symptoms [8]. It is projected that
stepped care will increase quality of care for consumers and
lower mental health costs by providing cost-effective care to
those with mild-moderate disorders while reducing the burden
on face-to-face services and increasing workforce participation.

Systemic change will require not only government support but,
critically, buy-in from organizations involved in mental health
delivery and leadership from clinical champions [55]. Increased
awareness of technological mental health interventions among
consumers and clinicians aided by mental health professional
education and training will be important [8]. Further, shared
information technology infrastructure and successful deployment
of electronic health records will be necessary to ensure
continuity of care from technology-supported to in-person
services [8]. Substantive interdisciplinary collaboration that
incorporates consumer perspectives will also become
increasingly important as the dependencies between services
and systems grows [56].

Government and Policy
For the field to flourish, participants suggested governments
will need to develop frameworks and policies to encourage
innovation and technology within health services. Recent
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findings indicate that government-facilitated access to electronic
medical records through patient portals increases consumer
involvement in health care and improves health outcomes
[57,58]. The Australian government has recognized the potential
and cost effectiveness of technology in mental health care
service delivery [59], supporting the e-mental health record and
the eMHPrac initiative designed to promote online mental health
resources in primary care [60]. Dedicated centers of excellence
for eHealth research are also supported, as well as organizations
providing services directly to the public which receive
approximately 275,000 combined unique website visits each
month [8].

In addition to mentioning an enabling role for policy makers,
participants also highlighted the pressing need for timely
governance of emerging technologies characterized by a rapid
pace of change. For example, although regulation concerning
the development of health apps now exists in some health
economies, notably in the United States [61], the scope of these
guidelines is restricted to diagnostic and therapeutic categories
that commonly exclude mental health. This patchy regulatory
coverage allows anyone to develop and deploy an app for mental
health through commercial app stores without an evidence base.
Clinical assessments of mental health apps have highlighted a
lack of evidence-based content and minimal demonstrations of
efficacy [62,63]. While this may not affect consumer uptake,
clinicians are understandably wary of recommending apps to
support treatment in the absence of quality guarantees, slowing
integration into care. Beyond apps, the emerging scope for
technology-supported population-scale digital mental health
prevention and health promotion campaigns will open up new
issues around data governance and ethics that lie outside existing
governance frameworks. Market-initiated solutions such as
clearing houses, development guidelines, and quality checklists
may have a role [64], but effective regulation of medical
technologies has historically relied on government intervention.

Technology-Specific Issues

Data Privacy
Participants highlighted the need to safeguard the privacy of
identifiable, sensitive health information collected by eHealth
services. Secure data storage and the choice to remain
anonymous were considered necessities when dealing with
health data. Further, given the ability to passively collect an
unprecedented diversity and volume of personal and behavioral
data through smartphone apps, responses emphasized informed,
user-controlled data collection.

Unfortunately, there is often considerable opacity regarding
data collection and processing in technological interventions,
illuminated only by privacy policies that are often long and
difficult to understand. The availability of a privacy policy is
not, however, a comprehensive solution for understanding the
privacy implications of a technological intervention. A study
of app privacy found the majority of policies did not actually
focus on the app concerned [65]. Furthermore, privacy policies
do not necessarily reflect what happens “inside the black box,”
as 78% of accredited apps in the now defunct NHS Health Apps
Library uploaded data which had not been disclosed to users
[66].

Although these limitations may not factor in user decisions on
whether or not to use an eHealth platform, they nevertheless
reflect noncompliance with relevant privacy regulations, which
hinder the possibility of ethical, informed decisions regarding
the use of specific platforms. To assist consumers, as well as
ensuring the enforcement of privacy regulations, the provision
of simplified user-friendly privacy information has been
proposed, akin to the recent overhaul in the presentation of
nutritional information [67].

Trust
Reflecting wider conceptions of distrust of mental health
services as a barrier to care [15], participants identified multiple
dimensions to the concept of trust in the use of technology for
mental health, including ethical data collection and analysis and
the need for its responsible use. The costs of breaching trust
were considered catastrophic. Organizations involved in data
collection and analysis or delivering eHealth interventions need
to have the trust of users. Further, users, including mental health
professionals, also need to be able to trust the technologies.
Medical practitioners have been found to “see data as costs,
risks, and liabilities” [68].

Similarly, it is important to consumers to trust that data will be
used for the public good [69]. Context is critical for these
perceptions of trust, with considerations around why and how
data will be used contributing to whether or not data feels right
or feels wrong [70]. Therefore, transparency in data collection
purposes, access, and uses should be emphasized.

There must also be trust that the technologies and techniques
used for data analysis are secure and effective and will provide
accurate identification of mental health symptoms or risk for
mental health problems. Kennedy [71], drawing on the work of
Theodore Porter, argues that quantification apparently reduces
the need for interpersonal trust through the appearance of
objectivity in data analysis techniques but that reliance on
numbers can increase distrust if errors are made. This highlights
the importance of evidence and accuracy in the use of eHealth
interventions and data analysis in mental health. Therefore, it
is paramount that the evidence-base for the wide range of
technological interventions in mental health is developed, as is
the case for online interventions for common mental health
disorders [3,19]. Further, certification or accreditation for
eHealth and mHealth programs could enhance consumer trust
of these resources.

Optimal Design
Participants highlighted uncertainties about the optimal design
of technology-supported mental health interventions. Some
reflected longstanding thematic concerns for eHealth applicable
not only to mental health, such as how best to translate
therapeutic principles to a technology-based medium while
retaining clinical effectiveness, how to identify patient groups
most likely to benefit from technology-supported care, and how
to appropriately tailor both platform (whether Web, app, or
social media) and design to ensure usability and acceptability
among target users [72,73]. While a perceived benefit of eHealth
interventions is their ability to address varied experience and
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personal risk factors as well as cultural norms in diverse
populations, this increases the complexity and cost of design.

Lessons learned in other disciplines may guide design
considerations. Recent work in health promotion has highlighted
the potential to design complex interventions for behavior
change using discrete building blocks, contributing to
theory-building, and maximizing likely effectiveness [74].
Strategies such as user-centered and participatory design, which
emphasize substantive involvement of target users throughout
intervention development, can simultaneously refine intervention
focus while eliminating potential usability barriers [56]. New
evaluation strategies, which are better suited to both iterative
improvements in intervention designs and the fast past of
technology change, will also be needed [75].

However, there is work to be done to optimize these techniques
for the design of mental health interventions. For example, any
theory seeking to maximize user interaction, whether through
motivational elements or gameplay, must also be compatible
with psychological theory guiding therapy. As a result, effective
design requires not only technical proficiency from software
developers, but commensurate skills among clinical staff to
understand the conceptual basis behind concepts such as serious
games and translate these in ways that achieve specific desired
outcomes such as improved adherence [44] and are compatible
with evaluation [76].

Limitations
The limitations of this paper require acknowledgment. The
survey was conducted using a convenience sample of attendees
at a conference convened to discuss the interface between
science, technology, and human health and the potential role of
technology in providing quality mental health care. Given a
convenience sample and a common interest in technology,
attendee perspectives around the challenges of mental eHealth
may not be fully representative, particularly of stakeholders
who have made a principled choice not to use eHealth
technologies. However, attendees were also experts in eHealth
with research and organizational roles where a balanced
understanding of the issues could be reasonably expected.

A further limitation is that consumers were not represented
among conference attendees, limiting the issues identified to
those important from a service provision perspective. It is widely
acknowledged that consumers and service providers traditionally
hold different views on mental health care challenges and
priorities [77], and thus an important and varied perspective is
not represented in these results. Future research should address
this gap and aim to understand the issues in the introduction of
technology in mental health service delivery perceived by
consumers.

Finally, the frequency-of-elicitation method used to assess
relative importance may be an imperfect proxy for participant
views. Factors other than importance that may have influenced
participant submissions include accidental omission and

perceptions that a topic might have already have been submitted
by others. It is therefore possible that, given a forced choice
method, a different ranking would have emerged. As a result,
while the consistency of themes that emerged (despite the
diversity of participant backgrounds) strengthens the convergent
validity of the issues considered as a set, the rank order should
be interpreted with caution.

Conclusions
Current mental health service provision has failed to engage a
large number of those in need. Many of the issues identified by
attendees of the “Humans and Machines: A Quest for Better
Mental Health” conference directly relate to barriers to care,
including access to care, stigma, education, engagement,
integration, and government and policy. Priority should therefore
be given to addressing these issues that are common across
mental health delivery. Despite new challenges,
technology-supported mental health interventions represent a
tremendous opportunity to overcome these issues but only if
they are actively considered during design and development.

Several studies have shown that the use of technology in mental
health care is acceptable and at times preferable to consumers,
with convenience, cost, and anonymity listed among its
advantages [78]. Indeed, in some cases, the use of technology
for mental health care has been largely consumer-driven (e.g.,
the use of apps).

However, to fulfill this potential, an integrated, coordinated
approach is needed to establish a role for eHealth services within
existing health care systems and increase awareness of these
services among consumers and clinicians. This requires
commitment from all stakeholders, including research, clinical
practice, regulators, and governments to support the role of
technology in mental health. Research has established the
effectiveness of a range of e-mental health services, but an
emphasis on implementation science is essential to ensuring the
successful scaling of digital health interventions. Clinician
awareness and training programs are vital to inform and support
the role of eHealth in routine practice and to guarantee
consumers are directed to appropriate technological
interventions. Critically, while government recognition of the
benefits of eHealth within the health care system is important
to the delivery of eHealth programs, this recognition may be
meaningless without sustained funding to maintain eHealth
services and for continuing development to ensure that health
interventions keep pace with emerging technology.

Without a concerted effort to translate research into policy and
practice to address the barriers described here, the adoption of
technology into mental health care will inevitably be slowed.
However, the greater failure will be to miss the potential, offered
by technology, to address in a timely way major concerns of
access, stigma, and engagement that stand as active barriers to
participation in mental health care and the receipt of effective,
evidence-based therapy by those most in need.
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